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«(…) eê d’ \ge toi kefalØ kataneúsomai, 3fra pepoíqhj< 
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kratòj Þqanátoio< mégan d’ ælélixen # Olumpon. 

 

‘See then, I will bend my head that you may believe me. 

For this among the immortal gods is the mightiest witness 

I can give, and nothing I do shall be vain nor revocable 

nor a thing unfulfilled when I bend my head in assent to it.’ 

He spoke, the son of Kronos, nodded his head with the dark brows, 

and the immortally anointed hair of the great god  

swept from his divine head, and all Olympos was shaken. 

(Il. I, 524-530, tr. R. Lattimore 1951) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
‘Tra quel che succede in guerra e quello che si racconta poi, da quando mondo è mondo è corsa sempre una certa 

differenza, ma in una vita di guerriero, che certi fatti siano avvenuti o meno, poco importa; c’è la tua persona, la 

tua forza, la continuità del tuo modo di comportarti, a garantire che se le cose non sono andate proprio così punto 

per punto, però così avrebbero potuto pure andare, e potrebbero ancora andare in un’occasione simile’. 

Italo Calvino, Il cavaliere inesistente 

 

With these simple words in 1985 Italo Calvino, an author used to playfully invade the historical field 

without losing sight of the accurancy of his narrative backgrounds, addressed with humour and ease 

the complicated relationship between factual reality and its narration, a problem that has vexed 

historians and art historians for years. The words come from Agilulfo, a Carolingian knight who 

distinguishes himself from his peers by having acquired an awareness of the fiction that governs not 

only the activities within the system of which he is part, but also the human condition itself. Between 

what happens and what is then recounted there is a certain difference, it is inevitable. But ‘what 

matters’ lies in the continuity of past and future behaviour, in the conventions, and hence in the 

accurate presentation of the public identity. In other words, fiction guarantees social order and it is 

just as important to look at as the factual reality. 

This study will be precisely about public behaviour, bodily performances and gestures in the culture 

and society of the Eastern Roman Empire. It will not be an attempt to reconstruct exactly how they 

were performed in their outward form. Rather, it will draw on insights provided by social sciences and 

ritual-antrhopological studies to address their perception, function, and role in the Byzantine society 

with a focus on the practice and the literary representation of imperial power.  

The topic has been the object of moderate scholarly interest in the field of Greek-Roman and Western 

Medieval studies, where it has proved its potential for historical research. In the field of Byzantine 

studies, however, study of gestures has traditionally been limited to specific iconographic and literary 

themes. ‘Gestures mattered’ Leslie Brubaker wrote, stressing the lack of interest in the subject in one 

of the few articles entirely devoted to the iconographical treatment of gestures and bodily 

movements1. Gestures, however, mattered not only in the artistic field. Only occasionally they had 

been included in more general studies on ceremonial. But gestures, as well as bodies and physical 

appearance, mattered for the functioning of the whole of Byzantine society. They mattered especially 

for the emperor, the ‘performing body’ par excellence, and the analysis of his public gestures and 

image could constitute a useful tool to better understand the working of power, with its mechanisms, 

its ambiguities, and its apparent anomalies. 

                                                             
1 BRUBAKER 2009, p. 55. 
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Gestures were powerfully persuasive weapons, charged with evocative imagery and with deep-rooted 

moral and theological values. Gestures were actively employed (or manipulated) in everyday-life 

interactions, in public speeches, and ceremonies. Everybody, from the actor to the philosopher, from 

the priest to the holy man, from the common man to the emperor, was regarded as part of a 

community in which all members were expected to behave in a certain way and to use their public 

‘social’ body accordingly. Furthermore, in the Christian context and especially in liturgy, gestures, and 

postures needed to be enacted mindfully, rationally performed, and properly understood, so as to 

become instruments of faith.  

The research will thus explore the construction and the developments in the perception of gestures 

and ‘gestural categories’ in the Byzantine society and public performances between the Late Antiquity 

(here: 4th-5th centuries) and the middle period (11th-12th centuries), gathering evidence of 

continuities and changes in the repertoire of physical movements and values present in literary and, 

occasionally, artistic sources. An analysis conducted through theoretical lenses provided by social 

sciences and ritual-anthropological studies suggests that this repertoire was not only enriched with 

new ethical, aesthetical and theological elements, but it was also constantly adapted to the current 

religious and political situation.  

A chronological approach will best illustrate such an evolution of standards in imperial behaviour, 

shaped through a selection of biblical, Hellenistic, Roman, and then Christian models. The analysis will 

be based on the statement that both emperors and authors could employ their gestural repertoire and 

the attributes attached to it in a very creative manner, the former as an important performative 

weapon, the latter in the form of topoi for both critique and praise which also could impact society 

and policy. In general, the way in which the emperor built and used his body was a process made up 

of successes and failures: in some cases the public presentation of the body did not work as intended, 

and the critics promptly turned ‘failures’ and imperfections into literary themes intended to weaken 

the emperor’s image 2. As for the problematic issue of the relationship between literary topos and 

reality, however, it will be pointed out how literary commonplaces about the imperial body and 

behaviour reflected but also influenced how the emperor displayed his body and the actual exercise 

of power. The ruler was somehow passively bound to conform to the ideal imagery deeply embedded 

in the mind of his audience, but he could also actively exploit the visual and evocative power of 

gestures and postures to deliver specific ideological statements, to reinforce legitimacy, or to deal with 

                                                             
2 In the ritual context, failure can be understood as either a failure to produce a result (through an ‘outcome-
oriented’ approach) or in terms of mistakes, procedural errors, and incorrect performances (the ‘procedure-
oriented’ conception). Potential failures, however, could include any imperfections, unusual event, or 
contingency that changes significantly the ritual; SCHIEFFELIN 2007, esp. pp. 4-8. For the way in which 
accusations of ritual mistakes could be seen not only in terms of efficacy of rituals but also as strategies with 
political value for discrediting the rivals and for achieving advantage in a power relation, see ibidem, pp. 12-15.   
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particularly threatening moments. A rich and variegated number of different Gestalten was used 

according to the context and needs of the moment, and allowed the emperor to create and physically 

display powerful visual parallelisms grounded in biblical and historical tradition and clearly recognized 

by the audience. In this context will be set for example also the problematic compresence and 

integration of a ‘democratic’ and a ‘theocratic’ principle in the imperial person, as formulated by 

Agostino Pertusi3. The approachable and familiar emperor of some descriptions testifies, as we shall 

see, to the survival of the ancient republican tradition which tended to regard the emperor as a civilis 

and moderatus primus inter pares, without being in tension with his exceptional condition above the 

common man. Next to this, emotional imperial gestures (i.e. references to emperor’s body movements 

in association with passions such as anger or agony of death) expressed often the mortal nature of the 

emperor next to the supernatural, divine, and ‘untouchable’ one, in line with Ernst Kantorowicz’s 

notion of the ‘King’s two bodies’4. Both authors and performers seems to demonstrate a keen 

awareness of the ‘game’ played in the course of the exercise of the power, and the reflections that 

emerged are valuable testimony to the capacity for self-reflection and consequent change of which 

the cleverest members of Byzantine society were capable. 

Before starting to explore these issues, let us begin by first clarifying what is meant by gesture and 

through which perspectives it can be investigated. 

 

 

PART I. STATE OF RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY 

 

‘We need to interpret interpretations more than to interpret things’. 

Michel de Montaigne5 

 

In the following paragraphs, I will set forth the main methodological and historiographic concerns 

relating to the study of gestures and the use of the body. The most stimulating insights into the role 

and functions of gestures and performances in social and cultural contexts come from sociological and 

ritual-anthropological research and from Greek-Roman and Western Medieval studies6. They provide 

definitions, questions, and concepts like habitus, performativity, practices, agency, as well as a shift in 

interest toward an active and signifying body interacting with a stratified society, that have led 

historical research to a new emphasis on how the body is perceived (in its visual and aesthetical 

                                                             
3 PERTUSI 1976, pp. 491-496; PERTUSI 1990, pp. 16-26. 
4 KANTOROWICZ (1957) 1966. 
5 Cited by DERRIDA (1966) 2009. 
6 On the logical and methodological relation between historical and social research, see GIDDENS 1984, esp. pp. 
355-363. 
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dimension) and on what the body does (when performing and mutually interacting with the social and 

cultural structures). Such a shift in perspective has allowed for a new and multifaceted viewpoint on 

how individuals of the past perceived and publicly displayed their physical appearance and their 

movements. Starting from the attention paid by Marc Bloch and the École des Annales to the cultural 

history and the physical body, down to the interest for attributes of authority and ritual acts in art-

historical studies and political history, historians have gradually recognized the role and functioning of 

gestures and public performances as physical and performative instruments with an effective role in 

societies and politics. This interest does not seem to have been met by Byzantine scholarship, which 

seems to have remained for a long time immune to the fascination of performativity, of the 

instruments of social science and, hence, of gesture as a topic. 

 

1. GESTURE, HABITUS, AND PERFORMANCE IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AND RITUAL-

ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES 

 

Gesture and body have drawn the attention of social sciences since at least the seventeenth century. 

Back then, gestures continued to be regarded as natural and innate movements, shared and universally 

understood by members of different cultures, potentially independent from the spoken languages, 

and even able to replace it7. The equally common assumption of a dualism between body and mind 

that put the former in a condition of inferiority, led early anthropological research to look at gestures, 

dances, and all kinds of symbolic systems involving non-verbal communicative instruments as irrational 

expressions of the most natural, uncontrolled, and ‘savage’ part of the human being8. It was only in 

the late eighteenth and early twentieth centuries that Durkheimian functional-structuralism and a 

ground-breaking article on ‘The Techniques of the Body’ by Marcel Mauss paved the way for achieving 

and substantiating a shift to the idea of a constructed, acquired, and ‘social’ body influenced by the 

dynamic principles and the contexts of the social structures in which it moves9. Without excluding the 

role of the individual psychological component, Mauss unveiled different facets of the ways in which 

individuals use their bodies and acquire specific ‘techniques’ necessary to interact with others within 

a society. This process of acquisition is regarded as going through education and imitation of tested 

                                                             
7 For the history of this type of approach, which harked back to Greek and Roman times, see KNOWLSON 1965. 
8 See the review by WILLIAMS 2004, pp. 40-62. 
9 ‘Each society has its own special habits’ and habits ‘vary especially between societies, educations, proprieties 
and fashions, prestiges’; MAUSS (1936) 1973, pp. 71-73. I am leaving aside ethnographic, psychological, 
biological, and anatomical approaches in the field of non-verbal communication established especially in the ’70 
and ’80. For a comprehensive review of this approach, see HALL and KNAPP 2013. For the advantages and 
disadvantages of the functional-structural approach for the study of human movement, see WILLIAMS 2004, pp. 
104-129.  
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actions performed with success by people with authority and prestige10. In this way, claims Mauss, the 

individual acquires a ‘controlled body’ governed by ‘a set of permissible or impermissible, natural or 

unnatural attitudes’ which change in time and space and according to circumstances: this ‘acquired 

ability’ constituted the habitus, a term that he considers as equivalent to the Aristotelian ’exis’11. 

Mauss provides thus the simplest formulation of a fundamental notion for understanding the active 

way in which individuals cope, through appearance, with the structure which surrounds them. 

Bodily movements and public behaviours started to be seen not only as elements governed and 

constricted by the rules of social structures. They came to be seen as practices acquired and used by 

individuals to perform their social ‘Self’. In 1959 Erving Goffman addresses further the way in which 

‘body techniques’ are built and function in social life in his work ‘The Presentation of Self in Everyday 

Life’. He adopts a dramaturgical perspective on the topic and describes how the ‘social actor’ actively 

relates to social rules by playing different outward ‘roles’ on the stage of the ‘ritual dramas of everyday 

life’12. He enacts, fashions, and sometimes even adaptively manipulates his body, using bodily 

movements as devices to express himself ‘in a way that is dramatized and pre-formed in his repertoire 

of actions’13. He carefully informs his practices to fulfil the expectations of his class, gender, and age, 

and to avoid embarrassment, not only in oder to assure a peaceful and orderly interaction, but also to 

maintain the control over the definition of the situation and over the impression he wants to foster in 

his audience. Without building a comprehensive theory, Goffman stresses in this way the role of 

individual agency within the social structure and the active role played by bodily appearance in the 

construction of the social person14, rising a ‘sociological awareness of the symbolic significance of the 

body to the interactional order’15.  

It is, however, Pierre Bourdieu ‘the most prestigious contemporary theorist who does give explicit 

consideration to the body’16: his ‘theory of practice’ developed the notion of habitus in its complexity 

and in its symbolic character and went a step further in clarifying the subjective dimension of the 

individual agent as both acting and being integrated into the structure. The habitus is the lex insita that 

guides the individual in social life since childhood and that allows ‘the harmonization of agent’s 

experience’17. It provides patterns unconsciously followed in accordance with the position occupied in 

                                                             
10 MAUSS (1936) 1973. 
11 MAUSS (1936) 1973, p. 73; p. 76. 
12 GOFFMAN 1959. Cf. MORRIS 2012, ad vocem ‘Role’, p. 220. Rank, status and role could be seen as indicators 
of social position, which have to be maintained by behaving in a patterned and predictable way; LUCAS 2010. 
Mauss however clearly overcomes the perspective which sees the body as a ‘passive recipient of ‘cultural 
imprints’’, and recognizes its value as a ‘self-developable mean for achieving a range of human objects’; ASAD 
1997, p. 47. 
13 GOFFMAN 1959, pp. 73-74. 
14 Cf. MANNING 1992, p. 175.  
15 TURNER 1991, pp. 11-12.  
16 FRANK 1991, p. 36. 
17 BOURDIEU (1972) 1977, p. 80. 
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society as regards class, education, ideology, and ethnicity. Yet, the habitus can also be transformed in 

an active and generative manner: it is a ‘set of received beliefs’ but it also enables choice and 

‘structured social improvisation’ that ‘allows people to create ways of achieving their aims within an 

existing context’18. It is both a ‘structured’ system of ‘durable, transportable dispositions’, as well as a 

‘structuring’ and ‘generative principle of social practices and representations’ that can even be 

subverted19. In this perspective, the physical and visual constitution of the individual – ‘die Haltung, 

Gebärde oder der typische Verhaltenstil einer Person‘, defined by Bourdieu as hexis and embodied in 

the habitus20 – is also regarded as being acquired during social relationships. The habitus is ‘socially 

informed’ like the body that performs it, and the body, ‘achieved by the hidden persuasion of an 

implicit pedagogy, capable of instilling a whole cosmology, an ethic, a meraphysic, a political 

philosophy’, is able to ‘turn into a permanent disposition’ the ‘political mythology’ to create values and 

knowledge. The body can visually reveal the social status and the role of the individual in society so 

that they became the ‘instruments of an ordering of the world, a system of classifying schemes which 

organizes all practices’. It can also actively express specific beliefs and judgments, thanks to its ‘endless 

capacity to engender thought, perceptions, expressions, actions’ in what has been called the ‘symbolic 

manipulations of body experience’21. 

While Bourdieu seems to have been focused more on the reproduction of the social order, the deeper 

understanding of the mutual relationship between agency and structure led Anthony Giddens to 

develop an ‘ontological framework for the study of human social activities’22 where habitus and social 

behaviour could be unveiled in their subversive and transfomational qualities. Giddens criticizes the 

earlier scholarship focused either on the ‘structure’ or on the ‘individual’, and recognizes the role of 

both in securing ‘ontological safety’ in society. The individual is not dominated entirely by social 

structure. He also acts in autonomy and with inner rationality. He actively and creatively interprets and 

employs as resources the rules imposed by the structure and even transforms the reality through 

practice. The concept of agency comes to include the individual’s capability to influence the structure 

and to confer order to social life through habits and routinized practices, which he was able to 

interpret. This led him to develop Goffman’s theory of the ‘positioning of the body’ in social encounters 

by stressing the coherence of acting, the importance of motivation, and the relative position of the 

individual in time and space to create different social ties and interactions23. 

                                                             
18 MORRIS 2012, ad vocem ‘Habitus’, p. 114. 
19 BOURDIEU (1972) 1977, p. 72; p. 78; pp. 167-171. A comprehensive explanation of habitus is found in KRAIS 
and GEBAUER (2002) 2009, esp. pp. 19-25. Cf. MORRIS 2012, ad vocem ‘Doxa’, p. 71. 
20 SIMONIS 2005. 
21 BOURDIEU (1972) 1977, pp. 87-95 and 123-124; KRAIS and GEBAUER (2002) 2009, p. 28. 
22 GIDDENS 1991; cfr. BRYANT and JARY 1991; CRAIB 1992. The latter compared Giddens’ structuration theory to 
a ‘theoretical omelette’ made of ‘good and bad eggs’. 
23 GIDDENS 1991, pp. XXIV-XXV. 
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Further insights come from the field of studies concerned with contexts in which the body is publicly 

and deliberately displayed using personal skills to convey meaning. Theatrical studies on the mise en 

scène of the body consider the habitus in its most physical dimension as a ‘three-dimensional visual 

icon’ and a tool through which the performer conforms to a standard archetype recognized by the 

onlookers through significant acts and dynamically embodied practices24. Like social interactions, also 

theatrical performance required a proper decorum25. Actors and performers display their bodies 

according to patterns expected from the class, the age, and the gender of their role26. And this in line 

with the behavioural rules governing everyday life: according to Keir Elam, every gesture or ‘mode of 

ostending the body’ always starts from a selection of features characteristic of the social role being 

performed, which are exaggerated to maximize their ‘ostensive potential’. A lack of clear delimitation 

exists therefore between ‘social’ and ‘cultural’ performance (the latter possibly including not only 

dramaturgical and choreographed performances but also ceremonies and rituals)27.  The process by 

which gestures are created, their use, as well the ability of gestures to influence ‘reality’, are topics 

that gain in-depth insights especially thanks to the concept of ‘performativity’, emerged in the 1950s 

in the fields of linguistic theory and philosophy of language as the ability of words, or ‘speech acts’ to 

effectively do things28. As well as verbal language, then, gestures and corporeal signs could also be 

recognized as playing a role in the reproduction of social configurations and in the performativity of 

the identity through acts (an idea developed with important result in gender and queer studies)29. The 

meaningful shift of interest occurred from what a person is to what a person does and the new dynamic 

point of view centred on an practice- and agency- oriented approach (the so-called ‘performative turn’) 

had invested several different disciplines30. In the ritual field in particular, the concept influenced the 

view of ‘dynamic processes’ and ‘practices’ as reflecting ideologies, values, and rules, as well as 

engaged in a mutual interaction with the social structure. The interaction between structure and the 

individual agency had been further defined in Catherine Bell’s concepts of ‘strategies’ and 

‘ritualization’31 and allowed Victor Turner to recognize the degree of ambiguity of ritual acts 

                                                             
24 FARNELL 1996, pp. 536-541; SCHMAUKS 2005.  
25 Any deviations from decorum lead to vilification; KERRY WHITE 1995, ad vocem ‘Decorum’, p. 40. 
26 Actors presented their role through their costume, but also through their gestures, which can be also seen as 
a ‘systemic overlay of visual information’: see KERRY WHITE 1995, ad vocem ‘Costume’, p. 36. 
27 ELAM 1980, pp. 73-78. For the blurred delimitations between theatre and ritual see ROZIK 2003. ‘Performance 
studies’ provide a cross-cultural model which contributed to detect the similarities between dramatic arts, dance, 
ceremonial, ritual, martial arts, and sports; SCHECHNER 2013. Cf. also the contributions in KREINATH et al. 2007, 
esp. pp. 458-459. 
28 In a speech act, ‘performative utterances’ do not describe a doing, but rather perform an action (such as the 
statement ‘I do’ in a wedding context): see AUSTIN 1962.   
29 BUTLER 1988; BUTLER 1990. 
30  Cf. DAVIS 2008. For a review, see PFISTER 2005; BACHMANN-MEDICK 2006, pp. 104-143. 
31 BELL 1992. For a useful synthesis of earlier theories, see NELSON 2012. On the inclusion and use of the concept 
of performance in ritual studies, see also GRIMES 2004. 
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(depending on the audience, the place of the performance, and other symbols involved in the event)32. 

The dynamic process of ‘ritualization’ also raises the issue of the relative power of ritual agency. Again 

according to Bell, the ritual agency involves simultaneously ‘both consent and resistance, 

misunderstanding and appropriation’ in the process through which authority, ‘Self’, and society are 

negotiated33. Rituals acts thus ‘must be understood within a semantic framework whereby the 

significance of an action is dependent upon its place and relationship within a context of all other ways 

of acting: what it echoes, what it inverts, what it alludes to, what it denies’34. 

The application of such a practice-oriented approach has been slow in taking off in the study of 

gestures and behaviour. In the mid ‘90s, Ronald Grimes still complained about the lack of focus on ‘the 

dynamic symbolic acts’ (the gestures) and the ‘symbolic stilling of action’ (the postures) in ritual 

studies, despite their role as fundamental units of ritual activity35. In 1997 Talad Asad also complained 

that the general interest in ‘the body’ in anthropological studies had been mostly focused on body’s 

‘disembodied’ representation, rather than following Mauss’ suggestion to appreciate the body as a 

technical mean, made by embodied aptitudes and not merely by systems of symbolic meaning36. 

Sociology tendency to stress the symbolic order led also to neglect the materiality and the biological 

nature of the body, for example the somatic effects linked to the social environment37. The connection 

between the psychological states of participating individual bodies and the representational use of the 

social body in the ritual context, however, has recently been explored by scholars. Timothy Nelson 

considers for example the way in which codified ritual gestures and postures are enacted and 

experienced, together with the choice of particular spaces and the regular repetition of events, among 

the ‘framing strategies’ that define the transformation of the common frame into a ‘ritual frame’ apart 

from ordinary life. In this context, the body’s movements are transformed into ritual actions with 

specific symbolic and communicative potentials38. Particular attention has been paid in recent research 

to the mechanism through which symbolic gestures and other sensorial devices such as music, dance, 

                                                             
32 TURNER 1987.  
33 BELL 1992, pp. 7-8. 
34 Ibid., p. 220. 
35 Grimes insisted on the importance of multidisciplinary ventures: see GRIMES (1982) 1995. For a semiotic 
perspective, see KERRY WHITE 1995, ad vocem ‘Code System’, p. 28; ELAM 1980, esp. pp. 35-38; NÖTH (1985) 
1990, pp. 363-366 and 398. For the use of spatial codes in human relationships (the ‘proxemics’) inaugurated by 
the anthropologist Edward T. Hall, see FARNELL 1996, pp. 536-541; ELAM 1980, p. 56. For the critique on Ray 
Birwhistell’s model, see ELAM 1980, p. 70-72. For the application of the semantic approach to anthropology, see 
FARNELL 1996; KENDON 2004; WILLIAMS 2004.  
36 ASAD 1997, pp. 43. Already in 1969 Victor Turner analysed ritual symbols as sets of evocative devices that 
arouse, channel and domesticate powerful emotions, but he also continued to distinguish between culture 
(thought, speech and affected gestures) and body (source of individual and innate feelings that needed to be 
‘domesticated’); ASAD 1997, pp. 44-47. 
37 BERTHELOT 1991, p. 399. 
38 NELSON 2012. Other ‘framing strategies’ are the use of archaic vocabulary, music, and styles no longer popular. 
If considered separately, all these elements are not sufficient to make a frame ritual, but when combined, their 
effect is stronger; ibidem. On the concept of ‘frame’, see GOFFMAN 1974. 
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and rhetorical techniques contribute to trigger emotions and affect the bodies and the subjectivity of 

individuals39. Now more than ever scholars feel the importance of acknowledging the dynamic, flexible, 

and active role of the physical display and the bodily practices in society and rituals. 

 

2. BODIES AND GESTURES IN THE WORK OF THE HISTORIAN 

 

‘This book (…) is also an essay in symbolic anthropology by an unlicensed practitioner, proper fieldwork being 

impossible until the author gets to Hades’40. 

 

In a well-known passage of his Apologie pour l’histoire, Marc Bloch identified his ideal of a historian 

with the ogre of the fables who follows the human flesh’s smell41. After him, the ‘Ogre historien’ par 

excellence, Jacques Le Goff, has followed the advice together with his colleagues at the École des 

Annales42. Thanks also to an innovative multidisciplinary approach, those scholars have been 

responsible for the turn of the interest from a ‘histoire événementielle’ to a ‘histoire des mentalités’ 

and to a cultural history focused on the tangible aspects of everyday life, on a man with a soul made 

of thoughts and beliefs as much as with a body made of flesh and blood43. In this context gestures also 

began to attract the attention of historians, especially as elements embedded with shared meanings 

and efficacious in visually displaying the social boundaries in the highly ritualized and few literalized 

society of the Western Middle Ages44. ‘Le geste’ – together with ‘la parole’ and ‘les objets’ – was 

embodied anew by Le Goff and acknowledged as a symbolic practice of the feudal society: in the rite 

of vassalage, for example, it publicly expressed the relation of subordination or reciprocity between 

lord and vassal, according to a specific cultural system45.  

                                                             
39 See, for example, the psychological approach in ARGYLE 2000, pp. 93; pp. 113-114; pp. 126-129. On the role 
of emotions in ritual, see also MOSSIÈRE 2012. 
40 GLEASON 1995, p. XIV. 
41 ‘Le bon historien, lui, ressemble à l’ogre de la légende. Là où il flaire la chair humaine, il sait que là est son 
gibier’ ; BLOCH (1949) 1974, p. 35. 
42 Le Goff himself declared to be an ogre pushed by an insatiable ‘appétit’. The metaphor conveyed ‘la manière 
sensible, et comme tactile, dont Jacques Le Goff se saisit de l’histoire (…) : l’attention qu’il porte prioritairement 
aux choses at aux corps dans leur matérialité, mais aussi la dimension concrète qu’il donne aux idées at aux 
rêves’; REVEL and SCHMITT 1998, pp. 10-11.  
43 SCHMITT 1998, p. 40. 
44 BLOCH 1939-1940, esp. pp. 171 and p. 209. The alleged opposition between literacy and ‘culture of gesture’ 
had been recently reshaped; SCHMITT (1990) 1999, esp. pp. 4-5.  
45 Le Goff pointed out that the hand in the ‘rite manuel’ of the immixio manuum was not so much to be seen as 
an abstract concept (‘la manus du droit romain, incarnation et en définitive synonyme de la potestas’). Rather, 
‘ce qui compte, ce qui signifie, et même symbolise, c’est ce que fait la main, et non ce qu’elle est’; LE GOFF 1976, 
p. 712. 
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Starting from the ‘60s, the topic has greatly profited from studies in the fields of perception, visuality, 

and art history46. In the same period and using iconography as a historical source, Richard Brilliant 

managed to prove how in Roman society gestures permeated the everyday experience of all classes. 

They were part of a cultural code exploited also in art to signal social status, a relative or absolute 

relationship, or even the absolutist tendencies of government during the transition to late Antiquity47. 

By the ‘90s especially, an unprecedented focus on gestures in historical written sources and works of 

art unveiled their role as meaningful loci reflecting the moral values and the social status of specific 

categories of persons. They gave, therefore, cohesion to society and revealed the cultural system of a 

community48. The analysis of ritual gestures through the anthropological approach unveiled important 

facets like the reason for the divergence between a prescript gesture and its actual performance, its 

relationship with the words uttered and the space in which it was performed, and the role of the 

participants49. Studies in the juridical and ritual contexts acknowledged the constitutive and 

performative nature of gestures and went beyond the traditional point of view, which looked at them 

as mere communicative devices substituting words50.  

In the field of political history, ritual gestures were included in the discourse over the symbolic 

representation of power for their role as attributes of the authority and visual expressions of 

ideological statements. Bloch’s fundamental study on the beneficial touch of the sovereign in the 

French and English kings’ tradition51, the works of Alföldi on the forms of the symbolism of power in 

the Rome of the first centuries52, and Schramm’s analysis of the ‘visible signs of (the ruler’s) invisible 

office’53, offered a perspective which included gestures among the insignia forming the ceremonial 

Ausgestaltung of power. Later Ernst Kantorowicz’ ground-breaking theory of the ‘King’s Two Bodies’ 

                                                             
46 For the power of the visual communication and the interaction between imagery and reality in the process 
through which the artist’s creative mind perceives and fixes the space, the time, and the movements in images, 
see GOMBRICH 1982. The question of the derivation of the iconographic of a gesture from classical tradition or 
from a contemporary practice is also addressed in BARASCH 1987.  
47 BRILLIANT 1963. The iconographic treatment of gestures has appealed to art historians since the turn of the 
century and persists to these days; see for example SITTL 1890; VON AMIRA 1905; JUCKER 1956; NEUMANN 
1965; SETTIS 1975; KIRIGIN 1976; GARNIER 1982-1989; PEDRINA 2001; CHASTEL 2002; BARASCH 2003; BAGGIO 
2004; FRUGONI 2005; FRUGONI 2010. 
48 SCHMITT 1990 (1999); BREMMER and ROODENBURGH 1991. On gestures employed in the framework of the 
visual imagery of medieval literature, see also RAGOTZKY und WENZEL 1990.  
49 LE GOFF 1990. Le Goff highlighted here the nature of the coronation ceremony as a ‘rite of passage’, which 
increased status and power. He also works in parallel with an art historian (BONNE 1990). 
50 BERTELLI and CENTANNI 1995, p. 21. 
51 BLOCH (1924) 1989. 
52 ALFÖLDI (1934) 1970; ALFÖLDI (1935) 1970. 
53 So Bak defined the Herrschaftszeichen of Schramm on the ground of the latter’s statement on the ‘ability of 
medieval men to dress the invisible mysteries in a visible garment and to spy out the hidden visible meaning in 
the visible object’; BAK 1973, p. 44 and p. 62. Schramm anyway did not deal specifically with imperial gestures 
and postures and only occasionally recognized the importance of the Handhaltung; SCHRAMM 1928; SCHRAMM 
1954. For a synthesis of Schramm’s though and contribution to the historical studies see BAK 1973, esp. pp. 37-
39. 
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addressed the problematic relation between power and image and become paradigmatic in showing 

the potential of a focus on the symbolic representation build up and manipulated by the authority. 

Insignia, postures, and behaviour – even those that emerged from the most ‘subjective’ sources, like 

anecdotes, comments on historical events or ceremonial incidents, visions, myths, as well as works of 

art –54, were included among the constituent parts of the public image of the ruler. They could reflect 

his ‘political theology’, such as when Otto II’s gestures and insignia on the frontispiece of the Aachen 

Gospels expressed the ruler’s ideas about the relation between regnum and sacerdotium and the 

emperor’s assimilation with Christ55.  

As stated by Robert E. Lerner, Kantorowicz, Schramm and all the scholars marked by German idealism 

remained bound to the ‘realm of the ideas, often without relation to their context in the mundane 

world of events’56.  Only after the ’60s German and British scholarship re-established the ties with the 

French colleagues and inaugurated a political history opened to modes of enquiry informed by 

anthropology and ethnology57. The symbolism of power was extended to a wider sphere of 

Herrschaftssymbolik58 and it was recognized the function of ritual forms of expression as instruments 

in the exercise of power. Ceremonial gestures described in sources were also no longer regarded as 

mere abstract Abzeichen. They were rather seen as material elements able to transmit ideas and values 

and even to legitimate (or de-legitimate) the political order, affirming or reinforcing a status59. They 

were parts of ‘metaphorical’ acts and ‘minidrama’ which can ‘carry far more meaning and significance 

for contemporaries than the most eloquent, but often unread, political treatises’60. This within the 

framework of a wider system made of social relations where ’the hierarchies of dominance and 

deference are created, maintained, overturned’61. The rhetoric degree associated with the 

descriptions of ceremonies, acts, and behaviour remained an ever-present issue for the historian, 

aware of the inevitable political mystification involved in the construction of the ruler’s superior aura 

                                                             
54 Kantorowicz debated the value of those sources for the historical research in the essays on the ‘Mythenschau’ 
and in the speech held at Halle in 1930; GHELARDI 1995; FRIED 1997, pp. 186 ff. 
55 KANTOROWICZ (1957) 1966, esp. pp. 62ff. For the ‘process of the secularization of the sacred’ in which the 
ruler fulfilled his religious claims through both the classical and the Christian imagery, see for example also 
KANTOROWICZ (1944) 1965. On the place of Kantorowicz’s work into the framework of the German 
historiography of his time, see FRIED 1997, esp. pp. 180-188. 
56 LERNER 1997, p. 121. 
57 LE GOFF 1971; ALTHOFF, FRIED, and GEARY 2002, p. 5. Those are the ‘warning signs’ of the so-called 
‘performative turn’, which will magnetize the attention of historians of the following years; MARTSCHUKAT and 
PATZOLD 2003. 
58 ELZE 1976a; ELZE 1976b; ELZE 1986; ELZE 1987. 
59 CANNADINE 1987.  
60 WILENTZ 1985, p. 4. 
61 CANNADINE 1987, p. 2. 
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(or ‘charisma’) and legitimation through symbolic forms62. Yet, the elements surrounding the theatre 

of power came to be established as necessary to understand politics and society.  

The traditional field of the coronation studies have especially unveiled the major role played by ritual 

acts surrounding the self-display of the ruler: they expressed and reinforced the kingship’s ideology, 

they legitimated the ruler’s position, and they re-enacted the power relations in the eyes of the 

participants63. In this field the physical dimension of gestures came to the fore, as they appeared as 

elements experienced by sentient and moving bodies deeply involved at a sensorial level in a spatial 

framework made of light, music, smell. Together with words and material objects, gestures could 

illustrate invisible things in a comprehensible, shared, and emotionally charged manner. The 

coronation was ‘ritual and spectacle at the same time’, ‘a symbolic and socio-psychological drama’ 

enacted in a coherent system of communication made of minutely regulated symbols, gestures and 

words. If correctly performed and understood, they could preserve the social order64. Ritual gestures 

were no longer seen as mere fixed expressions of the political ideology of the ruler. They gained a more 

dynamic and ‘embodied’ dimension, distinct from that of the insignia to which they were usually 

related.  

The most fruitful developments of those ‘practice-oriented’ trends occurred in the decades around the 

‘90s in the German scholarship. The works of Karl Leyser, Gerd Althoff, and Geoffrey Koziol enriched 

the research with a multidisciplinary approach which conferred a ‘performative’ dimension to rituals 

and public occasions described in narrative sources. Even the seemingly more spontaneous ones are 

analysed as carefully staged events. Performers used a shared repertory of symbolic acts and non-

verbal forms of communication to handle with ranks and friendships, to maintain and strengthen the 

social order, to impress and warn the aristocratic members of the audience, or even to express protest, 

dissent and menace rebellion. The elements involved in ritual and public events, therefore, not only 

revealed cultural and political ideas: they could influence the exercise of power, strengthening an 

inadequate legislative apparatus or determining conflicts in a competitive political panorama65.  

Studies on ritual and symbolic communication are also more susceptible to problems based on the old 

epistemological concern about the relationship between reality and its perception and representation. 

Both American and German historians have been aware of the degree to which the writer’s mentality 

                                                             
62 WILENTZ 1985, pp. 7-8. On the ‘new directions’ in the early German scholarship and its attention to the role of 
even the ‘mental horizons of the historians’ in constructing the written evidence of the past, see ALTHOFF, FRIED, 
and GEARY 2002, esp. pp. 4-5. On the concept of ‘charisma’ as ‘fiction’ and a sociological perspective on the 
‘symbolic forms’ used by rulers to justify their existence, to order their actions, and to advance their claim, see 
GEERTZ 1985. 
63 See especially NELSON (1975) 1986; NELSON (1976) 1986; NELSON 1987; NELSON 1990; BAK 1990. For the 
purposes and the developments in the field of coronation see also STURDY 1990. 
64 GIEYSZTOR 1990. 
65 LEYSER (1993) 1994; ALTHOFF 1997; ALTHOFF 2002; ALTHOFF 2005; KOZIOL 1992. See also REUTER 2001; 
BARROW 2002. 
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and ideological stances could affect the narration distorting and even omitting certain facts. Therefore, 

the importance of a circumstantiated analysis of narrative sources66. Those accounts remained 

nevertheless an important alternative source to complement the ‘one-sided ecclesiastical and liturgical 

analysis of the traditional and theoretical prescriptions’. ‘The power to shape the past is itself a 

historical fact’ declared indeed Janet Nelson. And the audience of those recounts was ‘a coterie of 

sympathizers sharing his (the author’s) local concerns’ who ‘would have expected bias, not cynicism’67. 

The problem of the methodology resurged more systematically in the controversial work of Philip Buc. 

The author called in question both the application of a structuralist method to studies on medieval 

ritual as well as the credibility of narrative sources describing rituals and public ceremonies, considered 

as entirely subjective and biased fictions hardly providing reliable information about contemporary 

practices68. The polemic started a hermeneutical debate over the perception and representation of the 

ritual which forced historians, especially those of the ‘Althoffian School’, to rethink and to define the 

nature and the method of their research69. And studies on ritual and symbolic communication 

‘mushroomed’ in the following decades remained divided between the two standpoints: Buc 

reiterated his stance to the point of questioning even the correlation between orality and ritual and 

the supposed efficacy of the ‘sensual nature of the rites’ to communicate and to compensate a 

weakness of authority70. The position taken by Althoff and Koziol had been underpinned by the recent 

rise of the concept of performance to the top of the cultural debate and by the current ‘turn’ in the 

studies of the performative character of rituals and public acts71. Public performances are seen as 

having an effect on the political order also through ambiguities, breaking the rules, and lack of 

movements72. Codes of conduct, codified behaviour, and signifying bodily movements are seen ‘on 

work’ in everyday interactions: they helped the self-identification, revealed hierarchical relationships, 

and provided cohesion among the members of primarily oral societies73.  

Finally, a parallel wave of interest in the physical dimension of the body and the corporality in material 

culture studies have been originated in the field of Greek and Roman studies, which have been also 

recently marked by the presence of ‘bodies’ and by a multidisciplinary approach revolving especially 

                                                             
66 ALTHOFF, FRIED, and GEARY 2002, p. 9.  
67 NELSON 1990, p. 25, referring to the audience of Hincmar of Reims. 
68 BUC 2001.  
69 KOZIOL 2002; BUC 2007. 
70 BUC 2002. Similar concerns and an original discussion on the debate had been provided by Christina Pössel. 
She moved away from a functionalist perspective focused on the motive and the meaning of the ritual, toward 
issues concerned with the processes by which the ritual practices could achieve their outcomes and with the 
ritual’s long-term effects in their written re-interpretations; PÖSSEL 2009. 
71 MARTSCHUKAT and PATZOLD 2003.  
72 BRADDICK 2009. 
73 DEPREUX 2009; DEVROEY 2005. On the multiplicity of medieval bodies (seen as discoursively constructed 
entities inscribed with cultural notions and with an elusive and fluid nature) and the multiple approaches that 
can be taken in discussing them, see NYFFENEGGER and RUPP 2011. 
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on Foucault, Mary Douglas, Erwin Goffman, and Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. Those works have 

especially unveiled the functioning of a wide spectrum of body languages, ‘corporeal codes’, and 

body’s performances. Far away from being mere literary ‘strategies’, descriptions of bodies, gestures, 

and physical modifications, are here read as witnesses of their actual use in society not only to 

persuasively enhance the orator’s words, but also to convey values, establish social and political 

boundaries, and even shape identities74.  

 

3. THE CASE OF BYZANTIUM BETWEEN REALITY AND REPRESENTATION 

 

Early Byzantine scholarship has considered gestures and postures first of all in terms of their use as 

components of imperial ceremonies and of the visual representation of power75. Considering however 

that for a long time the emperor remained seen as an almost abstract and static being who manifested 

himself within the framework of a fixed hierarchy ‘like a holy icon, like a god’76, his gestures and 

postures were also valued as fixed and unchanging visual formulas. They were considered as attributes 

of the symbolic iconography of power used by the ruler to enchant his audience and display his 

‘grandeur sensible’77. The practical function of specific gestures (like those of disdain, greeting, and 

command) to replace the imperial word, signal social status, or reinforce the sense of distance of the 

authority, could occasionally be included in the analysis of the imperial ceremony78. Mostly, however, 

the focus was on the most outstanding acts (especially those performed during the ceremony of 

coronation) through which the ruler expressed his supernatural condition and his exclusive 

relationship with God79. Gestures mostly attracted the attention as expressions of ideological 

statements and as parts of imperial ceremonies that mystically and visually displayed (mustikÏj 

                                                             
74 FERRARI 2009, with bibliography. For the way in which gestures and bearing could contribute to the social 
construction and the conveyance of masculine identity, see especially GLEASON 1995. For the interest in the 
somatic aspect of acting in Greek and Roman theatre, see VALAKAS 2002. Recently, archaeologists have also 
developed an interest in gestures and bodily movements; CONNELLY 2011. 
75 Synthesis and general reflections on methods and approaches used in Byzantine historiography are rare, but 
see: RONCHEY 2002, pp. 147-176; JEFFREYS, HALDON, and CORMACK 2008; CAMERON 2014. 
76 DIEHL (1919) 1957, p. 32. Diehl recognized, of course, the gap between the ideal kind of sacral ruler, exemplary 
and perfect, who emerged in the protocol and political treatises’ theory, and the corrupted and vicious ruler 
occasionally present in narrative accounts. But this was generally explained by the fact that Byzantine mentality 
and culture were ruled by contrasts. 
77 RONCHEY 2005, esp. pp. 714-719. Even Gibbon displayed an early awareness of the power of distance, mystery 
and pomp in captivating and maintaining the reverence of the ‘credulous multitude’. Diocletian is thus an ‘artful’ 
state-man who adopted the ostentation and the formalities of the Persian court not so much for personal pride 
but rather for a political purpose. Also, the act of serving the emperor conferred much authority and prestige; 
GIBBON 1776-1789, ch. 5; ch. 7; ch. 13; ch. 17. 
78 TREITINGER (1938) 1956, pp. 54-55. 
79 TREITINGER (1938) 1956, pp. 7 ff., pp. 32 ff., and pp. 49 ff. 
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eêkonízei) the power in the ‘Spiel und Ausdruck der Wirlichkeit (…) auf neuer und höherer Ebene des 

Seins’80.  

Furthermore, the unwieldy presence and normative character of the classical tradition in the 

iconographical Byzantine sources led art historians to also focus more on the allegedly slower process 

of transformation, marked more by the repetition of traditional patterns and symbolic formulas than 

by the expression of the artist’s personal response to the world around him81. Despite the 

acknowledgment of the fact that classical tradition led also to a high degree of likeness in the 

representation of details like clothes and physical features82, art historians remained for a while 

focused more on the search for the origins and the transmission of lost ‘archetypes’, rather than on 

how visual sources could reflect actual practices in society and imperial politics83. In his work on the 

symbolic representation of the emperor in art, for example, Grabar recognized the possibility that 

actual ceremonies could influence iconographical details: he perceived a ‘progrès du ‘réalisme’ dans 

l’art officiel’ of the sixth century (specifically in the numismatic field). He nevertheless mostly 

continued to distinguish between ‘acte réel’ and ‘moment symbolique de la liturgie impériale’. The 

emperor remained a splendid statue ‘immobilisés debout dans une attitude de cérémonie’ expressing 

a god-like majesty and a status above the other participants. The gestures he performed or received 

remained static visual expressions of facets of the imperial ideology84. Even the increased interest in 

the physical space in which the court moved, fueled even more by the archaeological excavations 

conducted since the 1930s in the area of the palace of Constantinople, has not been followed by a 

parallel interest in gestures85. They remained limited to specific case-studies mostly revolving around 

the proskynesis (seen as a ‘formalité de politesse’ that assumed different shapes according to the rank 

of the performer)86 and around the acts surrounding the inauguration of rulers (which soon sparked 

interest for their possible constitutional significance and as public expressions of political relationships 

                                                             
80 TREITINGER (1938) 1956, pp. 1-2. 
81 GRABAR (1963) 1971, pp. V-VI; pp. 1-3 and passim. This perspective has been particularly pronounced in the 
field of numismatics; see ALTIERI 1990. 
82 This kind of imagery was for example alien to the German culture; BAK 1973, p. 55. For the degree of symbolism 
and realism in the representation of imperial clothes and insignia, see GALAVARIS 1958; BELLINGER and 
GRIERSON 1966-1968; DEÉR 1961; GRIERSON 1999, esp. pp. 28-31. For the degree of physical likeness in written 
descriptions of emperors, see HEAD 1980; BALDWIN 1981. 
83 See especially the long-standing philological approach of WEITZMANN 1947 (1970); WEITZMANN 1959; 
WEITZMANN 1971. 
84 GRABAR (1936) 1971, pp. 17-20. 
85 After the earlier studies of Ebersolt and Bury in the 1910s, the archeological findings allowed to supplement 
the written sources and to retrace buildings, itineraries and specific spaces used by the court in the ceremonies; 
EBERSOLT 1910; BURY 1912; JANIN 1950; GUILLAND 1961; MANGO 1959; SCHREINER 1979. For the history of 
the archaeological excavations in the area of the Great Palace in Istanbul, see VESPIGNANI 2001, pp. 12-17. 
86 GUILLAND (1946/47) 1967. 
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like that between Church and State)87. Agostino Pertusi remarkably considered both topographical and 

ceremonial details to state the power of the repetition of ritual ‘acts’ through which art and texts 

symbolically expressed the perpetual, sacralised, and symbolic glorification of the imperial power88. 

Shortly after Dean A. Miller also included the ‘repetition of potent gestures’ among the insignia of 

power (weapons, banners, costumes, and precious artefacts) and among the ‘clearest signs of 

dominance and control’. Miller also addressed the problem of the bivalent nature of the king: law-

maker and bearer of rational order and hierarchy on one hand, ‘irrational’, ‘magical’, and charismatic 

being who persuaded his audience with the anomalous powers of his acts and his ‘Christomimetic’ 

nature on the other89.  

Insights from social studies, the epistemological concerns about the perception and the ontological 

status of past events, and the role of the authorial bias, remained only marginally discussed in 

Byzantine scholarship, for a long time informed by a positivist approach90. Sure, it was not as if 

historians had been unaware of the contemporary debates in Western medieval studies. Some ‘ogres’ 

have smelled human flesh even in the seemingly ethereal and spiritual world of Byzantium: appealing 

to anthropological insights and social science’s lens, Peter Brown pioneered a series of studies 

interested in the physical dimension and the material culture of Late Antiquity91, while Alexander 

Kazhdan and Evelyn Patlagean have turned the attention ‘from the state to the individual’, and to a 

homo byzantinus with a social and physical identity92. Early attention was also paid to social behaviour, 

recognized as a ‘system of traditional, inherent, and partly unconscious responses, reactions, or 

adjustments of human beings to situations that occur repeatedly in society’93. But even if Kazhdan 

urged Byzantinists to participate in the renewal of historical studies with new methods and new 

perspectives, he still presented as innovative some historical debates about structuralism that already 

dominated the historical research in the West94.  

                                                             
87 BRIGHTMAN 1901; CHARANIS 1941; YANNOPOULOS 1991. On the developments, also iconographical, of the 
themes of the coronation, the rising on the shield, and the unction, see TSIRPANLIS 1972; NICOL 1976. A 
comparative approach to the ceremonies in East and West is first provided by NELSON (1976) 1986. 
88 PERTUSI 1976, pp. 512-513. 
89 MILLER 1979. 
90 JEFFREYS, HALDON, and CORMACK 2008. ‘Byzantinists have tended to shy away from developments in modern 
theory’, wrote Vasileios Marinis, ‘sometimes with good reason’; MARINIS 2012, p. 338. 
91 Brown followed the insights provided by Foucault and Mary Douglas to analyse the relationship between 
individual and structures of society, the sexuality and the body (especially with regard to expressions of faith), as 
well as the concepts of shame, stigma, exclusion; BROWN 1988. On similar concern in Le Goff’s work, see RUBIN 
1997. 
92 KAZHDAN (1968) 2007; PATLAGEAN 1987. Kazhdan noted the contemporary Byzantinists’ attraction for ‘man’s 
reaction to the machinery of the state (…) than the activity of the machinery itself’, i.e. to ‘the material conditions 
of human existence, the social organization of people, their collective psyche or mentality, their hopes, fears, 
and beliefs, their highest personal achievements’; KAZHDAN and CONSTABLE 1982, p. 16. For the pro and contra 
of using the concept of ‘homo bizantinus’, see ibidem, pp. 16-17. 
93 KAZHDAN and CONSTABLE 1982, p. 59. 
94 JEFFREYS, HALDON, and CORMACK 2008. 
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It is rather in the art-historical field of the ’80-’90s that scholars ‘who carry on as if nothing had 

happened in the past thirty years as if they were part of a strange isolated world untouched by the 

intellectual life around them’, coexisted with scholars whose works were well informed by 

contemporary intellectuals debates95. A number of scholars in the field have already and continues to 

addess the relationship between reality and its representation, and the process through which the 

artist re-interpreted or created models within a specific cultural context96. This perspective not only 

assumed that the pictorial exegesis did not prevent the artist to make decision according to the context 

in which he lived, but also that he could get some iconographical details from contemporary practices, 

especially ceremonial and liturgical ones97. Doors were open to the possibility of looking at imperial 

ceremonies, whether described through images or words, as sources for the actual political situation 

as well as for the functioning of actual performances and ceremonial details. The understanding of the 

meaning and function of ceremonial details (among which one can also include gestures and postures) 

was also affected: thanks also to the developments in semiotics, they came to be recognized as tools 

indispensable for the performance and as sources for the cultural and political context in which they 

were used98. Ceremonial details were finally contextualized in the flow of time and connected with 

changes in contemporary society, with an increasing attention to transitions along with continuities99. 

Imperial ceremonies were no more seen as ‘ready-made’ events, floating in an abstract and extra-

temporal dimension – an easily deceiving point of view often stressed by the imperial propaganda. 

They were rather acknowledged as the variable products of the effort of several professional ‘planners’ 

who actively selected the symbolic devices suitable for the occasion and the circumstances. Clothes, 

objects, and gestures were involved in the process and recognized as elements actually and 

dynamically involved in the exercise of power and subject to the individual agency100. The emperor 

himself, ‘surrounded’ by the ceremonial ‘whether he liked it or not’, could give a personal touch to the 

events101. Furthermore, the audience was no longer seen as ‘a mob to be fed and amused’102. It 

                                                             
95 BRUBAKER 1992, pp. 229-230. 
96 DER NERSESSIAN 1962; DER NERSESSIAN 1970; SCHAPIRO 1973; KITZINGER 1977; CORRIGAN 1992; BRUBAKER 
1989a; BRUBAKER 1993; CUTLER 2009. Leslie Brubaker’s works have especially addressed methodological 
concerns about the creation and perception of works of art’s meaning, gender studies, and the question of the 
patronage; LINARDOU 2011, pp. XVII ff. 
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RAVEGNANI 1994; RAVEGNANI 1997; CARILE 1997; DE MAFFEI 1997. On the reconstruction of imperial clothes 
on the ground of the descriptions of the De Ceremoniis, see also FAURO 1995. 
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1989; MAGUIRE 1996. 
99 McCORMICK 1985; McCORMICK 1986; McCORMICK 1992; CAMERON 1979 (1981). On general questions, see 

also KAZHDAN and McCORMICK 1997. 
100 See especially CAMERON 1987, included in the above-mentioned collection edited by Cannadine and Price. 
See also her earlier remarks on the meaning and the actual employment of gestures in CAMERON 1976a. 
101 For example, Manuel Comnenus’ ‘striking combination of honour and humiliation with which he treated his 
foreign guests’; MAGDALINO 1993, p. 246 and n. 56. 
102 DIEHL (1919) 1957, p. 35. 
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appeared as an active element of society with an important role to play in the ceremonies and in the 

political panorama as well103. A strict functionalist point of view, therefore, enlightened how 

ceremonies were carefully organized to induce a psychological mood in those present, to make a 

powerful statement about the nature of the authority, and to strengthen the imperial legitimacy104.  

Gestures and postures slowly began to gain a specific, even if limited, place into the historical research: 

the entries ‘gesture’ and ‘body language’ included in the Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium tried for the 

very first time to give a composite (even if rather blurred) picture of the topic. They distinguished 

between ‘natural’ movements (expressing emotions), and ‘gestures based on deliberate cultural, legal, 

political and religious conventions’ (used in the state ceremonies, ecclesiastical investitures, liturgy, 

and everyday behaviour)105. Antonello Calore analysed the gesture of the oath performed through the 

touch of the Gospels in its physical dimension and historical development, so to reveal how it 

underpinned Justinian’s theocratic conception of the law106. George Majeska availed itself of an 

anthropological approach to look at the ritual behaviour followed by the emperor during his accession 

in St Sophia (in particular the ambiguous acts and positions assumed during the Divine Liturgy) as a 

‘rite of passage’ that conferred to him a ‘quasi-sacerdotal’ charisma. The shift of focus from ‘what the 

emperor does’ to ‘what these elements of ritual behaviour mean to those who witness them’ is 

meaningful, even if Majeska seems to overemphasize the ambiguity of the performance and 

underestimate the sensitivity of an audience who must have shared a clear gestural language107. 

Similarly, Antonio Carile’s studies on imperial symbolism will later address not only the rhetorical 

dimension that often lies behind the descriptions, but also the use of music, buildings, clothes, and 

gestures, to reify the hierarchical conception of the cosmos and to impose on the audience the faith 

in the sacredness of the imperial function108.  

After those early and isolated attempts, the gesture remains a topic mostly overlooked in historical 

research. And this despite the turn taken by the new generation of Byzantinists toward anthropology 

and social sciences109 and toward topics traditionally left aside like the material culture, the body, the 

gender, the performativity, and the performance. Relics, gifts, clothes, and insignia are now 

investigated on an archaeological, iconographical or literary level, in terms of functions and meanings 

                                                             
103 CAMERON 1976; ROUECHÉ 1984; ROUECHÉ 1993.  
104 MAGDALINO 1993, pp. 245-248. See also the articles collected in DIERKENS and SANSTERRE 1991. 
105 CUTLER and KAZHDAN 1991; KAZHDAN 1991b. 
106 CALORE 1995. The article is informed by the approach of Bertelli and Centanni (see above, p. 10). 
107 MAJESKA 1997. On the sacred nature of the Byzantine emperor, the most comprehensive study remains that 
of DAGRON (1996) 2003. For the imperial unction that ‘washed up’ the sacrilegious murder of the previous 
emperor, see PATLAGEAN (1989) 1992. 
108 Carile provided a reading of the ritual through anthropological notions like that of proxemic, rites de passage, 
initiation, and magic; CARILE 2002; CARILE 2003.  
109 Recent studies on Late Antique society have carried out the earlier insights of Peter Brown and have applied 
the anthropological method to early Christian practices and customs; HUMPHRIES 2006; KRUEGER 2006, esp. p. 
3; GLANCY 2010. 
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as well as in terms of intentions (of those who commissioned) and responses (of the beholders who 

experienced them)110. The traditional view of a Byzantine culture mainly concerned with souls and 

ascetical bodies has been overcome by a new interest in physical senses, sensual bodies, corporeal 

beauty, and even gender111. The performative character of the Byzantine civilization has been stated 

by the recent studies inaugurated by Margaret Mullett in the field of rhetoric112, closely followed by 

the ‘performative turn’ in studies on the oral and ‘theatrical’ aspects pervading Byzantine literature 

and art113. New ways are sought in the field of literary theory ‘of interpreting texts that seem on the 

surface to be intractable’, recently recognized Averil Cameron. And ‘an emphasis on performance and 

performativity (…) over reading is currently overtaking rhetoric as key to elite literary activity’114.  

Aside from the topographical studies on the Great Palace and the interactions between authority and 

space115, however, analysis of imperial ceremonies had been mostly anchored to a perspective that 

looks at written and visual sources in line with that of Buc. Buc’s approach had been proved to be 

particularly suitable to Byzantine art and culture: Cecily J. Hilsdale used it for her analysis of the famous 

Vatican manuscript 1851 representing the ritual welcoming of a foreign princess in Constantinople. 

She strongly affirmed the impossibility in reconstructing anything of the ritual from its depiction and 

pointed the attention rather on the material dimension of the object, gift and ‘political tool’ for social 

cohesion116. The same disillusion in reconstructing actual performances from their iconographical 

depiction is present in the only article devoted to the iconography of gesture wrote by Brubaker: she 

underlined the ‘fragility of our understanding’ of the Byzantine gesture and the formulaic and abstract 

                                                             
110 WOODFIN 2012, esp. pp. XXXI-XXXV; KALAVREZOU 1997; KLEIN 2006; BAUER 2006. 
111 JAMES 1999; JAMES 2011. On the sense of smell see ASHBROOK HARVEY 1998; ASHBOOK HARVEY 2006. On 
the hearing and the consequences of the music on the bodies of the participants, BERGER 2006. The taste plays 
a role in studies on the history of food and eating habits; DALBY 2003; BRUBAKER and LINARDOU 2007; 
KOKOSZKO and GIBEL BUSZEWSKA 2011, with a general bibliography on the topic. In 2016, an entire symposium 
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On sensorial engagement of icons, see PENTCHEVA 2006. On the perception of beauty in Byzantine society, 
where physical features easily identifiable and repeated could transmit information about the social class and 
the dynasty, see HATZAKI 2009; HATZAKI 2010. On the gender, see STRUGNELL 2006, with bibliography. On the 
body of the eunuch; KUEFLER 2001; RINGROSE 2003; RINGROSE 2013. On the power of the empresses’ bodies, 
see JAMES 2001. On the literary construction of bodies of female saints in the light of Goffman’s subjects, gender 
studies, and performance theory, see CONSTANTINOU 2005. Even the more incorporeal being in Byzantium, the 
angel, is now considered by a physical point of view; PEERS 2001. 
112 MULLETT 2003; MULLETT 2010. A work specifically dedicated by Mullett to this topic, meaningfully entitled 
Performing Byzantium, is forthcoming. 
113 MARCINIAK 2014. See also DENNIS 1997; BOURBOUHAKIS 2010; TOUGHER 2010; BERNABÒ 2004-2005. This 
acknowledgement does not mean to affirm the presence of a theatre understood in traditional terms, a 
problematic quest which had been proved doomed to fail; PUCHNER 2002. 
114 CAMERON 2014, pp. 23-24. Cameron refers mainly to writings like orations, poetry, homilies, literary 
epistolography or rhetorical pieces, more suitable to an emphasis on performance. Theological writings, hard to 
imagine to be ‘performed’ despite their being produced by the same authors who wrote in a secular vein, remain 
mostly outside the debate; ibidem. 
115 DAGRON 2000; HALDON 2000; ANGELIDI 2013; FEATHERSTONE 2006; FEATHERSTONE 2007; BARDILL 2006; 
MAGDALINO 2011; MACRIDES 2011; ROUECHÉ 2014. 
116 HILSDALE 2005. See also LYMBEROPOULOU 2011. 
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nature of both its iconography and its literary description, without anyway denying its importance as 

visual indicators of ranks and hierarchical relationships117. In the field of the literary studies on the 

Byzantine ‘narrative’, scholars have also warned against the seduction of accepting stories as history118. 

The focus remains mainly on unveiling the influence of cultural, political and ideological stances on the 

writer’s historical perception, especially in the field of the Kaiserkritik119. Isolated remains the point of 

view of Ljubarksij, for whom ‘stilisierung betrifft wohl die realen Züge des Kaisers‘, and who looked at 

the description of the ‘eccentric’ and theatrical behaviour of Michael III as the reflex of actual ritual 

practices120. Mainly, descriptions of gestures, bodies, and behaviour found in narrative sources 

continued to be investigated more as instruments of the author than as instruments of the authority 

who performed them.  

Few exceptions stood out in this panorama. Studies devoted to the practices involved in the diplomatic 

context largely deal with verbal and non-verbal strategies. Those were decisive devices for the dialogue 

between the parts and for the outcome of the encounter: the belonging of ambassadors and members 

of the elite to different places and different cultures made indeed often crucial to rely on visual 

communication and a shared repertory of symbols in order to successfully exchange messages, convey 

ideas, and display social hierarchies121. In this milieu, emperors, elite members, high officials, and 

guests, are recognized as using their bodies to impress the audience and interfere with the political 

situation122. The sense of agency of the imperial body, in line with Althoffian School’s point of view, 

have then been recently considered in the analysis of the emotions in the imperial context. The acts of 

weeping and rage are recognized as phenomena far away from natural actions. They were rather part 

of a highly symbolical display of distress or repentance, employed by the emperor and the high officials 

to emotionally bear down on the audience and to express specific political messages – for example, 

the desire to change a situation123.  Finally, a recent article by Charles Pazdernik (edited significantly in 

                                                             
117 BRUBAKER 2009. For an earlier interest in communicative gestures at an iconographical level, see TINNEFELD 
1995. A more positive point of view toward the iconographical representation of ceremonial details like secular 
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a study devoted to Greek-Roman bodies) provided a fresh evaluation of the proskynesis: Pazdernik 

reviewed the use of bodily dynamics at Justinian imperial court and looked at the changes in the rules 

of etiquette that governed the interactions between ruler and subjects as a reflex of an effort to 

construct the boundaries of the emperor’s body124.  

In front of this outline it is clear that even if important studies have dealt with different aspects of 

bodies, performances, and imperial ceremonies, no attempt has been undertaken to present a study 

focused on the analysis of gesture and imperial body in a composite picture. No comprehensive study 

has adressed the rationale that drove the performers to choose a particular gesture and the author to 

include a specific physical description, or on the Byzantine tendency to expect certain subjects to 

behave under specific ‘rules’ aligned with their role in society. The active and performative force of the 

imperial body had also rarely been recognized. It remains commonly limited to traditional and 

conservative treatments. Even Kathryn Ringrose, who masterfully treated many important facets of 

the Byzantine body, merely defined the imperial body as perfect, ‘confirmed’ as holy through the ritual 

crowning, and rarely touched or seen, by certain persons and under regulated conditions125. On the 

contrary, an analysis of the physical movements and the patterns of behaviour followed by the 

emperor, based upon a specific methodology suitable for the topic, could unveil important facets of 

the imperial theory and the actual practices of power. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 

For our enquiry, a middle path will be chosen between the approach of Buc and that of the Althoffian 

school126. The rhetorical dimensions of the discourse, the polemical intents and the ideological stances 

of an author set in a specific cultural and political environment, are all important aspects to consider 

if we want to understand the narrative sources at our disposal127. References to or descriptions of 

bodies, body’s movements and gestures have always been powerful literary devices in praise and 

criticism. Especially in the formal context, amplifications, elisions, subtle references and parallelism to 

past events, as well as mentions of irregularities or misuses could be good instruments in the hands of 

the author. He could use those means to turn a ceremony or public event against the authority who 

                                                             
124 PAZDERNIK 2009. 
125 RINGROSE 2013, p. 367. 
126  The political situation in the West, where Althoff’s ‘Spielregeln’ (unwritten ‘norm, rules and customs’ and 
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had used it to elevate his status128. On the other side, it is equally important not to overlook the fact 

that those descriptions may reflect actual performances, patterns, and strategies in which gestures, 

postures, and attitudes played a significant role in defining social identities and interactions and even 

in influencing the outcome of political events. Even if an author could re-interpret a meaning, give a 

personal flavour to a description, or even manipulate the account of an event according to his own 

bias, indeed, we cannot ascribe to him an absolute and unlimited arbitrariness in shaping the historical 

account. ‘Between the word and the truth’, recognized Gregory of Nazianzus, ‘stands the hearer, like 

an experienced arbiter, who rejects praise when it is unjust, but claims it when it is just’129. The educated 

and urban audience of Constantinople must have been aware of the events and the main characters 

moving inside and outside the palace, and the recounts had to ultimately maintain a continuity with 

the reality in order to remain understandable, credible, and therefore enjoyable and efficacious too130. 

‘If a chronicler tells us that a noble fell on the ground we should not doubt him’ declared Koziol. And 

‘if a sketch, without iconographic precedent, shows a king granting a diploma to a prostrate supplicant, 

there is no reason not to believe that the illustrator was recording a common occurrence’131.  

The problem in the Byzantine artistic and literal production is that more often than not those 

precedents were very present. To recognize their origin, mostly from the Roman and the biblical past 

but also from previous Byzantine historians, is important. Their very belonging to the tradition, indeed, 

gave them strength and could evoke a specific meaning through a connection with a precedent or an 

incident well known by the audience132. The audience (a homogeneous and restricted social group 

made of men who had the highest role in the court, the army and the clergy) was well aware of the 

literary and cultural tradition behind some descriptions. The author, like the artist, was part of a 

‘cognitive and creedal community’ and shared with his audience a ‘visual lexicon’ and a common 

mentality shaped in the same cultural context and based upon an established tradition133. Stories, 

descriptions, and all the details he included in his narrative were likely not a mere mechanical selection 

                                                             
128 ICKS 2011. According to Icks it is possible to untangle facts from fictions by facing every account on a case to 
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of a pre-established corpus of iconographic and literary themes. They involved a re-fashion which 

reflected the author’s point of view as well as the expectations of his audience134. The text, recognized 

also Ruth Webb, can always reveal the ‘range of arguments that were likely to be found acceptable 

and persuasive by the audience’, and thus the range ‘of the contemporary views, anxieties, and 

problems’135. Another historian of the late Antiquity, Hartmut Leppin, clearly explained how historical 

sources are not only to be read as sources about events and persons, but also and mostly as sources 

for thinking about such events and persons136. The act of recounting a past event, a fact, as well as that 

of describing the deeds, the character, and the outward appearance of a person, should not be seen 

as having the sole motivation of conveying historical memory and preserving the past. This had not to 

be seen as the only reason behind the author’s intention. Through more or less detailed descriptions, 

it was indeed always possible to transmit ideas and values which were as much as important.  

So, while descriptions of gestures were influenced by the cultural, social, and political contexts in which 

they were performed, the actual performance of gesture was also influenced, in turn, by the way in 

which gestures and behaviour were described. Recent studies on narrative forms have investigated 

how a story presented by authoritative specialists (whether in written or visual form) could shape the 

historical memory of the Byzantine society, the identity and the self-definition of its members137. 

Christian literature had a powerful normative character, stories could inform actions and perceptions 

of people, and the narrative form could help to understand the world and offer guidance for life and 

death138. Rhetoric could affect gestures too. In Anthony Giddens’ terms, we could say that the moral, 

theological and philosophical values, deeply embedded in gestures and behaviour mentioned and 

described in literature through a slow and gradual process started in classical Antiquity, became part 

of the homo byzantinus’ ‘practical consciousness’. Those values came to rule every occasion in which 

his body was publicly displayed139. The body was the place where the biological man met the social 

                                                             
134 BOURBOUHAKIS and NILSSON 2010. 
135 WEBB 2008, p. 15. 
136 LEPPIN 1996, p. 5. 
137 People ‘will tell stories, and when those stories become important enough to their sense of who they are, and 
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man, ‘a cultural object (…) shaped in part by ideology and values’140, while ideology and values 

influenced, in turn, the way in which the body was actually used in the space and in a socially 

acceptable manner. Descriptions of bodies and gestures provide, therefore, the ‘rules’ of self-

presentation which were expected from the different ‘gestural categories’ of the society. They were 

actively employed to express relationships and ideas and to display or to judge moral qualities, 

religious belonging, and social identities. 

Even the topoi present in the anecdotes and the lively stories which scatter historical accounts about 

emperors and members of the court can be revealing in this sense. Often snubbed by scholarship as a 

not faithful account of the reality, those kinds of sources can especially disclose the ‘humanity’ of a 

character, provide exemplar behaviour, and unveil the developments and the effects of actual 

practices on the society and the politics: even the most stereotypical, flattering, or polemic description 

of an emperor’s behaviour or act can offer glimpses outside the official context and reveal the 

perception of the power’s appearance, the standard behaviour expected from the authority, and the 

actual manipulation of those elements for political purposes141. Those accounts could then also shape 

opinions and lead those who read them to behave in a certain manner. Among the main purpose of 

historical writing was indeed not only the will to preserve the memory of good deeds against the 

oblivion of time, or the entertainment of the audience. History was also ‘a teacher of character’ 

intended to educate the audience (emperors and functionaries as well) ‘about how they ought to 

behave’. And ‘the past figures were taken as models for people to either emulate or shun’142. Emperors 

eager to legitimize their power or to handle dangerous situations could thus look at the examples of 

the tradition to find the more proper and effective gesture and behaviour to exercise their power. 

The question will be, therefore, not how gestures and bodies looked like, but rather how they 

functioned in Byzantine society and politics, both at a physical as well as a literary level. It is important 

to look at their rhetorical dimension (especially in the case of the imperial body), but it is also important 

to embody the topoi anew into the context of a court made of expressive and perceiving entities. The 

fertile Giddens’ perspective about the mutual interaction between structure and agency will be 

particularly useful to unveil how gestures and postures were shaped both by the social, religious, and 

                                                             
140 LE GOFF (1983) 1988, p. 85. The importance of the socio-political context to understand how men act and 
behave in their times has been then stated by several scholars in the field; KOZIOL 1992, pp. 289-307; LÖSSL 
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cultural structures, as well as by the individual agency of the performers143. An emphasis on the sense 

of agency of those involved in the imperial ceremonial and courtly life, in particular, could unveil how 

the rhetorical dimension and the systems of values elaborated ‘in, and through’ the Scripture and the 

classical tradition could also have a performative effect on society and politics.  

 

5. THE SOURCES 

 

The topic of the present study has a multifaceted nature and requires a wide perspective. It scatters 

throughout the Byzantine literature covering different literary genres, chronological periods and, 

especially in the formative period of Late Antiquity, different geographical contexts. The present work 

does not mean to be exhaustive. Due to space and time limitations, I will discuss only some 

characteristic examples and I will put forward some questions to demonstrate the potential of 

including the topic in Byzantine studies. I will include only a limited discussion of works of art and I will 

focus mainly on the period from Late Antiquity until the middle of the ninth century, with an excursus 

into the tenth and eleventh centuries. As for the longstanding problem of the spelling of the author’s 

personal names, for reasons of uniformity I adopted for most of the cases the modern and more easily 

recognizable English form144. 

For the first part, concerning terminological and philosophical questions and issues about attitudes, 

perceptions, and judgments, I considered a selection of early Christian authors who received a high-

level rhetorical and philosophical education in the main centres of culture and secular learning of the 

empire. Those writers used their background to defend their new faith and to solve doctrinal and 

disciplinary issues in front of the pagan society and the Christian communities. They testified the 

developments in the platonic concepts of schema and schemata in the Christian context and clarify the 

role and the importance of body and body’s movements in the social and religious life of Christians, 

especially in connection with the soul. The selection includes Paul of Tarsus (whose epistles had been 

widely read and commented on in the following centuries), Justin Martyr (who opened a school of 

‘Christian philosophy’ in Rome and addressed in his writings also the emperor and the Senate), the 

refined and multicultural Clement of Alexandria, rigorous apologists like Tertullian, the Cappadocian 
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Fathers (especially Gregory of Nyssa), John Chrysostom, Theodoret bishop of Cyrrhus, as well as some 

treatises on the virginity and collections of rules of conduct to be followed in the ascetic life. I followed 

the terminological continuities in the sixth-century works of the rhetorician Choricius of Gaza and the 

refined antiquarian John the Lydian, as well as in the eighth-century disciplinary canons of the 

‘Quinisext’ Council in Trullo (691-692) with its later commentaries of Balsamon and Zonaras. 

But writers were also ‘aware that busy Romans had more time for ethics than for metaphysics, and 

would learn more readily from a human paradigm than an abstract dissertation’145. Therefore, 

interesting material is yield by the biographies written in the first half of the third century by 

Philostratus, a pagan sophist in the circle of the empress Julia Domna who described the functioning 

of visual physical schemata on the stage of the performance. Early passions of the martyrs, fifth-sixth 

centuries edifying stories of monks and desert fathers by the bishop Palladius and the abbot of Mount 

Sinai John Moschos, hagiographies, they all equipped the readers and Constantinopolitan elites with 

powerful models of behaviour and instructions about clothing, demeanour and gestures. Stories of 

repentant harlots, transvestite women, and holy fools, outlined the bad conduct of wicked people 

(heretics, demon-possessed and deceivers), described the supernatural and effective power accorded 

to the bodies and the gestures of the virtuous saints, and provided lively material for the use and the 

manipulation of the schema and the body in society to identify gender and status and to reach holiness.  

Interesting pieces of information come also from popular sources widely read and consulted: the 

second-century treatise on dreams by Artemidorus; the pieces of advice offered by the seventh 

century Erotapokriseis of Anastasius, abbot of the monastery of St Catherine at Mount Sinai, to his lay 

community; the Suida lexikon (or, better, encyclopaedia) arranged around 1000 on earlier and often 

lost writings; and the romance of Barlaam and Ioasaph, a Christian text inspired by the life of Buddha 

and transmitted through different versions (the Greek one likely produced in the seventh or in the 

ninth century)146. Finally, the function and the importance of a proper understanding of material, 

visual, and symbolic devices – the sign of the cross and the gesture of prayer in primis – used in the 

liturgical Christian context emerge from mystagogical treatises and commentaries of the baptismal 

Catechesis produced between the fourth and the eighth centuries. 

The part of research devoted to the imperial body and gestural patterns is conducted especially on 

historical narrative, full of lively stories and details about the topic147. Pagan authors who followed 

                                                             
145 EDWARDS 2000, p. XXIII. 
146 For the history of the text (traditionally but also speculatively ascribed to John of Damascus) with its different 
dating and attributions, see WOODWARD and MATTINGLY, ‘Introduction’ to BARLAAM AND IOASAPH; tr. 
WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, pp. XVIII-XXVII; KRUMBACHER (1907) 1970, p. 40; JEFFREYS 1991; 
SIMPSON 2017. 
147 I do not address here the thorny question around the definition of texts labelled as ‘history’ or ‘chronicle’. See 
especially MARIEV 2015; NEVILLE 2018, pp. 8-16 (with bibliography). For the problem of delimitations between 
literary genres in the work of Malalas, see BURGESS and KULILOWSKI 2016. 
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prestigious careers at the imperial court of fourth-fifth centuries put at disposal of the emperor, the 

Senate, and the military commanders, compendia of Roman and contemporary history with moralistic 

and didactic purposes: the African Aurelius Victor, the magister memoriae Eutropius, the anonymous 

compiler of the Epitome De Caesaribus, and the thirty biographies of emperors, principes and tyrants 

collected under the name of Historia Augusta (likely a forgery produced at the end of the fourth-fifth 

century despite the dedication to Diocletian and Constantine)148, they all selected material out of 

classical sources like Suetonius, Tacitus, and Herodian, and, possibly, a supposedly lost 

Kaisergeschichte of the third-fourth centuries. In this way, they outlined a rich repertoire of historical 

examples of behaviour and virtues to be imitated or to be avoided in order to be considered a ‘good’ 

or a ‘bad’ ruler (mostly according to the level of respect toward the constitutional forms of 

government)149. The anti-Christian rhetoric teacher Eunapius of Sardis sometime after 395 described 

the extravagant outward appearance of Christian monks in his Lives of Philosophers, but he also 

recounted the period between 270 and 414 in a Historia Universalis, preserved in fragments, in which 

emperors and powerful men are judged, often according to their religious affiliation, and deemed as 

responsible for the good or bad functioning of the State150. Lively stories and references to virtues, 

behaviour, physical appearance, and visual acts required by and revolving around emperors and 

authorities of the fourth-fifth centuries can also be found in the surviving books of the Res Gestae of 

Ammianus Marcellinus (a high-born tolerant pagan member of the military elite who described the 

years between 353 and 378 according to the ideals of the senatorial aristocracy of Rome); in the 

fragments of the ‘material for history’ covering the period between 407 and 425 and written by the 

Egyptian Olympiodorus of Thebes, great traveller and ambassador under Honorius and Theodosius II; 

in two orations addressed to Constantius II by the emperor Julian the Apostate (likely written after he 

was appointed as Caesar in 355 and before the official break between the two in 360); in the work of 

Julian’s friend and rhetorician Libanius of Antioch151. In the fifth-century, Zosimus’ Nea Historia 

                                                             
148 For the attribution, dating, and problematic issues raised by this work, see P. SOVERINI, ’Introduzione’ to 
HISTORIA AUGUSTA, tr. SOVERINI 1983, pp. 9-57. 
149 For Aurelius Victor’s moralistic interpretation of history, personality, and preferences, see H. W. BIRD, 
‘Introduction’ to AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, tr. BIRD 1994, p. VII; pp. XIII-XV. For Eutropius’ education, 
career, political context, and aims, see H. W. BIRD, ‘Introduction’ to EUTROPIUS, Breviarium; tr. BIRD 1993, pp. 
VII-XLIX. See also ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 42-72. 
150 BLOCKLEY 1981, esp. pp. 8-10; pp. 15-20. Eunapius lived away from the centres of power (he spent his life in 
his hometown in Lydia and had only a brief educational experience in Athens) but likely received reliable material 
for his work from his sophistic friends and the sources available at his times; ibidem, pp. 1-26; ROHRBACHER 
2002, pp. 64-72. For use of Eunapius as a source, see also BLOCKLEY 1981, pp. 2-3. 
151 On Marcellinus, see ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 14-20; pp. 28-29. Rohrbacher suggested that Ammianus was born 
in Antioch, a city filled with Latin-speaking soldiers and bureaucrats, to whom he addressed his work; ibidem, p. 
14. Selem claimed that Ammianus was born in a Greek-speaking family in Syria and then moved to Rome, where 
he tried to please the senatorial class by writing in Latin, by criticising emperors like Valentinian and Valens, and 
by emphasising the role of the humanitas as the highest virtue required from a good emperor; A. SELEM, 
‘Introduzione’ to AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae; tr. SELEM 1965, pp. 14-30. Blockley suggested that the 
Res Gestae could be a Latin translation of a Greek first draft, produced in Antioch around 371; BLOCKLEY 1981, 
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anachronistically described the events from the reign of Augustus until 410 on the ground of the 

republican, monarchic, and anti-Christian mentality of his sources152. The pagan philosopher 

Themistius, who claimed to be the ‘head of the Senate’ and champion of the senatorial opinion, 

managed to follow a successful career by following the Aristotelian perspective over the political 

participation of the philosopher. In the panegyric speeches delivered in front of the court, he pursued 

a compromise between the virtues the emperor was required to own as a Christian ruler, the 

Aristotelian and Neoplatonic philosophy, and the Hellenic traditional paideia153. Those ideas will have 

an echo in the panegyrics written by Claudian for the third and fourth Honorius’ consulships (396 and 

398)154.  

The Christian church historians of the fourth and fifth century endorsed the values and the judgments 

of the pagan historical production and developed this existing ‘strands of thought’ by giving ‘a new 

twist to old anxieties’155 and by defining the standards for the imperial behaviour in the light of the 

new faith. The courtly bishop and theological counsellor of Constantine Eusebius of Caesarea (whose 

interest in gestures, behaviour and holy men’s bodies was already attested in his Historia Ecclesiastica) 

outlined the historical model for the good Christian ruler and the impious tyrannos156. After him, 

Socrates (who was born, educated and lived in Constantinople), Sozomen of Gaza (who was born in 

Palestine, travelled around the empire, and then settled down around 425 in Constantinople to work 

as a lawyer), and Theodoret bishop of Cyrrhus (who was born in Antioch and used his monastic 

education to confer an almost saintly ‘aura’ to the figure of the ‘good’ emperor) continued the 

narrative under Theodosius II and filled their works with anecdotes on the imperial court and on the 

religious and secular controversies of their times which involved gestures and physical appearance 

                                                             
p. 25. For the connection between Ammianus’ and Eunapius’ works, see ibidem, pp. 24-25. For other sources 
employed, often first-hand, see ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 38-41. For the work of Olympiodorus of Thebes 
(arranged on commentaries and digressions) and the sources employed, see BLOCKLEY 1981, pp. 27-47. For the 
life and the work of Julian, see W. C. WRIGHT, ‘Introduction’ to JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Orationes 1 - 2; ed. and 
tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, p. 2. The problems of dating and understanding Julian’s writings (a parody or ‘a speculum 
princeps written not for but by the prince’), as well as its connection with previous and contemporary literature, 
had been highlighted in BAKER-BRIAN and TOUGHER 2012, esp. pp. 1-46. On the figure of Julian, both author and 
subject of the historians, see ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 237-273. For the life of Libanius see A. F. NORMAN, ‘The 
life of Libanius’ in LIBANIUS, Orationes; tr. in NORMAN 1969, pp. XXXIX-XLV. 
152 For the sources of Zosimus (Dexippus for the first book, Eunapius for the second one to 5.27, Olympiodorus 
until the end), see R. T. RIDLEY, ‘Introduction’ to ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, tr. RIDLEY 1982, pp. XI-XV. 
153 HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 3-4; p. 20; pp. 39-40; pp. 74-75. Themistius faced accuses of sophism and 
flattery by other contemporary philosophers at court who were focused on otherworldly and individual 
problems. He retired from public life in 384, when the regime adopted a more radical Christianising agenda and 
more violence was directed against pagans; ibidem.  
154 For a brief summary of Claudian’s life, his career at the imperial court in Milan after 395 and until 399 (when 
he returned to Rome), and the main characters of his literary production, see M. PLATNAUER, ‘Introduction’ to 
CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus …; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. I, pp. XI-XIX. 
155 WEBB 2008, p. 174, referring to the Christian polemic around the theatre in Late Antiquity. 
156 On the features and the critical problems connected with the Vita Constantini, see L. TARTAGLIA, 
‚Introduzione‘ to EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, tr. TARTAGLIA 2001, pp. 7-23. 
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carefully employed by the authorities157. The Constantinopolitan layman Philostorgius and the Galician 

Orosius offered a model of Christian virtue and a kind of ‘sacred’ and efficacious schema for the 

emperor in a context in which events of history, nature, and human endeavour were felt as revealing 

the divine power acting on the matter158. References to gestures and behaviour conferred to bad or 

good emperors are included also in epideictic orations like those of the Roman bishop and theologian 

Hilary of Poitiers against Constantius II and that delivered around 400 in front of Arcadius by the bishop 

of Ptolemais Synesius of Cyrene. This latter was a pagan born with a firm philosophical education and 

shared the mind-set of Themistius and Claudianus, mixing Neoplatonism and Christian theology159.  

In the sixth century, several exceptional sources testified the continuities and the developments 

occurred in the visual imagery and ideology. The Syrian Romanos the Melodist, John the Lydian, the 

Latin-speaker Illyrian Marcellinus Comes, the African Corippus, the Antiochean John Malalas, 

Procopius of Caesarea, and the Syrian Evagrius Scholasticus (born in Epiphania, educated in Antioch, 

lawyer in Constantinople after the 550s, and then counsellor of the patriarch Gregory in Antioch) were 

all educated in the provinces of the empire and moved to Constantinople to fulfil prestigious political, 

military or religious career at the court of Anastasius, Justin, Justinian, and Justin II160. Their works 

                                                             
157 For a thorough analysis of the different intepretations of the imperial action and the Cristian ideas on the 
concept of the empire developed by those three ecclesiastical historians, see especially LEPPIN 1996. On Socrates 
of Constantinople, the variety of written and oral sources he employed, and his attention to secular affairs, seen 
as strictly connected with doctrinal issues and church events, see also ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 108-116. On 
Sozomen, see ibidem, pp. 117-125. For a summary of the similarities (in some cases resulted from the use of 
similar sources) and the differences between Socrates and Sozomen, see ibidem, p. 123 and passim. 
158 On Philostorgius, an Eunomian who judged the emperors according to his religious point of view, see P. R. 
AMIDON, ‘Introduction’ to PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica; tr. AMIDON 2007, pp. XIII-XXIII. On Orosius, 
his life, his work, and his view on historical events driven by God and influenced by the faith and the moral 
qualities of rulers see A. LIPPOLD, ‘Introduzione’ to OROSIUS, Historiarum adversus paganos; ed. and tr. LIPPOLD 
– BARTALUCCI – CHIARINI (1976) 1993, vol. I, pp. IX-XLII; ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 135-149. For the religious and 
political situation at that time, see L. R. WICKHAM ‘Introduction’ to HILARY OF POITIERS, Liber adversus Valens 
et Ursacius, tr. WICKAM 1997, pp. XV-XXII. 
159 Synesius came to Constantinople on behalf of his city to ask for a reduction of taxes; A. GARZYA, ‘Introduzione’ 
to SYNESIUS OF CYRENE, De Regno; ed. and tr. GARZYA 1989, pp. 1-36. 
160 Romanos the Melodes and Marcellinus Comes moved to Constantinople under Anastasius and reached high 
position under Justin and Justinian. On Romanos and the main characteristics of his kontakia (a genre of hymns 
that mixed prose and poetry) see V. MANGOGNA, ‚Introduzione‘ to ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia; tr. 
TROMBI 2007, pp. 5-30. On Marcellinus’ Chronica, published in two editions (the first one covering the period 
from 379 until 518, the second one down to 534) see B. CROKE, ‘Introduction’ to MARCELLINUS COMES, 
Chronicon; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, pp. XIX-XXVII. On Corippus’ ‘narrative poem’ dedicated to Justin II seen as 
‘turning point’ in the relationship between Roman and Christian ideology, see CAMERON 1976a, pp. 1-20; 
CAMERON (1979) 1981. John Malalas received his education and fulfilled a bureaucratic position in the 
cosmopolitan cultural centre of Antioch, and then moved to Constantinople at the court of Justinian. His 
conventionally titled Chronographia (an extremely popular text which covered secular and biblical events from 
the creation down to the author’s times) had raised many issues due to the corruption of his main witness, the 
Barioccianus 82 (mutilated of the last part from the 563 to 565, and likely composed in at least two editions, the 
second one updating the narration from 532 and produced when the author moved to Constantinople). The text 
had been for a long time considered as the product of a ‘naïve’ author merely addressed to the masses, instead 
of a work with historical and literary quality addressed to the bureaucrats of the capital; M. JEFFREYS et al., 
‘Introduction’ to JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. XXI-XXIII. Procopius held the 
position of private secretary and adviser of the general Belisarius, followed him in military campaigns, and then 
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encompassed a different kind of genres and recounted contemporary events, sometimes even on the 

base of oral information or by the perspective of an eyewitness, and testified how Christian emperors, 

writers, and members of the audience, were able at this point to exploit the historical precedents at 

their disposal, to fully master the biblical language, and to cleverly use meaningful and evocative 

gestures and posture in a by now strong visual imagery. They offer lively descriptions of the functioning 

and the perception of gestures and bodies in political encounters, public imperial actions, conflicts, 

and triumphs, and testify how the imperial schema could be used in the theatre of power and then 

overthrown as a tool for the critique. Even the ‘outsider’ Agathias, who was born in Myrina, educated 

in Alexandria, and then lived in Constantinople an uneventful life away from the court as a lawyer 

under Justin II and Tiberius II, put much effort to render his work (which continued Procopius’ narrative 

from 552 to 558) attractive to his audience through a ‘sense of dramatic fitness’ and ‘a pleasing 

pattern’. His work remained thus a good source of lively descriptions of the use of gestures in public 

encounters161. Menander the Protector, palace guardsman under Maurice, continued Agathias for the 

period between 558 and 583 and testifies the increase of formalism in diplomatic activity and the role 

of the gestures in it162. Lively descriptions are provided also by the Monophysite and anti-Chalcedonian 

writers John of Ephesus (who experienced the persecution under of the patriarch John III Scholasticus 

and Eutychius and wrote in Syriac a Church History for the period between 571 and 586), and Michael, 

patriarch of Antioch, who wrote in the twelfth century a Universal Chronicle likely based also on John’s 

second lost book and that provides supplementary information for the reigns of the emperors from 

Leo I down to Phocas163. The reign of Justinian produced several insightful works also at the level of 

‘discursive consciousness’: the Peri politikes katastaseos (On Political Institution), codified by the 

magister officiorum Peter the Patrician, described the repertoire of gestures used for the 

appointments of officials, embassies, and imperial coronations and proclamations of fifth-sixth 

                                                             
settled down in Constantinople where he engaged himself in organizing the material and writing his works on 
Justinian; CAMERON 1985, pp. 7-14; CRESCI MARRONE and BARTOLINI 2005, pp. XIV-XVI. On the possibility that 
the Wars and the Secret History had been written at the same time and with a common purpose, and for the 
problem related with the title Anecdota (lit. ‘unpublished material’), see A. KALDELLIS, ‘Introduction’ to 
PROCOPIUS, Anecdota; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. XXIV-XXIX; p. IX. For the way in which both Procopius and John 
the Lydian praised but also presented a covert criticism of Justinian’s despotism, see ibidem, p. LVI, with 
bibliography. On Evagrius (whose Church History covers the period from 431 to 593) and his travels in contact 
with the official and spiritual elites of his times, see M. WHITBY, ‘Introduction’ to EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, 
Historia Ecclesiastica; tr. WHITBY 2000, pp. XIII-XV. 
161 J. D. FRENDO, ‘Introduction’ to AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, tr. FRENDO 1975, pp. IX-XI.  
162 R. C. BLOCKLEY, ‘Introduction’ to MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae (fragmenta); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 
2006, pp. 1-30. 
163 On John of Ephesus, see PAYNE SMITH, ‘Preface’ to JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica pars Tertia; tr. 
PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. V-IX; Van GINKEL 1995. On Michael the Syrian, see M. MOOSA, ‘Introduction’ to MICHAEL 
THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, tr. MOOSA 2014. Sections of the second part are retrievable from the excerpts quoted 
by Michael I the Syrian, as well as by the eight/ninth century History of Pseudo-Dionysius of Tell Mahré and Elias 
Bar Shinaya; GRIFFITH 1991. 
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centuries emperors164. The training in ‘political science’ (or ‘political philosophy’) necessary for the 

emperor to improve his virtues and behaviour in order to maintain a harmonious political order are 

addressed by two fragments survived of the Peri politikes epistemes (On Political Science), a 

philosophical dialogue between two wealthy members of the highest administrative levels of the 

empire which presumably reflected the social status of the author and its intended audience165. The 

seventy-two ‘capitula admonitoria’ offered to Justinian by the deacon Agapetus around the mid-530s 

expressed highly minded ideas about the duties of the ruler and the compresence, in his nature, of a 

mortal and a divine dimension166.  

In the early seventh century George of Pisidia, skeuophylax of Hagia Sophia and emissary of the 

patriarch Sergius, took part in the first Heraclius’ expedition against the Persians in 622-623 and 

praised his emperor with panegyrics which conferred a mystical undertone to his body on the 

battlefield167. It is possible that Sergius’ entourage also included the anonym cleric author of the 

Chronicle Paschale, a universal chronicle likely written in the early 630s, which gives a credible and 

eye-witness account of the events following the death of Maurice, the rule of Phocas and the earlier 

years of the reign of Heraclius until 627168. The Egyptian Theophylact Simocatta moved to 

Constantinople not long after the accession of Heraclius and wrote a classicizing history of the reign of 

the emperor Maurice and earlier years of Heraclius, which is full of details on gestures and public 

physical performances in political encounters and exercise of power. Simocatta relied on and expanded 

contemporary anecdotes and stories, the now almost entirely lost recount of John of Epiphania (who 

participated in the embassy in Persia of the patriarch of Antioch Gregory), a hagiographical collection 

connected with Maurice, and a biased pro-Heraclian text which combined panegyric and invective to 

support the new regime169. Many are the problems related with the fragments attributed to the 

Universal Chronicle of John of Antioch, likely completed between the 610 and the 626 in 

Constantinople, which used previous sources to give a panorama of the emperors of the past until 

Heraclius. In any case, this text testifies the appeal of old stories on the early seventh century’s 

                                                             
164 The text had been partially transmitted in the tenth century by the De Ceremoniis of Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus; A. MOFFATT and M. TALL, ‘Introduction’ to De Cer.; ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, I vol., 
p. XXVI. 
165 On the story of the text, the different theories of identification for the author, the dating, the sources, as well 
the allegedly implicit criticism of the imperial system, see BELL 2009, p. 5; pp. 9-13; pp. 19-27; pp. 49-79. 
166 On the identification of the author, the problems in dating the work, the source he employed and how he 
dealt with them and with the main political and social concerns of his time, see BELL 2009, pp. 8-9; pp. 18-19; 
pp. 27-48. For the way in which the author used previous sources to express opinions that were current in the 
sixth century, see HENRY 1967, p. 284. 
167 SPAIN ALEXANDER 1977. 
168 M. WHITBY and M. WHITBY, ‚Introduction‘ to CHRONICON PASCHALE; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, pp. IX-
XXVII. See also HALDON 1990, pp. XVII. Likely, the chronicle was mutilated and should have ended with the 
restoration of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem in 630; ibidem. 
169 FRENDO 1988; M. WHITBY, ‘Introduction’ in THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, pp. IX-XXVII. 
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audience, while the persistence of the places and the times of actions for the contemporary events 

seems to imply that the author employed also memories still alive in his mind and in the minds of his 

readers170. 

The so-called period of ‘Dark Ages’ between the last years of Heraclius and the end of the eighth 

century is unfortunately not so rich in sources171. For our topic, interesting remarks come from the 

Coptic Universal Chronicle written under Justinian II by the Monophysite Egyptian monk and bishop 

John of Nikiu, transmitted by an Ethiopic translation of an Arab version. John of Nikiu heavily relied on 

Malalas as a source – probably on the base on a longer and more complete version at disposal in 

Egypt172 – but also transmitted precious stances about the continuities in the idea over the mortal 

nature of the emperor, revealed especially in the moment of the anger and the death. The History 

attributed to the Armenian Sebeos, written at the end of the first phase of the Islamic conquest in the 

seventh century, provides extracts from various sources which included also some insights on the court 

of Heraclius and his son Constans II173.  

The period of the Iconomachy will be addressed first of all through an analysis of the sources written 

during or shortly after the controversy. Major sources will be the Breviarium of the iconophile 

Nikephoros, much-contested patriarch of Constantinople from 806 until his deposition by Leo V in 815 

(a text written at the end of the eight – beginning of the ninth centuries, which covered the events 

from 602 down to 769)174. Then, the Chronicle attributed to Theophanes Confessor, likely written 

before 814, during the iconophile ‘break’ under Michael I, by a well-born and well-educated iconophile 

in contact with both the ecclesiastical and the imperial courts. It continued George Syncellus’ work 

‘Selections of chronography‘, from the accession of Diocletian in 284 to the rise of Leo V in 813, and 

                                                             
170 For the sources employed by John of Antioch (especially John Malalas), his originality, the attribution of the 
fragments to John, and the identification of the author, see U. ROBERTO, ‘Introduzione’ to Ioannis Antiocheni 
Fragmenta ex Historia chronica, ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. XI-CCXI; pp. 618-649 (complete index locorum); 
CONTERNO 2014, p. 5 (with bibliography). On the critical issues involved in collecting and editing the fragments 
variously attributed to John in a corpus, see also MARIEV 2016. 
171 KAZHDAN and CUTLER 1982. The situation seemed to have been due not only to a missed transmission of the 
texts (a similar situation was shared by the Islamic historiography which in those years was experiencing its 
formative phase); CONTERNO 2014, p. 1. While the decline was concerned especially with the secular literary 
production, a less drastic reduction marked indeed the theological and political writings, hagiographies and 
homilies, as well as apocalyptic and eschatological texts, which reflected the immediate worries and issues of 
belief and concerns about the meaning of life; HALDON 1997, esp. pp. 425-435. 
172 BURGESS and KULILOWSKI 2016. 
173 On the work’s attribution to Sebeos, its dating and its contents, see R. W. THOMSON, ‘Introduction’ to 
PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, esp. pp. XXXII-XXXVIII. On the kind of documentary sources 
used by the author, see ibidem, pp. LXV-LXX. 
174 On Nikephoros’ life and the datation and the sources of the text, see E. A.  FISHER, preface to IGNATIUS THE 
DEACON, Vita Nicephori, tr. FISHER 1998, pp. 25-31; C. MANGO, ‘Introduction’ to NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, 
Historia Syntomos; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 1-18; BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, p. 171. For a brief summary 
of the controversies around the purposes, the date and the sources of the Stephen the Deacon (who claimed to 
write in 806 and relied on many other texts like the Acts of the Council of 787 or one of the versions of the 
Adversus Constantinum Caballinum), see BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, p. 226.  
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constituted a major source for both contemporary and historical events, in some cases reported by 

enriching the narrative of the sources at disposal and by manipulating the events to suit the author’s 

ideological concerns175. The hagiographies likely compiled shortly after the definitive restoration of the 

icons in 843 lively described the iconoclast imperial physical acts and body through a highly critical 

point of view: the biography of St Stephen the Younger (abbot of the monastery of St Auxentius in 

Bythinia and martyr under Constantine V) written by Stephen the Deacon likely after the 843 and then 

re-edited in the tenth century by Symeon Metaphrastes. Then the Life of Michael the Synkellos, the 

Life of Theophilos’ wife Theodora, the Passio of Saint Andrew in Crisis, and Ignatius the Deacon’s Life 

of patriarch Nikephoros. Integrative source for the Iconomachy will be George the Monk’s Universal 

Chronicle from Adam to 842, written shortly after the death of Theophilos, the so-called ‘Chronicle of 

811’ (a description of Nikephoros I’s unfortunate expedition against the Bulgarian khan Krum and the 

battle of Piliska of 811), and the fragment known as ‘Scriptor Incertus de Leo V’ (a long recount of the 

political events under Leo V)176. A more biographical and detailed approach to the eight-ninth centuries 

emperors came to the fore in the tenth-century. The first three books of Genesios and the so-called 

Theophanes Continuatus (a name given to Bekker to the collection of texts preserved in the eleventh-

century manuscript Vat. gr. 167) were produced on Constantine VII’s orders and continued 

Theophanes Confessor’s Chronicle until the reign of Theophilos, on the ground of a common source 

(likely a dossier provided by Constantine) and with a special taste for the physical details177. Those texts 

will be analysed in parallel with John Skylitzes’ account on the reign from Michael I to Theophilos, 

written by a high functionary under Alexius Comnenus who selected and adapted different sources 

(including a source common to the previous ones)178.  

                                                             
175 On the way in which the point of view of iconophile authors affected the descriptions of iconoclast emperors 
and historical details, see among others BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, pp. 166-170; pp. 201-202. On the debate 
concerning the possible source to which both Nikephoros and Theophanes draw for the years 668-720, and for 
the passages in line or not with Theophanes’ iconodule faith, see also CONTERNO 2014, pp. 6-8. I will consider 
Theophanes as the actual author of the text, even if much debated has been raised around the authorship of the 
text. On the authorship, the sources, the composition, and the transmission of the text, as well as its relation to 
later middle Byzantine historians, see JANKOWIAK and MONTINARO 2015. 
176 For George the Monk’s work and its relation to Theophanes Confessor and the Acts of the Church Council for 
the events of the seventh-eight centuries, see BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, pp. 172-173. The Chronicle of 811 
and the Scriptor Incertus de Leo V had been edited by Francesca Iadevaia under the name of Scriptor Incertus 
together with a third short fragment describing the defeat of Versinika endured by Michael I Rangabe in 813. 
Recent scholarship is divided in considering the two fragments as belonging to one original chronicle or to 
separate works. For the dating and the debates around those complex sources, and their role as sources for later 
middle Byzantine historians, see E. PINTO, ‘Introduction’ to SCRIPTUS INCERTUS, tr. IADEVAIA 1987, pp. 10-16; 
NEVILLE 2018, pp. 78-84; MONTINARO 2015, pp. 179-181. 
177 For a summary of the debate and the relation between the texts, see NEVILLE 2018, pp. 95-109. 
178 According to Scott, Skylitzes used his sources to recall the deeds of the Comnenian dynasty, and even if in 
some cases he added little to his original sources, the variations he brought had been proven to be deliberate 
manipulations of the past, a ‘new way of using history in the service of families, and in line with the literary 
inventiveness of the Komnenian period’; SCOTT 2010.  
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Finally, the later Chronographia of Michael Psellos concludes the present work, as a masterpiece of 

narrative where gestures deftly interplay to describe memorable imperial bodies, and where the 

mortal dimension of the emperor powerfully surfaces in all its aspects179.  

 

 

PART II. SCHEMA AND SCHEMATA, BODIES AND PERFORMANCE OF 

THE SELF. THE CULTURAL FRAMEWORKS OF BYZANTINE SOCIETY 

 

In the first part of the research, I will address the ‘invisible components of the human action’180, i.e. 

the theological and moral values, the proprieties and the meanings attached to physical movements 

and behaviour. In semansiological/saussurian term, I will address the body language ‘code’ above 

which it was constructed the human movement system, its rules and its assigned values, its social 

langue and its individual parole181. Those elements have been gradually defined and developed in the 

Byzantine socio-cultural context starting from the ‘crucible’ formative period of Late Antiquity, when 

‘a new culture and political system were forged out of old materials’182. Discontinuities came along 

with the radical changes experienced by society183. Nevertheless, the attitude toward bodies and 

gestures belongs mostly to the field of the mentalities, notoriously characterized by a long durée and 

slow-changing nature184. The background will therefore be the classical, Hellenistic, and Roman 

heritage, which functioned as a ‘cultural glue’ among an elite whose education was informed by a 

rhetorical, grammatical, and philosophical curriculum of studies based upon pagan texts185. This 

framework will be selectively absorbed, enriched, and developed to fit the context of the Christian 

society and will provide the basic philosophical, aesthetic, and ethical assumptions toward bodies and 

                                                             
179 The Chronographia, a classicizing history characterized by ‘a strong authorial presence’ where Psellos ‘appears 
as a character in the drama’, contrasts markedly with the Historia Syntomos, a chronicle where Psellos ‘kept such 
a low profile that scholars have doubted that he wrote it’. Anyway, it seems safe now to attribute both the text 
to the same author; NEVILLE 2018, pp. 14-15 (with bibliography). 
180 For the visible and invisible characteristics of human actions, and the impossibility of understanding gestures 
and postures through mere observation, see WILLIAMS 2004, pp. 7-9. 
181  WILLIAMS 2004, pp. 160-161. 
182 ANGOLD 2001, p. 2. ‘Late Antiquity’ (even called ‘early Byzantium’ or ‘later Roman Empire’) refers generally 
to the years between the accession of Diocletian (284) and the death of Theodosius I (395), but could be also 
expanded up to the reign of Justinian, to the rise of Islam in the seventh century, or even up to the tenth century; 
CAMERON 2014, pp. 4-5; pp. 28-29; p. 57; p. 80-81; pp. 113-114; n. 30, p. 133. 
183 Kazhdan chose to emphasise for example the deep changing occurred in the seventh century’s urban life, 
which led to an ‘utter indifference to clothes, food, and secular knowledge’, a new attitude of humility, the 
discovery of the beauty inherent in disharmony, and the strenghtening of the relationship with God above that 
between people; KAZHDAN and CUTLER 1982. For an emphasis on the ‘dramatic break’ experienced between 
the everyday life of Late Antiquity and that of the Byzantine Middle period, see also MANGO 1981. 
184 BRAUDEL (1958) 1980. 
185 MANGO 2002b, p. 102. 
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gestures. It will determine the way in which they were not only theoretically conceived, but also 

described and performed in the Byzantine society in the following centuries. 

  

1. TERMINOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS 

 

‘One may, it is true, find some word or phrase in one’s own language with which to translate concepts native 

to another language (...), but as anthropologists, we are obliged to ask what the concept means to native 

speakers. (...). The fact is that we are obliged to communicate verbally, even when we talk or write about 

(…) movement. We are never free of the problems of language (…)186. 

 

In exploring the field of gestures we have first of all to be aware of the ambiguity inherent in gestural 

occurrences in both Greek and Latin texts, that is an ambiguity between a metaphorical sense (which 

hints at the general act understood in its abstract dimension) and the actual physical movement made 

with a specific body’s part.  The term neuma (neûma, with its verbal forms neúw-neúein), like the Latin 

nutus-nuere, could express for example both the physical nod made by bending the head (from neûsij, 

‘inclination’) as well as the general acts of commanding, confirming and giving consensus187. Especially 

the term proskynesis (proskúnhsij) was often employed as a synonymous for adoration, veneration 

or obeisance, and this whether or not the performer made the physical action of falling down and 

prostrating the body on the ground. This ambiguity represents an ever-present problem to keep in 

mind in order to discern the degree of reality of a gesture quoted in a text, especially regarding the 

symbolic movements of the body’s limbs present in ceremonial, juridical, and ritual environments. 

Those ‘canonical’, ‘conventional’, ‘intentional’, and ‘shared’ gestures were both ‘substantially physical’ 

and ‘semantically pregnant’: they not only substituted words but had also an ‘effective’ power on the 

reality188.  

To speak about gesture means to consider any kind of physical movement, attitude, or outward 

disposition that transmits a message, a value, a moral quality, or a social, religious, or political 

condition189. The definition of the concept cannot be limited to a specific hand’s or head’s movements. 

Already Schmitt emphasised how in Latin the term gestus (a derivation of the verb gerere, to bear, to 

manage, to govern), did not make a distinction between a single physical movement and a broader 

                                                             
186 WILLIAMS 2004, pp. 56-57. Italics mine. 
187 In the ninth century, Photius still underlined the connotation of ‘command’ of the term equating neúmata 
and boulÔmata (purposes, designs); Photii Lexicon, ad vocem ‘neúmata‘; ed. PORSONUS 1823, p. 255. 
188 On the difference and the interpenetration between the physical ‘gesto’ and the abstract ‘atto’ in medieval 
thought, see BERTELLI and CENTANNI 1995, pp. 13-14. ‘(...) il gesto non comunica soltanto (non ‘parla’ in 
sostituzione delle parole), ma essenzialmente costituisce. (...) Il gesto rituale è dunque un gesto 
costitutivo/efficace’; BERTELLI and CENTANNI 1995, p. 21. 
189 It remains impossible to analyse on a historical level gestures and attitudes originating from inner emotions; 
BERTELLI and CENTANNI 1995. 
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sense covering the whole appearance, including postures, expressions of the face (vultus), and the 

general bearing of the body (incessus). Furthermore, the term entailed a good or a bad moral value 

connected respectively to the controlled and restrained gestus of the orator on one side, and the 

disordered and excessive gesticulatio of the mime and the pantomime actor on the other190. In the 

Greek language, we find a similar situation too. It is true that several terms derived from the term ceír 

referred specifically to an action performed with the hand191; but among the generic terms referring 

to the movement (kínhsij and forá) or to the arrangement of the body (diáqesij, i.e. the 

disposition assumed during a dance, both mental and physical)192, the ‘keyword’ to understand the 

concept of gesture seems to be schema (scÖma; pl. scÔmata)193. The term has been usually 

understood as a ‘rhetorical figure of speech’ or ‘verbal ornament’ which created ‘intimacy between 

orator/writer and listener/reader’ without affecting the inner meaning of the discourse; or, when 

referred to a person, as ‘dress’ or ‘costume’ and, in a metonymic procedure, to the social position and 

status of the person who wore it. This latter nuance was present especially in the monastic 

environment194. When an author wanted to refer to the dress in its material dimension, anyway, he 

employed rather words like 1nduma or stolÔ. The term schema was more associated with the bearing 

of the body195, and with the form assumed by the body once the dress was put on. It encompassed a 

wide range of semantic possibilities (the Patristic Lexicon of Lampe records at least eighteen of 

them)196, all related to the idea of outward appearance, display, and semblance. Often, especially in 

the derivational form schematizein (schmatízein, metaschematízein), the term had a marked 

denotation of pretence. This nuance was already present in the rhetorical meaning of the term (in the 

fourth century BC, the Cynic rhetorician Zoilus of Amphipolis defined the schema as the act ‘to feign 

                                                             
190 SCHMITT (1990) 1999, p. 16; pp. 22-23. 
191 For example, cheiragoghéo (ceiragwgéw, to lead someone by the hand), cheirotonéo (ceirotonéw, to raise 
the hand in order to vote) or cheironoméo (ceironoméw) → ceironomía, lit. to move the hands. The latter has 
been employed in different environments, from sport (the palestra) to rhetoric, to especially dance, and referred 
to the act of physically moving the hands in an expressive way; JUCKER 1966a. 
192 WEBB 2008, pp. 85-87. The term is directly associated with scÔma and scésij in Plutarch’s discussion of the 
dancing poses; ibidem. 
193 Schmitt mentioned only ‘kínhsij‘ as equivalent to gestus and motus in Greek, while schema merely appeared 
in a small note in the appendix. Here Schmitt agreed with Karl Sittl and presented the schema as an equivalent 
of habitus (the ‘attitude’ and the ‘dress’) and with a specific technical meaning in the dance vocabulary; SCHMITT 
(1990) 1999, p. 23; n. 6, p. 338. 
194 Those are the meanings attached to schemata and schema in the Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, without any 
reference to their meaning of gesture or posture; KAZHDAN and JEFFREYS 1991; TALBOT 1991. For the distinction 
between mikron and mega or angelikon schema gained by the monk and visually displayed in the dress, see 
TALBOT 1991. The focus on the relationship between eloquence and painting, on the other hand, allowed Henry 
Maguire to recognize that the word schema ‘was both a figure of rhetoric and a pose in painting’; MAGUIRE 1981, 
p. 9. 
195 Together with scésij (‘situation, character, restraint’), scÖma and schmatízw derive from 1cw (aor. sceîn, 

1scon; fut. scÔsw; pf. 1schka) ‘to possess, retain, have’, or, in the intransitive form, ‘to hold oneself’; BEEKES 
2010, I vol., p. 490. 
196 LAMPE 1961-1968, pp. 1358-1359. 
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one thing and mean another (scÖmá æstin 6teron mèn prospoieîsqai, 6teron dè légein)’197, and 

brought the term close to the Latin concept of figura198.  

Such a variety has characterized the schema since the earlier stage of its development. A recent study 

of Maria Luisa Catoni on non-verbal communication in classical Greece has followed its use from its 

primary connotation of ‘figure’ and ‘shape’ in the Euclidean geometry (where it denoted the form 

contained within a geometrical outline or the outline itself) and in natural and astrological studies, 

down to its use to indicate the set of fixed, mobile, or semi-mobile components of the appearance (i.e. 

the general shape of the body and its limbs, the dress, and the dynamic attitude and movements made 

by the body), until its specific use in the context of performative systems to denote physical and 

dynamical gestures (especially in the plural form schemata). The schema needs to be ultimately 

understood as the selection of the main outward elements that immediately and icastically identified 

the social role, the status, or even the ethnic origin of a person199. The language of the schemata 

underwent a strong process of crystallization of the iconographical language in the theatrical context 

(and from here, in all the fields of mimetic arts and visual communication, affecting the everyday life 

interactions too), where they were essential tools for the actor who had to change his identity and his 

appearance in order to play a role on the stage200. And the traditional contrast between the fixed and 

static schemata on the one hand and the dynamic kinesis, diathesis, and rythmos on the other201 has 

been now replaced by a focus on how the verbs ×uqmízei and schmatízei diverged primarily for their 

being related, respectively, to the category of time and space: the ×uqmój connected with the fwnÔ 

and with the inner disposition of the character portrayed; the scÔma connected with the 3yij and 

the visible appearance202.  

Outward appearance can also provide informations about the inner being and the personal moral 

qualities of individuals203. The physiognomic idea that the body was the mirror of the soul, that it could 

                                                             
197 BRANHAM 1996, p. 84. For a later discussion on this meaning of the term in the Roman rhetorical 
environment, see QUINTILIAN, Institutio Oratoria, IX, 1, 13-14; ed. and tr. RUSSELL 2001, vol. IV, pp. 16-17. See 
also the discussion on this passage in MESTURINI 2001, p. 160. 
198 This connection had heavily affected the development of the meaning of the term figura, which also shared 
the same theme with fingere, figulus, fictor and effigies; AUERBACH (1944) 1971, esp. pp. 174-177, p. 179, pp. 
193-184. 
199 CATONI 2005, passim. See also JUCKER 1966b; BREMMER 1991. See also the conference ‘Figures – Models – 
Schemata. Ancient Foundations of Picture Act and Embodiment’, organized by Humboldt University of Berlin in 
2011 http://bildakt-verkoerperung.de/en/2011/07/international-conference-figures-models-schemata-ancient-
foundations-of-picture-act-and-embodiment/.  
200 CATONI 1997, especially pp. 1028-1029. 
201 Schema was seen as the ‘forme fixe’ that expressed ‘le conception statique de la figure et de la structure’, 
while rythmos was the ‘forme du mouvement’ that expressed ‘l’expression dynamique de la forme’; SANDOZ 
1971, quoted by MESTURINI 2001, esp. pp. 68-77; p. 71; pp. 78-90. 
202 MESTURINI 2001, esp. pp. 157. Mesturini remarkably replaced the original translation as ‘dress’ with 
‘character, role, part’ in a fragment of Menander; MESTURINI 2001, pp. 210-211. Theatre and dance are defined 
as ‘time conveyed into space’, where the ×uqmoí are translated in scÔmata and the sound became image; 
MESTURINI 2001, pp. 164-167. 
203 For the association between schema and virtue or páqoj, see CATONI 1997. 

http://bildakt-verkoerperung.de/en/2011/07/international-conference-figures-models-schemata-ancient-foundations-of-picture-act-and-embodiment/
http://bildakt-verkoerperung.de/en/2011/07/international-conference-figures-models-schemata-ancient-foundations-of-picture-act-and-embodiment/
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convey feelings as much as ethical values, and that it could therefore be subject to a moral judgment, 

has deep roots in the Greek mentality. Pseudo-Aristotle declared in the fourth century BC that the 

physical conformation and general appearance of the body, the gestures (tà scÔmata), the posture 

(tò scÖma toû sÍmatoj), the voice, the face’s expressions (tà paqÔmata or tò epì toû prosÍpou 

çpifainómenon), the movements (tàj kinÔseij) were all physiognomic signs that expressed not only 

feelings like pain or anger, but also the character (2qoj) of a person. Specific gestures and postures 

could be charged with a positive value (e.g. the standing position and some slow movements), others 

with a negative one (e.g. a quick and wavering gesture, the act of looking at the ground and bending 

the body forward)204. Nevertheless, such a denotative function could also turn physical appearance 

into a powerful device in the sphere of simulation and imposture. In fact, the schema, which ideally 

mirrored the true interiority of the performer, could always be counterfeited for the sake of being 

identified with a social category, a quality, a moral value, a páqoj
205.  

The act of pretending was felt to be a serious ethical problem. It involved a discrepancy between reality 

and appearance, form and substance. This tension was recognized above all by Plato, who took the 

schema as one of the keystones of his philosophy. Plato’s schema was one of the elements composing 

the pragmata and, therefore, one of the main categories of perception through which the pragmata 

could be perceived, acknowledged, and recognized. Since the things were perceivable both with the 

eyes (the major sensory organs) and with the ears, the schema could be combined with the chroma or 

with the phone: when paired with chroma, schema means the perimeter or the outline of a drawing 

filled then with the colour. The human body itself, therefore, could be defined by the schema and by 

the chroma of the flesh and skin. When paired with phone, it was associated with the dynamic and 

visible aspects of non-verbal communication: it referred to the way in which a body actively presents 

itself in public, whether or nor according to the interiority, and to the gestures and postures employed 

in the performance (dance and theatre), especially in the plural form schemata. Schema and schemata 

were, therefore, the main instruments of the mimesis. Plato’s use of the term schema differed from 

that of similar terms like morphe (morfÔ, the perceptible form of the imprint), eidos (eôdoj, the 

intelligible form of the archetype), demas (démaj, the form of a living body) or physis (fúsij, the 

natural form). It was the apparent, changeable, and imitable state of being, opposed to the material, 

                                                             
204 PSEUDO-ARISTOTLE, Physiognomica, esp. 806a; 807a-b; 808a; ed. and tr. HETT 1963, pp. 92-93; 98-105. Those 
ideas were later codified by Polemon of Laodicea’ Physiognomy (133-136 A.D.) and transmitted to the eastern 
Christianity through the fourth-century Anonym Latin and the epitome of Adamantius; GLEASON 1995, esp. pp. 
29-37. For a translation and a collection of articles related to this kind of literature, see SWAIN 2007. 
205 A good example of a schema’s disguise is Herodotus’ story of Phye. The woman was induced by Pisistratos to 
play the part of Athena by taking up her schema and therefore also the dignity and nobility attached to it; 
HERODOTUS, Historiae, I, 60.4; ed. and tr. ASHERI and ANTELAMI 1991, pp. 64-65, quoted in CATONI 1997, pp. 
1031-1032. 
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the substance and the content, and was characterized by flexibility and manipulability206. Furthermore, 

the danger of schema lied in the power of visual performances and mimetic arts to create, codify, and 

spread models and values (2qh) within the community: and if the techne was disjoined from the ethos 

they could have a bad influence on the education of young people and subvert the order of the State. 

Therefore, the State had the moral duty to control the public performances through the work of 

legislators which selected and fixed the good schemata conformed to the ethos and with a positive 

influence on the everyday life207.  

 

The semantic possibilities given by Plato to the concept of schema, as category of perception and 

identification through the senses and as physical and persuasive instrument of the mimesis, will find 

their way into the early Christian ‘philosophy’208. Plato was the most important spiritual bridge 

between paganism and Christianity and strongly influenced the theology of the Church Fathers, who 

got their terminological instruments from a classical and pagan education and used them to develop a 

new conceptual vocabulary enriched with the Christian thought209.  

At the beginning of the first century, Paul of Tarsus employed the term schema to refer to the apparent 

and transient condition of the present world that is passing away (tò scÖma toû kósmou), in contrast 

with the eternal dimension of the reign of God that is about to come210. Hence, Christians do not have 

to conform (mÕ suschmatízesqe) to this world and have to change their way of thinking to discern 

the divine will211. Paul continued to use the term metaschmatízw (the act of assuming a schema) to 

refer to the act of arranging something or someone: especially, the term refers to the deceptive nature 

of Satan, who disguises himself as an angel of light, and his ministers, who disguise themselves as 

                                                             
206 CATONI 2005, p. 279; MESTURINI 2001, pp. 155-168. For the intimate association between phone and schema 
in Plato, see also BOEGEHOLD 1999, p. 14. Aristotle, who discarded Plato’s doctrine of ideas, employed morphé 
and eídos indiscriminately and made rather a distinction between matter (the potentiality, the substratum 
supporting the qualities) and form, which actually contains all the qualities potentially present in the matter; 
LIGHTFOOT 1994, pp. 133-135. 
207 For the relation between schema/schemata and paideia, especially in Plato’s Laws and Republic, see CATONI 
1997, pp. 1013-1060, in part. pp. 1021-1036. 
208 On the problems and the developments which will firmly configure the Byzantine cultural identity, see 
MANGO 2002b, pp. 96-100. 
209 KRUMBACHER (1907) 1970, p. 34; CLARK 2004, p. 4; p. 7; p. 30.  
210 PAUL OF TARSUS, 1Cor 7:31. The translation of the term schema in this quote is quite controversial. Some 
translated it as ‘outward appearance’, stressing the negative connotation of the term as deception and illusion. 
This interpretation is seemingly supported by the following statement in 2Cor 4:18 where is declared that what 
is seen (blepómena) is temporary and what is not seen is eternal. Others preferred to translate it as ‘essential 
figure’ of the world, or the world in its actual forms. Others think that the term more openly referred to the 
theatrical character of the world as a stage; BARBAGLIO 1995, p. 355; MONTAGUE 2011, p. 132. In the revised 
edition of the Lexicon of the New Testament, Danker defined the schema as ‘the generally recognized state or 
form in which something appears, outward appearance, form, shape of a person’ as well as ‘the functional aspect 
of something, way of life’; DANKER 2000, p. 981. 
211 PAUL OF TARSUS, Rom 12:2. 
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pseudo-apostles and as servants of righteousness212. Paul employed the term also to refer to the 

human likeness assumed by Christ. He was ‘in the form of God (æn morfØ Qeoû)’ but humbled himself 

by taking the ‘form of a slave (morfÔn doúlou)’ and a human schema, i.e. a schema through which 

he was recognized as a man (scÔmati eøreqeìj Ìj \nqrwpoj)213. Finally, the act of assuming a 

schema (metaschmatízw) could also refer to the new attitude assumed by the faithful near God’s 

glory214. In the second century, the apologist and ‘Christian philosopher’ Justin Martyr managed to 

harmonize his Christian faith with the Platonic and Aristotelian terminology absorbed in his early 

education. He continued to employ the term schema to refer to the false and changeable appearance 

assumed by those who wanted to be renowned as philosophers without doing anything worthy215. 

Pagan gods also imitated the names and the schemata of evil demons, in contrast with the immaterial, 

stable, and, therefore, inimitable essence (o÷sía) and form (morfÔ) of God216.  

The schema came also to be associated with the symbol of the Cross: the schema of the cross (tò 

scÖma toû stauroû), explained Justin, ‘figured’ and gave a visual form to the strength of the 

crucified Christ. It was present in all of the instruments that ruled the matter and through which the 

man governed the cosmos: the mast of the ship, the artisan’s and the farmer’s tools, the battle-

standards and trophies, and the human schema (tò dè ÞnqrÍpeion scÖma). The cross was present 

both in the human face, composed by the nose and the eyebrows, as well as in the human posture: 

the man, unlike any other irrational being, could stand upright, outstretch the hands, and show in his 

body ‘no other pattern than that of the cross’217. Words and schemata, therefore, are the instruments 

used by Justin to support his argument218.  

The fourth-fifth centuries Cappadocian Fathers also started from a cultural background deeply 

influenced by a classical education to build up a theological and liturgical vocabulary ‘indelibly marked 

                                                             
212 PAUL OF TARSUS, 2Cor 11:13-15. 
213 PAUL OF TARSUS, Phil 2:6-7. For the difference felt by the author between morphe (the form and the attributes 
intrinsic and essential to his nature, human and divine) and schema (the external semblance which appeared to 
the eyes of men), see LIGHTFOOT 1994, pp. 132-138. The term schema is otherwise avoided in referring to Christ 
because it could always imply an idea of illusion and a sense of changeableness; LIGHTFOOT 1994, p. 125. 
214 PAUL OF TARSUS, Phil 3:21. The verb here indicates the profound transformation of human somaticity from 
earthly to glorious; BARBAGLIO 1995, p. 355 n. 132. 
215 JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia Prima, 4, 8; ed. and tr. MINNS and PARVIS 2009, pp. 88-89; BARNARD 1997, p. 25. 
Barnard translates schema as ‘dress’, while Minns and Parvis more right understood it as general outward 
appearance. 
216 JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia Prima, 9, 1; ed. and tr. MINNS and PARVIS 2009, pp. 96-97; BARNARD 1997, p. 27. 
For the distinction between schema and morphe; BARNARD 1997, n. 47 p. 112.  
217 JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia Prima, 55, 2-4; ed. and tr. MINNS and PARVIS 2009, pp. 224-225; tr. BARNARD 1997, 
p. 63. For the role played by the form in the cosmological speculations of the Middle Platonists and the ideas 
developed by Justin (especially the idea of the head with a schema which imitates the forms of the universe), see 
BARNARD 1997, n. 336 p. 165. 
218 ‘And having urged you on, to the extent that we can, by word and by the pattern of what is seen (kaì dià 

lógou o%un kaì scÔmatoj toû fainoménou), we know that we are from now on without blame, even if you 
should not believe’; JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia Prima, 55, 8; ed. and tr. MINNS and PARVIS 2009, pp. 226-227; cf. 
tr. BARNARD 1997, p. 63. 
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by Platonic influence’219. The term schema (together with its derivatives) also maintained its 

multifaceted connotation: it occasionally continued to refer to the geometrical figure220, but mostly it 

maintained and developed its Platonic meaning as the outward form of the pragmata and fundamental 

category of perception and recognition. 

A good example of this development is the system of thought developed by Gregory bishop of Nyssa. 

He was the youngest among the Cappadocians and his work has been considered the first 

anthropological study of the Christian age221. The Nyssen’s positive evaluation of the corporeality 

harmonized the ‘unresolved tension’ experienced by Christians between acceptance and refusal of the 

physical dimension of the human being. On one side, the Platonic and Neoplatonic view looked at the 

physical world as made up of transient phenomena, which did not reflect the essence of things. Their 

multiplicity lured the mind of the philosopher in his way to knowledge. In this context the soul was 

considered as pre-existent and independent from the body, temporarily trapped in it as if it was in a 

prison or a sepulchre (the sÏma as sÖma), and desirous of freedom222. This view will lead to the 

Christian emphasis on temptations and on renunciation of the turbulences caused by the body, until 

the complete withdrawal from the world chosen by those who, especially after the end of the third 

century, pursued an ascetical life in the desert.  On the other side, already Aristotle had refused a 

‘bicameral universe of mundane particulars and transcendent forms’, considering the soul as 

indissolubly tied with the body since ‘its perceptions are depended on, and leave traces in, the bodily 

sensorium’223. The Scriptural tradition also looked at the man as holistically made by body and soul. 

The human body was ‘flawed by human sin but essentially good’, created and shaped by God in His 

own image, given as a gift to the human being, and even chosen as the instrument of Salvation in God’s 

incarnation as a man224.  

                                                             
219 PROKURAT 1996, p. 265. Greek philosophy was seen by Cappadocians both as something to be avoided as 
well as a useful instrument. If properly used, it can support the study of the Scripture; see KAZHDAN, BALDWIN, 
ŠEVČENKO 1991; BALDWIN 1991a. For the complex relation between Platonism and Patristic Philosophy, see 
among other RAMELLI 2007, pp. 959-1082; DE VOGEL 1985; VON IVÀNKA (1964) 1992. 
220 Basil of Caesarea recalled, for example, the old definition of the circle as a figure (scÖma) circumscribed 
(periercómenon) by a single line (øpò miâj grammÖj); BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, I, 3.1 (cf. 
also II, 8.7); ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 12-13; pp. 66-67. 
221 MASPERO 2010a, pp. 37-47. Gregory was a pupil of the famous pagan rhetor Libanius, the brother of Basil the 
Great, and friend of Gregory of Nazianzus; PEROLI 1993; SICLARI 1989. 
222 For a synthesis of the platonic thought over the relation between the essence of things and the material world, 
the concept of eidos and ousia, the nature of god, and its developments see EDWARDS 2000, esp. pp. VII-XII; pp. 
XXVIII-XXIX. Nevertheless, the alleged Platonic indifference to the body did not have to be considered so 
monolithic since local distinctions and nuances existed; ARMSTRONG 1972. 
223 EDWARDS 2000, p. X. 
224 CLARK 2004, p. 32. For a review of the main influences on the Orthodox understanding of the body, see WARE 
1997, pp. 90-110, esp. pp. 90-95. For the man in the Greek-Roman and the Christian conceptions, see AVERINCEV 
1977. In the Roman culture was very difficult to accept the idea that an immortal and invulnerable divine being 
could suffer and be contaminated by mortality; CLARK 2004, pp. 32-33. 
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As for the Nyssen, the negative stance toward the body remained in the biblical image of the ‘tunics 

of hide’ (or ‘tunics of skin’) provided by God after the original sin225. Yet, the author mostly accepted 

the idea of the human being as an exceptional and inseparable mixture of earthly body and divine soul 

created by God’s will in His own image, in the same moment and upon the same principle226. He even 

developed a ‘theology of the body’ based upon the faith in the role of this latter as the locus of 

Salvation through the Incarnation of the Word and the Resurrection of the Flesh227. This point of view 

allowed the Nyssen to overcome the platonic distinction between a physical (material, created and 

limited) and a spiritual (invisible and uncreated) dimension, and to give a structured reflection on how 

the rational soul was responsible for the physical movements and dependent upon the sensible body 

for its action228.  

The process of perception, explained the Nyssen, starts when the soul (the nohtÔ, the intelligible and 

intellectual faculty) infuses vital energy into the sensory organs (tá ðrganiká aêsqhtÔria) through 

the sensations (diá tÖj aêsqÔsewj), which are in turn re-elaborated by the soul to gain knowledge229. 

All body’s organs are recognized as necessary and harmoniously created by Nature to fulfil specific and 

valuable functions for the sensorial perception, for the procreation, and for the physical movement230. 

The process leading to movement, in particular, starts from the brain, the heart, and the kidney. 

Through the spirit of the free activity (tÐ proairetikÐ pneúmati) and through the bones and nerves, 

which stretch and relax, all limb movements (\rqrwn aë kinÔseij) are stimulated and caused the 

                                                             
225 The tunics were outward elements applied to the primordial pure and sinless body. They referred to the 
sensual desires and the animal nature of the carnal flesh (the sárx), tempted by the passions and by the evil 
after the original sin. Only with the Resurrection the mortal body will be purified and redeemed; MATEO-SECO 
2010c. See also GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 38.12; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 890-891. 
226 The divine and eternal nature naturally tends to an infinite growth toward God, while the created and limited 
nature could turn the man down, toward the matter and away from the communion with God. Neither body nor 
matter is the cause of evil, which is originated only by the free choice of the human will; MASPERO 2010a. 
Gregory of Nazianzus also defined the man as a second world and a worshipper with a mixed nature 
(proskunhtÕn miktón); GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 38.11; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 888-891. 
For the classical Greek idea of the man as a microcosm that mirrors in itself the harmony of the world, see also 
GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 7 (28); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 363; GREGORY OF 
NAZIANZUS, Oratio 28.22; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 680-681; n. 60 p. 1351. 
227 MATEO-SECO 2010a. Christ shared the same nature of divine and human mixture; GREGORY OF NYSSA, Oratio 
catechetica magna 32.5; ed. MÜHLENBERG 1996, p. 78; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, pp. 191-192. Gregory of Nazianzus 
defined Christ as an ‘unusual union ($o tÖj kainÖj míxewj)’ and ‘admirable mixture ($w tÖj paradóxou 

kráswej)’ of body and soul; GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 38.13; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 892-893. 
228 ZACHUBER 2010, p. 83. 
229 See, among many passages, GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 8 (29); 16 (44); ed. and tr. 
RAMELLI 2007, pp. 362-365; pp. 380-383. On the philosophical influences on those ideas, from Aristotle’s De 
sensu et sensibilibus to Theophrastus’ De sensibus and Galen (this latter especially as regard for the physical 
dimension of the perception, described by the Nyssen in a detailed manner in the 31st chapter of the De hominis 
opificio), see BALTUSSEN 1993. 
230 See for example GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione 69 (144), ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 498-
501. See also GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 6; ed. PG 44:138-140; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 39; GREGORY 
OF NYSSA, Oratio catechetica magna 28.3; 39.6; ed. CALLAHAN 1992, p. 72; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, pp. 185-186, 
p. 210. 
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bending of the neck (aë toû a÷cénoj peristrofaí), the reclining of the head (tÖj kefalÖj 

æpiklíseij te kaì Þnaneúseij), the dilation of the eyelid, and the nods (neúmati)231. Therefore, 

bodily movements reflected and outwardly expressed the inner movements of the soul. The soul in 

turn re-elaborated the incomes perceived by the sensory organs and revealed its motions (proving also 

its existence) through the bodily organs232. In such a theory of perception and physical movements, 

the body was something that has not to be totally refused, but rather controlled, transformed, and 

purified233. 

As for the schema, the Nyssen too, like Plato, regarded it as the first and essential element of the 

outward appearance. It was the element through which an object or a person can be perceived and 

recognized: it was given by God to the matter since the Creation to allow the perception234; and it could 

appear alone or combined with other categories (sometimes gathered together in dualisms) like the 

morphe, the quantity, the quality, the weight, the voice (phone), and, first of all, the colour (chroma)235. 

The schema, the eidos, the qualities (poióthtaj), and the colour, were the elements that allowed to 

distinguish a tree in a garden where all the trees have been nourished by the same force236. The schema 

contributed to outwardly denote the inner disposition of a patient attended by a doctor (who in turn 

perceived and interpreted the symptoms with his physical senses)237. The schema was also the element 

essential for the identification of the human bodies during the Resurrection: every human being is like 

a vase, made of common matter (Þpó tÖj koinÖj 0lhj) but also distinguished from what is similar 

to him (prój tò ñmogenèj tÕn diaforàn 1cwn) thanks to a figure that is absolutely his own (æn 

                                                             
231 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 30; ed. PG 44:214; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 126. 
232 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 8 (29); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 362-365. 
233 RAMELLI 2007, pp. 28-29.  
234 Before the Creation, the world was invisible (Þóraton), without chroma (Þcrwmátiston) and without 
schema (Þschmátiston). The chroma then arises as an effluvium from the schema (toû katà tÕn æpifáneian 

scÔmatoj gínetai), which in turn does not exist without the body (t̀ò dè scÖma o÷k \neu sÍmatoj); 
GREGORY OF NYSSA, In Hexaemeron, 15; ed. DROBNER 2009, pp. 25-26; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, p. 602. For the 
schema and chroma in the human body, GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 23; ed. PG 44:213; tr. 
SALMONA 1982, p. 100. For the role of schema and chroma in later development in the Byzantine theory of 
perception, see MARCHIONIBUS 2011, esp. p. 6. 
235 The matter (0lh) can be defined in its distention (æn diasthmatikØ) and can be experienced in the colour 
(æn crÍmati), in the schema (scÖmati), in the weight (3gk_), in the quantity (phlikóthti), in the size 
(Þntitupí=) and in a variety of attributes which did not pertain to the divine nature; GREGORY OF NYSSA, De 
hominis opificio, 23; ed. PG 44:209-210; tr. SALMONA 1982, pp. 99-100. In the De Anima, this idea is connected 
with the question of the creation of the visible from the invisible, the corporeal from the incorporeal; GREGORY 
OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 14 (41); 25-26 (60); 58-59 (123-125); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, pp. 376-
379; pp. 400-401; pp. 474-477. See also GREGORY OF NYSSA, In Hexaemeron, 7; ed. DROBNER 2009, p. 16; tr. 
MORESCHINI 1992, p. 594. 
236 For example, GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 30; ed. PG 44:252; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 132. 
237 The doctor judged the patient by touching the patient’s artery with his finger, by looking at the posture 
assumed by the patient’s body (tò scÖma tÖj kataklísewj), at the colour of his skin, at the eye movements, 
by hearing his moaning, and by smelling his odour; GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 8 (32); ed. 
and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 365. 
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êdiázonti pántwj tÐ scÔmati)238. And when the body breaks apart, the soul still recognizes this 

figure thanks to the peculiar signs located into the remains239.  

The schema continued therefore to play a central role also to reproduce a specific outward appearance 

in the process of the mimesis. The artist, like Nature, eliminated the superfluous from a formless stone-

block until he achieved the likeness of the figure he wanted to represent240. In a similar way, the 

machine-maker, like the Soul, imitated the nature (mimeîtai tÕn fúsin) with schemata (æn tÐ 

scÔmati), motion (tÕn kínhsin), and sound (tòn con). He imitated the figure (tò scÖma), the form 

(tò e%idoj), the sound, and the movement with his imaginative and inventive power, even if he was not 

able to instil into the matter any intellectual faculty241. The difference between created things and 

living beings is clearly declared by the Nyssen, for whom we are not legitimised to call ‘bread’ what is 

sculpted in stone, because even if it has the same schema, size and chroma as the prototype, it did not 

have the power of nourishment242.  

The Nyssen developed further the idea that schema was a specific attribute of the matter: neither the 

intelligible God, neither the soul, possess indeed a schema or any other category of perception243. The 

schema was ’the boundary that delimitates the body (pân dè scÖma sÍmatoj péraj æstín)’, and 

could be found only in the body (tò dè scÖma æn sÍmati)244. It was carefully chosen by God as a gift 

in the same way as the artist chooses the schema of an object according to its function245. The most 

important schema of the human body was the erect posture (tò toû scÔmatoj 3rqion) obtained by 

standing and looking upward (pròj tòn o÷ranòn Þnateínetai, kaì \nw blépei): this posture was 

related with the man’s ruling activity and superiority above all other living beings246. The connection 

between the free use of the hands and the human activities of writing and speaking had been long 

                                                             
238 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 10 (36), 36 (80); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 371; p. 425.  
239 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 39 (85); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 431. About the fixity of 
the eidos in the human body see also GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 27; ed. PG 44:225; 227; 229; tr. 
SALMONA 1982, pp. 112-113. 
240 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 30; ed. PG 44:253; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 134. 
241 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 10 (35-36); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, pp. 371. 
242 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 15; ed. PG 44:176; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 71. 
243 The divine beauty does not shine for the beauty of schema, for the morphe, or for the colours, i.e. it is not 
based on any outward or physical category of perception. It can be contemplated only through the virtues; 
GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 5; ed. PG 44:137; tr. SALMONA 1982, pp. 37-38. To think about a schema 
of God (ñ scÖma perì tòn qeòn) would be to think to him in a material, corporeal and thus corruptible way, a 
fact that cannot be; GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Moysis, II, 221-222; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, p. 111; tr. SIMONETTI 
1984, pp. 194-197. In the same way, the soul cannot be perceived by the senses, since it has no colour (crÏma), 
nor shape (scÖma), nor any other element that belongs to the matter – such as the solidity, the weight, the size, 
the three-dimensionality, or the disposition in the space; GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione, 13 
(40); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, pp. 376-377.  
244 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Moysis, II, 221-222; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, p. 111; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, pp. 194-197. 
245 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 4; ed. PG 44:136; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 36. 
246 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 4; 7-8; ed. PG 44:136; 140; 144; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 36, pp. 42-44.  
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discussed in pagan schools of rhetoric and philosophy247. The hands were the quintessential 

instruments of human rationality: when the protagonist of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, Lucius, was 

transformed into an ass by his lover Photis, he found himself unable to humanly express his upset 

because of the loss of his gestures and voice248. The Nyssen agreed to the idea that the erect posture 

(3rqion tÐ scÔmati) was the attribute of the man logikón zoon (logikón zÏón) and that the free 

hands were the instruments (3rgana) of human activity. The body is an instrument (tò toû sÍmatoj 

3rganon), explained the Nyssen, well-arranged for the language (kataskeuasqÖnai toû lógou), 

and the hands are conveniently articulated with the body to enable men to speak and to write (the 

latter activity defined as a conversation through the hands)249. The erect posture, therefore, was 

numbered among the distinctive and natural features (tà eêrhména shmeîa tÖj fúsewj) that make 

the man perfect (\rtion): it allows him to rule the world, to express the rationality given by God, and 

to manifest the movements of his intelligence (noûj), thought (fronÔsewj), and faith250. Through the 

schema of his physical form (tÐ scÔmati tÖj swmatikÖj diaplásewj), explained Basil of Caesarea 

too, the human being stands out among the animals, look upward, and express the dignity and the 

superiority of his soul over feral instincts. The human lifestyle has thus to be regulated 

(dieschmatísqhj) according to this physical conformation (diáqou)251.  

 

Later authors confirm the underlying continuity of those ideas and concepts. Theodoret of Cyrrhus 

used the term schema in the fifth century with his peculiar Antiochene akribeia to refer to something 

outward, temporary, and illusive. With high terminological awareness, Theodoret of Cyrrhus explained 

for example that Paul of Tarsus’ schema had to be considered as something circumscribed 

(periÍristai) within an established time span252. And while the soul (tò tÖj yucÖj ðptikón) judged 

words, thoughts, and the quality of utterances and riddles, the eyes had been entrusted with the task 

                                                             
247 Reversing the statement of Anaxagoras for whom the man is the more intelligent animal because he has the 
hands, Aristotle declared in the De Partibus Animalium that the man has the hands because of his superior 
intelligence, for whom he had been therefore wisely provided with those useful devices by nature; ARIETI 2005, 
p. 121. In the second century AD, the interpreter of dreams Artemidorus explained that hands ‘signify crafts, 
writing and speeches (lógouj) (…) writing, because people’s writing is referred to as their ‘hand’; speeches, since 
a speaker’s hands move at the same time as his words (–ma toîj lógoij aë ceîrej kinoûntai)’; ARTEMIDORUS, 
Oneirocriticon, I, 42; ed. PACK 1963, p. 48; tr. WHITE 1975, p. 37.  
248 ‘I wanted to complain about what Photis had done’, explained Lucius, ‘but I lacked human gestures as well as 
words (sed iam humano gestu simul et voce privatus)’; APULEIUS, Metamorphoseon, 3.25; ed. and tr. HANSON 
1989, pp. 170-171. 
249 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 8; 10; ed. PG 44:144-146; 152-154; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 44, p. 50. 
250 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Adversus Macedonianos de Spiritu Sancto, 15; ed. MÜLLER 1958, p. 101; tr. MORESCHINI 
1992, p. 557. On the variety of expressions and contexts of this long-standing topos in the Christian tradition, see 
also PELLEGRINO 1964. 
251 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, IX, 2.5-7; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 274-277. 
252 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Isaïam, 7, 315-316; ed. and tr. GUINOT 1980, vol. 2, pp. 194-195. 
For Paul of Tarsus, see above, pp. 39-40. 
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of discerning and judging outward signs like chromata and schemata253. Furthermore, in the context 

of the Christological and Trinitarian controversies, the struggle to define the nature of Christ according 

to the Pauline statement about the morphe and the schema assumed by Christ led to reflect over the 

definition of the term and to stress its meaning as visual appearance distinguished from nature 

(fúsij). Christ, explained Theodoret, ‘imitated the schema (æmimnÔsato scÖma)’ like a spy to 

disguise himself254. He despised his being God by nature (fúsei) and chose extreme lowliness by taking 

the form (morfÔ), the likeness (æn ñmoiÍmati), and the schema of a human being. But even if ‘this 

(the human nature) was in truth the nature assumed by him, he himself was not that’255. The schema 

was also the perceptible and visible physical appearance assumed by God, who was otherwise an 

incorporeal (ÞsÍmatoj) and uncircumscribed (Þperígrafon) being, with no schema 

(Þschmátiston) and unknowable in his ousia. He could make himself visible for the people’s benefit 

and could employ schemata to give form to prophets’ visions (schmatízei tàj 3yeij)256. Even angels 

could employ schemata to appear to humans: they appeared to the prophet Ezekiel not in the likeness 

of (ñmoíwma) but as something like (Ìj ñmoíwma) four living being, and the prophet ‘had a vision not 

of the actual natures of the invisible things but of some kind of figures and impressions (eêkásmatá 

tina kaì æktupÍmata)’ conveyed by God, who ‘tells us also the appearance of the living beings seen 

by him (tÏn ðfqéntwn ... tà scÔmata)’257. Finally, Theodoret of Cyrrhus also approved the 

                                                             
253 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Ezechielem, praefatio; ed. PG 81, col. 808; tr. HILL 2006, vol. II, p. 
27. In the same way, the ears recognize voices and sounds, the nose perceives pleasant or unpleasant smells, 
and the tongue judges the taste. All the body’s parts, therefore, contribute to the harmony of the entire body 
thank to their specific purposes; THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, VI, 17; ed. PG 83, coll. 
652D-653A: tr. HALTON 1988, pp. 78-79; cf. NINCI 1988, p. 160. 
254 ‘As spies adopt (kécrhntai) the schema (Hill translate it as ‘dress’) and language (kaì scÔmati kaì fwnØ) 
of the nations on which they are spying, so God the Word clad himself (periqémenoj) in human nature and 
adopted human language (tØ taúthj glÍtt+ crhsámenoj) to secure our salvation’. Theodoret referred here 
to the episode in which God sent Hosea as a spy and called him ‘Joshua’ (Nm 13.1-20). At this moment indeed 
Hosea ‘was a type (túpoj) of the true Joshua’, since both have disguised themselves; THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, 
Questiones in Octateuchum, Num XXV; ed. and tr. HILL 2007, vol. II, p. 129. 
255 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio Epistolae ad Philippenses, Phil 2.6-7; PG 82, col. 569; tr. HILL 2001, 
vol. II, p. 70. The fact that Christ was a man in his schema (tò scÔmati eônai \nqrwpon), wrote also John 
Chrysostom, did not mean that he became a man by nature (o÷k 1sti fúsei \nqrwpon eônai); JOHN 
CHRYSOSTOM, Homiliae XV in Epistolam ad Philippenses, VII; ed. PG 62, col. 230; tr. BROADUS 1979, p. 213 
(commenting on Phil 2:5-11). 
256 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Isaïam, 3, 42-50, ed. and tr. GUINOT 1980, vol. I, pp. 258-259; 
THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem, Dn 7.9-10; ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, p. 186-187. In the early 
eighth century, John of Damascus still defended the images against their detractors and affirmed that the Word 
of God gave suitable form to what is formless (tà scÔmata tÏn Þschmatístwn). The idea will be then strictly 
connected with the mystagogical reflections developed by the Pseudo-Dionysius (see below, p. 104); JOHN OF 
DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, I.11; ed. KOTTER 1975, p. 85; tr. FAZZO 1983, p. 40. 
257 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Ezechielem, I, 1; ed. PG 81, coll. 824-825; tr. HILL 2006, vol. II, pp. 
37-38. Recounts of angels (or even the Virgin) assuming the schemata of soldiers to fight alongside the army 
against the enemies of the empire remained a widespread topos in literature.  
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importance of erect posture and hands: those latter continued to be defined as instruments 

providentially fashioned to work, to write, and to sustain the rational nature of the human being258.  

The term schema also maintained its negative nuance referring to the superficial appearance 

(perifáneian) and impermanence of present realities (tÏn paróntwn tò próskairon) such as 

power and wealth259. Schemata were opposed to pragmata, i.e. the real, stable and durable future 

things, which were in turn linked with the morphe. So Nebuchadnezzar complained about the futility 

of the earthly things by declaring that they are only schemata (i.e. appearance) and not pragmata (i.e. 

realities), with ‘nothing lasting or stable in them, everything fluid and failing and fading’260. The unreal 

and apparent character of the schema, distinct from the morphe, was even more emphasized in their 

derivational forms suschmatízesqe and metamorfoûsqe, where the morphe referred to the form 

which ‘betrays things in reality (ÞlhqÏn pragmÕtwn shmantikÕ)’, and the schema referred to the 

figure which is ‘something easily lost (eødiáluton crÖma)’261. The schemata pertain thus not to 

realities but to images262, and ‘an image (eêkÎn) does not enjoy the operation of substance 

(pragmátwn tÕn ænérgeian), but brings out only the schemata (móna dè tà scÔmata deíknusi) of 

kingdoms, rulers and subjects, and in addition to this it has a schema that easily dissolves 

(e÷diáluton)’263. 

In the sixth century, a terminological continuity can be found in the work of Pseudo-Dionysius, 

philosopher and theologian informed by the Neoplatonic ideas of hierarchy and order and by the 

anagogical Alexandrian interpretation of the liturgy. Angels, explained Pseudo-Dionysius, assumed 

human form because this was the form of a natural leader and ruler endowed with reason (tò noeròn), 

capable of looking toward the higher things (tò pròj tò \nantej 1cein tàj ðptikàj dunámeij, i.e. 

he owned the visual power of upward orientation), and whose schema was characterized by sturdiness 

and uprightness (tò toû scÔmatoj e÷qù kaì 3rqion)264. The rhetorical connotations of the schema 

are recorded especially by Choricius of Gaza. He defined one of his declamations lógoj 

æschmatisménoj (‘figured’ oration whose true intent is disguised)265. John the Lydian, undoubtedly 

                                                             
258 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, IV, 18; PG 83, col. 597B-613D; tr. HALTON 1988, p. 52. 
When hands take the pen, they substitute the tongue and become the vehicle of the word; THEODORET OF 
CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, IV, 32; ed. PG 83, col. 621B-C; tr. HALTON 1988, p. 57; cf. NINCI 1988, p. 
127. 
259 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio Epistolae ad Corinthios, 1Cor 31; PG82, col. 282; tr. HILL 2001, vol. I, 
p. 188.  
260 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem, Dn 7.2-3; ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, p. 174-175. 
261 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio Epistolae ad Romanos, Rm 12,2; PG 82, col. 185; tr. HILL 2001, vol. I, 
p. 118. 
262 ‘An image has form, not substance (Ó eêkÎn scÔmata, Þll’o÷ prágmata, 1cei)’; THEODORET OF 
CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem, Dn 2:31-33 ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, pp. 48-49. 
263 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem, Dn 2:31-33 ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, pp. 48-51 (also 
referring to 1Cor 7.31 and Rm 12.2). 
264 PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS, De Coelesti Hierarchia, XV, 3; ed. HEIL 2012, p. 53; tr. LUIBHEID 1987, pp. 184-185. 
265 PENELLA 2009, p. 18. 
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through his typical antiquarian attitude and in line with his philosophical education266, understood the 

term in its geometrical connotation when he defined the circle as ‘a plane figure (scÖma), being 

contained by a single line’ and most perfect among the figures (schmátwn)’267. He also used the term 

in its Platonic philosophical meaning as category of perception: ‘This universe’, declared the Lydian, ‘is 

viewed (qewreîtai) in seven aspects, in body (æn sÍmati), in distance (æn diastásei), in form (æn 

scÔmati), in size (æn megéqei), in colour (æn crÍmati), in motion (æn kinÔsei), and in stationariness 

(æn stásei), and nothing else than these is the attribute of visible things (sumbébhke toîj 

ñrwménoij)’268.  

John of Damascus later considered the schema together with the form (morfÕ) and the colour 

(crÎma) as part of the accident (sumbebhkòj) constitutive of the Being: ‘Whereas the body and the 

soul and the wax remain the same’, he explained, the chroma, the morphe, and the schema are ‘subject 

to change’269. They outwardly define the appearance of the species (tò eôdoj toû Þndriántoj)270. 

Like the skill (técnh) and the virtue (ÞretÔ), they are involved not in the substance (kat’ousían) but 

in the quality (katà poióthta) of the likeness271. The quality ‘is that by which things are termed as 

being of such sort’ and comprised also the habits (1xesij) and the dispositions (diaqéseij) of animate 

and rational bodies272. The schema remained therefore among the accidents that define ‘a person 

(prósopon)’, who ‘exhibits to us an appearance (æmfáneia) which is distinct and set off from those of 

the same nature’273. It could be something inseparable from the body, like the form of the nose or the 

colour of the eyes, or separable, like a seated or a standing posture274.  

A similar distinction is set in a passage in the tenth-century Third Recension of the Life of Maximus the 

Confessor (written around the tenth-eleventh century on the ground of earlier sources dating back to 

the half of the seventh century)275. Here elements like the form of the nose or eyes are also defined as 

                                                             
266 When John moved from Lydia to Constantinople, before beginning his career at the imperial court of 
Constantinople, he attended the lectures of Agapius, an Athenian philosopher who had been a former student 
of the Neoplatonic Proclus. While he was ‘going over the basic principles of the Aristotelian doctrines’, reported 
the same John, ‘I happened also to hear lectures on Platonic philosophy’; JOHN THE LYDIAN, De Magistratibus, 
III, 26; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, pp. 202-204, p. 251; ‘Introduction,’ pp. 2-3. 
267 JOHN THE LYDIAN, De mensibus II, 22-23; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, pp. 74.33-34; p. 76.1-2; pp. 91-93. 
268 JOHN THE LYDIAN, De mensibus II, 27; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, p. 80.19-21, p. 101. 
269 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, IV; ed. KOTTER 1969, p. 58; ed. PG 94, col. 537A-B; tr. CHASE 1970, pp. 13-
14. The Dialectica was the first part of his treatise Fountain of Wisdom. 
270 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, X; ed. PG 94, col. 560C; ed. KOTTER 1969, p. 75; tr. CHASE 1970, p. 31. Here 
schema is properly translated as ‘appearance’. 
271 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, XXXI; ed. PG 94, col. 597A-B; tr. CHASE 1970, pp. 57-58. 
272 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, L; ed. PG 94, col. 629B; tr. CHASE 1970, p. 80.  
273 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, XLIII; ed. PG 94, col. 613A-B; tr. CHASE 1970, p. 67. 
274 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, XIII; ed. PG 94, col. 576B-C; tr. CHASE 1970, p. 43. The position (qésin) can 
be natural (for example the position of the earth), accorded to the rules of art (as for a statue or a column), 
stationary or in motion, with the body standing or sitting; JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, LIII; ed. PG 94, col. 
641A-B; tr. CHASE 1970, p. 86. 
275 The life described the events occurred to the saint who suffered the mutilation under Constans II for his 
opposition to the Monothelism. It incorporated three texts of the half seventh century (the Record of the Trial, 
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‘hypostatic indicators (tà øpostatikà sÔmantra)’ and ‘defining incidentals (Þforistikà eêsì 

sumbebhkóta)’ which are different according to the individual. Besides, ‘the living, the rational, and 

the mortal aspect’, like the ability to move, speak, and feel, were part of ‘an activity (ænergeîn) 

according to the categorical rationale’ and ‘all characteristic of the rationale commonly understood in 

us’276. When a person acts (ænergeî) not hypostatically (tÕn øpóstasin) but naturally (tÕn fúsin), 

he acts thus in a generic ‘human manner (ÞnqrwpikÏj)’, ‘according to the common and definitive 

rationale of the nature, but not hypostatically according to what each does personally’277.  

The persistence of the values and the complexity entailed in the term schema and its derivative forms 

are well stated by the entries included in thesauruses of the ninth-tenth centuries. They were based 

on previous dictionaries and literary texts, but they also testified the actual understanding of the terms 

at the time in which they had been composed. In the Lexicon of Photius, the verbal form 

schmatizómenoj is defined as ‘prospoioúmenoj $h suntattómenoj’278. It was associated therefore 

both with the act of assuming and simulating an appearance and with the act of disposing and 

arranging something.  

The Lexicon of Photius was not so widely used279. The more heavily read and employed Suida reports 

however several more remarkable references. The term schema continued to be understood here as 

a component of the ‘Aristotelian’ syllogistic syntheses280, as a rhetorical arrangement of the logos 

(scÖma toû lógou)281, and as a form, geometrical shape circumscribed by a line, military formation, 

object, or body part282. It continued to denote one of the categories of perception (aêsqÔseij) 

‘common to sight and touch’ (together with other ‘common sensibles’ like the movement, the rest, the 

number and the magnitude)283. It can refer to the outward appearance of a body: Scylla, the monster 

in the Tyrrhenian Sea, had the schema of a beautiful woman with six dog’s head and a sneaky body284; 

the jurors of Athens could be mocked with staffs, cloak and schema285; the man who accomplishes 

nothing could be compared to the immovable figure of a painted image, standing in one position 

                                                             
the Dispute at Bizya and the Letter of Maximus to Anastasius the Monk); NEIL and ALLEN 2003, ‘Introduction’ to 
VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003. On the life, the career and the approach 
to liturgy of Maximus the Confessor, see BORNERT 1966, esp. p. 37; pp. 84-85; STEAD 1982, pp. 5-56. 
276 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 30; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 109. 
277 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 38; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 123. 
278 PHOTIUS, Lexicon, ad vocem ‘schmatizómenoj’; ed. PORSONUS 1823, p. 486. 
279 CORMACK 1985, pp. 144-146. 
280 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, S, 1784. In such a meaning is present also in SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 
1935, P 2960; P 2862; T 1055; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1928, A 1951. 
281 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1928, A 2021; A 2664; M 974; L 467. 
282 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, E 953; D 546; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1933, M 1462; K 2277; SUIDAE 
LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1928, A 2833; A 3289; G 338; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, S 524. 
283 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, Ai 326. 
284 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, S 709.  
285 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1928, B 81. 
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(labónq’1n scÖma)286; and Scipio appears according to an old statement of Appian as if possessed 

both in his bearing and in his appearance (kaì tò scÖma kaì t`̀o blémma)287.  

The schema could also refer to the bearing288 and, in more physical and dynamical terms, to the 

shameful sexual positions displayed by courtesans289. The statue dedicated to Glaukos was portrayed 

in the schema of a shadow-boxer expressing his ability in sparring (ceironomeîn)290. And the sword-

dance was performed with the hands stretched out (tò ceirotoneîn) in a schema similar to a sword291. 

The schema is then once again linked, in line with John Philoponus’ Commentary to Aristotle on atoms, 

with rhythm (×uqmój), with tropÔ (the ‘turning of the position’), and with diaqhgÔ (the 

arrangement)292. It continued also to refer to the outward appearance (the king Numa put on the 

schema of the Isaurians, i.e. the way to wear the chlamys with the purple dye underneath which he 

had seen during an embassy293) and with the disguise: Menippus the Cynic assumed the schema of a 

Fury294, and Marcellus yielded to Julian ‘only in name and schema (ðnómatoj mónon kaì scÔmatoj) 

but keeping the true authority in his own hands’295. The words eêkonízein (‘to represent’), together 

with carakthrízein (‘to characterize’), are said to have been taken from the schemata (Þpò toû 

scÔmatoj)296, while persistent remained the meaning of the derivatives form schmatizómenoj as ‘to 

act under false pretence’ (paraschmatízein)297, ‘behaving in an artificial way and appearing to be 

orderly (æschmatisménoj)298’, ‘pretending (prospoioúmeonj) or contriving (suntattómenoj) 

something’299, and assuming the ‘disguise of one’s character (parakálumma toû 2qouj, prófasij 

or próschma’)300. Próschma is defined as mask (proswpeîon)301 and connected with the dresses 

and the means of covering the body. Finally, still in the middle of the twelfth century, the anonym 

Etymologicon Magnum, will pair the schema with bema, and translated schemata as ‘gesture’302. 

It is clear therefore that the term schema, commonly understood and translated as rhetorical figure or 

dress, entailed and maintained through the centuries several meanings connected with the visual 

                                                             
286 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, T 174. 
287 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, E 1363. 
288 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, Q 72. 
289 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, T 1197; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, D 1442. 
290 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1928, G 281; ADLER 1935, C 256. 
291 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, X 73, 74. 
292 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, R 312. 
293 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, C 333. 
294 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, F 180. 
295 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, E 1771. More than a mere ‘dress’, the meaning of schema comprehended 
the general appearance and bearing of the body. 
296 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, Ei 82. 
297 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, P 455.  
298 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, E 3260. 
299 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, S 1785. 
300 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, P 2852-2853. 
301 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, P 2774. When referred to God, the próswpon could also refer to the 
outward appearance (æpifáneia); ibidem (quoting Theodoret’s commenting on Ps 30:21). 
302 Etymologicon Magnum, ad vocem ’bÖma‘; ‘scÔmata‘, ed. GAISFORD 1848, sect. 196.38; 463.25. 
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dimension of the perception, the corporeal and dynamic dimension of the human movements, and the 

transient, even deceiving, aspects of the physical appearance. Its ethical and philosophical 

connotations have been recognized and exploited by the Christian authors, who strengthened its 

connection with the human body and charged it with deep theological and moral values. Those values 

affected in turn how bodies and gestures were judged and employed as devices in literature as well as 

in everyday life and social performances.  

 

2. PUBLIC IDENTITIES, EARTHLY BODIES, AND INNER SOULS 

 

The identities, expectations, values, and beliefs which gradually shaped the Christian habitus emerged 

not only from the education in ancient Greek philosophy and culture. The pagan society of the first 

centuries deeply influenced the mind and the habits of the first Christians who in this society lived as 

citizens303, and traditional Roman values remained constant in the Byzantine mindset throughout the 

centuries304. Roman culture was not a ‘static backdrop painted with a broad brush’ where Christianity 

lighted as a star performer, instantly recognizable by clearly defined boundaries305. The context was 

often marked by ambiguities and by mutual relations of refusal and tolerance306. 

Physical appearance, public self-presentation, and non-verbal communication played a central role in 

Roman life. They were devices for communication but could also visually express a man’s ethos, status 

and social role307. The Roman man was thus constantly aware of what his body expressed in front of 

the community and had the moral duty to follow a strictly conventional and shared system of 

behaviour. Cicero, for example, urged his orator to avoid anything that could be offensive for the ears 

and the eyes (ab omni, quod abhorret ab oculorum auriumque approbatione, fugiamus) and to 

maintain the decorum in standing, walking, sitting or reclining, in the expression of his face and his 

eyes (vultus oculi), and in his gesture (manuum motus)308. Gestures were like a body language (est enim 

                                                             
303 The Constitutio Antoniniana (or Edict of Caracalla) of 212 formally declared Roman citizens (subject to the 
same laws and taxation) all the free inhabitants of the empire, Christians included. Furthermore, several high 
members of the cult belonged to the same social strata as the elites of pagan bureaucracy; CLARK 2004, pp. 27-
28. On the integration of Christians in the economic urban life see MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, p. 125. 
304 They continued to call themselves rhomaioi and to exalt their own rhomaiosyne; RONCHEY 2002, p. 158. 
305 CLARK 2004, p. 14. For the blurred divisions between Early Christianity and Jewish tradition, see HUMPHRIES 
2006, p. 11; pp. 186-224. 
306 Early Christian literature displayed a general hostility toward the dominant culture of the Rome-Babylon, but 
this attitude seems to be circumscribed to economic and social problems. Pagan authors, in turn, criticized 
Christians, not because of their customs, but rather because their religious exclusivism and their refusal of pagan 
cults (a central aspect of the life of the community) subverted the social order; HUMPHRIES 2006, esp. ch. 6. 
307 See BRILLIANT 1963 and, more recently, ALDRETE 1999; CORBEILL 2002.  
308 CICERO, De Officiis, I, 35 (128); ed. and tr. MILLER 1956, pp. 130-131. See also GLANCY 2010, p. 13; p. 29. In 
republican Rome, explained Corbeill, ‘the reading of morality becomes an aesthetic practice (…) that can be 
learned’; CORBEILL 2002, p. 183. Seneca also wrote that the gentleman is recognizable by the way in which he 
walks, by the sight, and by the conveniens prudenti viro gestus; SENECA, ep. 66, quoted in SITTL 1890, p. 8. 
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actio quasi sermo corporis), which had to be perfectly fitted to the mind (quo magis menti congruens 

esse debet)’309. Manner and behaviour had the power to show public identities and the position of the 

individual in society, maintaining order and social boundaries. They could even indicate ethnical 

connotations charged with moral judgments. Movements outside the norm were seen as a sign of 

barbarism and of an ignorant and inferior nature, and those who performed them were marginalized. 

The public life was, therefore, all ‘revolved around efforts to avoid being cast as the ‘Other’ and to 

abide by the normative boundaries defining the limits of acceptable behaviour’310.  

Similar concerns seem to mark also early Christians. The effort to avoid accusations of doubtful 

morality led Christians to exclude from their emerging etiquette any gesture, manner, or schema that 

could bring their Church into disrepute. Their lifestyle had to be compatible with and suitable for the 

high social status of the pagan elite. The Scripture itself called for integration with the public life: Christ 

established the boundaries between politics and religion in the concept of the ‘celestial homeland’311; 

and Paul of Tarsus urged Christians to not conform to the world but also to submit to the authorities 

and the empire, who were appointed by God and part of his divine plan312.  

The apologists in the second half of the second century and at the early third century described 

Christians who apparently did not reject the rules of the society in which they lived, but adapted 

themselves to the Roman customs and cultural environment. Their outward appearance and public 

behaviour were marked by integration and continuity. Their distinctiveness has rather to be sought in 

their interiority: so the second-century famous Letter to Diognetus declared that Christianity was an 

‘invisible’ religion whose members ‘are in the flesh’, follow current customs, language, dress, and 

manner of life, but ‘do not live according to the flesh’. They are like foreigners living between the 

earthly and divine worlds313. ‘We are human beings and live alongside of you (vobiscum)’, cried out 

also Tertullian when confronted with the allegations moved against Christians to be unprofitable in 

public business. Christians are ‘men with the same ways, the same dress and furniture (eiusdem victus, 

habitus, instructus)’ and live with pagans in this world (cohabitamus in hoc seculo). They rather 

                                                             
309 CICERO, De Oratore, III, 59 (222-223); ed. and tr. RACKHAM 1948, pp. 178-179; see also QUINTILIAN, Institutio 
oratoria, XI, 3, 1-14; ed. and tr. RUSSELL 2001, vol. V, pp. 84-91. 
310 FÖGEN 2009, pp. 38-39. Fögen connected his work to the social studies of Norbert Elias. 
311 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, p. 124, quoting Mc 12:17; Fil 3:20. 
312 PAUL OF TARSUS, Rom 13:1-7; CLARK 2004, p. 1; p. 100. See also LÖSSL, esp. p. 125; HOLMES 2007, p. 15. 
313  LETTER TO DIOGNETUS V-VI, tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 219-220, 738-739. Christians spread in the world 
like the soul spreads through the members of the body, they dwell within the body without being part of it, and 
remain invisible and temporary prisoners in the world like the soul in the visible body; ibidem. For the condition 
of living in a moral detachment from the world and the development of the idea that Christians lived as strangers 
before and after Constantine, see MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, pp. 88-90; McGUCKIN 2000. 
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distinguished themselves by being ‘temperate’ and by avoiding the use of God’s gifts ‘to excess or amiss 

(plane temperamus, ne ultra modum aut perperam utamur)’314. 

Clearly, customs and behaviour followed by early Christians were not indiscriminately taken. They 

were selected especially among the more ‘stoic’ and restricted ones provided by the contemporary 

highly educated pagan elite. The self-confidence in the superiority of their condition given by the 

metanoia – the conversion and ‘commitment to a (morally and socially) radically improved lifestyle’ 

enhanced toward the ‘quest for human perfection’315 – was indeed achieved not only by resisting the 

temptations offered by the mundane world, but also by standing out in society through impeccable 

conduct. Initially, behavioural choices and religious and devotional practices of Christian laity were 

more a matter of ‘common sense’ and a way to solve practical problems connected with the healing 

and salvation of the soul316. Early treatises on liturgical practices of the third-fourth centuries 

prescribed a code of conduct for both the faithful and the minister that established to avoid any kind 

of behaviour that could negatively affect the listening of the Word and the awe required during 

assemblies. So, a young priest had to show his maturity ‘by meekness and a restrained conduct’, and a 

deacon had to control that ‘that no one whispers, falls asleep, laughs, or nods. With order and decorum 

all should be attentive while in the church, always listening to the word of the Lord’317. Christians were 

urged to follow the advice and ‘conduct themselves with good order’ during the assemblies ‘for in 

church it is necessary to be attentive, sober, and alert, with ears attentive to the Lord’s word’318. Those 

basic attitudes began early to be enriched with a deeper moral and theological significance. Gestural 

patterns and general appearance had to express outwardly the inner spiritual and moral strength of 

the Christian faithful, and the body had to fulfil its role as visual and perceptible instrument of the soul 

on its path to God. 

The early stage of this process is well exemplified by Clement, the open-minded Christian head of the 

Catechetical School in the Hellenistic and humanist society of Alexandria of the second half of the 

second century. He was familiar with both the pagan and the scriptural tradition and described the 

rules of behaviour followed in the most eminent and educated Christian circles in his Paedagogus (i.e. 

                                                             
314 TERTULLIAN, Apologeticum, XLII, 1-4; ed. and tr. GLOVER 1980, pp. 190-191. ‘Even if I do not attend your rituals 
(caerimonias)’, concluded Tertullian, ‘I am a man on that day as much as any other’; ibidem. On the passage, see 
also HUMPHRIES 2006, p. 197; LÖSSL 2010, p. 105. 
315 LÖSSL 2010, pp. 123-124. Different the opinion of the emperor Julian, who hit Christians precisely in this 
presumption and declared that their writings could not be taken as a proper guide for becoming better men; 
JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Contra Galilaeos, 229 D-E; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1923) 1953, pp. 384-385, quot. also in 
LÖSSL 2010, p. 124. 
316 ‘At the center of the issue of Christianization on the part of both the preacher and laypeople were old customs, 
the force of habit, and differing conceptions of common sense’; KRUEGER 2006, p. 20. See also MAXWELL 2006b, 
n. 2, p. 224. 
317 DIDASCALIA OF APOSTLES, IV. (I.ii.) 2; XII. (II.LVII.) 9; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 226; p. 232.  
318 APOSTOLIC CONSTITUTIONS, II.LVII.2; II.LVII.10-13; VIII.XI.10; II.LVII.15; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. II, pp. 221-
222, 1611-1614; 1740. 
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the ‘one who supervises moral training’)319. Those were clearly modelled on the values of pagan 

education. For example, in line with the Stoic moral doctrine, actions and gestures performed while 

eating, drinking, sleeping, dressing, even speaking, crying, and laughing had to be distinguished by 

inner moderation, decorum (euschmosoúnh), sobriety, and self-control320. The shameful schemata 

(scÔmasin) performed in the gymnasium by youths who acted indecently (Þschmonoûntaj) and 

beneath their dignity – bending backwards and forwards, stripping bare to public view (eêj tò 

sumfanèj) the unmentionable parts of nature, hopping about, and bending toward the ground – 

contrasted with the ‘good movements’ of the wrestler, who moved in a proper, orderly, and masculine 

(kosmiwdestéra kaì Þndrwdestéra) manner and with controlled strenght (met’ e÷scÔmonoj 

×Ímhj)321.  

The body continued to disclose the individual’s inner qualities: when shameless women displayed their 

nudity in the bath, for example, they revealed their moral ugliness since ‘the lewdness of their desire’ 

was ‘made manifest in the body itself’ and ‘the disease is known by its visible effects’322. Clement 

developed traditional physiognomic ideas further. The beauty of the body, it is true, was less important 

than the soul, the main concern for the Christian323. ‘It is not the appearance of the outer man (Ó 

prósoyij toû æktòj ÞnqrÍpou) that should be made beautiful but his soul’, declared Clement. Yet, 

the soul was made beautiful ‘with the ornament of true virtue (tÐ tÖj kalokÞgaqíaj kosmÔmati). 

It should be possible, too, to speak of an ornament for his body, the ornament of self-control (tÕn 

sárka ... tÐ tÖj ægkrateíaj kósm_)’324. The outward appearance played, therefore, an important 

role too: Christ himself made clear the relationship between body and soul325; and a good Christian 

had the moral imperative to control how to ‘conduct himself in reference to the body’ and the ‘manner 

in which he should exercise control over it’, so to purify himself ‘in the path that leads to the perception 

of God’326. Christians had to present the highest degree of dignity in the way in which they stand 

(stásin) and move (kínhsin), in the gait (bádisma), in the dress (æsqÖta) and in the whole course 

                                                             
319 S. WOOD, ‘Introduction’ to CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, tr. WOOD 1954, p. XIV. 
320 Other stoic values were the autarkeia (self-sufficiency), the sophrosyne, the frugality, and a moderate apathy 
according to which emotions had to be controlled but were also recognized in their important functions. 
321 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 20.1; III, 10.51.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 160; p. 178; tr. WOOD 
1954, p. 215; pp. 240-241. 
322 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 5.33.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 167; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 226. 
323 ‘Look not at the things that are seen (tà blepómena), but at those that are not seen (Þllà tà mÕ 

blepómena)’, explained Clement quoting Paul of Tarsus. ‘For the things that are seen are temporal (próskaira), 
while those that are not seen are eternal (aêÍnia)’ (cf. 2Cor 4.18); CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 
2.11.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 154; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 208. See also CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, 
III, 2.12.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 155; tr. WOOD 1954, pp. 208-209. 
324 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.4.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 149; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 202. 
325 ‘He (Christ) advised that external things were to be provided for the body, the body to be governed by the soul, 
and then instructed the soul (…). The body is more than the raiment’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 
10bis.102.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 130; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 178. 
326 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 1.1.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 66; tr. WOOD 1954, pp. 93-94. 
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of their life327. The decorum (tò e5schmon) of the prosopon, the control over the hands’ movements, 

a lowered gaze (tò blémma), the steadiness of the neck: they were all means through which the 

Christian could express his quiet, gentle, and peaceful nature328. So, for example, when forced to 

attend a banquet, good Christians have to keep a schema made of few movements, with the eyes fixed 

on the couch, leaning on their elbow ‘without too much fidgeting’, without crossing the feet or the legs 

and without resting their chin on the hands. This latter was a sign of education: ‘It is lack of good 

breeding to fail to support oneself, yet a fault common in the young’329. Likewise, ‘to be forever 

restlessly shifting one’s position (tò metakinoúmenon ænalláttein tò scÖma) argues for levity of 

character (koufóthtoj súmbolon)’330. Clement lists also some moralized ideal gestural patterns that 

a Christian has to follow when going to church. Here especially he had to assume a proper outward 

appearance in dress, walk, schemata, and manners (toùj trópouj)331.  

It was not, however, a matter of mere appearance: unlike pagans, who could be praised for behaving 

like actors (9sper toùj øpokritàj) and for speaking with a loud voice modulated without opening 

too much the mouth332, Christians have to walk with a dignified gait (tò bádisma) (i.e. without swaying 

or rolling the eye) but they also have to avoid staring at everyone to see if they looked at them, ‘as if 

we were on the stage (kaqáper æpì skhnÖj) parading about grandiosely (æmpompeúonta) and 

pointing with our finger (daktulodeiktoúmenon)’333. Christians had indeed to show themselves ‘pure 

of body and pure in heart (ßgnoùj tà sÍmata, ßgnoùj tàj kardíaj)’334 and ‘ought to have such an 

appearance and behavior (faínesqai kaì diapláttesqai) throughout their whole lives that they 

will conduct themselves (schmatízousin) in a dignified way when in church, and really be, not just 

seem to be (kaì eênai / mÕ dokeîn eênai), meek, devout and charitable’335.  

Furthermore, despicable schemata revealed the belonging to a bad ‘moral category’. Rude 

(Þkosmían) gestures such as spitting, violently coughing or blowing the nose not only disgusted the 

                                                             
327 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.59.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p.  182; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 246.  
328 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 7.60; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 104-105; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 146. 
For example, hands had to be put out from the vest only from time to time; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, 
Paedagogus, II, 1.13.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 74; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 104. This concern was shared with 
pagans: Diogenes Laertius reported in the third century that the philosopher Chilon urged not to shake the hand 
while speaking (mÕ kineîn tÕn ceîra) because it was something insane (manikòn)’; DIOGENES LAERTIUS, Vitae 
philosophorum, I, 70; ed. DORANDI 2013, p. 108; tr. GIGANTE 1976, vol. I, p. 32. 
329 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 7.54.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 102; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 141. 
During wedding Christians also ‘shall not clap and dance but shall partake of the meal or breakfast with a modesty 
becoming Christians’; SYNOD OF LAODICEA, canon 53; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. II, p. 303. 
330 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 7.55.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 102; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 141. 
331 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.80.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 193; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 260. 
332 DIOGENES LAERTIUS, Vitae philosophorum, VII, 20; ed. DORANDI 2013, p. 487; tr. GIGANTE 1976, vol. I, p. 250; 
Diogenes Laertius spoke here by the mouth of the moderate cynic philosopher Zeno, and referred to the better 
way to hold conversations. 
333 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.73.4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 189; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 255. 
334 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.79.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 192; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 259. 
335 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.80.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 193; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 260. 
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companions but also testify to a lack of self-control336. From the schema (æk toû scÔmatoj a÷toùj) 

it was possible to discern an effeminate and adulterous character, and from the face (kaqáper 

metwposkópoj) it was possible to recognize the soul337. The harlot was defined as a ‘foolish and bold’ 

woman who communicated her shamelessness through her schema (dià toû scÔmatoj) and the 

whole manner of living338. The catamite, for is part, entertained with ‘obscene words and gestures 

(Þkolástoij ×Ômasi kaì scÔmasi)’ which stimulated everyone ‘to giddiness, the precursor of 

fornication’339. ’Men of this sort’, clarified Clement, ‘advertise openly the sort of character they possess, 

for they stand self-condemned by their fine robe, their sandals, their bearing (scÔmati), their way of 

walking (badísmati), the cut of their hair, and their glances (blémmati). ‘For from his look shall a man 

be known,’ Scripture says, ‘and from meeting a man, a man shall be known (Þpó ñrásewj 

æpignwsqÔsetai ÞnÔr). The attire (stolismòj) of the man, and the gait of his feet (bÖma podòj), 

and the laugh of his teeth show what he is’ (Eccli19:26-27 or LXX Sir19:29-30)340. In contrast, a good 

man did not manifest any sign (shmeîon) of softness in his ‘prosopon, in his movements (æn kinÔsesin) 

or in his posture (æn scésesin)
341, while his ‘appearance and gestures (kaì schmatismoì kaì 

kinÔseij)’ are not ‘a stimulant for the lustful’342. Shameless and effeminacy’s behaviour was 

despicable, especially when performed in public343. Like pagans, also vain and shameless women ‘feel 

a need of theatre’ and any occasions in which they could put themselves under the eyes and attract 

the attention, ‘priding themselves more on their appearance (æn prosÍp_) than on the state of their 

                                                             
336 When sneezing or belching, the mouth had to be disposed in an appropriate way (schmatizomén_ kosmíwj 

tÐ stómati), ‘not wide open and gaping like the masks of the tragedy (o÷cì dè tragikÏn ... proswpeíwn)’; 
CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 7.60.1-2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 104-105; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 145. 
337 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 3.15.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 157; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 211. 
338 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.71.4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 188; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 253. 
Cf. Prov 7:10; 9:13. The image of shameful women displaying their arrogance through improper behaviour was a 
long-standing topos in the Old Testament: for example, the daughters of Sion displayed their arrogance with the 
head held high, with the wink of their eyes and with their walk. Their true schema will be revealed by God who 
caused their hair to fall down (Is 3:16-17). 
339 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 4.29.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 165; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 223.  
340 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 3.23.4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 162; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 218-219. 
This biblical passage will be quoted also in the following centuries and was included in a glossa of Basil of Ancyra 
in the fourth century; SHAW 1998. 
341 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.73.5-74.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 189; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 
255. 
342 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.74.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 190; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 256 
(quoting Zeno). 
343 ‘Those who carry on in such a way out in the open’, indeed, ‘could scarcely have respect for anyone behind 
closed doors. Their utter shamelessness in public is a sure proof of their willful depravity in private’; CLEMENT OF 
ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III.3.20.2-3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 79-80; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 216.  
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hearts’344. Furthermore, they also ensnared men ‘who like senseless children are dazzled by exterior 

forms’345.  

The visible character of the schema displayed in public continued to entail the high dangerous power 

of persuading and spreading moral values: Clemens still remembers Plutarch’s anecdote about the 

Spartans who kept the drunken Helots ‘as a cure and correction for themselves’, since ‘they disciplined 

themselves by watching the misconduct of these servants at close range, that they might not fall into 

similar misbehavior’346. Physical senses, the sight in primis, were like ‘unfortified doors’347 and a weak 

point to the outside world. They had to be continuously controlled with reason and self-control348. 

Glances, explained often Clement on the ground of an old topos well present in both Scripture and 

pagan literature, were dangerous, and the act of looking had to be controlled because it can arouse 

men and can lead to passions and to sins349. Making proper use of physicality and assuming the right 

schemata was therefore no longer just a matter of decorum or a social convention aimed at obtaining 

public recognition. Gestures and physical movements had to be rational and under the control of the 

soul and used as instruments to express the inner values, the dignity, and the faith of the Christian 

faithful in his path to God.  

 

In the fourth and fifth centuries the Christian church finally ‘began to be an important institution of, 

rather than just opposed to, the Roman Empire’350, and Christians were no longer concerned in being 

approved or in avoiding to be considered as the ‘others’. Church Fathers continued to urge to live 

without ostentation (mÕ æpideiktikÏj politeúesqai) or pride351. Nevertheless, the new ‘Christian 

                                                             
344 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.10.3-4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 154; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 207. 
This was achieved especially with the use of make-up, employed ‘to create a pleasing effect upon those who see 
them’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.71.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 188; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 
253. 
345 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.11.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 154; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 208. 
346 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 8.41.5-8.42.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 173; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 
233-234. 
347 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 8.66.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 109; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 150-151. 
On the importance of closing the doors to body sensations, see also GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 2.7; 11.5; 
38.5; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 12-13; pp. 316-317; pp. 882-883. 
348 ‘The man without self-control (ñ Þkólastoj) is easily led about by anything: eating, sleeping, social 
gatherings, as well as by his eyes and ears and stomach, and particularly to the point, by his sense of smell (Þllà 

kaì æk tÏn muktÔrwn)’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 8.67.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 109; tr. 
WOOD 1954, p. 151. See also WEBB 2008, p. 203. John Chrysostom also warned against the pollution through 
the sight. It was a passive receptor of sensations through which the heart was constantly assaulted, especially 
during wedding and imperial feasts; WEBB 2008, p. 14; ch. 8. 
349 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 5.33.2; III, 11.69.3-11.70.1-4; III, 11.83.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, 
pp. 167-168; pp. 187-188; p. 194; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 226; pp. 252-253; p. 262. For this reason, even the act of 
staring at women in church is reprehensible like that of touching them; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, 
III, 11.82.5; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 194; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 262. 
350 HUMPHRIES 2006, p. 10. On the role of Constantine and his successors in creating a Christian city and a 
Christian society see, among others, ANGOLD 2001, pp. 1-37. 
351 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, V, 6.11; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 150-151. 
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philosophy’ defined and strengthen previous ideas about behaviour and appearance. Those who were 

now political inferiors and considered as ‘others’ – pagans, Jews and heretics – were charged with a 

distorted concept of the body and of improper and immoral behaviour. So the shameful nature of the 

Falli and Infalli – pagan members of Aphrodite’s processions – can be recognized by their schemata 

and their deeds (kaì toîj scÔmasi kaì toîj prágmasin)352. Heretics could be described as criminals 

and accused of moral corruption (like the extreme sexual license ascribed to the Gnostics), while 

pagans could be said to have deplorably low moral standards, which reflected the behaviour of their 

gods353. Against them, Christians emphasised the harmony between their soul and their body which 

reflected the image of Christ, the most remarkable example of self-restraint and demeanour used as a 

demonstration of power354.  

The Nyssen devoted an entire ascetical treatise, the De Perfectione, to the topic. Here he developed 

further the ideas already stated by Paul of Tarsus about the role of Christ as head appointed by God 

over the Church-body (Eph 1:22-23) and the analogy between the church formed by members and the 

human body formed by limbs, both sharing the Eucharist body of Christ (1Cor 10:17)355. Since Christians 

were ‘the parts who make up the body of Christ’, they had to act in harmony with the head356. And if 

the head was the symbol of Christ and the faith in Him, and the body (which shared the same nature 

of the head) was the way of life (the politeia) of the believer, the faith had to correspond to a proper 

way of life357. If not, it was like as if ‘combining with a Christian facade a bestial body’358. The Christian 

life is like two walls ‘built out of our body and soul with elegance (e÷schmosúnhj) and correctness 

(kaqaróthtoj)’, in which Christ symbolizes the apex of the cornerstone: 

 

But if one part of the building is deficient, if the external elegance (tò fainómenon e÷schmosúnhj) does 

not correspond (mÕ sunoikodomouménhj) to the correctness of the soul (tØ tÖj yucÖj kaqaróthti), or 

if the soul’s virtue does not balance the outward appearance (tÐ fainomén_ mÕ sunbainoúshj), Christ, 

in fitting Himself to a single portion of a double structure, become the cornerstone of a half-completed life. 

For it is not possible for a cornerstone (gwníaj) to exist if two walls do not join359. 

 

                                                             
352 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 39.4; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 902-903. 
353 CLARK 2004, p. 31. These attacks, however, were not specifically Christians. They were taken from the Roman 
philosophical critiques of religious practices and from the Roman satire; CLARK 2004, p. 36. 
354 FRUGONI 2010, p. 5. 
355 WARE 1997, p. 94. Basil of Caesarea used the image of the Church’s body to describe the heretical doctrines 
that affected the healthy body of the Church (sÍmati tÖj ŒEkklhsíaj); BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in 
Hexaemeron, V, 5.4; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 144-145. 
356 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Perfectione 273; ed. JAEGER  1952, pp. 197-198; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, pp. 111-113; cf. 
LILLA 1979, pp. 101-102. 
357 LILLA 1979, n. 38, p. 83. 
358 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Perfectione, 257; ed. JAEGER  1952, p. 179; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 99; tr. LILLA 1979, 
p. 83. 
359 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Perfectione 269; ed. JAEGER 1952, p. 193; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 109; tr. LILLA 1979, 
p. 97. 
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The body had to participate in the life of the good Christian, who had to take care of both his visual 

and invisible appearance (katá tòn kruptòn kaì tòn fainómenon \nqrwpon)360. He cannot be 

called Christian if he displayed (ændeiknúmenoj) a ‘head of faith’ (tØ kefalØ tÖj pístewj) not 

conformed to (mÕ katállhlon) the ‘body of the conduct’ (tÖj politeíaj tò sÏma)361.  

John Chrysostom also urged his audience to assume a proper bearing in everyday life. Christians had 

to walk in a controlled manner in public urban spaces not only to elicit the gaze of everybody but also 

to display through good schemata the good disposition of the soul362. ‘The souls which are in bodies 

are unable to converse nakedly with each other concerning virtue’, explained Basil of Ancyra, and for 

this reason they ‘use the bodies that cover them like instruments, by means of voice and look (prój 

tÕn fwnÕn kaì tÕ qéan)’. The virgin, therefore, pleased Christ with her ‘judgment and movement 

and form and demeanor (kaì gnÍmhj kaì kinÔsewj kaì morfÖj kaì scÔmatoj)’. Her inner beauty 

and the image of the soul can be discerned by looking at the body’s movements, by listening to the 

voice, and by noticing the dress, the laugh and the gait363.  

Physical movements included also the expression of the face (tÏn prosÍpwn Ó qésij): Theodoret 

of Cyrrhus in the fifth century defined it as a sure sign (tekmhrioî) of the disposition of the soul (tÕn 

tÖj yucÖj diáqesin). Not only the colour (cróa) of the face but also the motion (kínhsij) of the 

eyes and the blinking of the eyelids, indeed, answered (sundiatíqetai) to the movements of the mind 

(toîj tÖj ænnoíaj kinÔmasin)364. Each movement displayed (æpishmaínei) a specific feeling365, and 

the soul’s movements shone through the faces (æn toîj prosÍpoij paradhloûtai). This is why 

Joseph employed his face as the messenger of the soul (Þggéloij tÖj yucÖj toîj prosÍpoij)366 

and Nebuchadnezzar was ‘so filled with rage as to betray his soul’s dismay on his face (tÐ 

prosÍp_)’367.  

Sozomen declared then that the holy virgin who helped Athanasius to hide from his persecutors in 

Alexandria was beautiful because of her modesty and wisdom. ‘For it is not true that ‘as is the body, so 

is the soul’’, declared Sozomen. ‘On the contrary, the habit of the body (tò toû sÍmatoj ˜qoj) is 

imaged forth (Þpeikonízesqai) by the operation of the soul (æn toîj tÖj yucÖj æpithdeúmasin), 

and anyone who is active (æpithdeúwn) in any way whatever will appear (diafaínesqai) to be of that 

                                                             
360 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Perfectione 280; ed. JAEGER 1952, p. 207; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 118; tr. LILLA 1979, 
p. 109.  
361 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Perfectione 257; ed. JAEGER 1952, p. 179; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 99; tr. LILLA 1979, 
pp. 82-83.  
362 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, p. 79. 
363 BASIL OF ANCYRA, De Virginitate 36; ed. PG 30, col. 740D; 741A-741B; tr. SHAW 1998, pp. 490-491. 
364 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, VIII, 28; ed. PG 83, col. 702A; tr. HALTON 1988, p. 109.  
365 A grim expression displayed anger, a smile-like wrinkle of the eyelid displayed relax, eyebrows joined together 
expressed anxiety and lifted up conceit; ibidem. 
366 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, VIII, 29; ed. PG 83, col. 702A; tr. HALTON 1988, p. 109. 
367 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem, Dn 3.18; ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, pp. 76-77. 
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nature as long as he may be thus actively engaged (æpithdeú+)’368. Not only, therefore, the soul shines 

through the body, but also the quality of the soul affect heavily the appearance of the body of men 

while they act. ‘The eyes announce (Þggéllousi) to us the passions of the soul (tà tÖj yucÖj páqh)’, 

declared in the sixth-seventh centuries Stephen the physician, ‘since they are the gateways (qúrai) to 

the brain, in which the soul resides (æn *_ katoikeî Ó yucÔ)369. According to Anastasius of Sinai, who 

worked in the second half of the seventh century, the invisible (Þóratoj) soul ‘displays its own 

activities through the visible body which belongs to it (dià toû êdíou a÷tÖj toûnñrwménou 

sÍmatoj)‘ while the mind ‘serve to dispose and control the body (1cousa tòn Ógemóna noûn 

dioikoûnta kaì kubernoûnta)’370. Thus, it follows that when the soul ‘is separated from the whole 

body, it can no longer perform the acts it sets in motion through the limbs of the body – neither speak, 

nor remember, nor decide, nor desire, nor reason, nor feel anger. Instead, the soul exists by itself 

deathless in a sort of self-consciousness (æn sunnoí= tinì) until it once more regains its own body, 

made imperishable, and can then set in motion in imperishable fashion the acts of the body (tàj æn 

a÷tÐ ænergeíaj ÞpotelØ)’371. In other words, ‘the soul without the body can do nothing (cwrìj toû 

sÍmatoj o÷dèn loipòn Ó yucÕ nûn diapráttetai)’372. 

The schema, the body, the physical appearance, and the bodily movements were therefore felt to be 

important components of the Christian politeia. They came to be subject to a deep reflection aimed at 

understanding their functioning and their relationship with the soul. The judgment attached to them 

as expressions of the rational part of the human being was developed further to include theological 

values, so that they became expressions of the inner faith and instruments of the soul.   

 

3. THE TELLING SCHEMA, REVEALER OF TRUTH AND INSTRUMENT OF DISGUISE 

 

Philosophical and ethical standpoints remained deeply rooted in the mentalities and heavily affected 

the descriptions of good and bad schemata used as literary devices to mark a moral distinction 

                                                             
368 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 6.3; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 120; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 330. 
Cassiodorus also praised a candidate in front of the Senate by declaring that ‘his looks recall the glory of his blood 
(refert facie sanguinis decus); his face declares the nature of his soul (proditur animi natura per vultum)’; 
CASSIODORUS, Variae, III, 6.3; ed. MOMMSEN 1894, p. 82; tr. BARNISH 1992, p. 50. 
369 STEPHEN THE PHILOSOPHER AND PHYSICIAN, Ad Glauconem de methodo medendi, ch. 12; ed. and tr. DICKSON 
1998, pp. 64-65. Stephen testified here also the fact that in his time physiognomists could still ‘judge 
(æpiginÍskei) character (tà tÖj yucÖj páqh) from the disposition (diaqésewj) of the eyes’, and complained 
because the same was not possible in the medical field; ibidem. 
370 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, question 19, answer 4; ed. RICHARD and MINITIZ 2006, pp. 31-32; tr. 
MUNITIZ 2011, p. 90 
371 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, question 19, answer 6; ed. RICHARD and MINITIZ 2006, p. 32; tr. 
MUNITIZ 2011, p. 91 
372 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, question 21, answer 3; ed. RICHARD and MINITIZ 2006, p. 39; tr. 
MUNITIZ 2011, p. 96. 
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between good and bad characters. Descriptions of beautiful bodies continued to be used to underline 

the presence of a superior soul. Even the Neoplatonic philosopher Plotinus, a man so ashamed ‘of 

being in a body’ to refuse even to be portrayed373, was praised by his disciple Porphyry for his bodily 

attributes well-fitted to the soul: ‘his mind’, for example, ‘was manifest even in his countenance (toû 

prosÍpou), which radiated light; lovely as he was to see, he was then especially beautiful to the 

sight’374. Physiognomic ideas remained widespread in the Christian hagiographies, where saintly 

figures could reveal their exceptional nature by their outward appearance. When St Stephen the 

Younger was brought, at the age of fifteen, at the presence of John of the monastery of St Auxentius, 

the old man immediately recognized his inherent divine grace by his gait (tó bádisma), the 

cheerfulness of his face (tò ëlaròn toû prosÍpou), and the disposition of his meeting eyebrows 

(toû ðfqalmoû tÕn súnofrun katástasin)375. In the tenth century, the hidden beauty and the 

grace of the soul of the ‘repentant harlot’ St Thomaïs of Lesbos was still disclosed by her ‘external 

manifestation (tÐ fainomén_)’ and by her bodily features (taîj swmatikaîj êdióthsi). The invisible 

was revealed by the visible (taîj gnwrímoij tàj Þfaneîj), her internal (virtues) by her external 

(beauty) (taîj æktòj tàj æntój)376.  

Nevertheless, what mattered most for the Christian was to make proper use and to control the body 

and its schemata, and this was only made possible by the presence of reason and a strong soul. 

Christians, declared for example the author of the life of St Matrona of Perge, differed from the heretic 

Manicheans since they ‘did not consider the body to be the most evil of foes’ but rather ‘constrained 

its unreasonable urges with great wisdom, correcting it as is necessary’377.   

A direct opposition existed therefore between ‘good schema/schemata’ and ‘bad schema/schemata’ 

displayed and performed respectively by good and bad characters able or not to control their bodies. 

So the unchaste woman distinguished herself from the good wife, for she employed her body in a 

distorted manner and seduced men’s souls through lustful gestures and words (kaì scÔmati kaì 

                                                             
373 The refusal of Plotinus was due mainly to the platonic idea that a body was the image of the image (eêdÍlon 

e#idwlon), a mere simulacrum unworthy to be fixed by the artist; PORPHYRY, Vita Plotini I, 1; ed. HENRY and 
SCHWYZER 1964, p. 1; tr. EDWARDS 2000, p. 1. 
374 PORPHYRY, Vita Plotini 13; ed. HENRY and SCHWYZER 1964, pp. 16-17; tr. EDWARDS 2000, p. 23. Proclus was 
also praised for his bodily attributes, ‘visible even in his final and shell-like covering’, which mirrored his innate 
cardinal virtues; MARINUS, Vita Procli, 3; ed. SAFFREY and SEGONDS 2002, pp. 3-5; tr. EDWARDS 2000, pp. 60-
61. The biographies of Plotinus and Proclus had been written respectively in the third and in the fifth century. 
375 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 12; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 196. The ‘eyebrows which 
met’ was a sign of arrogance which was transmitted to Byzantium from ancient Greek literature. Choricius of 
Gaza, for example, described Ares as having ‘eyebrows which naturally met’, an ‘arrogant look’ and the smell of 
war; CHORICIUS OF GAZA, Dialexeis, 9 (XVI), 4; ed. FOERSTER and RICHTSTEIG 1929, p.196; tr. PENELLA 2009, p. 
42. The term had been then employed as a sign of sanctity and included among the iconographical attributes of 
Christ. Its ambivalent nature remains in its application to the description of the ‘evil’ emperor Constantine V; 
AUZÉPY 1997, n. 89, p. 196. 
376 VITA S. THOMAÏDIS, 6; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, IV (1925), 235; tr. HALSALL 1996, p. 302. 
377 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 2; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 791B-C; tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 1996, pp. 19-20. 
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ðnómasi)378. St Basil’s serious schema (æn semnÐ tÐ scÔmati) clashed with that of a prostitute who 

approached him in a languish and unmanned way (Þkkizómenón te kaì qruptómenon), pretending 

(schmatizómenon) with words and acts (di’ þn æfqéggetó te kaì æpoíei) to be familiar with him379. 

And some laundresses at the fountain looked at the ‘strangeness of the schema’ (toû scÔmatoj tò 

kainoprepèj) of the holy hermit James without shame, with an impudent face (Þphruqriasmén_ 

prosÍp_) and indecent eyes (Þnaidésin ðfqalmoîj), without covering the head or lowering their 

clothes – a sin (tÖj Þsebeíaj) which would be then aptly punished380. Chaotic and irrational 

movements could also display a general inner turmoil: the rich man described by Theodoret of Cyrrhus 

spent the night tossing and turning in the bed and revealed (shmaínwn) through the movements of 

the hands (tØ kinÔsei tÏn ceirÏn) his inner flame (tÕn kekrumménhn purán)381.  

Mostly, chaotic movements were the outcome of an irrational and bestial nature overwhelmed by 

passions and unable to self-control. Not only were they socially disapproved. They were most of all a 

misuse of the precious gifts given by God. So, whistling, hissing, snapping the fingers, and all the sounds 

used to summon servants are defined by Clement as irrational signals (\logoi shmasíai) that cannot 

be used by men gifted by reason (logikoîj ÞnqrÍpoij), since out-of-control behaviour lowered men 

at the level of animals382. Beastly movements characterized especially the one who was swept away 

by anger: his voice turned out to be strident, the mouth spit unable to talk, and his hands, feet and 

disposition of the body (toû sÍmatoj Ó diáqesij) were composed according to the passion 

(sundiatiqeménou tÐ páqei)383. Even worse, those taken by anger experienced the same bodily 

symptoms as demonic possession, i.e. a protrusion of the eyes fixed in a sanguine sight, agitation of 

the head (klónoj kefalÖj), senseless movements of the hands (ceirÏn 1mplhktoi kinÔseij), 

shaking in all the body (brasmòj 8lou toû sÍmatoj), and agitated feet (\statoi pódej)384. The 

calm and composed attitude of St Basil stood against the attitude of the harlot taken by a demonic 

                                                             
378 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 8.9; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 284-285 (cf. Prov. 6, 26; 7, 10-13). 
379 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Beati Gregorii; ed. HEIL 1990, p. 10; tr. LEONE 1988, pp. 42-43. 
380 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa I, 4; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, pp. 
166-167; tr. GALLICO 1995, pp. 76-77. In the romance of Barlaam and Ioasaph, we still read that a prostitute 
provoked the prince Ioasaph with her gestures and talk (schmátwn / ×hmátwn), and with her whole self, figure 
(scÖma), look and voice (blémma kaì fqégma); BARLAAM AND IOASAPH, XXX, 269; 276; ed. and tr. 
WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, pp. 452-453; pp. 460-461. 
381 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, VI, 40; ed. PG 83, col. 663C; tr. HALTON 1988, p. 86. 
382 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 7.60.1-4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 104-105; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 
145. 
383 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Beatitudinibus, II, 5; ed. CALLAHAN 1992, pp. 96-97; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, p. 633. 
384 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Beatitudinibus, VII, 8; ed. CALLAHAN 1992, p. 155; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, pp. 653-
655. The bodily movements are the same in form but differ in their purposes: while the demon of the possessed 
makes move his body (in particular his hands, which are stretched in the air) in a meaningless way, indeed, the 
movements of the body (tàj kinÔseij toû sÍmatoj) of the angered one are stimulated under a specific aim, 
i.e. to harm the one that is taken by this illness. 
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spirit, who cried out savages and animal screams until she fell on earth, tearing off her hairs and 

salivating385.  

Insane gestures could also reveal the foolishness of the heretics: so the Messalians ‘leap up and down 

and boast that they are outleaping the demons, or they go through the motions of shooting from a 

bow, asserting that they are shooting demons, and many other things filled with the same insanity’386. 

Folly and mania characterized also Eusebius’s description of the founder of the Manichean demonic 

heresy (tÖj daimonÍshj aërésewj), Mani (a telling name which recalled the maneìj): he ‘armed 

himself with a perversion of reason’, but his life was also that of a barbarian ‘in his speech and habits 

(lóg_ kaì tróp_)’, while ‘in his nature he was someone demonic (daimonikój) and insane 

(maniÍdhj)’, so that ‘he ventured things consonant with these characteristics’ and ‘tried to make 

himself (morfáxesqai) like Christ’387. During the persecutions under Valens, Arians outraged altars 

with impudent gestures (scÔmasin) and songs, with dances and contorsions388. Theodoret described 

in a particularly vivid way the incursion of a group of pagans in a church of Teona: they performed in 

the sacred space impure and abusive actions (undignified clapping (krótouj ceirÏn Þsémnouj), 

offensive voices, noises and laughter) and then brought in a young man with an effeminate appearance 

(qhlumórf_ tÐ scÔmati) who transformed the altar into a scene of a lascivious theatre, dancing a 

circular movement (e÷kúkl_ tØ strofØ) and shaking the hands (tÎ ceîre schmatizómenon)389.  

The most distinguished and exceptional Christians, the martyrs, achieved a spiritual and physical 

perfection largely described in the third-fourth centuries ‘Acta’ and ‘Passions’390. They were athletes 

who, in the moment of pain and suffering, performed an admirable spectacle (qéatron) under the 

sight of both angels and men391. Their bodies gained in this way a supernatural and exceptional 

condition, maintaining also after their death an incorruptible state and even becoming an instrument 

to access the divine. ‘Not only the words and the works’ of martyrs, still wrote the author of the 

                                                             
385 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Beati Gregorii; ed. HEIL 1990, p. 10; tr. LEONE 1988, pp. 42-43. 
386 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Haereticarum fabularum compendium, quot. and tr. in IVANOV 2006, p. 191. Ivanov 
stated the relation between holy foolery and heresy through an analysis of the descriptions referring to 
Messalians’ behaviour provided by Theodoret and other authors; IVANOV 2006, pp. 190-194. 
387 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 31.1; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, p. 716; tr. SCHOTT 2019, 
p. 380.  
388 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 25.12; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 612-613. For the ‘Arian madness 
(manía)’ see, among many, ID, Oratio 25.8; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 606-607; SOZOMEN, Historia 
Ecclesiastica, II, 30.5; ed. BIDEZ 1983, p. 366; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 280.  
389 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica IV, 22.7; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 251; tr. GALLICO 2000, pp. 
297-298. This story is similar to a less detailed episode reported by Gregory of Nazianzus, who identified those 
men as Arians; GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 33.3; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 816-817. The 
identification with the Arians has been later followed by Theophanes Confessor, for whom they sung ‘the songs 
of demons’, while the ‘lewd youth’ performed ‘obscenities within the altar precincts’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 5866, AD 373/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 60-61; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 94. 
390 KRUMBACHER (1907) 1970, p. 40. 
391 1Cor 4:9. See also THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica IV, 22.20; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 256; 
tr. GALLICO 2000, p. 301. For acts and bodies of saints seen as performances achieved in specific places witnessed 
by an audience, see CONSTANTINOU 2005.  
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romance of Barlaam and Ioasaph, ‘but even the very blood and bones (tà a!imata kaì tà ðstâ) are 

full of all sanctity, mightily casting out devils, and giving to such as touch them in faith the healing of 

incurable disease’392. Their bodies had as much power as their souls, while their limbs or even a drop 

of their blood, when touched or worshipped, had as much power as their whole bodies393. 

Holy men and women were also described in hagiographical accounts of the fourth and the fifth 

century as characterized by a peculiar attitude toward the bodies. Despite a general tendency toward 

the disincarnation of their physical appearance (they were often defined as asÍmatoi)
394, they used 

both souls and bodies ‘in the process of transformation from an ordinary existence into holiness’395. 

Society invested them with a ‘melodramatically afflicted body’ and with postures and gestures which 

were part of ‘a constantly enacted, public ritual of power’, that separated them from their fellows and 

from common men396. So the virgins, explained a fourth-century treatise attributed to Athanasius, 

were required to outwardly display their condition by praying while standing with the feet covered, 

‘for this is seemly for a sacred person’. Every time she sat at the table or left it, she has to give thanks 

by crossing herself (sfragísasa a÷tòn) three times397. And every time she recited the psalms, she 

had to stand, genuflect, and cry398, so as not to be like the person who acknowledges (ñmologoûsin) 

God with the mouth but denies him by his deeds399. Gregory of Nazianzus’ sister Gorgonia was 

distinguished by her constrained gaze and because she did not even show the hint of a smile400. John 

Chrysostom declared that the virgin’s eyes, tongue, schema and walk, ‘and altogether everything is 

impressed with (carakthrízw) an internal discipline’. The virgin in the above-mentioned treatise of 

Basil of Ancyra ‘should appear in her schema and in her word as the true bride of Christ’. In a recent 

article, Teresa M. Shawn explained how those treatises on virginity were concerned with the proper 

schema, here properly understood as ‘demeanour’, and were almost obsessed with bodily details. 

They built up a ‘rhetoric of appearance’ to crystallize the virgin’s distinction from the worldly, human 

and everyday styles401.  

                                                             
392 BARLAAM AND IOASAPH, XII, 101; tr. WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, pp. 170-171. 
393 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.69; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 130-131. On the relics and their 
functions, see especially VIKAN 1989. 
394 For example, GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Orationes 8.13; 15.8; 19.5; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 288-
289; pp. 384-385; pp. 480-481. 
395 CUNNINGHAM 2002, p. 79. The statement, quoted by Cunningham from the fourth-century Athanasius’ Life 
of Saint Anthony, excluded once again ‘the dualist belief that the material world, which includes the human body, 
is inherently evil and may never be redeemed’; ibidem.  
396 BROWN 1971, pp. 368-369. In this way, they received an authority which allowed them to act as spiritual 
counsellors and to solve conflicts, or as sources of cure; ibidem. 
397 PSEUDO-ATHANASIUS, De virginitate, 13-14; ed. VON DER GOLZ 1905, p. 47-48; tr. SHAW 2000, p. 91-92. 
398 PSEUDO-ATHANASIUS, De virginitate, 20; ed. VON DER GOLZ 1905, p. 55; tr. SHAW 2000, p. 95. 
399 PSEUDO-ATHANASIUS, De virginitate, 15; ed. VON DER GOLZ 1905, p. 50; tr. SHAW 2000, p. 92. 
400 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 8.9; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 284-285. In this Gorgonia is even 
superior to the monks, who in Oratio 6 are described as lightly smiling; ibidem, n. 57, p. 1244. 
401 SHAW 1998, esp. pp. 489-492. Shawn’s analysis is conducted in line with Pierre Bourdieu’s ideas of lifestyle, 
manners and taste. 
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Monks and hermits for their part developed a public attitude of indifference toward the doxa and the 

social conventions402. Those men expressed their grief, showed publicly their ascetical tendencies and 

their poverty, and performed odd and ‘out-of-norm’ schemata felt by pagan contemporaneous in 

tension with the traditional rules of public decorum that tied the society together403. The pagan 

Eunapius described them as men only in aspect (katà tò eôdoj) who led the life of swine, publicly 

showing their suffering (æj tò æmfanèj 1pascon) and behaving unseemly (Þschmoneîn) without 

being condemned but rather gaining influence and strength404. In the sixth century, the fifth-century 

Christian philosopher Isokasios was still described while he proudly displayed his indifference to the 

rules of self-presentation and presented himself to a trial ‘stripped and with his arms tied behind his 

back’. ‘Did you see, Isokasios, the state to which you have reduced yourself (æn poi_ scÔmati 

kaqésthkaj)?’, harshly reproached him the pretorian prefect. Isokasios replied that he did not care 

(‘for I am a human being who has met with human calamities’) and invoked an honest judgment 

despite his outward attire405.  

But monks and saints also took special care (qerapeíaj) of their bodies and trained them to become 

their instruments of faith and their weapons in the fight against demons (who, on the contrary, 

delighted fully in the ‘relaxation of the body’)406. The assumption of the monastic schema had a 

powerful effect on its bearer and went beyond a mere changing in the dress or in the insignia (like the 

black clothes, the tonsure and the beard)407. It implied a change of general physical appearance as well 

as a change of habitus, behaviour, and corporeal properties. They practised the askesis, a term which 

signified ‘the gradual and purposeful transformation of a person’s body aimed at improvement 

through various practices’. Renunciation of foods, sexual intercourses and social engagement, 

manipulation of sleep patterns, the endurance of pain: they were all practices aimed at self-

                                                             
402 KRUEGER 1996, pp. 78-83. For the pagan origins of this kind of attitude, widespread especially among the 
Cynics, see also DE VOGEL (1985) 1993, pp. 48-49. 
403 The holy man represented the archetypal ‘outsider’ in the Syrian and Byzantine society; BROWN 1988. For the 
definition and the concepts of ‘outsider’ and identity, see MULLETT 2000. See also CLARK 2004, pp. 73-75.  
404 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Vitae Philosopharum, VI, 112-113; ed. GOULET 2014, pp. 40-41; tr. CIVILETTI 2007, p. 
137. Civiletti refers to the sexual meaning entailed in the expression 1pascon te æpoíoun (CIVILETTI, n. 287, p. 
428), but is also possible to read the expression as a reference to the public show (tò æmfanèj) provided by the 
monks’ ascetical bodies in front of the population (in this case the citizens of Alexandria). The pagan Libanius, in 
his oration On the Temple, also stated that he never felt any differences between his pagan or Christian 
colleagues and students, while on the other side he felt offended by the presence of the monks; MAXWELL 2006a, 
pp. 129-130. 
405 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 14, 38; ed. THURN 2000, 292.81-293.12; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 203; cf. 
tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 382, where schema is translated as ‚Gestalt‘. The story occurred during the reign 
of Leo I and is repeated by Theophanes Confessor, the Chronicon Paschale, and other sources; see MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, n. a, p. 179. 
406 PSEUDO-ATHANASIUS, De virginitate, 7; ed. VON DER GOLZ 1905, p. 41; tr. SHAW 2000, p. 89. 
407 Not surprisingly, one of the harshest punishment for a monk was the loss of his distinctive schema, since it 
turned a man back to his condition as an ordinary citizen. The practice will reach a peak during the Iconomachy, 
when it was likely influenced by the confusion as to the status of the image, i.e. if to consider the image holy in 
itself and the signifier as owning the proprieties associated with the signified; CORMACK 1985, p. 121. 
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improvement408. So Maximus the Confessor wore his body down (trúcwn tò sÏma), and subjected 

it to fasting, mortifications, vigils and intense prayers, ‘in this way making his soul standing upright 

again, and detaching his mind from the material world, and releasing it from bondage even before 

dissolution (that is, the separation of the body and soul at death)’409. Closed among the monastery’s 

walls in a context dominated by self-control, moderation and liturgical prescriptions, monks spent their 

life in the search for the perfect spiritual and physical condition. They followed behavioural guidelines 

under the sign of the agape and koinomia, like the duty to sit with composure holding the dress, to 

keep an appropriate distance, and to avoid talking, laughing or staring at other monks during the 

dinner. Strict rules guided then the prayers, involving a cross-like posture, the sign of the cross on the 

forehead, and the prostration performed with reverence on the ground without lifting up the head410.  

More odd practices were to be found among the holy hermits who lived alone in the desert. The 

famous stylites who spent their life on pillars offered a new and strange spectacle which enlightened 

those who had fallen into the darkness of blasphemy411. Their physical position at the ‘midmost 

(messhgùj) of earth and heaven’ with ‘both feet firmly planted on the column’412 displayed their 

condition as a ‘citizen of the supernatural Jerusalem while in flesh (æn sarkì)’, living ‘betwixt heaven 

and those on earth’413. Other holy men assumed unnatural postures and uncomfortable schemata 

which caused visible physical modifications: so Saint James, recorded Eusebius quoting Hegesippus, 

was used to kneel in prayer in the Temple of Jerusalem so much that ‘his knees became calloused like 

a camel’s’414. And Stephen the Younger (ca 807) remained so long in his small cell (a building more 

similar to a tomb than to a house, where a man could not stand) and endured such great abstinence 

                                                             
408 VALANTASIS 2000, p. 8. See also CLARK 2004, p. 62. As for the fast (nhsteía), it produces many ‘healthy’ 
consequences on the body: ‘it heals diseases, dries up the bodily fluids, casts out demons, chases away wicked 
thoughts, makes the mind clearer, the heart pure, and the body sanctified, and place the person before the throne 
of God’; PSEUDO-ATHANASIUS, De virginitate, 7; ed. VON DER GOLZ 1905, p. 57; tr. SHAW 2000, p. 88. For the 
fasting as a way to master the body in Manichean asceticism, see VALANTASIS 2000, p. 7. For the social 
implication of sexual renunciation and fasting, see BROWN 1988. For the relation between askesis and sanctity, 
see also SHAW 1998. 
409 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 5; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 47. 
410 PACHOMIUS, Praecepta, 2; 7-8; 30; 33; 95; tr. CREMASCHI 1988, pp. 67-68; p. 71; p. 80. Pachomius was an 
Egyptian monk who founded in the first half of the fourth century the coenobitic monasticism. He wrote down 
the rules for the prayer and the behaviour of monks who wanted to follow an ascetic common life. Gregory of 
Nazianzus also agreed that monks’ signs announcing their life according to God included a harsh training, an 
appropriate dress, as well as a calm walking, a sweet smile without the intemperance of laugher, a speech guided 
by reason, and a silence more precious than speech; GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 6.2; ed. and tr. 
MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 224-227. 
411 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa XXVI, 12-13; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, 
vol. II, pp. 184-191; tr. GALLICO 1995, pp. 256-257 (referring to saint Symeon). 
412 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS in ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA, I, 99; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953, vol. II, pp. 42-43. This 
poem was found by Gregory written on the pillar of the holy Daniel on the Bosphorus. On the role of the saint as 
intercession figures see also MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, pp. 155-157. 
413 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica I, 13; ed. BIDEZ 1898, p. 21; tr. WHITBY 2000, pp. 34-35. 
414 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 23.6; ed. SCHWARTZ 1903, vol. I, p. 166; tr. SCHOTT 2019, 
p. 110. 
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(ægkrateíaj) that the tibia of his leg melted with the tight and he was no longer able to walk when 

the men of Constantine V came to drag him outside415.  

Extreme physical performances of prayer are largely stated by Theodoret of Cyrrhus’ Historia religiosa 

(written in 440), a collection of biographies of ‘living images and statues (eêkónaj a÷tÏn æmyúcouj 

kaì stÔlaj)’ of holy men and women (a definition which underlined both their spiritual steadiness 

and their lively nature)416 portrayed (skiografoûmen) in the form (tàj êdéaj) of their invisible soul417. 

Those were skilful body’s performers who prayed and beg for a miracle by standing or prostrating 

themselves on the ground for days418, or constricted themselves by means of chains or small spaces 

which forced them in a bending position419. Even to keep such positions after the death was a common 

topos in hagiography: saints and holy monks could be found in their caves after many years still 

kneeling with the hands stretched out to heaven’420, or with the body outstretched (keiménhn tÐ 

scÔmati) facing the east and the ‘hands folded in the proper manner (tàj ceîraj oûtwj 9sper #idei 

tupÍsasan)’421. They performed also more dynamic gestures, repeatedly bending the body in 

proskynesis422 or touching the feet’s fingers with the front (a special gesture which saint Symeon was 

able to perform thanks to his empty belly)423. Since ‘more the outer man suffered, the more the inner 

man flourished’424 those men gained a special condition of ‘channels’ and mediators between the 

divine and earthly world and the power to perform gestures which affected the reality.  

                                                             
415 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris, 20; 31; tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 205; pp. 225-226. See also, in 
similar terms, the version later produced by Symeon Metaphrastes; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON 
METAPHRASTES), 564-568; 574-575; 1115-1120; tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 208; p. 230. 
416 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Religiosa prol. 2; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, 
pp 128-129; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 67.  
417 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Religiosa prol. 3; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, 
pp. 130-131; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 68. This did not mean in their bodily features (a kind of description which 
characterized the pagan’s portrays through statuary) but rather their secret and invisible battles. 
418 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa, II, 18; IV, 12; XXI, 14; XXVI, 3; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-
MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, pp. 238-239; pp. 322-323; vol. II, pp. 92-93; pp. 162-163; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 103; 
pp. 130-131; p. 223; pp. 249-250.  
419 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa, III, 5; IV, 6; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. 
I, pp. 254-255; pp. 304-305; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 105; p. 126. Many examples can be found also in Sozomen, an 
author educated in Palestine and well used to monastic life and discipline. See for example the monk Apollus, 
who was ‘never seen to recline on a mat or a bed, nor even to place his limbs in an easy attitude, or willingly to 
surround himself to sleep’; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 29.5; ed. BIDEZ and HANSEN 2005, p. 394; tr. 
HARTRANFT 1983, vol. II, p. 366. 
420 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch. 89; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2915; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 71. 
421 VITA MARIÆ ÆGYPTI, 37; ed. PG 87, col. 3724; tr. KOULI 1996, p. 91. 
422 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa, II, 5; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, pp. 
204-205; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 92. See also JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch. 105; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2963; tr. 
WORTLEY 1992, p. 83. 
423 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa, XXVI, 22; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. 
II, pp. 204-207; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 262. For other examples of body’s performances, see THEODORET OF 
CYRRHUS, Historia Religiosa IV, 12; XXI, 14; XXVI, 3; XXVI, 22; XXX, 2. 
424 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch. 10; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2860; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 9. The saying is 
ascribed by John Moschos to Barnabas the Anchorite, who pronounced it while suffering from a harsh feet 
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The hands were the most powerful limbs of the saint. He could stop an enemy by simply stretching out 

his right hand ordering ‘Stay!’425. Even after death, the hand of Saint Theoktiste of Lesbos, stolen from 

her cadaver, could prevent a ship to sail away426. The power which was still conferred to the hands in 

the fifth century is testified by an anecdote, reported by different sources, concerned with the charge 

against the orthodox bishop of Alexandria Athanasius. During the trial his Arian enemies obtained by 

some means a hand, which they claimed to be the hand of the Melitian bishop Arsenius. They exposed 

it to the audience to prove not only that Athanasius murdered and crushed Arsenius to pieces427, but 

also that the hand had been used by Athanasius to perform certain magic (æschkénai pròj 

mageíaj)428. The power of the saint’s hand was revealed especially when he performed the sign of the 

cross. The cross had curative power: the Holy Cross of Jerusalem revealed itself by healing on the spot 

a woman afflicted by a disease in front of Constantine’s mother Helena429. The gesture which visually 

depicted it (sfragísaj), performed in the air or on the body, on the mouth and the forehead, was 

therefore largely employed by saints to heal sick people, to engage their battles with demons, and to 

perform miracles. The saint could defeat a dragon by making the sign of the cross with his fingers, in 

the air or directly over it, sometimes also spitting on its head or in its mouth, like for example Saint 

Donatus and St Elizabeth the Wonderworker (she also trampled the beast underfoot uttering the 

related Ps 90 (91):13)430. ‘We cannot abide even the sight of the might of Christ, and the symbol of his 

Passion which they call the Cross’ declared a demon itself in the story of Barlaam and Ioasaph. ‘For, 

when that sign is made (tupouménou), immediately all we (…) are utterly routed and discomfited, even 

before the sign is completed (tupwqÖnai)’431. The sign of the Cross could also free a monk from his 

inner struggle, as when St John made it three times on the body of a monk and freed him from any 

sexual temptation432. It could affect the launch of a ship blocked ‘on account of enchantment (Þpò 

mageíaj)’: John, an elder ‘feared by demons’ at the Skopelos monastery ‘made three prosternation 

                                                             
infection. At the same time, anyway, the monk was also urged to keep the illness confined to the body and not 
let it touch the soul; JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch. 8; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2857; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 8. 
425 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, 133; ed. PG 87.3, coll. 2996-2997; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 109. 
426 NIKETAS MAGISTROS, Vita S. Theoctistae, 20-21; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, IV (1925), 230-231; tr. HERO 
1996, pp. 113-114. The Life had been written in the tenth century by a Thessalian high-ranking official. 
427 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 30.1-9; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, pp. 85-87; tr. GALLICO 2000, 
pp. 135-137. 
428 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 27.18-21; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL 1995 (2004), pp. 230-231; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 30. The falsity of the charge was finally revealed when 
Athanasius brought Arsenius in and moved aside his cloak, revealing his hands hidden underneath; SOCRATES 
OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 29; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL 1995 (2004), 
pp. 234-237; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 31. 
429 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 17.5-6; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL 1995 (2004), pp. 176-179; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 21. 
430 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 26.2; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 206; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 395; VITA 
SANCTAE ELISABETH; tr. KARRAS 1996, pp. 129-130. The Life of the fifth-century abbess of Constantinople 
Elizabeth was recounted by a later medieval author. 
431 BARLAAM AND IOASAPH, XXXI, 283-284; ed. and tr. WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, pp. 474-475. 
432 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, 3; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2856; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 6. 
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before God (bállei treîj metanoíaj tÐ QeÐ) and three time he signed (sfragízei) the vessel with 

the sign (shmeíon) of the cross, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ’433. Together with words, it could 

make a poison ineffective and it even made fresh and potable the water of the sea434. In the seventh 

century, the Life of Theodore of Sykeon provided a repertoire of magical formulas, gestures and objects 

through which saints defeated the demons and healed the possessed435, the mute436, the blind437, the 

paralyzed438, and the feverish439; and Anastasius of Sinai told the story of a monk who had the ‘ability 

to speak face-to-face with devils’ and discovered in this way that the things that the devil feared most 

were the holy communion, the holy baptism and the cross hung around the Christian’s neck, all 

weapons ‘that have been entrusted to the Christians by God’440. The cross is ‘the most wonderful’ of all 

the wonders worked by Christ (qaumaturgíai Cristoû): It had many power, including that of 

absolving the sin of the ancestors, of granting the resurrection, of making recognizable the believers 

from the unbelievers, and of being ‘our shield and weapon and trophy against the devil’441.  

The outward appearance gained through the practice of the askesis and the gestures in which the saint 

was trained became also the peculiar elements which allowed his identification. ‘It is clear from your 

appearance (æk toû Óqouj), O spiritual mother, that you have long ago departed toward God, and 

have in great part mortified yourself to the world’ noticed for example the monk Zosimus when 

encountered St Mary of Egypt in the wilderness, in the more detailed version of the Life written by 

Sophronius of Jerusalem at the beginning of the seventh century. The saint revealed her true sainthood 

by making the sign of the cross (sfragízei æautÕn tÐ shmeí_ toû stauroû) ‘on her forehead, 

eyes, lips, and breast, saying thus, ‘Let God lead us away from the devil and his snares, Father Zosimas’ 

so that ‘when the monk heard those words and saw those gestures (taûta toínun Þkoúsaj ... kaì 

qeasámenoj), he threw himself on the ground (…)442. Theodoret also reported a story of a holy monk, 

hidden in the desert of Sodom, who was recognized by a group of monks at distance thanks to his 

                                                             
433 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, 83; ed. PG 87.3, col.2925; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 66. 
434 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, 94; 173; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2953; col. 3041; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 76; p. 
142. 
435 VITA SANCTI THEODORI SYCEOTAE, 43; 84; 86; 91; ed. FESTUGIÈRE 1970, pp. 38-39; pp. 70-72; p. 75; tr. DAWES 
and BAYNES 1948, pp. 118-120; pp. 146-147; pp. 149-150. 
436 VITA SANCTI THEODORI SYCEOTAE, 65; 67; 95; ed. FESTUGIÈRE 1970, pp. 54-56; p. 78; tr. DAWES and BAYNES 
1948, p. 133; p. 152. 
437 VITA THEODORI SANCTI SYCEOTAE, 83; ed. FESTUGIÈRE 1970, p. 70; tr. DAWES and BAYNES 1948, p. 146. 
438 VITA SANCTI THEODORI SYCEOTAE, 68; 85; ed. FESTUGIÈRE 1970, p. 56, pp. 71-72; tr. DAWES and BAYNES 
1948, p. 133; p. 147. 
439 VITA SANCTI THEODORI SYCEOTAE, 72; ed. FESTUGIÈRE 1970, pp. 59-60; tr. DAWES and BAYNES 1948, pp. 
135-137. 
440 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, coll. b, Qu. 20 (appendix 10a), answers 8-9; ed. RICHARD and MUNITIZ 
2006, p. 182-183; tr. MUNITIZ 2011, p. 151.  
441 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, questio isolata (appendix 27), answers 2-3; ed. RICHARD and MUNITIZ 
2006, p. 230-231; tr. MUNITIZ 2011, pp. 166-167. 
442 VITA MARIÆ ÆGYPTI, 15; ed. PG 87, col. 3709; tr. KOULI 1996, pp. 78-79. 
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hands raised upwards443. And Theoktiste of Lesbos appeared to the man who discovered her after 

thirty-five years as having still the ‘shape of a woman (scÖma gunÔ) but the appearance of a 

superhuman being (tò dè fainómenon øperánqrwpon)’. She was ‘almost a shadow (skiÙ 

paraplÔsioj), her shape (eõdoj) alone resembling (æmféreian) a human being (tÕn Þnqrwpínhn 

sÐzon)’444. 

Literary descriptions of the life and the deeds of holy men and women provided powerful visual 

models. They could affect the everyday conduct and behaviour actually performed in society, in a 

manner similar to how the biographies of the philosophers and excellent men functioned for pagans. 

So, for example, the philosophers Proclus cared for the kosmióthj (the conduct which included both 

inner and outward qualities) of his students ‘not teaching by words alone but rather instructing them 

by his conduct throughout his life, and becoming as it were a prototype of discretion (protúpwma 

sofrosúnhj) to the rest’445. The new religious and theological concerns and the authority gained by 

the saints gave even more power to their behaviour: they were ‘profitable and useful, in as much as it 

encourages virtues and inspires imitation of the good (tÕn toû kaloû mímhsij)’. They were ‘able to 

bring much pleasure, and to inspire a great love of virtue in souls that love God’446. They provided a 

marvellous spectacle: so when Gregory Thaumaturgus raised the hands in prayer, staring at the sky 

and standing with the hands outstretched (kaì tetaménaij taîj cersìn æn ðrqí_ tÐ scÔmati), 

he gave example (øpódeigma) to a deacon who was looking at him447. The holy Matrona of Perge’s 

miracles attracted a crowd so eager to see her that everybody ‘trod one upon the other and stood on 

the tips of their toes in their attempt to get a glimpse of her’448.  

 

‘Any persons at that time derived profit merely from the sight of the blessed one and, goaded by divine longing, 

they began to live better lives. For the schema of that blessed and true servant of God was venerable (tò 

scÖma aêdésimon), her speech accessible and conversation with her full of profit, and association with her 

gave pleasure in but a short time; in a word, one never had enough of seeing her, and upon thinking of her 

one was filled with longing’449.  

                                                             
443 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa VI, 8; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, pp. 
356-357; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 142. 
444 NIKETAS MAGISTROS, Vita S. Theoctistae, 17; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, IV (1925), 228; tr. HERO 1996, 
p. 110. 
445 MARINUS, Vita Procli, 15; ed. SAFFREY and SEGONDS 2002, pp. 17-18; tr. EDWARDS 2000, p. 78.  
446 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 1; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 39. Furthermore, the same 
Maximus affirms later that ‘being tasted is proper to the saints (Ó dokimÕ tÏn ßgíwn æstín), so that through 
the suffering in people’s lives may be shown their dispositions (diaqéseij), which concern what is naturally good, 
(and) may show them at the same time their virtues, which are unknown to everyone (…)’; VITA MAXIMI 
CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 26; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 87. 
447 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Beati Gregorii; ed. HEIL 1990, p. 48; tr. LEONE 1988, p. 85. 
448 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 12; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 797A-F; tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 1996, p. 32. 
449 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 23; ed. DELEHAYE 1910, col. 801E; tr. FEATHERSTONE 1996, pp. 41-
42. 
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Matrona had a ‘venerable and angelic schema (qeasámenai dé tò semnòn ækeîno scÖma kaì 

Þggelikòn)450, similar to that displayed by the holy women who appeared to her in visions451. At the 

beginning of the fifth century, the anthology collected by Palladius under the name of Lausiac History 

(419ca) still referred to the Eccli 19:26-27 (or LXXSir 19:29-30) to underline the strength of the aspect 

of the holy man as a model for the reader452. Remarkably, those lives of Egyptian ascetic monks and 

nuns were written in Constantinople and were intended to entertain (as ‘wondrous exotica’) as well 

as to exhort even the aristocrats of Theodosius II’s court453. 

The exceptional and supernatural dimension of the holy schemata, however, remained ultimately 

outside the range of the common man. They were ‘marvellous holy men whose examples we, that are 

poor and vile, strive to imitate (mimeîsqai), but cannot attain to the high level of the life of these 

heavenly citizens. Nevertheless, so far as is possible for our weakness and feeble power, we take the 

stamp of their lives (tòn bíon ... carakterízomen) and wear their habit (tò scÖma periblÔmeqa) 

even though we fail to equal their works’454.   

 

The schema continued to play a central role as essential and visible element of recognition and 

identification also as at a more general level. Byzantine society was built not so much on individuals as 

on types. In society as well as in visual arts, indeed, the identity and the status of a character was 

signified and ‘subsumed’ through significant details which were deciphered by the beholder who, in 

turn, unleashed from the form the ‘whole chains of extra-textual meaning’455. Physical appearance was 

part of a collective imagination (fantasía) made of conventions necessary for the definition of the 

ethos, the identification (a ‘written system of physical descriptions that focused on the identification 

of individuals through physical features’, the eêkonismój, was employed to identify criminals, thieves, 

or fugitive slaves), and the recognition of the members of the community456. Different ‘gestural 

categories’ existed and every member of the community had to behave and publicly present their ‘Self’ 

                                                             
450 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 38; ed. DELEHAYE 1910, col. 807E; tr. FEATHERSTONE 1996, p. 53. 
451 Matrona dreamt of a house where she met a ‘woman clothed in imperial garments and arrayed with all 
manner of beauty’. She approached her knees and was then sent by her to another house, greater in size and 
splendour (such houses were ‘the Lord mansions in which those who lived good lives are deemed worthy to 
dwell’). Here she met other women ‘marvelous in their attire and appearance (kaì tÐ scÔmati kaì tØ eêdéa 

teqaumasménaij)’; VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 49; DELEHAYE 1910, col. 811; tr. FEATHERSTONE 
1996, p. 61. 
452 PALLADIUS, Historia Lausiaca, prologue.16; ed. HÜBNER 2016, p. 92; tr. MEYER 1965, p. 29. 
453 BALDWIN 1991b; KRUEGER 1996, p. 61. See also KRUEGER 2000, pp. 179-180. 
454 BARLAAM AND IOASAPH, XII, 108-109; ed. and tr. WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, pp. 182-183.  
455 BRUBAKER 1989a, pp. 79-81. In iconography, this included the beard and the garment of a monk, the 
uncovered head of ‘deviant’ women like Mary Magdalene, and the red shoes and purple of Christ; ibidem. The 
recognition of a saint was especially a very complex system which encompassed inscriptions, face shapes and 
garments; GROTOWSKI 2010. 
456 GROTOWSKY 2010, p. 137; HATZKI 2009, p. 11. For the origin of the eikonismós system in Hellenistic times 
and its developments, see DAGRON 1991, esp. pp. 25-27. 
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according to what was expected from their role, whatever this was defined by gender, social status, 

faith, or moral qualities. Their clothes (æsqÖtej) had to be ‘in keeping (ßrmózousai) with the person’s 

age, with the individual himself (prosÍp_), the place, his character (fúsei), and occupation 

(æpithdeúmasin)’457. The idea is well attestated in the sixth century. The dialogue On Political Science 

clearly declared that in the military context it was a civic duty to care for apparent ‘minor points’ and 

‘small things’, like the haircut or the form of the dress (tÕn æsqÖta scÔmatoj). Indeed, ‘it will not be 

permissible for any of the other citizens to change (Þmeíbein) from time to time the schema appropriate 

to their status (tò pròj Þxían çkástou ... scÖma)’458. Choricius of Gaza even wrote a declamation 

about the law that ordered ‘that a war-hero (tòn Þristea) be memorialized in a painting (grafÖnai) 

with his proper schema (metà toû scÔmatoj)’459. Outstanding and shocking were the moments in 

which the boundaries got mixed up: Agathias described the consequences of an earthquake in 

Constantinople in 557, when women of both low status and high lineage ‘roamed about and mingled 

freely with the men’. On this occasion, commented the author, ‘the ordered structure of society (táxij 

–pasa) with its due observance of decorum (aëdÎj) and respect for privilege (Ó tÏn gerÏn 

megalaucía) and the proper distinctions of rank (øperanécon kaì Þpokekriménon) was thrown into 

wild confusion and trampled underfoot’460. Women and men, pagans and Christians, virgins and 

prostitutes, citizens and barbarians, members of the elite and common citizens who filled the pages of 

narrative texts reflected and influenced the characteristics of those types.  

Unworthy men and women not only used improperly their bodies. Even worse, they also slyly disguised 

their schema. We have seen the philosophical reflections attached to the meaning of schema as first 

and basic element given by God to allow perception and recognition, as well as its connotation as 

illusory element involved in the process of the mimesis. The use of schemata as an instrument of 

disguise was a serious matter. It involved the old tension felt between reality and appearance. Already 

Plutarch blamed the flatterer who faked his friendship by assuming the character and the outward 

appearance (×uqmízei and schmatízei) of his victim in order to deceive him461.  According to 

                                                             
457 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.56.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 180; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 244. 
The proper (oêkeía) dress (stolÔ) for a self-restrained man had to be ‘plain yet becoming and clean’ like that of 
soldiers, sailors and rulers; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.53.5; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 179; 
tr. WOOD 1954, p. 242. 
458 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 4.58; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 11; tr. BELL 2009, p. 137. Bell translated here 
schema as ‘the style of the dress’, while Mazzucchi chose the more general term ‘abito’. In the text, schema 
appears also in its traditional military connotation as toû polémou scÔmata and paratáxewn 

schmatismoúj; ibidem, IV, 10; IV, 16. For the platonic tradition which pervades the dialogue, especially the fifth 
chapter, see BELL 2009, pp. 54-58.   
459 CHORICIUS OF GAZA, Declamationes, 11 (XL); ed. FOERSTER and RICHTSTEIG 1929, p. 479; tr. PAPILLON 2009, 
p. 222.  Choricius was questioning the possibility for a general who had defeated his enemy by dressing like a 
woman to be memorialized in this guise after his death. 
460 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque V, 3.7; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 167; tr. FRENDO 1975, p. 138. 
461 MESTURINI 2001, pp. 155-159; ch. VIII. 
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Athenaeus, an author of the second century widely read in Byzantium, the flatterer studied indeed the 

schema of his victims and ‘mould his own appearance (Þpopláttetai) to theirs’, becoming a ‘chest of 

gestures (schmatoqÔkhn)’ like Proteus (the mythical creature of transformation and disguise)462. 

Clement of Alexandria gave to the issue a theological meaning. He urged women to reform their 

schemata (here translated as ‘postures’), look (tà blémmata), gait (tà badísmata) and speech (tàj 

fwnáj), but not like as they were actors on stage, imitating the actions (øpókrisin) of the comedy, 

‘copying the swaying motions (kinÔseij) of the dancers’, and acting ‘as if they were on the stage 

(skhnobatoûsin), with the same sort of dainty gestures (toîj kinÔmasin toîj ßbroîj), supple 

bearing (toîj øgroîj badísmasin), and artificial inflections (fwnaîj taîj peplasmánaij), looking 

about languidly, assumed as an inducement to pleasure’463. Pretending, like a clown, an outward 

schema (schmatisqÖnai) and appearing (faínesqai) in contrast with the real being, is indeed 

ridicolous464. To deceive a bad interiority with a good looking and by transforming the schema 

(cataschmatízontai) with an artificial beauty (ñ kallwpismój)465, turning the face (próswpa) into 

a mask (proswpeîa)466, meant to ‘disfigure the pattern by which men have been created to the image 

and likeness of God (toùj ‘kat’eêkóna kaì kaq’ ñmoíwsin qeoû)’467. This means to upset Christ, 

who notoriously hated every deceit (tò yeûsma)468.  Liars and deceivers and all those who feigned 

their schema and counterfeited their bodies, showing off an outward appearance not conformed to 

their inner being, are despised therefore because they betrayed their divine image and misused a gift 

of God for a distorted, undignified, and miserable aim469. Gregory of Nazianzus also took a strong stand 

against altering the natural image given by God, like when an artist used fictitious colours to alter the 

reality or when an actress painted her faces. The most precious ornaments for a woman were indeed 

her behaviour, her inner light, the blush of her modesty and the paleness of her self-control 

(enkráteia)470. Silly women, on the contrary, were like those who claimed to be philosophers and were 

                                                             
462 ATHENAEUS, Deipnosophistae, VI, 258a; ed. and tr. OLSON 2006, vol. III, pp. 184-185. Olson translated here 
schema as posture. Compendia of Athenaeus’ work were still produced in the twelfth century. 
463 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.68.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p.186; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 251. 
464 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II, 5.45.2-4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 96; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 134. 
Clement is thinking here also to the exaggerated use of jests during the conversation. 
465 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III.1.1-4; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 147-148; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 200. 
466 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.11.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 154; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 208. 
467 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.66.2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 185; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 250. 
Furthermore, Clement asked, ‘If Moses forbade his people to fashion any image (eikona) to take the place of God 
(Exod 20.4; Deut 5.8), is it right for these women to study their reflected images for no other reason that to distort 
the natural features of their faces?’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.12.1; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, 
p. 154; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 208. 
468 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.12.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 155; tr. by WOOD 1954, pp. 208-
209. 
469 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 3.20.4-5; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 160; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 216 
(quoting Rm8.28-30). Same instances are expressed also in reference to the effeminate, who in a similar way 
debased his divine image with a schema not proper to his gender. 
470 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 8.10; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 286-287. 
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elegant only in appearance: they resorted to colour and made a spectacle of themselvers with their 

primping, but these good schemata made them ultimately deformed (di’ e÷schmosúnhn 

ÞscÔmonej)471. Macrina, sister and heroin of Gregory of Nyssa, also refused bodily artifices. She 

properly used her schemata even on her death bed: the fever prevented her to speak and she 

compensated for the lack of words with ‘the trembling of her lips and the motion of her hands’, so clear 

that everybody understood that ‘she was continuing to pray’. In this way, ‘she fulfilled her desire and 

moved her lips in keeping with the impulse within her’472. The deceiver instead changed his ethos 

according to those whom he wants to mislead and hid his treachery under the mask of friendship (æn 

tÐ proscÔmati tÖj filíaj), like an octopus who adapts his colour to that of the rock on which it 

adheres473. Invidious people performed (øpokrínomai or kataschmatízw) a schema of gentleness 

and moderation and presented, through an outward show (tØ øpokrísei), an appearance (tò dè 

fainómenon) apt to a friendly attitude (kataschmatízetai pròj tò fílon)474.  

Some used gestures and body performance to please and delight the masses475. Others feigned 

schemata to trick an honest character: two similar stories of Gregory of Nyssa and Theodoret of 

Cyrrhus recounted how a group of liars tried to trick, respectively, St Gregory Thaumaturgus and St 

James. In both stories, the liars staged a ‘comedy’476 in which one of them feigned to be dead in order 

to receive by the saint money for the funeral. They used schemata for their mise-en-scène477, but in a 

short while the schema became reality (ÞlÔqeian tò scÖma gegenhménon), the mask became a face 

(eêj próswpon tò proswpeîon metablhqén), and the one who was performing actually died478.  

The hiatus between exterior appearance and the inner actual disposition was indeed always revealed 

in the end. ‘Those who feigned themselves (schmatízousin) and practice their movements’ declared 

                                                             
471 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 18.23; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 450-451.  
472 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita S. Macrinae, 985; ed. CALLAHAN 1952, pp. 398-399, tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 181. The 
topos of the holy person who ends his life making prayer’s gestures can be found also in Gregory of Nazianzus’ 
description of Gregory the Elder, who died with words and gestures of prayer (æn toîj tÖj e÷cÖj ×Ômasi te 

kaì scÔmasin); GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 18.38; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 470-471. 
473 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, VII, 3.8-9; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 220-223. 
474 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Beatitudinibus, VII, 9; ed. CALLAHAN 1992, p. 157; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, p. 633. Cain, 
invidious of his brother, also assumed a friendly schema (fílon ... scÖma) before him; GREGORY OF NYSSA, De 
Beatitudinibus, VII, 9; ed. CALLAHAN 1992, p. 159; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, p. 657. 
475 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 43.64, ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 1100-1101. 
476 Both Theodoret and the Nyssen employed a theatrical terminology: Theodoret repeatedly called the situation 
a ‘drama’ (drâma, i.e. a simulation but also a comedy) and the authors of the comedy as oë tò drâma 

sunteqhkótej, while the Nyssen referred to the act of deceiving as øpekrínato. 

477 In Nyssen’s version, the trick was organized by two Jews: one feigned to be death by taking the schema of a 
dead person and assuming a supine position (æktetaménoj tÐ scÔmati), while his accomplice imitated 
(øpekrínato) the voice and feigned a lament (tòn æschmatisménon qrÖnon); GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Beati 
Gregorii; ed. HEIL 1990, p. 42; tr. LEONE 1988, pp. 77-80. 
478 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Beati Gregorii; ed. HEIL 1990, pp. 37-42; tr. LEONE 1988, pp. 77-80; THEODORET OF 
CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa, I, 8-9; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. I, pp. 174-177; tr. 
GALLICO 1995, pp. 79-80. A similar story is included by Sozomen in the life of St Epiphanius, bishop of Cyprus; 
SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 27, 4-5; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, pp. 210-213; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 396. 
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also Adamantius at the beginning of the fourth century, could be ‘easily detected’ since they ‘strive to 

imitate the walk and speech and look of a man’ but ‘quickly revert to their own nature’, especially in 

the moment of fear and distress479. Those who wanted to assume (øpekríneto) a schema of humility, 

reported Gregory of Nazianzus, reclined their neck, lowered the voice, bent the face (prosÍpon 

neûsij) and changed their way of walking (badísmatoj ˜qoj). Those physical devices, if not 

accompanied by a proper interiority, were all temporary and therefore quickly discovered. For all that 

is artificial is also unstable (pân gàr 8 prospoihtòn o÷dè mónimon)480. The hidden passion of the 

invidious, stated the Nyssen, became visible (ændiafaínetai) in specific occurrences of the schema 

(toîj perì tò scÖma sumptÍmasin), which included clear facial signs (dià tÏn fanerÏn 

tekmhríwn perì tò próswpon), the beating of the palms (sugkroteîj tàj palámaj) and the 

intertwining of the fingers (toùj daktúloj sumplékeij)481. In a Nyssen’s famous story, the monkey 

of Alexandria was trained by a certain showman (tina tÏn qaumatopoiÏn) to perform dancing 

schemata (ðrchstikÏj schmatízesqai)482 wearing a dancer’s mask (próswpon ðrchstikòn) and 

a costume and twisting to the music with contorted gesticulations (taîj peristrofaîj). In this 

fashion, the monkey ‘concealed his nature (tÕn fúsin) by what he was doing and what he appeared 

to be (oõj æpoíei te kaì æfaíneto)’483. The monkey provided a long-standing image of a disguised 

interiority484: it was indeed a mimicking (mimhtikón) animal who ‘does not laugh with its heart but only 

with its schemata (scÖmasin)’485. Gregory of Nazianzus even equated the Emperor Julian’s imitation 

of Christian faith and customs to the imitation (mimÔmata) made by a monkey of human movements 

                                                             
479 ADAMANTIUS, Physiognomica, B38; ed. and tr. REPATH 2007, pp. 536-537 (based on the lost 2nd century 
Physiognomy of Polemo of Laodicea).  
480 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 18.23; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 450-451. The Nazianzus contrasted 
those attitudes with the real humility of Gregory the Old, which consisted in the disposition of his soul and the 
nobility of his life and thought.  
481 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Beatitudinibus, VII, 9; ed. CALLAHAN 1992, p. 158; tr. MORESCHINI 1992, pp. 656-
657. 
482 Callahan generally translated this expression as ‘dance’. More appropriate seems Salvatore Lilla’s translation 
as ‘dancing movements’; GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Professione Christiana; ed. PG 46, col. 240, tr. CALLAHAN 1967, 
p. 82; tr. LILLA 1979, pp. 66-67. This passage stated also the negative connotation entailed into the derivative 
term schematizei, in a similar way as was for the concept of gesticulatio in Latin (SCHMITT (1990) 1999, p. 22 and 
passim). Schematizei to keire expressed the improper movement of the hands, but also and mostly the ‘changing 
of shape’ and the act of pretending an outward form not corresponding to the one given by nature. 
483 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Professione Christiana; ed. PG 46, col. 240; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 82; tr. LILLA 1979, 
pp. 66-67. For the use of the theatrical metaphor in order to allude to the risks into which a man can incur when 
there is a hiatus between being and appearing, and the effect of ridiculous which derived from this iatus, see 
CISTARO 2009. 
484 Vain women seemed like ‘apes painted up with powder’ since ‘the beauty within will turn out to be nothing 
more than a beast’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 2.5.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 150; tr. WOOD 
1954, p. 203. For the monkey as a symbol of deceit, flatteries and mime acting, see SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 
1935, P 1576-1578. The proverb ‘ape in purple’ (píqhkoj æn porfúra) referred for example to ‘worthless 
people’ who could be ‘finely dressed, nevertheless appear as wicked as they are’; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 
1935, P 1581. 
485 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Dialectica, XV; ed. PG 94, col. 578B; tr. CHASE 1970, p. 46. Chase translates here 
schemata as ‘features’. 
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(ÞnqrÍpwn kinÔmata). Monkeys, he explained, reproduces some of man’s gestures but are captured 

because their imitation cannot escape cleverness486. Also in Nyssen’s anecdote, the real nature of the 

monkey was finally revealed: when a clever man threw some almonds onto the orchestra the monkey 

forgot the performance, thrust aside the mask (which was only a sesofisménhn morfÕn) and made 

the spectators laugh with its real ugly and ridiculous face. The story was inspired by Lucian of Samosata, 

who used a similar account to criticize the philosophers who taught for money against their publicly 

professed precepts487. Yet, the Nyssen turned this story into a warning for those used to display a 

Christian schema not conformed to the inner faith. As the assumed schema (tò sesofisménon 

scÖma) was not enough for the monkey ‘to be considered a man’, declared indeed the Nyssen, also 

‘those individuals not truly shaping (morfÍsantej) their own natures by faith will easily be disclosed 

in the toils of the devil as being something other than what they are called’488. They were ‘actually 

something contrary to what we appear to be’ and ‘through pretense and imitation (dià mimÔsewj 

æschmatisménhj), play the role of the Christian (tòn Cristianismòn øpokrínontai)’ under a false 

name (tÐ proscÔmati toû ðnómatoj). Their mask of virtue will thus break in the very moment in 

which the devil will throw in front of them his ‘almonds’489.  At the time, reported also Eunapius, there 

were indeed men who claimed to be Christians, sometimes even assuming the schema of a bishop, in 

order to receive gifts: ‘what they revealed was fiction (prospoíhsij) and sham (plásij) designed to 

fool the enemies’490.  

 

The most skilful user of deceptive schemata, however, was the devil, the ‘prince of the simulators and 

the deceivers’491. Demons were the most adaptable beings. They were bodiless (ÞsÍmatoj) for their 

nature (fúsij) like God and the angels but used to appear to men in different shapes (an action 

variously referred with the derivational terms schematizetai, metaschematizetai, and schematismós 

(schmatismój)) for their diabolic purposes492. The act of imitating (mimeîsqai), explained indeed 

Theodoret commenting on a Pauline passage, is a habitual practice of demons. They were like false 

                                                             
486 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.112, ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 170-171. 
487 The shorter version of Lucian (Piscator 36 and Apologia 5) generally referred to a Pyrrhic dance. It do not 
record any specific gestures or body’s movements performed by the monkey, but only the vest, the mask, and 
the final disordered dance.  
488 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Professione Christiana; ed. PG 46, coll. 240-242; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 82-83; tr. LILLA 
1979, p. 67. Callahan generally translated schema as ‘form’. 
489 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Professione Christiana; ed. PG 46, col. 242; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 83; LILLA 1979, p. 
68. 
490 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 48 (Exc. de Sent. 53); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 74-75. 
491 The biblical image of the devil as ‘liar and father of lies’ (Gv8.44) is widespread in literature. For the Devil as 
‘master of illusion (fantasíai)’ who deceived pagans and Christians and blocked their access to heaven, see 
MANGO 1992, p. 216. 
492 LAMPE 1961-1968, pp. 1360; THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Isaïam, 5, 182-185, ed. GUINOT 1980, 
vol. II, pp. 80-81. 
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prophets and imitated the schema (tò scÖma mimeîsqai) of angels to deceive (æxapatÙn) 

humans493. The devil can imitate (mimoúmenoj) the figure (eôdoj) of a saint494 or can assume the 

likeness of a stranger or an animal in front of the holy hermit living in the desert. In the Lausiac History, 

‘the demon who mocks and deceives everyone (æmpaízontoj kaì ÞpatÏntoj daímonoj)’ tried to 

induce the hermit Nathaniel to renounce his vow of solitude by staging a mise-en-scène (toû 

drámatoj) and by playing tricks through different schemata (schmatízetai)495. The demon could also 

use his schemata to disturb a holy monk absorbed in his work: John Moschos told the story of a demon 

disguised under the schema of a ‘Saracen youth’ who ‘began to dance (ðrceîsqai)’ in front of an 

ascetic elder. ‘Do I dance well?’, asked constantly the demon, in the attempt to interrupt the handwork 

and the psalms of the holy man and to instil doubt into his heart. The monk managed to make the 

demon disappear through the powerful gesture of prostration: once again a struggle of schemata was 

played between the monk who properly used his hands and his voice for handworks, psalms, and 

prayer, and the demon, who disfigured his body with the dance and tried to profit from the attractive 

power of dances to confuse his enemy496. In the romance of Barlaam and Ioasaph, the devil still 

terrified Ioasaph by means of several schemata (a black man, a man with a drawn sword, and all 

manner of beasts). ‘I know thee, deceiver (ÞpateÍn)’, cried Ioasaph. He accused the devil of devising 

mischief against mankind ‘from the beginning’, and then proclaimed that his schema is ‘becoming 

(prosÖkón) and right proper (oêkeiótaton)’ since it displays his bestial nature and hurtful 

intentions497. 

Theatrical performances and spectacles have long provided the perfect context in which the devil could 

hide his horrific nature and bring honest men to perdition. The act of attending spectacles was like to 

be physically possessed by the bestiality of the demons498, a madness which started when the Pretor 

let fall the mappa (also defined a diaboli figura)499.  ‘Renounce to the devil with all his pomp’, urged the 

priest to the newly born Christian during the baptism, a statement which was understood as an urge 

to avoid public shows and theatrical spectacles full of obscene gestures500. Here indeed the devil 

                                                             
493 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio Epistolae ad Corinthios, 2Cor11,13-15; PG 82, col. 441; tr. HILL 2001, 
vol. I, pp. 289-290. 
494 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa, XXI, 24; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. II, 
pp. 106-107; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 232. 
495 PALLADIUS, Historia Lausiaca, ch. 16, 2; 16,4; ed. HÜBNER 2016, pp. 136-138; tr. MEYER 1965, pp. 52-53. 
496 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch. 160; ed. PG 87.3, col. 3028; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 132. 
497 BARLAAM AND IOASAPH, XXXVII, 341-342; tr. WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, p. 568-571. 
498 For example, a woman once returned back from the theatre possessed by the devil, and the latter explained 
how this happened with full justice because she went into his own domain; TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, XXVI, 1-
2; ed. and tr. TURCAN pp. 292-295. For a comparison between the impact on the audience provided by the 
theatre and the demonic possession as a statement of the power of performers in late Antiquity, see WEBB 2008, 
passim, esp. p. 142. See also WEBB 2008. pp. 33-35; pp. 161-162. 
499 TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, XVI, 2-3; ed. and tr. TURCAN 1986, pp. 232-235. 
500 CYRIL OF JERUSALEM, Catecheses mystagogicae quinque, I, 6; ed. PIÉDAGNEL 1988, p. 92; tr. in JOHNSON 
2009, vol. II, p. 327, 2112. 
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guided the souls of those present toward unhealthy passions and the loss of self-control501. They were 

‘assemblies filled with much disorder and sin (Þtaxíaj kaì paranomíaj)’ where ‘man and women 

meet promiscuously just to look at one another’ without inhibition502  and where actors and mimes 

directed all their attention at their outward appearance, caring only about seeing and being seen503. 

The spectacles’ flattering and persuasive visual apparatus made them dangerous especially for the 

eyes and the ears, which were the keepers of the soul504. The pleasure (per voluptatem) they elicited, 

explained also Novatian in the third century, was a device used by the diabolus artifex to attract the 

eyes (oculos movet), to wheedle the ears, and to cover the ugliness of their otherwise repulsive 

demonic and pagan nature505. In the end, it was the audience’s sight which gave power to an otherwise 

nonsense display of gestures and bodies. And if the onlooker was removed ‘it will remain only the 

futility (vanitatem)’506.  

The gestures performed in such a context perverted therefore both the souls of the performers (who 

represented on stage the lustful and disordered nature of the pagan gods507 and performed shameless 

physical movements which debased their body and made it an instrument of the devil instead of God 

who has created it508) and those of the onlookers as well, especially ignorant and young people509. 

There was no way for those who supported the charioteers and for those who contemplated the 

shameful but still attractive gestures of the pantomime to maintain their decorum and their self-

control. In the ‘folly of the theatre (qeatromanía)’, Christians watched ‘the obscene gestures of the 

actors (aë Þselgeîj eêsi tÏn mímwn 3yeij) accompanied by mockery and all kinds of indecencies 

                                                             
501 TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, esp. ch. IV; ch. XXIV; ed. and tr. TURCAN 1986, pp. 114-121; pp. 282-285. 
502 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.76.4; 77.1-2; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 191; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 
257-258. On the out of control rhythm of harps, choruses and dances, see CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, 
Paedagogus, II, 4.40; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 92-93; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 130. 
503 TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, XXV, 1-3; ed. and tr. TURCAN 1986, pp. 284-287. 
504 TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, I, 1 ; VII; XV; XVII, 5; ed. and tr. TURCAN 1986, pp. 74-75; pp. 144-155; pp. 224-
231; pp. 238-249. 
505 NOVATIAN, De Spectaculis, IV, 5; ed. and tr. SAGGIORO 2001, pp. 68-69. See also Clement, for whom ‘we 
would avoid pleasures that merely fascinate the eye or the ear’ and ‘everything immodest that strikes the senses 
(for this is an abuse of the senses)’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, II,4.41.3; ed. MARCOVICH 2002, p. 
93; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 130. 
506 NOVATIAN, De Spectaculis, VIII, 2; ed. and tr. SAGGIORO 2001, pp. 76-77. This was a commonplace topic in 
literature; SAGGIORO 2001, p. 24. 
507 TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, X, 3-9; ed. and tr. TURCAN 1986, 184-193. 
508 ‘From dancing demon to the demon-dancer the step is short’, remarkably declared also Ruth Webb, 
commenting on the connection between the constant changes of role performed by both actors and demons; 
WEBB 2008, pp. 163-165. On the widespread contempt toward movements performed in the context of secular 
performances in Late Antiquity, especially in the work of John Chrysostom for whom ‘where there is dancing, the 
devil is also here. For God did not give us feet for this purpose, but for us to leap like camels’, see also MAXWELL 
2006a, p. 159; PASQUATO 1976. 
509 TERTULLIAN, De Spectaculis, XVII, 5; XXI, 2; ed. and tr. TURCAN 1986, pp. 238-245; pp. 264-265. In the sixth 
century Agathias still blamed the turbulence and the ‘profound disturbing effect‘ that chariot races had on the 
mind of young people, who dissipated energies and wasted substance ‘on wild escapades (pròj kinÔseij 

Þlógouj)’ and ‘are readily attracted to such follies unless they are distracted and kept busy at some worthwhile 
occupation’; AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque V, 21.4; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 191; tr. FRENDO 1975, p. 157. 
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(Þschmosúnaij)’, the ‘raging dances of effeminate men’, and all the ‘spectacles (tò æmmanèj qéama) 

that destroy the souls (yucàj æktrachlízon)’510. They also actively manifested, in turn, their 

participation in races with an irrational fervour (Þlóg_ tinì proqumí=) in their gestures and voice 

(fwnØ te kaì scÔmati)511. The act of listening to and miming (mimouménouj) the corrupted melodies 

played by the cithara and flute players had the power to lead the soul to unworthy behaviour 

(Þschmoneîn). Some maniacs of the horse races (tinej tÏn ëppomanoúntwn) obsessed by this folly 

(fantasíaij) went so far as to repeat in their dreams the gestures of the chariot racers512. And since 

the bodily postures and gestures of the dancers were strictly related with their emotions and mental 

dispositions (the diáqesij), the onlookers who shared (sundiatíqesqai) them also assumed the 

dancer’s state of mind, experiencing a ‘potentially disturbing and corrupting’ ‘sympathetic emulation’ 

of both gestures and feelings513.  

Also, dancers, actors and pantomimes shared with demons the same ability to perform and change 

schemata. In her work on non-verbal communication in Late Antiquity theatre, Ruth Webb clearly 

unveiled this link and quoted a passage from a commentary on Isaiah traditionally attributed to Basil 

of Caesarea. The author established a parallel between the dancer who constant changed role and 

played various characters and the demon who constantly changed movements and wore different 

masks to inspire sinful thoughts and feelings514. Furthermore, the extraordinary technical and physical 

ability of pantomime dancers (who were still operating at the end of the fifth and the beginning of the 

sixth centuries)515 went beyond the spectator’s normal experience and was placed ‘in the category of 

the marvellous and the unnatural’516. The pantomime was seen as a ‘many-faced’ and deceiving being, 

who used his art and his body like a cuttlefish, an octopus, a Proteus. He relied on the power of 

schemata like a demon to move the audience and to rise questions of identity and ‘concerns about the 

                                                             
510 CYRIL OF JERUSALEM, Catecheses mystagogicae quinque, I, 6; ed. PIÉDAGNEL 1988, p. 92; tr. in JOHNSON 
2009, vol. II, p. 327, 2112. 
511 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Moysis, I, 1 (proemium); ed. MUSURILLO 1964, pp. 1-2; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, p. 7. 
512 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, IV, I.1-3; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 106-107; n. pp. 342-343. 
On the active participation required by the audience during the wrestling spectacles, see BASIL OF CAESAREA, 
Homiliae in Hexaemeron, VI, I.1; I.3; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 164-165; n. p. 362. 
513 WEBB 2008, pp. 85-87; pp. 93-94. In general, anyway, the actor ultimately maintained his own identity and 
changed his schema only for the sake of spectacle. 
514 WEBB 2008, pp. 163-164. 
515 Zosimus, for example, complained about the fact that pantómimoj 3rchsij, introduced at the times of 
Augustus, were still present in his days as ‘the cause of many evils’; ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, I, 6.1; ed. PASCHOUD 
1971, vol. I, p. 13; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 3. See also WEBB 2008, p. 147. 
516 WEBB 2008, pp. 148-150. The physical demands of the profession were still recognized: actors, explained 
Artemidorus, must possess technical skills and strength, in a way not different than other professions like sailors, 
carpenters and fishermen; ARTEMIDORUS, Oneirocriticon, I, 42; I, 76; ed. PACK 1963, p. 48; pp. 81-83; tr. WHITE 
1975, p. 37; pp. 55-56. The world of mime and pantomime was indeed a highly sophisticated ‘art of corporeal 
communication’; WEBB 2008, p. 85. Recent research in the Graeco-Roman field has also focused on the 
physicality of acting, shifting from the dominant ‘logocentric’ point of view to one that looked at both texts and 
bodies as criteria of quality for comedies and tragedies; VALAKAS 2002. 
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vulnerability and malleability of human nature’517. Actors and mimes indeed not only used their bodies 

to silently express passions and feelings but also disguised their schemata to embody a variety of 

characters and social roles. They staged stories by carrying schemata and prosopa (øpodúntej 

scÔmatá te kaì próswpa), explained the Nyssen, and adapted (schmatísantej) the space to the 

representation of the facts518.  

In the theatrical context, the schema had been long considered alongside terms such as stásij and 

scésij as the fixed and momentary iconic pose (usually linked with the familiar poses seen in visual 

art) assumed by the dancer between two dynamic movements. It was likely underlined by ‘dramatic 

changes in the tempo of the accompanying music’ and counterposed in ‘aesthetic contrast’ to the 

dynamic flow of movements (designated by the terms forá and kínhsij). So, for example, Libanius 

linked the posture assumed by the pantomime with an image (eikon) and that of the dancer with a 

statue, while Plutarch declared that the dancers ‘pause, composing their bodies in the pose of’ gods 

‘as if in a picture’519. Yet, the actor did not just perform slow and lingering movements or fixed postures 

only: he was just like a ‘living statue’ and his schema entailed also a dynamic dimension made of lively 

movements. Professional dancers were physically trained to use even the smallest movements of their 

hands and fingers: the dancing girl (ðrchstrida) of Asia grieved by Automedon at the turn of the first 

century was able to execute (kinuménhn) ‘lascivious postures (kakotécnoij scÔmasin) quivering 

from her tender fingertips (æx ßpalÏn ... ðnúcwn)’, and to ‘express all variations of passion (pánta 

paqaínetai)’ by moving ‘her pliant arms (bállei tàj ... céraj) so softly (ßpalÏj) this way and 

that’520.  The schema of the mourning (tò scÖma toû qouj) involved movements of the whole body: 

commenting on the biblical statement ‘Zaion stretched out her hands’ (Lam 1:17), Theodoret explained 

for example that grieving women ‘normally extended and withdraw their hands (kaì ækteínein, kaì 

sustéllein tàj ceirâj)521. Already Artemidorus stated that ‘a dancer performs the same actions as 

a person who is beating his head in mourning (tà gàr a÷tà tÐ koptomén_ kaì ñ ðrcoúmenoj 

                                                             
517 WEBB 2008, pp. 64-66. While the mime was often depicted with empathy, even with affection, the pantomime 
emerged as mysterious and dangerous being ‘more readily identified with the demonic, partly because of the 
roles he played, but essentially because of his constant transmutation’; WEBB 2008, p. 143. See also ibidem, pp. 
161-162. 
518 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Epistula IX.1; ed. PASQUALI 1959, p. 39; tr. CRISCUOLO 1981, p. 101. Criscuolo 
remarkably recognized here the different possibilities in translating the terms scÔmatá (as ‘dresses’, but also as 
‘form’, ‘figure’, ‘attitude’), and próswpa (as ‘masks’ or ‘character’), so that the sentence could be translated 
both as ‘dressing clothes and masks’ as well as ‘assuming manner and parts’. He decided anyway to render the 
vagueness of the author by translating ‘acconciatisi in figura dei personaggi’; CRISCUOLO 1981, n. 3, p. 101. 
519 WEBB 2008, p. 70. 
520 AUTOMEDON in ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA, V, 129; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953, vol. I, pp. 188-191. The dancer 
was praised by Automedon not so much for those abilities (o÷c 8ti), but rather (o÷d’8ti) for her physical sexual 
performances. The schemata could indeed refer also to sexual positions, as well testified by a witty wordplay 
with the rhetorical schemata included in an epigram of Lucilius in the first century AD; LUCILIUS in ANTHOLOGIA 
GRAECA, XI, 139; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953, vol. IV, pp. 384-385. 
521 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Lamentationes, Lam1.17; ed. PG 81:785; tr. HILL 2006, vol. I, p. 184. 
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páscei te kaì drÙ)’522. And Athenaeus recounted that the philosopher Theophrastus was used to 

take a seat in school and ‘deal with the day’s topic (diatíqesqai tòn lógon), using every sort of 

gesture and expression (o÷demiâj Þpecómenon kinÔsewj o÷dè scÔmatoj). Once when he was 

imitating a glutton’, for example, ‘he stuck out his tongue and licked his lips’523. In fact, schemata could 

communicate the meaning of a spectacle like and even better than words: tragedies used figures of 

dance (scÔmata ðrchstiká) and dancers could illustrate ‘what was said with hand-gestures (taîj 

cersì tà legómena deiknúj)’524; the dancer Pylades, in the first century BC, could also put on (ænédu) 

‘the divinity of the frenzied god’ Bacchus with ‘hands that can utter everything (ñ pamfÍnoij cersì 

loceuómenoj)’525. Ruth Webb provided a rich range of descriptions of dancers and pantomimes who 

used physical movements to embody stories, emotions, and even abstract ideas ‘with an immediacy 

that the orator could only envy’526.  

The audience had also, in turn, to decode and understand movements and bodily allusions ‘just as they 

did when viewing and interpreting works of visual art’. The pantomime could captivate and seduce 

even an outsider, but ‘the full appreciation of the precise quality and timing of the movement, and the 

reading of the full range of mimetical action’ came only from previous knowledge of the story and the 

‘gestural language’. Despicable were the people who came to theatres without knowledge of the art 

of declamation only to look at the gesticulating actors. Besides, the most cultivated spectators were 

able to recognize when an actor transgressed the laws of art527. Eunapius provides a good example of 

the difficulties faced by a tragic actor who was exiled during the reign of Nero and was forced to display 

his art in front of an untrained audience made out of ‘men half barbarian’: only after he openly 

explained the functioning of his theatrical devices could the audience appreciate the spectacle and the 

skilful modulation of the performer’s voice, to the point that they even reproduced and debased the 

songs through the streets528.  

Through masks and costumes but also through a vast range of movements, mimes, actors and 

pantomimes achieved the sudden transformations in the characters, gender and social roles required 

by the story529. Ruth Webb explained well how he did not imitate everyday life but rather ‘an idea of 

                                                             
522 ARTEMIDORUS, Oneirocriticon, I, 76; ed. PACK 1963, p. 82; tr. WHITE 1975, p. 55. 
523 ATHENAEUS, Deipnosophistae, I, 21a-b; ed. and tr. OLSON 2006, vol. I, pp. 114-115. Athenaeus stated that 
this statement came from Hermippus. 
524 ATHENAEUS, Deipnosophistae, I, 21e-f; ed. and tr. OLSON 2006, vol. I, pp. 118-121. Olson translated scÔmata 

ðrchstiká as ‘dance-steps’. 
525 ANTIPATER OF THESSALONICA in ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA (Planudean Appendix), XVI, 290; ed. and tr. PATON 
1948-1953, vol. V, pp. 332-335. 
526 WEBB 2008, p. 85. See, for example, the description wrote in the second century by Fronto of actors who 
embodied different characters through gestures, postures and dresses. Or the later description of Nonnus, in the 
fourth-fifth century, for whom the dancers ‘draw’ the characters with their hands; WEBB 2008, p. 81. 
527 WEBB 2008, p. 28; pp. 83-87. 
528 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 48 (Exc. de Sent. 52); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 72-75. 
529 WEBB 2008, pp. 64-71.  
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that life, making use of a set of cultural images of human types and patterns of situations’530. The 

pantomime Chrysomallus, lamented for example in a sepulchral epigram Paul the Silentiary, was able 

to ‘figure’ (eêkónaj) through ‘mute gestures’ (neúmasin Þfqóggoisi) ‘men of old time in dumb 

shows’. Now his body was ‘bound in brazen silence (sigÙj tò cálkeon)’ and he was no longer able to 

delight his audience531. Dancers, explained also Cassidorus, used ‘speaking hands (loquacissimae 

manus)’, ‘fingers that are tongues (linguosi digiti)’, ‘clamorous silence (silentium clamosum)’ and ‘silent 

exposition (expositio tacita)’ to represent human doings. The pantomime actor, who ‘derives his name 

from manifold imitations’, especially used ‘the hand of meaning (sensuum manus)’ and ‘a code of 

gestures (per signa composita)’ to expound a song, to instruct the spectators, or to portray different 

roles (a god, a woman, a king, a soldier, an old or a young man), so well that the audience could imagine 

‘that in one man there were many, differentiated by such a variety of impersonation (imitatione)’532. 

More in detail Choricius of Gaza explained that mime actors imitated (mimoûntai) numberless 

schemata to play different roles or human types, like the master, the servant, the cook, the babbling 

child, the young lover, and the infuriated man533. In this way, he charmed the stage (qélgonta tÕn 

schnÔn) and persuaded the audience ‘not that he is representing something (mimeîtai), but that he 

actually is (péfuke) what he is representing (toûto 8 dÕ mimeîtai)’534.  

A peculiar nature had the act of performing the role of a Christian, which was felt as having 

supernatural and powerful consequences going ‘beyond the immediate time and space of the show’: 

the pagan actors Genesios and Porphyry, for example, performed a mockery of the Christian baptism 

but were ultimately converted, so that they obliterated the mime’s body and ‘the autonomy of his 

act’535. Body’s limbs were the actors’ main professional instruments: so, to dream of not having hands 

‘is inauspicious for sailors, dancers, and jugglers since they are unable to perform (ærgázesqai) 

without them’536. In the sixth-seventh centuries, John Moschos reported the story of a mime who 

‘performed at the theatre an act (æqeátrizen) in which he blasphemed against the holy Mother of 

God’. He was put out of order by the Virgin who appeared to him in his sleep and, without saying 

nothing (mhdèn légousa), severed (diecáraxen) his hands and feet together with her fingers. When 

                                                             
530 WEBB 2008, p. 104. 
531 PAUL THE SILENTIARY in ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA, VII, 563; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953, vol. II, pp. 302-303. 
532 CASSIODORUS, Variae, IV, 51.8-9; ed. MOMMSEN 1894, pp. 138-139; tr. BARNISH 1992, pp. 80-81. The Muse 
Polymnia had discovered indeed that ‘humans could declare their meaning (suum velle) even without speech’; 
ibidem. Cassidorus also lamented that in ‘the succeeding age’ the ancient art of the mime spectacle had been 
corrupted by obscenities; CASSIODORUS, Variae, IV, 51.9; ed. MOMMSEN 1894, p. 139; tr. BARNISH 1992, p. 81. 
See also WEBB 2008, pp. 64-65. 
533 CHORICIUS OF GAZA, Apologia Mimorum 110-111; ed. FOERSTER and RICHTSTEIG 1929, p. 369; tr. BERNABÒ 
2004-2005. For the employment of the verb schematizei to refer to the act of playing roles in the theatres, see 
also CHORICIUS OF GAZA, Declamationes, 11 (XL), 29; ed. FOERSTER and RICHTSTEIG 1929, p. 485; tr. PAPILLON 
in PENELLA 2009, p. 227. 
534 CHORICIUS OF GAZA, Dialexeis, 12 (XXI), 1; ed. FOERSTER and RICHTSTEIG 1929, 248; tr. PENELLA 2009, p. 45. 
535 WEBB 2008, p. 122. 
536 ARTEMIDORUS, Oneirocriticon, I, 42; ed. PACK 1963, p. 48; tr. WHITE 1975, p. 37. 
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the man woke up and found himself unable to walk, he ‘confessed to everybody (making himself a 

public example) that he had received the reward for his blasphemy’537. 

 

The problems around the act of assuming a disguised schema and manipulating the body could be 

overcome without issues only by a specific ‘gestural category’, that is that of the holy men and women. 

Their hard physical training allowed them to dominate and perfectly rule their souls and their bodies. 

Therefore, they could manipulate also their outward appearance and the public schemata expected 

from their social condition. The phenomenon of the hidden saint was a peculiar form of Christian 

asceticism widespread since the fourth century that engaged men and women in disguising their 

schemata and hiding their holiness and superior nature under a different moral or social status. So the 

coalman Alexander presented himself dirty and with the face covered with coal and almost managed 

to hide his dignity under this dismissed schema538. A soldier in Alexandria, recounted John Moschos, 

was used to wear a rough cloak and spend his time in a monastery, only to return back to the military 

schema (stratiwtikòn scÖma) and his duty every day at the ninth hour539. A saint could pretend to 

be a slave and sell himself to a group of actor, like the monk Serapion in the Lausiac History540, or he 

could even assume the identity of an actor himself: Theophilus and Maria in the story of John of 

Ephesus assumed the schema of, respectively, a mime (scÖma mîmoj) and a courtesan (scÖma 

pórnh) to deceive the citizens of Amida541. Holy fools spent their life behaving and performing insane 

and ‘out-of-norm’ gestures to follow the Pauline commands to be foolish for Christ’s sake and to avoid 

any kind of praise or self-esteem. Leontius of Neapolis wrote in the prosperous and culturally 

diversified Cyprus of the middle of the seventh century an account of the life of the sixth-century saint 

Symeon of Emesa: as well as his other work, the Life of the patriarch John the Almsgiver, this story is 

characterized by a peculiar taste for the active performance of bodies, described in detail. The popular 

Life of Andrew the Fool is also a ‘historical fiction’ written by the priest Nikephoros of St Sophia in the 

tenth century under the pretence of writing in the middle of the sixth century, about a story happened 

in the fifth century (before the Council in Trullo). This text testified further developments in the way in 

                                                             
537 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch. 47; ed. PG 87.3:2901; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 38. 
538 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Beati Gregorii; ed. HEIL 1990, p. 37-39; tr. LEONE 1988, pp. 74-77. 
539 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, ch.73; ed. PG 87.3:2925; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 56. In this case, the schema 
has to be understood as the ‘uniform’, since the author himself specified that he meant the clothes (tà êmátia). 
540 PALLADIUS, Historia Lausiaca, ch. 37.2-4; ed. HÜBNER 2016, p. 234; tr. MAYER 1965, pp. 105-106. Leontius of 
Neapolis recorded that the story was read by John the Almsgiver for inspiration in his deeds; LEONTIUS OF 
NEAPOLIS, Vita S. Ioannis Eleemosynarii, 22; ed. and tr. FESTUGIÈRE 1974, p. 372 (p. 476); tr. DAWES and BAYNES 
1948, p. 232. 
541 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Vitae Sanctorum Orientalium, 52, ed. and tr. BROOKS 1925, pp. 164-179. See also KRUEGER 
1996, p. 69; IVANOV 2006, pp. 95-98. In the night, they returned back to their holy schema and spent the night 
praying and continuously repeating the movements of standing toward east, stretching out their arms in the 
form of a cross, and falling upon the faces. 
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which the holy fool played with his body and schemata and in the undertones connected with body’s 

movements542.  

The ‘harlots of the Desert’ were sinner women or actress who followed the model of Mary Magdalene 

and acted their repentance by renouncing their beauty and their womanliness and by spending their 

life in the desert. Transvestite women assumed the appearance of monks, going against the attributes 

and the behaviour expected from their gender543. In the oldest version of Life of Mary (the Vita 

Antiqua, close to the original one written likely around the early sixth-mid seventh century in Syria), 

the saint declared her decision to assume the schema of a man (Þndreîon scÖma ændusaménh / 

ændúsaj a÷tÕn Þndreîon scÖma)544: not only she wore the monastic clothes (ëmátia), cut her hair 

and changed her name to Marinos545. Since ‘the apparel, far more than physique, identified a person’, 

she also underwent through ‘a rite of passage which elaborated personal transformation, from one 

status to another’ and changed her conduct546. In the early fifth century St Matrona of Perge, the 

abbess of a convent in Constantinople who opposed emperor Anastasius’ Monophysite policy547, 

disguised herself for three years in the male monastery of Bassianos. She took the schema of a eunuch 

(eêj e÷noûcon metaschmatisqeîsa)548 and displayed (æpideixaménhj) ‘the traits of holy men’549. 

                                                             
542 RYDÉN 1981; RYDÉN 1990; KRUEGER 1996; KRUEGER 2000; IVANOV 2006. The most notable examples of Holy 
Fools included: EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica I, 21; ed. BIDEZ 1898, pp. 31-32; tr. WHITBY 2000, 
pp. 51-52; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica III, 16.11; ed. BIDEZ 1996, p. 154; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 296; 
LEONTIUS OF NEAPOLIS, Vita Symeoni Sali; ed. and tr. FESTUGIÈRE 1974; NIKEPHOROS THE PRIEST, Vita Andreae 
Sali; ed. and tr. RYDÉN 1995. See also the CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 60; ed. OHME 2013, 
p. 6 (title); p. 47; tr. NEDUNGATT and FEATHERSTONE 1995, p. 140. The chronology of the Life of Andrew had 
been long debated, until Lennart Rydén managed to discard the hypothesis of the late seventh century proposed 
by Mango and the one of the seventh-eight century proposed by Ševčenko, setting the date of composition 
around 980 AD; RYDÉN 1995, vol. II, p. 25; pp. 41-56. This date is also accepted by Ivanov; IVANOV 2006, p. 157. 
On the fictional elements employed by the author and the anachronism in which he occasionally slipped, see 
RYDÉN 1995, vol. I, pp. 23 ff.; p. 39. 
543 According to Anson, those episodes testified ‘a deep-seated hatred of the flesh and a longing for purity’, and 
the disguise was a way through which the saint identified herself ‘with an androgynous Christ’; ANSON 1974. For 
the hagiographical literature concerned with female martyrs, penitent cross-dresser, nun, abbess and pious wife, 
see CONSTANTINOU 2005. For the employment of archetypal models of female behaviour in the narrative of 
John Skylitzes, this time specifically associated with the descriptions of empresses, see STRUGNELL 2006. 
544 VITA SANCTAE MARIAE/SANCTI MARINI, 3; ed. RICHARD 1975, 88.24; tr. CONSTAS 1996, p. 7. Constas did not 
give credit to the proper meaning of schema and translated it merely as ‘clothing’. Richard’s French translation 
more properly render the term as ‘costume d’homme’; RICHARD 1975, p. 95. 
545 VITA SANCTAE MARIAE/SANCTI MARINI, 4, ed. RICHARD 1975, 88.27-28; tr. CONSTAS 1996, p. 7. 
546 HERRIN 1983, p. 179, quoted also in N. CONSTAS, introduction to The Life and Conduct of the Blessed Mary, 
in TALBOT 1996, p. 5. ‘Take heed how you conduct yourself (pÏj diathrÔseij çautÔn)’ warned her the father; 
VITA SANCTAE MARIAE/SANCTI MARINI, 4, ed. RICHARD 1975, 88.29-30; tr. CONSTAS 1996, p. 7. 
547 The Vita Prima had been likely written shortly after the events, in the middle of the sixth century, following 
an earlier source. It had been preserved in an eleventh-century manuscript; C. MANGO, Introduction to Life of 
St. Matrona of Perge, in TALBOT 1996, pp. 13-16. This version had been followed then by the Vita Altera of 
Symeon Metaphraste. 
548 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 4; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 792B; tr. FEATHERSTONE 
1996, p. 22. 
549 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 1; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 790B; tr. FEATHERSTONE 
1996, p. 18. 
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Here, too, the changing of the schema involved a deep personal transformation of both the body and 

the soul: ‘(…) I dressed as and transformed into a man (metamfiasaménhn kaì schmatisqeîsan eêj 

\ndra) (…)’, explained Matrona himself when she was discovered, by putting off her female attire 

(stolÕn), by cutting her hair, and ‘becoming a man both in garb and purpose (kaì tÐ scÔmati kaì 

tØ proairései)’, ‘a eunuch in appearance (eúnoûcoj ñrÍmenoj) and Babylas by name’550. Matrona 

was trying to escape from an abusive husband, who in turn is characterized by a deceitful schema 

(metaschmatízw) charged with a highly negative connotation: he tried to gain access to her by 

‘making a pretence (plattómenoj) of supplication and cloaking (proscÔmati) his plot in the guise of 

reverence’. As usual, his identity was revealed in the end: Matrona was able to recognize him from a 

description of ‘his appearance (tó scÖma) and stature (tÔn qésin a÷toû pâsan) and his manner 

(æk tÏn schmátwn)’551. The devil also approached the saint and assumed two different schemata 

according to the kind of speeches he wanted to perform: a first time ‘transforming (metaschmatísaj) 

himself’ into a beautiful and noble woman, he uttered a tempting speech full of flattery (qwpeíaj). 

After a few days he appeared ‘in the same guise’ (æn tÐ a÷tÐ scÔmati)552, and finally assumed 

(ÞnalabÍn) ‘the form (scÖma)’ of a threatening old and ugly woman with fiery eyes553. 

 

Until this point, we have seen the theological and moral values attached to the physical appearance 

and bodily movements and their impact on the descriptions of good and bad characters in narrative. 

They were effective literary devices to underline the characteristics of specific categories of people, 

who in turn were likely influenced by those recounts to proper act and behave in society. We have 

seen how schema and schemata generally functioned as a tool for the identification of the different 

‘types’ upon which society was built, and how serious was felt the misuse and the disguise of the 

physical appearance. We have also seen the peculiar use of gestures and bodies as instruments of the 

theatrical performance and as instruments used by saints on the path to holiness. Let us turn now to 

the use of gestures and postures in the performative practices of society.  

 

 

 

 

                                                             
550 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 8; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 794E-F; tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 1996, p. 27.  
551 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 12; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 797A-B; tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 1996, p. 32. 
552 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 17; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 798F-799B; tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 1996, p. 36. 
553 VITA SANCTAE MATRONAE, Vita Prima, 18; ed. Acta Sanctorum Novembris, III (1910), 799B; tr. FEATHERSTONE 
1996, p. 37. 
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4. ROLE AND RATIONALE OF BODIES AND SCHEMATA IN RHETORICAL AND LITURGICAL 

SYSTEMS 

 

A gesture was the best way to strengthen, underline or even substitute a word. Physical movements 

were employed by those unable or unwilling to use the voice: a mute or a child, explained, for example, 

Artemidorus, ‘rely upon gestures (dianeús+) to convey his meaning (shmaínein)’554. And when the 

philosopher-sage Apollonius of Tyana imposed on himself a five years ritual silence (Ó siwpÕ)555, he 

did not become ‘socially unattractive (\carij)’. He continued to charm his interlocutor in a 

conversation by indicating (æpesÔmainon) ‘with his eyes, his hands, or by motions (neûma) of his head; 

and he did not seem unsmiling or gloomy, but retained his love of society and his kindness’556. He was 

even able to subdue a civil conflict (meaningful engaged between factions who disagreed over some 

low kind of spectacles) by showing himself (the parts ‘returned to their senses at the sight of a true 

man’) and by giving ‘some hint (ændeixámenoj) of his intended rebuke by his hand and his expression 

(tØ ceirì kaì tÐ prosÍp_)’. In front of a riot in Pamphylia, he caught the attention of the governor 

‘by means of a gesture (tØ ceirí)’ and nods (Þnéneusen), and then prevented the audience to vent 

their rage against the guilty part by shaking his head (Þnéneusen) ‘to show that they should not do 

this’557. The silence as ascetic practice will be followed by Christians: Abba Theodosius also kept himself 

completely silent (siwpÔsaj tò súnolon) for thirty-five years, and ‘if he said anything at all, he did 

it by signs (dià yÔfou ædÔlou, lit. he made his words visible with pebbles)’558.  

In a world with few possibilities to amplify the voice, bodies and gestures were used by orators and 

preachers as devices for their public speeches. They relied on their hands and their postures to make 

their message not only comprehensible, like actors, but also to make it effective and persuasive in 

front of an audience eager to grasp it with its ears as well as with its eyes559. The importance of 

following specific rules for the delivery (the actio or øpókrisij) and the effective power of a visible 

and well-performed body movement to convey meanings and feelings had been since time recognized 

                                                             
554 ARTEMIDORUS, Oneirocriticon, I, 76; ed. PACK 1963, p. 82; tr. WHITE 1975, p. 56.  
555 He followed the example of Pythagoreans who ‘practiced silence (Ó siwpÕ)’ since ‘they had learned first that 
even silence is a form of discourse (tò siwpân lógoj)’; PHILOSTRATUS, Vita Apollonii, I, 1; ed. and tr. JONES 
2005, vol. I, pp. 32-35.  
556 PHILOSTRATUS, Vita Apollonii, I, 14; ed. and tr. JONES 2005, vol. I, pp. 62-63. 
557 PHILOSTRATUS, Vita Apollonii, I, 15; ed. and tr. JONES 2005, vol. I, pp. 62-67. Only at the very end, he relied 
on a chalkboard to communicate. 
558 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale, 67; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2917; tr. WORTLEY 1992, p. 50. 
559 For some remarks on the importance of the topic, see MASTRELLI 2005. The relationship between rhetoric 
and theatre (already stated in QUINTILIAN, Institutio oratoria, I, 11, 1-19; ed. and tr. RUSSELL 2001, vol. I, pp. 
236-245) was complex and not always clear in the Late Antiquity. Both the arts belonged indeed to the ‘art of 
impersonation and declamation’; WEBB 2008, pp. 27-28; bibliographical references in n. 19, p. 231. 
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by Romans560. In Late Antiquity, a collection of biographies written at the beginning of the third century 

by Philostratus described the character, appearance, manner, and dress of the sophists who put their 

knowledge at the service of earthly interests and gained major popularity and prestige at the imperial 

court561. This work described the technical training required to achieve the mastery in the ‘art of 

persuasion’ and the role of gestures, voices, glances, smiles, and clothes in impressing and efficaciously 

communicating with the audience during public declamations. The good sophist was praised for his 

good appearance (Marcus of Byzantium, for example, was proclaimed as such by ’the expression (˜qoj) 

of his brows’, ‘the gravity of his countenance (Ó toû prosÍpou súnnoia)’ and ‘the steady gaze 

(stásei) of his eyes’)562 and for his well-shaped hands (Alexander had ‘fingers long and slender, and 

well fitted to hold the reins of eloquence (tØ toû lógou Óní= æpiprépontej))563. His body could be 

universally appreciated: Dio Chrysostom’s ‘persuasive charm (Ó peiqÎ)’ captivated ‘even men who 

were not versed in Greek letters’564; and Favorinus’ speeches in Rome were famous since ‘even those 

in his audience who did not understand the Greek language shared in the pleasure that he gave (…) by 

the tones of his voice (tØ ÒcØ toû fqégmatoj), by his expressive glance (tÐ shmaínonti toû 

blémmatoj) and the rhythm of his speech (tÐ ×uqmÐ tÖj glÍtthj)’565. Bodily movements were 

among the scenic effects (tÕn skhnÕn) used to display feelings in certain moments of the speech566, 

to give a ‘dramatic taste’ to a particular scene or character, the barbarian in primis567, and to captivate 

the audience’s souls568. Gestures allowed the audience to visualize the speech, and the sophist has to 

avoid any mistake to remain comprehensible and, therefore, persuasive. For this reason, the sophist 

Polemo get angry in front of an actor who during the Olympic games did not follow the content with 

                                                             
560 RHETORICA AD HERENNIUM, III, 15.26; ed. and tr. CAPLAN 1954, pp. 200-203; QUINTILIAN, Institutio oratoria, 
esp. XI, 3, 1-14; 65-136; 158-165; ed. and tr. RUSSELL 2001, vol. V, pp. 84-91; pp. 119-157; pp. 166-173. On the 
role and function of gestures in the Roman period, see GRAF 1991; ALDRETE 1999, pp. 3-84. 
561 W. C. WRIGHT, ‘Introduction’, in WRIGHT 1961, pp. X-XI; GLEASON 1995, passim. 
562 PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 24; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp 100-107. 
563 PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, II, 5; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp. 190-191. 
564 PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 7; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp. 20-21; n. 5, pp. 20-21. Even the emperor 
Trajan was said to have praised him during a triumphal procession with the words: ´I do not understand what 
you are saying, but I love you as I love myself’; ibidem. 
565 PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 8; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp. 28-29. 
566 Polemo showed his excitement by jumping from the chair at the end of an argument, smiled during the final 
clause of a period ‘to show clearly that he could deliver it without effort’, and stamped the ground at certain 
points of the discourse; PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 25; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp. 106-135. ‘Give 
me a body and I will declaim!’ he declared on his deathbed, conferring to the body a role equal or even superior 
to the voice; ibidem. 
567 Scopelian was ‘used to represent dramatically (øpekríneto) the arrogance and levity that are characteristic 
of the barbarians’ and ‘would sway to and fro (seíesqai) more than usual, as though in a Bacchic frenzy (9sper 

bakceúwn)’; PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 21; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp. 84-85. 
568 Scopelian ‘became more impressive and gained in honour’ when he stood up to deliver his oration, and ‘often 
smite his thigh (tón mhròn qamà 1plhtten) in order to arouse both himself and his hearers’; PHILOSTRATUS, 
Vitae Sophistarum, I, 21; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 1961, pp. 82-85. 
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the appropriate gestural form and committed a ‘grammar mistake’ with the hand (tØ ceirì 

soloikismój)569.  

Christians became early aware of the positive potentialities inherent in a skilful body performance and 

a good self-presentation. The external or experimental knowledge through physical senses (‘what the 

eyes has not seen and what the ear has not heard’) were already put together with the inner state of 

man (‘what does not go up to the heart of man’) by Paul of Tarsus, when he wanted to emphasise the 

total ignorance of men before God570. Despite the dangerous character which, as we have seen, was 

conferred to the act of looking at public performances571, and despite the earlier statements opposing 

the pagan way of persuading the crowd through an out of ordinary pomp (tò semnòn) against the 

Christian way of educating by appealing to the inner life572, the rhetoric field was a context ‘adaptable’ 

to the Christian thought. The power of the word is an incentive to wickedness for the wicked but could 

also be a weapon of virtue for the good573. And physical devices of persuasion could be used to raise 

emotional responses in order to spread ‘good’ values and the message of the Scripture. Well-educated 

bishops and Church authorities were at ease with the traditional rhetorical techniques of delivery and 

aware of the importance of speaking with the needs of their audience in mind, making their message 

appealing for the urban congregation574. Paul of Tarsus employed the rhetorical motion of the hand 

(ækteínaj tÕn ceîra) to introduce his exhortative speech and gain the attention of the audience575. 

Saint Macrina made the ancient gesture of shaking the hand (kataseísasa tØ ceirì) to silence those 

present and reveal her superior moral status576. In the romance of Barlaam and Ioasaph, Nachor and 

Barlaam began their speeches by beckoning with their hand (kataseísaj tØ ceirì) to keep the 

multitude silent during a trial’577. The martyrs, who were able to overturn pagan spectacles to enact 

                                                             
569 Specifically he ‘pointed (deíxantoj) to the ground as he uttered the words, ´O Zeus!´ then raised his hands 
(Þnascóntoj) to heaven at the words, ́ and Earth!´; PHILOSTRATUS, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 25; ed. and tr. WRIGHT 
1961, pp. 130-131. 
570 PAUL OF TARSUS, 1Cor 2:9; BARBAGLIO 1995, pp. 173-174.  
571 Pagan spectacles were despised more for their content than their function; SAGGIORO 2001, p. 16. 
572 Pagan teaching does not draw strength from divine inspiration and is like a theatre where lineage, glory, 
knowledge of things here below, and all that is above the common people, count. For Christians, on the contrary, 
greatness does not lie in appearances (æn toîj scÔmasin) but in the way one behaves (æn tÐ tróp_), while 
the inner being and the act of elevating the spectator to the deeper meaning is more important than appearance 
and words; GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.114; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 172-173. 
573 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.30; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 106-107. 
574 For the influence of the Second Sophistic on how Christian preachers and their listeners interacted and 
communicate in the first centuries, see MAXWELL 2006a, pp. 11 ff., pp. 88-89. For the rhetorical education of 
Christian bishops and the public’s familiarity with pagan speeches, see ibidem, pp. 31-327; CLARK 2004, pp. 86-
87, with bibliography. 
575 Act 26:1. See also Act 13:15-16. 
576 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Anima et Resurrectione 3 (17); ed. and tr. RAMELLI 2007, p. 351. The same expression 
appears, in the absolute form but with the same meaning, in Xenophon’ Cyropedia; ROTH 1993, p. 29. On the 
use of ancient rhetorical gestures and bodily visual devices in Christian preachers’ sermons, see MAXWELL 2006a, 
esp. p. 30; pp. 44-50. 
577 BARLAAM AND IOASAPH, XXVI, 239; XXXVI, 329; tr. WOODWARD and MATTINGLY (1914) 1967, pp. 396-397; 
546-547. 
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their victory and to demonstrate the illegitimacy of the political order578, could even use familiar 

gestures easily understandable at distance to humiliate their enemies in the arena: Revocatus, 

Saturninus, and Saturus managed to trigger the spectators’ anger by threatening the judge ‘through 

gestures and nods (gestu et nutu / kinÔmasin kaì neúmasin) while declaring ‘You (judge) us but God 

will (judge) you’579. Those gestures, which were likely part of the mime’s repertoire and visually 

expressed the words uttered, failed to show the proper deference to the judge and caused the rage of 

the audience580.  

The members of the audience were in turn also physically involved in the performances. They can 

express their agreement or their refusal by clapping or not the hands. Or they can call the attention of 

the speaker with glances and nods (dià toû pròj ÞllÔlouj ñrân kaì ænneúein), as happened 

during a speech of Basil of Caesarea581.  

Gestures played an important role also in the doctrinal disputes, especially in the context of the mid-

fourth century Arian controversy. As usual, heretics were described as skilful and deceitful users of 

their physical acts: Arius acted ‘fraudulently (sofisámenoj and sofizómenoj)’ when the emperor 

summoned him to examine his faith. He managed to conceal his heresy by swearing on the Nicene 

Creed while holding under his armpit a sheet of paper over which it was written his real opinion, so 

that he swore with truth that he thought as it was written582. Arians and the like exploited their visual 

appearance to impress people: Eleusius, Eustathius, and other Macedonian bishops adopted for 

example an impressive mode of life, that is ‘they assumed great gravity of demeanor (próodoj ... 

semnÕ), and their discipline was like that of the monks; their conversation was plain (lógoj o÷k 

\komyoj) and of a style fitted to persuade (˜qoj peíqein ëkanón)’583. This kind of depiction of a 

rhetor who relied more on the form of his speech rather than on the content will remain longstanding 

in the Byzantine critique against specific members of the society. Most notably, in the late sixth 

                                                             
578 BUC 2001, p. 149-155; n. 79 p. 143. As usual, Buc read those references as literary strategies employed by 
clerical authors to hijack the dominant culture and its civic rituals, re-interpreting and giving to them a ‘Christian 
signification’.  
579 PASSIO SANCTARUM PERPETUAE ET FELICITATIS, XVIII; ed. and tr. HEFFERNAN 2012, p. 120 (Latin text), p. 453 
(Greek text), p. 133 (translation). The text was authored in the early third century and edited by a close 
contemporary of the events (occurred in 203). It is extant in nine Latin manuscripts and one Greek manuscript 
which is derivative and likely a translation of a non-extant Latin version; T. J. HEFFERNAN, ‘Introduction’ to PASSIO 
SANCTARUM PERPETUAE ET FELICITATIS; ed. and tr. HEFFERNAN 2012, p. 60. 
580 HEFFERNAN 2012, pp. 332-333. Revocatus, Saturninus and Saturus were two slaves and a freeman. The 
member of the elite Perpetua on the other side employed her outward appearance according to her social status, 
covering her thigh ‘more mindful of her modesty (pudor / aêdoûj) than her suffering’ and adjusting her hair; 
PASSIO SANCTARUM PERPETUAE ET FELICITATIS, XX; ed. and tr. HEFFERNAN 2012, pp. 121-122 (Latin text), p. 
454 (Greek text), p. 134 (translation). 
581 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, VIII, 2.5; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 242-243. 
582 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 38.1-4; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL 1995 (2004), pp. 254-257; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 34. 
583 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 27.3; ed. BIDEZ 1996, p. 342; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 322. Festugière 
understood the term ‘ethos’ in its traditional meaning as ‘caractère’, but also ‘style’ works fine here to express 
the attitude actively assumed by those kinds of men. 
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century, Agathias will present Uranius the Syrian as a negative model of rhetor who knew just enough 

to deceive and mislead the ignorant and then revealed his low ‘cultural standards’ in his speeches in 

Constantinople by behaving and speaking like ‘a buffoon or hired entertainer’ (oë gelwtopoioì kaì 

mimológoi)’. He was a ‘crazy buffoon’, an ‘impostor with chameleon like powers of adaption’, a man 

who ‘had little difficulty in assuming an air of decorum (peripoieîn e÷kosmían)’; and he used those 

skills when he accompanied the ambassador Areobindus in Persia: donning the ‘impressive robe’ of a 

philosopher ‘with a correspondingly grave and sober look on his face’, he managed to capture 

Chosroes’ imagination and to appear worthy of respect584.  

‘Orthodox’ bishops on the other side employed gestures to clarify and give strength to honest and 

meaningful words. In front of the divisions which marked the city of Antioch – a city where the Arian 

creed was particularly widespread, despite the efforts of Athanasius – the orthodox bishop Leontius 

temporary accepted the compresence of different hymns sung according to the factions’ religious 

stance (some praised ‘the Father and the Son’, others ‘The Father by the Son’), but also signified 

(øpodhlÏn) the future problems by pointing his white hair with the hand raised to his head (tÖj 

kefalÖj æfayámenoj) and declaring ‘When this snow is dissolved, there will be plenty of mud’585.  

 

Specific gestures could even visually display abstract ideas. Already Agrippa/Memphis, the dancer-

philosopher slave of Lucius Verus, was able to demonstrate (æpideíknusin) and make clear 

(æmfanízwn) without words the Pythagorean philosophy better than any professional oratory 

teacher586. Members of the Christian clergy occasionally used their hands to make complex theological 

concepts clear. A master in this sense was the bishop Meletius, who was able to illustrate with his 

fingers the Nicene Creed regarding the nature of Christ and his own distance from the Arian heresy in 

front of the people of Antiochia587. Called by the emperor Constantius II to illustrate a biblical 

statement (Prv 8:22), Meletius suddenly revealed his orthodox position with a concise instruction 

(súntomon ... didaskalíaj) in which he displayed (øpédeixe) the right theological norm by showing 

three fingers (treîj øpodeíxaj daktúloj), then closing two of them leaving stretched only one, and 

declaring: ‘You think to three, but you have to talk as it is one’588. Sozomen, for whom Meletius was a 

                                                             
584 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, II, 29.6-30.2; ed. KEYDELL 1967, pp. 79-80; tr. FRENDO 1975, pp. 64-65. 
585 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 20.9; ed. BIDEZ 1996, p. 174; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 299. 
586 ATHENAEUS, Deipnosophistae, I, 20d; ed. and tr. OLSON 2006, pp. 112-113. 
587 Socrates of Constantinople remained vague about the episode. He claimed that Meletius initially subscribed 
to Acacius’ creed at the council of Seleucia in 359 (but the information is far from being certain) but then, once 
ordered as bishop of Antiochia, he earned exile for expounding the Nicene faith and teaching the homoousion; 
SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica II, 44.1-4; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL 
1995 (2005), pp. 230-231; n. 1, pp. 230-231; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 73. 
588 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 31, 6-8; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 172; tr. GALLICO 2000, 
pp. 217-218. According to Theodoret (who wrote around 440-450) Acacius of Caesarea spoke before Meletius 
and declared a middle position (mésh tinà didaskalían), which was not purely orthodox but far from the 
Arian blasphemy maintained by George of Laodicea.  
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man ‘possessed of great and persuasive eloquence’, described in more detail how he took the Arians 

by surprise by declaring ‘that the Son is of the same substance as the Father’. Then, only when the 

opponents tried to close his mouth, he visually displayed (eêkonízwn) his words with the schemata of 

the hand (tÐ scÔmati tÖj ceiròj). He ‘continued to explain his sentiments (tÕn gnÍmhn 

katesÔmaine) more clearly by means of fingers than he could by language (tØ ceirì safésteron $h 

tØ fwnØ)’. The archdeacon, full of embarrassment (ÞmhcanÔsaj), seized his hand, but Meletius 

‘persisted in the enunciation of the same sentiments, either by word of mouth or by means of signs (tØ 

ceirì deiknùj Þmoibadón)’’589.  

John Chrysostom, the ‘Golden Mouth’, also relied heavily on gestures. Despite his declared stance 

against the use in Church of theatrical expedients like the shaking of the hands, the beating of the feet 

on the ground, the applauses590, and despite his frequent complaints against those who judged 

liturgies on the ground of the quality and the level of entertainment of the preaching, yet he largely 

employed gestures and oratorical skills to capture the attention of his listeners591. He did not employ 

the rhetorical devices to merely impress the crowd. His gestures reflected the depth of his inner life, 

like when he was lost in his thought and pressed the right hand’s index on his left palm592. His clear 

diction and the brilliance of his speech was accompanied by a superior content and a flawless way of 

life: his words were therefore worthy of belief, unlike those words uttered by impostor speakers that 

were not ornamented by good deeds593. John’s antagonist Sisinnius was a Novatian bishop also praised 

as a man well educated and versed in philosophical doctrines and theology594. Anyway, reported 

Socrates, he was loved by bishops and senators more for his reading than for his words, not so much 

for the content of his speeches but rather on account of the grace (cárij) in his face and voice (tÐ te 

prosÍp_ kaì tØ fonØ), of his attitude and look (tÐ scÔmati kaì tÐ blémmati, that is, for his 

schema and his glance), and of every movements of his body (tØ 3l+ kinÔsei toû sÍmatoj, lit. the 

whole movement)595. He ‘possessed powers of intellect and expression (ëkanòn noÖsaí te kaì 

frásai)’, added Sozomen, was gracious and suave (caríeij kaì Ódùj) and good at verbal jokes, but 

‘his discourses obtained greater applause than his writings, since he was best at declamation 

                                                             
589 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 28.6-8; ed. BIDEZ 1996, pp. 346-348; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 323. 
Festugière translated schemata as ‘signs’ and explained the scene as a possible ‘amplification d’origine 
populaire’; FESTUGIÈRE 1983, n. 1, p. 348.  
590 PASQUATO 1976, pp. 254-265.  
591 MAXWELL 2006a, p. 62. 
592 PALLADIUS, Dialogus de Vita S. Ioannes Chrysostomi, VIII, 128-130; ed. MALINGREY and LECLERCQ 1988, vol. 
I, p. 168; tr. DATTRINO 1995, p. 154. According to Malingrey, this was a precious notation of a ‘geste familier’; n. 
1, p. 168. 
593 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, VIII, 2.3-4; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, pp. 234-236; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 
399. 
594 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 22.2; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL 
(1995) 2006, pp. 348-349; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 152. 
595 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 22.20-22; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, p. 350-353; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 153.  
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(øpokrinómenoj), and was capable of attracting (çleîn) the hearer by his voice and look and pleasing 

countenance (fwnØ te kaì blémmati kaì cariestát_ prosÍp_)’596.  

Generally speaking, clergymen were expected to be the perfect embodiment of virtue, honesty, and 

firmness. Paul had already established canons and limits for bishops and priests, explained Gregory of 

Nazianzus. They had to be sober, chaste, blameless and decorous, with an inner as well as an outward 

beauty597. The name and the schema (ëeréwj scÖma kaì 3noma) of the worthy priest included indeed 

hands, eyes, ears, and mouth well trained for the task598. For this reason, clergymen were also under 

a constant public scrutiny: Gregory of Nyssa bitterly complained to the bishop of Melitene about the 

hostile atmosphere of slander, jealousy, and calumny experienced in his job599. His life was submitted 

to such a level of censorship that his voice (fwnÕn), his gaze (blémma), the shape of his dress (ëmatíou 

peribolÕn)600, the movement of his hand (ceirój kínhsin), the posture of his feet (podÏn poiàn 

stásin), were all checked with attention. If those trivia were not made with the proper attention (mÕ 

ginómena), declared indeed the Nyssen, they could become a pretext (øpóqesij) against him in the 

hands of his enemies601. An inappropriate schema could cause the loss of the sacerdotal office, as when 

the bishop Eustathius was dismissed because his philosophical schema (in this case, the garment) was 

not suitable (Þnármoston) for the priesthood602. Ammonius tried to escape the ordination by the 

mutilation of his body (–n tÐ ascÔm_ toû sÍmatoj)’, i.e. by cutting his ears off603. The act however 

did not prevent his supporters to call him once again to the see: even if ‘the ecclesiastical law requires 

that the person of a priest should be perfect’, indeed, ‘the Church does not observe the Jewish law in 

requiring a priest to be perfect in all his members (sÍmatoj mhdèn mélein), but merely requires him 

to be irreprehensible in point of morals (\rtioj %+ toîj trópoij)’604. Finally, even John Chrysostom 

had risked unpopularity because of his irascibility, his moral severity, and especially because he was 

                                                             
596 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 12.4; VIII, 1.10; VIII, 1.15; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 116; pp. 230-234; 
tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 383; pp. 388-389. 
597 They did not have to be like bowls that are only clean on the visible part; GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 
2.70; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 54-55. 
598 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 2.95; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 68-69. 
599 On the hypothesis about the occasion in which the letter had been written, see CRISCUOLO 1981, pp. 43-46. 
600 For example, the way in which the tunic was fastened with the belt and the way in which the pallium fell to 
one side and was tightened on the shoulder; GREGORY OF NYSSA, Epistula XVIII.9; ed. PASQUALI 1959, p. 61; tr. 
CRISCUOLO 1981, p. 131. 
601 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Epistula XVIII.9; ed. PASQUALI 1959, p. 61; tr. CRISCUOLO 1981, p. 131. 
602 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 43.1; 43.4; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 226-227; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 72. 
603 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 23.74; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 96-99; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 109.  
604 Cf. Lev 21:17-23. The supporters eventually renounced when Ammonius menaced them to cut away also his 
tongue; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 30.4-5; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, pp. 408-410; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, 
p. 368. 
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used to eat alone avoiding communal meals. In this way he failed to perform an important social 

behaviour, and the habit provided his opponents with a pretext which was not without importance605. 

Without morality, a carefully cultivated manner could become a theatrical expedient and a mirror of 

the depravity and arrogance of the bearer. This was the case of the heterodox bishop of Antioch Paul 

of Samosata. Eusebius described him as a ‘haughty and excessive’ man who strutted around the agora 

and went (badízwn) in public protected and surrounded by many bodyguards, so much that his pride 

and arrogance caused the faith to be resented and hated. He even put on a ‘deceitful show 

(terateían)’ in the churches, ‘to impress, indulge, and astound the souls of the naïve’: he 

inappropriately sat up for himself ‘a tribunal or a high throne’ and ‘a private audience chamber (a 

secretum) just like the rulers of the world’. He struck his thigh with his hand (paíwn te tØ ceirì tòn 

mhròn), stomped his feet on the bema, and censured and insulted those who kept their manners and 

did not ‘praise him, wave their kerchiefs (kataseíousin taîj ðqónaij) as they do in the theaters, or 

cheer and jump up as his partisans do’. Finally, he boasted of himself as if he was ‘not a bishop but a 

sophist and sorcerer’ (sofistÕj kaì góhj)’606. These kinds of behaviour were despiteful and 

dangerous, since bishops and priests ‘must be exemplars (parádeigma) of every good work to the 

people’ and everyone have always to be vigilant ‘so that he won’t cause anyone to stumble and lead 

others to imitate him’607.  

Later the Council in Trullo (which complemented the fifth and the sixth ecumenical councils in 

disciplinary matters) stated that the conduct of the clergyman could even influence the efficacy of 

liturgical acts608. The Council embarked on an effort to officially establish how the clergy should look 

like and behave in a blameless and worthy (Þxíouj) manner609. This was not only a matter of wearing 

the right clothes610: Zonaras commented that the prescription should include a good bearing 

(e5schmon) and a good exterior appearance (æx a÷tÖj tÖj 1xw fainoménhj a÷tÏn 

katastásewj), since from the exteriority (æk tÏn æktòj) it is possible for men to reach the interiority 

                                                             
605 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica VI, 4.5-9; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 270-273; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, pp. 139-140. Remarkably, common people continued to 
admire and applaud his persuasive speeches; ibidem. 
606 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 30.8-9; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, pp. 708-710; tr. 
SCHOTT 2019, pp. 376-377.  Eusebius is reporting here a letter composed during the synod against Paul (270 ca.) 
addressed to Dionysus bishop of Rome and to Maximus bishop of Alexandria, and sent to every province.  
607 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 30.13; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, pp. 710-712; tr. SCHOTT 
2019, pp. 377-378.  
608 ‘It is incongruous (Þnakólouqon) that one who must tend his own wounds should give his blessing (e÷logeîn) 
to another’, and since ‘blessing (e÷logía) is the imparting of sanctification (ßgiasmoû metádosíj)’, the one 
who did not have it cannot impart it to another; CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 26; ed. OHME 
2013, p. 35; tr. NEDUNGATT and FEATHERSTONE 1995, pp. 100-101. 
609 CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 3; ed. OHME 2013, p. 25; tr. NEDUNGATT and 
FEATHERSTONE 1995, pp. 69-70.  
610 CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 27; ed. OHME 2013, p. 35; tr. NEDUNGATT and 
FEATHERSTONE 1995, p. 102. 
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and the unseen (tà 1ndon kaì ÞfanÖ)611. A good example of the impact that the sight of the 

celebrant had on the audience is provided by the Life of St Stephen. Here the citizens are said to have 

been attracted by and wanted to see with their own eyes (ðfqalmoîj qewrhqÖnai) the ‘good 

patriarch’ Germanus612. On the day of his election (715) people of all ages crowded in front of the 

Church, moved by the desire to see him613. Only after many difficulties the father and the mother of St 

Stephen managed to reach a lifted bench where they could see the entry of the patriarch614. When he 

passed in front of them, the mother not only attended the spectacle but, drove by the Holy Spirit, also 

intervened by asking for a benediction over her womb and her unborn child. This time it was the 

patriarch the one who looked at the woman615, before fulfilling her request616.  

 

Christians also and mostly used their bodies to perform liturgical rites and communicate with God. Also 

in this context, like what happened in the field of moral values and behaviour, a process took place 

from the pagan tradition to a specific Christian mindset. On one side, a ‘mechanism of acculturation, 

communication and cultural reproduction’ and a ‘competitive market for religious wares’ continued to 

characterize the late antique Mediterranean world during the ‘process of distinction’ through which 

Christians defined their boundaries and their group identity617. This situation left its mark on Christian 

liturgical practices: pagan gestures, rites, and courtly ceremonies that were clearly understood by the 

community continued to be exploited by the new religion. So, for example, the dextrarum iunctio, the 

gesture of joining the right hands, which was the defining moment in the antique wedding rite, was 

understood by pagan as well as Christian guests as the symbol of the fides and harmony bestowed 

                                                             
611 JOHN ZONARAS, Commentaria in canones conciliorum, Synodi in Trullo, 27; ed. PG 137, col. 603. 
612 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris, 5; tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 184-185. Even more clearly, 
Metaphrastes wrote that many people gained benefit from merely looking at him (æk tÖj qéaj mónhj) even 
before his words; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 614-615; tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 209.  
613 Metaphrastes reported a general desire to see (póqon tÖj qéaj) the exceptional event (qaumasía), and 
remarkably defined Germanus as ‘notable’ (perifanÕ, lit. ‘seen all around’) for his virtue; VITA STEPHANI 
IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 96-113; tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 190-191. 
614 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris, 5; tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 184-185. Metaphrastes wrote that 
they occupied a bench to see from above whom they desired to see (tòn poqoúmenon 1cwsi kaqorân); VITA 
STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 96-113; tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 190-191. 
615 Metaphrastes wrote that the patriarch looked carefully with his spiritual eyes (8j tÐ dioratikÐ tÖj yucÖj 

ðfqalmÐ) what was inside the woman’s womb; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 96-113; 
tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 190-191. 
616 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris, 5; tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 184-185; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS 
(SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 96-113; tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 190-191. The mother of Stephen asked then to 
renovate the benediction for the baptism of her son. Germanus accepted to add another benediction to the 
unction with the oil (tÖj toû múrou crísewj), hold the head of the father with one hand (tÕn káran toû 

gennÔtoroj tØ miÙ ceirì katascÎn), and pointed with the other hand at the infant (tØ çtér= æpì tò bréfoj 

daktulodeiktÏn), while uttering the words of the eulogion; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris, 7; 
tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 187. 
617 BUC 2001, p. 124-125; p. 140. On the many local variations and tensions in ritual practices and liturgical 
traditions endured for a long time despite the aspirations of bishops at councils, see CUNNINGHAM 2002, pp. 
156-158. 
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upon the couple by the divinity. In the iconographical representation of the scene on nuptial belts the 

role of the pronuba who laid the hands over the couple’s joined hands was easily replaced therefore 

by the figure of Christ in the act of validating the rite and blessing the couple by slightly raising the 

hands over the handshake618.  

On the other side, the risk of losing the Christian identity into the pagan society led Christian authorities 

to urge their audience not only to leave aside pagan superstitions and customs (as the amulets and the 

taste for the spectacles)619 but also to develop a ‘new specific original way of physically display the 

worship’620. So Chrysostom reoriented the habitus, the thoughts, and the actions of the Antiocheans, 

which was still weighted with the tenacious ‘traditions of Hellenistic cities, the Roman Empire, and the 

old religion’, toward a Christian disposition621. Participation in the public liturgical life and sacraments 

permeated the life of the individual622. Councils and synods put therefore much effort to define the 

parameters of acceptable (orthodox) practices and to reach conformity among the dioceses in 

doctrinal and disciplinary issues623. While the Church was becoming a ‘para-state’ institution, the 

liturgy became also an official, codified, and more elaborated occasion. It was especially in the liturgical 

system that we find the stronger developments in the meaning of specific gestures originated in the 

pagan context. The necessity of intelligibility and the need to communicate with the majority led the 

Church to employ the rich visual patterns of the pagan imaginary and its repertoires of emblem 

gestures; but Christians made those repertoires subject to a deep appropriation and transformation. 

And this not so much in their performance but rather in their inner meaning and interpretation, giving 

to them a marked Christian connotation.  

So, even if early theologians urged Christians to distinguish themselves from the pagans who came in 

contact with the sacred by kissing the stones (gods’ images, temples’ entrances or altars), the gesture 

of kissing or touching a person or a sacred object was absorbed into the Christian communities624. The 

ritual touch of the Gospel was included in the protocol for the oath on the Christian faith625. And a 

                                                             
618 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, pp. 136-137; FRUGONI 1977. 
619 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, p. 129; pp. 122-131. See also CLARK 2004, p. 30; HUMPHREIS 2006. For the 
boundaries between ‘religio’ and ‘superstitio’ (which could refer both to the beliefs widespread among the lower 
class as well as to the paganism), see VALANTASIS 2002, pp. 3-4; SARADI-MENDELOVICI 1990, p. 48. 
620 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, p. 174. 
621 MAXWELL 2006a, p. 144-148. 
622 On the structure and the meaning of church services and festivals commemorating events in the life of Christ 
and the saint, see CUNNINGHAM 2002, p. 120; p. 107. On the development and role of sacraments as elements 
of distinction of the Christian community, see MAXWELL 2006a, p. 167; CUNNINGHAM 2002, pp. 116; LÖSSL 
2010, pp. 147-153. 
623 Already at the Council of Nicaea Christians were urged to pray standing up during the Liturgies of Easter and 
Pentecost; CANONS OF THE COUNCIL OF NICAEA (325), XX; ed. ALBERIGO 2006, p. 30. 
624 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, pp. 102-103. For the importance of the touch, ‘the most fundamental of the five 
senses and conterminous with life itself’, see MATHEWS 1963, p. 129. 
625 In this sense, it was employed by Marinos of Caesarea in EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 
15.4; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, p. 668; tr. SCHOTT 2019, p. 358. For the origin of this gesture and the 
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sacred kiss (fílhma –gion) accompanied the handshaking of the right hands to express the sense of 

community and seal the prayer626. As usual, the soul played the central role and holy kisses had to be 

exchanged with ‘a good will’627, with sincerity628, and showing ‘a union of souls’ with no trace of inner 

resentment629.  

In the liturgical and ritual context, gestures and postures functioned as channels of communication 

between earthly and divine worlds and as instruments to express faith and devotion to God and to 

reach the Salvation. Proper worship, Paul of Tarsus also declared, involved the offering of the body as 

a sacrifice to God630. What mattered most was once again the connection between body and soul, and 

between body and mind. The worship had to be physically performed without improper passions631, 

which were signalled (súmbolon) by ‘some movement made by the body (kínhsij toû sÍmatoj’)632. 

Gestures and postures in this context had to be minded and rational: unlike pagans (who followed 

irrational and superstitious practices by sitting and laying aside the cloak while praying)633, and unlike 

Jews (accused of performing gestures of purification with an impure soul634 and to be more concerned 

with the bodily (toîj sÍmati) rather than the spiritual (taîj yucaîj))’635, Christians considered void 

those gestures performed without awareness, only with the hands and without an inner disposition 

                                                             
developments occurred under Justinian – who used it in his effort of building up a theocratic conception of the 
law, produced by God directly through the emperor’s intercession as a sole interpreter, see CALORE 1995. 
626 TERTULLIAN, De Oratione XVIII, 1-5; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 38-39. For the brotherly kiss which 
expressed the communion among Christians, see also JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia Prima, 65, 1-2; ed. and tr. MINNS 
and PARVIS 2009, pp. 252-253. See also by LÖSSL 2010, p. 136. For the handshaking of the right hands as a sign 
of communion, see PAUL OF TARSUS, Gal 2:9. 
627 ‘Love (Þgáph) is judged not by a kiss (æn filÔmati), but by good will (æn e÷noí=)’ declared Clement, who 
criticized ‘the unrestrained use of the kiss’ and those ‘who make the assembly resound with nothing but their 
kisses while there is no love in their hearts’. A kiss was holy (•gion) only when performed ‘with a mouth that is 
chaste and self-controlled’ and with ‘good will in heart’; CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paedagogus, III, 11.81.2-3; 
ed. MARCOVICH 2002, pp. 193-194; tr. WOOD 1954, p. 261. For the sacred kiss, see PAUL OF TARSUS, Rom 16:16; 
1Cor 16:20. 
628 In the fourth century, the faithful kissed each other before the Eucharistic liturgy and declared ‘Let no one 
have a quarrel with another. Let no one be a hypocrite’ or be ‘deceitfully as Judas did when he betrayed the Lord 
with a kiss’; APOSTOLIC CONSTITUTION, II.LVII.14; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. II, p. 222, 1614. 
629 CYRIL OF JERUSALEM, Catecheses mystagogicae quinque, V, 3; ed. PIÉDAGNEL 1988, pp. 148-150; tr. in 
JOHNSON 2009, vol. II, p. 335; JOHN CHRYSOSTOM, Ad Illuminandos Catechesis III, 10; ed. PIEDAGNEL 1990, pp. 
240-242; tr. in ZAPPELLA 1998, pp. 209-210. See also MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, pp. 103; pp. 174-175 
630 PAUL OF TARSUS, Rom 12:1. 
631 The intention of the prayer (orationis intentio) has to be freed from any disorder of the soul (confusione animi); 
TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, XI-XII; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 26-29. 
632 EVAGRIUS PONTICUS, Capita practica ad Anatolium (Praktikos), 47; ed. GUILLAUMONT 1971, p. 606; tr. 
BAMBERGER 1970, p. 29. Evagrius followed an ecclesiastical career in Constantinople and then a monastic life in 
Egypt, where he wrote down a guide for the ascetic life. 
633 TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, XV: XVI, 6; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 32-35.  
634 TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, XIII, 1; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 28-31. 
635 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 22.78; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 238-239; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 134. They are under curse, continued Socrates, since 
they received the law of Moses in figure (æn túpoi), not in truth; ibidem. 
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(dianoíaj)636. All Christian gestures, on the contrary, stood out as being spiritual637. Already in the first 

half of the third century, Origen linked the disposition (katástasij), located in the soul, with the 

posture (scÔma), located in the body: those who wanted to pray had therefore to ‘lift up the soul 

before lifting up the hands, raising up toward God the spirit before the eyes; and lifting up the mind 

from earthly things and directing it to the Lord of all before standing (...)’638. ‘Do not pray by outward 

gestures only (æn mónoij toîj æktòj scÔmasi)’, advised Evagrius Ponticus too, ‘but bend your mind 

as well’639. ‘For it is not the falling on one’s knee nor the placing of ourselves in an attitude of prayer 

(æn tÐ scÔmati tÏn di’e÷cÕn), which is important and pleasing in the Scripture, while our thoughts 

wander far from God’, reiterated, indeed, also the Nyssen, ‘but rather the giving of the soul to prayer 

after rejecting all idleness of thought and every undue preoccupation with the body’640. Even if 

sometimes ‘we can pray without outwardly appearing to do so’, the physical position assumed during 

the prayer was nevertheless not a trivial matter. Christians, explained the later converted bishop of 

Carthago Cyprian (a man who in the first half of the third century had to face the difficulties resulted 

from the persecution of his times), are always under God’s sight (‘sub conspectu Dei’): they have 

therefore to perform their prayer with restraint and rigour (‘cum disciplina quietem continens et 

pudorem’) and have to please God with their bodily attitude and intonation of the voice (‘habitu 

corporis et modo vocis’)641. Christian prayer, wrote also Tertullian, could both be seen and hear 

(conspectum et auditum) by God642. The sight established indeed a communication with invisible 

realities643, so that gestures and postures had to be a proper visual and physical underpin for the soul: 

to stand, lift the hands and raise the eyes meant to bear in the body (çpì toû sÍmatoj) ‘the image 

(tÕn eêkóna) of the qualities (ëdiwmátwn) that in the prayer are becoming the soul’644; and the prayer 

is the schema assumed by the thought (e÷ktikÏj mèn schmatízei tòn lógon)645.  

                                                             
636 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 17.6-12; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, pp. 180-184; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 
339; pp. 341-342. Sozomen is discussing here the tricks and the ceremonial manipulation imposed by Jews on 
unaware Christians. Those latter, in turn, feigned to use lamps to light, while in reality, they made it for a religious 
spirit; ibidem. 
637 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 11.6; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 318-319. 
638 ORIGEN, De Oratione, XXXI.2, ed. PG XI, col. 531-532; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 255, 824. Despite his later 
condemnation, Origen provided notions which will remain at the ground of Christian theology. 
639 EVAGRIUS PONTICUS, De Oratione, 28; ed. PG 79, col. 1173; tr. BAMBERGER 1970, p. 59. 
640 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De Instituto Christiano; ed. JAEGER 1952, p. 82; tr. CALLAHAN 1967, p. 154. Salvatore 
Lilla understood the last sentence as an appeal to pray with all the soul and all the body; LILLA 1996, p. 58. For 
the questions related to the attribution to the Nyssen of this later treatise, see MATEO-SECO 2010b. 
641 CYPRIAN OF CARTHAGE, De dominica oratione, 4; ed. MORESCHINI 1997, p. 91; tr. in CERRETINI et al. 2009, 
pp. 70-71. On the idea of Cyprian that the prayer could be a private matter but remained mostly a public act 
(shared by the community as a ‘self-expression of the church as a whole’), see LÖSSL 2010, p. 134. 
642 TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, I, 4; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 10-11. 
643 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 28.22; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 680-681. 
644 ORIGEN, De Oratione, XXXI.2; ed. PG XI, col. 531-532; tr. JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 255, 824. 
645 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Ieremiam, Jer18.17; ed. PG 81, col. 612; tr. HILL 2006, vol. I, pp. 86-
87. For the concept of the gesture as a visible sign of an invisible reality in the West, see also KOZIOL 1992, p. 60; 
n. 13, p. 362. 
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If properly performed, the prayer could be an instrument to achieve ‘a continual intercourse (ñmilía) 

of the spirit with God’646, and bodily performances could help the Christian in the path to salvation. 

Especially after the fifth century, when dualist movements of Gnostics and Manicheans called into 

question the value of the physical body, seen as origin of all evil, authors such as Theodoret defended 

and celebrated the role of a body controlled by reason in the liturgy. Theodoret quoted Paul’s 

statement against ‘the heretics accusing the flesh (sarkòj)’ (Rm 13:14) to stress the importance of 

taking care of the body (tÕn toû sÍmatoj æpiméleian)’ and distinguishing between the flesh and its 

desires (æpiqumíaj)’647. God indeed ‘behooves us to praise him both through the body and through the 

soul’648. The body sealed the relationship between faithful and God: in another passage Theodoret let 

the body speak and defend himself against the accusations of being the prisoner of the soul and the 

origin of all sins. On the contrary, the body credited to itself the merits of all the soul’s virtues. It was 

the one that fasted, vigiled, endured mortifications, and the one that provided the material devices 

(tears, heart, tongue, and lips) through which the soul could pray, grieve, chant praises, and address 

its petitions to God. The soul ‘reaped the fruits of Your loving mercy by raising my hands to heaven’ 

cried out the body. It used its feet to walk in the temple, its ears to receive divine oracles, and its eyes 

to look at the creation and to reach the concept of God, as well as to grasp the hidden message of the 

Scripture. The body also provided the fingers through which the soul wrote the divine teaching and 

the hands through which it erected churches and fulfilled the precepts of charity. ‘Do not, then, 

separate me, Master, from my mate who was joined to me from above, concluded, therefore, the body. 

‘Do not break the union which did not simply come about by chance but was decreed from the beginning 

by Your heavenly design. Render, instead, the one crown to those who have run the same race’649. Also, 

it was only through the body that the sinner husband could save his soul in a story of Anastasius of 

Sinai: after a terrifying descent to the underworld, the man saw his body ‘as a mud and foul-smelling 

and dark-filth’. Initially, he was ‘displeased and did not want to enter it’, but the angels explained that 

the only way for him to accomplish salvation was with the body through which he had sinned. The man 

woke up and followed the order, and earned his salvation avoiding food for three days and throwing 

himself on his face for three days before dying650. 

Among the physical movements and postures expressing Christian faith, the proskynesis 

(proskúnhsin, performed by bending the knee and the body) was the most peculiar one, widespread 

                                                             
646 EVAGRIUS PONTICUS, De Oratione 3; ed. PG 79, col. 1168; tr. BAMBERGER 1970, p. 56. 
647 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio Epistolae ad Romanos, Rm 13.14; ed. PG 82, col. 197; tr. HILL 2001, 
vol. I, p. 124. 
648 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio Epistolae ad Corinthios, 1Cor 6.20; ed. PG 82, col. 269; tr. HILL 2001, 
vol. I, p. 181. 
649 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, De providentia orationes X, IX, 28-30; ed. PG 83, col. 732A-B; tr. HALTON 1988, p. 
128-129. 
650 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Diēgēmata stēriktika, 40; ed. ‘Le text grec des récits du moine Anastase sur le saints 
père du Sinai’ édités par F. NAU in Orient Christianus 2 (1902), pp. 83-84; tr. KAEGI 2003, pp. 103-104. 
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in art and literature. The original meaning of the proskynesis as a visual expression of submission and 

request for piety or support from the authority soon developed a wider stratification, which included 

penitence and the act of adoratio offered to a divine or a sacred authority651. The sinner knelt in front 

of God to confess and request forgiveness, since ‘this is the attitude (súmbolon) proper to those who 

humble themselves and who submit themselves’652. Those who were to become Christians with the 

baptism knelt their knee (klînai or kámyai gónu) to acknowledge through the posture (dià toû 

scÖmatoj) their subjugation to the sovereignty of the Lord and their renunciation of Satan653. Authors 

in the fourth century also interpreted accordingly the examples found in the Scriptures: Jacob and 

Joseph’s brothers displayed through the schemata of their prostrated bodies their deference toward 

the power654. Daniel publicly prayed on his knees and showed with this posture (tó scÖma) his contrite 

heart (dianoíaj) and used the proskynesis’ schema (proskunoûsi tÐ scÔmati) to plead God for his 

people655. Even Christ fell with the face on the ground (píptein æpì tò próswpon) and made a prayer 

in this position (tÐ scÔmati) as was becoming for a worshipper with a humble attitude and without 

impudence. In this way, he conformed (meqarmózesqai) his body so as to bend (øpokúptein) in front 

of the authority and give respect (qerapeúein) to the powerful656. Christians, the Nyssen explained, 

do indeed maintained outwardly the words and gestures (lóg_ ... kaì scÔmati) through which men 

of different rank expressed their respect or submission in everyday life, but they also used them to 

bestow honour (timÔ) to the Holy Spirit657. For human nature had no other way to honour God than 

with reverence (qerapeía) and with the words and schemata (tò eêpeîn tÐ ×Ômati, $h tò ænergÖsai 

tÐ scÔmati) customary in human relationships. Those included the act of becoming humble in 

speaking (tÐ lóg_) and assuming the schema of proskynesis (proskunoûsi tÐ scÔmati)658. The 

                                                             
651 BRUBAKER 1989b, pp. 152-153; BERTELLI and CENTANNI 1995, pp. 12-13. For the biblical occurrences of 
gestures of submission and subordination, the physical expression of homage, the proskynesis and the bowing 
of the head, see VERBRUGGE 2000, pp. 1336-1337. See also Paul’ letters (for ex. in Eph 3:14-15; Phil 2:10). In art, 
the gesture is widely performed by figures demonstrating respect, for example by devotees in front of martyrs 
or saints, and by the Magi as they approached the Virgin and the ‘King of the Kings’. 
652 ORIGEN, De Oratione, XXXI.3; ed. PG XI, col. 531-532; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 255-256, 825. See also 
THE ‘SHEPHERD’ OF HERMAS, Vis. I.1; III, 2; tr. JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 53, 226; p. 55, 228. 
653 JOHN CHRYSOSTOM, Ad Illuminandos Catechesis III, 4; ed. PIEDAGNEL 1990, p. 230; tr. ZAPPELLA 1998, p. 202. 
654 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Adversus Macedonianos de Spiritu Sancto 24; ed. MÜLLER 1958, p. 111; tr. MEREDITH 
1999, p. 44. Slightly different Abraham, who bowed low (proskuneî) toward the Hittites to proclaim by this 
action (di’ þn æpoíei) their power over neighbours; ibidem. Cf. Gen 23:7; 33:3; 42:6.   
655 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem, Dn 6.10; ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, pp. 162-165. 
656 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Adversus Macedonianos de Spiritu Sancto 25; ed. MÜLLER 1958, pp. 111-112; tr. 
MORESCHINI 1992, pp. 569-571. 
657 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Adversus Macedonianos de Spiritu Sancto 9; ed. MÜLLER 1958, p. 96; tr. MORESCHINI 
1992, pp. 549-550. The Nyssen was defending here the divinity and the rank of the Holy Spirit against those who 
lowered its position with regard to the Father and the Son. 
658 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Adversus Macedonianos de Spiritu Sancto 25; ed. MÜLLER 1958, pp. 111-112; tr. 
MEREDITH 1999, p. 44. In the seventh-eighth centuries, Anastasius of Sinai and John of Damascus still 
distinguished seven kinds of proskynesis according to criteria functioning in social relationships. If the gesture 
was driven by fear, the faithful came as ‘a condemned person’, ‘a debtor’ or ‘a slave approach to master’. Those 
who are saved assumed, instead, the attitude of paid servants free from slavery, of friends chatting with 
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idea of submission as well as the idea of the adoration remained therefore present in the performance 

of this highly multifaceted gesture. In the sixth century Procopius still reported the story of how the 

Persian king Peroze exploited such ambiguity to avoid a humiliation: after being defeated by the king 

of a Hun tribe, he transformed the proskynesis requested by his enemy into the customary gesture 

made by his people toward the Sun through a specific choice of time and orientation – at dawn and 

toward East – while maintaining its external appearance659.  

Christians displayed their faith also assuming the orans posture, standing with the hands raised and 

the arms outstretched. The act of lifting the hands was an ancient gesture which came naturally to all 

those who wanted to address the divinity or to swear on the gods: ‘There is no man who does not 

stretch out his hands towards the heavens when he prays’, recognized the emperor Julian660. Christians 

for their part stood and prayed toward east to search for their former county, the Paradise, and for 

‘things from on high’661. As usual, they had to maintain a proper inner attitude, raising the hands and 

the gaze (vultu) cum modestia et humiltate, only slightly, without arrogance, and without anger, so as 

to become a visible expression of purification and holiness662. Moreover, the schema obtained by the 

body in such a position remembered the form of the cross. And this whatever performed with the 

whole body (imitating Christ’s crucifixion)663 or only with the hand, tracing the sign of the cross 

(sfragîda) on the forehead, or on the eyes, mouth, and heart664. It became therefore the distinctive 

and new form of prayer (nova orationis forma) for the Christians665. Furthermore, as we have seen, the 

cross was a schema which entailed the idea of domination, rule and victory. It gave therefore salvation 

to those who looked at it. ‘If you look upon this image, and have faith in it, you shall be saved’, declared 

Moses to the Israelites when he set in front of his tend a bronze image of a cross666. Moses exploited 

                                                             
confidence, or of some who had adopted ‘brotherhood with Christ’; ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, coll. 
b, qu. 24 (appendix 14), answers 1-3; ed. RICHARD and MINITIZ 2006, pp. 189-190; tr. MUNITIZ 2011, pp. 164-
165. The forms could also differ according to the interlocutor (God, a God’s ministers, places, objects or 
appointed chiefs), the purpose, or the level of willingness; JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, 
I, 14; ed. KOTTER 1975, p. 87; tr. FAZZO 1983, p. 43. See also JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum 
calumniatores, III, 27-32; ed. KOTTER 1975, p. 135; tr. FAZZO 1983, p. 135 ff. 
659 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 3.17-22; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 18-21. 
660 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Contra Galilaeos, 69B-C; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1923) 1953, pp. 322-323. 
661 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Liber de Spiritu Sancto, XXVII, 66; ed. PRUCHE 1968, p. 484; tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. II, 
pp. 130-131, 1326. 
662 TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, XV, 1-2; XVII, 1-2; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 32-33; pp. 36-37. Cf. 1Tim 2:8. 
663 TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, I, 1; XXIX.4; ed. and tr. INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 8-9; pp. 60-61. See also JOHN OF 
DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, II, 62; III, 125; ed. KOTTER 1975, p. 163; p. 194; tr. FAZZO 1983, p. 
104; p. 115 (quoting previous sources). 
664 See for example GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita S. Macrinae, 985; ed. CALLAHAN 1952, pp. 398-399, tr. CALLAHAN 
1967, p. 181. On the habit of tracing the sign of the cross on the forehead in daily life, see MARKSCHIES (1997) 
2002, p. 95. 
665 Jews for their part did not dare to rise their dishonoured hands; TERTULLIAN, De Oratione, XIV; ed. and tr. 
INTAGLIATA 1992, pp. 30-33.  
666 JUSTIN MARTYR, Apologia Prima, 60, 2-3; tr. and ed. MINNS and PARVIS 2009, pp. 234-235. The cross was 
made ‘in accordance with the design and the operation of God’ and could fight the ‘venomous wild creatures’ 
encountered in the wilderness; ibidem. 
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this schema on different occasions as a powerful and effective weapon667. In front of the Amalekites, 

the lowering or raising of his arms had even a direct effect on the fate of the battle668. ‘Why dost thou, 

Moses, stretch forth thy hands (palámaj) in the form of a cross (staurofanÏj)?’, asked a later 

inscription reported by the Greek Anthology. ‘By this type (túp_) perish both Amaleks’, was the 

answer669. Moses’ schema of standing with extended arms (tÐ scÔmati tÖj tÏn ceirÏn æktásewj), 

explained the Nyssen, was indeed proper for the legislator (toû nomoqétou) but also prefigured 

(prodeiknúousa) the Crucifixion of Christ670. Christian priests, therefore, drew upon such cross-like 

posture to re-enact the gesture of Moses and Christ and to guide their audience to salvation: those 

who looked at this schema during the liturgy and recognized the cross (also in its additional anagogical 

meaning)671 were indeed released from passions672.  

The connection with the sacred history gave therefore to the gestures performed by the priest a unique 

and effective power. Especially during the Eucharist the officiating priest broke and raised up the 

bread, mixed the water with wine, and raised up the chalice, to fulfil Christ’s words at the Last Supper 

‘Do it in my memory’ (Mt 26:26-8)673. They were not mere outward bodily movements, like when in 

the Hellenistic processions the participants played the role of gods674. They were part of a mimesis in 

                                                             
667 By extending the arms, he made the frogs disappear in front of the Pharaoh, made the darkness dissolve after 
the three days of obscurity, and freed the Egyptians from the pain due to the dust of the furnace; GREGORY OF 
NYSSA, Vita Moysis, II, 78; II, 82; II, 84; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, p. 56-58; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, pp. 102-105. He also 
struck twice the sea with his staff, in straight and then in an oblique manner to form the image of the Cross 
(mhnúei tò próschma toû stauroû) (Gen 14:27); JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Oratio in Sabbatum Sanctum, 25; ed. 
KOTTER 1988, p. 134; tr. SPINELLI 1980, pp. 102-103. Then he struck the rock (Num 20:11) two times in the name 
of God performing the figure of the Cross (eêkóna toû stauroû protupÍs+). On this occasion, he made his 
gesture effective not only through the oblique movement of the hand, the nod, and the word (2rkei tò –pax, 

2rkei kaì neûma, 2rkei kaì lógoj), but also because he renounced his own schema (o÷ katà tò a÷tò 

scÖma) to depict the figure of the cross (Þllà staurotúpwj gráfwn) instead; JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra 
imaginum calumniatores, III, 123; ed. KOTTER 1975, pp. 193-194; tr. FAZZO 1983, p. 185 (quoting previous 
sources). 
668 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Moysis, I, 40; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, pp. 18-19; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, pp. 36-37. 
669 ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA, I, 60; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953. vol. I, pp. 30-31. The episode of Moses and the 
Amalekites was important also in the Carolingian imagery; BUC 2001, p. 47. 
670 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Moysis, II, 153; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, p. 83; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, pp. 146-149. For 
the tendency among early Christian authors to see typos of the cross in every passage of the Old Testament, see 
SIMONETTI 1984, n. 149, 1-2; n. 151, 2, pp. 304-305. 
671 The lowering and raising of the arms of Moses and the priest are also seen by the Nyssen as a symbol of the 
right spiritual interpretation of the Bible after the humble literal reading of the Jews; GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita 
Moysis, II, 148-150; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, pp. 81-82; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, pp. 142-145; n. 149, 1-2, p. 304-305. 
672 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Vita Moysis, II, 78; ed. MUSURILLO 1964, p. 56; tr. SIMONETTI 1984, pp. 102-103. 
673 See among many JUSTIN MARTY, Apologia Prima, 65, 3-5; ed. and tr. MINNS and PARVIS 2009, pp. 252-255. 
674 LÖSSL 2010, pp. 84-87. For the priest performing the role of God, its presbyters playing the role of apostles, 
and the deacons that of Christ’s ministers, in the first century, see IGNATIUS OF ANTIOCH, Letter to the 
Magnesians, VI, tr. in JOHNSON 2009, vol. I, p. 49, 214. 
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which the minister truly acted like Christ, becoming his image and operating with the same state of 

mind of him675. His gestures were felt therefore once again as giving salvation to the participants676.  

Many liturgical actions involved the use of the hands677. The imposition (æpitíqhmi) of hands 

(ceiroqesiá or ceirotonía) was performed on the head of the faithful who entered into the Christian 

community during the Baptism, on the head of the priest when he received his office, and on the head 

of a newly appointed authority678. This ancient gesture of healing was associated indeed in the Old 

Testament with the transfer of a superior sacred authority, and in the Acts it became also the channel 

used by the apostles to transmit the Holy Spirit679. Christ himself gave to the right hand of John (who 

was going to trace in front of him (zwgrafÐ soi) the figure of the Church) the power (tÕn dúnamin) 

to stretch the palms and lay them (ceiroqeteî) on his head. John gave, in turn, this power to the hands 

(taîj palámaij) of his disciples and priests680. The celebrant who made this gesture, sealing it often 

with the sign of the cross ‘which brings strength and healing’681 and keeps the devil away682, 

channelled, therefore, the power of the Holy Spirit and Christ683. If the faithful looked with the eyes of 

the faith (given by God to grasp the supernatural and higher meaning behind the physical dimension 

of the rite), he could still see the invisible hand of the High Priest, Christ, extended on the head of the 

newly baptized Christian684. 

 

In a society that considered earthly and biblical histories as strictly intermingled, and the Old 

Testament as a historical source, the liturgical gestures connected with the Scriptures were also 

                                                             
675 MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, p. 105. See also THEODOR OF MOPSUESTIA, Homiliae catecheticae, XV 20-21; quot. 
in MARKSCHIES (1997) 2002, pp. 105-106. 
676 KAZHDAN 2007, pp. 96-98; pp. 126-127.  
677 See the many liturgical terms with a semantic root in the term ceír recorded by Lampe; LAMPE 1961-1968, 
pp. 1520-1523. 
678 Many examples are recorded in THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia religiosa XV, 4; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-
MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. II, pp. 22-23; tr. GALLICO 1995, p. 198. The newly elected Antiochus refused the 
laying of the hands from an Arian priest and chased away his hand (Þpeseísató te tÕn ceîra) because he 
cannot endure a right hand (dexiâj) stained with blasphemy; THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, 
IV, 15; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 237; tr. GALLICO 2000, p. 281-282. 
679 VERBRUGGE 2000, pp. 1336-1337. 
680 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia, 5, 12-14; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, pp. 39-40; tr. TROMBI 2007, 
vol. I, p. 183. 
681 GREGORY OF NYSSA, Adversus eos qui differunt baptismus oration; ed. PG 46, coll. 417-18; tr. JOHNSON 2009, 
vol. II, p. 156, 1400. 
682 JOHN CHRYSOSTOM, Ad Illuminandos Catechesis III, 6-7; ed. PIEDAGNEL 1990, pp. 232-236; tr. in ZAPPELLA 
1998, pp. 204-206. 
683 The Holy Spirit blesses the water and the body of the newly baptized, while God ‘transforms the bread into 
the Body of Christ and transforms the priest, converting him into mystagogue of hidden mysteries’; GREGORY OF 
NYSSA, Sermo in Diem Luminum, quot. in MATEO-SECO 2010d. 
684 JOHN CHRYSOSTOM, Ad Illuminandos Catechesis III, 3; ed. PIEDAGNEL 1990, p. 220; tr. in ZAPPELLA 1998, pp. 
196-197.  
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credited with an historical identity and with a high degree of authority685. This determined the 

requirement for them to be properly understood and performed, contributing to the process of 

codification of the liturgical system after the fourth century: the correct performance of the rite was 

felt like a matter no less important than the theological problems about the nature of Christ686, and 

the need to understand it distinguished once again the Christians from pagans and Jews (seen, as we 

have seen, as ‘mindless’ performers unable to give a deeper meaning to their liturgical actions)687.  

Homilies and mystagogical treatises helped the clergy to carry out their tasks and provided the 

Christian with explanations and instructions necessary to achieve a mindful entry into the community, 

an active and aware participation in the liturgy, and a safe path to Salvation688. Fourth and fifth 

centuries’ Catechesis gave instructions to the neophytes about liturgical object, architectural spaces, 

and gestures, and explained how the communion had to be received with the hands and fingers not 

too extended and with the left hand shaped like a throne for the right one. In this way, ‘the King’ and 

‘the Body of Christ’ was received in the hollow of the hand (koilánaj tÕn palámhn) without letting 

any particles of the Eucharist fall on the floor. The devotee had then to ‘sanctify’ his eyes (…) by 

touching them with the holy Body’, to receive the Blood with a bow (kúptwn) ‘as a sign of adoration 

and veneration (tróp_ proskunÔsewj kaì sebásmatoj)’, and to sanctify his lips, his ears, his 

forehead and ‘other senses’689. Those gestures had such a strong impact on the mind of the audience 

that artists even reproduced them in the iconography of Christ distributing bread and wine to the 

apostles: in some finely worked patens and in the sixth century Rossano Gospels the apostles 

approached Christ’s body and blood bending with the hands covered or cup shaped690. In one marginal 

Psalter of the early ninth century, they even have the hands crossed in the fashion recommended by 

                                                             
685 On the historical identity conferred by Christians to liturgical objects see J. LE GOFF, ‘Prefazione’ in BLOCH 
(1924) 1989, pp. XXX-XXXI. On the way in which Scriptures shaped beliefs and practices of the Christians, who 
distinguished themselves for their attention toward texts, see CLARK 2004, p. 79. 
686 KAZHDAN 2007, pp. 126-127. 
687 ‘We have the same scriptures as the Jews, but they do not understand them properly, whereas we do’, could 
have been said by Christians; MANGO 2002b, p. 97. 
688 BORNERT 1966, pp. 30-32. In its primary meaning, the word ‘mystagogia’ refers to the ‘initiation au mystère’, 
and has to be seen as ‘signe sensible qui tout à la fois manifeste et cache une réalité spirituelle’; BORNERT 1966, 
p. 29. It was thus the ‘path’ that led the faithful to the mysteries of God, through the performing and the 
understanding of liturgical practices; ZAPPELLA 1998, pp. 66-73. 
689 CYRIL OF JERUSALEM, Catecheses mystagogicae quinque, V, 21-22; ed. PIÉDAGNEL 1988, pp. 170-172; tr. 
JOHNSON 2009, vol. II, p. 337, 2159-2160. 
690 For the patens of Riha (Washington, Dumbarton Oaks Collection) and the paten of Stuma (Istanbul, 
Archeological Museum), both coming from the Kaper Koraon Treasure, and the Communion of the Apostles as a 
‘symbolic/liturgical portrayal of the Last Supper’, see MUNDELL MANGO 1986, cat. 34, cat. 35, pp. 159-170. For 
the Rossano Gospels’ Communion of the Apostles as a composition reflecting the actual rite ‘no longer narrative 
but liturgical’, and the impact of the liturgy on the manuscripts’ illustrations especially after the ninth century, 
see GALAVARIS 1973, p. 21. The liturgy of the Eucharist influenced the iconography of the Communion of the 
Apostles also at a monumental level, where the scene evoked and repeated the same gestures of the clergy in 
an everlasting performance (see for example the eleventh century bema of the Panagia ton Chalkeon in 
Thessaloniki, the cycles of the monasteries of Hosios Loukas in Phocis and Daphni near Athen, and the churches 
of Hagia Sophia in Kiev and in Ohrid).  
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the Council691. The mindful and physically engaging nature of the gestures performed in this occasion 

is stated also later in the Council of Trullo: the participants, declared one of the canons, were required 

to pay reverence (proskúnhsin) to the form of the salvific Cross ‘in mind and word and sentiment 

(kaì nÐ kaì lògÐ kaì aisqÔsei)’692, that is, explained both Balsamon and Zonara, actively 

(pragmatikÏj) and through the sight (ðrÏntej)693. They have to receive the Communion with a ‘wise 

approach’ and to become ‘one with it (the Body) through participation (metousí=)’, holding their 

hands ‘in the form of a cross (tàj ceîraj schmatízwn eêj túpon stauroû)’. The human body, 

created in the image of God, was indeed highly preferable to any vessel of gold, ‘inanimate and inferior 

matter (tÕn \yucon 0lhn kaì øpoceírion)’694.  

After the sixth century, the Constantinopolitan rite set in the new cathedral of St Sophia became 

increasingly more imperial and stunning. The Church’s architecture was more and more perceived as 

mirroring the cosmos and as a space where patriarch and clergy performed a concelebration of men 

and angels695. Physical and visual elements in the liturgy, explained already at the end of the fifth 

century Pseudo-Dionysius, provided perceptible and material support for the man, a finite being 

unable to directly contemplate God696. Signs and symbols have to be ‘stripped of their veils’ to become 

the instruments through which the ‘man of intelligence’ can ‘contemplate something which is 

beyond’697. The role of the liturgical actions as a visible support for the faith and the importance of 

understanding their spiritual meaning continued to be expounded later by Maximus the Confessor. He 

                                                             
691 CORRIGAN 1992, fig. 70, p. 278; p. 58. In the Khludov Psalter, the Apostles behind the one drinking from the 
chalice touched their lips with their hands, reflecting the practice suggested by Cyril of Jerusalem in the fourth 
century; CORRIGAN 1992, p. 58. Artists were aware of the meaning and the significance of the details present in 
the rites; GALAVARIS 1973, p. 24. 
692 CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 73; ed. OHME 2013, p. 51; tr. NEDUNGATT and 
FEATHERSTONE 1995, p. 155. 
693 JOHN ZONARAS and THEODORE BALSAMON, Commentaria in canones conciliorum, Synodi in Trullo, 73; ed. 
PG 137, coll. 763-764. 
694 CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 101; ed. OHME 2013, p. 60; tr. NEDUNGATT and 
FEATHERSTONE 1995, p. 182.  
695 Liturgical celebrations stimulated the audience’s smell, touch and taste; CUNNINGHAM 2002, p. 109. The eyes 
played anyway the lion’s share: the onlooker was dazzled by the size, the structure, and the artificial and natural 
lights of the building; FOBELLI 2005a, pp. 193-207. St Sophia was the ‘temple which seduced the sight’ and its 
space was experienced as otherworldly; PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio Ambonis, v. 304; ed. FOBELLI 2005, p. 
116; PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 296-298; vv. 348-349; ed. FOBELLI 2005, p. 52; p. 54; tr. 
BELL 2009, p. 204; p 206. See also PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 1.61-62; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 26-
27; CAMERON 1985, p. 101. For the role of St Sophia in moulding ‘both the shape of the Byzantine Rite and the 
vision of its meaning’, the phases formative of the Byzantine rite, and the synthesis between liturgical and 
architectonic arrangements see TAFT 1995a, pp. 47-48; TAFT 1995b. 
696 PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS, De Coelesti Hierarchia, I, 3; ed. HEIL 2012, pp. 8-9; tr. LUIBHEID 1987, p. 146; PSEUDO-
DIONYSIUS, De Ecclesiastica Hierarchia; ed. HEIL 2012, p. 65; p. 74; p. 93; tr. LUIBHEID 1987, p. 197; p. 205; p. 
222. On the Alexandrian tradition and the anagogical interpretation of the liturgy as the mirror of the heavenly 
realities and as an allegory of the progress of the soul toward the divine, see MAYENDORFF 1984, p. 28, p. 31; 
TAFT 1995a, p. 61. For the influence of the platonic idealism, see BORNERT 1966, p. 37 
697 PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS, De Ecclesiastica Hierarchia, IV, 2; ed. HEIL 2012, p. 97; tr. LUIBHEID 1987, p. 226. The 
mystagogy continued to be understood as a ‘guidance into something mysterious or secretly revealed’; LUIBHEID 
1987, n. 3, p. 195. See also BORNERT 1966, pp. 35-36; p. 105. 
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shared with Gregory of Nyssa a positive evaluation of the corporeal/sensible dimension of the human 

being, mutually joined with the spiritual/invisible one698. In the Mystagogia (written around 630) he 

explained that liturgical acts symbolically and visually represented (sumbolikÏj 

tupoûtai/eêkonízei)699 a divine meaning that had to be properly understood. The spiritual 

contemplation (qewría, that is ‘the spiritual understanding of the seen through the unseen’) allowed 

indeed to reach a higher level of existence and the salvation700. Maximus was therefore also praised 

by his contemporaries because he explained not only the hidden meaning of the Scripture but also the 

meaning behind liturgical details701.  

After the outcome of the Iconomachy and the emphasis on the human, sensible, and therefore 

reproducible form embodied by Christ, the liturgy came also to be experienced as the image of the life 

and the earthly ministry of Christ702. Liturgical details came to be seen in their realistic and narrative 

connotation as reflecting episodes in the history of salvation. The iconophile Germanus of 

Constantinople703 gave a punctual and ‘historical’ explanation of some of the words, vestments, and 

gestures uttered and displayed in the Church (the ‘earthly heaven in which the supercelestial God 

dwells and walks about’)704: the bishop blessed with his fingers (dià tÖj yÔfou tÏn daktúlwn) and 

simultaneously indicated the second coming of Christ in 6500 (‘sf’) years705. When he blessed 

(sfragísai) the people from his throne he signified (æstìn/ deiknúwn) the act of Christ who raised 

his hand and blessed (e÷lóghse) his disciples and the world706. The priest bowed down 

(æpikekufótwj) during the divine mystery and ‘manifests (emfaínei) that he converses invisibly 

(Þorátwj) with the only God’, like Moses who trembled and ‘covered his face, fearing to contemplate 

                                                             
698 On the anthropology of Maximus, see for example DE ANGELIS 2000. 
699 For the employment of the terminology related to túpoj (figure), eêkÍn (image) and súmbolon (symbol), 
see BORNERT 1966, pp. 113-117. 
700 MAXIMUS THE CONFESSOR, Mystagogia, II, 250-257; ed. BOUDIGNON 2011, p. 17; tr. STEAD 1982, p. 70. For 
the process from the material/sensible to the immaterial/spiritual dimension in the rite, see MAXIMUS THE 
CONFESSOR, Mystagogia, XXIII; ed. BOUDIGNON 2011, pp. 49-55; tr. STEAD 1982, p. 97. At the end the faithful 
will be able to grasp the meaning of providence intuitively (katà noûn) and any longer through the senses or 
external phenomena; MAXIMUS THE CONFESSOR, Mystagogia, XXIV, 1028-1033; ed. BOUDIGNON 2011, pp. 63-
64; tr. STEAD 1982, pp. 107-108. For the act of looking and understanding as a salvific act, and the role of physical 
senses in the salvation, see MAXIMUS THE CONFESSOR, Mystagogia, V, 501-506; XXIV, 1076-1082; XXIV, 1155-
1165; ed. BOUDIGNON 2011, p. 31; p. 66; p. 70; tr. STEAD 1982, p. 82; p. 110; p. 114.  
701 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 19-20; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 75-77. 
702 MEYENDORFF 1984, pp. 42-47; TAFT 1995a. A similar kind of liturgical exegesis was proposed in the fifth 
century by Theodore of Mopsuestia. 
703 He first declared that the denial of the pictorial representation of Christ implied a denial of his human nature 
and his Incarnation, as well as a rejection of the goodness of the material world and the historical economy of 
salvation; MEYENDORFF 1984, pp. 48-52. 
704 GERMANUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, 1; ed. and tr. MEYENDORFF 1984, pp. 56-57. 
705 GERMANUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, 33; ed. and tr. MEYENDORFF 1984, p. 82-83.  
706 GERMANUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, 26; ed. and tr. MEYENDORFF 1984, pp. 76-77. The 
priest also removed the aer from the patens and the chalices like the angel who rolled the stone away from the 
tomb of Christ; MEYENDORFF 1984, p. 46. 
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the God’s face’707. Germanus also recognized once again the activity of the Holy Spirit in the gestures 

performed during the Eucharist, when it acted through the hand of the priest (tØ ceirì toû ëeréwj) 

and therefore ‘testifies (æmartureî), completes (episfragízei) and changes (teleioî) the holy gifts 

which are set forth into the body and blood of Christ’708. Visual and material devices were passionately 

celebrated by defenders of the icons as instruments for faith and salvation. John of Damascus, the first 

systematic theologian who organized earlier theological works to oppose the iconoclast policy of Leo 

III and Constantine V, also found a balance between the desire for release from passions and 

acceptance of the world and its components709. He continued to praise visible things (eêkónej tÏn 

Þorátwn kaì ÞtupÍntwn) for providing familiar ‘hooks’ through which the human being could 

understand invisible and higher things710. The body especially had an important role in the rite. Once 

again, it was with the body that the man could perceive the light, can smell the incense, and can use 

his phone for the prayer. And it was through the body that he can perform proskynesis, embraces, 

kisses, and the sign of the cross, honouring ‘through the eyes, the lips, the heart’ Christ, the Virgin, and 

the saints711. Against the iconoclasts who declared that ‘only intellectual worship (noerÏj) is worthy 

of God’, Damascenus defended, therefore, ‘all corporeal things (tà swmatikà)’, as well as ‘the divine 

mysteries which are fulfilled through matter: bread, wine, the oil of chrism, the sign of the cross (toû 

stauroû tò æktúpwma)’. ‘Since I am human and clothed with a body (sÏma períkeimai)’ he 

declared, aware of his own finiteness, ‘I desire to see and be physically present with the ‘divine things’ 

(poqÏ kaì swmatikÏj ñmileîn, kaì ñrÙn tà \gia)’712.  

 

Far away from being mere aesthetic accessories of the body, schema and schemata in the Christian 

context were considered as meaningful, symbolic, and effective elements constitutional of the 

                                                             
707 GERMANUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, 41; ed. and tr. MEYENDORFF 1984, pp. 98-99. 
708 GERMANUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, 41; ed. and tr. MEYENDORFF 1984, pp. 96-99. 
709 VILA 2000, pp. 454-463; FAZZO 1983, pp. 19-20. John defended the matter and the ‘corporeal things (tà 

swmatikà)’, without whom the human mind ‘will find itself weakened and frustrated’. He also defended himself 
from the accusation of worshipping the matter: ‘I worship the Creator of matter who became matter for my sake’ 
he made clear ‘never will I cease honouring the matter which wrought my salvation! (…) because God has filled 
it with His grace and power’; JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, I, 11; I, 16; ed. KOTTER 1975, 
p. 84; p. 89; tr. ANDERSON 1980, p. 20; p. 23. See also Oratio II, 13-14.  
710 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, I, 11; ed. KOTTER 1975, pp. 84-85; tr. ANDERSON 1980, 
p. 20. Everyday media were used ‘to give suitable form to what is formless (tÏn ÞtupÍntwn oë túpoi), and 
make visible (lit. turn to schemata) what cannot be depicted (tà scÔmata tÏn Þschmatístwn), so we are able 
to construct understandable analogies’; ibidem. See also JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, 
I, 30-31; ed. KOTTER 1975, pp. 144-145; tr. ANDERSON 1980, p. 34. Cf. also the Oratio III, 19-21. 
711 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, II, 10; ed. KOTTER 1975, p. 98; tr. ANDERSON 1980, p. 
57. See also FAZZO 1983, p. 101. 
712 JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, I, 36; ed. KOTTER 1975, pp. 147-148; tr. ANDERSON 
1980, pp. 36-37. It seems more appropriate to translate tà \gia not as ‘saints’ but rather as ‘divine things’, as 
stated also by FAZZO 1983, p. 68. The use of crosses, sacral object, relics, and physical gestures did not mean to 
adore the matter. They were rather devices for raising the intellect; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani 
iunioris 26; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 215-216. 
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Christian identity. In the early centuries, inside and against the Roman culture to which they exteriorly 

belonged too, Christians gradually defined their expectations, their values, their attitude toward the 

body and the visual appearance, and their specific gestural patterns. The function and meaning 

bestowed to gestures in Late Antiquity were then important enough to long endure in the Byzantine 

society of later centuries. The values with whom they charged their gestures affected both their 

employment as literary devices in literature as well as their actual performance in the practices of 

society. Thanks to their power and impact on people’s mind, gestures functioned actively as non-verbal 

devices of communication as well as a mean through which members of society were able to define 

their moral qualities, their social identities, and their religious belonging. In a society made of visually 

recognizable types integrated into classifiable categories, different ‘gestural categories’ existed which 

functioned according to specific ‘rules’ of self-presentation. Furthermore, gestures were widely used 

to bestow power to religious authorities. They were used with awareness to appeal to the urban 

congregation, to evoke the biblical past, and even to visually and actively express the feeling of the 

faithful who wanted to communicate with God and reach the salvation.  

The next step will be to survey the conscious and unconscious patterns of non-verbal language used 

specifically by emperors to deal with political needs and social occasions. 

 

 

PART III. EMPEROR’S BODY, SCHEMA, AND SCHEMATA. ROLE AND 

FUNCTION OF GESTURES AND PHYSICAL APPEARANCE IN IMPERIAL 

IMAGERY AND PRACTICE 
 

In the fourth century, Basil of Caesarea compared the ideal society to a community of bees. Their 

basileus, explained Basil, is elected not after the vote (o÷ ceirotonhtòj) of people unable to discern, 

nor after an irrational draw, and neither according to a hereditary law that does not take education 

and virtues into account. Rather, he should receive his primacy and distinguish himself (diaférwn) by 

greatness (megéqei), goodness of character (tØ toû 2qouj praóthti) and schema (scÔmati)713. The 

imperial pre-eminence and recognisability passed therefore through both the inner qualities and the 

features of the outward appearance. Those who arrange (kataskeuázontej) the images (eêkónaj) 

of powerful men, declared also Gregory of Nyssa, outline the distinctive marks of the form (tón ... 

caraktÖra tÖj morfÖj Þnamássontai) and define (sumparagráfousi) the royal dignity with 

                                                             
713 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homeliae in Hexaemeron, VIII, 4.3; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 248-249. Naldini 
translated here the term scÔmati as ‘form’. For the traditional parallelism between the head of the bees and 
the king and the way in which Basil reflected contemporary political and social ideas, see NALDINI 1990, n. p. 
389. 
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purple dresses, so that out of habit even the image of a ruler is called ‘ruler’ because of the 

resemblance (kaì Ó eêkÎn, basileúj)714. Outstanding elements characteristic of the imperial schema 

had, first of all, a practical purpose: striking contrasts of colour like gold and scarlet helped the 

onlookers to pick out the imperial party in triumphal cortege715. The purple was indeed a distinctive 

sign through which ‘the emperor might be recognized by the army and all the people because of his 

amazing and unusual attire (foresíaj)’716. The act of assuming the imperial schema by grabbing the 

material insignia was therefore also crucial at the moment in which an emperor took the power: when 

Zeno managed to retake the power and rose to the Kathisma to preside the games as emperor, for 

example, he sent immediately his officials to St Sophia to take the imperial schema (tò scÖma tÖj 

basileíaj) from Basiliscus and the members of his family717. When connected with verbs like 

peritíqhmi the expression scÔmati basilikÐ referred to the imperial ornaments and clothes which 

were imposed on the man from outside. So the barbarian Arbogast ‘made Eugenius emperor of the 

western Romans, clothing him in the imperial regalia (peritíqhsi tò scÖma) against his will’718. Even 

in the imperial context, however, the terms schema and schemata had to be understood in the light 

of the terminological density mentioned above to include the gestures and postures assumed by the 

body underneath the clothes. The distinction between material insigne and physical attitude was not 

always clear: Olympiodorus of Thebes, for example, used the term ambiguously when he wrote that 

Galla Placidia, after the wedding with Ataulf in 414, was allowed to seat with the schema of the imperial 

power (scÔmati basilikÐ) while her husband sat with the chlamys and other dresses proper for the 

Romans719. Malalas more clearly included in the schema of the alytarch presiding over the Olympic 

Games in Antioch both the specific ornaments and clothes assumed with the charge, as well as the 

proskynesis involved in the office720. And when he described the ceremonial schema of the Indian king 

                                                             
714 GREGORY OF NYSSA, De hominis opificio, 4; ed. PG 44, col. 136; tr. SALMONA 1982, p. 36. Furthermore, the 
ruler signified (æpishmaínousa) his dignity with the sceptre and the diadem; ibidem. 
715 McCORMICK 1986, pp. 86-87; n. 29, p. 87.  
716 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 2, 9 (8); ed. THURN 2000, 23-24; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. 15-16; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 62, where foresíaj is more specifically translated as ‘Farbstoffe’. Malalas is 
recording here the story of the philosopher Heracles, who discovered by chance the dye produced by the murex 
and gave it as a gift to Phoinix, the emperor of Tyre. John of Nikiu mentioned the anecdote referring to the 
material of the cloth (the silk) rather than the colour, but also agreed that this was a device through which the 
kings ‘became conspicuously distinguished from the multitude’; JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 20, 2; tr. CHARLES 
1916, p. 21. 
717 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 15, 5; ed. THURN 2000, 303.61-63; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 210; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 391. 
718 The passage, transmitted by the Excerpta de Insidiis under the name of John of Antioch, is attributed to 
Eunapius by Blockley; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 58 (Exc. de Ins. 79); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 
1983, pp. 84-85; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 280.40-42; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 472-473. 
719 OLYMPIODORUS, Historia, fr. 24 (Bibl. Cod. 80, p. 175); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 186-187 (where schema 
is translated as ‘raiment’). 
720 The first alytarch in Antioch, Afranius, wore a specific white costume and ‘received obeisance (prosekuneîto) 
as if he were Zeus himself’; JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 12, 7; ed. THURN 2000, 217; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, 
p. 152; cf. tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 292. Later, this schema was assumed by Diocletian. He wore a purple 
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(tò scÖma tÖj basilikÖj tÏn ’IndÏn katastásewj), he included not only the dresses and the 

insignia of the performers but also attitudes and physical acts such as the standing position of the king 

and the Senate, the kneeling of the ambassador who paid homage to the ruler (klínaj tò gónu 

prosekúnhse), the ruler’s kissing of the imperial letter’s seal, and the embrace and kiss between 

ambassador and ruler721. 

Even when referring to the emperor, the schema continued therefore to include the material insignia 

and clothes of kingship as well as the way in which the emperor actively arranged and moved his body. 

This resulting appearance was then a complex matter, and scholars had often been puzzled by the 

presence in the imagery of clear images of sound authority next to seemingly odd occurrences and 

‘paradoxes’722. Those apparently conflicting features were the result of a long and gradual process in 

which elements of different traditions merged and developed until they became part of a rich and 

diversified repertoire at disposal of the emperor (who had to publicly show a schema significant and 

persuasive) and his audience (who had to judge him according to it).  

 

1. LATE ANTIQUITY (FOURTH-FIFTH CENTURY) 

 

1.1. THE PAGAN REPERTOIRE. MODELS, VALUES, AND PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS 

 

In 357 Constantius II decided to celebrate his vicennalia and his victories (especially the one over 

Magnentius occurred almost half a decade earlier) with a triumphal entry in Rome and a procession 

through the city723. The exceptional spectacle had been described in a well-known passage written by 

the pagan author Ammianus Marcellinus, often considered an illuminating document of the degree of 

formalism reached by the imperial majesty in the ceremonial context of the late fourth century724. 

The emperor, wrote Ammianus, entered into the Eternal City assuming a statue-like posture that 

aimed to express his supposedly extraordinary inner discipline: seated on a golden chariot, surrounded 

by the insignia and by soldiers equally impressive for the perfection of their movements725, he was the 

                                                             
dress instead of the white one and watched the Games ‘making obeisance to the people (proskunÏn tòn 

dÖmon)’; JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 12, 44; ed. THURN 2000, 239; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 169; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 324.  
721 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 18, 56; ed. THURN 2000, 384-385; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 268; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 476. 
722 Mango, for example, talked about the ‘paradox’ entailed in the Byzantine doctrine of monarchy, for which an 
emperor chosen by God could also be occasionally depicted as wicked, pagan or heretic; MANGO 2002a, p. 14. 
723 McCORMICK 1986, pp. 40-41. On the political and ceremonial context of Constantius’ visit to Rome, see 
MATTHEWS 1989, p. 233. See also MacCORMACK 1981, pp. 41-43. 
724 For a brief summary of the process through which the empire became a centralized autocracy focused on the 
emperor, his ceremonies and his capital, see BELL 2009, p. 4. 
725 The full-armour which covered the bodies of the horsemen made them look like ‘statues (simulacra) polished 
by the hand of Praxiteles, not men. Thin circles of iron plates, fitted to the curves of their bodies (apti corporis 
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focus of everyone’s gazes726. He proceeded without stirring, showing himself ‘as calm and 

imperturbable (immobilem)’727. ‘As if his neck were in a vice’, explained Ammianus, ‘he kept the gaze 

of his eyes straight ahead, and turned his face neither to right nor to left, but (as if he were a lay figure 

(figmentum hominis, lit. the representation of a man) neither did he nod (nec … nutans) when the 

wheel jolted nor was he ever seen to spit, or to wipe or rub his face or nose, or move his hands about 

(fricans manumque agitans)’728. Also when he apparently lost his imperturbability and stood amazed 

at the sight of the Rostra, the emperor turned around only his eyes729.  

Much had been said about the literary parallelisms of this passage and the allegedly ‘eastern’ origin of 

the attitude chosen here by Constantius. Herodotus and Xenophon reported that such a flawless 

deportment was imposed not so much on the king but rather on his subjects. So the king of the 

Medians forbade those around him to laugh or spit in front of him. Those devices aimed to exalt the 

ruler as a superior being and to keep him safe from the members of other powerful families who could 

potentially threaten his position730. The Persian king Cyrus for his part, declared Xenophon, ‘held the 

opinion that a ruler ought to excel his subjects not only in point of being actually better than they, but 

that he ought also to cast a sort of spell upon them (katagohteúein)’. For this reason, he maintained 

a supreme distance, concealed any physical defect under a Median dress (which made him ‘look very 

tall and very handsome’) and trained his associates ‘not to spite or to wipe the nose in public, not to 

turn round to look at anything, as being men who wondered at nothing. All this he thought contributed, 

in some measure, to their appearing to their subject men who could not lightly be despised’731. With 

this parallelism, Ammianus underlined thus the practical nature of ceremonial details as instruments 

used, this time, by the emperor himself. Constantius strove to present himself as ruled by a self-control 

beyond human possibilities, so as to eliminate ‘spontaneity in favour of a static symbolism of power’ 

and wide ‘the gap between ruler and ruled’732. For this reason he affected ‘tokens of no slight 

                                                             
flexibus), completely covered their limbs; so that whichever way they had to move their members, their garment 
fitted, so skilfully were the joining made’; AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 8; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, 
vol. 1, p. 83; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 247. Julian also declared that the armours that covered the limbs of the 
soldiers of Constantius’ II army made them look like statues, yet remained so flexible ‘that the wearers can bend 
even their fingers’; JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 37D; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 96-97. 
726 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 4; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 83; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
245. 
727 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 9; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, pp. 83-84; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
I, p. 247.  
728 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 10; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 84; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
247. 
729 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 13; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 84; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
249. 
730 HERODOTUS, Historiae, I, 99; ed. and tr. ASHERI and ANTELAMI 1991, pp. 118-119. 
731 XENOPHON, Cyropedia, 8, 1.40-42; ed. and tr. MILLER 1953, vol. 2, pp. 324-325. 
732 MATTHEWS 1989, p. 233; McCORMICK 1986, pp. 90-91. For the process of ‘liturgification of victory 
celebrations’ and the differences with the ceremonies organized at Rome during the principate to display civility 
in a ritualized and staged context, see McCORMICK 1986, pp. 62-67. 
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endurance (patientiae non mediocris indicia)’ which were ‘features of his more intimate life (in citeriore 

vita)’ and ‘granted to him alone (uni illi concessae), as was given to be understood (ut exstimari 

dabatur)’733. With this latter statement, the author made it clear how his entire description of the 

supreme self-control maintained by Constantius was not intended as a positive judgment of the 

emperor’s supposedly good qualities. It was rather an indication of how this emperor was trying in 

every way to peddle these qualities as his own to the audience during the ceremony. Ammianus 

therefore proved to be a smart member of the imperial audience and proved to be fully aware of the 

imperial efforts to use expedients to amaze and entice his audience734. 

Furthermore, Ammianus addressed his work to the senatorial audience of Rome. Constantius was the 

Christian emperor who, despite occasional efforts in negotiating with the culturally conservative 

landowning class, extended the anti-pagan initiatives of his father Constantine and did not show 

respect to the Senate. He was paralleled therefore with the traditional tyrannical figures of Caligula, 

Domitian, or Commodus, and described as a haughty and cruel ruler characterized by a selfish 

understanding of the power and obsessed with defending his position without deserving it735. 

Constantius was the one who ‘in his pride of lofty conceit (elatus in ardum supercilium)’ never allowed 

‘anyone to sit beside him in his car, nor admitted any private person to be his colleague in the insignia 

of the consulship, as other anointed princes did (…)736. Also at the very beginning of the description of 

the imperial triumph, Ammianus declared that the honour was undeserved and held ‘without a title’: 

Constantius did not achieve any personal military victory and ‘nor at critical moments was he ever seen 

to be foremost (summis primus), or among the foremost (inter primos)’. The ‘inordinately long’ 

procession and ‘the splendour of his retinue’ were exaggerated and unnecessary and shown ‘to a 

populace living in perfect peace and neither expecting nor desiring to see this or anything like it’737. 

From a republican point of view, therefore, Ammianus looked at Constantius’ highly formal ceremonial 

attitude as expressing the emperor’s autocratic character. 

                                                             
733 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 11; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 84; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
247. 
734 Eunapius showed a similar awareness when he praised Eustathius, ambassador of Constantius II at the court 
of Shapur I, for his oratorical ability as well for the contempt (tÔn øperoyían) shown toward the ceremonial 
attractions used in front of him, recognized as means devised to strike him (pollà æj katáplhxin toû Þndròj 

mhcanhsámenoj); EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Vitae Philosopharum, VI, 44-45; ed. GOULET 2014, pp. 27-28; tr. 
CIVILETTI 2007, p. 113. For the inducements (illecebris) used by Gallus’ wife Constantia to reveal conspiracies 
against her husband, see AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XIV, 7, 4; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 18; tr. 
ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 55. 
735 NERI 1997. 
736 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 12; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 84; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, 
pp. 247-249. 
737 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 1-2; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 82; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, 
p. 243. The ancient emperors who relied on their personal military ability to gain fame and glory, on the other 
hand, get personally involved ‘when the heat of the battle could tolerate no inaction’ and did not require 
excessive ceremonial devices in times of peace; AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 3; ed. SEYFARTH 
1978, vol. 1, p. 82; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, pp. 243-245. 
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In the end, Constantius held the equestrian games inside the city and changed his attitude to behave 

as a citizen integrated into the community. Only at this point, thus, he could be praised for choosing 

an attitude in line with the republican values. On this occasion, he ‘respectfully observed the due mean 

(modum debitum)’ and enjoyed the sullies and jests of the plebs (dicitate plebis). Those latter in turn 

spontaneously manifested their excitement, maintaining in the while the limit between condescension 

and freedom738. The presence of two different attitudes in Constantius’ self-presentation is witnessed 

also in the more positively informed description of Aurelius Victor: Constantius, declared the author, 

was ‘calm and reasonable in his duties (placidus clemensque pro negotio) and has ‘a gentle and 

agreeable manner of speaking (orandi genere leni iocundoque)’, but he was also ‘master of his eating 

habits, of every passion and all his desires (parcus cibi omnis libidinis atque omnium cupidinum 

victor)’739. Olympiodorus of Thebes stated in a similar way that Constantius III, Galla Placidia’s second 

husband, appeared uneasy in public processions and relaxed in private. In the first case he was 

‘downcast and sullen (kathfÕj kaì skuqrwpój), a man with bulging eyes, a long (lit. massive) neck 

and a broad head (megalófqalmój te kaì megalaúchn kaì platukéfaloj)’ (thus, once more, as 

a statue), who always slumped (neúwn diólou) over the neck of the horse he was riding, looking at 

everybody (o0tw tØde kÞkeîse loxòn ækpémpwn tò 3mma), so that all saw in him (pâsi faínesqai) 

‘a mien worthy of a tyrant’ (eôdoj \xion turannídoj), as the saying goes’ (that is, in Euripidean’s 

terms). During the banquet, the emperor, on the contrary, conversed with his subjects and appeared 

‘so cheerful and affable (ternòj kaì politikój) that he even competed with the clowns (ærizein toîj 

mímoij) who often played (paízousi) before his table (prò tÖj trapézhj)’740. 

Those examples well instantiated a situation in which the ideals of perfect behaviour and public 

appearance for the emperor were developing toward specific, even if not so clearly outlined, 

directions. The emperor was increasingly widening the distance with his subjects and was promoting 

also in official portraits the idea of himself as a superior being by making his body steady and 

motionless like a stone741. On other occasions, however, he continued to show himself ‘relaxed’ among 

his guests. Let us see, first of all, how this latter traditional ‘friendly’ attitude, which shared many 

continuities with the previous centuries, was still very present at the time, and how the display of the 

civilitas remained an important requirement for a good emperor.  

 

                                                             
738 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 10, 13; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 84; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
249. For the change of attitude and the actions performed by Constantius once inside the city (he also addressed 
the senators in the senate-house and the people from the tribunal in the forum), see MATTHEWS 1989, p. 234. 
739 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 42.23; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 129; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 54. 
740 OLYMPIODORUS, Historia, fr. 23 (Bibl. Cod. 80, p. 174f.); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 186-187. See also 
BLOCKLEY 1981, p. 42. 
741 See at least Galierius’ arch in Thessaloniki, Constantine’s arch in Rome, and the triumphal column of Arcadius 
dedicated by his son Theodosius II at the beginning of the fifth century. In the latter, it is difficult sometimes even 
to distinguish imperial portraits from the representations of statues of the city. 
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The culture and traditional ideals of the senatorial and republican aristocracy continued to inform the 

standards for the schema required from a ruler who received the plenitude of the sovereign power by 

‘the palace, the Senate and the army’742. He had to behave as primus inter pares, showing respect for 

the political privileges and dignitas of the Senate and establishing a good relationship between the 

principatus and the libertas of his subjects. Historians still provided vivid descriptions of Roman 

emperors of the past who had embodied well this kind of ideal. The emperor was required to follow 

the example of rulers like Hadrian, who was very affable (civilissimus) ‘in his conversations, even with 

the very humble’ and denounced those who, ‘in the belief that they were thereby maintaining the 

imperial dignity (fastigium principis), begrudged him the pleasure of such friendliness (voluptatem 

humanitatis)’743. Trajan for his part earned respect because of his civilitate and moderatione and 

because he ‘behaved to everyone as an equal (equalem se omnibus exhibens)’. He visited his friends 

and organized dinner parties ‘without making distinctions of rank, often sitting in their carriages, 

harming none of the senators’ and always acting with calm composure (tranquillum et placidum)’. 

Furthermore, ‘when his friends blamed him for being too accessible to all, he replied that he was the 

kind of emperor to ordinary citizens as he would have liked emperors to be to him as an ordinary 

citizen’744. Especially Marcus Aurelius, then, ‘dealt with everyone at Rome on equal terms (aequo iure)’ 

and ‘was not inflated to the point of arrogance (insolentiam) by the loftiness of his imperial position’745. 

And Alexander Severus refused bows and over-polite and flattering names, avoided excessive luxury 

in his attire, and assumed a familiar attitude (familiariter) with his friends. They could sit with him ‘as 

equals’ at banquets, and he held the morning levee ‘like any senator with open curtains and without 

the presence of ushers, or, at least, with none but those who acted as attendants at the doors’, so to 

appear accessible to those who wanted to pay respect to him746. 

From this point of view, therefore, ‘good emperors’ were praised for the affable and approachable 

attitude through which they expressed their civilitas, humanitas and moderatio747. They could even 

allow their subjects to spontaneously relate to them in social occasions like banquets or public shows. 

Especially in the latter case, they endured public and unscripted mockery which were part of a quasi-

official theatri licentia748. So the mimographer Marullus irritated Marcus Aurelius and his brother 

                                                             
742 According to Jones, this was an important element that distinguished the Western and Eastern concept of the 
monarchy: ‘in the western parts, (…), election was never more than the formal ratification of a usurpation. In the 
eastern parts genuine elections conferred the imperial power on Jovian, Valentinian, Leo, Anastasius, and Justin’; 
JONES 1963, p. 17. 
743 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, De Vita Hadriani, 20, 1; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 21; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 61. 
744 EUTROPIUS, Breviarium, 8.4-5; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 112; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 49. 
745 EUTROPIUS, Breviarium, 8.12; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 118; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 52. 
746 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Alexander Severus, 4, 1-3; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, pp. 253-254; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 
185. Furthermore, he also ‘forbade men to call him Lord (Dominus), and gave orders that people should write to 
him as they would to a commoner’; ibidem. 
747 See also WALLACE-HADRILL 1982. 
748 CAMERON 1976, pp. 160-161. 
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Lucius Verus ‘by his jest (cavillando)’, but went unpunished thanks to the good (civiliter) manner of the 

two emperors749. Marcus Aurelius also endured the mockeries of a group of actors who performed a 

witty dialogue ‘on the stage’ about the affair between his wife and her lovers750. Only bad emperors 

who lacked civilitas reacted to such ribaldries, like when Commodus promptly banished from the stage 

some actors who alluded to him ‘as a man of depraved life’751.  

Those were powerful models of behaviour for the emperors of the fourth century. So, the above-

mentioned Constantius II’s attitude toward the jests of the Roman citizens could be ‘explicable within 

a purely urban Roman tradition’752. At a speech held in early 355 the same emperor is praised by his 

cousin Julian because he displayed ‘justice and moderation (dikaíwj kaì swfrónwj)’ with his 

subjects, the members of his court and the army, and because he granted his friends the privilege of 

addressing him ‘as an equal (tÖj êshgoríaj) and full freedom of speech (tÖj parrhsíaj) without 

stint, and perfect frankness’753.   

The emperor Julian himself most famously displayed an apparently friendly and human attitude 

toward the members of his court754. Since his earlier education, explained his friend Libanius, he put 

aside the pride and placed himself on the same level as the other students in the classroom, respecting 

the ‘principle of equality’ and earning affection and ‘a glorious victory’755. Julian himself declared in a 

speech held in front of Constantius that the good ruler is never arrogant but, thanks to his temperance 

(swfrosúnhj) and wisdom (fronÔsewj), he had to ‘behave toward the people and the magistrates 

like a citizen who obey the laws (kaqáper polítou toîj nómoij øpakoúontoj), not like a king who 

is above the laws (Þll’ o÷ basiléwj tÏn nómwn \rcontoj)’756. Once on the throne, Julian 

expressed those political virtues also through his gestures: he descended from his carriage, ‘shakes 

hands (dexiàn dialegómeqa)’ and conversed with rhetors – among whom Libanius – who ‘regard it 

                                                             
749 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Vita Marci Antonini Philosophi, 8, 1; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 53; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, 
p. 151. 
750 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Vita Marci Antonini Philosophi, 29, 2-3; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 73; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. 
I, p. 203. In the early sixth century Cassiodorus, who received a traditional Roman education, still distinguished 
between the impertinence (presumptionis) of the mob (loquicitas popularis) against men of rank occurred in the 
public streets (considered as a crime), and those occurred at the public shows. The circus, explained the author, 
‘is a place that protects excesses’, and ‘patient acceptance of their chatter (garrulitas) is a proven glory of princes 
themselves’; CASSIODORUS, Variae, I, 27.4-5; ed. MOMMSEN 1894, p. 29; tr. BARNISH 1992, p. 19. 
751 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Commodus Antoninus, 3, 4; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 100; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 269. 
752 MacCORMACK 1981, p. 42. More negative and simplified is the view of McCormick, according to whom 
‘Constantius, whose rigid hieratic posture throughout the parade has become practically a topos among modern 
writers on the fourth-century monarchy, condescended to throw some crumbs of consideration to the Roman 
crowd during the games’; McCORMICK 1986, pp. 87-88. 
753 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 16D-17B; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, vol. I, pp. 42-43. 
754 I will not refer here to the highly innovative self-presentation presented by Julian, who combined the image 
of the bearded philosopher-ruler with the Roman military tradition, but only to the specific gestural and 
behavioural choices pursued by Julian to display his civilitas in continuity with the republican tradition. For Julian’ 
image and the problem of communication between the ruler and the citizens of Antiochia, see GUIDETTI 2015. 
755 LIBANIUS, Oratio 13, 9; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, p. 66; tr. NORMAN 1969, p. 7.  
756 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 45D; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, vol. I, pp. 116-117. 
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as a better thing not to put on more airs and graces than other folk than to instil fear into them’757. 

When administring justice, he expressed his affability (koinóthtoj) by letting his subject free to 

express themselves with unrestrained movements: without caring about the formal rules of etiquette, 

he gave to advocates and clients ‘full freedom (æxousían) to raise their voices, to shake their fists 

(ceiròj Þnaseísei, literally, to move up and down their hands) and to make all sorts of gestures (pâsi 

scÔmasi) and comments (skÍmmasi) to each other – in short, to use all the tricks of the trade that 

each party relies on to win a case’758. Times, however, were changing, and it was easy to go beyond 

the limits: Ammianus witnessed another point of view on the too much informal attitude assumed by 

Julian on some occasions. He ‘showed himself (visus est) especially condescending (humilior) by going 

on foot to their inauguration (i.e. the consular inauguration of Mamertinus and Nevitta in 362) in 

company with other high officials, an action which some commended but others criticised as affected 

and cheap (adfectatum et vile)’. He then behaved improperly (indecore) when he rushed and ‘run at 

full speed’ to welcome with a kiss the philosopher Maximus during a seat with the Senate. This attitude 

was in turn an ‘unseemly ostentation (per ostentationem intempestivam)’ that made also the 

philosopher ‘appear to be an excessive seeker for empty fame’759. Therefore, Mathews also well 

recognized, both Maximus and Julian presented on this occasion a kind of behaviour unsuitable to their 

condition: too much pomp and ostentation inappropriate for a philosopher on one side, a spontaneous 

humility unbefitting an emperor on the other760. 

In any case, the approachable attitude was always far away from being a real debasement: the 

emperor was always supposed to be the ‘primus’ among his ‘pares’ and to embody the most perfect 

citizen, since he was charged with the high responsibility to act as the head of State and as a model for 

his subjects. His virtues had to be incomparable: even Julian was equal to the others in appearance but 

also superior to them, ‘for the seed sown in him was the same as in others, but in its fruits he surpassed 

all young students’761. His body had then also to be perfect: from a material point of view, it had to be 

intact and not affected by mutilation, an idea that had ancient roots762. Numberless are the mentions 

of the practice of the mutilation as a way to prevent the strife for power: Olympiodorus of Thebes, for 

                                                             
757 LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 150; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, p. 300; tr. NORMAN 1969, p. 377. 
758 LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 189-191; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, pp. 319-320; tr. NORMAN 1969, pp. 405-407. 
759 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXII, 7, 1; 7, 3; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 258; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
II, p. 249. 
760 MATTHEWS 1989, p. 236. The Christian author Socrates of Constantinople also reported that the abolishment 
of the imperial luxury by Julian was praised by few but blamed by others. This is because, in driving many people 
to cease their admiration of imperial wealth, it also made them despise power; SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, 
Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 1.53; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 258-261; cf. tr. 
ZENOS 1983, pp. 76-78. 
761 LIBANIUS, Oratio 13, 9; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, p. 66; tr. NORMAN 1969, p. 7. 
762 According to Procopius, this idea was taken from Persians, among whom was considered illegal that the one 
who was going to take power was deprived of an eye or have some other deformities; PROCOPIUS, De Bello 
Persico, I, 11.4; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 82-83. 
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example, reported the attempt made by Priscus Attalus to ensure his usurpation by suggesting the 

emperor Honorius ‘to retire voluntarily to private life and to purchase his survival by cutting off his 

extremities (tÏn toû sÍmatoj ÞkrwthriÏn tØ peritomØ)’763.  According to another version of the 

episode reported by the same Olympiodorus, Attalus offered him to retire ‘without suffering any 

harm’. It was rather one of the ambassador sent by Honorius, the betrayer praetorian prefect Jovian, 

who suggested that ‘Honorius should be mutilated of one limb’ to prevent any future attempt to retake 

the throne. Attalus censured his suggestion ‘saying that it was not customary to mutilate an Emperor 

who had willingly resigned his office’. In the end, it was Attalus who was mutilated in Ravenna at the 

behest of Honorius: he was brought to the first step of a tribunal and here ‘the fingers of his right hand 

were cut off’, ‘namely the <thumb> and the forefinger (<Þntíceir> ñ dè licanòj 1cei tÕn 

klÖsin)764. This could possibly refer to the deprivation of an important instrument for the emperor, 

namely the fingers that accompanied his rhetorical speeches. Immediately after, indeed, the author 

emphasised the fact that Honorius expressed his approval toward the city of Rome and its revival after 

the Ataulf’s war ‘by gesture and word’ (ceirì kaì glÍtt+ tòn sunoikismòn æpekrótei)765.  

The physical qualities of the imperial body also had to outwardly express his moral firmness and his 

political skills, in line with old physiognomic beliefs. His ability to rule could be read from his face and 

in his body: ‘gazing long and earnestly on his eyes, at once terrible and full of charm, and on his face 

attractive in its unusual animation (uultumque excitatius gratum)’, for example, the soldiers who 

attended the proclamation of Julian as Ceasar ‘divined what matter of man he would be, as if they had 

perused those ancient books, the reading of which discloses from bodily signs the inward qualities of 

the soul (per corporum signa pandit animarum interna)’766. The emperor could master his conduct 

through a proper education (ÞnatrofÔ or padeía) aimed at improving his physical as well as his 

spiritual qualities. ‘You were of course bound to have the princely nurture (tÖj basilikÖj trofÖj) 

that should train your body to be strong, muscular, healthy, and handsome’ declared Julian in the 

panegyric addressed to Constantius II, ‘and at the same time duly equip your soul with courage, justice, 

temperance and wisdom’. While the soul required literary studies, the body ought to be trained with 

suitable and practical physical exercises, and not with those ‘that fit one merely for public display (pròj 

tàj æpideíxeij)’767. A Roman emperor had to be trained to actively engage in the power, unlike a ruler 

                                                             
763 OLYMPIODORUS, Historia, fr. 10.2; ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 166-167. For the contemporary account of 
Philostorgius, see below, p. 153. 
764 OLYMPIODORUS, Historia, fr. 14; fr. 26 (Bibl. Cod. 80, p. 170; p. 176); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 174-175; 
pp. 190-191. Attalus was then included in the triumph organized by Honorius in Rome, where he likely suffered 
a calcatio colli (see below, p. 178). 
765 OLYMPIODORUS, Historia, fr. 26; ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 190-191. 
766 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XV, 8, 16; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 59; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
173.  
767 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 10D; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 26-27. 
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like Cyrus who merely ‘play at being emperor (paízonta mimeîsqai)’768. He must distinguish himself 

from the barbarians, among whom there was no difference in matters of education between the prince 

and the citizens. It would indeed have been ‘foolish to demand superlative excellence from one’s rulers 

when one takes no pains to make them better than other men’769. Moreover, to receive the same 

education as a private citizen could bring an ‘inevitable familiarity (paraduoménh sunÔqeia)’, which 

‘little by little steals into men’s souls and breeds contempt (øperoyían) for their betters’, causing 

difficulty in governing on the subjects770. According to this view, therefore, it was education, and not 

pomp, that was the instrument by which the emperor had to ensure the respect of his subject and his 

authority. To find such an emphasis in Julian’s work is hardly surprising, given the importance paid by 

this emperor to the organization of the public education based on the study of classics. The education, 

he declared, results indeed ‘in a healthy condition (diáqesin) of mind, I mean a mind that has 

understanding (dianoíaj) and true opinions (Þlhqeîj dóxaj) about things good and evil, honourable 

and base’771.   

The theme of the education of the prince was a long-standing and widely employed topos. Claudian, 

who celebrated Honorius for his being ‘born a king’772, described the harsh physical and moral training 

he received from his father. This latter forbade him any kind of ‘luxurious eases’, strengthened his 

‘young limbs with hard toils’ and exercised his ‘tender powers’ with cold, heat, marches in all 

conditions, and sleepless nights of watching773. And when it came the time to take the power, 

Theodosius clearly warned his son that the state (condicio) of the emperor of Rome had to be 

supported by virtues and not only by blood, unlike the ruler of Parthia for whom a noble lineage and 

birth ‘though wantoning in idle luxury’ was enough774. In line with those statements, an anecdote 

transmitted by Suida and attributed to Eunapius criticized the emperor Jovian by describing him as a 

man who took the power not from his personal virtues but thanks to his father’s reputation (dóxan). 

Despite his physical strength and war experience he was untrained (Þmeléthtoj) and uneducated 

(\geustoj paideúsewj), so that he obscured and disfigured through laziness (dià ×=qumían) what 

was provided to him by nature. And when the citizens of Antiochia, ill-disposed toward him for handing 

                                                             
768 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 13A; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 32-33. 
769 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 14B-C; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 34-37. 
770 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio I, 15A; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 36-39. 
771 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Epistula 36, 422A; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1923) 1953, pp. 116-117; quot. in MATHEWS 
1963, p. 53. 
772 He was ‘palace-nurtured even from life’s threshold’ and his ‘towering fortune has never known the condition 
of a private citizen (ardua privatos nescit Fortuna penates)’. ‘When thou wast born thou wast born a king (regnum 
cum luce dedit)’ declared the author; CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Tertio Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VII, 10-15; ed. 
and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. I, pp. 270-271. See also CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii 
Augusti, VIII, 121-127; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. I, pp. 294-297. 
773 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Tertio Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VII, 39-50; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. I, 
pp. 270-271 
774 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VIII, 212-224; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. 
I, pp. 302-303. 
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over the city of Nisibis to the Persians and for burning their library, wanted to strike the imperial 

authority with chants, parodies and pamphlets, they underlined this gap between outward physical 

beauty and inner unworthiness. They addressed him, among many epithets, as ill-starred and preening 

Paris (Dúspari, eôdoj \riste), a reference to the most famous handsome man who lacked moral 

virtues775. A certain old woman, who saw him tall and handsome (mégan kaì kalòn) but learned that 

he was stupid (Þnóhton), even declared aloud ‘How tall and big (mÖkoj kaì báqoj) is the silliness 

(mwría)!’776.  

The same gap, expressed in a more subtle manner, is declared also by Ammianus: Jovian ‘walked with 

a dignified bearing (incedebat autem motu corporis gravi)’, had a ‘cheerful expression (vulto 

laetissimo)’ and was ‘unusually tall’, but he was also ‘accustumed to jest (iocari) in public with his 

intimates’, ‘only moderately educated (mediocriter eruditus)’ and ‘an immoderate eater’777.  

To receive a princely education was, however, not a guarantee: when Eunapius had to describe the 

emperor Gratian without having access to direct information778, he explained that ‘one can infer what 

kind of man he was, since, though still young, he had been Emperor from childhood, and yet had learned 

(mÕ memaqhkÎj, lit. he did not acquire the habit of) neither how to rule nor how to be ruled (oõon tò 

\rcon kaì oõon tò Þrcómenon). For greatness of character (tò tÖj fúsewj mégeqoj) is especially 

shown when one’s natural virtue (fúsij) overcomes the conduct and mores (ÞgwgÕn kaì sunÔqeian) 

that have been implanted in one and forces them to grow better’. He decided thus to draw Gratian’s 

                                                             
775 These were the slanderous words with which Hector addressed his brother (Il., III, 39; XIII, 769), handsome as 
a god (qeoeidÔj) and beautiful in the appearance (kalòn eôdoj) like a powerful leader, but ultimately devoid of 
strength or value in his heart (Il. III, 44-45). 
776 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 29; ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 44-47; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. 
ADLER 1931, I 401. The story has also been transmitted with some differences by the Excerpta de Virtutibus et 
Vitiis under the name of John of Antiochia, and Blockley considered the two versions as coming independently 
from the same source; EXCERPTA DE VIRTUIBUS ET VITIIS; ed. BÜTTNER-WOBST 1906, I vol., pp. 200-201; 
BLOCKLEY 1983, n. 62, p. 136.  In the most recent edition of the text, anyway, Roberto treated both the Suidae 
and the Excerpta’s fragments as part of John’s Chronica; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 273.1-2; ed. 
and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 456-461. 
777 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXV, 10, 14-15; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 380; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
II, p. 563. Rohrbacher understood the reference to the tall stature and to the initial difficulty in finding an imperial 
robe long enough to cover him as a reference to the poor fit of the imperial robes and therefore to a further 
subtly attempt to present Jovian as an illegitimate emperor; ROHRBACHER 2002, p. 33.  
778 The reports, complained Eunapius, were ‘closely guarded secrets in the palace’, or ‘contained many and 
various discrepancies and did not reveal the simple truth, but rather concealed it like some forbidden treasure’. 
He, therefore, had to act as a painter ‘who seek to capture the sitter before him (parádeigma 

carakthrízousin)’ and ‘the likeness of the face (tò próswpon ñmoióthta) (…) through some of its minor 
characteristics (mikrá tina tÏn øpokeiménwn sumbólwn) – a deep furrow on the brow, prominent sideburns, 
or some similar insignificant detail of the features (toioûtó ti mikròn kaì parhmelhménon tÏn katà tÕn 

3yin), which, if overlooked, causes the portrait (tò eôdoj) to fail, but if rendered accurately, is the sole reason 
why the likeness (ñmoióthtoj) had been caught’; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 50 (Exc. de Sent. 
55); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 76-79. 
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portrait ‘from the available examples of his behaviour (æk tÏn øpokeiménwn paradeigmátwn) upon 

which all agree to a man, even those whose habit it is to spread the usual idle gossip’779. 

The Epitome de Caesaribus also declared that Gratian had a good education, elegance in speaking, and 

rhetorical skilfulness but did not have the science of ruling a state both by inclination and by practice, 

a fact that ultimately aroused the army against him780. Even more harshly, Ammianus declared that he 

was ‘a young man of splendid character (indolis), eloquent (facundus), self-restrained (moderatus)’, 

but that a ‘natural inclination (natura) for unbecoming conduct, which was given free rein by his 

intimates, turned him to the frivolous pursuits of the emperor Commodus’781. Gratian therefore seems 

to have been a victim of flattery, ‘a weapon irresistible and fearful even to rational people’, which could 

corrupt even the most honest man. Theodorus, a notary under Valens endowed with a physical beauty 

matching his virtues, for example, became pray of other members of the court who took advantage of 

his ‘easy-going nature and his relaxed and approachable social manner’ (tà kérdh kaì tàj koinàj 

túcaj), to turn him into a man who ‘lusted after wealth and public office’’782. Proper education and a 

good character/disposition were both requirements for being a good ruler, clearly declared also 

Aurelius Victor referring to the emperor Didius Julianus. He was a noble-born man distinguished for 

his knowledge of the law, but since his character (ingenium) was unable to restrain passions (cupidini), 

his learning was ‘a feeble thing (imbecillem)’783. Galerius and Constantius Chlorus, on the contrary, had 

‘remarkable natural abilities (naturae beneficiis)’ ruined because they were not ‘emanated from 

cultivated minds (a doctis pectoribus)’ and therefore ‘gave offence because of their boorishness 

(insulsitate)’. ‘Learning, refinement and courtesy (eruditionem elegantiam comitatem)’, indeed, ‘are 

essential, particularly in emperors, since without these qualities natural talents are despised as if they 

are unfinished or even crude’784.  

At all times the emperor had to outwardly show his superior education and character. The physical 

self-displayed was a highly effective instrument and a constitutive element of power, and the imperial 

body was something that had to be seen in plain sight785. It could assure the soldier about the 

emperor’s safety: when a rumour spread about the alleged death of Julian, the army rushed to his 

                                                             
779 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 50 (Exc. de Sent. 55); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 78-79.  
780 EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 47.5-6; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 173-174; tr. BANCHICH 2009. 
781 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXXI, 10, 18; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 185; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
III, p. 455. For the importance given by Ammianus to proper education, see BLOCKLEY 1981, pp. 22-23. 
782 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 39.1 (Exc. de Sent. 37); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 54-55. 
783 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 19.2-3; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 97; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 21. 
See also ROHRBACHER 2002, p. 46. 
784 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 40.12-13; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 122-123; tr. BIRD 1994, 
p. 47.  
785 The reference to the eyes of the presents fixed on the imperial presence is a widespread topos: see, for 
example, how the emperor Julian attracted the sight of the ordered multitude, whose eyes were all turned upon 
him ‘not only with a fixed gaze, but also with great admiration’; AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXII, 2, 
4; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 252; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 191.  
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residence and waited to see him ‘resplendent in the imperial garb (augusto habitu)’786. It can also 

contribute to gain or lose support from the people, like when Julian provoked the anger of the 

Antiocheans by failing to show up in the theatre and at the races787. Especially on the battlefield, the 

emperor had to act as a powerful visual example and gain the approval of the soldiers by standing on 

an elevated structure (a platform, a hill, or a shield)788. Zosimus recounted a case where a potential 

emperor who behaved in a manner unfitting for authority could even lose the support of his troops: 

when the soldiers saw (qewroûntej) Aemilianus ‘behaving (prosiónta, a derivative of proseîdon, 

expressing thus the idea of behaving in the aspect and in the appearance) more like a common soldier 

(stratiwtikÏj) than a general (ÞrcikÏj)’, they considered him ‘unfit (Þnarmódion) to be emperor’ 

and killed him789. On the contrary, when appointed as Caesar by Constantius II, Julian was remarkably 

introduced to the soldiers as a ‘young man of quiet strength, whose temperate behaviour (mores) is 

rather to be imitated than proclaimed’790. Ammianus reported how, on the occasion of his coronation 

by the troops in 360, Julian made a big deal out of the attire chosen by the hasty army, eager to appoint 

him as their Augustus with what they have at their disposal. Instead of the traditional diadem, the 

soldiers proposed to Julian ‘a woman’s adornment’ and then ‘a horse’s trapping’, ‘so that being 

crowned with it he might display at least some obscure token of a loftier station (uti coronatus speciem 

saltem obscuram superioris praetenderet potestatis)’. Despite all the disregard he had flaunted for the 

ceremonial attire, Julian refused both the solutions as ‘not fitting for him to wear’ and ‘shameful 

(turpe)’, until one of the soldier ‘took off the neck-chain (torquem) which he wore as draconarius and 

boldly (confidenter) placed it on Julian’s head’. ‘Driven to the extremity of compulsion, and perceiving 

that he could not avoid imminent danger if he persisted in his resistance’, Julian was thus forced to 

accept791. Those statements did not aim to criticize a supposedly unworthy condition of the emperor, 

who clearly understood the inappropriateness of the situation by feeling shame for the forced schema 

not fitted for the role. They rather aimed to underline the rashness of the soldiers, who had violently 

rebelled against the authority. Zosimus described them as ‘inflamed with rage’ while they ‘rose from 

their drinking in uproar’, ‘going to the imperial quarters with the cups still in their hands’ and bursting 

                                                             
786 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XX, 4, 20-22; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 192; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
II, p. 29. 
787 The refusal was due to Julian’s ‘sense and moderation (frónhsin kaì swfrosúnhn) to all things’, but it 
ultimately led the citizens, who were ‘naturally fond of shows (filoqeámwn dè $wn fúsei)’, ‘to say harsh, hurtful 
things about him’; ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, III, 11.4; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.1, p. 25; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 56. 
See also CAMERON 1985, pp. 175-176. 
788 The military proclamation on the shield, originated in the classical antiquity, entailed ideological concepts 
based upon the cosmological metaphor of the rising sun. It found its artistic counterpart in the imago clipeata; 
L’ORANGE 1953, esp. ch. 11 and ch. 12; KANTOROWICZ 1963. 
789 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, I, 29.1; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, p. 28; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 9. 
790 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XV, 8, 10; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 58; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
169. 
791 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XX, 4, 17-18; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, pp. 191-192; tr. ROLFE 1950, 
vol. II, p. 27. 
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in Julian’s home ‘without ceremony (sùn o÷denì kósm_)’792. The usual ‘expected’ schema was indeed 

assumed at the time of the legitimate and official proclamation in 355, when Julian appeared to the 

troops ‘brilliant with the gleam of the imperial purple’. The soldiers themselves had behaved in a totally 

different manner, since ‘they neither praised him beyond measure nor less than was fitting, and 

therefore their words were esteemed as those of censors, not of soldiers’793. When Julian celebrated 

then as legitimate emperor the quinquennial games at Vienne, he ‘wore a magnificent diadem, set 

with gleaming gems’, an image which is counter-posed by Ammianus himself to the previous occasion, 

when ‘he had assumed and worn a cheap crown, like that of the director of a gymnasium attired in 

purple’794.  

In the military context as well the emperor had to employ powerful rhetorical gestures. The mention 

of the nutus (nod) or the signal (súnqhma; shmeìon) in the battlefield, we have to remember, 

continued often to refer ambiguously to the order given by the emperor whether or not physically 

performing a specific movement of the head or of the head. In its abstract nuance, for example, 

Ammianus refers to the iniquities committed in Rome ‘according to the nod (ad nutum) and wish ((ad) 

voluntatem)’ of the praefect Maximinus under Valentinian795. Signals understood in their more 

concrete dimension are the ones employed in occasions involving silence or distance: so Zosimus 

underlined the importance of the planned signals (súnqhma; shmeìou) made during the battle to give 

order to the troops and specified that they were made with a sound, an insigne, or a hand796. They 

were then crucial in course of complots and political ‘traps’, when it was necessary to give the signal 

for action (súnqhma ... tò drâma dídwmi) to the soldiers at the right moment797.  

Gregory S. Aldrete has already shown how a Roman emperor, the ‘supreme orator whose words 

carried the greatest significance’, studied since childhood the art of rhetoric (gestures included) and 

used this skill to command, win support, and strengthen his words in front of the Senate and large 

                                                             
792 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, III, 9.2; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.1, p. 21; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 54 
793 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XV, 8, 15-16; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 59; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, 
p. 173. 
794 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXI, 1, 4; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 216; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, p. 
93. See also LIBANIUS, Oratio, 18, 98-99; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, pp. 278-279; tr. NORMAN 1969, p. 343. 
795 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVIII, 1, 43; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 68; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 113. 
796 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, II, 16, 18-19, 23; IV, 26; IV, 38-39. 
797 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, I, 65.2; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, p. 56; ed. BEKKER 1837, pp. 56-57; tr. RIDLEY 
1982, pp. 20-21. The misunderstanding of those signals remains always possible and could have disastrous 
consequences. Later in the sixth century, Procopius told the story of the ships full of Sicilian grains, sent to Rome 
by pope Vigilius, which were captured by the men of Totila when the sailors failed to understand the signal given 
by the guards. Those latter noticed indeed the enemies concealed inside the walls and tried to signal (shmaínein) 
to the men on the ships not to come ahead ‘by weaving their cloaks (tà ëmátia seíontej)’, ‘but the men on the 
ships failed to comprehend (o÷ xuniéntej) what they were doing, supposing that the Romans in Portus were 
rejoicing and inviting them to the harbour’; PROCOPIUS, De Bello Gotico, III (VII), 14.11-12; ed. and tr. DEWING 
1962, vol. IV, pp. 412-413. 
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audience at a public meeting798. In the fourth century, descriptions of proper or improper way of 

moving during a speech were often used, it is true, as narrative device to make clear the right or unjust 

position of the parts involved in a dispute. So Ammianus Marcellinus employed those expedients to 

emphasise the behaviour of good Romans against false courtesans in the description of the trial 

between the magister militum Marcellus, who moved false charges against Julian in front of the 

emperor Constantius II, and the praepositus cubiculi Eutherius, who in turn defended the Caesar. 

Marcellus arrived in Milan ‘blustering and making trouble (strepens et tumultuans)’, since he was ‘a 

vain talkative fool (vanidicus) and all but mad (amenti propior)’. Once admitted to the council, then, 

he began to talk accompanying his words with ‘mighty gesticulation (cum motu quodam corporis 

loquebatur)’. Eutherius for his part finally revealed the truth by speaking ‘modestly (verecunde) and in 

few words (modice, lit. with due measure)’799. The dignified attitude of Eutherius, suitable to his Roman 

virtues, clashed therefore against the disordered and messy movements of Marcellus, which 

associated him with a mad person.  

But also at a more practical level, rhetorical gestures of command and speaking continued to be an 

important imperial attribute widely employed in public speeches to underline words and to express 

moral and political values, as well as to amaze, exhort and therefore also to control the audience. The 

emperor has to corroborate his words not only with his eloquium/eloquentia, but also with his outward 

appearance, the tone of his voice and his gestuality. So the emperor Trajan is mocked by the emperor 

Julian in the pages of his satirical work Caesares because, despite his ability in speaking (dunámenoj 

légein), he had an easiness of temper (øpò ×=qumíaj), for which reason he gave to his secretary the 

task of writing his speech. When he had to personally make his speech in front of the gods at banquet, 

therefore, he initially ‘shouted rather than spoke (fqeggómenoj mâllon $h légwn)’, using weak 

arguments to underline his supposed superiority over the other rulers800. When Libanius wanted to 

criticize Constantius II, he also chose to target his ability as an orator. In contrast with Julian – the 

emperor who ‘made his entry into the senate house’ and skilfully delivered his speech here – 

Constantius not only did not care about the Senate. He also ‘did not come to attend its sessions, for 

because of his incapacity for public speaking (mÕ dúnasqai légein)’. He thus ‘shunned a place that 

required an orator’s presence’801.  

                                                             
798 ALDRETE 1999, pp. 85-97. 
799 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res gestae XVI, 7, 2-3; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, pp. 76-77; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
I, p. 227. Ammianus had already connected wide gestures with the kind of men which during the Principate 
offended the greatness of Rome. For the contrast between ostentatio and veritas in republican Rome, see 
CORBEILL 2002, p. 204. 
800 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Caesares, 28; ed. NESSELRATH 2015, p. 130; tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1949, p. 393. 
Immediately after, nevertheless, he will display his oratorical qualities. 
801 LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 154; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, p. 302; tr. NORMAN 1969, pp. 379-381. 
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The ancient gesture of power of the raised right hand, which had a high symbolic value in Greek and 

Roman iconography and literature802, remained the most ‘iconic’ one representative of the imperial 

authority especially in the juridical and military setting. So, when Honorius wanted to express his 

approval for the revival of the city of Rome after the Ataulf’s war, he made it with his ‘gesture and 

word’803. And Valentinian, just unanimously acclaimed Augustus by his troops in Nicaea, rose on a high 

platform dressed up with a purple robe and diadem and introduced his speech by uncovering his arm 

– ‘in order to speak more conveniently (ut expeditus loqueretur)’804– and by raising his right hand ‘with 

the authority of an emperor who was full of confidence (‘ui principis fiducia plena’)805. Even if it was 

ultimately the spoken word that played the major role in those occasions806, therefore, it was with the 

gesture that the ruler showed to be fit to rule. Even the gods could exploit its authoritative power: in 

the fifth century’s Life of Proclus, the divinity of the Lydian city of Adratta revealed his affinity with the 

philosopher ‘dear to god’ through an apparition in which he spoke ‘in the way that one pronounces an 

encomium of someone in the theatre’, that is, ‘in an actor’s tone (÷pokríseÍj), with his hand extended 

in a gesture (toû scÔmatoj tÖj ceiròj Þpoteinómenon)’807. 

Rhetorical gestures can be distorted, instead, in the case of the tyrannoi. Zosimus reported that 

Magnentius staged a trick (mhcanhsámenoj) against Constantius II and feigned a peaceful attitude by 

sticking his spear in the ground (pÔxaj æn tØ gØ tò dóru) ‘as if he wished to treat for peace’, and 

beckoning with his right hand (tØ dexiÙ neúsaj)808. Finally, also the soldiers could in turn answer not 

only with the sounds produced by the striking of their shield (seemingly the last vestige of the original 

spontaneity which marked earlier manifestations of consensus)809. They could also perform formal and 

pre-fixed gestures, clear and visible. This is the case of the gesture-act performed by the soldiers when 

                                                             
802 L’ORANGE 1953, pp. 162-164; BRILLIANT 1963, pp. 23-25; NEUMANN 1965, pp. 78-81; SALADINO 1995, esp. 
pp. 34-36. 
803 See above, p. 116. 
804 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVI, 2, 3; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 5; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, p. 
577.  
805 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVI, 2, 5; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 5; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 
577.  
806 The imperial words were no more considered as a mere speech uttered by a military commander, but rather 
as ‘no less approved than the words of some oracle’; AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXI, 5, 9; ed. 
SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 223; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, p. 113. 
807 MARINUS, Vita Procli, 32; ed. SAFFREY and SEGONDS 2002, p. 38; tr. EDWARDS 2000, p. 108. 
808 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, II, 48.2; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, p. 121; tr. RIDLEY 1982, pp. 44-45. 
809 See, for example, the soldier who approved the choice of Constantius II and welcomed Julian as new Caesar 
by joyfully sticking the shield against their knee. ‘This’, explains Ammianus, ‘is a sign (indicium) of complete 
approval; for when, on the contrary, they smite their shields with their spears it is an indication (documentum) of 
anger and resentment’; AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XV, 8, 15-16; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 59; 
tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 173. And when Julian was finally proclaimed Augustus, they acclaimed him ‘rising to their 
feet and clashing their spears against their shields with mighty din, almost with one voice’; AMMIANUS 
MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XX, 5, 8; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 194; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, p. 35. 
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they took their oath in front of Julian: when he convinced them to engage in the war, they were so 

moved that they swore their loyalty by ‘aiming their swords at their throats’’810.  

 

The perfect schema required by the pagan audience from the emperor continued thus to be shaped 

according to the traditional republican values. It included a respectful attitude toward the subjects and 

the showing off of an exceptional and superior body, mirror of the good education and of the moral 

and political superiority necessarily required from the head of the State. On the other hand, the 

influence of the Hellenistic doctrine of the divine kingship, already present in Roman culture since at 

least the first century, and the spiritual and monotheistic direction assumed by the society in the storm 

of cultural changes of the third-fourth century, led the emperor to highlight his association with the 

gods811. The emperor presented himself as a divinely ordained institution charged with the high 

responsibility of directing the citizens’ affairs and leading the empire to rule the world812. Especially 

after the late third century, he became a divine being worthy of veneration himself813. This association 

was emphasised in the official panegyrical and artistic production, where the imperial body assumed 

especially a sacred character814.  

In historical descriptions of ceremonial practices, where attitudes aimed at increasing too much the 

distance between ruler and ruled (like the above-mentioned statue-like posture of Constantius II) were 

possibly seen also as the sign of an autocratic kind of government, the official introduction of gestures 

expressing the sacred and god-like nature of the authority constituted a problematic issue. This is the 

case of the adoratio or proskynesis reserved for the emperor (a gesture which involved the kissing of 

the purple, the kneeling or, more often, the full prostration in front of the emperor). 

The prostration was employed since ancient time, as we have seen, by those who wanted to submit 

themselves, show their respect or their penitence, or beg for help from a superior authority. The 

emperor remained unquestionably free to require the proskynesis from barbarians: they could bend 

their knees, offer a golden crown and do obeisance to the emperor as a ‘lord of the world and of its 

                                                             
810 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXI, 5, 10; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 223; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, 
pp. 113-115. This soldier’s oath was followed by that of the officials and all the intimates of the emperor; ibidem. 
811 For a summary of the main philosophical trends that have contributed to rationalize the idea of a divine 
monarchy in Hellenistic times and then in Rome, see PERTUSI 1990, esp. pp. 16-19, with bibliography; RUNCIMAN 
(1977) 2003, p. 41. For the worship paid by Greece to the goddess Roma and the Roman provincial governors 
under the Principate, and the way in which Octavian associated himself with the cult of Rome as a useful mean 
to gain the loyalty of the provinces, see JONES 1963, p. 11. For the passage from the Principate to the Empire 
and the absolute and bureaucratic monarchy strongly affected by religious tone, see especially ALFÖLDI (1934) 
1970.  
812 HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 2; p. 63. 
813 DECKERS 2000. 
814 See MacCORMACK 1981, also for the concept of deus praesens and for the way in which the relation between 
emperor and god was expressed especially in art and in panegyrics related to the ceremony of the adventus. 
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people’, like the Saracen princes received by Julian815. The Quadi ‘pitifully offered themselves 

(proteinoménouj) as suppliants’ too, and threw themselves ‘most miserably (oêktròtaton 

katastàj)’ before Julian’s throne816. And when Zizais, a youth of royal stature among the Sarmatians, 

came to beg for peace in front of Constantius II, he made a proskynesis that was fully charged with 

reverent awe. He performed ‘as if lying lifeless’, without uttering any words, overwhelmed by fear and 

amazement and thus displaying his respect through his own entire body. His example was followed by 

his soldiers: they waited full of fear and speechless until Constantius II gave the signal for their petition, 

and then ‘threw down their shields and spears, stretched out their hands with prayers, and succeeded 

in many ways in outdoing their prince in lowly supplication’817. The barbarians expressed in this way 

their condition as slaves of the emperor who conquered them – an idea that could be further 

underlined by the hands tied behind their back818. Another category, that of the tyrannoi, could also 

express in this way a general inferior condition and ask forgiveness because of their impious attempt 

to seize the power. Licinius, besieged in Nicomedia, ‘threw himself (kaqístatai) before Constantine 

as a suppliant (ëkéthj) and bringing him the purple, acclaimed him as emperor and lord, and begged 

pardon for what happened’819. In order to beg the emperor, it was also possible to clasp the knees: this 

ancient gesture (it could be found at least since Homer) was used for example by Justina when she 

‘clasped the emperor’s (Theodosius) knees and begged him neither to let the death of Gratian go 

unpunished’820.  

The attempt to demand this kind of gesture also to members of the court, senators and aristocrats, on 

the contrary, was presented by authors informed by republican values as something barbarous and 

humiliating. The members of the court were not defeated enemies, and the gesture assumed, 

therefore, the meaning of a worship that recalled the practices of the Persian and the Hellenistic courts 

and the claims of the ‘bad’ emperors of the tradition like Caligula, Nero and Domitian – a relationship 

promptly underlined as a mean of critique. In the Historia Augusta the practice to be adored in the 

Persian manner (adorari regum more Persarum) was attributed to Helagabalus and was directly 

opposed to the refusal of the ‘good’ emperor Alexander Severus, who in turn did not suffer this kind 

of flattery821. ‘God forbid that any free man should ever print a kiss on my feet’ was used to cry out 

then Maximinus the Elder (who, despite his brutality, always ‘rose to greet many distinguished men’). 

He manifested with those words the distance between him and his nephew Maximinus the Younger, 

                                                             
815 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIII, 3, 8; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 299; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, 
p. 325. 
816 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, III, 7; ed. PASCHOUD 1979 vol. II.1, p. 18; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 53. 
817 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVII, 12, 9-10; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, pp. 123-124; ROLFE 1950, 
vol. I, pp. 373-375. 
818 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, III, 22.6; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.1, p. 41; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 62. 
819 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, II, 28.1; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, p. 100; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 36. 
820 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, IV, 44.2; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 312; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 91. 
821 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Alexander Severus 18, 3; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 264; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 211. 
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who in turn behaved arrogantly (superbissimus erat) by seating in front of high dignitaries, and 

displayed his haughtiness during his levees when ‘he stretched out his hand, and suffered his knees to 

be kissed, and sometimes even his feet’822.  

The words of the Historia Augusta reflected the stage in the growing of the formalism reached under 

Diocletian, the emperor who allegedly achieved ‘what Alexander the Great had attempted six centuries 

earlier’823: he is described as embracing the absolutist and autocratic style of the Hellenistic and Persian 

kings, by calling himself ‘Dominus’ and by introducing at court, as an official act, the greeting to the 

authority as a sacred being. The traditional opinion that Diocletian was the ruler who transformed the 

Roman princeps into an oriental monarch is no doubt an oversimplified view but yet it is hard to deny 

that his age marked a decisive stage in the process of the imperial ‘Absonderung’, i.e. elevation of the 

emperor above the ordinary mortals. Several republican sources presented this situation in a critical 

manner. Aurelius Victor mentioned that Diocletian, an otherwise good emperor, was not from a noble 

background and therefore, since those from humble origins are often excessively proud and ambitious, 

he used for his clothes rich decorations which ‘went beyond good taste (civilia) and betrayed a vain 

and haughty disposition (tumidique et affluentis animi)’. Even worse, then, ‘he was the first of all after 

Caligula and Domitian to permit himself to be called ‘Lord (dominum)’ in public and to be worshipped 

(adorari) and addressed as a god (appelarique uti deum)’824. Eutropius, who also admired Diocletian, 

even more harshly reported that unlike the emperors before him (who were only ‘greeted 

(salutarentur)’), he gave order to be ‘revered with prostration (adorari)’, ‘a practice more in keeping 

with royal usage that with Roman liberty (regiae consuetudinis formam magis quam Romanae 

libertatis invexerit)’. Unlike the previous emperors who distinguished themselves only for the purple, 

he began to use ‘clothing and shoes decorated with gems’825. Ammianus also defined the act of kissing 

the purple as a ‘foreign and royal form of adoration (externo et regio more instituti adorari)’, which 

went against the habits of the emperors who were previously ‘saluted like the higher officials’826.  

Constantius II also embraced this kind of ceremonial appearance and was used to receive the 

proskynesis. He jealously guarded this privilege: Ablabius, a man so rich and powerful that ‘all men 

marvelled that he did not aspire to be emperor’, ruined himself by insolently and arrogantly accepting 

the ceremonial gestures of the proskynesis when he was drawn into a trap by the emperor himself827.  

                                                             
822 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Maximini duo 28, 1; 7; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. II, pp. 24-25; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 369.  
823 JONES 1963, p. 17.  
824 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 39.2-7; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 117; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 41. 
For the causal relationship between lack of education and haughty self-display, see ROHRBACHER 2002, p. 46; p. 
164. 
825 EUTROPIUS, Breviarium, 9.26; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 136; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 63.  
826 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XV, 5, 18; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 50; ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 145. 
827 Constantius sent to Ablabius’ luxurious estate in Bithynia some swordsmen. They prostrated 
(prosekúnhsán) in front of him, as usually made by Romans in front of the emperor (9sper nomízousi 

’Rwmaîoi basiléa proskuneîn). The gesture made Ablabius arrogant (sobarÏj) and superb (barúteroj), 
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Julian for his part withstood those innovations. We have seen how he preferred the traditional friendly, 

at most superior and decorous, appearance. In opposition to Diocletian, he was also the first emperor 

to address his subjects as ‘My friend (ý çtaîre)’. The friendly attitude, explained indeed Libanius, was 

seen by Julian as ‘more productive of good will (eêj e5noian)’. He indeed ‘did not think that it 

heightened his majesty for them to be frightened and silent, to fold their hands (tò e#isw tÕn ceîra 

1cein), to prostrate themselves to the ground (tò kúptein eêj gÖn) and to study his shoe-toe in 

preference to his face (tò blépein eêj tò øpódhma mâllon $h tò próswpon), and in all their words 

and actions to be seen (ñrâsqai) as slaves rather than free men’. The imperial power (tÕn basileían 

a5xein) was increased indeed not so much by those devices but rather by the sight of the present 

person (keîna). Even when he was forced to wear the imperial purple vest, ‘he did so as if it were 

nothing out of the ordinary. In wearing it, he did not look himself up and down and examine its hue (…). 

Nor did he measure the happiness of his reign by the depth of his purple’828. Ceremonies and an attire 

made of outstanding clothes and insignia were indeed mere empty devices in themselves: when a 

wealthy citizen conspired against Julian ‘making himself a purple robe out of a silk cloak’, the emperor 

ordered to bring to him also purple shoes, so that ‘he may be able to learn what insignificant rags 

amount to without great power’829.  

In the effort to present his persona in line with the republican values, therefore, Julian refused on many 

occasions to use ceremonial devices aimed at stressing too much his ‘divine’ or god-like nature. 

Nevertheless, he never questioned the exceptional and unique bond between his power and the 

divine, and could still enjoy being praised for this connection in panegyrics and in art. No tension was 

felt in this choice: already the civilitate and moderatio exhibited by Trajan did not prevent him to be 

‘considered god-like (deo proximus)’’830. And thanks to his perfect and ordained attire even Alexander 

Severus, the emperor contrasted directly with Heliogabalus for his refusal of the adoratio, was looked 

at by the inhabitants of the province ‘as to a god (ut deum)’831. As for Julian, he could cause to paint 

his figure ‘on the public picture’ in juxtaposition with ‘a representation either of Jupiter coming out 

(profainómenon) of heaven and presenting him (paréconta) the symbols of the imperial power, a 

                                                             
to the point that he even asked for the imperial purple. Instead of the purple robe, the soldiers gave him the 
‘purple death’ (tòn porfúreon qánaton, a Homeric expression) and pulled him into pieces like a sacrificial 
animal; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Vitae Philosopharum, VI, 28-31; ed. GOULET 2014, p. 24; tr. CIVILETTI 2007, p. 109. 
For the purple and the special disposition of the tissue of the imperial mantle as imperial prerogative, see also 
AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XVI, 8, 8; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, p. 80; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. I, p. 237. 
828 LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 189-191; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, pp. 319-320; tr. NORMAN 1969, pp. 405-407. For the 
debasement of the symbolic charge of imperial signa and the refusal of the most striking signs of the imperial 
power carried on by Julian, see MICHELI 1996, pp. 7-8. 
829 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXII, 9, 10-11; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 1, pp. 272-273; tr. ROLFE 1950, 
vol. II, p. 249. 
830 EUTROPIUS, Breviarium, 8.4; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 112; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 49. 
831 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Alexander Severus, 50, 2-3; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 291; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 279. 
The soldiers, in turn, loved him ‘like a brother, or a son, or a father’; ibidem. 
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crown or a purple robe, or else of Mars, or of Mercury, with their eyes intently fixed upon him, as if to 

express their admiration of his eloquence and military skill’832. This description, it is true, is provided by 

the Christian Sozomen and referred to the famous event in which the emperor secretly pushed 

Christians to worship gods ‘under the pretext of rendering due honor to him‘. However, it also seems 

to suggest a god-like representation of the imperial persona in art in line with that which characterized 

Diocletian and Maximianus833. Libanius praised often his friend’s special role as favourite of the 

immortals: they descend from heaven, take Julian by the hair and speak to him during a banquet834. 

And Julian himself declared, through the words of his ‘hero’ Marcus Aurelius, that the proper task of a 

good emperor’s life is the act of imitating god (tò mimeîsqai ... toùj qeoúj) in the spirit (katà tÕn 

diánoian)835.  

 

The renewed emphasis on the supernatural and god-like dimension of the imperial persona led to a 

fresh philosophical reflection aimed at clarifying how the emperor could achieve the mimesis with the 

divinity and how his mortal body was connected with his soul. The resulted ideas will have deep 

consequences on the perception of imperial appearance and behaviour.  

In the fourth century, pagan authors managed to deal with the conversion of rulers to the new 

Christian religion, providing ideas suitable for both Christians and non-Christians alike through the 

Platonising language, in its Neoplatonic re-elaboration836. In this perspective stood out most of all 

Themistius, the pagan philosopher and orator who put his philosophical background at the practical 

service of the imperial ideology and managed to politically survive under the fourth century Christian 

emperors by skilfully exploiting his consummate ability as a rhetorician. Themistius managed to master 

especially the language and the themes more convincing for the members of the senatorial class, in 

order to manipulate their opinion and impress even this side of the audience, but also acting as the 

perfect mediator between the imperial authority and the senatorial interests. This effort included thus 

                                                             
832 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 17.3-4; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 178-180; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 339. 
833 See for example the pictorial program of the Temple of Ammon in Luqsor, where Diocletian and Maximian 
received the adoratio of the subjects while Zeus crowned them from above; DECKERS 2002. 
834 LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 172; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, p. 310; tr. in NORMAN 1969, p. 393. For Julian’s ascension in 
heaven after his death, see LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 304; ed. FÖRSTER 1904, p. 369; tr. NORMAN 1969, pp. 483-485. 
835 JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Caesares, 34; ed. NESSELRATH 2015, pp. 136-137; tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1949, p. 407. On 
the occasional stress on the Tyche as the factor governing the promotion to kingship, see HEATHER and MONCUR 
2001, pp. 139-140. 
836 Neoplatonism could be easily reconciled with Judaeo-Christian vision of the Creation and a single God: they 
shared an intellectually coherent system and ideas concerning the division of the cosmos in a sensible and an 
intelligible part (knowable respectively with the physical senses and the intellectual activity), and the vision of 
the cosmos as a progression to a single divine power (the One), from which emanates the multiplicity of the 
inferior beings. What was total ‘anathema’ for Platonists was rather the idea of the mix between the Divinity and 
the sensible matter in the Incarnation; HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 62-63. The relationship was not always 
so smooth: Eunapius for example was attacked by a Christian reader (possibly Arethas of Patras) for ‘stealing’ 
ideas taken from the Christian religion; BLOCKLEY 1983, n. 57, pp. 134-136. 
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also the development of a peculiar ‘philosophy of the imperial appearance’, where he bestowed 

philosophical values to the ruler’s behaviour as a matter that went beyond the problem of good or bad 

behaviour for a model-citizen837. In line with contemporary developments that, as we will see, were 

also marking the Christian theological reflection over the imperial ideology, Themistius gave a 

philosophical Neoplatonic ground to the divine origin of the kingship and the god-like nature of the 

emperor, chosen by God for the good of his subjects. ‘Do you want to know what is philosophy’s 

contribution?’, asked in his speech toward Jovian. ‘She declares that the king is law embodied, a divine 

law which has come down from on high at last, an outpouring of the everlastingly Good, a providence 

of that nature closer to the earth, who looks in every way for imitation, who is absolutely divinely born 

and divinely nourished’838. The divine-like nature of the kingship is a widespread common topos in 

Themistius, and he could address even the Christian Theodosius as a king who ‘resemble Zeus. For, as 

his attendant and interpreter, he is entrusted with no paltry portion of Zeus’ realm in the flock of 

mankind’839. In any case, the distinction between God and the emperor is never surpassed. God indeed 

is characterized by ‘eternal life, superabundance of power (periousí= dunámewj), and unceasing 

benefaction toward mankind’, while only the latter quality is attainable for the king ‘who shares in our 

common nature’840.  

The ruler is recognized thus as a being characterized by an exceptional condition between mortal and 

divine. But how, asked Themistius, ‘a man who walks upon the earth and is clothed in flesh (sárka) 

can be thought to possess the form (#indalma) of Him who is seated beyond the furthermost vault and 

beyond everything that is?’841. Eunapius also addressed the problem when he praised his hero Julian, 

the embodiment of all that was desirable in a ruler842. Julian, explained Eunapius, in the moment of his 

proclamation was chosen as a leader by the army because ‘through the strength of his personality and 

his stature, as great as that of God, extirpated from himself that governing force of life which drags 

men down and, raising himself up from deep, deep waters, beheld the heavens and the beauty therein 

and, though himself clothed in flesh, held converse with the incorporeal spirits (toîj te Þswmátoij 

Ìmilhse sÏma 1cwn 1ti)’843. The mortal dimension of the emperor could be overcome indeed only 

through exceptional virtues and a perfect conduct informed by the imitation of God. The emperor, 

                                                             
837 HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 32-33; pp. 37-38.  
838 THEMISTIUS, Oratio V, 64b; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 76; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 160-161. 
839 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XV, 188b-c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 231; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 240. 
840 THEMISTIUS, Oratio VI, 78d-79a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 94; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 190-191. 
841 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XV, 188d; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 232; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 241.  
842 BLOCKLEY 1981, p. 15. 
843 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 28.1 (Exc. de Sent. 24); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 42-43. 
See also MATHEWS 1963, p. 51.  
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explained in more detail Themistius, must have moral virtues like philanthropia844, kindness, courage, 

justice, benevolence, and practical wisdom. He had to rule by exercising justice and by avoiding 

flattering. And he had to show a moderate attitude (swfrosúnh) and a self-control that gave evidence 

of his capacity to govern passions845. The ruler has to repress especially the anger, a short-lived 

madness which is more dangerous in the hands of a powerful man ‘who could do anything once 

enraged’846. ‘For what is more divine than a just man who has the power to do many wrongs (but does 

not)?’, acknowledged Themistius. ‘Self-control indeed comes near this. For what use is a ruler who is 

not free? This is the tyrant who at one and the same time rules other men and gives himself up as a 

slave to his passions’847. Even if praises and punishments are both tools for the government (‘the one 

increasing virtue, the other curtailing wickedness’), it is only the ‘guilty and inhuman tyrant’ who 

‘exceeds the errors in his punishment, while he fails to do justice to deeds well done in his honour’848.  

Themistius discerned then between what is of the king, his ‘accident’, and what is the king, his 

substance and real essence, much more difficult to grasp since knowable only through the intellect:  

 

‘(…) every king has but small power to maintain his rule by his hands or even his entire body in comparison 

with the force of his mind; whoever is able to see that, he is the one who can distinguish the true king and 

admires you, not what is yours. And indeed, the others also experience what one might expect. For the soul is 

quite simply something which is more difficult to perceive than the body. The eyes of most men see the latter 

in an instant but are unable to apprehend the former. The surface attributes which surround the king (tÐ dè 

basileî tà 1xwqen perikeímena), being intricate (poikíla) and pleasing to the eyes (Þgaphtà toîj 

ðfqalmoîj), cheat the sight of what is within (ækkroúei tÏn ændotérw tÕn qéan) (…)’849.  
 

What matters most, it is true, it to ‘discern the true king’, since the imperial external features could 

amaze or turn aside those who ‘are beguiled around the temple portals but are not willing to gaze upon 

the sacred images within’850. However, the imperial duty to act in imitation of God went also through 

the outward appearance. Since God is revealed through his Creation (tà poiÔmata), indeed, also the 

                                                             
844 For the concept of philantropia in Themistius, an ancient concept which by the fourth century became a rule 
of conduct common both to Christians and non-Christians alike, see HEATHER AND MONCUR 2001, p. 24, p. 67. 
For the developments of the term, see also HENRY 1967, p. 301-302. 
845 Themistius quoted the passage in the Republic in which Plato mentions the self-control together with the 
majesty and mindfulness as characteristics of the ideal king; THEMISTIUS, Oratio III, 46a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 
55; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 132. The comparison between the government and the wheeling of a 
ship was an old image too. From Plato, it became a common topos in classical antiquity. 
846 THEMISTIUS, Oratio I, 7b-c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 7-8; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 84-85. 
847 THEMISTIUS, Oratio I, 6a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 6; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 83. 
848 THEMISTIUS, Oratio I, 13a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 14; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 91. The same 
concept, which had Platonic roots (Rep. 577E) is declared by Julian the Apostate, for whom the good ruler had 
to show mercy even when in anger, to take away his harshness and display his kindness; JULIAN THE APOSTATE, 
Oratio I, 48A-B; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 122-125. Indeed ‘kings ought never to behave insolently, 
nor use their power without reserve, nor be carried away by their anger like a spirited horse that runs away for 
lack of the bit and a driver’; JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Oratio II, 50B-C; ed. and tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1954, pp. 134-
135. 
849 THEMISTIUS, Oratio I, 2b-c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 2; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 79.  
850 THEMISTIUS, Oratio III, 45c-d; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 55; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 131-132. 
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‘king’s actions (práxeij) demonstrate (faínousin) royal virtues’851. The emperor had to externally 

show off in the body his god-like qualities: he had to fulfil his role as model and principle of order 

through his image (eêkÎn) made clear (sesÔmantai) on coins and showed up on stamps (caraktÕr). 

This image functioned ‘as an education in the good, each man imitating his leader as best as he can, 

as the leader himself has imitated God’852. He has to show his worthy soul and his good mind also by 

carrying the image of the ‘spiritual idea of kingship’853. Body and soul are once again interconnected, 

and collaborated together on the bestowing of imperial legitimacy. ‘But be sure, O noble man’, urged 

Themistius, ‘that neither beauty, nor physical stature, nor swiftness, nor might makes a good king, 

unless he should carry in his soul some form (#indalma) of resemblance to God’854. For ‘there is no 

benefit in keeping an upright diadem (ðrqÕn ... tiáran), but a twisted character (diestramménon 

˜qoj), and to have a golden sceptre but a soul more worthless than lead, to clothe one’s body in fine 

and intricately worked garments while exhibiting a mind naked of virtue (…)’855.  

Theodosius could be praised therefore for being ‘perfect and sound in limbs (ñlóklhron kaì 

Þrtípoun), illustrious in both forms of beauty, those of the spirit and of the body. Nor was this in fact 

an idle boast, for here there is an emperor to behold (párestin ñrân), for whom I had need of Homer’s 

words ‘Never did I look with my eyes on one so excellent / nor yet so noble’ – for you are like a king’856. 

‘The very sight of you is enough to dispel all fear from the spirit’, declared Themistius in another oration, 

where he praised the emperor’s mild eyes, his unperturbed voice, and the calm that emanated from 

his face857. Even the emperor’s perfectly controlled gestures became a worthy sight. Valens and 

Valentinian sat on their thrones and gave their assent ‘by a mere nod and a short phrase (neúmati 

filÐ kaì ×Ômati smikrÐ)’858, while Theodosius administered justice and preserve the empire 

assuming the typical posture ‘seated on the throne, both with small phrases and slight nods (neúmasi 

yiloîj)’859. And when the leaders of the Goths surrendered to Saturninus, they clung ‘to the king’s 

knees (…) until they won a kindly nod (neúmatoj e÷menoûj) and a voice which did not rouse war but 

was full of kindness (…)’860. The emperor’s statue-like posture and perfectly controlled body became, 

                                                             
851 THEMISTIUS, Oratio I, 3a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 3; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 80. 
852 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XV, 192a-b; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 236; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 245. On the 
responsibility with which the emperor is charged as a good example for his citizens, see also THEMISTIUS, Oratio 
XV, 195d; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 240; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 250. 
853 HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, n. 272, p. 133. Employing an overtly platonic language, Themistius praises thus 
Constantius II for being ‘like an exact image of the form (9sper túpon ÞkribÖ tÖj morfÖj)’; THEMISTIUS, 
Oratio III, 46b; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 55-56; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 133. 
854 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XV, 188c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 232; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 240-241.  
855 THEMISTIUS, Oratio I, 11c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 12; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 89. 
856 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XIV, 180d; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 222; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 225. 
857 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XV, 190b; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 234; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 243. 
858 THEMISTIUS, Oratio VI, 80a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 95; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 192. 
859 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XV, 189d-190a; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 233; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 242. 
860 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XVI, 210c; ed. DINDORF p. 256; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 279.  
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therefore, outward signs not only of a ruler who have a superior mind. They also showed the virtues 

through which the ruler acted in imitation to god and duly fulfilled his superior role.  

Not all the authors expressed such a level of philosophical thought about the relationship between 

imperial soul and body. However, those ideas remained widespread also in other texts. In the above-

mentioned speech attributed by Claudian to Theodosius, the emperor warned his son to be kind (pius) 

and to show clementia, which ‘alone makes us equal with gods’861. He had to control passions 

(especially anger and lust) and to be king of himself in order to ‘assure an inviolable sanctuary for a 

spotless soul’ and to ‘hold rightful rule over the world’862. The emperor lives indeed ‘in the sight of the 

whole world’, and both his deeds and vices are public: ‘the splendour of their lofty station allows nought 

to be concealed; fame penetrates every hiding-place and discovers the inmost secrets of the hearts’863. 

Furthermore, his good behaviour is a moral duty since ‘the world shapes itself after its ruler’s pattern 

(componitur orbis regis ad exemplum), nor can edicts sway men’s mind as much as their monarch’s 

life; the unstable crowd ever changes along with the princeps’864. Imperial virtues were transmitted to 

the emperor’s friends and the other functionaries865. And public imperial ceremonies ‘served as the 

standard by which lesser magistrates’ ceremonies were measured and modelled’, while ‘every Roman 

official was an emperor in miniature’866.  

Finally, given the importance of education in classics in the preparation of the imperial service, the 

examples of the past are recognized as powerful models to be followed or to be avoided by the 

emperor867. The pervasive character of those ideas is testified indeed in narrative literature of the 

fourth century. Several anecdotes stressed the unworthiness of an emperor’s soul and the illegitimacy 

of a usurper by denigrating their behaviour and way of moving without self-control. So a ‘bad emperor’ 

like Heliogabalus can be described in the Historia Augusta by overturning the classic image of the 

emperor mastering his words and gestures in public speaking, reporting that he ‘never refrained from 

filth conversation (verbis ... infamibus) and would make indecent signs with his fingers (cum et digitis 

inpudicitiam ostentaret) and would show no regard for decency (pudor) even in public gatherings or in 

the hearing of the people (in conventu et audiente populo)’868. He displayed his lack of restraint also 

                                                             
861 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VIII, 276-277; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. 
I, pp. 306-307. 
862 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VIII, 225-268; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. 
I, pp. 302-307. 
863 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VIII, 269-275; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. 
I, pp. 306-307. 
864 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VIII, 229-303; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 1956, vol. 
I, pp. 308-309. 
865 On this idea in Themistius’s speeches, see HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, pp. 72-73. 
866 McCORMICK 1986, p. 253. 
867 CLAUDIAN, Panegyricus De Quarto Consulatu Honorii Augusti, VIII, 303-319; 396-418; ed. and tr. PLATNAUER 
1956, vol. I, pp. 308-309; pp. 314-317. 
868 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus Heliogabalus 10, 7; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, pp. 230-231; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, 
p. 129. 
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by laughing so loud in the theatre ‘that no one else could be heard by the audience (ut publice in theatro 

solus audiretur)’869. The same critique is moved in the Epitome de Caesaribus to Philip the Arab, a man 

‘rose from humble station’ who was reproached even by his young son because he was ‘too wantonly 

roaring with laugher’ during the Secular Games870. However, it was especially the anger which did not 

have to be outwardly shown by a good emperor. ‘Even if he felt anger (qumón)’ declared indeed the 

physician Oribasius to Julian, ‘should not show it in his eyes or in his voice (dià tÏn ðmmátwn kaì tÖj 

fwnÖj ækforeîsqai)’871.  

The loss of self-control was something that could physically shine especially through inappropriate 

gestures and movements, an idea often expressed in the descriptions of historical emperors of Historia 

Augusta. So Maximinus the Elder, ‘passionate (ferus)’ by nature, received the news of the appointment 

of his enemy Gordianus and was ‘flamed with fury that you would have thought him not a man but a 

wild beast.  He dashed himself against the walls, sometimes he threw himself upon the ground, he 

screamed incoherently (incondite) aloud, he snatched at his sword as though he could slaughter the 

senate (who approved the appointment) then and there, he rent his royal robes, he beat the palace-

attendants’872. The emperor, ‘blazing with rage (iracundia)’, went to his room, but ‘still he could not 

control his fury, and finally, to get oblivion from his thoughts, he so soaked himself with wine on that 

first day, they say, that he did not know what had been done’873. His fury was ‘impossible to describe’ 

and he seemed ‘to go wholly mad’874. Ammianus described the savage and cruel nature of Valentinian, 

increased by his bad counsellors, which surfaced in his outward appearance: ‘when he was in a passion 

(ut irascentis)’, indeed, ‘often his voice and expression, his gait and his colour, were changed (vox et 

vultus, incessus mutaretur et color)’875. The passion was so violent that ultimately brought him to die 

from apoplexy when he had to suffer an insolent embassy of the Quadi who tried to justify their 

rebellious compatriots. While in the Epitome de Caesaribus, where Valentinian is praised as the perfect 

princeps, it was pointed out that he expired during the legatio ‘as the result of a hemorrhage (impetu 

                                                             
869 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus Heliogabalus, 32, 7; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 247; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 
171. 
870 EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 28.3; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 158-159; tr. BANCHICH 2009. 
871 The emperor agreed to the advice by replying ‘You are right’; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 
28.2 (Exc. de Sent. 25); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 42-43. Blockley explains that this passage, like others, is 
taken from ‘an anecdotal necrology’ on Julian; BLOCKLEY 1983, n. 58, p. 136.  
872 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Maximini duo 17, 1-2; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. II, p. 16; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 349.  
873 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Maximini duo 17, 4-5; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. II, p. 16; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 349. 
874 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Gordiani tres, 13, 3-4; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. II, p. 39; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 405. Those 
highly coloured descriptions cannot be found in Herodian, the main source for the biography of this emperor; 
MAGIE 1924, n. 60, p. 349 
875AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIX, 3, 1-2; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 110; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
pp. 233-235. The prefect Maximinus ‘was added as an ill-omened incentive’, and from his appointment the 
emperor had ‘no one to give better advice or to restrain him’; ibidem. During a reception, then, the magister 
officiorum Leo ‘added blazing fuel (urente irarum nutrimenta)’ to Valentinian who ‘burned with tremendous rage 
(in immensum excanduit)’ against his guests who did not behave in a proper manner; AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, 
Res Gestae, XXX, 5, 10; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 146; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, p. 341. 
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sanguinis), his voice lost, his senses intact (voce amissa, sensu integer)’876, Ammianus described in 

detail that Valentinian ‘burst into a mighty fit of wrath (ira vehementi perculsus)’. After a moment of 

apparent calm, then, ‘as if struck by a bolt from the sky’ he remained speechless, his body began to 

overheat, and ‘his face was tinged with a fiery flush’. To avoid him to fall ‘before the eyes of a throng 

of the common sort’, his servant took him into another room and laid him upon a bed while ‘all parts 

of his body were burning hot’877. In the very moment in which he was going to die, the gestures which 

were accorded to his imperial role were substituted by irrational and odd movements: he ‘tried to 

speak or give some orders, as was indicated by the gasps that often heaved his sides, by the grinding 

of his teeth, and by movements of his arms as if of men fighting with the cestus (that is, like a boxer)’878.  

The emperor Valens also displayed temporary losses of self-control which had serious political 

consequences. His ‘despotic anger (regaliter turgidus)’, reported Ammianus, drag him to inflict unjust 

or excessively harsh punishments879. He ‘broke out into frenzied fits of rage (rabiem saeviebat)’ that 

pushed him during processes to deviate ‘from the high-way of justice’880. He was ‘prone to intolerable 

anger (intoleranter irascebatur) when to be angry at all was shameful (tunc magis, cum eum puderet 

irasci)’881, and was like a ‘menacing madman (fremebundus et minax), to whom nothing ought to have 

been permitted, since he thought that everything, even what was unjust, was allowed to him’882. This 

was even more serious for him, since ‘it is the duty of a good ruler to restrain his power (restringere 

potestatem), to resist unbounded desire and implacable anger (resistere cupiditati omnium rerum et 

implacabilibus iracundiis)’883. Eunapius, referring to the excessive punishment inflicted by Valens to 

the adherents of the usurper Procopius884, declared indeed that even if it is human to condemn 

innocents, the power of the king does not have to depend on violence. Only magnanimity could show 

his supernatural nature and the strength of his power: 

                                                             
876 EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 45.8; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 173; tr. BANCHICH 2009. The Epitome 
reported only some rumours that he died of ‘overeating and satiety’; ibidem. 
877 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXX, 6, 3-5; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 149; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
pp. 349-351.  
878 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXX, 6, 6; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, pp. 149-150; tr. ROLFE 1950, 
vol. III, p. 351. Zosimus also mentioned the ‘unreasonable demands (lógouj øpèr tò métrion)’ of the Quadi as 
the reason for the emperor’s anger (ÞganaktÔsaj). He briefly recorded that Valentinian ‘did not survive his 
frenzied anger (ðrgÖj); the blood rushed down to his mouth and choked him’; ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, IV, 17.2; 
ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 278; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 77. 
879 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIX, 1, 18; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 98; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 197. 
880 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIX, 1, 27; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 100; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 203. 
881 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIX, 1, 20; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 99; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 199. Even worse, he relied on ‘secret whispers’ for his decisions; ibidem. 
882 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIX, 2, 10; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 106; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 221. See also AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae XXXI, 14, 16; XXXI, 14, 6. 
883 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXIX, 2, 18; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 107; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 227. 
884 See below, pp. 138-139. 
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‘It is magnanimous (megalóyucon) and very much a characteristic of God (lían qeoeidèj) to spare even 

the guilty, while it is within the human nature (tÖj Þnqrwpínhj fúsewj) to condemn even the innocent. 

For the inflicting of unusual punishment springs from the rationale of power (lóg_ ... tÖj ÞrcÖj) whose 

purpose is to constrain the subject by fear, whereas the omission of punishment derives from great virtue, 

in that the kingly power, in its greatness and majesty, depend upon itself without resort to punishment885.  
 

Once again, the imperial lack of steadiness, both of mind and body, could have serious consequences 

on the State, and this also because of the imitative and persuasive force of the imperial persona. Acting 

as a censor, stated indeed the Historia Augusta, the good emperor proves his equilibrium and leads 

people away from evil and toward the good (moderatissimus in hominibus deterrendis a malo, 

invitandis ad bona)886. So an emperor like Alexander Severus demonstrated the power of an optimum 

model of behaviour driving his soldiers to behave like senators887. The character of the rulers (moribus 

praesidentium), declared also Aurelius Victor, can change to the opposite what is good or bad in the 

state888. Their virtues could indeed relieve desperate situations while their vices could ruin the more 

stable ones889. And Zosimus chose to criticize Theodosius II by declaring that, crazy after being defeated 

in Thessaly and in Macedonia, he destroyed morality by promoting shameful pleasures involving ‘comic 

actors, depraved dancers, dissolute music’. Since ‘everyone who imitated the emperor´s behaviour (tà 

toû basiléwj æzÔloun æpithdeúmata) regarded these things as the limit of human happiness’, 

indeed, they imitated his madness and ‘the state was ruined’’890. Eunapius explained even the 

barbarians heading toward the Roman territory with Theodosius’ laziness. This resulted from the fact 

that he indulged in his human nature and disregard the care for his soul:  

 

‘God has set (ægkatémixen) a deadly trait (deinón gé ti crÖma) in human nature (taîj tÏn ÞnqrÍpwn 

fúsesin), like the poisonous gall in a lobster or thorns on a rose. For in high authority he has implanted 

love of pleasure and ease, with the result that, while they have all the means with which to unite mankind 

into one polity, our Emperors in their concern for the transient turn to pleasure (tò qnhtòn skopoûsai 

pròj tò Ódù kataférontai) while neither pursuing nor showing interest in the immortality which is 

brought by glory’891.  
 

                                                             
885 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 34.9 (Exc. de Sent. 35); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 50-51. On 
the use of sententiae, often in form of proverbs, which ‘encapsulated the moral of the story in Eunapius’, see 
BLOCKLEY 1981, p. 16. 
886 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Vita Marci Antonini Philosophi, 12, 2; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 57; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, 
p. 129. 
887 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Alexander Severus, 50, 1; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 290; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 279. 
The emperor’s wife was also taken as a model of behaviour by the matrons; HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Alexander 
Severus, 41, 1-2; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 283; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 261.  
888 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 13.7; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 92; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 15. 
889 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 35.14; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 114-115; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 
47. Those kinds of statements are commonplaces in Aurelius’ work; BIRD 1994, n. 11, p. 84. 
890 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, IV, 33.3-4; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 296; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 85.   
891 EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 55 (Exc. de Sent. 56); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 78-81. For 
the critique built by Eunapius against Theodosius, shared also by Zosimus, see BLOCKLEY 1981, p. 21. 
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Finally, even if the emperor had to restrain his passions and control his public demeanour, and even if 

the imperial appearance was recognized as something that could be skilfully adapted and improved as 

a political instrument, the ‘good’ behaviour required from him included the necessity to avoid 

simulation and to always show the true inner being. So the ‘bad’ emperor Tiberius could be criticized 

for being an insidious and deceptive man who always pretended (simulans) an attitude opposite to his 

real intention892. And Hadrian can be defined as a ‘varius multiplex multiformis’ being who concealed 

his envious and hedonistic mind simulating (simulans) restrain, affability, clemency893. The emperor’s 

men could also be subject to the same kind of critique: under Valens, the proconsul Festus, a ‘man 

naturally wicked (fúsei ponhròj)’, ‘showed no external sign of his madness (Ó manía o÷ qúraqen) 

but it raged deep within (Þll’1ndoqen ælússa kaì æmaíneto)’ punishing many people894.  

The connection between theatre and power and the image of the ruler as a performer who acted on 

a stage was a long-standing topos. According to the third-century account of Cassius Dio, already 

Augustus, at the end of his days, mocked (diéskwye) the entire life of men by asking his associates to 

clap their hands (króton) after the manner of comic actors (ñmoíwj toîj gelwtopoioîj), as if they 

were in front of the death of a mime (Ìj kaì æpì mímou tinòj teleutØ)895. The emperor and his 

associates are described here as fully aware of the performative character of the court and of the role 

they had to play until the very end, when even the emperor was finally allowed to reveal his ‘cards’. 

Themistius, amazed about the recent events and the trouble-free sharing of power between Valens 

and Valentinian, used such a metaphor too. He claimed that the events ‘surpass the stage’ avoiding 

the ancient dramas filled with episodes of struggle between brothers896. Even those used to flatter 

those in authorities under Valens are defined by Ammianus as men ‘who with various pretences of 

approval applaud every word of the same man of loftier fortune, emulating (affectando) the witty 

flatteries of the parasites in the comedies’897. 

                                                             
892 He pretended to support what he detested, to oppose what he actually desired, and appeared meek with 
those whom he wanted to punish; EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 2.4; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 136; 
tr. BANCHICH 2009; AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 2.1; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 78; tr. BIRD 
1994, p. 2. 
893 EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 14.6; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 150; tr. BANCHICH 2009. 
894 The fragment, transmitted by the Suida, had been attributed to Eunapius; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, 
F, 279; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 39.8; ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 56-57. 
895 CASSIUS DIO, Historia Romana, LVI, 30.4; ed. and tr. CARY 1955, vol. VII, pp. 68-69. According to the earlier 
version reported by Suetonius, the emperor asked his friend if he had recited the farce of the life (mimum vitae) 
well, and then asked, in Greek, to dismiss him with an applause. Later John of Antioch will repeat the story: he 
ended slightly differently the anecdote by telling that Augustus, in this way, manifestly bantered the human life 
(dhlonóti ÞposkÍptwn eêj tòn ÞnqrÍpinon bíon); JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 158; ed. and tr. 
ROBERTO 2005, pp. 276-277. For the later authors who reported the story, see ROBERTO 2005, n. p. 276. 
896 THEMISTIUS, Oratio VI, 74b-c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 88; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 184. 
897 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVIII, 4, 12; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 79; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 145.  
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The imagery of the emperor performing like an actor was marked by a negative connotation when he 

passed the boundaries and publicly dressed up and performed like an actor. In the minds of the authors 

and the audience of the fourth century remained vivid the descriptions offered by Tacitus, Suetonius, 

Herodian, and Cassius Dio of the shameful theatrical activities of Caligula and Nero898. ‘What more 

profitable spectacle do you think educated men could have than to see an emperor who disgraces 

himself (Þschmonoûnta)?’ asked Philostratus through the words of Apollonius, when he complained 

about Nero’s activities as singer and gladiator. ‘Man is the plaything of god, as Plato thought us, but if 

an emperor becomes the plaything of man, and degrades himself to please the masses, what reflections 

might he not prompt in lovers of wisdom’899. Unlike Nero who participated in the Olympic Games and 

was more engaged in his role as actor than in his imperial duty, indeed, the performance of the 

emperor had to remain hidden900. If not, he could be associated with Commodus, who continued to be 

stigmatized as cruel and bloodthirsty901, a ‘new Caligola’ who denigrated his position by acting as actor, 

dancer, gladiator, or charioteer in the Hippodrome902. Or he could be seen as Heliogabalus, the worst 

among the emperor-actors, who played the role of Venus in the drama of Paris, outwardly assuming 

(schemate figurabat) the lascivious stances, gestures and facial expression of the goddess903. A bad 

emperor could also occasionally disguise himself under a lower schema (often involving the wearing 

of a common cap), following the example of Caligula and Nero, to make a drinking-trip or to visit 

prostitutes and public spectacles: this is the case of Lucius Verus (‘a second Nero’904 who sometimes 

                                                             
898 Caligula played the part of a god and gave himself to performance arts; AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 
3.10; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 80; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 3; EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 3.5; ed. 
PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 137; tr. BANCHICH 2009. Nero rode as a charioteer, danced and sang with 
his cithara in public, used theatrical props like a tragic actor and dressed up like a young bride-to-be or like an 
animal; AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 5.5-7; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 83-84; tr. BIRD 1994, 
p. 7; EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 5.5; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 139-140; tr. BANCHICH 2009; 
EUTROPIUS, Breviarium, 7.14; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 102; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 44. 
899 PHILOSTRATUS, Vita Apollonii, IV, 36; ed. and tr. JONES 2005, vol. I, pp. 396-397. The problem, stated his 
interlocutor Philolaus, was the fact that Nero was so savage that a man could be arrested and die without even 
having seen him; ibidem. 
900 PHILOSTRATUS, Vita Apollonii, V, 7; ed. and tr. JONES 2005, vol. II, pp. 9-15. 
901 AURELIUS VICTOR, De Caesaribus, 17.4-5; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, pp. 96; tr. BIRD 1994, p. 20; 
EUTROPIUS, Breviarium, 8.15; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 120; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 53. 
902 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Vita Marci Antonini Philosophi, 19, 4-6; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 64; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. 
I, p. 179; HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Commodus Antoninus 1, 8; 2, 9; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 98; p. 100; tr. MAGIE 
1921, vol. I, p. 267; p. 269. For the way and the regularity in which Commodus ashamed himself even assuming 
the habitus of Hercules or that of an Amazon and then mixing them with imperial visual elements like the purple, 
see HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Commodus Antoninus 5,5; 11,10; 11,12; 15,3; 8,7; 8,8; 9,2; 11,9. For those descriptions, 
the Historia Augusta harked back to Herodianus. 
903 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus Heliogabalus, 5, 4-5; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 226; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. I, p. 
115. He could even appear in woman’s costume or in the garb (habitu) of a boy in front of prostitutes and 
catamites (HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus Heliogabalus 26, 5; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 242; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. 
II, p. 159) and he could get himself up (pinxit se ut) ‘as a confectioner, a perfumer, a cook, a shop-keeper, or a 
procurer, and even practiced all these occupations in his own house continually’; HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus 
Heliogabalus 30, 1; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 245; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 165 
904 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Verus 10, 8; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 83; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 231 
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was recognized and engaged himself in brawls, returning to the palace with a black and blue face)905, 

Commodus906, Gallienus907, and Heliogabalus908.  

The love for theatre, dance, or singing, therefore, could be part of the education of the ruler only if 

this was driven by a proper moderation909. When those pleasant activities were brought to excess, and 

when the emperor was dragged outside the limits of the decorum in unseemly public behaviour 

outside what it was required from his social category, he became the target of the republican critique. 

‘It is one thing that is desired in an emperor, and another that is demanded of an orator or a poet’, 

declared the author referring to Gallienus’ ability in the ars oratoria, in poetry and arts, which he 

displayed in public910. On the contrary, a good emperor like Alexander Severus could display his 

skilfulness in singing and playing, since he ‘never did openly while emperor’ and display them only in 

front of his slaves as unique witnesses911.  

The act of pretending in its most negative connotation was connected with the moment in which a 

tyrannos attempted to perform the role of the emperor without the necessary skills. Ammianus 

described in those terms the ridiculous proclamation of Procopius, who rebelled against Valens and 

tried to become emperor in Constantinople in an embarrassing (ludibriose) and almost theatrical 

spectacle in the Hippodrome. He assumed an outward appearance well-suited to his inner 

unworthiness, which strongly clashed with the expectations of the audience. He arrived escorted by 

the soldiers, an apparent sign of honour that yet made he look like not an emperor but rather a 

prisoner912. At the moment of the supposed election he did not wear the purple mantle (which was 

impossible to find at the moment) but a gold embroidered tunic ‘like an attendant at court’, while 

‘from foot to waist (a calce in pubem) he looked like a page in the service of the palace; he wore purple 

shoes on his feet, and bore a lance, and a small piece of purple cloth in his left hand (purpureum 

pannulum laeva manu gestabat); just as sometimes on the stage (ut in theatrali scaena simulacrum) 

you might think that a splendidly decorated figure was suddenly made to appear as the curtain was 

                                                             
905 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Verus, 4, 6; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 77; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 215. 
906 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Commodus Antoninus, 3, 7; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 100; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, p. 271. 
907 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Gallieni duo, 21, 6; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. II, p. 99; tr. MAGIE 1932, vol. III, p. 63. 
908 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus Heliogabalus, 32, 9; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 247; MAGIE 1921, vol. I, pp. 170-
171. He was so greed that ‘on one single day, it is said, visited every prostitute from the Circus, the theatre, the 
Amphitheatre, and all the public places of Rome’; ibidem. 
909 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Antoninus Pius, 11, 2; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 44; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 127; HISTORIA 
AUGUSTA, Marcus Antoninus Philosophus 4, 8; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 50; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 143. 
910 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Gallieni duo 11, 6-9; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. II, pp. 89-90; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. III, pp. 39-41. 
911 HISTORIA AUGUSTA, Alexander Severus 27, 7; 27, 9; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 271; tr. MAGIE 1924, vol. II, pp. 
231-233. On the contrary, Commodus is said to have frequently engaged in the above-mentioned shameful 
behaviour ‘before the eyes of the Roman people (spectante saepe populo Romano)’; HISTORIA AUGUSTA, 
Commodus Antoninus, 12, 12; ed. HOHL 1971, vol. I, p. 109; tr. MAGIE 1921, vol. I, p. 295. 
912 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVI, 6, 14; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 15; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, 
p. 607. 
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raised, or through some mimic deception (mimicam cavillationem)913. Only a proper paludamentum 

could make a man a legitimate emperor, recognized also Icks, and in this case the outfit of Procopius 

is laughable and not worthy of the charge. Ammianus, therefore, associated his appearance with the 

stage, ‘a world of pomp without power’914.  

All the tricks of the usurper were revealed, however, in the moment in which Procopius’s body failed 

to support his bearer during the performance of the traditional imperial speech. The contrast between 

the presumption of the impostor who assumed the imperial attire and the reality of the events 

produced laughable results. Procopius started to gain some more confidence and advanced ‘boldly’ 

while the troops surrounded him ‘with upraised standards’ and holding their shields on the head ‘from 

fear of his being pelted from housetops with stones or pieces of tile’. In front of this spectacle, ‘the 

people neither opposed nor favoured him, nevertheless, they were aroused by the sudden charm of 

novelty which is inborn in most of the commons (…)’. Then, when Procopius ‘had mounted the tribunal, 

and all were filled with amazement fearing the gloomy silence, and believing (as indeed he had 

expected) that had merely come to a steeper road to death, since a trembling which pervaded all his 

limbs (per artus tremore diffusus) hindered his speaking, he stood for a long time without a word. 

Finally, he began with broken and dying utterance to say a little, justifying his action (…)’. In the end, 

he was hailed emperor only thanks to some ‘who had been hired for the purpose’ and pushed the 

population to acclamations, ‘in a disorderly fashion’915. Icks has also underlined how Procopius is 

attacked here for his rhetorical skills, rather than just putting an unworthy speech in his mouth. 

Ammianus seems thus more interested in the form than in the content of the pretender’s speech, 

strengthening the impression of Procopius as a man without much competence or charisma. Even the 

disordered acclamation which followed did not reflect the vox Dei916. Themistius also described the 

event as dominated by a ‘gloomy, frowning, pursuing silence as if it were something solemn, 

unsociable, ill-omened, full of disgust, boasting about his hatred toward all and the hatred of all toward 

him’. Procopius was ‘a counterfeit (paráshmoj) emperor’ rather than a real one, a contrast 

emphasized also through a powerful oxymoron: Procopius indeed was ’grinning, calling all to himself, 

smiling a deceitful smile (meidiÏn meidíama doleròn), a smile full of laments, a smile that was the 

origin of many tears’917.  Zosimus provided later a shorter description of the events according to which 

Procopius sent a mob made of slaves and volunteers in Constantinople during the night: they ‘aroused 

all the people, who came out of their houses and gazed at Procopius as if he were a king out of a play 

                                                             
913 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVI, 6, 15; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 15; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. II, 
p. 607.  
914 ICKS 2011, p. 365. 
915 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXVI, 6, 17-18; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 16; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
II, pp. 609-611, 
916 ICKS 2011, p. 365. 
917 THEMISTIUS, Oratio VII, 90b – 91d; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 107-109; tr. VANDERSPOEL 1995, pp. 164-165. 
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(9sper Þpò skhnÖj basiléa scediasqénta)’918. Zosimus had already described another usurper, 

Magnentius, as ‘playing’ the imperial role: during a banquet celebrating his son’s birthday, at midnight, 

Magnentius ‘rose from the table as if from necessity, and leaving the guests for a short time, 

reappeared (æfaíneto) clothed in imperial garb (tÕn basilikÕn Òmfiesménoj stolÔn) as if in a 

play (9sper æn skhnØ). All the guests acclaimed him emperor, and likewise all the inhabitants of 

Augustodunum, where this happened’919.  

 

From this brief outline, we have seen how the features of the ideal imperial behaviour expected from 

the pagan side of the audience have been developed in a multifaceted and complex form. On one side, 

the necessity to strength his power and secure his position led the emperor to increasingly turn his 

body toward a fixed and motionless formalism. We have seen how the members of the audience, 

Ammianus in primis, were well aware of the actual nature of such attitudes: the display of perfect self-

control of the body or the lack of movements were clearly recognized as ceremonial devices employed 

with effort by an emperor eager to present himself as a supernatural and perfect being with a superior 

moral steadiness, according to the contemporary political theories. Furthermore, emperors were also 

increasingly taking advantage of the trends coming from the East to enforce their relationship with the 

gods and present themselves as sacred and god-like beings. Starting at least from the late third century, 

they were much concerned to glorify their public appearance in order to foster feelings of loyalty and 

adoration920. However, they did not leave aside the necessity to include in their ceremonial behaviour 

the display of their supposed civilitas. When the occasion required showing respect toward the 

republican institution they still have to please the part of the audience who was smart enough to 

understand the actual purpose of those mechanisms and wanted to see demonstrations of respect, 

civilitas, and moderatio more than a proskynesis. The traditional republican view of the emperor 

primus inter pares who acts friendly, with moderation, and according to a superior physical and 

spiritual education, remained well anchored in the mind of the audience and the authority. This 

imagery was transmitted and promoted by descriptions of good or bad historical rulers that harkened 

back to classics but also reflected the actual moral and ethical view of the writers, who aimed to spread 

and instil certain values in the mind of those in power, so as to influence their choices in behavioural 

and ceremonial matter. Authors could assume a positive or a negative stance according to their bias, 

and different emperors could have preferred an attitude more than another (Julian in primis). But in 

general, we can say that the different schemata in the imperial practice were all weapons at disposal 

                                                             
918 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, IV, 5.5; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 266; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 73. 
919 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, II, 42.3; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, p. 114; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 42. 
920 CAMERON 1985, pp. 181-182. The ‘sacralization’ of the emperor could be seen as an attempt to discourage 
civil war and turmoil due to the lack of fixed rules of succession; ROHRBACHER 2002, p. 163. 
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of an emperor who, like the chameleonic Augustus in the pages of Julian921, assumed different aspects 

and performed different roles through a perfectly trained body or through a powerful rhetorical 

gesture. 

Furthermore, the ‘complexity of the relationship between personal character and the nature of the 

imperial office’ never allowed to leave the mortal and individual dimension of the emperor aside from 

the debate. The greatness of the power (potestatis amplitudo) itself, recognized clearly Ammianus, ‘is 

always wont to lay bare a man’s inmost character (animorum interna)’ bringing to light the good 

qualities but also the faults of an emperor922. The philosopher Themistius put much effort to combine 

the idea of an emperor invested by God but mortal like all his subjects, urging his ruler to show off his 

inner moral qualities and the essence of his power (that is, his soul) also through his mortal body. The 

emperor had to show what it was him, his essence, through what it was of him, his substance.  

On the stage of the court, therefore, a dangerous game was at stake: without the divine approval 

proved by a successful rise to the power, but also without a body expressive of his moral virtues, his 

superior education, and his control over mortal passions, the emperor failed to act as a model and 

could lose legitimacy, an idea widely employed as a literary weapon by contemporary authors. He has 

to juggle different expectations with different schema, always avoiding any kind of theatrical 

simulation. At worst, indeed, he could always remain an actor playing a role not fitted to his persona.  

Not surprisingly given the central place conferred to the problem of the relation between soul and 

body in the Christian thought, the idea of a compresence in the imperial persona of an affable and 

formal attitude, a human and a divine dimension, and all the problems around the relation between 

imperial body and imperial soul, will constitute a prolific ground in the hands of the Christian writers. 

Let us see how they managed to navigate among those ideas and suggestions to develop their own 

models and to build up their own theological perspective on the imperial schema through the peculiar 

‘syncretism’ that would become characteristic of Byzantine mentality923. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
921 Octavian was like a chameleon who changed his colour (crÍmata) (from white to red) and his expression 
(from a gloomy to a charming one): ‘What a changeable monster is this (Babaí toû pantodapoû toútou 

qhríou)!’, exclaimed Silenus when he saw him, wondering which kind of tricks he was preparing against him and 
the other gods; JULIAN THE APOSTATE, Caesares, 4; ed. NESSELRATH 2015, p. 110; tr. WRIGHT (1913) 1949, p. 
351. 
922 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXX, 7, 1; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 150; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. III, 
p. 353; see MATHEWS 1989, pp. 238-239. 
923 Haldon referred in this term to the plurality of cultural traditions that shaped the ways in which Byzantines 
interpreted their world; HALDON 1990, pp. 281 ff. 
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1.2. A CHRISTIAN SCHEMA FOR A CHRISTIAN EMPEROR 

 

During and after Constantine’s reign the ‘Christianization of the Roman Empire’924 grew stronger every 

day. The emperor remained nevertheless the heir of the pagan Roman rulers and comfortable with 

ideals and models provided by the classical antiquity which were set as established benchmarks for 

the following centuries. Whether pagan or Christian, indeed, the emperors as well as the authors who 

described them and the members of the court, were all parts of a political elite permeated by Hellenic 

paideia and often by a rhetorical-literary education based on reading ancient classics and studying the 

Aristotelian and Neoplatonic philosophy925. This education ‘helped to give social identity and solidarity 

to the sons of the upper classes’926 and provided personal and civic values which partially dictated 

expectations and judgments about the power and the behaviour more suitable for a ruler. Christian 

authors continued therefore to praise or criticize the physical appearance of their emperors in line 

with the ideas provided by the pagan tradition, while some gestures remained as the continuation and 

the natural extension of the late Roman ones927. 

But the adoption of Christianity also imposed changes which deeply affected the meaning of those 

inherited patterns. A new political theory and thus also a more variegated and theologically weighted 

imperial schema were required to express the role of an emperor who now had to act not only like a 

perfect citizen, a general, a lawgiver, and a divinely appointed ruler, but also as the most perfect 

Christian and devoted faithful with even more serious responsibilities for the salvation of his subjects’ 

souls. And this whether described in words or depicted in images or performed with the actual bodies. 

In order to achieve it, Christian authors re-elaborated the ideas and the images at their disposal and 

combined them with the theological motifs of the Fathers of the Church and with other sources of 

imagery. Dealing with the literary strategies employed by authors of the fourth to the seventh century, 

Claudia Rapp distinguished between two main ‘imitative modes’ followed by the emperor: on one side 

the Roman one (applied then also by Christian authors to the hagiographical accounts) which involved 

the illustration of words, deeds and characters of men from a glorified past to provide a moral and 

educative exemplum (øpódeigma or parádeigma). The Christian imitative mode was, on the other 

                                                             
924 That is, the process through which the emperors after Constantine adapted the political structure of Rome to 
the new mission of the Christian authority; DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 98. 
925 For the mixed audience at the imperial court and the pagan presence in the Roman Senate at the end of the 
fourth century, see CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 33; HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 22. For the necessity, for 
the Christian emperors, to build up a partnership with the Hellenic pagan landowning elite present in the Senate 
of Constantinople, in order to obtain an enduring success, see ibidem, pp. 22-23; pp. 48-57. 
926 PENELLA 2009, p. 9. For the knowledge and acceptance of Neoplatonic ideas among the members of the 
Senate in the mid-fourth-century Constantinopolitan imperial court, see HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, passim, 
and esp. p. 31. 
927 This was what happened in general in the case of the imperial insignia as well. ‘Der byz. Kaiserornat, d.h. die 
Gesamtheit der byz. kaiserlichen Herrzeichen, ist die genuine Fortsetzung des spätrömischen Kaiserornates in 
der Entwicklungsstufe, die dieser zZ. Konstantins d.Gr. erreicht hatte’; WESSEL 1978, p. 370. 
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hand, a ‘hermeneutical strategy’ and connected the present with the biblical past by presenting the 

former as an ‘image’ that reproduced and reflected its archetype928.  

Already Gilbert Dagron had recognized the impact of the Old Testament models on the theory of the 

priestly kingship in Byzantium929, with a Christian emperor who acted not only as a censor on his 

subject’s behaviour but also as ‘manager of an economy of salvation (…) with a mission to convert and 

to fulfil the prophecies’ contained in the Old Testament. According to Dagron, the role of the Old 

Testament in superimposing models became soon more influential than the classical tradition, since 

‘it was this that gave substance to the very notion of a Christian Empire’. Figures like Melchisedek, Saul, 

David, Solomon, and Moses, became thus prototypes of the basileia at the head of chosen people930. 

The impact of the Old Testament was not limited to the political theory and to the rhetorical 

dimension, but it also provided practical guiding principles and ‘ready-made types’ to follow. There 

were thus also occasions in which imperial descriptions seem to suggest a third kind of imitative model 

(briefly mentioned by Rapp), in which emperors shaped their behaviour and their words to evoke Old 

Testament figures in a conscious imitative conduct931. The Scriptures remained, therefore, a rich mine 

of behavioural patterns not only, as we have seen, for the Christian clergymen and faithful men. The 

emperor looked at them too, to fulfil the requirements of his different roles and to express political 

ideas. And since ‘no new event was wholly true not any emperor wholly authentic until they had been 

recognized and labelled by reference to an Old Testament model’932, also gestures, attitudes, and 

behaviours conformed to those model could contribute to confer constitutional value to the power of 

those who performed them.  

The most powerful model which affected the imperial schema was the figure of Christ as emerged 

from the New Testament and the writings of the Fathers of the Church. While in the imperial 

iconography a mutual relationship started to connect the portrait of the emperor with that of Christ, 

in the abstract political theory and in the concrete dimension of the emperor’s outward appearance 

the emperor started to build up with Christ a special connection, which developed and re-formulated 

in Christian sense the Hellenistic concept of the emperor as god’s likeness on earth. By this point of 

view, the emperor could be considered as a sacred being more divine than common men, the favourite 

and special protégé of the divinity, his companion (comites) and provisional delegate on earth933. The 

                                                             
928 RAPP 2010, pp. 177-179. 
929 In general, Dagron assumed that the Old Testament had a more normative role, while the New one was more 
concerned with the moral sphere. On the problem of the reception and employment of the Jewish culture (the 
‘heritage of the ‘deicide’ people’) in the Christian context, see DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 49. 
930 DAGRON (1996) 2003, pp. 3-4. 
931 RAPP 2010, p. 181. 
932 DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 50. 
933 JONES 1963, p. 17. On the difference between Christian and pagan Roman theory of the divine origin of power, 
see also RUNCIMAN (1977) 2003, pp. 39-42. Numberless studies recognized the relationship between Christian 
and imperial iconography in the fourth and sixth centuries. On the mutual imitation between emperors and gods 
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new Christian system of thought and the new imagery provided by the biblical texts gave thus to the 

imperial gestures and postures, especially those performed in the ceremonial context, a new substance 

and a new meaning. They came to be seen, in Dagron’s words, as belonging to exegesis more than 

ideology934 and as visual elements that had to be ‘decoded’ by a Christian audience well trained to 

grasp allusions and nuances by the hearing of biblical lections and by the vision of the liturgy935.  

This process of building up a Christian imperial schema has an identifiable onset in the writing of 

Eusebius of Caesarea, devotee of the emperor Constantine, which constituted the first coherent 

systematization of a political theory (or ‘political ideology’) for a Christian emperor. Like other 

panegyrists of his time, Eusebius was well aware that his audience was a mixed group of pagans and 

Christians alike and that this situation called for innovative solutions understandable and valuable by 

both parts936. Constantine remained the primus inter pares but he was also the vicegerent of Christ, 

delegated by Him to rule. He had to reveal to his subject the power of the Cross and lead them to a 

godly life and salvation. This was achieved by pursuing perfection and the mimesis of Christ, making 

his earthly court a reflex and, from a Neoplatonic point of view, a ‘divine emanation’ of the heavenly 

one937. Furthermore, the imagery of the Old Testament equipped Constantine with the powerful type 

of Moses, leader of the new chosen people938.  

Those elements were integrated (rather than merely superimposed) in the imagery presented in the 

Life of Constantine, a ‘literary hybrid’ written after 337939. Here Eusebius consolidated his theological-

political building and systematically expressed the kind of appearance expected from a Christian 

                                                             
(imitatio deorum on the part of the emperors, imitatio imperatorum on the part of the gods) and the parallelism 
between the Adventus of the ruler and the Entry of Christ in Jerusalem, see KANTOROWICZ (1944) 1965; 
KANTOROWICZ (1961) 1965. For a different point of view which tended to ‘downsize’ this influence, especially 
in the early representations of Christ, see the work of the Krautheimer’s pupil Thomas Mathews, in turn harshly 
challenged by Deckers; MATHEWS 1993; DECKERS 1996; DECKERS 2001. For the way in which the Hellenistic 
culture and the imperial Roman iconography shaped the iconography of Christ as King before and after 
Constantine, see BESKOW 1962. For the Christianization of the monarchy’s ritual symbolism, see also 
MacCORMACK 1981, pp. 93 ff. 
934 Dagron refers to the insoluble exegetical debate over the king-priest, periodically revived by an extreme 
sensibility to words, images and gestures; DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 3. 
935 HENRY 1967 (dealing with the influence of biblical and liturgical reminiscences in writings). 
936 DAGRON (1996) 2003, pp. 133-134; CAMERON and HALL 1999, pp. 33-34. 
937 For the Middle Platonic idea of the mimesis in Clement, Origen, and then Eusebius, see TARTAGLIA 1984, p. 
21. The idea ‘that the earthly kingdom is a copy or model of the heavenly one (by mimesis)’ recognized 
furthermore Cameron, is shared by Eusebius with Philo and with Hellenistic and Platonic traditions; CAMERON 
and HALL 1999, p 187. 
938 CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 7, pp. 35-37; RAPP 2010, pp. 182-183; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, 
I, 12, 1; I, 19, 1; I, 20, 2; I, 38, 2; 38, 5; II, 12, 1. Not only at a theoretical but also at a material level, Constantine 
brought to his new capital the holy rod of Moses (he went out on foot to receive it at the Aimilianos Gate and 
then brought it to the Great Palace); DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 98.  
939 On the date and circumstances of the composition, see CAMERON and HALL 1999, pp. 9-13. The text was an 
‘uneasy mixture’ of imperial panegyric (lógos basilikós), narrative history, and a biographical/hagiographical text, 
since Eusebius praised the virtues and the deeds of the emperor in chronological order. Furthermore, it had a 
didactic purpose and offered advice to Constantine’s sons like a ‘Mirror of Princes’; CAMERON and HALL 1999, 
p. 1; p. 12; pp. 27-34; TARTAGLIA 1984. 
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emperor. The central role played by the visual dimension in Eusebius’ description is stated since the 

beginning, when the author debated over the traditional dispute between written biography and visual 

portrait as the best device to preserve the memory of mortal men. Images (eêkóna), whether pictures 

obtained with colours or statuary figures (scÔmata), are, it is true, perishable ‘configurations 

(êndálmata) of corruptible bodies, and did not portray the shapes (Þpotupoûnta êdéaj) of an 

immortal soul940. Biblical narration and biographical accounts of virtuous men on the other hand are 

given by God to feed the hopes and to provide good examples for faithful men941. Since the words 

alone could be weak in transmitting the virtues of men, and since ‘one must model oneself on the 

human painter (mimÔsei tÖj qnhtÖj skiagrafíaj)’, Eusebius declared nevertheless that he will 

dedicate to Constantine a ‘verbal portrait (dià lógwn eêkóna)’. Constantine actions were the mirror 

of his God-given virtues and were given ‘to every one whose desire is stimulated to divine affection by 

the representation of noble deeds (Ó tÏn kalÏn mímhsij)942. He offered a parádeigma to be imitated 

which stood on the eyes of his subjects and especially during religious festivities he was adopted 

(æpegráfonto) by praetorians and bodyguards as the ‘tutor in religious conduct (didáskalon 

e÷sebÏn ... trópwn)’943.  

Eusebius’ Constantine used his gestures and his behaviour to present himself as the image (eêkóna) of 

Christ’s monarchical reign944, chosen by God ‘as universal ruler and governor’ (so that ‘no man could 

claim the precedence which he alone possessed, since the rest owed the rank they held to election by 

others’)945, and simultaneously as the humble servant of God946. He showed his respect toward the 

Church by shifting the recipient of the friendly and approachable attitude required by an emperor 

primus inter pares, from the senatorial order to the ministers of God. He personally received and 

regarded with the highest consideration even the most humble among the members of the clergy – he 

                                                             
940 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 3, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 180; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 68. Eusebius is referring here to the votive portraits which glorified ancient’s tombs. 
941 Those stories guaranteed ‘immortal hopes to mortal eyes’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 3, 3; 
ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 182; tr. CAMERON AND HALL 1999, p. 68.  
942 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 10, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, pp. 190-192; tr. CAMERON AND 
HALL 1999, pp. 70-72. For the virtuous nature bestowed on Constantine since his youth by divine inspiration and 
imitation, see EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 12, 3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 196; tr. CAMERON 
AND HALL 1999, p. 73 
943 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini IV, 18, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 474; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 159. 
944 ‘Making him the model of his own monarchical reign, he (Christ) appointed him (the emperor) victor over the 
whole race of tyrants and destroyer of the God-balling giants, who in mental frenzy raised weapons against the 
Sovereign of the universe himself’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 5, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 
182; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 69. Winkelmann translated here eêkóna as ‘model’. 
945 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 24, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 212; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 78-79. 
946 ‘As a loyal and good servant, he would perform this and announce it (1pratte kaì ækÔrutte), openly calling 
himself a slave and confessing himself a servant of the All-sovereign, while God in recompense was close at hand 
to make him Lord and Despot’ and vanquisher over his enemies; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 6, 
1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 184; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 69.  
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looked beyond their modest appearance (scÔmatoj) to see not the man but ‘the God honoured in 

each’ –  and allowed them to seat at his own table947. Unlike his predecessors (who forbad bishops to 

meet in council), he assembled them ‘to his presence, and allowed to enter the palace, to proceed into 

its inner chambers, and to share the imperial hearth and table’948. Constantine, thus, ‘like a universal 

bishop (koinòj æpískopoj) appointed by God convoked councils of the ministers of God’ and attended 

them seating ‘among them as if he were one voice among many (Ìseì kaì tÏn pollÏn eõj), 

dismissing his praetorians and soldiers and body guards of every kind, clad only in the fear of God and 

surrounded by the most loyal of his faithful companions’949.  

More official occasions required on the other hand a more formal kind of attitude. At the Council of 

Nicaea, held in 325 in the central and biggest room of the imperial palace, Constantine showed the 

traditional magnificent appearance (almost angelic) which included marvellous dresses and precious 

stones950. In this case, he expressed his respect toward the other participants through a rigorously 

assigned arrangement of seats and a foreordained system of signals made of gestures and postures. 

The participants took their appointed seat along (æn táxei) either side of the hall ‘with a proper 

ceremony (sùn kósm_ tÐ préponti)’, and then remained silent while the emperor’s men made their 

entrance one after the other951.  Then, at the ‘signal (æpì sunqÔmati) which announced the Emperor’s 

entrance’, all rose from their seat and remained standing while the Emperor ‘walked along between 

them’952. When the emperor ‘reached the upper end of the rows of seats and stood in the middle 

(mésoj 1sth)’, he showed, in turn, his respect toward the bishops by waiting to sit down (on ‘a small 

chair (kaqísmatoj) made of gold’, specified Eusebius) until ‘the bishops assented (æpineûsai)’. All the 

bishops, then, in turn ‘did the same after the Emperor’953.  

                                                             
947 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 42, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 240; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 86. 
948 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 1, 5; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 350; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 120-121. 
949 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 44, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, pp. 242-244; tr. CAMERON 1999, 
p. 87. ‘’You are bishops of those within the Church’, declared Constantine during a dinner, employing the same 
metaphor to underline his role as primus inter pares among them, ‘but I am perhaps himself a bishop appointed 
by God over those outside’. In accordance with this saying, he exercised a bishop’s supervision over all his subjects, 
and pressed them all, as far as lay in his power, to lead the godly life’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, 
IV, 24; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 480; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 161.  
950 He walked among the bishops ‘like some heavenly angel of God, his bright mantle shedding lustre like beams 
of light, shining with the fiery radiance of a purple robe, and decorated with the dazzling brilliance of gold and 
precious stones. Such was his physical appearance (Þmfì tò sÏma)’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, 
III, 10, 3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 364; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 125. 
951 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 10, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 364; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 125. The emperor’s men, specified Eusebius, were not his usual soldiers and guards but only ‘his faithful 
friends’; ibidem. 
952 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 10, 3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 364; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 125. 
953 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 10, 5; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 364; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 125. Those nuances disappeared in the shorter account wrote later by Sozomen, according to whom the 
emperor passed through the seat until the head of the conference, took his seat ‘on a throne (æpì qrónou)’, and 
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The act of raising or sitting in front of a person was a powerful way to visually express the respect (or 

the disrespect) of the parts involved in a public encounter. For example, it publicly expressed the 

conflict of power between Severian, bishop of Gabala in Syria and preacher in Constantinople, and 

Serapion, deacon of Constantinople. The struggle reached its peak when one of the contenders refused 

to rise in front of the other. According to Socrates of Constantinople, nobody could stand the pride 

and the arrogance (tÕn ñfrùn kaì tÕn Þlazoneían) of Serapion, a man who attacked everyone 

beyond what was appropriate954. One day, then, at the entrance of Severian, he failed to show him the 

honour due to a bishop (tÕn prosÔkousan æpiskóp_ timÕn ... o÷k Þpéneimen) and remained 

seated. Serapion later swore that he had not see him, but Severian interpreted the gesture as a sign 

that he had paid little heed to the presence of a bishop. He could not bear Serapion’s contempt and 

even accused him before an assembly of bishops955. According to Sozomen, it was Severian the 

arrogant one who displayed greed for honour and adulation during his speeches. This attitude led 

Serapion to keep his seat in front of Severian who was passing, ‘instead of rising to salute him’ (o÷k 

æxanésth æpíthdej toîj paroûsin ændeiknúmenoj), ‘in order to show his utter contempt for the 

man (Ìj øperfroneî tòn \ndra). Severian was offended by this manifestation of disrespect’ and 

thus uttered the fateful expression956.  

Finally, at the banquet after the Council, the emperor replaced the traditional friendly attitude with 

formality, so to underline the symmetry between the contemporary events and the biblical history, 

and to make the event appear like ‘an imaginary representation (fantasioûsqai eêkóna) of the 

kingdom of Christ’957.  

                                                             
only then ‘the synod was then commanded to be seated’; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica I, 19.1-2; ed. BIDEZ 
1983, p. 202; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 254. More rhetorical and apparently due to Eusebius’ self-satisfaction 
seems the mention of the extraordinary gesture performed by the emperor during the speech delivered by the 
author himself on the Saviour’s tomb. The emperor was so involved that he ‘stood up and listened’ together with 
the audience, despite the objection of Eusebius who ‘begged him’ to return back to his throne; EUSEBIUS OF 
CAESAREA, Vita Constantini IV, 33, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 492, 494; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 165. 
954 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 11, (VERSION B) 14; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON 
and MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 312-313; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 146.  
955 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 11, (VERSION A) 16-17; ed. and tr. HANSEN, 
PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 2006, p. 308-309; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 146. On the question around the origin 
of the two versions of the episode, see P. MARAVAL in HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL 2006, n. 2, pp. 306-
307. According to Sozomen, the offense was so great, that the bishop even uttere a blasphemous utterance (for 
which he was harshly rebuked by John Chrysostom); SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VIII, 10.3-4; ed. BIDEZ-
HANSEN 2008, p. 278-280; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 405.  
956 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VIII, 10.3-4; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 278-280; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 
405. 
957 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 15, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 370; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 127. For the parallelism between the council, which brought concordia between men coming from all 
the parts of the empire and the Apostle’s assembly, see EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 7, 2; ed. 
WINKELMANN 2013, p. 360; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 124. For the palace as a church, and the emperor 
as the guide for the prayers, see EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 17, 3; IV, 17; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, 
p. 204; p. 472; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 76; p. 159. 
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In general, during the council Constantine was the healer of the Church’s and of the Empire’s body 

affected by the heresy958 and was the moderator responsible for the orthodox faith959: this role 

compelled him, therefore, to express his faith and his spiritual qualities both with the words as well as 

with his body. But while his words were uttered mostly in Latin and had to be translated into Greek960, 

the attitude of his body was more clearly and universally understood. Everybody, declared indeed 

Eusebius, hastened to the council not only for the desire of contributing to the peace but also for the 

desire of looking with their own eyes ‘the spectacle of that strange marvel, to see such a great 

Emperor’961. The two dimensions of the schema (the humility to express his faith and his deference 

toward God on one side, and the splendour due to his belonging to a superior and ‘sacred’ rank on the 

other)962 joined harmoniously in Constantine’s body and were reflected also in his face and in his 

posture:  

 

‘As for his soul, he was clearly adorned with fear and reverence for God: this was shown (øpéfainon) by his 

eyes, which were cast down (ðfqalmoì kátw neúontej), the blush of his face (ærúqhma prosÍpou), his 

gait (peripátou kínhsij), and the rest of his appearance (eôdoj), his height (mégeqoj), which surpassed all 

those around him (…) by his dignified maturity, by the magnificence of his physical condition (tÖj toû 

sÍmatoj e÷prepeíaj), and by the vigour of his matchless strength. All these, blended with the elegance of 

his manners (trópwn æpieikeí=) and the gentleness of imperial condescension (praóthtí te basilikÖj), 

demonstrated (Þpéfainon) the superiority of his mind (diánoia) surpassing all description’963.  

 

The emperor thus visually showed the superiority of his mind through a humble gaze and a vigorous 

body, harmonized together by his elegant manner. He also used his imperial neuma to command964. 

And he relied on gestures when ‘he thought that he ought to rule his subjects with instructive 

argument, and establish his whole imperial rule as rational’: talking about theological topics in front of 

                                                             
958 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 62; 65, 1; 69, 1; III, 19, 1; III, 21, 4. 
959 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 13, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 368; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 126-127.  
960 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 13, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 368; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 126. He makes his speech in Latin, but anyway he could speak Greek ‘for he was not ignorant of that 
language either’ and could make himself ‘pleasant and agreeable, persuading some and shaming others with his 
words’; ibidem. 
961 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 6, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 358; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 123. 
962 In a slightly different manner, Dagron looked at this attitude as a ‘conjuration’ between the Greek hubris and 
the Roman egalitarianism which became the Christian virtue of humility; DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 3. 
963 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 10, 4; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 364; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 125. 
964 ‘On the emperor’s command (basilikÐ neúmati)’ pagan shrines were destroyed, and the ‘vaunted wonder 
of the noble philosophers was razed to the ground, pulled down by military force’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita 
Constantini III, 55, 5; III, 56, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 426; p. 428; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 145. The 
same term is employed referring to the God’s will (qeoû neúmati) which made Maxentius’ army be defeated on 
the Milvian bridge; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 38, 4; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 232; tr. 
CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 84. 
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‘countless multitudes’, ‘standing quite straight with intense face and subdued voice’, he initiated the 

audience with awe ‘and then when the hearers let out favourable exclamations he would indicate that 

they should look to heaven (\nw blépein eêj o÷ranon diéneue) and save the adulation and honour 

of their reverent praises for the King over all’965.  

Constantine acknowledged the power of God also and mostly through the prayer, which was also a 

way to ask, in a utilitarian way, for divine help and protection966. The prayer involved, especially in the 

military setting, the symbol of the cross, to which an overwhelming and effective power was 

attributed. Well-known is the relationship which bound this symbol together with the imperial victory 

since the legend of the vision of the Cross at the Milvian Bridge in 312. According to Eusebius, a 

‘remarkable divine sign (qeoshmeía)’ in the form of a cross-shaped trophy inscribed with the words 

‘By this conquer’ appeared in the sky in front of Constantine and his army at midday. During the night 

Christ appeared to him alone and ‘urged him to make himself a copy (mímhma)’ of this and to use it as 

a protection and saving sign (tÐ swterí_ shmeí_) against the enemy967. The emperor, therefore, 

explained (frázei) the ‘shape of the sign’ (toû shmeíou tÕn eêkóna) to goldsmiths and jewellers in 

order to have a reproduction (mímhma or ñmoiÍmata) of it and its specific design (scÔmati) made of 

gold and precious stones968. It was transferred to the labarum and used in battle969 to win over 

Maxentius.  

Once back in Rome, then, Constantine bestowed his victory to God with ‘a statue made to represent 

himself (êdíaj eêkónoj æn Þndriánti)’ holding in his hand (øpò ceîra) a tall pole (dóru) in the shape 

                                                             
965 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, IV, 29, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 488-490; tr. CAMERON and 
HALL 1999, p. 164. For the rhetorical skills displayed by the emperor when delivered edifying instructions in 
theological matters, see also EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini IV, 55, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 
522; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, pp. 174-175. 
966 The Emperor indeed ‘judged that the prayers of the godly made a great contribution to his aim of protecting 
the general good, so he made necessary provision for these, becoming himself a suppliant of God and bidding the 
leaders of the churches make intercessions for him’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, IV, 14, 2; ed. 
WINKELMANN 2013, p. 470; tr. CAMERON 1999, p. 158. 
967 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 28-29; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 218-220; tr. CAMERON and 
HALL 1999, pp. 80-81. For the problems related to the event according to different sources, see the summary of 
CAMERON and HALL 1999, pp. 204-208. The recount of the vision, not present in the Historia Ecclesiastica, is 
defined by Cameron as a ‘mature reflection of Eusebius on Constantine’s divinely inspired rise to power’, which 
‘supplies a structural and ideological need at this point into narrative’; CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 7. 
968 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 30-31; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 220; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 81-82.  
969 Constantine ‘changed the most honourable symbol of the Roman power (tò æpishmótaton súmbolon tÖj 

‘Rwmaíwn ÞrcÖj) into the sign of Christ (eêj Cristoû shmeîon)’; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 4.2; ed. 
BIDEZ 1983, p. 126; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 242. Only temporarily, the emperor Julian will replace the sign of the 
cross (stauroû súmbolon) and will restore ‘the ancient form of the standard of the Roman armies (tò 
próteron scÖma tò korufaîon tÏn ‘RwmaïkÏn sunhmátwn)’; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 17.2; ed. 
BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 178; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 339. For the practical employment of the symbol of the 
cross as an instrument during the battle, which worked through the sight, see also EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita 
Constantini I, 37, 1; II, 7; II, 16, 1-2. 
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of the cross (stauroû scÔmati)970. In the Historia Ecclesiastica, Eusebius specified that the statue 

held this sign (variously called toû swthríou trópaion / tò swtÔrion shmeîon / tÐ swthriÍdei 

shmeí_) in its right hand (æpì tØ dexiÙ katéconta)971. A strong boundary was thus created between 

the form of the cross and the imperial hand to express the power of the faith and the divine protection 

upon the emperor972. Moreover, the schema of the cross could be reproduced also through the 

imperial body. Constantine not only reinterpreted in Christian sense the image of the Hellenistic ruler 

and the Sol Invictus and exhibited on golden coinage ‘the great strength of the divinely inspired faith 

fixed in his soul’, with a portrait (eêkóna) in which he looked ‘upwards in the manner (trópon) of one 

reaching out to God in prayer’973. He also expressed his relationship with God with a portrait, set above 

the entrances of imperial palaces in various cities, in which he was ‘standing up (çstÎj 3rqioj), 

looking up to heaven, his hands extended in a posture of prayer (tÎ ceîre d’æktetaménoj e÷coménou 

scÔmati)’974. By stretching his arms in the ancient orans posture for the invocation of the divinity, 

Constantine, like Moses, assumed simultaneously also the form of the cross. Constantine, who 

‘continually announced the Christ of God (…) taking pride in the practice’, also ‘made himself quite 

plain, at one time (nûn mèn) marking his face with the Saviour’s sign (tò próswpon tÐ swthrí_ 

                                                             
970 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 40, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 236; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 85. The idea was emphasised in the imperial iconography and could clash against the pagan attitude 
toward the war: the openly anti-Christian like Eunapius blamed indeed the content of the panels set in the middle 
of the Circus to celebrate the emperor Theodosius’s victories because they depicted not the bravery of the 
Emperor or the strength of his soldiers ‘or anything that was obviously a proper battle’ but ‘a hand extended as 
is from the clouds’, labelled as ‘the hand of God driving off the barbarians’. This was seen as a nonsense which 
‘reduced the successes of the Romans to mockery and laugher’; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 68 
(Exc. de Sent. 72); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 108-109. 
971 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, IX, 9.10-11; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, p. 832; tr. SCHOTT 
2019, p. 444. The event is quoted almost verbatim in CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 273, AD 312; ed. DINDORF 
1832, p. 521; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 10. For the problem of the actual form of the sign, which could 
also reproduce a lance, see PIETRI 2013, n. 3, p. 237. 
972 The sign of the cross was also reproduced in the biggest room of the palace ‘as a protection (fulaktÔrion) 
for his Empire’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini III, 49; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 414; tr. CAMERON 
and HALL 1999, p. 140. 
973 For the power of the upright gaze to create a boundary between the divinity and the pagan philosophers, see; 
EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Vitae Philosopharum, VI, 102-106; XXIII, 50; ed. GOULET 2014, pp. 38-39; p. 105; tr. 
CIVILETTI 2007, pp. 133-135; p. 269. Also Caracalla, in a totally different context, and charged with a negative 
connotation, was ‘drawn by the intrigues of flatterers’ to assume the same ‘fierce expression and neck turned 
toward his left shoulder (which he had noted in Alexander’s face)’, thinking to have a ‘very similar countenance 
(vultus)’; EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 21.4; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 156; tr. BANCHICH 2009. 
Themistius, confusing Marcus Aurelius with Antoninus Pious and under the influence of the Christian imagery, 
wrote that the emperor who saved his thirsty army and caused to rain by raising his hand (ÞnascÎn tÎ ceîre) 
to heaven and saying ‘I entreat you and supplicate the giver of life with this hand with which I have taken no life’, 
made it because he saw ‘a representation of this act in a painting (æn grafØ eêkóna toû 1rgou)’; THEMISTIUS, 
Oratio XV, 191b; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 235; tr. HEATHER AND MONCUR 2001, p. 244; n. 117, p. 244. 
974 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, IV, 15, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 472; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 158-159. The same kind of posture was required from the soldiers, who also had to ‘acknowledge the 
God over all (…), to whom it was right to offer the lawful prayers, lifting up their hands high towards heaven, 
extending their mental vision yet higher to the heavenly King, and calling on him in their prayers as the Giver of 
victory and Saviour, as their Guardian and Helper’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, IV, 19; ed. 
WINKELMANN 2013, p. 476; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 160.  
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katasfragizómeonj shmeí_), at another (nûn dé) proudly delighting in the victorious trophy. This 

he displayed on a very high panel set before the entrance to the palace for the eyes of all to see, showing 

in the picture the Saviour’s sign (tò mèn swtÔrion “shmeîon”) placed above his own head 

(øperkeímenon tÖj aøtoû kefalÖj)’ while stepping and piercing together with his sons the dragon 

under his feet975.  

Eusebius, therefore, put next to each other the references to the physical gesture of the sign of the 

cross performed by Constantine and the material symbol placed upon his head to declare that the 

victory over the enemies was given by God: the dragon (a reference both to enemy’s humankind Satan 

but also to Licinius, the enemy of the emperor) was indeed defeated ‘by the power of the Saviour’s 

trophy which was set up over his head’976 and was powerful in making demons flee. The cross stated 

itself therefore as the quintessential and long-living symbol of the divine origin of the imperial power, 

as efficacious support to the victory and symbol of the divine protection. It could be carried in the 

emperor’s hand, on the labarum or as a replacement of the victoria on the globus cruciger977. It could 

be placed as a relic next to his hands or his head, when he had the holy nails made into bridle-bits and 

a helmet (perikefalaían)’, which he carried on the battlefield’978. But it could also be a physical 

gesture performed with the hand or shaped with the whole body.  

The fact that the sign of the cross was then firmly included in the habit of the fourth/fifth-century 

emperors since their education is also documented by Gregory of Nazianzus’ story of the emperor 

Julian who had received a Christian education and therefore sought refuge in this ancient remedy 

(fármakon) during his descent to the ‘terrific ádyton’979: Sozomen more clearly explained that Julian, 

who ‘had turned to his new religion (paganism) when already a man’, was taken by the fear of the 

demons and ‘unconsciously fell into his earlier habit (1laqen øpò tÖj protéraj sunhqeíaj), and 

signed himself (katashmánaj çautón) with the symbol of Christ (tÐ sumból_ toû Cristoû), just 

as the Christian encompassed with untried dangers is wont to do’980. Julian and his brother Gallus had 

                                                             
975 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini III, 2, 2; 3, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 352-354; tr. CAMERON 
and HALL 1999, pp. 121-122. Other the opinion of Tartaglia, who understood the latter as a reference to the 
emperor’s face impressed on the labarum: ‘Rese ben nota la propria immagine (…) con l’imprimere il suo stesso 
volto sull’emblema salvifico (scil. sul labaro)’); TARTAGLIA 1984, p. 122. 
976 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini III, 3, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, pp. 352-354; tr. CAMERON and 
HALL 1999, p. 122. In this manner the Emperor ‘portrayed images’ of the words of the Prophets ‘setting true 
representations in pictorial arts (ÞlhqÏj æntiqeìj mimÔmata tØ skiagrafí=)’; ibidem. 
977 On the orb, symbol of ‘Weltherrschaft’ of the Roman emperors and attribute of the imperial power especially 
after the third-fourth centuries, and the debate about its belonging to the sphere of iconography (according to 
Schramm) or the actual performance of power (according to Alföldi), see WESSEL 1978, p. 404. 
978 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 17.9; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL 
(1995) 2004, pp. 180-181; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 21. According to another version of the story, Constantine 
incorporated the nails into his diadem; see KALAVREZOU 1997, p. 54 and n. 5. On the defensive function of those 
relics, mentioned also by Ambrose, see KLEIN 2006. 
979 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.52; 4.55; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 121-123. 
980 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 2.5; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, pp. 86-88; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 326. 
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been indeed ‘cultured and educated in a manner corresponding to the dignity of their birth’ which at 

this point included not only sciences and bodily exercises, but also the learning of the respect toward 

the clergy and the martyrs’ tombs. In this way ‘their habits and actions indicated no dereliction from 

piety’ (dià tÏn ÒqÏn kaì tÏn 1rgwn tÕn e÷sébeian æpedeíknunto)’981. Being ‘formerly a Christian’, 

‘born from pious parents’ and ‘initiated in infancy according to the custom of the Church (katà tòn 

qesmòn tÖj ækklhsíaj)’982, the sign of the cross remained also deeply bounded in his habitus and 

re-emerged as an efficacious gesture to rely upon in the moments of fear and danger. 

Finally, Constantine’s body gained also a supernatural condition through a proper training. He 

subjected himself to ‘fasts and harsh treatment of the body (Þsitíaij dè kaì kakÍsei toû 

sÍmatoj)’ before a battle to win God’s favour983. He conversed (proswmílei) with God ‘like someone 

participating in sacred mysteries (…) with his whole strength of soul and body (pás+ ×Ím+ yucÖj kaì 

sÍmatoj)’, ‘kneeling (gonupetÏn) in suppliant petition’ and even ‘intensifying the rigour (æpiteínwn 

tÕn \skhsin) during the Feast of the Saviour984. Thanks to this physical and spiritual constant training, 

he received ‘divine gifts’: a supernatural soul, revealed by the foresight which allowed him to predict 

conspiracies against him985, and a supernatural body. The latter received divine honours (qeoprepésin 

... timaîj) not only ‘when he was still among us’986 but also after his death, occurred on the day of 

Pentecost (21 March) 337 in Nicomedia.  Constantine’s body, it is true, was corruptible – the 

incorruptible soul, that is ‘he himself’ and ‘that part of him which is the soul’s intelligence and love of 

God’, left it in its ascent to God – and when he died he ‘bequeathed to mortals what was akin to them 

(tò suggenèj paradoùj)’987. His corpse, however, was not turn to ashes on the funeral pyre. Eusebius 

was amazed to see that ‘the one who was recently visible in a mortal body’ was ‘amazingly present 

with us even after his life is ended’988, and reported that it was brought to Constantinople in a golden 

coffin covered with a purple cloth. It was then placed as ‘a wonderful spectacle’ on an elevated bier in 

the palace, surrounded by candles, with the diadem and dressed in the purple robe. For three days it 

was ‘guarded day and night by a huge circle of people keeping vigil’ while the commanders of the army, 

the members of the court and of the Senate, and all the people ‘who were bound by law to pay homage 

                                                             
981 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 2.7-11; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, pp. 88-90; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 326. 
982 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 2, 7; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 88; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 326. 
983 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini II, 14, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 284; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 100. 
984 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini IV, 22, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 478; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 160. 
985 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 47, 2-3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 248; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 88-89.  
986 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 9, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, pp. 190-191; tr. CAMERON and 
HALL 1999, p. 71. 
987 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, IV, 64, 2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 532-534; tr. CAMERON and 
HALL 1999, pp. 178-179. 
988 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, I, 2, 1; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 178; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 67. 
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(proskuneîn) to the Emperor first, making no change in their usual routine, filed past at the required 

times and saluted the Emperor on the bier with genuflections (gonuklineîj) after his death in the same 

way as when he was alive (oõa per zÏnta)’. ‘Alone of mortals’, commended further Eusebius, 

Constantine ‘reigned even after death, and the customs were maintained just as if he were alive (…) 

demonstrating the ageless and deathless reign of his soul’989. In the end, the corpse was placed in the 

shrine of the Holy Apostles990. Far away from being a god on earth, therefore, the Christian emperor 

was clear in pointing at his human nature and at the frailty shared with humankind by showing off his 

dead body in public. At the same time, however, this very same body owned a special nature revealed 

by its incorruptibility, gained likely through ‘the usual measure for the preservation of his corpse (toîj 

eêwqósin eêj tò diarkésai skeuásantej tòn nekrón)’ mentioned by Philostorgius on the occasion 

of the funeral of Constantius II991, and by the honours conferred by those present.  

 

The imperial body expressed the divine basis of the power and could even contribute to legitimize (or 

delegitimize) the authority. The integrity of the imperial body was still considered important by 

Christians: Philostorgius included the above-mentioned story of the mutilation of Priscus Attalus in his 

Church History992. Furthermore, the symbolic meaning of meaningful limbs (heads and hands), already 

present in the Roman legislation, was further and formally elaborated in the context of the Christian 

morality, according to the New Testament (the hand which had sinned had to be punished (Mt5:30)) 

and also in line with the tradition of shameful deaths displaying the misbeliefs of a character. Let us 

remind at least the treatment conferred to the head and the right hand of the treacherous patrician 

Rufinus under Arcadius: when he was executed, the population underlined the symbolic connotation 

of the punishment by putting a stone in his mouth and asking to give a donation to ‘the insatiable one 

(Dóte tÐ ÞplÔst_)’993. The tradition of shameful deaths displaying the misbeliefs of a character, 

then, influenced as well the view of general polluted bodies, which were placed in an even closer 

relationship with the figures of despicable emperors and tyrannoi. The last term was used especially 

after the fourth century to refer to a defeated usurper who threatened the legitimate authority, but it 

                                                             
989 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, IV, 67, 1-3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 536; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, pp. 179-180. See also SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 40.1; ed. and tr. HANSEN, 
PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 2004, pp. 260-261; tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 35; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 279, 
AD 337; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 532-533; tr. in WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 22. 
990 For the interpretation of this passage as a ‘Christianisation’ of the apoteosis, see CAMERON and HALL 1999, 
pp. 347-348. For the way in which Constantine’s funeral differed from the consuetudo Romana, the pagan 
elements which still characterized the cult of the emperor at the time, and the devotion paid to Constantine’ 
remains later in the fourth and fifth centuries, see WORTLEY 2006. 
991 PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 6a-7a; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 364; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 84. 
992 PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, XII, 3-5; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 536; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 156. 
993 PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, XI, 3; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 516; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 146. See also 
ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, V, 7.6; ed. PASCHOUD 1986, vol. III.1, pp. 14-15; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 102; MARCELLINUS 
COMES, Chronicon, 395.5; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 6; CROCKE 1995, n. p. 64.  
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never fails to include also the traditional meaning of a ruler marked by low political and moral 

qualities994. Those kinds of men sinned against God with their bad ruling, their heresies, or their 

attempts to overthrown a divinely established institution, and deserved to be disfigured and physically 

punished with painful agonies by the wrath of God. This idea was well present in the mind of the 

authors and their audience: it reached back to the biblical examples of Antiochus Epiphanes and Herod 

and was shared also by pagans995. So Galerius polluted his soul by killing innocent Christians, and was 

therefore hit by a divine punishment ’beginning with his very flesh and extending to his mind’: it caused 

him a purulent inflammation from his private parts to the viscera, from which germinated maggots, a 

deathly stench and putrefaction996. The punishment of Maximin Daia also involved the consumption 

of his body ‘so that his whole physical appearance (tòn pân eôdoj) as he had been before become 

unrecognizable’997. The shameful and violent death of Arius provided the most powerful model of 

divine physical punishment for religious crimes. Surprised by a relaxation of his bowel while he was 

making himself a spectacle during a parade, Arius died according to Socrates in a public toilet behind 

Constantine’s forum – a ‘place suited to the filth that flowed from his tongue’, will specify later 

Theophanes Confessor998. At that moment his bowels protruded together with the evacuations, 

followed by a stream of blood999. Even more gruesomely, Julian, governor of Egypt in the fourth 

century, was punished by the divine wrath (qeomhnían) for his sacrilegious booty of sacred vessels 

with the putrefaction of his genitals and rectum. Worms then ‘crept into the living flesh, and did not 

                                                             
994 For the terminological development of the term túrannoj and turanníj in Late Antiquity, see especially 
NERI 1997. 
995 See for example the ‘most fitting death’ paid by Maximianus, who attempted to kill Constantine and was ‘a 
man inclined to every kind of harshness and cruelty, faithless, perverse and utterly devoid of grace’; EUTROPIUS, 
Breviarium, 10.3; ed. MÜLLER 1995, p. 112; tr. BIRD 1993, p. 65. 
996 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 57, 1-2; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 262; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 93; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica VIII, 16.3-5; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, pp. 788-790; 
tr. SCHOTT 2019, pp. 418-419. 
997 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 58, 4; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 264; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 94. See also EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, IX, 10.14-15; ed. SCHWARTZ 1908, vol. II, pp. 
846-848; tr. SCHOTT 2019, p. 450, where it is specified that not only his body appeared like a skeleton, but also 
that his eyes felt from their sockets and ‘left him maimed’. Also later Theophanes Confessor reported the ‘divine 
anger (qeía ðrgÕ)’ felt on Galerius in the guise of a flame which ‘kindled in the depth of his innards and his 
marrow’ and made his eyes fall. His flesh then ‘became putrid and fell from his bones’ and ‘having rotten always, 
he vomited up his God-opposing soul’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5807, AD 314/15; ed. DE 
BOOR 1883, p. 15; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 26. 
998 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia AM 5827, AD 334/5, ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 32; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 52. 
999 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 38.6-9; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2004, p. 256-259; tr. ZENOS 1983, pp. 34-35. The story, originally reported by Athanasius, is 
reported by several sources. The manner of Arius’ death, explained Socrates, was made perpetually memorable 
by the passers-by, who continued to raise their fingers in the direction of the place; ibidem. Even the seat on 
which he died was considered cursed and avoided by the population; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 30.6; 
ed. BIDEZ 1983, p. 368; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 280. 
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cease their gnawing until they put an end to his life’1000. The punishment could even strike depicted or 

carved bodies. The divine wrath (qeomhníaj), for example, struck with lightening the statue of Julian 

the Apostate at Caesarea Philippi: it ‘broke off the parts contiguous to the breast’ so that ‘the head and 

neck were thrown prostrate (tÕn kfalÕn sùn tÐ a÷céni katébale), and it was transfixed to the 

ground with the face downwards at the point where the fracture of the bust was; and it has stood in 

that fashion from that day until now, full of the rust of the lightening’1001.  

Furthermore, bad rulers and tyrannoi continued to be blamed also by Christian authors for assuming 

a schema not accorded with their social status or with their inner souls. They were blamed for misusing 

their bodies like all the ‘bad Christians’. Eusebius, who also complained about the ‘unspeakable deceit’ 

of those who ‘adopted a false façade (æpiplástwj schmatizoménwn) of the Christian name’1002, 

reported that Maxentius fled the battle taking off his imperial dress (kósmon), ‘for which he was not 

fit’, and assuming the schema (æn ... scÔmati) of a menial1003. Licinius on the other hand ‘deceitfully 

pretended (eêrwneí= kaqupekríneto)’ to sue for an amicable treaty with Constantine, while in fact 

he was preparing for war1004. Hilary of Poitiers, when he was free to assume a critical stance toward 

the ‘heretic’ Constantius II after his death in 3611005, addressed him with a speech in which he joined 

together biblical references and the widespread topos of the emperor hiding his intentions beneath 

the surface. Constantius was a deceptive persecutor (persecutorem fallentem), a luring enemy (hostem 

blandientem), a precursor of the Antichrist, a liar who called himself Christian, a pseudo-prophet, and 

                                                             
1000 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 8.2-4; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 128; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, pp. 331-332. 
For a similar divine punishment of three members of the court under Julian, see PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia 
Ecclesiastica, VII, 10; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, pp. 410-414; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 105-106. 
1001 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 21.1-2; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 208; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 343. This 
statue replaced by Julian’s order the one which was believed to represent Christ, erected according to the legend 
by the hemorroissa. 
1002 Those kinds of people were among the serious society’s diseases, since the kindness, the generosity, the 
straightforwardness of the faith and the sincerity of Constantine’s disposition ‘led him to trust the outward 
appearance (tÐ scÔmati) of those reputed to be Christians, who with a faked attitude (peplasmén+ yucØ) 
contrived to keep up the pretence of genuine loyalty to him’; EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini IV, 54, 2-
3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 520; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, p. 174. 
1003 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini I, 58, 3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 264; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 93. Socrates of Constantinople will underline in this way the unworthiness of Valens at Adrianople, when, 
according to some, he exchanged his imperial schema (Þmeíyanta tò basilikòn scÖma). After his death, 
then, he was not recognized for he had no imperial schema (o÷k 3ntoj basilikoû scÔmatoj) with which to 
identify him; SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 38.9-10; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PERICHON 
and MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 146-147; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 117. 
1004 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini II, 15; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, p. 284; tr. CAMERON and HALL 1999, 
p. 100. 
1005 Constantius II adhered to the doctrine of homoiousia in an unfortunate attempt to establish uniformity of 
doctrine in the Church, and send in exile the bishop Hilary, who had long been involved in the controversy. Also 
before Constantius’s death, anyway, Hilary attempted to persuade him and declared that an emperor had to be 
respected in as much as he respected the Church: ‘though the deepest respect should be paid to the Emperor 
because, indeed sovereign comes from God, nevertheless his ruling is not being adopted passively by episcopal 
judgements, because what belongs to Caesar should be rendered to Caesar but to God what belongs to God’; 
HILARY OF POITIERS, Liber adversus Valens et Ursacium, I, I, 5; tr. WICKHAM 1997, p. 18.  
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a wolf disguised as a lamb (ovem putantes, lupum senserunt). His face did not express what was hidden 

into his heart and into his mind (est enim aliquid in corde, quod dissimulatur in vultu et velatum est 

mente). As usual, anyway, his real nature could be recognized by its fruit (a fructibus eorum cognoscetis 

eos), that is by his deeds and by his gestures (gestorum fructu) which were insincere and deceitful. He 

welcomed a priest with a kiss (osculo) like that of Judas who betrayed Christ, and bent his head for 

benediction while treading on the faith (caput benedictioni submittis, et fidem calces)1006. Finally, also 

Orosius applied the theatrical terminology to the miserable Priscus Attalus. In front of this emperor 

done, undone, redone and made disappear (facto infecto refecto ac defecto), he wrote, Alaricus 

laughed of the mime and watched the comedy of the empire (mimum risit et ludum spectavit imperii). 

This usurper, like Procopius before him, was laughed at (lusus est) with a parade and brought by the 

Goths as an empty effigy of the empire (inane imperii simulacrum), until his capture by Honorius1007.  

The master among the deceiving emperors was Julian, the apostate (Þpostáthn) and chameleonic 

being who fooled the Christians with his deeds and behaviour1008. In his Oration against Julian Gregory 

of Nazianzus largerly applied to the imperial description a theatrical imagery: Julian staged the drama 

of the impiety (paíx+j tò tÖj Þsebeíaj drâma)1009 and proved to be an unrestrained man, almost 

a ham actor, rather than the philosopher-king he claimed to be1010. He disfigured his jawbone by 

blowing the bellows at the time of sacrifices1011. Even his funeral involved a procession of comic actors 

(mîmoi geloíwn) who followed the bier dancing and insulted the emperor by recalling his apostasy, 

his defeat and his dishonourable death1012.  

In general as well, it seems that also in the Christian circles was present the awareness of the theatrical 

nature of the imperial court: Gregory described indeed the imperial court where his brother Cesarius 

                                                             
1006 HILARY OF POITIERS, Liber in Constantium Imperatorem, 5-7; 10-11; ed. ROCHER 1987, pp. 176-180; pp. 186-
192; tr. LONGOBARDO 1997, p. 48-50; p. 54-58. The same deceitful nature is accorded to Marcellus, the heretic 
bishop of Ancyra, who is also described by quoting similar biblical terms; HILARY OF POITIERS, Liber adversus 
Valens et Ursacium, I, II, 4; tr. WICKHAM 1997, p. 23. Cf. HILARY OF POITIERS, Commentarius in Matthaeum 
(7:15), VI, 4; ed. PL 9, col. 952; tr. LONGOBARDO 1988, p. 91, where Hilary underlined the importance of a 
coincidence between how a man presents himself with words and how he behaves in deed (‘ut non qualem quis 
se verbis referat, sed qualem se rebus officiat spectemus’). 
1007 OROSIUS, Historiarum adversus paganos, VII, 42.7-9; ed. and tr. LIPPOLD and CHIARINI, pp. 394-395 
1008 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4, passim, but especially 4.62; 4.79; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 126-
127; pp. 140-141. ‘Apostasìa’ first appeared in Julian’s own writing, while ‘apostàs’ (i.e. rebel or traitor in classical 
Greek) became an epithet for Julian starting from the writing of Gregory; MORESCHINI 2000, n. 9, p. 1192. 
1009 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.71; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 132-133. See also ibidem, 4.82, pp. 
142-143. 
1010 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.78; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 140-141; n. 316, p. 1212. He did 
not remain impassive and unperturbed (as would have been praised by his philosophical education) but filled the 
palace with shouts and noises even as he administered justice, punching and kicking many; ibidem, 5.21, pp. 202-
203. Libanius for his part described Julian as a man sober in his habits and who ‘did not betake himself to feasting 
and drinking and the amusements of the stage (tÏn mímwn Ódonàj)’; LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 119; ed. FÖRSTER 
1904, p. 286; tr. NORMAN 1969, p. 355. 
1011 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 5.22; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 202-203.  
1012 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 5.18; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, p. 201-202. 
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was serving as functionary, as a mask or a scene made by many momentary realities, which served to 

act out the drama of this world while living for God1013. The emperor’s use of deceits and tricks was 

however now an even more serious matter, declared Gregory, given his responsibility to be an example 

in front of his subjects. Unlike the private citizen, who will sometimes be forgiven for acting craftily 

(tecnikÏj), the emperor has indeed a different role (Þxíaj) and was shameful for him to hide his 

intentions with shrewdness (técn+)1014. Julian made clear this deceitfulness already in his youth, as he 

received his education at the behest of the good emperor Constantius II and concealed his impiety 

(Þsebeíaj) under an attitude due to circumstances (øpò toû kairoû)1015. Socrates of Constantinople 

and Sozomen recounted in details how Julian pursued his philosophical education and adhered to the 

pagan religion lulling the suspicion of the emperor: he ‘made an outward profession of piety (e÷sebeîn 

pláttesqai)’ and ‘concealed his own sentiments (øpokrinómenon kaì eêj tò profanèj æxágein 

tÕn gnÍmhn)1016. He who had previously been a true Christian then pretended to be one (plastòj 

ægenéto) by shaving, by pretending to imitate the life of the monks (tòn tÏn monacÏn øpekríneto), 

and by studing philosophy in secret while reading Christian books in public (æn tÐ fanerÐ)1017. Once 

he was proclaimed emperor and openly stripped himself of his pretense of Christianity (tÕn 

ûpókrisin toû cristianízein)’1018, then, he also surrounded himself with equally deceptive kind of 

men: he did no longer show respect to the members of clergy1019, but promoted rather flatterers who 

pretended to be philosophers but were more distinguished by dress (æk toû scÔmatoj) than by 

culture, and deceitful men who always made their master’s religion their own1020.  

Despite all the simulation, Julian’s real nature and unworthiness could always be grasped from his 

physical features by a good observer like Gregory of Nazianzus. He encountered Julian in Athens when 

they were still students, and although Gregory was certainly not one of those who had been given the 

power of divination from birth, he was nevertheless able to notice the strangeness of Julian’s 

                                                             
1013 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 7.9; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 258-259. See also ibidem, 14.21, ed. 
and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 352-353. 
1014 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.81; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 142-143. 
1015 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 4.30; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 106-107. 
1016 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 2.14; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 92; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 327 
1017 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 1.19-20; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 250-251; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 76. Similar also Sozomen, for whom Julian shaved and 
‘adopted externally the monkish mode of life (tòn monacikòn æplátteto bíon)’; SOZOMEN, Historia 
Ecclesiastica V, 2.17; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 94; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 327. 
1018 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 1.39; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 254-255; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 77. 
1019 See on the other hand the respect toward presbyters displayed by Constantius. Despite his heretical 
tendencies, Constantius followed the attitude of his father Constantine and treated the priest with honour, gave 
them freedom of speech and ordered them to have free access to the palace; SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, 
Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 2.3; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 22-23; cf. tr. ZENOS 
1983, p. 36. 
1020 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 1.56; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 260-261; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 78. 
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behaviour (Ó toû 2qouj Þnwmalía) and his excessive agitation (tò perittòn tÖj ækstásewj), so 

that he was able to foresee the future bad behaviour of the ruler.  The unstable disposition of the 

emperor’s soul was portended, as usual, by irrational and out-of-control physical movements: an 

unstable neck (a÷cÔn ÞpagÕj), restless and startling shoulders (ýmoi pallómenoi kaì Þnakoptómenoi), 

eyes agitated and darting to all sides (ðfqalmòj soboúmenoj kaì periferómenoj), a frenzied gaze 

(manikòn blépwn), shaking feet that would not stay in place (pódej ßstatoûntej kaì metoklázontej), 

a nostril breathing insolence and disdain, laughable features of the face (prosÍpou schmatismoì 

katagélastoi), unrestrained and exuberant laughter, signs of approval or denial without any reason 

(neúseij kaì Þnaneúseij sún o÷denì lóg_), hesitant speech interrupted by breathing, incoherent and 

unintelligent questions, answers that were no better and that overlapped one another, without any 

rules. From those prognostics, Gregory was allowed to see what kind of person Julian will be 

afterwards, so that he exclaimed ‘‘What a scourge the Roman Empire feeds!’1021.  

Ever worse Julian, despite his claim to be like a philosopher in moderation and self-control 

(swfrosúnhn), was not able to contain himself and made his hidden dispositions (tò kruptómenon 

˜qoj) visible when he get angry against Christians, against Persian ambassadors, and, especially, 

against the citizens of Antioch1022. We have already seen how pagan authors felt the problem of the 

anger in connection with rulers and how it was held responsible for clouding the mind and the 

judgment of the emperor. Christian authors related the problem also with the models provided by the 

Old Testament like Nebuchadnezzar, the mad king who still in the fifth century was described by 

Theodoret of Cyrrhus as a ‘most savage and most insane tyrant (…) so filled with rage as to betray his 

soul’s dismay on his face (tÐ prosÍp_). ‘It is typical of deranged people’ commented Theodoret, ‘to 

say and do what is irrational and disorderly’ and ‘even today you could see people possessed by demons 

acting and suffering this way’1023. The wrath characterized the emperors who killed Christians or 

misbehaved against holy and orthodox men. So the emperor Valens, though very angry (periorgÕj 

genómenoj)’ concealed his wrath (æpékruye tÖj ðrgÖj) toward certain holy men before putting them 

to death1024. He lost his philanthropia and denied the traditional parresia to the monk Isaakios1025. And 

                                                             
1021 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 5.8.23-24; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 202-205; SOCRATES OF 
CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 23.21-24; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 
2005, p. 338-341; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 92 (where the passage is reported verbatim). 
1022 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 19.1-2; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 320-321; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 89. On Julian’s claims to be philosopher-like, see also 
SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 1.58-59; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2005, pp. 260-261; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 78. 
1023 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Interpretatio in Danielem 1317, 1324, 1369; ed. and tr. HILL 2006b, p. 71; p. 77; p. 
127. 
1024 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 16.1; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 66-69; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 104.  
1025 When the monk spoke to him with boldness (ðrgisqeìj) he commanded him to be arrested; SOZOMEN, 
Historia Ecclesiastica VI, 40.1; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2005, p. 468; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 376. Theophanes 
Confessor specified that Isaakios ‘grabbed hold of the bit of Valens’ horse’ before threatening him, and connected 
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when he got angry with the prefect of the city of Edessa for refusing to expel some orthodox men, he 

submitted him to the ignominy of a slap made with his hand (tØ ceirì plÖxai)’. The man was greatly 

outraged (periubrisqeìj), but nevertheless had to reluctantly prepare to obey the emperor’s wrath 

(øpourgeîn tØ basiléwj ñrgØ) so as to avoid the massacre of the population1026.  

The anger could inflame even the soul of ‘good emperors’, who occasionally lost control of their bodies 

and their gestures. So the orthodox Valentinian remained characterized by his reputation of being with 

a hot-blooded temper which ultimately caused his own death during a reception1027. Theophanes will 

later connect his rage with an over-gesturing: it was ‘from the extension of his arms and from the 

clapping of his hands (æk dè diastásewj kaì toû krótou tÏn ceirÏn)’, he specified, that ‘he burst 

a vein and lost a great deal of blood and so died’1028. The anger could be even included among the 

imperial virtues: Philostorgius, who gave a highly critique description of the emperor Arcadius, 

described how this emperor lost his temper (ðrgÕ ÞnÔfqh) in front of the misbehaviour of the 

patrician Eutropius. ‘At last’ admitted the author, ‘in his anger (toîj qumoîj) and in the severity of the 

language (tÖ ... æmbriqeí= tÏn lógwn) to which it prompted him, Arcadius was an emperor 

(basileùj ˜n)’1029.  

The problem of the imperial anger came to play a central role especially during the rule of Arcadius’ 

father, the orthodox and ‘sacred’ emperor Theodosius1030. He was a man who easily lost his temper: 

he was ‘incensed and enraged (kinhqeìj dè pròj ðrgÕn ñ basileùj)’ when a ‘simple and unworldly’ 

old priest dared to pat his son with familiarity (tÐ daktúl_ saíwn) and to call him ‘dear child’1031. 

What characterized the episode is anyway the fact that Theodosius is immediately brought back to 

reason by the theological arguments of the priest. The latter explained through the traditional parresia 

                                                             
the emperor’s anger with the fury with whom ‘Ahab once threatened Micah’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 5870, AD 377/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 65; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 100. 
1026 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 18.2-3; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 72-73; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, pp. 104-105. The massacre will be prevented by the pious 
action of a woman who pushed the prefect to take a firm position against the massacre and to control the 
imperial wrath; ibidem. 
1027 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 31.3-6; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 128-129; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 114. SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VI, 6.2; VI, 36.4, 
ed. HANSEN (1995) 2006 p. 272; p. 440; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 349; p. 372. Both Socrates of Constantinople 
and Sozomen tried to partially justify the anger of Valentinian (otherwise a ‘good (Þgaqòn) man and capable of 
holding the reins of the empire’) with the undignified appearance of the ambassadors (in this case Sarmatians). 
1028 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5867, AD 374/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 61-62; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 96. 
1029 PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, XI, 6; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 520; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 147-148. 
1030 The sacral character of the imperial monarchy is often stressed for example in the Theodosian code, where, 
as well summarized by Mathews, the State banquets in the Sacred Palace are ‚divine feasts‘, imperial 
constitutions are ‘Celestial Statutes‘, and is stated the privilege, restricted to a few, of adoring the ‘Sacred Purple‘, 
‘of touching Our Purple‘, of ‘adoring Our Serenity’; THEODOSIAN CODE VI, quot. in MATHEWS 1963, p. 57. 
1031 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 6.4-5; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 92; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 379. 
According to Theodoret, the problem was the fact that the priest did not kiss Arcadius and left the emperor’s son 
without honour; THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 16.2-3; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, pp. 305-306; 
tr. GALLICO 2000, pp. 352-353. 
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the reason for his gesture (a way to remind the emperor that also God can get angry against those who 

did not honour his Son), and Theodosius recognized the power of those observations. He apologized 

to the man and increased the measures against the heretics who considered the Son inferior to the 

Father1032. When the population of Antioch revolted against the increment of taxes by throwing down 

the statues of the emperor and the empress in 387, the imperial rage and punishment were astutely 

prevented thanks to a clever artifice organized by the bishop Flavian: the litanies chosen to be sung at 

Theodosius’ presence expressed the repentance of the citizens and excited his humanity 

(filanqropía), subduing his wrath and moving him to tears1033. The pagan Epitome de Caesaribus, 

where this emperor was highly praised, reported also that Theodosius ‘was, of course, enraged by 

unbecoming acts (irasci sane rebus indigni), but was quickly placated’. He indeed ‘possessed by nature 

(habituique a natura) what Augustus possessed from a teacher of philosophy’. The reference, specified 

the same author, was to Plutarch’s story of the philosopher Athenodorus who suggested the easily 

disturbed (facile commoveri) Augustus to recite by memory the Greek letters of the alphabet every 

time he became angry, ‘so that passion (concitatio), which is momentary, would, with the mind turning 

to something else, lessen with the interposition of a little time’1034.  Later in the seventh century, John 

of Antioch will add that Athenodorus knew well the emperor’s choleric and changeable character 

(ðxúqumon kaì e÷metáblhton) and that the emperor, in turn, thanked him for reminding him that 

he was imperfect (ÞtelÕj)1035.  

The rage, therefore, began to be felt as an unavoidable expression of the unavoidable human and 

mortal dimension of the imperial persona. A good emperor is not the one who does not feel passions, 

but rather the one who recognized their presence and is able to constrain them with a strong mind or 

at least to mend their repercussions with proper actions. In the famous episode in which Theodosius’ 

wrath led to the massacre of the population of Thessaloniki, Theodoret of Cyrrhus introduced the story 

explaining how Theodosius was a marvellous emperor who partook of the human nature (tÖj 

Þnqrwpeíaj dÕ o%un fúsewj kaì ñ qaumásioj o%utoj metascÎn basileùj) and its passions (tÏn 

paqhmátwn). His initial lack of moderation (Þmetría), the urge (tÕn ñrmÕn) of a rightful wrath (tÐ 

dikaí_ qumÐ), and his incapability to restain the violence (×úmhn) with the reason (logismój) led 

him to behave like an absolute ruler (oõa dÕ a÷tónomój te kaì túrannoj) and to put to death 

                                                             
1032 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 6.6-7; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, pp. 92-94; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 327. 
1033 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 23.2-3; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, pp. 190-192; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, pp. 
392-393. Socrates of Constantinople, on the other hand, reported that when Theodosius I proceed against the 
usurper Maximus, he showed himself publicly neither for nor against (æn mèn tÐ fanerÐ o÷déteron 

ædeíknuen)’; SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 12.10; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON 
and MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 186-187; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 124. 
1034 EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 48.13-15; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 176; tr. BANCHICH 2009; cf. 
PLUTARCH, Apophtegmata Romana, 207, ed. and tr. BABBITT 1949, pp. 232-233. 
1035 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 157.17-22; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 276-277. For other 
authors who later reported the story, see ROBERTO 2005, n. p. 276.  
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thousands of citizens. However, the passions inevitably aroused by demons against the soul could be 

won with a mind (noûj) vigilant for the divine things1036. And Theodosius was brought back to reason 

by the encounter with Ambrose, who rebuked him and allegedly imposed on him an exemplary 

punishment in Milan in late 390. Ambrose addressed him with a meaningful speech in which he 

complained not so much about the killing of the population. Rather, the emperor had to be blamed 

because his power had blinded his reason (tÐ logismÐ) and he had forgotten his human nature (‘the 

dust from which we are all made and to which we will return’), becoming a slave and losing his attire1037. 

Already Macedonius, in a speech during the above-mentioned Riot of the Statues in 387, had reminded 

Theodosius that he was not only an emperor, but also a man (o÷ basileùj eô mónon, Þllà kaì 

\nqrwpoj), and that he had to care not only for the empire but also for his own nature (mÕ toínun 

mónhn 3ra tÕn basileían, Þllà kaì fúsin logízou). The emperor was indeed a man who ruled 

over other men but shared with them the same nature (\nqrwpoj gàr $wn, ñmofuÏn basileúeij) 

like any other creature made in the image of God1038. ‘(…) you must not be so dazzled by the purple 

that you remain ignorant of the frailty of the body (sÍmatoj tÕn Þsqéneian) which it conceals’ even 

more clearly cried out Ambrose. ‘You rule people of the same nature (ñmofuÏn) and subject to the 

same slavery as you (ñmodoúlwn)’.  

Ambrose then declared that the emperor’s eyes, feet, hands, and mouth were polluted by the blood 

that he had criminally shed ‘in anger’, and that he could no longer use them to look, to walk, to pray, 

or to receive the communion in the Church1039. Theodosius was denied entry into the Church, and only 

after proper repentance he was allowed to repair his sin1040. This was achieved, not surprisingly, with 

a public gesture which expressed the acknowledgement of the human dimension inherent in his 

person. He prayed (ëkéteusen) the Lord not standing (o÷c æstÎj) and neither kneeling (o÷dè tà 

gónata klínaj), but stretching out on the floor (prhnÕj æpì toû dapédou keímenoj), tearing his 

hair, crying and uttering the Davidic ‘voice’: ‘My soul cleaveth unto the dust; quicken thou me according 

to thy word’ (Psalm 119 (118):25)1041. Unlike the emperor Numerian (or Decius), a ‘bad emperor’ also 

prevented to enter into the Church by the bishop of Antioch Babylas but without any hope of being 

                                                             
1036 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 16.7; 17.2-3; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, pp. 306; tr. GALLICO 
2000, pp. 353-354. 
1037 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 18.2; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 307-309; tr. GALLICO 
2000, p. 354-355. 
1038 Also in this case, then, those words, reported to the emperor, calmed down his anger; THEODORET OF 
CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica V, 20.6-7; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 316; tr. GALLICO 2000, p. 362. 
1039 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 17.3-4; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 309; tr. DAGRON (1996) 
2003, pp. 105-106 (cf. tr. GALLICO 2000, p. 355). 
1040 According to Sozomen, the emperor was excommunicated (ÞkoinÍnhton)’ and did not wear the imperial 
ornament ‘according to the usage of mourners’ during the entire time of the penance (metánoian); SOZOMEN, 
Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 25.7; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 200; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 394. 
1041 THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 18.19; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, p. 312; tr. GALLICO 2000, 
p. 358. See also DAGRON (1996) 2003, pp. 105-106. 
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redeemed with proper repentance1042, Theodosius managed, therefore, to repay for his sin with a 

public gesture taken from the biblical repertoire. By creating a visual and audible connection with 

David, he justified his rage and made clear that his mortal nature and God himself forced him into 

error. In the end, he even strengthened his position: ‘the sin is only a pretext for repentance’ 

recognized indeed also Dagron, ‘just as the repentance is constitutive of royal legitimacy’1043.  

The emperor employed public gestures of prayer and penance also on the battlefield. Here, he could 

still use the traditional rhetorical gesture of the adlocutio: also Philostorgius, like Ammianus, described 

the gesture of Valentinian who, just after his proclamation in Nicaea, silenced the army with his right 

hand (tØ ceirì mèn sigân a÷toùj æpitrépei) and then spoke ‘with a calm and regal air (Þtréma dè 

kaì basilikÐ)’1044. But mostly, Christian emperors are described when they used their body to 

publicly show their special connection with God and legitimate authority. We have seen how 

Constantine bent his body during the battle to ask for God’s help. Theodosius prostrated on the ground 

to ask for divine help against the usurper Eugenius (394) supported by Arbogast. According to Orosius, 

on the eve of the battle Theodosius fastened (expers cibi ac somni) and then prayed with the body 

prostrated on the ground and the mind fixed on the sky (corpore humi fusus, mente caelo fixus orabat). 

He spent the night in prayer and cried many tears, the price requested by the divine intervention, and 

the day after he confidently (fiducialiter) gave the signal for the battle with the sign of the cross (signum 

crucis signum proelio dedit), bound to win (victor futurus)1045. A big and ineffable wind blew in the 

enemies’ faces1046, Eugenius was killed, and Arbogast killed himself with his own hand1047. Socrates also 

reported that Theodosius, this time when the battle seemed to advantage Eugenius, thrown himself 

on the ground (camaì Úíyaj çautòn) and called upon God to help him, which caused his commander 

to be suddenly inspired with an extraordinary ardour and the rising of a violent wind against the 

enemy: it was a this point, concluded Socrates, that the prayer of the emperor was effective 

                                                             
1042 The emperor accused instead the holy man of ‘arrogance (tÖj tólmhj)’ and then ordered him ‘to sacrifice 
to the demons, since only that rite of expiation would lead to dismissal of the charge’. The order was refused by 
Babylas who will gain in this way ‘the crown of the martyrdom’; PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 8; ed. 
BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 394; tr. AMIDON 2007, pp. 98-99. 
1043 DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 117. 
1044 PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, VIII, 8; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 440; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 115. See 
above, p. 123. 
1045 OROSIUS, Historiarum adversus paganos, VII, 35, 14-15, ed. and tr. LIPPOLD and CHIARINI (1976) 1993, vol. 
II, pp. 362-363. 
1046 OROSIUS, Historiarum adversus paganos, VII, 35, 17, ed. and tr. LIPPOLD and CHIARINI (1976) 1993, vol. II, 
pp. 362-363. 
1047 OROSIUS, Historiarum adversus paganos, VII, 35, 19, ed. and tr. LIPPOLD and CHIARINI (1976) 1993, vol. II, 
pp. 364-365. 
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(tosoûton #iscusen Ó toû basiléwj e÷cÔ)1048. Theodosius indeed was like David, taking refuge in 

God because he knew that God is the arbiter of wars and that he can won them by prayer1049.  

Away from battlefield Arcadius, a ruler who acquired the reputation of being a friend of God 

(qeofiloûj), prevented a disaster thanks to the prayers performed during a visit to the chapel of St 

Acacius in Constantinople. Since all those who lived in the vicinity ran to the house of prayer to see the 

emperor and rushed to occupy the access roads, from which they thought they could better see the 

emperor’s face, they left emptied an immense building that collapsed soon afterwards: cries of 

admiration followed, as the emperor’s prayer had saved so many people from death1050. It seems, 

therefore, that gestures performed by ‘good’ emperors were felt as having an effective power, like 

those performed by saints and holy men. Theodosius II especially is described by Socrates and Sozomen 

as an emperor blessed by God. He was equipped with a supernatural aid similar to that granted to the 

righteous of the past1051. When a violent snowfall hit the circus filled with spectators, he clearly showed 

(dÔlhn kaqísthsi) his feelings toward the divinity by interrupting the show and starting a prayer 

together with the spectators. The crowd began to pray with great joy and in concert they raised hymns 

to God. So, commented Socrates, the whole city became a church (ækklhsìa), while the emperor 

himself walked in the midst of the hymns in the schema of a private citizen (æn êdiwtikÐ scÔmati 

poreuómenoj) until the sky returned clear1052.  

Such a supernatural force of the imperial gesture could be achieved, once again, only by a body 

characterized by a superior condition, both innate as well as gained with proper training. Sozomen was 

well accustomed to the monastic environment of Palestine (where he gained his education before 

coming to Constantinople) and spent many words to describe Theodosius II as an almost saintly figure. 

                                                             
1048 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 25.12-14; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 248-251; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, pp. 135-136. In a similar manner is recounted the episode 
by Sozomen; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica VII, 24.4; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 194; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 
393. For the way in which especially Rufinus and Theodoret reported the episode as an example of victory of the 
Christianity over the paganism, see ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 285-288. 
1049 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 22.19; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 86-89; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 165.  
1050 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 23.1-6; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, pp. 352-353; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 153. ‘The crowd, who were saved’ reported also later 
Theophanes, ‘ascribed their safety to the emperor’s prayer’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 
5899, AD 406/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 79-80; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 123. The emperor’s sister, 
Pulcheria, is also said to attract God’s favour ‘on account of her conduct, so that He heard her prayer readily, and 
frequently directed beforehand the things which ought to be done’; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, IX, 1.12; ed. 
BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, pp. 376-378; tr. HARTRANFT 1998, p. 419 
1051 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 42.4; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 146-147; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 176. 
1052 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 22.15-18; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 86-87; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 165. See also a similar behaviour after the defeat of the 
usurper John, when the emperor and the spectators left the Hippodrome and proceeded in procession to the 
church, singing with one voice praises of thanksgiving to God; SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia 
Ecclesiastica, VII, 23.12; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 92-93; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, 
p. 166. 
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He praised him for being ‘not only autocrator of men, but also of the passions of soul and body’1053: 

‘thou art wont to vanquish (krateîn) thirst, stifling heat, and cold by thy daily exercise (ÞskÔsesi), so 

that thou seemest to have self-control (ægkráteian) as a second nature’1054. Socrates agreed that he 

was resilient (kartepòj), so much that he bravely endured frost, great heat, and frequent fasting, and 

this because he was anxious to be perfectly Christian1055. Theodosius II also mastered the traditional 

friendly attitude toward his subjects: he was ‘humane and gentle (filánqrwpoj kaì prâoj)’ with 

everybody, this time in order to ‘imitate (mimoúmenoj) the Heavenly King who is thy pattern (sòn 

prostáthn)’1056. And he greatly honoured members of the church and hermits1057. Thanks to his 

training, and thanks to an education in theological matters which also included the reading of the Holy 

Scripture and conversations with bishops, he surpassed everybody in clemency (Þnexíkakon) and 

humanity (filánqrwpon), and managed thus to practise philosophy by acts, dominating anger, grief, 

and pleasure1058.   

Synesius of Cyrene also recognized the fact that the king was ultimately a man and thus made of a 

confused and dissonant mass of different faculties. He urged Arcadius to be a king of himself and to 

establish a monarchy over his soul (monarcían æn tØ yucØ), defeating the mob-rule and the 

democracy of the passions with his reason and domesticating the irrational parts inherent into his 

human soul. This divine calm should extend to his outward appearance: he had to show a divine 

composure (mécri prosÍpou galÔnhn 1nqeon) and offer the sight (qéama) of an imperturbable 

attitude (æn aêdoûj Þkúmoni diaqései). This in turn will inspire awe in friends and fear in the 

enemies1059. The ideal king has thus to accept his nature as a man, govern it, and then show his acquired 

condition under the sight of his people. He should not confine himself in the palace among bodily 

                                                             
1053 SOZOMEN, Address to the Emperor Theodosius, 11; ed. BIDEZ 1983, pp. 96-98; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 237. 
In the same manner, Sozomen praises those who at his period had embraced monasticism for ‘they manfully 
subjugate the passions of the soul, yielding neither to the necessities of nature, nor succumbing to the weakness 
of the body’; SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 12.3; ed. BIDEZ 1983, p. 164; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 248. 
1054 SOZOMEN, Address to the Emperor Theodosius, 12; ed. BIDEZ 1983, p. 98; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 237. 
1055 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 22.3; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 82-83; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, pp. 164-165. He even clothed himself with the cloak of the 
bishop of Hebron, who had died at Constantinople: although it was very dirty, he wore it because he believed he 
was receiving something of the sanctity of the dead; SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 
22.14; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 86-87; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 165. 
1056 SOZOMEN, Address to the Emperor Theodosius, 9; ed. BIDEZ 1983, p. 96; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 237. 
1057 He even embraced the hermit Abram and considered his rough ‘sisara’ more honourable than his purple vest; 
THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Religiosa, XVII, 9; ed. CANIVET and LEROY-MOLINGHEN 1977-1979, vol. II, pp. 

46-47; tr. GALLICO 1995, pp. 206-207. The empress also touched the saint’s hand and knee, imploring (ἱκέτευον) 
in this way a man who did not even know Greek; ibidem. 
1058 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 22.6-8; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 84-85; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, pp. 164-165. All those qualities were missing in Julian who, 
as we have already seen, could not control his anger in front of the Antiocheans; ibidem. 
1059 SYNESIUS OF CYRENE, De Regno, 10; ed. and tr. GARYZA 1989, pp. 401-403. Sinesius’ words reflected the new 
trend in the exercise of the power, for which emperors after Theodosius (and until Heraclius) closed themselves 
in the palace of Constantinople. For the reason of this choice, see MEIER 2019, pp. 290-292. 
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pleasures, living like a marine mollusc. He has to become an accustomed sight (súnhqej genómenoi) 

without being worried to be assimilated with the mortals (mÕ æxanqrwpisqeíhte): ‘until you will 

disdain the human limits’, declared Synesius to Arcadius, ‘you will never reach the human perfection 

(6wj o%un Þnaxioûte tòn \nqrwpon, o÷dè tÖj ÞnqrÍpou tugcánete teleióthtoj)’.  

The king has also to be aware of the danger of being overwhelmed by the exaggerated luxury and 

pomp, which would only conceal his real body. Mere appearance (fantasía) and honesty (ÞlÔqeia) 

do not stay together1060, and majesty distances itself from the truth as much as it draws near the 

appearance (æpédwken eêj scÖma). Precious devices and theatrical manners had to leave space to 

the simplicity (litóthta /  e÷teléia) which only allows to see the naked essence and the true beauty 

of a king, without any appearance and exaggeration (Þfeìj tò fainómenón te kaì æpipoíhton). The 

emperors of the past were good emperors thanks to their soul, and not to their pomp (o÷k Þpò tÖj 

skeuÖj), and they were like the other mortal beings in their appearance (tà dè æktòj 8moioi toîj 

Þgelaíoij æfaínonto) – like the emperor Carinus, who was not even ashamed of his bald head1061. 

The imperial education remained therefore a serious matter. Again, a good appearance was not 

enough to ensure the imperial power, as experienced by the pagan patrician Rufinus when he tried to 

manoeuvre against his protégé Arcadius after the death of Theodosius. Philostorgius, a Christian who 

wrote by a Eunomian point of view critique toward the Theodosian dynasty, described Rufinus as ‘tall 

and manly’, with an intelligence (súnesin) made visible (ædÔloun) ‘by the movement of his eyes and 

his readiness of speech’. Arcadius on the other hand, ‘was short, slight of build, weakly, and dark in 

complexion. And his dullness of mind (tÕn yucÖj nwqeían) was evident (diÔggelon) in his speech and 

the way his eyes looked (…). This is what fooled Rufinus, who taught that the sight alone (æx a÷tÖj 

mónhj tÖj 3yewj) would make the army glad to choose him as emperor and to get rid of Arcadius’. 

However, Rufinus was ultimately a greedy minister who greatly misbehaved against his subjects, and 

the army, in the end, arouse against him and slew him1062. Still, a princely education could be ruined 

by the lack of a strong soul: in an anecdote assigned by Blockley to Malchus of Philadelphia, the son of 

the emperor Zeno was told by his father ‘to exercise in order to increase his stature’ in the desire of 

making him his successor. Yet, the boy fell in the hands of greedy imperial officials who noticed his 

inclination toward drunkenness and distracted him with ‘extraordinary perversions’. In the end ‘he 

became accustomed to consider as good a life dedicated to empty pleasures and displayed in his 

expression (dià tÏn prosÍpwn Þpemfaínwn) the arrogant pretensions of his expectation of the 

throne, he began to strut (Þkrobateîn), to raise his neck high (metéwron tòn a÷céna a##irein) and, 

to speak briefly, to treat all men as his servants. But the Ruler of all, observing his wickedness, which 

                                                             
1060 SYNESIUS OF CYRENE, De Regno, 14; ed. and tr. GARYZA 1989, pp. 410-411. 
1061 SYNESIUS OF CYRENE, De Regno, 15-16; ed. and tr. GARYZA 1989, pp. 412-419. 
1062 PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, XI, 3; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, pp. 514-516; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 146. 
For the lack of manner of Rufinus and the symbolic treatment of his amputated head, see above, p. 153. 
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was both innate and learned (tÕn fusikÕn kaì didaktikÕn kakóthta), decreed that he suffer an 

untimely death (…)1063.  

Theodosius II, on the other hand, had been properly educated by his sister Pulcheria, who ‘devoted 

great attention to bringing him up as a prince in the best possible way (Ìj $an málista basilikÏj 

Þnacqeíh)’1064. The education comprehended not only the traditional disciplines. She taught him also 

how to build up a good schema carefully balanced to express urbanity, authority, and sacredness:  

 

Pulcheria taught (ærruqmízeto) Theodosius ‘to be orderly and princely in his manners (perì dè tàj 

proódouj kósmioj eônai kaì basilikòj); she showed him how to gather up his robes (æsqÖtá te *+ 

crÕ peristéllein manqánwn), and how to take a seat (tróp_ tíni kaqÖsqai), and how to walk 
(badízein); she trained him to restrain laugher (gélwtoj krateîn), to assume a mild or a formidable 
aspect as the occasion might require (kaì prâoj kaì foberòj æn kairÐ eônai), and to inquire with 
urbanity (ßrmodíwj) into the cases of those who came before him with petitions. But she strove chiefly, 
to lead him into piety (e÷sébeian), and to pray continuously; she taught him to frequent the church 
regularly, (…), and she inspired him with reverence for priests and other good men’1065.  
 

Pulcheria therefore ‘gave to her brother Theodosius a royal training (basilikÏj æxepaídeusen)’, 

summarized later Theophanes, ‘above all in piety towards God, but also in character (˜qoj), speech 

(lógon), gait (bádisma), laughter (gélwta), dress (stolÕn), deportment (kaqédran), and behaviour 

(stásin)’1066. In short, she showed him ‘how to look like a king (scÖma ... basilikÏj)’, added the 

passage included in the Suida1067. The imperial schema finally resulted therefore into a synthesis of 

pagan and Christian features: the Roman classical education, formally developed toward the 

steadiness, was fully integrated in the behaviour required from a Christian emperor, who had to 

express his eusebeia without which ‘armies, a powerful empire, and every other resource, are of no 

avail’1068. Theodosius II learnt well the lesson: on the battlefield, he ‘publicly returned thanks to God’ 

for the death of Alavicus, a commander who had conspired against him, descending from 

horseback1069. This symbolic gesture allowed him to convey to onlookers his ‘mastery of a 

contemporary ideal’ and to triumph ‘in his personal, ethical conduct as much as in his military 

practice’1070.  

 

                                                             
1063 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, Z, 84; MALCHUS OF PHILDELPHIA, Byzantiaká, fr. 8; tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, 
pp. 414-415. On Malchus of Philadelphia, an author who worked at end of the fifth century, see BLOCKLEY 1981, 
pp. 71-85. 
1064 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica IX, 1.6; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 374; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 419. 
1065 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica IX, 1.7-8; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 374; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 419. 
1066 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5901, AD 408/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 81; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 125. 
1067 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, P, 2145. 
1068 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica IX, 1.2; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 370; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 419. 
1069 SOZOMEN, Historia Ecclesiastica IX, 12.5; ed. BIDEZ-HANSEN 2008, p. 430; tr. HARTRANFT 1983, p. 425.   
1070 McCORMICK 1986, pp. 87-88. 
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Finally, a sacred atmosphere affected not only the battlefield and the palace – which Theodosius II 

made little different from a house of ascetics with his hymns chanted at dawn in praise of God1071– but 

also the Hippodrome, the pagan environment par excellence1072. This latter continued to be not only 

an arena for chariot races and theatrical spectacles but also a place full of political power and the very 

centre of the public life, where the masses could get excited and the crowd could direct his praises, his 

critiques and his requests to the ruler1073. From the Kathisma, the imperial tribune built by Constantine 

‘just like the one in Rome, for the emperor to watch the races (qewríou basilikoû)’1074 and connected 

with the palace through a staircase called the Kochlias, the emperor and his court could quickly come 

to stage and fulfil their duty to preside the games and show themselves to the population1075. Here the 

emperor performed the ancient gesture of the mappa which since the time of the Principate signalled 

the opening of the consular games and declared the largesse of the patron. Especially after the fourth 

century it emancipated from its original consular function and became an imperial duty so that the 

ancient ‘sign of the devil’ made to signal the beginning of the ‘evil spectacles’ was included among the 

insignia and the practices of the Christian authorities1076. It became less a mean to signal the start of 

the games and more a ‘ständingen Attribut’ of the imperial schema which, together with the sceptre, 

aimed to express the emperor’s power and role as ‘ruler of the circus factions and president of the 

games’1077. Chrysostom complained about the spectators of Antioch who left the churches to search 

for the ‘nod of the emperor’ in the Hippodrome1078, and the above-mentioned usurper Procopius 

performed the gesture of the mappa (‘purpureum pannulum laeva manu gestare’) in his attempt to 

‘theatrically’ act in the ‘role’ of the emperor through a gesture distinctive of the imperial power1079. It 

can be seen also in a series of diptychs which immortalized the moment in a hierarchical and formal 

                                                             
1071 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, VII, 22.4; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2007, pp. 82-85; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 165. 
1072 The Hippodrome was the setting in which Christian elements had been more slowly absorbed; GRABAR 
(1936) 1971, pp. 144-162. 
1073 For the nature and the role of the factions, the demes and the people in the circus in Rome and in 
Constantinople, and the way in which they functioned in relation to the imperial power, see CAMERON 1976. 
1074 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 13, 7; ed. THURN 2000, 245.75; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. 173-174; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 332, where the expression is more synthetically translated as ‘kaiserliche Loge’. The 
passage is quoted almost verbatim also by the Chronicon Paschale, and Whitby translated qewríou basilikoû 
as ‘for imperial viewing’; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 277, AD 328; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 528; tr. WHITBY 
and WHITBY 1989, p. 16. On the importance of the performance set in the Kathisma, see also CAMERON 1985, 
p. 182. 
1075 The imperial presence at the game was felt as an important sign of respect for the population: let us think 
only to Julian, who arose the anger of the citizens of Antiochia when broke the rules and neglected to preside to 
the games. See above, p. 120. 
1076 For a list of imperial images where the mappa appears among the insignia reserved to the emperor – starting 
from the imperial coins of Constantius II and down to the imperial consular diptychs – which states how the 
process is reflected in the iconography of power, see WESSEL 1978, pp. 408-410.  
1077 WESSEL 1978, pp. 408-410. 
1078 PASQUATO 1976, pp. 254-265. 
1079 See above, p. 138. 
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manner1080 and in the famous reliefs at the base of the obelisk erected by Theodosius in the 

Hippodrome1081. The reliefs show the emperor sat in the middle of the Kathisma together with his 

family and the court and testified the changing occurred in the fourth century, from the republican 

ideal of the emperor as a ‘princeps among his fellows’ expressing his civilitas, to the image of ‘an 

autocrat favouring his subjects with the sacred presence’ and expressing his philanthropia and his 

elemosyne ‘in terms appropriate to a god graciously granting his worshippers’ prayers’1082. If we look 

specifically to the gestures and the countenance of the figures carved on the obelisks, anyway, we can 

see not so much a ‘drastic change’, as sustained by Cameron, but rather a development which took to 

the extreme consequences the previous rules of etiquette. The emperor’s superiority in status with 

respect to the other participants is undoubtedly expressed by his higher dimensions in the scale, while 

the frontality and the hieratic style that had gradually flanked the ‘illusionistic’ style of the Hellenistic 

tradition conveyed the idea of his self-control over the mortal passions. The hand with the crown and 

the handkerchief lightly posed in the imperial womb (in contrast with the crowds at his back who hold 

them high on their heads) declared his power as Kosmokrator and his perennial victory in the context 

of the cosmic symbolism of the Hippodrome and the chariot races1083. The physical and actual gesture 

of support and participation was nevertheless also represented, so that the emperor appears both as 

a spectator as well as an actor1084. The possibility that images could reliably depict an actual ceremonial 

moment is stated by Themistius, who claimed to have witnessed the triumph in which Theodosius 

‘presented the barbarians giving up their weapons voluntarily’ (probably the calcatio colli staged in 382 

after the peace with the Goths), and declared to have seen ‘clearly (e#idomen 0par) and in the flesh 

(kaì ænargÏj) what we had previously known through pictorial representation (• téwj æpì tÏn 

pinákwn gráfontej ægenómeqa)’1085. Art and ceremony shared indeed the same attitude toward 

bodies and gestures, exploited for their communicative and immediate ability to convey a specific 

meaning or a universal concept. Both the fields were characterized by a formalist trend which tended 

                                                             
1080 HUMPHREY 1986, esp. pp. 153-157. 
1081 For the role of this monument, still standing in the Sultanahmet Meydani of Istambul, in the artistic 
development of the imperial image, see GRABAR (1936) 1971, pp. 65-70. 
1082 CAMERON 1985, p. 177. 
1083 VESPIGNANI 2001, pp. 140-141. The cosmic symbolism of the Hippodrome was visually expressed by its 
architectural elements as well as by the number and the colour of the factions; JOHN ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, 
fr. 53; fr. 58; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 117-119; p. 123 (with previous references from John Malalas, to John 
the Lydian, the Chronicon Paschale). For the triumphal character of the scene and the way in which the rite 
attributed to the emperor the victory of the auriga, see GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 65. 
1084 Other is the opinion of Grabar, who saw both in the written as well as the visual sources concerning the 
participation of the emperor at the Hippodrome a moment in which ‘l’empereur apparaît avant tout en 
spectateur – et non en acteur’; GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 64.  
1085 THEMISTIUS, Oratio XVI, 199c; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 244; tr. HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 265. The 
iconography of submitting barbarians, kneeling under emperor’s feet, was often represented on coins; HEATHER 
and MONCUR 2001, n. 189, p. 265. The realism of the gestures is implied even by Grabar, who related depicted 
gestures to the De Ceremoniis; GRABAR (1936) 1971, pp. 69-70. For the depiction of the neuma of the emperor 
as a command to the silentiarius in front of him, see GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 70 
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to present the body of the emperor in a motionless attitude to express his inner impassibility, and with 

insignia which made immediately recognizable his identity and his status. By this perspective, 

therefore, his ‘personne physique (…) s’efface devant le porteur auguste du pouvoir supreme’, and the 

imperial gestures were merely parts of the ‘vision d’un moment symbolique de la liturgie impériale’1086. 

Standing in the middle of his court, riding his horse in triumph, or enthroned in front of his subject, the 

emperor took to the extreme the steady and ‘statue-like’ appearance and turned his body to stone1087.  

The imperial body assumed a more abstract and immaterial ‘icon-like’ look in the plates issued for the 

triennalia of the emperor Theodosius (388 or 393) which best represented the harmonic conjunction 

reached between pagan and Christian schemata. The imperial image maintains here a basic linear and 

hieratic appearance but also loses the stone weight to float in the air, expressing with an abstract style 

its ‘other-worldliness’ and its distance from the earthly world1088. The historical quality of the imperial 

body and its nature as a living organism engaged in practical occupations essential for the ruling is 

nevertheless not completely concealed. Also in this case it is the detail of gestures which gave the 

composition a more ‘illusionist mode’ of a narrative prone to reflect the reality1089. The scene of 

largitio, which was performed in the palace during the appointment of a functionary, is captured in 

the moment in which the emperor, sat on his throne, delivered to the newly appointed official the 

symbol of his office, the diptych-codicils (tà kwdikéllia), which are received with a covered hand 

and a bent posture1090. The role of the imperial hand as transmitter of authority is strongly emphasized 

through a parallelism with the similar Christological iconography of the scene of the Traditio Legis, 

where Christ entrusted St Peter (alone or with the other apostles) with the evangelical message and 

the office of the Church by giving to him the volumen with the Law1091. This gesture was also performed 

by the ecclesiastical authority to appoint the members of the clergy. In this way, religious and imperial 

iconography mutually shared a schema to depict and express the power and the authority of the hands 

                                                             
1086 GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 10; pp. 18-19. Obelisks, statues and celebrative columns of the fourth and sixth 
century, recognized also Grabar, revealed ‘le Majesté des empereurs, telle qu’lle se manifestait dans les 
cérémonies de la cour’; ibidem. 
1087 BECATTI 1960.  
1088 For the connection between religious icons and secular iconography in the period of formation, see HALDON 
1990, p. 415; p. 433, with bibliography. 
1089 HALDON 1990, p. 424. 
1090 Later in the sixth century, Peter the Patrician described in a similar way the appointment of the komes of 
admissionis, the komes of the scholae, and the kouropalates. After that, the functionary thanked the emperor by 
kissing his feet, then he stood in front of him before leaving; PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer., I, 84 (93); ed. and 
tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, pp. 386-387. For other officials the procedure could be slightly different, for example 
the augustalion received the codicils but did not kiss the feet, while other official received the particular insigne 
symbol of their power –a golden staff (tò cruséon bergÔn) for the silentiary or the torque for the kandidatos. 
Other officials like the referendaries received their office only through an instruction given by the praipositos; 
PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer., I, 85-86 (94-95); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, pp. 388-389. 
1091 Some examples of Traditio Legis on fifth century’s sarcophagi in Ravenna included the Onestus’ sarcophagus 
(Santa Maria in Porto Fuori), the Rinaldus’ Sarcophagus (Ravenna Dom), and the Sarcophagus of the Twelve 
Apostle (S. Apollinare in Classe). 
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of their respective leaders: employing this powerful and meaningful visual gesture, Christ gained in 

authority assuming an ‘imperial’ posture, while the emperor gained in sacredness, conferring to his 

schema the meaning of a divine appointment and making his earthly court to reflect the divine one. 

On the right and the left of the enthroned emperor, on a smaller scale, sat then the Theodosius’ co-

emperors. Valentinian II is characterized by a posture in line with the above-mentioned statue-like 

representations (even if in a more unworldly and abstract dimension, if compared to the solid physical 

form employed for example in the column of Arcadius). He holds the long ‘Stabszepter’ of the ancient 

ruler (a pole with spherical forms at each end) which also entailed the meaning of a ‘Kreuzszepter’1092. 

On the other side Arcadius, similar to an icon and similar to Christ ‘aristocratically’ conversing and 

teaching the apostles as a king-philosopher – still visible in several sarcophagi of the fourth century1093– 

not only raised the hand on his chest as a sign of power (like in the diptych of the consul Felix’s of the 

428). He also formed with the finger of his right hand the sign of the cross. In this way, he combined 

the traditional posture of the authority with the powerful gesture of the Christian symbolism which 

was now fully integrated into his repertory. He thus confers to his hand an even stronger power: it 

visually expressed and publicly acknowledged not only that the imperial power was given by God, but 

also that God had conferred to the imperial hand the power to bestow in turn his benediction to the 

presents. The gesture was therefore the element which expressed the Christian dimension embodied 

by the imperial schema. 

 

In the hands of the Christian writers, the imperial schema earns in meaning and content. The kind of 

body expected now by the Christian emperor is first formulated by Eusebius in his Life of Constantine. 

Here the visual dimension of the imperial deeds and actions had the lion’s share, and Eusebius lively 

described how gestures had to be ideally used at the service of the new Christian imagery and political 

theory. The display of respect now reserved to the bishops included the traditional republican friendly 

attitude and, in more formal occasions, a carefully organized system of signals, while the moment of 

the banquets became a representation of the heavenly kingdom. The spiritual qualities required from 

the Christian faith resulted in a humble attitude harmoniously joined to a physically strong body, and 

powerfully evocative gestures came to be used to point out theological statements and to express the 

imperial faith. The emperor’s hand established especially a durable relation with the symbol of the 

Cross, both in the form of a material device as well as in the form of a physical posture and a gesture, 

which also ensured him the God’s protection and the victory over his enemies.  

                                                             
1092 WESSEL 1978, pp. 401-402, where the problem is related with the similar insigne hold by Constantine in the 
famous silver multiplum of Ticinum (313), differently interpreted as a ‘Kreuzszepter’ or as the ‘kaiserliche Lanze’. 
1093 For a rich repertoire and discussion over the scenes depicted in those sarcophagi, see WILPERT 1929-1936. 
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What stands out the most is nevertheless the emphasis put on the human and mortal dimension of 

the imperial being.  Constantine’s dead body, incorruptible but also deprived of his supernatural soul, 

was still worthy of veneration and exhibited under the sight of the army, the Senate, and the people. 

Tyrannoi, bad rulers, and ‘religious criminals’ were struck right in their bodies by physical suffering 

which made them almost unrecognizable. And as usual, the idea that the imperial body could provide 

constitutive power and legitimacy to its bearer was developed as a literary weapon, so that emperors 

were charged with misusing their bodies when they assumed an outward and theatrically appearance 

not fitted to their social status or their true inner being. Mostly, a significant development took place 

in the theme of the imperial anger, enriched now by the biblical imagery. The rage, which deeply 

affected the capacity of the body to move according to rationality, was clearly recognized as an 

unavoidable presence in the mortal body of emperors, both good and bad. The good ruler was required 

to accept this element in himself, the only way to control it and, if too late, to mend its consequences 

with powerful gestures evocative of the biblical imagery and expressive of his mortal nature. The 

theme of the imperial self-control took on therefore a meaning strictly connected with the mortal 

dimension of the emperor, subject to passions, while its educational training bestowed his gestures 

with an almost effective power. 

No doubt those descriptions and those statements were highly imbued with a rhetorical dimension. 

As already shown by Leppin, however, this condition does not detract from texts’s value as sources for 

the representation and interpretation of imperial actions1094. In the case of our topic as well, those 

descriptions seem further to testify the shaping of a new kind of imperial habitus, which developed 

and enriched with new gestures and a new depth the one assumed in the previous centuries. The 

human and mortal body of the emperor started to be justified and enhanced by Christian reflections 

on the relationship between body and soul (which had consequences also in the new kind of education 

and moral requirements which had to outwardly emerge in the body) and by the exegesis of his 

gestures based on historical precedents as well as on the Scriptures and on more complex ideas about 

what is to be considered positive or negative in imperial authority. This habitus was proving effective 

in giving courage to the army, calming an angry population, or even defining relations with the clergy 

and members of the court. The rhetorical dimension was thus strictly related with the imperial 

practices, in a mutual relationship between models, actual performances, and behavioural attempts 

made in this sense by the ruler: Christian authors were interested, like their pagan counterparts, in 

conveying and instil in the mind of their emperor their own view of the ideal behaviour. But those 

judgments inevitably had consequences on the imperial practices, since the emperor was in turn 

learning to exploit those ideas in the practices of the power. From the rhetorical dimension it is possible 

                                                             
1094 LEPPIN 1996, p. 5. 
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therefore to see how the emperor constituted his body, his gestures and his general public appearance, 

how he developed his bodily practice in such a way that his ‘inside’ and his ‘outside’ were related and 

reproduced each other, so that to use them to make visible and outward not only his abstract power, 

but also his inner soul1095. And this in a continuous effort to avoid any obvious regulation or theatricality 

that could easily be perceived as such by the audience of the power. 

A new reflection over the imperial body (which will be developed further in the following centuries), 

the attribution of new and deeper meaning to specific schemata, and the addition of new gestures, 

however, enriched, also the repertoire of the imperial schemata and put new political weapons at 

disposal of the emperor who had to act different roles and fulfil different expectations, embodying the 

victorious and strong ruler, the perfect Christian faithful, and the man who was bound by a unique 

relationship with the god. 

 

2. THE FIFTH-SIXTH CENTURIES  

 

2.1. THE HARMONY BETWEEN PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN SCHEMATA  

 

Authors in the sixth century faced the difficult task to combine the elements of the new and old 

religion, and to outline the characteristics of a Christian ruler in the context of an educational system 

and an imagery still informed by pagan classical values. ‘The key’, recognized Cameron, could ‘lay in 

separation’, as when Paul the Silentiary kept separated his classicising amatory epigrams from his 

Christian production1096. Still, the general situation ‘on the threshold of the total ideological victory of 

Christianity’ (the Academy of Athens closed its doors in 529 and the ruling elite was now mainly 

composed of Christians)1097 allowed mostly a harmonious combination of old and new elements. The 

compromise was felt less problematic and easier to accept especially in the case of the imperial 

appearance: the ruler continued indeed to be seen and was expected to show himself as the victorious 

‘heir of the Caesars’ triumphant over barbarians, a sun-like divine apparition rising from the Kathisma 

(an image, this latter, strengthened especially after Theodosius, when rulers more often settled in the 

palace rather than at the head of the army). But he continued also to be simultaneously the humble 

servant of God, the new Moses, and the imago Christi.  

A good endorsement of this situation was the figure of Justinian. His reign in particular was 

characterized by complexities and by apparent contradictions, which influenced the artistic and literary 

production as well. Especially in the early period, this emperor adopted a ‘two-faces’ policy that 

                                                             
1095 FRANK 1991, pp. 45-46; FEHER 1989, p. 14. 
1096 CAMERON 1985, p. 6. 
1097 BELL 2009, p. 87. 
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combined a revival of the ancient past (made of military reconquests and the re-arrangement of the 

law) and an autocratic, mystical, and religious kind of rule1098. This combination was well expressed in 

visual terms by the lost equestrian statue of Justinian. The essential features of the statue can still be 

traced in the detailed description of Procopius at the beginning of the De Aedificiis1099 and in the 

ekphrasis of George Pachymeres, who could still see it and describe it in the twelfth century. It was a 

‘colossal bronze figure (eêkÎn)’ that portrayed the emperor riding toward the east (the lively limbs of 

his horse expressed a strong sense of movement forward)1100. It stood out as a ‘very noteworthy sight 

(qéama lógou polloû \xion)’ on the summit of a column in one of the most noticeable place of the 

city, the Augusteion1101. The aspect of the statue entailed both a pagan schema (the costume he wore) 

as well as a Christian one (the insigne in his hand). On one side Justinian is ‘habited like Achilles 

(1staltai dè Àcilleùj), that is’, explained Procopius, the schema he assumes ‘is known by that 

name (tò scÖma kaloûsin &oper Þmpécetai)’1102. The identification with the Homeric heroes of 

antiquity was usually employed in iconography and in rhetorical works to celebrate the bravery of the 

emperor1103. Furthermore, Achilles costume embodied the virtue of manhood: a story transmitted in 

Suida reported that Harmatus, a relative of the emperor Basiliscus known for an affair with the 

empress Zenonis, was so vain (he ‘thought only of his hair and attending to his body’) and deluded by 

wealth and honours, that he ‘thought that no one surpassed him in manliness (æp’Þndrei=). This 

obsession so gripped him that, dressed up like Achilles (Ìj skeuÕn Þnalambánein ‘Acilléwj), he 

would mount a horse and parade about the hippodrome of his house’1104. As for Justinian’s statue, the 

Achillean pagan schema consisted of a war-like garment made of half-boots without greaves, a 

                                                             
1098 CAMERON 1985, esp. pp. 19-21. For a summary of Justinian’s program of renovatio imperii and the channels 
of propaganda through which imperial virtues and the osmosis between Roman State and Christian Church were 
exalted, see CRESCI MARRONE and BARTOLINI 2005, pp. XI-XIV. 
1099 According to Cameron, this position, ‘second only to the description of S. Sophia’, was an ‘absolutely 
deliberate’ choice to emphasize ‘the expression of the imperial theme through warfare’; CAMERON 1985, p. 103. 
1100 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.5-7; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-35; GEORGE PACHYMERES, 
Descriptio Augusteonis; ed. SCHOPENI 1830, pp. 1217-1220; tr. MANGO (1972) 2009, pp. 111-113. 
1101 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.4; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-35. On the importance of setting 
the statue of an emperor in a visible and significative location to convey his presence and his ‘public face’ to the 
citizens of the capital and the provinces, see JAMES 2001, p. 43. 
1102 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.7; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-35. Dewing translated schema once 
again as ‘the costume he wears’, even if he acknowledged the ambiguity of the term which could refer both to 
the costume as well as to the character. According to him, Procopius’ use of this word ‘might easily have been 
purely fortuitous’; DEWING 1961, vol. II, p. 396. 
1103 GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 95. 
1104 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, A, 3970; ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 476-477. His thirst for glory was 
further aroused by the crowd who ‘cozened him like a boy’ by calling him ‘Pyrrhus’, a title which actually suited 
more his ‘ruddy complexion’ rather than his ‘manliness (Þndreíaj)’, since ‘he did not slay heroes like Pyrrhus, but 
lusted after women (gunaimanÕj) like Paris’; ibidem. The author did not employ here the term schema but 
skeuÔ (DEWING 1961, vol. II, pp. 397-398, with bibliography), but he still referred to the general apparel 
assumed (Þnalambánein) by Hamartus. See also DOWNEY 1940. 
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‘breastplate in the heroic fashion’ and a shiny helmet1105. The posture and the gestures, however, were 

not that of Achilles, since he ‘has neither sword nor spear nor any other weapon’1106. Rather, he held 

in his left hand a globe (pólon), ‘by which the sculptor signifies (paradhlÏn) that the whole earth 

and sea are subject to him (dedoúlwtai))’. The globe had a cross (stauròj) on the top, ‘the emblem 

by which alone (di’ o*u dÕ) he has obtained both his Empire and his victory in war’1107. And while his 

head ‘gives the impression that it moves up and down (Ìj kataseíoito parecómenon)’1108, he looks 

and directs ‘his course (tÕn Ónióchsin)’ eastwards, against the Persian: ‘stretching forth 

(proteinómenoj) his right hand toward the rising sun and spreading out his fingers (toùj daktúlouj 

diapetásaj), he commands (ægkeleúetai) the barbarians in that quarter to remain at home and to 

advance no further’1109. The Suida also interpreted the statue’s gesture of extending the right hand 

(tÕn dè dexiàn ceîra Þnatetaménhn / dià tÖj Þnatásewj kaì ÞpÍsewj tÏn ceirÏn) toward 

the East as a warning to the Persian to stay away from the Roman territories1110.  

This is not surprising. Pagans and Christian alike conferred a protective power to the statues of their 

cities1111, and other statues of Justinian in the Hippodrome entailed the value of good omens of victory 

against the barbarians1112. A statue of Justinian’s predecessor Justin erected next to the shore was even 

felt as having the power to ‘spread his calm’ to the water around the harbour1113. Especially their 

gestures were felt as having an efficacious and almost magical power which could be controlled 

through a correct understanding of their meaning1114. Pagan statues, which adorned the public space 

                                                             
1105 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.8-10; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-35. Later Pachymeres will call 
‘Achillean’ the type of cloak (mandúan) or garment (stolÕn) which covered part of his body; GEORGE 
PACHYMERES, Descriptio Augusteonis; ed. SCHOPENI 1830, p. 1220; tr. MANGO (1972) 2009, p. 113. 
1106 The Achilles in Zeuxippos’ gymnasium (described by Christodorus of Tebes in the fifth century) could be 
recognized by the shining eyes and by the gesture given to him by the artist (scÔmati tecnÔenti) ‘of brandishing 
a spear in his right hand and of holding a shield in his left’; ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA, II, 291-294; ed. and tr. PATON 
1948-1950, vol. I, pp. 80-81. 
1107 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.10-12; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-37. The Suida even more clearly 
explained that the globus (called here sfaîra) surmounted by the cross signified the dominion gained by the 
emperor over the world through the faith in the Cross; SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, I 446. 
1108 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.8-10; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-35. The ‘dazzling light’ which 
‘flashes forth’ from the helmet is compared by Procopius to Sirius, the star of Autumn; ibidem. 
1109 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 2.10-12; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 34-37. 
1110 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, I 446. Procopius, intending to signify the enemy as the Persians, described 
the gesture as turned toward the East. Later sources such as Stephen of Novgorod and the anonym Russian 
traveller (for whom the Arabs were the enemies) declared that the statue was turned toward south; MAJESKA 
1984, pp. 28-29; 134-135. 
1111 For the protective power conferred by pagans to their statues, see OLYMPIODORUS, Historia, fr. 16 (Bibl. 
Cod. 80, p. 171); fr. 27 (Bibl. Cod. 80, p. 177); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 176-177; pp. 190-191. For the way 
in which also Christians, even the more educated ones, felt statues and images of pagan gods as having effective 
power, see CLARK 2004, p. 36; SARADI-MENDELOVICI 1990, p. 56; MANGO 1963.  
1112 ANONYMOUS in ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA (Planudean Appendix), XVI, 62-63; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953, vol. 
V, pp. 192-195. 
1113 ANONYMOUS in ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA (Planudean Appendix), XVI, 64; ed. and tr. PATON 1948-1953, vol. V, 
pp. 194-195. 
1114 JAMES 1996; CAMERON and HERRIN 1984, introduction, pp. 31-32. 
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of the new Rome, were therefore not only ‘defaced and engraved with crosses to ban their power, in 

a struggle that had increasingly become real, even physical’1115. Even their limbs were subject to 

physical modifications conformed to the new religion: when Constantine placed the statue of Rhea in 

the Augusteion, reported in the fifth century the pagan Zosimus, he had it mutilated ‘by taking away 

the lions on each side and changing the arrangement of the hands (kaì tò scÖma tÏn ceirÏn 

ænalláxaj). For whereas previously she was apparently restraining lions, now she seemed to be 

praying (nûn eêj e÷coménhj metabéblhtai scÖma; lit. changed its schema in that of a prayer one) 

and looking to the city as if guarding it’1116. Hence, Christians could take over of the supernatural power 

of pagan statues’ gestures by conferring them the meaning of their new religion.  

In the case of Justinian’s statue, the pagan gesture performed with the right hand got its power from 

the Christian insigne held in the left one: the globus cruciger provided with the new power of the 

Christian religion the old gesture of the adlocutio or command performed by emperors toward their 

army and traditionally conferred to the imperial equestrian statue since at least the one of Marcus 

Aurelius, now at the Palazzo dei Conservatori1117. Already Marcian, ‘the first true representative of Dei 

gratia rulership’, had chosen to enrich the imperial schema on horseback by encircling his head with 

the nimbus, or halo (an ancient symbol used in Christian art to signal the divinity since at least the end 

of the third century), so that his raised right hand expressed a salute ‘midway between rhetorical 

gesture and blessing’1118. Now, the Christian connotation given to the entire schema was more clearly 

declared. It made even acceptable the idea that the gesture of an imperial statue could be efficacious 

in keeping the enemies away. Pachymeres will clearly state the boundary expressed by the imperial 

portrait between the Christian and the pagan element when he explained that Justinian’s posture had 

nothing to do with a realistic representation of a horseman (‘the statue’s hands are not occupied with 

the horse (…) as horsemen do (ëpphlátou trópon)’). His right hand held upraised ‘as he were severely 

threatening his enemy`, he explained, ‘is not indicative of folly or senseless rashness’. Such a ‘grievous 

interpretation (dóxan)’ is removed by the left hand, which ‘justifies (øperapologouménh) the man 

sufficiently’ by holding the orb surmounted by the cross. In this way ‘he seems to be showing 

(deiknúein) – he who has stretched out his other arm in a threatening gesture (ñ qatéran æktetakÎj, 

kaì met’æmbriqoûj Þpeiloúmenoj scÔmatoj) – what it is that he trusts in as he is threatening (Ñ 

qaÚ×Ïn Þpeileîtai): for the orb represent (eêkonízein) the world and it is by the power of the cross 

                                                             
1115 LÖSSL 2010, p. 129. Pagan temples were also desecrated and destroyed while churches were built over them. 
‘If early Christian spotted an opportunity to Christianize pagan religion’ indeed ‘they usually seized it’; ibidem. 
On the re-interpretation of antique sculpture parallel to a Christian re-interpretation, see MANGO 1963, esp. pp. 
63-64. 
1116 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, II, 31.1-3; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, p. 104; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 38. 
1117 For the magical power entailed into the gesture of the raised hand as part of the imagery of the Eastern gods 
and the Sol Invictus, transmitted to the imperial iconography at least since the Principate, see L’ORANGE 1953, 
pp. 147-153. 
1118 KANTOROWICZ (1944) 1965, p. 49; GRABAR (1936) 1971, passim and tav. XXIX, n. 9. 
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that he, the master of the whole earth, has been emboldened to grasp it’1119. The Christian insignia and 

ancient Roman schema found, therefore, an equilibrium in which the latter did not lose the traditional 

meaning of strength and command but found also the justification of such a power by declaring the 

dependence of the imperial victory from the superior authority of God.  

 

In line with Eusebius’ imagery, Justinian made clear through his schema the relation between imperial 

power and divine authority. Then, in line with the mutual relationship which already in the fourth 

century started to bound the figure of Christ with that of the emperor, he started to support his gesture 

of power with a Christian connotation. Christ also came, in turn, to fully master the power of rhetorical 

gesture performed by orators and emperors, adapting it to the new message that was to be conveyed 

to the onlookers.  

The gesture of the Word, the Logos, was first of all a gesture of command. It was the gesture through 

which the world had been created, and as such it could be related to the imperial nod. Already Eusebius 

underlined this parallelism: he explained that the biblical word ‘He spoke, and they came to being; he 

commanded (æneteílato), and they were created (Ps 32:9; 148:5)’ referred to the fact that God had 

to be considered ‘as an universal ruler who orders things by means of a kingly nod (Ìj $an panhgemóna 

basilikÐ neúmati prostáttonta), and the Divine Logos who comes second after him (who is none 

other than he whom we proclaim) as serving the Father’s commands (æpitáxesin)’1120. The gesture of 

the raised hand was also the gesture through which Christ proclaimed and explained the words of the 

Gospel: as such it came to be identified with the classical rhetorical gesture of the speaking. On the 

altar’s cloth of St Sophia, explained Paul the Silentiary in his Ekphrasis written and delivered for the 

second consecration of the Church in 562/563 and aimed at reaffirming the legitimacy of the emperor 

and the solidarity between ecclesiastical and lay authorities, the artist depicted a variation of the 

Traditio Legis in which Christ does not, as usual, deliver the volumen to all the apostles. Instead, he 

addressed with this gesture Paul and Peter (who stand on either side holding respectively a book and 

a golden cross-shaped staff)1121: his forearm and his arm were left bare and he ‘seems to be stretching 

out the fingers of the right hand (dáktula teínein dexiterÖj), as if preaching His immortal words (–

                                                             
1119 GEORGE PACHYMERES, Descriptio Augusteonis; ed. SCHOPENI 1830, p. 1220; tr. MANGO (1972) 2009, p. 113.  
For the possibility that the orb ‘never existed as a real object’ see PARANI 2003, p. 34 (with bibliography). 
1120 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, I, 2.5; ed. SCHWARTZ 1903, vol. I, p. 12; tr. SCHOTT 2019, p. 
43. The explanation is in line with the Arian creed according to whom the Logos is not consubstantial with the 
Father but second to him and executor of his commands. 
1121 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 786-791; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005 p. 82-83; tr. MANGO (1972) 
2009, p. 89. Paul the Silentiary wrote epigrams and two official ekphraseis on the Church of St Sophia: the second 
was a supplementary description dedicated specifically to the ambo, while the latter were delivered in 562/563 
in occasion of its second consecration after the fall of the dome for an earthquake in 558. For chronological 
problems and a date set to 593, see M. L. FOBELLI, ‚L’autore e l’opera‘ in PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. 
Sophiae; Descriptio Ambonis; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 9-13. On Paul the Silentiary, his sources, and his 
political message see BELL 2009, pp. 14-18, pp. 79-91. 
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te mûqon ÞeizÍnota pifaúskwn), while in His left He holds the book of divine message’1122. The 

same gesture can be seen in another variation of the Traditio Legis known as ‘Dominus legem dat’ and 

present in the fourth-fifth centuries iconography, where Christ raises his palm open and gives the 

volumen to Peter1123. In the scene of the Majestas Domini, then, Christ appears in the same position, 

this time alone, triumphant, and enthroned on the vault of heaven inside the Mandorla1124. He raises 

the right hand and opened his palm in a gesture between speech and command to proclaim his role as 

‘King of the King’. In Romanos the Melodist’s words, he showed himself as the one who carries the 

Universe with a nod (toû pánta férontoj neúmati)1125. While indeed his words ‘I order, I command, 

and I say (prostássw, a÷qentÏ kaì légw)’ can heal the leaper and give the life back to dead, his 

right hand commands and his nod manifests his will (mónon neûson (...) mónon boúlhma deîxon)1126. 

The gesture of the raised right hand will keep those meanings when it will join the blessing gesture in 

the schema of the Kosmokrator, who shaped his hand in the sign of the cross to bless the onlookers 

under his gaze.  

 

Beyond the iconographic topoi, the sixth-century visual imagery connected with the imperial schema 

was established in its main characteristics also on a more practical level. The imperial body, arranged 

in evocative postures or performing meaningful gestures, came to be largely employed in ceremonies 

as a powerful political instrument to face delicate moments. The political and social stability was 

seriously threatened by inner and external problems like factional uprisings, religious struggles, and, 

especially during the second part of Justinian’s reign, famines, earthquakes, and wars1127. The ‘need 

for the mobilisation of public opinion’ required therefore an imperial schema effective enough to 

reinforce and even legitimate the authority. Imperial imagery continued to show off the ancient Roman 

heritage and to include elements from the pagan background. Yet, especially after the 560s, the 

themes of the imperial visual strategy shifted from the glory to a stronger emphasis on the harmony 

between emperor and God, the nature of his power bestowed by God, and his role as vice-regent of 

                                                             
1122 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 772-780; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, p. 82-83; tr. MANGO 
(1972) 2009, p. 89. 
1123 Let’s quote for the fifth century, a sarcophagus now in the Archaeological Museum of Ravenna, the mosaic 
in one of the apses of the church of St Costanza in Rom and, probably, the deteriorated mosaic of the church of 
St Giovanni in Fonte in Naples.  
1124 See for example the Christ’s theophanic vision in the fifth century’s apse mosaic of the katholikon of the 
Latomous Monastery in Thessaloniki. A similar posture is assumed by Christ in the scene in which he conferred 
the crown of martyrdom, like in many sarcophagi of the fourth-fifth century and on the apse of St Vitale in 
Ravenna. In this case the right hand is not open, since it held the symbol of the martyrium. 
1125 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia, 24, 1; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, p. 181; tr. TROMBI 2007, vol. II, p. 
77. 
1126 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia, 8, 12-13; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, p. 61; tr. TROMBI 2007, vol. I, 
pp. 216-217. 
1127 For the catastrophes that afflicted the empire especially in the second part of Justinian’s reign and their social 
and cultural consequences, see MEIER 2019, pp. 953 ff. 
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Christ on earth1128. Strengthened by the trends and the theological thinking of the previous centuries, 

therefore, the imperial schema went through a process that has been defined as a ‘liturgification of 

the court ceremonial’ marked by religious aspects1129.   

While in the contemporary ecclesiastical context a rational thought was developed around the role of 

visual elements in the rite to guide the weak human mind toward the divine1130, even the emperors 

recognized the importance and the efficacy of visual hooks to impress their audience and instil in their 

minds specific ideological statements. The imperial schema was framed now by an impressive setting 

which underlined gestures and movements: a great effort was made to turn Constantinople not only 

into an exceptional cultural centre and a ‘leader in style and form’ for the artistic inspiration1131. It 

became also the perfect stage for the imperial performance. At this point, the Christian connotation 

of the main loci of power was fully evident: sacral and otherworldly associations were given to the 

imperial palace and to the triumphal celebrations for military achievements. Imperial ceremonies 

became a pervasive element in society, and the main streets and squares of the City staged impressive 

‘open-air’ processions in the context of the stational liturgy which was regularly experienced by the 

citizens of the capital1132.  

Justinian acknowledged especially the remarkable potential of the Hippodrome as the setting in which 

the imperial body could affect the mind of the population: as soon as he took the power he made 

‘more elevated and brighter’ the Kathisma1133. In this way, he could better watch the contests, but he 

made himself also both more visible and less accessible to the audience1134. From the Kathisma the 

emperor continued to show himself in the schema of the victorious ruler who received the prostration 

of the barbarians and performed in turn the ceremonial gesture of the calcatio colli. This ancient 

gesture was since time part of the iconographical patterns of Roman emperors and was included in 

the ceremonial practices of late antiquity since probably the triumph organized in Rome by the 

emperor Honorius over Priscus Attalus in 4161135. Justinian performed it during the triumph celebrated 

                                                             
1128 CAMERON 1985, p. 11. 
1129 HALDON 1990, pp. 283-284, also on the reciprocal influence between State’s and Church’s imgery (a topic 
which, starting at least from Treitinger and Kitzinger, had been faced by several scholars). See also CAMERON 
1976, esp. ch. 9. Most recently, Mischa Meier emphasised the ‘Faktor Religion’ in the social and political 
developments from the mid sixth centuries and defined the process of ‘Liturgisierung’ as a ‘tiefgreifende religiöse 
Durchdringung aller Lebensbereiche’, which provided stability in this highly critical period. This process included 
also the efforts of the emperor to enhance the sacrality of his persona questioned by catastrophes and plagues 
occurred during the second part of his reign; MEIER 2019, pp. 39-41; pp. 966-973. 
1130 See above, pp. 103 ff. 
1131 HALDON 1990, p. 415, with bibliography. 
1132 CAMERON (1979) 1981. For the ‘city as a church’, the development of the stational liturgy, and the impact of 
the imperial ceremonies on the onlookers, see TAFT 1995b. For the function of Constantinople as the setting for 
the ‘political theatre’ on grand scale under Justinian, see CROKE 2005. 
1133 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 528; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 43. He also rebuilt the portico of the 
senators where he distributed rewards to the charioteers; ibidem. 
1134 CROKE 1995, n. p. 124. 
1135 McCORMICK 1986, pp. 57-58. See above, p. 116. 
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on the vandals of Gelimer in 534, an event which made such a great impression on contemporaries 

that it was reproduced on the roof of the Chalké (described by Procopius) and then, later, on Justinian’s 

funerary vestment (described by Corippus)1136. According to Procopius, the ceremony was performed 

at the Hippodrome and Gelimer, stroke by the vision of the enthroned emperor, fully prostrated in 

front of him (prhnÖ pesónta proskuneîn) making obeisance (kathnágkasan)1137. The very 

moment of the calcatio colli is mentioned and described on the other hand by Corippus, who set the 

episode in the palace. Corippus specified that the Vandals’ homage included the bending of the 

barbarians’ necks (barbaricas flexa cervice) and the imperial trampling (calcantem colla tyranni). 

Thanks to this act, concluded Corippus, the emperor could also wear his purple thongs, since ‘only 

emperors, under whose feet is the blood of kings, can adopt this attire (hoc cultu)1138.  

A strong religious connotation affected nevertheless also the Hippodrome, especially under the form 

of biblical associations. Malalas claimed that rulers of the past in some cases connected (and justified) 

their actions with biblical precedents: on the occasion of the inaugural races, Constantine wore a 

‘diadem set with pearl and precious stones’ because ‘he wished to fulfil the prophetic words which said, 

‘You placed on his head a crown of precious stone’ (Ps (21)20:4)’1139. In this way, thus, he evoked the 

image of a faithful ruler protected and blessed by God. And when Eudocia reconstructed the wall of 

Jerusalem, she declared to have made it to fulfil the words of the prophet David: ‘In thy good pleasure 

(æn tØ e÷dokía), O Lord, the walls of Jerusalem shall be built’ (Ps 51:18)1140. In the case of the calcatio 

colli, the gesture was already connected with the Septuaginta (Is 27:1) in the image on the Chalkè 

where Constantine trampled on and pierced his enemies as Christ triumphant over the dragon1141. In 

the sixth century, the gesture’s strength lied in the association with the Psalm ‘You will tread on the 

lion and the cobra; you will trample the great lion and the serpent’ (Ps 90(91):13): in the mosaic of the 

Archbishop’s Chapel in Ravenna Christ came to be clearly portrayed as an emperor clad with a military 

imperial dress stepping on the lion and the snake1142.  

                                                             
1136 CAMERON 1976a, pp. 140-142; PROCOPIUS, De Bello Vandalico, II, 9.13-14; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. II, 
pp. 282-283; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 276-289; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, pp. 44-45; p. 92. For other 
contemporary works of art including the calcatio colli, see CAMERON p. 119. 
1137 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Vandalico, II, 9.10-12; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. II, pp. 280-283. 
1138 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 111-112; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 51; p. 96. 
1139 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 13, 8; ed. THURN 2000, 247.12-13; tr. JEFFREYS et al., 1986, p. 175; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 334; see also (but without the biblical justification) CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 
277, AD 330; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 529-530; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, pp. 17-18. 
1140 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 14, 8; ed. THURN 2000, 278.37-39; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 195; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 368. See also CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 306, AD 444; ed. DINDORF 1832, col. 
585; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 75. 
1141 EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Vita Constantini, III, 3; ed. WINKELMANN 2013, pp. 352-354; tr. CAMERON and HALL 
1999, p. 122. 
1142 On the iconographical connection between the emperor and Christ trampling the dragon in art, see 
KANTOROWICZ (1961) 1965, pp. 18-21. 
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In the Hippodrome, the emperor could build a further visual connection with Constantine himself, a 

long-standing model of perfection for a Christian ruler, when he celebrated the anniversary day of the 

City. Malalas reported that in his time it was still organized a ceremony, introduced by Constantine, in 

which during the chariot races the ruling emperor made obeisance in front of the wooden gilded statue 

of Constantine, accompanied by a procession of soldiers carrying candles, and with the Tyche of the 

City in his right hand1143.  

Next to the Hippodrome, the church of St Sophia gradually became the perfect stage for the imperial 

ceremonies. Since its edification under Constantius II in 360, it was equipped with splendid furniture 

and treasures1144. The first Church was destructed in 404 (during a riot aroused for the banishment of 

John Chrysostom) and rebuilt by Theodosius II in 415. After its second destruction during the Nika riot 

of 532, the Church was re-built in 537, only to suffer major damage in the earthquake of 557 and being 

finally inaugurated in 562. It was in this period, thanks to the unprecedented care of Justinian and then 

of Justin II, that the Church became the most splendid symbol of the Christian power1145. The Church 

became ‘a sight (qewrían) that exceeds all expectation’1146: ‘For never, Lord’, exclaimed 

Constantinople herself addressing to Justinian, ‘(…) will you find another more brilliant symbol 

(súmbolon ... fánteron) of your throne’1147. The arrangement was designed to suggest an 

otherworldly and supernatural setting: Justinian and Theodora, declared Roman the Melodist, built 

the Church with such art as to imitate the heaven and the divine throne (Ìj tòn o÷ranòn mimeîsqai, 

                                                             
1143 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 13, 8; ed. THURN 2000, 247; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 175; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, p. 334. See also, with minor differences, CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 277, AD 330; ed. 
DINDORF 1832, pp. 529-530; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, pp. 17-18. On the figure of Constantine as imperial 
model, see MAGDALINO 1994. The Parastaseis, whose written source had been probably connected with the 
source tradition of Malalas and the Chronicon Paschale, also mentioned the ceremony; PARASTASEIS SYNTOMOI 
CHRONIKAI, 5; 38; 56; ed. and tr. CAMERON and HERRIN 1984, pp. 60-61; pp. 102-103; pp. 130-133; WHITBY and 
WHITBY 1989, n. 56, p. 18. 
1144 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 285, AD 360; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 544-545; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989 
p. 35. The Chronicon Paschale likely recorded the generousity displayed by Constantius II at the inauguration of 
the Church on the ground of an earlier Arian source favourable to the emperor; ibidem, p. XVI. Yet, it is noticable 
to find such a rich detailed list of gifts to the Church attached to an emperor accused by the contemporaneous 
Socrates of Constantinople of having halved the provison of food for the City; ibidem, n. 110, p. 35. 
1145 During the earthquake in 557 the dome, the arches and the eastern half dome felt on the ciborium, the altar 
and the ambo underneath. On the story of the Church and its sources, see FOBELLI 2005. The activities of Justin 
II, an ‘avid builder’ who continued to adorned the Church with ‘plate and full revenue’, are recorded later by 
Theophanes, likely on the ground of an earlier source; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6058, AD 
565/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 241-242; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 355.  
1146 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 114-120; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 41-42; tr. BELL 2009, 
p. 195. 
1147 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 239-242; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 47-48; tr. BELL 2009, 
p. 202. 
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tòn qeîon qrónon)1148 so that it was possible for the participants, the ministers, and the emperors 

themselves, to see (qeásasqai) the Church full of the God’s glory and grace1149.  

The emperor began early to exploit this setting. He already occupied a privileged position in the liturgy 

and was temporarily admitted in the sancta sanctorum (qusiasthríou), otherwise reserved 

exclusively to the members of the clergy, ‘whenever he desires to offer his gifts to the Creator, in 

accordance with a most ancient tradition’1150. Now, in the new architecture of the sixth-century Hagia 

Sophia, he increased his involvement in the rite and even designated a space in the church for himself. 

While the empress observed the celebration of the rite from the galleries1151, indeed, the emperor 

owned a personal space (the metatorion, located in the southern aisle of the Church), where he ‘seated 

on his customary throne’ and listened to the reading of the sacred books during solemn festivals1152.  

Perfectly integrated into the rite performed in this outstanding setting, the emperor could effectively 

express the connection between his court and the heavenly one, as well as the boundary with his Old 

and New Testament models. This was achieved also through the decoration of the Church. On the 

chancel screen in front of the altar, testified Paul the Silentiary, the audience could see angels who 

bowed down their necks in front of Christ ‘unable to gaze upon the glory of God’, prophets, apostles, 

the Virgin, and, in the middle, the monograms of Justinian and Theodora and a cross1153. On the altar’s 

cloth, next to the above-mentioned Traditio Legis, the artist embroidered together the deeds of Christ 

and the emperor on the hem, while a scene of dextrarum iunctio joined the hands of the emperors 

and those of Christ and the Virgin1154. Furthermore, the signs of the cross performed by the emperors 

and the faithful during the liturgy had a powerful pictorial counterpart in the signs (túpoj) of the 

crosses numberless repeated on the walls and the roofs of the most significative liturgical spaces. 

                                                             
1148 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia 54, 23; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, p. 470; tr. TROMBI 2007, vol. II, 
p. 217. 
1149 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia 54, 24; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, p. 471; tr. TROMBI 2007, vol. II, 
p. 217.  
1150 CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 69; ed. OHME 2013, p. 50; tr. NEDUNGATT and 
FEATHERSTONE 1995, p. 151. The ‘ancient tradition’ mentioned by the canon harked back at least to the early 
fifth century, as witnessed by Theodoret of Cyrrhus with reference to the story of Theodosius and Ambrose; 
THEODORET OF CYRRHUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 18.20-25; ed. PARMENTIER 1998, pp. 312-313; tr. GALLICO 
2000, pp. 358-359. 
1151 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 31.15-20; ed. BIDEZ 1898, p. 180; tr. WHITBY 2000, p. 
234. The galleries, explained also Evagrius, are located on the right and the left of the Church, and are supported 
by columns of Thessalian stone and pillars. 
1152 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 580-585; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 70-71; tr. MANGO 
(1972) 2009, p. 85. Other seems to have been the mutatorion, a space in the narthex of the Church that worked 
as a robing room for the emperor and was particularly important especially in the moment in which he had to 
remove the crown before entering. 
1153 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 693-717; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 76-79; tr. MANGO 
(1972) 2009, pp. 87-88. 
1154 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 796-807; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 82-85; tr. MANGO 
(1972) 2009, p. 89. 
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Those crosses were both symbols of protection (ærusíptolin, i.e. ‘protector of the city’, defined Paul 

the Silentiary the cross mosaic at the navel)1155 as well as the image of God1156.  

 

In the Hippodrome, in St Sophia, as well as in the palace and through the streets, the emperor carefully 

chose and manipulated different schemata. The protocols collected by Peter the Patrician under the 

name of Perì politikÖj katastásewj testified both the importance given to the topic – ‘that it 

should have seemed worth writing a special work about imperial ceremonial shows its growing 

importance’, declared Averil Cameron1157 – as well as the prominence given to the correct unfold of 

ceremonial details. Those included the act of sitting or raising, the kissing of the feet and the 

proskynesis performed or not according to the rank1158, the greeting (Þspázetai), the reception 

involving a kiss (décetai ... Þpò stómatoj), as well as the choice of specific spaces and the hierarchical 

order of precedence. Those devices continued to visually display the relationship between the emperor 

and his subjects (or foreign ambassadors). Moreover, the text provided recurrent ‘structural elements’ 

important to allow the audience to understand and to enjoy the sight of an emperor performing in 

accordance with what was expected from him.  

The instructions were not, however, fixed and immutable. Rather they gave a rich repertoire of basic 

elements, among whom gestures and postures, that were to inspire the public appearance of both 

emperors and attendants and left room for improvisations and innovations. Each emperor was 

allowed, in the limits of what was permissible, ‘to choose, when the time comes (…) the ceremonial 

which is most orderly and pleasing to him’, recognized already Dagron1159. He was not constricted by 

immovable rules. Actions were variously employed and recombined according to the actual 

circumstances and the personality of the emperor, in line with the ‘emperor’s decision (katà gnÍmhn 

toû basiléwj)’1160, ‘as the emperor thinks fit (Ìj dóx+ tÐ basileî)’1161, ‘when’ and ‘if’ he wished 

                                                             
1155 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, v. 492; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, pp. 64-65; tr. MANGO (1972) 
2009, p. 83. See also PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 505-508; ed. and tr. FOBELLI 2005, p. 64-
65; tr. MANGO (1972) 2009, p. 83. 
1156 On the motif of the cross as a double meaning theme, iconic and aniconic, which functioned as a leit-motive 
for the entire decorative program of the Church, see FOBELLI 2005b, in part. pp. 189-190. 
1157 CAMERON 1976a, pp. 13-14. 
1158 The kissing of the feet during the appointment of a minister was performed by the komes and the kandidatos, 
but not by the augustalios; PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer., I, 84 (93) – 86 (95); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 
2012, pp. 386-393. The proskynesis to the ground was performed by foreigner guests like the western and the 
Persians ambassadors; PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 87 (96); 89 (98); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, 
p. 395; p. 398; p. 403; pp. 406-407. 
1159 DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 60. For an analysis of the structural permanencies in the coronation protocols and 
the differences due to the condition in which the power was assumed, see DAGRON (1996) 2003, pp. 59-70. 
According to Mathews, on the other hand, it is difficult to judge the degree to which the imperial acts (for 
example the largesse) were due to the emperors’ or to the great officials’ choice, and thus ‘how much power in 
practice rested with the Emperor and how much with the Minister of the State’; MATHEWS 1963, p. 64. 
1160 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 88 (97); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 397 (in this case, Leo I). 
1161 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 84 (93); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 387. Or also ‘if he sees fit’ 
(æàn suníd+); PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 90 (99); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 409. 
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(8te boúletai and æàn boúlhtai)1162. The emperor surfaced in this text as the active leader of his 

own ceremonial performance. He expressed his will with a command (keleúontoj) given directly or 

through the ‘divine approval’ (dià toûto qeí= neúsei ... prostássomen)1163, with a meaningful 

gesture or with a sentence often uttered through an officer1164. And when he thought that it was 

appropriate, he could even address directly an ambassador with seemingly ‘spontaneous words’1165.  

A certain degree of freedom was present even in the most solemn and delicate moment in an 

emperor’s life, at his public proclamation (Þnagoreúsei). On this occasion, the emperor had to 

carefully organize the event and employ all the ‘weapons’ at his disposal in order to gain the approval 

of the senators, the army and the people, who still acted as constitutive of his power. The authority 

was based indeed, in Max Weber’s words, not only on the tradition and the rational legality of the 

rules but also on the charisma (i.e.., the ‘außeralltägliche’ quality of the person)1166. The protocols of 

Peter the Patricians, who wrote down ‘a summary of the proclamations of the (…) emperors, so that 

each may choose the one more suited and pleasing to him when the time comes’1167, were therefore 

particularly useful for the purpose. They testified how it was possible to combine different elements 

to build up a complex schema. So when Leo I, after being voted (ginoménou) by the Senate, was 

proclaimed in the Tribunal of the Campus Martius (457), he employed the ancient military schema with 

the torques1168. Then, immediately after, he mixed it with the civil schema: he changed his apparel 

behind a testudo formed by the candidati and then suddenly appeared to the people wearing the 

imperial dress and the diadem, while still holding a shield and spear. In this attire, he received the 

orderly obeisance (katà táxin prosekunÔqh) of the archons and was acclaimed as ‘powerful and 

victorious and revered (kaì dunatòj kaì nikhtÕj kaì sebastòj)’. The emperor proclaimed 

(through the mouth of the libellarios) to have been chosen by God and by the soldiers and to be, among 

                                                             
1162 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 90 (99); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 408. 
1163 Those are words employed in the speech of Leo I toward Heliokrates, who arrived at Constantinople asking 
for the confirmation of the western emperor Anthemios by presenting the laureate image of his ruler; PETER THE 
PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 87 (96); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 396. 
1164 For example, when the emperor decided that he wanted to receive the Persian ambassador, he commanded 
the magistros, who in turn sent a message to the ambassador and informed him with the words: ‘The ruler has 
commanded (ækéleusén se ñ despóthj) you to go in’; PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 89 (98); ed. and tr. 
MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 403.  
1165 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 89 (98); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 406. 
1166 Those concepts of Max Weber had been applied to the society of the sixth century by J. J. van Ginkel in his 
work on John of Ephesus to explain the exchange of ‘charismatic authority’ between the clerical and episcopal 
hierarchy (which was gradually ‘institutionalized’ after Constantine) and the emperor (who took over the charism 
of Christ and his disciples so that his power was accepted as derived directly from God); van GINKEL 1995, p. 103-
105. 
1167 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 91 (100); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 417. 
1168 Leo’s proclamation involved two torques, one on the head and one in his right hand; PETER THE PATRICIAN, 
in De Cer. I, 91 (100); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 411. The gradual process through which the 
traditional military ceremony, staged on the battlefield and then at the Hebdomon in front of the army and the 
senators and through the bestowal of the insignia, became a fully religious one, involving the patriarch and an 
ecclesiastical setting, is well testified by Malalas and by the chronologically organized Chronicon Paschale. 
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other things, a ‘strong power ruling’ as well as ‘a fellow soldier in the toil (1xousiasÕn #arconta tÏn 

kópwn sustratiÍthn)’1169. After the acclamation in the Tribunal, the ceremony continued in the City. 

Leo visited several significant places, and every time he had to go inside a church he removed the 

crown in the mutatorion, put it on the altar as a valuable offering with the help of the praipositos, and 

then put it back on his head on the way out. Only at the last stage in the Church of St Sophia the crown 

was put it back on his head by the ‘bishop’ (i.e. the patriarch), before going to the palace. For the first 

time, therefore, an ecclesiastical authority was involved in the ceremony (even if in a marginal position 

and with a gesture which at this point did not have any constitutional power)1170.  

At the end of the fifth–sixth century, the place in which proclamations were arranged was established 

in the Hippodrome1171. This was the best stage for a newly appointed ruler to show his schema and to 

receive the welcome of the population after the election. To make a successful performance in this 

place was central (we have seen how already under Valens the failure encountered by the usurper 

Procopius in this setting made him a tyrant rather than an accepted authority), and the rulers hurried 

in showing off themselves properly from the Kathisma. When the emperor Zeno defeated the usurper 

Basiliscus and returned victoriously to the palace, recounted for example Malalas1172, he went straight 

to the Hippodrome where he ‘put up the flag for the chariot-races (parascÏn tò bÖlon toû 

ëppikoû) and immediately came to preside (e÷qéwj ælqÎn æqeÍrhse)’. Here he was received ‘by the 

whole city’ and, without leaving his position but ‘while he was watching’, he sent his officials to take 

the imperial schema of his predecessor (in this case the term clearly referred to the imperial clothes 

and insignia)1173. Presiding the games and displaying himself with the proper attire, the emperor 

                                                             
1169 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer., I, 91 (100); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, pp. 411-412. 
1170 The potentially exceptional situation was not felt by the contemporaneous Malalas, who briefly mentioned 
that Leo was crowned by the Senate, and neither later by the Chronicon Paschale, where it is stated only the 
proclamation of Leo by the army (øpò toû æxerkétou); JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 14, 35; ed. THURN 
2000, 292; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 202; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 309, AD 457; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 
592; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 84. Only later Theophanes Confessor, who wrote in a period in which the 
patriarch played a defined and central role in the coronation, specified that Leo was crowned by the patriarch 
Anatolius; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5950, AD 457/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 110; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 170. See also OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, p. 53. 
1171 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer., I, 91 (100); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 417.   
1172 For the time of Zeno until Justinian’s reign, that is for his lifetime, Malalas claimed to rely on oral and direct 
sources of information, making the 15th to the 18th chapters of his Chronography a precious source reflecting 
the author’s personal experiences; JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. XXI-XXIII. 
1173 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 15, 5; ed. THURN 2000, 303; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 210 cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, p. 391, where the translation ‘kam alsbald als Zuschauer’ stresses the sense of ‘watching’ 
entailed in the expression æqeÍrhse. The word qewrÏ indeed expressed the imperial presidency over the 
hippodrome games without losing its basic meaning ‘to watch’. It is thus a case of a word which entailed both a 
general and a restricted meaning; JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. XXV. Recounting the same episode on the ground of 
Malalas, the Chronicon Paschale meaningfully substitute the general verb 1rcoman (to come) with Þnércomai 
(to go up, to mount) emphasizing thus the act of raising up on the tribune; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 314, 
AD 478; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 601; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 93. According to Theophanes, Zeno had 
been previously crowned in the Kathisma by his son, the emperor Leo II; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 5966, AD 473/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 120; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 186. 
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legitimated his authority and distanced himself from the tyrannos, with whom the boundary was often 

too thin. 

A complex assortment of schemata staged in the Hippodrome was used especially during the troubled 

proclamations in which the emperor in charge had died before appointing a successor1174. In this case, 

it was even more important to use clear and efficacious ‘visual tactics’ to stress the newly appointed 

emperor’s Christian faith and divine support. So, when the emperor Zeno died in 491 without an heir, 

the population and the soldiers gathered at the Hippodrome to call for a new emperor. The archons 

sent Zeno’s wife, Ariadne, to make a speech from the Kathisma (once again through the libellarios 

standing on the steps in front of the throne, behind the chancel barrier). The empress assured those 

present that she had already ordered the archons and the senate to choose a good ruler with a decision 

‘untainted’, ‘pleasing to God the ruler, with the concurrent support of the most noble armies’, and away 

from self-interest or personal sympathies. Her command, she assured, had been sealed with the 

gesture of raising the Gospels and in the presence of the patriarch1175. The image of the gesture she 

had performed, the insignia she assumed, and the good order of the court around here, were all highly 

evocative means that made the audience ready to accept the emperor-to-be. After some disputes, the 

archons granted the authority to the empress and she chose the silentiary Anastasius. He was brought 

to the palace, made an oath to avoid grudge and to administer the state ‘with a strict conscience (metà 

ðrqoû suneidótoj)’ standing in the middle of the portico1176, and then went also to the Hippodrome. 

Here he chose to appear through a sequence of two different schemata: at first, he dressed the 

divitision in a private room and then went out and was raised up on the shield, torque on the head. In 

this way, he repeated in the restricted space of the Kathisma what had been previously performed in 

the Tribunal of the Campus Martius1177. He returned back in the private hall, received from the 

patriarch the chlamys and the crown blessed by the Kyrie Eleison and returned with this attire back to 

                                                             
1174 For the problem of imperial succession in Byzantium, with the battle between heritages and lack of theory, 
and its effect on the practices developed in those occasions to overcome the ‘dilemma’, see DAGRON (1996) 
2003, p. 5. 
1175 Her choice, she declared through the libellarios, was made ‘with the holy Gospel set before us’ and ‘with the 
holy Sciptures set before us’; PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 92 (101); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, 
pp. 418-420. The empress assumed here the posture and the language (and thus also the authority) of the 
emperor autokrator; DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 67. 
1176 PETER THE PATRICIAN in De Cer. 92 (101); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 422. Theophanes Confessor, 
who held a negative stance toward the Monophysite emperor, recounted that Anastasius was required to sign a 
written declaration of orthodox faith by the patriarch Euphemius, who foresaw his wicked and heretic nature 
and his unworthiness as a ruler, and under the pressure of Ariadne and the Senate. This reference must have 
been anyway influenced by the custom spread at his time during the Iconomachy; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AD 5983, AD 490/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 136; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 208. 
1177 ‘In this condensed and more static, but perhaps more intense ceremonial, the Campus Martius of Hebdomon 
was reduced to the tiny perimeter of the imperial box and the space in front of it (the stama), and the adventus 
was no more than an appearance without the risk of popular demonstrations’; DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 67. 
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the Kathisma. The crowd greeted and hailed him, underlining each changing of schema with 

acclamations1178.  

Even more troubled (and thus also dynamic) was the proclamation of Justin I after the death of 

Anastasius in 518. In this case, there ‘was neither the augousta not an emperor to invest (toû 

ceirotonoûntoj)’ the new emperor, and the situation led to ‘some lack of order (Þtaxía tij)’1179. A 

struggle arose between the potential competitors supported by different rival parties at court. John, a 

tribune and friend of Justin, was initially proclaimed by the excubitores (i.e. the palace guards) and 

raised on the shield. However, the traditional military schema at this point was not enough, and the 

Blues expressed their dissatisfaction with the choice by pelting him with stones. Patricius, a stratelates 

(i.e. a magister militum) was proclaimed then by the scholarioi (i.e. the elite soldiers) and raised up on 

the middle couch of the Hall of the Nineteen Couches. Also in this case the attempt failed, this time 

because the excubitores were dissatisfied and pulled him down. The situation is finally saved when 

Justin, at the time commander of the excubitores, was chosen and urged by his men ‘to go for the 

apparel (ælqeîn æpì tò scÖma)‘. Some scholarioi were dissatisfied (one of them punched him and 

split his lip), but the unanimous opinion of senators, soldiers and demes prevailed. The koubikoularioi, 

who were in charge of the ceremonial items and had previously refused the other candidates, sent him 

the apparel (tò scÖma 1pemyan)1180. Justin was carried up to the Hippodrome, rose to the Kathisma 

with the patriarch and other archons, and he played once again with the repertoire of apparels at his 

disposal to have his legitimation confirmed by the people: he was publicly raised on the shield and 

received the torques from the kampidouktor; then he changed behind the testudo formed by the 

soldiers and re-appeared with a spear, a shield, and a crown put on his head by the patriarch1181. In all 

the cases reported by Peter the Patrician, therefore, the different schemata (the military, the civil, and, 

gradually, also the religious one) were joining together to express and make clear the new emperor’s 

qualities and ability to fulfil the different roles expected from his position. 

 

Once on the throne, the emperor continued to use a highly minded selection of public gestures and 

apparels to maintain and reinforce his ruling position. In a society where emperors were seen as 

responsible not only for heavy taxation, politico-religious controversies, and military defeats, but also 

                                                             
1178 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 92 (101); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, pp. 423-425. 
1179 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 88 (97); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 397. See also WHITBY and 
WHITBY 1989, n. 327 p. 104. On the decisive role of the excubitores in supporting or opposing a candidate, see 
CAMERON 1976a, p. 138. 
1180 PETER THE PATRICIAN in De Cer., I, 93, ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, pp. 427-428. ‘As each of the 
nominations was made’, recorded Peter, the excubitores ‘knocked at the ivory doors seeking the emperor’s 
apparel (zhtoûntej ... tò scÖma toû basiléwj) from the koubikoularioi, but when they heard the names of 
those proposed they did not hand it over’. Also in this case the word referred to the actual insignia of power 
which constituted the imperial schema. 
1181 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 93; ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 429. 
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for natural calamities like famine, plague, and earthquakes (seen as punishments sent by God to 

discipline a sinner emperor and his State)1182, the population often vented their anger against the 

imperial person. The city was increasingly populous and crowded and the interaction between interest 

groups and factions, which since time could shape the imperial destiny1183, passed more and more 

through violent physical acts and factional uprisings. They openly threatened the authority by hitting 

the imperial body and its representations1184 and had the power of downsizing the image promoted by 

the official propaganda of an emperor as a higher being steady in his position1185. Fifth-sixth centuries 

authors pointed out to the emperor the dangerous nature of the crowd: Marcellinus Comes reported 

how even the pious Theodosius II had to deal with an angered and hungry populace who pelted him 

with stones during a procession1186. A wise emperor had therefore to care for the popular feelings. And 

in front of a disaster or a misfortune, he had to show off his grief through an afflicted body. The 

patterns at his disposal included biblical and historical examples: so Joshua tore his dress and threw 

himself in front of the ark after the defeat of his army against Aì (Jos 7:6). And Augustus mourned the 

defeat of the Roman army beyond the Rhine by making himself ‘unsightly by his dress, hair, and the 

remaining symbols of his mourning’ and by hitting his head ‘with a powerful blow’1187.  

The emperor heavily relied on those kinds of gestures. They showed not only the emperor’s grief but 

also his humility and his position as a mortal man among his people. The most powerful among those 

was the act of removing the crown from his head. The gesture could indeed entail the meaning of 

losing, willing or not, the imperial power: the image of Alexander who lost his diadem in the swamp of 

Babylon as a bad omen of the forthcoming loss of his life and of the throne, was still present in the 

mind of the audience1188. In the ‘safe’ frame of a pre-organized imperial ceremony, however, the act 

                                                             
1182 For the divine explanation given to those kinds of phenomena by Cosmas Indicopleuste and Malalas, see 
CHAMPION 2006, pp. 384-385; p. 390. 
1183 HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 39. 
1184 For example, the statues of Anastasius and Ariadne were ‘bound with ropes and dragged through the city’ 
during a strife in 493; MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 493.1; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995 p. 30. They suffered every 
kind of violent acts (pân eôdoj 0brewj), remembered later also John of Antiochia, and it was like the people 
were mistreating the emperors themselves; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 308.13-15; ed. and tr. 
ROBERTO 2005, pp. 528-529. 
1185 The traditional view who looked at the factions after the early Empire as powerful spokesmen of the people 
even able to make and unmake emperors had been replaced with a more complex point of view by Alan 
Cameron; CAMERON 1976. For the effect of those problems on the work of Paul the Silentiary, who consequently 
emphasised God’s protection on the emperor, see BELL 2009, pp. 87-88. 
1186 Marcellinus is also the only source who mentioned two seditions which would occur at the Hippodrome 
during the reign of Theodosius II (445) and Leo I (473); MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 431.3; 445.2; 473; ed. 
and tr. CROKE 1995, pp. 15-18; p. 26; see CROKE 1995, n. p. 87. 
1187 EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 1.13; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 134; tr. BANCHICH 2009. Several 
emperors are recorded in this attitude, from Constantine to Theodosius. 
1188 The story, based upon Diodorus of Sicily, is still recounted in the seventh century by John of Antioch. The 
latter located the swamp next to Antiochia and did not include the prophetical meaning, a choice which could 
suggest that his audience already knew the meaning of the event; JOHN OF ANTIOCHIA, Historia Chronica, fr. 
77.1-6; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 146-147.  
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was not felt as having the effect of a bad omen or of a permanent loss of power. Only at the imperial 

funeral, the master of ceremonies removed permanently the crown from the dead emperor. Before 

sealing the body in the tomb (æn tÐ mnhmeí_)’, he tied in its place a simple purple band, underlined 

the gesture with the meaningful words ‘Remove the crown from your head (Þpóqou tò stémma Þpò 

tÖj kefalÖj sou)’1189, and expressed in this way the idea that the crown and the delegated power 

received by God ‘was only a loan’1190. In his lifetime, however, the emperor removed his crown and 

only temporarily renounce his role every time he entered into the sacred space of the Church to 

express his respect toward the ecclesiastical rank1191. In public, he removed the crown only when the 

occasion required an extraordinary gesture. So Julian displayed his force of character (êscuróteron 

tÖj fúsewj) and his nobility (crhstòj) during the funeral procession for Constantius II by casting 

away ‘all the emblems of majesty (basileíaj súmbola) but his cloak’1192. Even Gregory of Nazianzus 

admitted that Julian assumed on this occasion an appropriate schema (metà toû prosÔkontoj 

scÔmatoj), when he left his head without diadem and lowered his eyes as it was proper for those 

standing behind an emperor1193. The sight of an emperor turning upside down his traditional image 

and the contrast derived was powerful especially to calm down the army and the population. 

Theodosius II, recounted Zosimus, solved a mutiny – so serious that he was forced to barricade himself 

in the palace and ‘the evil had advanced beyond cure’ – by presenting himself ‘into the middle of the 

city’ clothed with a ‘short tunic, without cloak or diadem’. Through this device ‘he managed to check 

the soldiers’ rage’1194.  

In front of the increasing anger and violence of the crowd and the demi of the fifth-sixth centuries, 

therefore, this gesture was employed in at least three different critical situations. Many riots occurred 

during the much contested reign of Anastasius, the emperor who allegedly showed heretical 

tendencies toward the Monophysism1195. Marcellinus Comes, who strictly adhered to the orthodox 

position like all the Illyrians, reported how this emperor was punished by God with riots and with 

                                                             
1189 CONSTANTINUS PORPHYROGENITUS, De Ceremoniis Aulae Byzantinae, I, 60; ed. and tr. MOFFATT and 
MAXEME TALL 2012, vol. 1, pp. 275-276. The master uttered also the words ‘Go in, emperor (e#iselqe, basileú), 
the Emperor of Emperors and Lord of Lord summons you’ three times’. In this way, he urged the emperor to leave 
the earth and join God in heaven. The tenth-century De Ceremoniis provided funerary ritual prescriptions which 
‘have been observed, more or less unchanged, since at least the sixth century’; RAPP 2012, p. 274 (with 
bibliography). 
1190 DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 82. 
1191 PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 91 (100); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, pp. 412-417; n. 2, p. 412. 
The emperor took his crown back after the prayers and the participation in the rite. See above, p. 183. 
1192 LIBANIUS, Oratio 18, 120; ed. FÖRSTER pp. 286-287; tr. NORMAN 1969, p. 357. He held the coffin ‘with his 
hands’ to show that he disdained ‘to bear a grudge against the dead (…)’; ibidem. 
1193 GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, Oratio 5.17; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 198-199. The nuance of criticism 
remained in the reference to the fact that Julian was forced to assume this attitude by the army. See also 
PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, VI, 6; ed. BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 364; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 83. 
1194 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, V, 32.5; ed. PASCHOUD 1986, vol. III.1, p. 48; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 116.  
1195 On the religious controversies and riots at the time, see OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, pp. 56-57. 
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serious ceremonial incidents, like when a part of the Hippodrome caught fire and collapsed during an 

imperial procession1196. He described in detail the outburst of factional rage occurred during a 

theatrical matinée in 501/502. The members of the Green factions interrupted the performance, 

shouted, and pelted with weapons and stones the Prefect of the City Constantius, causing the death 

of three thousand ‘unwary citizens’, crushed under foot in the stampede1197. On this occasion, the 

emperor did not choose the right attitude: Malalas (and later also John of Antioch) reported that he 

banned those responsible from the Hippodrome and that he even prohibited the beloved spectacle of 

mime’s dances1198. As a consequence, the population rose, gathered at the Hippodrome to ask for the 

removal of the Prefect, but the angered emperor sent his soldiers against the rioters. The lack of a 

responsive schema toward the claims of the population ultimately caused the fires, destructions, and 

the death of many citizens. Only in the end the emperor realized that it was not honourable to win 

over his own subjects and granted them their request1199.  

On another occasion, briefly reported by Marcellinus and more broadly by Malalas, the severe reaction 

of the emperor and his refusal to reply to the demands advanced by the audience (this time people 

asked during the chariot-race the release of some supporters of the Greens arrested for stone-

throwing) made the situation even worse. The emperor indeed ‘did not yield to them but grew angry’ 

and ordered his troop to attack the crowd causing ‘a great disorder (megálh Þtaxía)’. This choice 

caused the emperor to be pelted with stones and the fire of a part of the Hippodrome1200.  

Finally, Anastasius learnt the lesson and chose the right kind of attitude in front of one of the more 

threatening moments of his reign, the so-called ‘Trisagion uprising’ in 512. This was the result of an 

unsuccessful attempt of the emperor and the Monophysite patriarch Timothy to solve the religious 

problems by adding to the traditional acclamation ‘Holy God, Holy Might One, Holy Immortal One’ sang 

during the liturgy the ‘alien’ formula ‘He who was crucified for us’, in order to emphasise the human 

                                                             
1196 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 507.2; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 34. On Marcellinus’ dislike for Anastasius 
and his ‘pro Justinianic’ viewpoint, see CROKE 1995, p. XXI. 
1197 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 501, 1-3; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, pp. 32-33.  
1198 EXCERPTA DE INSIDIIS, ed. DE BOOR 1905, p. 143; JOHN OF ANTIOCHIA, Historia Chronica, fr. 309; ed. and tr. 
ROBERTO 2005, pp. 532-533; cf. tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 407. The fragment has been transmitted by the 
Excerpta de Insidiis under the name of John of Antioch but has been ascribed to Malalas. Here it is also specified 
that the riot occurred during the festival of the Brytae, and that as a consequence the emperor deprived the city 
of its most beautiful dancing spectacle. According to Cameron, the imperial decision was pushed also by the 
effort to channel the factional violence in the Hippodrome; CAMERON 1976, p. 227; p. 231. 
1199 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 491.2; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 30; EXCERPTA DE INSIDIIS, ed. DE BOOR 
1905, p. 143. The same also later in JOHN OF ANTIOCHIA, Historia Chronica, fr. 308; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, 
pp. 528-531. For a reconstruction of the event, see CROKE 1995, n. p. 107. 
1200 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 16, 4; ed. THURN 2000, 321-322; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. 221-222; cf. 
tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 409. The same is reported later by the CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 319, AD 
498; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 608; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 99. Marcellinus mentioned only that ‘a popular 
uprising broke out in the hippodrome’ and ‘the soldiers thwarted it’; MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 507.1; ed. 
and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 34. For the problem in dating those riots, in 498 (following the Chronicon Paschale) or, 
more probably, in 507, see WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, n. 316, p. 100. 
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and suffering nature of Christ (whence the name of its adherents as Theopaschites)1201. The Syrian 

Praetorian Prefect Marinus and the City Prefect Plato uttered this addition from the pulpit of a church 

in the palace, but the orthodoxes sang loudly the original version and were arrested. An angered mob 

proceeded against the two men, burning the house of Marinus and killing an eastern monk whom they 

found there1202. They gathered then in the forum of Constantine and ‘while Anastasius was passing in 

procession’ they acclaimed another man, called Areobindus1203. They even hurled on the ground 

imperial statues. Anastasius tried initially ‘to placate and satisfy them’ by sending two senators, but 

they were immediately pelted with ‘a storm of stones’1204. Finally, the crowd came into the 

Hippodrome and assembled in front of the Kathisma, ‘singing together the hymn of the Trinity in the 

catholic version, carrying a gospel book and a glittering cross of Christ’, and asking for the punishment 

of Marinus and Plato1205.  This time the emperor did not display his anger, neither bring out his soldiers, 

but rather, according to Marcellinus, he appeared after three days to the people and ‘with his usual 

lies and empty words (solitis periuriis simulatisque vocibus), promised that he would do everything and 

sent them back to their homes without any result’1206. More in detail, Malalas stated that the event 

that attracted the mob to the Hippodrome was not a spontaneous desire to address their request to 

the emperor, but the fact that the emperor ‘went up to the kathisma in the hippodrome, without a 

crown’. Through this gesture and ‘through his sacred pronouncement, (he) gained control of the 

populace of the city, exhorting them to stop murdering and attacking people at random’1207. The view 

of the emperor outside his traditional schema was so shocking for the population that ‘the whole crowd 

became quiet and begged him to put on his crown. As soon as they became quiet and stopped forming 

crowds, the emperor ordered that arrests be made (…)’1208.  

A similar version of the episode is also being found in Evagrius Scholasticus, according to whom the 

emperor was compelled (pròj Þnágkhj) ‘to come to the Hippodrome in a pitiful state (oêktizómenon), 

                                                             
1201 On the interpretation of the Trisagion as a point of dispute between Monophysites and Calcedonians and the 
addition of the clause, see TAFT 1991.  
1202 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 507.2; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 36; JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 16, 
19; ed. THURN 2000, 333; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 228; cf. tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 421. 
1203 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 512.3-4; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 36. Marcellinus was probably a witness 
of the event; CROKE 1995, n. p. 115. Malalas stated how the claim was expressed through the chant ‘A new 
emperor for the Roman state’. The crowd went off to the house of Areobindus to force him to take the throne, 
but Areobindus fled and hid in Perama; JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 16, 19; ed. THURN 2000, 333-334; tr. 
JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 228; cf. tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 421. 
1204 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 512.3-4; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 36. Celer and Patricius were, 
respectively, the magister officiorum and the magister militum of the city; the orthodoxes even set fire to the 
house of Pompeius, the emperor’s nephew (although he was Chalcedonian); CROCKE 1995, n. p. 116. 
1205 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 512.6; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 36. 
1206 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 512.7; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 36. 
1207 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 16, 19; ed. THURN 2000, 334; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 228; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, pp. 421-422. The passage is quoted in the same terms by the Chronicon Paschale; CHRONICON 
PASCHALE, Olymp. 321, AD 517; ed. DINDORF, p. 610; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 102; n. 321, p. 102. 
1208 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 16, 19; ed. THURN 2000, 334; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 228; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, pp. 421-422.   
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without his crown’. He stated that the emperor underlined also in his speech the meaning of his gesture 

as a way to demonstrate his will to renounce to the power: he proclaimed indeed through the heralds 

that, ‘with regard indeed to the imperial power (…) he would abdicate this most readily’. Immediately 

after, however, he added the necessity for the State to be ruled by a single man rather than many, and 

the populace was so shocked ‘on seeing this spectacle’, that it ‘turned about, as if from some divine 

intervention, and begged Anastasius to put the crown on, promising to remain quiet’1209. By showing 

himself in a humble, mortal, and fallible dimension, therefore, the emperor managed to move his 

audience and obtain its pardon: ‘May God be kindly disposed to him for the misdeeds committed by 

him in any way whatsoever’ declared also John the Lydian, with reference to the high taxation he 

imposed on the population, ‘for, in fact, he was human (\nqrwpoj ˜n)’1210.  

After Anastasius, Justin and Justinian also skilfully employed the penitential schema and the gesture of 

removing the crown. They publicly display in this way their sorrow and grief in the sight of the 

population during the many calamities and earthquakes experienced in those years by the empire. So 

Justin took off his diadem and his purple cloth after the disastrous earthquake in Antioch in 526, and 

mourned ‘in sack-cloth and ashes for many days’. He continued to refuse crown and chlamys also when 

he came to St Sophia for the Holy Thursday of the Easter Week (he accepted to wear only a plain purple 

mantle): here he further expressed his grief by weeping in the presence of the Senate, whose members 

were also wearing a plain purple mantle and wept in turn when they saw him (êdóntej a÷tón)1211. 

Justinian well recognized how in some cases out-of-norm acts could stress more than a majestic 

appearance the care of the emperor for the State and his humble condition as man among men: 

famous is the recount of Paul the Silentiary, who described Justinian who, ‘in his haste’ after the falling 

of St Sophia’s dome, rushed to the Church without waiting for his escort and without following the 

                                                             
1209 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 44.19-31, ed. BIDEZ 1898, p. 146; tr. WHITBY 2000, p. 
196. Malalas did not report the speech and recorded instead that the herald merely exhorted the people to stop 
the random-killing, and then the emperor punished hardly the guilty ones; WHITY and WHITBY 1989, n. 177 p. 
196. 
1210 JOHN THE LYDIAN, De Magistratibus, III, 47; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, pp. 234-236, p. 287.  
1211 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 17, 16; ed. THURN 2000, 349-350; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 241; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 436, where the Slavonic texts (included by Jeffreys in the note) integrates the 
translation with more details. The recount will be reported in similar words also by Michael the Syrian (in the 
twelfth century on the ground of John of Ephesus’ lost second book) and others; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, 
Chronicon, IX, 16; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 315; cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AD 6019, AD 526/7; 
ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 173; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 264. John of Nikiu, in the late seventh century, will 
add that Justin not only put off his crown and garments, weeping and lamenting, but he also went for a 
procession ‘walking on the ground with bare feet’; JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 90, 33-34; tr. CHARLES 1916, pp. 
136-137. 
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customary ordered procession1212.  He also refused then to wear the diadem ‘for 30 days’ after a violent 

earthquake shook Constantinople for ten days in 5571213.   

Anastasius, Justin and Justinian represented therefore three different emperors who used a similar 

gesture in the context of three different situations. On the one hand we find Anastasius, an emperor 

in constant search for a balance in dogmatic and political conflicts necessary to strenghten his authority 

against the political opponents hidden behind the religious controversies. His gesture represented an 

attempt to regain control of his action endangered by the radicalisation of the fronts without implying 

a deviation of his political and religious position1214. On the other hand, the meaning attached to the 

gesture by Justin and Justinian, performed mainly to show the emperor's haste or grief as a preventive 

action in a highly dangerous situation for imperial authority such as the aftermath of a catastrophe. 

However, they seem to share a similar awareness of the fact that this type of demonstrative humility 

could be a highly effective response to a conflictual and problematic situation because of its 

exceptional character and its link to the human nature of the imperial persona.  

Another efficacious gesture to express grief and humility and respect to God was the act of proceeding 

on foot, often bare-footed, during the processions. Malalas attributed such a gesture to Theodosius II: 

after a terrible earthquake in 447, he would have walked bare-footed (Þnupódhtoj) in a procession 

of prayer (ælitáneusen), together with the Senate, the people and the clergy for many days1215. The 

same gesture was attributed in the early sixth century by Theodore Lector (in a passage transmitted 

by Theophanes Confessor) to the emperor Marcian in the official liturgical commemoration of the 

event: he also is described as ‘used to go out on foot to the litanies in the Campus’ (in this case also 

‘performing many good works for the needy’). He even set an example followed in turn by the patriarch 

Anatolius1216. Already in ancient times processions were performed on foot by consuls and generals. 

Belisarius famously proceeded on foot from his house to the Hippodrome in the first stage of his 

                                                             
1212 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 256-264; ed. FOBELLI 2005, p. 50; tr. BELL 2009, pp. 202-203. 
For the disregard for the ceremonial hinted at by Paul as a way to strengthen the effect of the imperial public 
appearances, see also WHITBY 1987. Whitby in particular demonstrated how the members of the imperial escort 
described by Paul are based upon the actual imperial entourage. 
1213 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 18, 124; ed. THURN 2000, 419; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 296; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, p. 519. Later Theophanes Confessor will increase the day of mourning up to 40, and will add 
that the emperor also ‘stopped the customary luncheons in the hall of the Nineteen Couches’; THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6050, AD 557/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 232; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
339. 
1214 See MEIER 2009, esp. p. 251; p. 288. 
1215 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 14, 22; ed. THURN 2000, 285; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 199; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, p. 374. The gesture will be later understood by the Chronicon Paschale (where it is written that 
the litany was still celebrated to its days) as a way to express gratitude for ‘the forbearance of the beneficent 
God’ which did not allow anyone to be killed; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 307, AD 450; ed. DINDORF 1832, 
p. 589; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 79-80. For the problem of the date of this earthquake, see ibidem, n. 
262, p. 80. 
1216 The patriarch ‘as a result of seeing him (…) no longer performed the litany while being carried in a sedan-
chair, as was customary, but on foot’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AD 5949, AD 456/7; ed. DE 
BOOR 1883, p. 109; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 169. 
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triumph for the victorious campaign against the Vandal in 534, to celebrate the return of the ‘good old 

days of ancient lore’ in line with the ideological statements supported by Justinian1217. Now the feet 

were often bare and the humble attitude was deeply embedded with a religious undertone. The shift 

is well represented in the field of visual art by the controversial ivory of Trier, commonly dated to the 

sixth century. Here a perfectly ordained cortège of nine men holding incense, headed by an emperor 

on foot and welcomed on the threshold of a church by an empress, likely represented the translation 

of the arm of St Stephen in the palace under Theodosius II and Pulcheria1218. Far away from the kind of 

adventus carved, for example, on Galerius’ arch in Thessaloniki, the emperor shows his humility by 

proceeding on foot and by slightly bending his body toward the empress, who in turn raises her right 

hand toward the procession. The place of honour on the chariot, on the other hand, is left to the 

reliquary and its bearers (on the left), two religious men marked by bigger proportions and the 

traditional statue-like appearance1219. The way in which bishops in the sixth century presided the 

inauguration of a Church is well exhibited by the attitude of the patriarch Menas at the inauguration 

of St Irene at Sykai (he sat together with Apollinarios of Alexandria on the imperial carriage with the 

sacred relics on their knees), at the consecration of the Holy Apostles (he sat on a golden carriage and 

held on his knees the three caskets with the holy relics of the apostles Andrew, Luke, and Timothy), 

and at the first consecration of the Great Church (he sat on the imperial carriage with the relics of his 

knee while ‘the emperor joining in the procession with the people’). The same schema, holding the Holy 

Gospel instead of the relics and ‘accompanied by the emperor’ (likely once again on foot) was assumed 

by the patriarch Eutychios for the second consecration of St Sophia1220.  

                                                             
1217 McCORMICK 1986, p. 129; PROCOPIUS, De Bello Vandalico II, 9.1-3; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. II, pp. 278-
279; DEWING 1916, vol. II, n. 2 p. 278. Even if Procopius declared that the triumph was not celebrated ‘in the 
ancient manner’ (that is, with the victor reaching the Campidoglio on horse or standing on a chariot), it is likely 
that the organizers took inspiration from the consular procession, the ‘most prestigious ritual then available to 
the secular elite’; McCORMICK 1986, p. 128. On the reason for which Belisarius was granted with what Procopius 
considered a unique honour (the triumph was originally reserved to the most successful generals and then, after 
Augustus, only to the emperors) see McCORMICK 1986, p. 126. The largitio performed in the second stage of the 
ceremony was also a way to celebrate the general’s consulship ‘in the ancient manner‘ and ‘after a long interval 
of disuse’, with the traditional parade of Belisarius (sat on the curule chair), the booty, and the captives in the 
Hippodrome; PROCOPIUS, De Bello Vandalico, II, 9.16; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. II, pp. 282-283. 
1218 HOLUM and VIKAN 1979. On the likely dating of the piece to the sixth century, see ibidem, p. 115, n. 5. The 
only written description of the event is the later account reported in THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, 
AM 5920, AD 427/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 86-87; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 135-136.  
1219 They reminded the iconography of the eunuch of the queen Candace converted by St. Philip Deacon and that 
of the deceased proceeding in triumph after death, commonly found in the sarcophagi of the fourth century; 
WILPERT 1929-1936. For the way in which gestures and postures of the characters functioned here as a mean to 
focus the attention of the empress as ‘the prime instigator or patron of this relic translation’ and founder of the 
church, see HOLUM and VIKAN 1979, pp. 122-123. According to Kalavrezou, the image also visually underlined 
the connection between the extended arm of the empress receiving the relic and the right arm of the saint; 
KALAVREZOU 1997, n. 23, p. 58. 
1220 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6030, AD 537/8; AM 6042, AD 549/50; AM 6044, AD 551/2; 
AM 6055, AD 562/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 217; p. 227; p. 228; p. 238; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 316; p. 
331, p. 333; p. 350 (once again following Theodore Lector). 
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The emperor could also express his humility and his respect toward God without losing authority by 

bending his body in front of a saint or of a distinguished member of the clergy. So Justinian welcomed 

St Sabas by raising from the throne, bending his knee in front of him (prosekúnhsen) and kissing him 

on the head1221. The saint had been previously welcomed with a similar display of respect also by the 

emperor Anastasius: since he looked ‘like a beggar’, he was initially left outside the Consistory by the 

silentiarii. Then the emperor, who ‘was a lover of the monks, even though induced by some blackguards 

to make war on the correct faith’, managed to see his true worthiness. And when Sabas finally entered 

into the room ‘through the curtains’, Anastasius stood up from his throne and received him ‘with due 

honor (metà tÖj prepoúshj timÖj)’1222. In the following two meetings the saint was even allowed to 

‘enter the palace freely without being announced’ to speak with the emperor about the disciplinary 

and dogmatic issues which were troubling the Church at the time1223. The friendly attitude and the 

respect paid by the emperor to the saint represented an exceptional moment of ‘dramatic public 

confrontation’ in which a figure ‘outside the body politic’ deserved a special kind of dispensation from 

the rules of etiquette1224. Those were occasions in which the emperor proved to be occasionally able 

to ‘step away from the curtains’1225.  

Other was, on the other side, the familiarity accorded to medics: Marcellinus Comes described in detail 

how the physician Jacob, despite his being a ‘Greek by nationality and pagan in religion’, was allowed 

to enter the sacred chamber of Leo I. He could sit in the chair next to the imperial bed ‘without any 

signal from the emperor (sine ullo Augusto nutu consedit)’ and apply to him his healing hands. And 

even if the day after he was ‘undaunted (intrepidus)’ and ‘seated himself above the royal bedstead’, 

he was never arrogant. He acted in this way, explained Jacob himself to the emperor, ‘in accordance 

with the practices of the ancient founders of his discipline’1226. In this case, therefore, the emperor 

followed the tradition and accorded an intimate physical contact for a mere practical purpose, since 

the recovery could pass only through the touch of the healer. 

 

 

                                                             
1221 CYRIL OF SCYTHOPOLIS, Vita S. Sabae, 71; ed. SCHWARTZ 1939, 173.19-24; tr. BALDELLI e MORTARI 1990, p. 
296.  
1222 CYRIL OF SCYTHOPOLIS, Vita S. Sabae, 51; ed. SCHWARTZ 1939, p. 142; tr. PRICE 1991, pp. 151-152. 
1223 CYRIL OF SCYTHOPOLIS, Vita S. Sabae, 53; ed. SCHWARTZ 1939, p. 145; tr. PRICE 1991, pp. 154-155. The 
female members of the imperial court are also described as eager to receive the blessing (e÷logía) and the 
religious advice of those holy men. Sabas met and blessed Ariadne, wife of Anastasius, as well as the patricians 
Anicia Juliana and Anastasia. And St Euthymii was welcomed by the empress Eudocia, wife of Theodosius II exiled 
in Jerusalem, with a proskynesis and many display of respect, receiving, in turn, the customary blessing and the 
advice to return to the orthodox faith; CYRIL OF SCYTHOPOLIS, Vita Euthimii, 30; ed. SCHWARTZ 1939, p. 48; tr. 
PRICE 1991, p. 45. 
1224 HEATHER and MONCUR 2001, p. 35. See also PAZDERNIK 2009, pp. 76-79. 
1225 PAZDERNIK 2009, p. 66. 
1226 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 462; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, pp. 23-24. 
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2.2. JUSTIN II IN THE PRAISE OF CORIPPUS 

 

Corippus’ In laudem Iustini is a ‘narrative poem’ which contains a minute reportage of Justin II’s 

inauguration and coronation, earlier days as ruler, and inauguration as consul. Ceremonial details are 

here described both on the base of direct observation of the events as well as with a familiarity with 

the themes of imperial art and symbolism of the imperial ideology1227. The text represents, therefore, 

a unique source for the developments occurred in the use of and the feelings toward gestures and 

postures adopted in ceremonial occasions, and in the use of those elements to praise a ‘good’ emperor 

and his court. Not only the imperial speeches and the prayers uttered by the emperors and the 

participants but also their gestures and their postures expressed the ‘turning point’ occurred in those 

years in the imperial ideology for which the emperor still presented himself as the majestic heir of the 

Augustus but also and more as the sacred imago and servus Christi, pious and humble toward God1228.  

From the very beginning the author used a gesture to introduce the basic theme of the divine source 

of the imperial authority. He shifted the context but not the meaning of the old gesture of the Victory 

crowing the emperor with laurel – still present on the ciborium of the throne in the Consistory1229 – 

when he attributed it to the Virgin who appeared in a dream to the future emperor Justin to reveal 

him his imminent fate1230. She put on him the imperial robe (Augusto…amictu) and the crown ‘with her 

right hand’, uttering the words ‘this clothing becomes to you (te decet hic habitu)’ and calling him 

emperor ‘to be feared by all and to be loved by all (terribilis princeps et amabilis omnibus idem), 

beloved of great God, divine stock’’1231. The imperial habitu is therefore given to the emperor directly 

by God, the emperor had to be both frightful (terribilis) and merciful (amabilis), and Justin is the 

emperor whose nod (nutu) and stiff determination (rigidus vigor) made people and kingdoms 

tremble1232.  

                                                             
1227 For reading Corippus’ work favouring an approach ‘concerned with Realien rather than literary matters’ 
based upon a purely imaginative and rhetorical point of view, see CAMERON 1976a, pp. 11-13. 
1228 CAMERON (1979) 1981, passim. Corippus’ work represented a ‘more confident kind of Christian poetry, now 
able to tackle secular themes in a style which can draw upon both classical and Christian sources’; CAMERON 
1976a, pp. 10-12. 
1229 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini III, 201-204; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, pp. 66-67; p. 106. 
1230 The Virgin appears ‘with merciful expression (aspectu clemens)’, ‘happy in her chaste tread (gressu laeta 
pudico)’, with the hair veiled and ‘with kindly eyes (oculis benigna)’, all signs (signa) which revealed that she was 
‘the image of holy Piety’; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini I, 34-36; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 37; p. 88. The 
language here, recognizes Cameron, is taken from the classical imagery of Venus appearing to Aeneas, who also 
‘walks like a divinity’; CAMERON 1976a, p. 129.  
1231 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 37-42; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 37; p. 88. The author himself beseeched 
both the emperor as well as the Virgin to stretch their powerful hands toward him (dextram porrigere) so to give 
him protection; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini Prefatio, 37; I, 12-14; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 34; p. 37; p. 
85; p. 87. 
1232 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 262-263; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 44; p. 92. 
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Justin used the traditional majestic gesture of command at the funeral of Justinian when he ordered 

(imperat) the bier to be lifted ‘with his imperial nod (augusti nutu)’1233. When he wore the chlamys on 

his shoulder during his robing in the palace, he ‘outdid the sun’ as he ‘stretched out his right hand’ 

(principis exerta vincebat lumina dextra)1234. And he ordered (iussit) the people to advance ‘with his 

imperial nod (Augusto nutu)’ when he was fulfilling his consular role by giving pious donations1235. On 

the other hand, Justin also showed his piety (hic pietatem ostendit natura suam), that is, a ‘condition 

of the flesh (carnis condicio), which none can avoid, which is the same for all men’. This condition 

‘increased the just grief (dolorem) in his divine mind (divinis animis)’ caused by the death of his 

predecessor Justinian. He ‘rules and griefs’ (imperat et dolet), concluded Corippus, expressing in this 

way the simultaneous presence in his schema of the image of the victorious ruler and that of the 

humble man whose pietas led him to physically express his sorrow through the tears 1236. ‘I am ‘a small 

man (parvus homo), the created image of his great creator’’, declared Justin himself in his prayer1237. 

The emphasis on the mortal dimension in the imperial persona was once again far from being a real 

debasement: the physical limbs of Justin were indeed repeatedly defined as sacred in the description 

of his robing, when they were covered with the insignia of power1238. The dead body of Justinian was 

also still felt as characterized by a supernatural condition which allowed him to keep unaltered ‘the 

last marks of his life (suprema insignia vitae)1239 and to show ‘by clear signs (signis apertis) that he had 

conquered the world’. Those signs included a ‘pious countenance (effigie pia)’, the diadem and a purple 

robe, as well as a body that made him look as if he were sleeping1240.  

The emperor had to exhibit with words and postures his humility and his submission to God especially 

at the moment of his inauguration, when he had to ‘accept the royal insignia of government (imperii 

                                                             
1233 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, III, 37-38; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 61; p. 103. For others signs of this 
type in imperial ceremonial, see TREITINGER (1938) 1956, p. 54; n. 30, p. 54. 
1234 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 120; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 51; p. 96. For the image of the right 
hand’s fingers spread like the rays of the sun (toîj çautoû daktúloij ÞktinoeidÏj diastéllwn), see also 
the later reference in De Cer. I, 63; ed. and tr. MOFFATT 2012, p. 283. 
1235 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, IV, 225-226; tr. CAMERON 1976a, pp. 79-80; p. 114. 
1236 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 263-270; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 44; p. 92. 
1237 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 29; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 48; p. 95. 
1238 The attendants 'hasten to apply their hands to their duties (obsequis praebere manus)’ carrying the imperial 
robes, the girdles and the ‘diadem for the sacred head (capitis diadema sacris)’. The ‘royal’ and ‘pious’ imperial 
limbs were even able to ‘increase the light’ (lumen membris regalibus auxit); CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 87-
91; 100-101; 115; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 50; p. 96. For the ‘divine foot’ which ‘touched the threshold of 
the imperial palace’, see CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 197; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 42; p. 91. For the 
speech of Callinicus uttered ‘in the divine ears’ and the senators who kissed the emperor’s ‘divine feet’ see 
CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 156-159; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 41; p. 90. 
1239 Its colour did not change and shone ‘with his accustomed brightness (candore nitens)’; CORIPPUS, In laudem 
Iustini, I, 236-328; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 43; p. 91. For the light surrounding the emperor see also 
CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 149; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 41; p. 90. 
1240 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 238-243; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 43; p. 92. Finally, the corpse was 
‘changed by death into an angelic form (in angelicam figuram)’; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 364-365; ed. and 
tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 47; p. 94. 
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regalia signa)’ 1241. Both Justin and his wife Sophia uttered a prayer ‘very Christian in language and 

content’1242: Justin proclaimed himself as servus of Christ (tibi servio soli atque meum submitto 

caput)1243, while Sophia blessed the threshold of the temple of the Virgin and then, standing in front 

of the holy image, made her supplication ‘holding out her hands and with the face cast down1244. The 

gesture once again did not humiliate her but strengthened her authority by underlining her 

relationship with God. For his coronation, on the other hand, Justin combined Roman and Christian 

schemata: he was the last emperor crowned with torques and raised on the shield, but he was also the 

first one who fully included in the ceremony the reception of the diadem by the hand of the 

patriarch1245. When he appeared in his new status in the palace in front of a small audience of senators, 

then, he mounted on the throne and made ‘the holy sign of the Cross (crucis faciens signum)’ and 

began his ‘pious utterance (ore pio)’ ‘with his hand raised (erectaque manu)1246. Joining together the 

rhetorical and the Christian gesture, he signalled therefore both his ‘power and benediction’1247 while 

his posture underlined his imperial piety without losing entirely the original connotation of victory and 

command. Furthermore, this posture connected the imperial visual imagery with the contemporary 

iconography of God/Christ enthroned in heaven and gesturing toward the onlooker, like in the Diptych 

of Murano in the Museo Nazionale of Ravenna, or in the upper part of the Barberini ivory in Louvre 

(both produced in the sixth century)1248.  

The schema involving the sign of the cross was also used when Justin appeared on his golden throne 

in the Kathisma. In line with his senatorial point of view, Corippus seems to suggest here that this 

appearance was no longer constitutive of his power but it was rather performed as part of a ‘subsidiary’ 

ceremony in which the inauguration of the new ruler was already a ‘fait accompli’1249. The emperor 

                                                             
1241 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 4-7; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, pp. 47-48; p. 94. 
1242 CAMERON 1976a, p. 9. 
1243 ‘You alone I serve and to you alone I bend my head’, translated Cameron; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 31-
32; and tr. CAMERON 1976a, pp. 48; p. 95. For the importance of the prayer in the inauguration context and the 
changing of its position to the moment before the robing and the inauguration (unlike the time in which Leo I 
was crowned at the Hebdomon), see CAMERON 1976a, p. 150. 
1244 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 49-51; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 49; p. 95. The same posture is chosen 
by Justin and Sophia in the reverse side of the so-called ‘Cross of Justin’ in Vatican: here the rulers are depicted 
in two roundels on the left and right arms of the cross, at the side of Christ (above) and the Virgin (under), with 
the hands open in prayer. 
1245 CAMERON 1976a, p. 150. The view of this dichotomy as the sign of the process of demilitarization and parallel 
increase of ecclesiastical items over secular ones, a view maintained especially by Treitinger, should not be 
overstated. However, a definite development did actually occurr in the sixth century, and this account ‘is 
particularly noteworthy in that it both shows the first public patriarchal crowning of a new emperor and 
interprets the shield-raising, part of the ‘military’ section of the ceremony, in fully religious terms’’; CAMERON 
1976a, p. 159. 
1246 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 175-178; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 53; p. 97. 
1247 CAMERON 1976a, pp. 167-168, with bibliography.  
1248 For such a connection, see GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 24ff. In coins too we assist to the innovation for which 
Justin and Sophia appear wearing their imperial insignia and seated frontally on two thrones; CAMERON 1976a, 
p. 168. 
1249 CAMERON 1976a, p. 5; p. 171. 
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wanted ‘to see the people and to admonish (moneret) the masses1250, while the crowd, in turn, wanted 

to see the emperor: when he appeared ‘people lifted their eyes intently to the royal throne (as if they 

were praying toward a sacral person) for the happy masses longed with all their hearts to see their 

blessed emperor’1251. The emperor then ‘came out amid his own light (cum luce sua), and touched his 

serene brow, making the sign of the Holy Tree (frontemque serenam armavit sancti facies signacula 

ligni)’1252, this time a gesture exclusively religious and pointed toward himself, and saluted the crowd 

(utque salutato … vulgo)1253. The meaning of this appearance is explained by Corippus in the last lines 

of the chapter: with this schema, and with the following acts of remission of debts and release of 

prisoners, Justin expressed in front of everybody his piety and his being the imago Christi: 

 

The pious one (…) nodded (adnuit) assent to their grief-striken prayers, and like a god (more dei) ordered 

that they should all be released from their charges – for he is a god who with one word seeks to make the 

evil just and to rescue them from the midst of death (…). Whoever does this is a god. God is in the hearts of 

our rulers (deus est in corde regentum): whatever orders God gives, these are the ruling principle for our 

rulers. Christ gave earthly lords power over all: He is omnipotent, and the earthly king is the image of the 

Omnipotent (Ille est omnipotens, hic omnipotentis imago)’1254. 

 

In the while, Justin further expressed the rectitude of his soul and his self-control by assuming, while 

standing, the form of the initial word of his name (Sanctum sic iota resurgens)1255, that is the Iota in 

Iustinus. In the same way, he had stood on the shield ‘upright like his own letter, which is never swayed 

from its firm meaning’ (stetit, ut sua rectus littera, quae signo stabili non flectitur umquam)1256.  

Finally, Justin received the greeting of the crowd, and ‘with modest expression (vultuque modesto) he 

smiled (risit) (…) preserving his solemnity (censuram servans) and giving joy to people’1257. The smiling 

of the emperor was something ‘more than a natural reaction’: it expressed the virtue of the imperial 

calm1258. The imperial firmness had a perfect counterpoint in the movement and the dynamism of the 

crowd who expressed its will and its judgments in a physical manner. Those present joined together 

                                                             
1250 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 279-280; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 56; p. 99. 
1251 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 296-298; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 56; p. 100. The meaning of prayer 
entailed into the act of raising the eyes, already present as we have seen since Constantine, it is clearly stated by 
Corippus immediately after: the suppliants who came in front of Justin to ask for the remission of their debts also 
put their face on the ground, while ‘with eyes raised pray for the life of the emperor’; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, 
II, 398; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 59; p. 101. 
1252 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 299-300; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 56; p. 100. 
1253 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 301; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 56; p. 100. 
1254 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 420-428; CAMERON 1976a, p. 60; p. 102. 
1255 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 353; CAMERON 1976a, p. 47; p. 94.  
1256 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 139-140; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 51; p. 97. For other similar 
explanations of the letter I in symbolic terms, see ib. I, 353; n. p. 148. 
1257 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 304-306; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 56; p. 100. 
1258 CAMERON 1976a, p. 173. Cameron pointed out other examples, like when Justin smiled (and controlled 
therefore his anger) in front of the arrogant Avars in the third Book, and when Justinian smiled gently at 
Constantinople (in Paul the Silentiary’s Descriptio S. Sophiae). 
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their individual bodies to create a unique organism who moved through a sole and harmonious 

movement, seemingly spontaneous but ultimately strongly controlled1259. They applauded and then 

threw up their right hand ‘in time’ and repeatedly, so that they glittered ‘all over the circus as dense 

waves’, lowering and raising their hands and arms and ‘moving forward and backward together’1260.  

Whether those physical movements performed by the crowd in this occasion were actually so 

controlled or not, this description confirms the use of gestures and voice (acclamations or chants) as 

the instruments through which the audience, inside or outside the court, could participate in the 

events and express satisfaction or disagreement toward the choices of the political authority. John the 

Lydian recounted for example that in ancient times the crowd could assert their right in front of the 

impunity of a Roman magistrate accused of bribery by jeering (Þpéskwpen) ‘not only with words but 

also with gestures (o÷ ×Ômasin Þllà kaì scÔmasin) aiming at the arousal of laughter (æpì tò 

geloiÏdej 1cousi)’. They ‘used to do this in honor of liberty’, but the magistrates in the end conferred 

to those gestures also a legal efficacy, since they ‘used to give in (ænedídosan) yielding to custom, as 

if to law (Ìsaneì nóm_ tØ sunhqeí= paracwroûntej)’1261. Agathias provided a lively and detailed 

description of the physical involvement of the audience during the public trial staged around the 

middle of the sixth century against the murderers of the Lazic king1262. The meticulously staged 

spectacle of ‘the full majesty of the law and the lofty tones of the forensic eloquence’ stroke ‘awe and 

wonder’ in the natives1263, who in turn compensated the inability to understand the words uttered with 

their bodies and their voice. They enthusiastically showed their support ‘by echoing their intonation 

and imitating their gestures (sumperiÔgonto taîj metabolaîj tÏn schmátwn)’, and changed their 

mood ‘accordingly as they thought they detected a change of tone in the voices of the accusers’. They 

could maintain a silent indignation, shout an outcry, or murmur, while the accusers could dissolve a 

misunderstanding ‘by beckoning to them to hold silence (taîj cersì katapaúontej (…) kaì toínun 

sigÖj gegenhménhj)1264.  

                                                             
1259 Cameron recognized in this description ‘an early stage in the process by which the factions came to take the 
lead in state ceremonial’ and organized the acclamations, and emphasises the peculiar silence of this occasion in 
a period when factional rioting was common. He also reminded some visual parallels for the gestures described 
(the reliefs on Porphyrius bases, the Kugelspiel in Berlin, and later the Kiev frescoes); CAMERON 1976a, pp. 173-
174. 
1260 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 312-320; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 57; p. 100. 
1261 JOHN THE LYDIAN, De mensibus II, 22-23; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, p. 134.6-9; p. 173. 
1262 For the possibility to look at this account, heavily built on classical models, as an ‘instructive example’ of ‘a 
contemporary view of what an ideal trial should be like’ in the sixth century, whatever its historical veracity, see 
KENNEDY 1983, pp. 13-19. 
1263 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, IV, 1.7-8; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 124; tr. FRENDO 1975, pp. 101-102. 
Such ‘ostentatious display of the majesty of Roman justice’, explained Agathias, was an instrument ‘to accustom 
them better to Roman rule but also to dispel any resentment or feeling of grievance that the Colchians (that is, 
the Lazi people) might still harbour in the event’; AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, IV, 1.4; ed. KEYDELL 1967, 
p. 123; tr. FRENDO 1975, p. 101. 
1264 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, IV, 7.1-2; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 130; tr. FRENDO 1975, p. 107. 
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Corippus reports several ways through which the subjects at court could confirm the role of the 

emperor as representative of God: they could address him as a sacred figure, by uttering unilateral 

prayers1265, with the arms outstretched and the eyes raised, by approaching him with covered hands, 

by burning lights and incense (all acts ascribed to relics, icons, and sacred persons)1266, or by performing 

the usual adoratio / proskynesis. This latter continued to be performed by the barbarians, like when 

the Avar ambassadors fully prostrated themselves in front of the theophanic vision of Justin who was 

suddenly revealed behind the curtains1267. Even if it seems that Corippus reduced the barbarians to the 

role of awe-ridden and overwhelmed supplicants who did not share as participants in the diplomatic 

ceremony’1268, they actively performed a highly physically demanding action. The senators also 

continued to perform this gesture to show their agreement to the choice of Justin as emperor: they 

made it before his coronation1269 and then after his first speech as a visual sign of praise for his 

words1270. Other members of the court could plead in this way for the emperor’s justice: Agathias 

reconted the story of the rhetorician Zeno, ‘a close acquaintance of the Emperor’, who had to ‘publicly 

prostrated himself (prokalindeîsqai Þnafandòn) at the feet of the Emperor’ to complain against 

his wicked neighbour1271. In any case, Corippus confirmed that those who performed the adoratio 

usually kneeled and kissed the emperor’s foot to signify their approval (consensuque sui manifestans) 

without talking (tacite)1272.  

The emperor displayed his power and his piety one last time at the end of the poem when he 

celebrated his inauguration as consul. During a carefully arranged ceremony he stretched his generous 

                                                             
1265  ‘While we praise them (the rulers) we earn praise from our praises’ declared Corippus, ‘and enjoy greater 
good. For divine stock needs no human praise, but it weights the prayers of its servants and honours those who 
are bound to it by piety’; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 173-178; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 77; p. 113. 
1266 For the growing importance of the icons from the fifth and sixth century and the use of candles and curtains 
in their worship, see KITZINGER 1954; HALDON 1990, pp. 423-424. For the covered hand as a sign of respect 
toward Christ, see for example the panel on the nave of Sant’Apollinare Nuovo in Ravenna depicting the 
Apparition of Christ at Emmaus (beginning of the sixth century) and the apsidal mosaics of San Vitale in Ravenna 
(546-547) and of SS. Cosmas and Damian in Rom (526-530). 
1267 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini III, 254-262; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 68; p. 107. The function of the 
curtain is later explained as a way to ‘marvel the more (ut plus morentur, obumbrant). That which is common is 
worthless: what is hidden stands out in honour (quidquid latet, extat, honorat). And the more a thing is hidden 
(quodque magis tegitur), the more valuable it is considered (pretii maioris habetur)’; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini 
IV, 85-87; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 75; p. 112. On the iconographical representations and the 
archaeological evidence of curtains and their ‘revelatory functions’, see PARANI 2003, pp. 179-181. 
1268 POHL 2013, p. 69. 
1269 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 156-159; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 41; p. 90. 
1270 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, II, 276-277; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 56; p. 99.  For the negative approach 
to such a gesture performed by senators in Procopius, see after. 
1271 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, V, 6.7; V, 7.4; ed. KEYDELL 1967, pp. 170-172; tr. FRENDO 1975, pp. 
141-143. 
1272 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 156-160; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 41; p. 90. The gesture is present also 
in sixth-century works of art like the portrait of Anicia Giuliana (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek Codice Med. 
Gr. 1, s. 6v) or the ‘Communion of the bread and wine’ scene in the Codex Purpureus Rossanensis, where the 
apostles proceed toward Christ with movements carefully articulated in specific intervals following the rules of 
the eurithmia. 
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right hand to bestow largess to the senators, officials, and orators, while the recipients of his favour 

showed, in turn, their good will by making ‘the folds of their garments ready for the gifts’ and stretching 

out their palms to receive them1273.  

The imperial hand continued thus to be felt as powerful in giving orders and gifts and in transmitting 

authority. No wonder that Procopius chose to criticize Justin I not only for being ignorant and easy 

minded (a detail reported also by John the Lydian1274), but also because his hand was not able to sign 

documents: when the functionaries needed a ‘formal ratification by the imperial hand (marturían 

tÖj basiléwj ceiròj)’, indeed, they ‘put into the hands’ of the illiterate emperor a piece of wood 

carved with the word ‘LEGI’ (‘I have read’), and then, ‘holding the emperor’s hand, traced the pattern 

of the four letters with the pen’1275. Corippus underlined the importance not only of the hand but also 

of the whole body of Justin II, dressed with the crown and the consular costume (the trabea)1276: during 

the following procession he preserved his gravitas1277, his aspect (aspectu) that ‘surpassed gem and 

gold’, ‘his face and his shoulders showing power (ore umerisque potens), while ‘his appearance 

(incessu) and his eyes flashed (oculisque refulsit)’1278, so that he impressed all those present1279. When 

he arrived at St Sophia, he assumed then once again the humble and sacred schema: he ‘offered 

candles and prayed humbly in his heart with a gentle voice’ to demonstrate that he had been blessed 

‘by the right hand of God, more exalted and more justified (plus exaltus, plus iustificatus) for the very 

reason that he stood before God and confessed his own humility and the true faith which he preserves 

in piety (…). The Emperor Justin rules in peace with his protector (Christ), Him alone does he worship 

(adorat), certain in his hope’1280. 

 

In the context of the formalism and the religious connotations which increasingly marked the life of 

the secular society in the sixth century, the emperor showed his ability to play with both the Roman 

and the Christian schemata. The pagan background and the secular Roman tradition continued to 

                                                             
1273 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 67-73; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 75; p. 111. The expression manibus 
favere, stated Cameron, often referred to the act of weaving and clapping the hands; CAMERON 1976a, p. 196. 
The senators even performed another proskynesis; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 145-146; ed. and tr. 
CAMERON 1976a, p. 77; p. 113. 
1274 Justin was ‘a man detached from public affairs (Þprágmwn), with ‘no knowledge (mhdèn ßplÏj) except 
experience in weaponry’; JOHN THE LYDIAN, De Magistratibus, III, 51; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, p. 240, p. 290. 
Michael the Syrian (on the ground of John of Ephesus’ lost second book) described him as ‘an old man, handsome 
but simple, and illiterate’, with ‘no knowledge of the Christian faith’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, IX, 12; tr. 
MOOSA 2014, p. 308. On the opposite, Justin II will be ‘wise and intelligent man, and well read in books’; MICHAEL 
THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 6; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 387. 
1275 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VI, 14-16; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 72; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 30. 
1276 For the imperial consular costume see CAMERON 1976a, p. 199. Corippus ‘does not mention the consular 
insignia – the mappa and the sceptre – which are constantly shown on the diptychs and coins’; ibidem. 
1277 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 125-127; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 77; p. 112.  
1278 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 243-246; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 80; p. 115. 
1279 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 250; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 80; p. 115. 
1280 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 317-325; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 82; p. 116. 
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shape his mind and his way to express the power; be he also exploited the potentialities inherent in 

the religious and sacred features of the new religion to create an increasingly powerful and complex 

public image. Furthermore, the imperial court described by Corippus was far from being an immobile 

or frozen picture. It was a dynamic environment in which physical movements and outward 

appearances could be chosen and even manipulated in order to transmit ideological statements. The 

emperor remained always a ‘living eikon’, a physical and therefore mortal representation of Christ on 

earth. He acted not only as an immobile ‘idea’ from which emanated the court: he was an active player 

who expressed his special role and his relationship with God with the whole body, and used his hand 

to show his power, his piety, his largesse. He even bestowed the charge to newly appointed ministers 

with physical gestures1281.  

Finally, members of the court could also occasionally be seen as active players of their schemata. They 

could provide, it is true, an image of order merely pleasant to see: when the palace’s guards set 

themselves for the embassy of the Avars, for example, they are described as fulfilling the role of 

decoration of the palace1282. Starting at least from the emperor Zeno, reported indeed also Agathias, 

the scholarii were no longer selected for their military value but they fulfilled a ‘purely decorative 

functions as enhancing the pomp of royal progress’1283. The sword-bearer Narses was also compared 

to a wonderful statue which ‘adorned the imperial throne’ holding the insignia. His strong body was, 

indeed, ‘like precious agate or the Parian stone shining out in the midst of yellow gold as the hand of 

the artist shapes it: he was bright with light, as calm in mind, as handsome with his gentle expression, 

as he protected the back of the emperor and shone in his bright armour’1284. Tiberius, the future 

emperor Tiberius Constantine II who at the time was still the count of the excubitores1285, on his part, 

‘carried out all his responsibilities (curasque omnes inplebat), fulfilling his duty (et inplens officium) 

with nod and gesture (nutu monituque frequenter)’1286. And the patrician Callinicus restored the 

silence among the ‘great sound of weeping’ of the senators with a highly visual and iconic gesture, ‘by 

putting one finger to his lips (ora premens digito) and signing for silence with his right hand (dextraque 

silentia fecit)’1287. This was probably the gesture that characterized the silentiarii, members of ‘a 

                                                             
1281 For example, during the appointment of a silentiary, ‘the ostiarios hands the golden staff to the ruler’ and 
then the emperor, in turn, ‘hands it to the one being made a silentiary’; PETER THE PATRICIAN, in De Cer. I, 86 
(95); ed. and tr. MOFFATT and TALL 2012, p. 389. 
1282 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini III, 157-164; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 65; p. 105. They were arranged ‘in 
fixed order’ and were distinguished by ‘different uniforms, clothing, dress and appearance (ornatu vario cultuque 
habituque modoque); ibidem. 
1283 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, V, 15.2; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 182; tr. FRENDO 1970, p. 150. 
1284 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 366-373; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 84; p. 117. 
1285 CAMERON 1976a, p. 138. He will be adopted and crowned Caesar by Justin only after, in 574. 
1286 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini IV, 374-377; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 84; p. 117. The guards who attended 
the reception of the Avar also ‘stood in front of the high entrance’ and ‘kept out the unworthy who wanted to 
enter (…) frightening in their disdain and their gestures (fastu nutuque tremendi); CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, 
III, 207-209; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 67; p. 106. 
1287 CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini, I, 122-123; ed. and tr. CAMERON 1976a, p. 40; p. 89. 
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national army corps’ which had among other duties the responsibility to secure the silence (and thus, 

it follows, the order) at the imperial palace1288.  

 

2.3. SLAPS AND GESTURES IN POLITICAL STRUGGLES AND EMBASSIES  

 

Things did not always go smoothly as depicted by panegyrical sources: fifth-sixth centuries sources 

recorded also an increase in the use of violent and shocking gestures during public struggles. In the 

fifth century, Zosimus vividly described a dispute at the court of Theodosius in 391 between the 

officials Rufinus and Promotus. Rufinus was so arrogant, recounted Zosimus, ‘that at a public meeting 

he hurled an insult (qrasúterón ti ×Öma) at Promotus. This was too much for the latter, who struck 

him in the face with his hand (tÐ prosÍp_ tÕn ceîra kaì 1plhxen), whereupon Rufinus went and 

showed his face to the emperor (tÐ basileî tò pròswpon deíxaj)’. Rufinus managed in this way to 

bring the gesture to his advantage, since Theodosius became angry against Promotus and was 

convinced by Rufinus to banish him to Thrace – where he was killed in a military ambush1289. Public 

slaps or violent actions affected also those who saw them. A particularly lively account of Evagrius 

Scholasticus described the improper behaviour displayed by Anastasius, the steward (oêkonomÏn) of 

the church of Antioch, and Thomas, the Syrian apocrisarius charged to collect the annual salary for his 

monastery: since Thomas, not the most well-educated man, ‘was constantly pestering (sucnÏj 

ÒnÍclei)’ Anastasius, this latter lost patience and ‘struck him over the head with his hand (tØ ceirì 

katà kórrhj ×apízei)’. The public gesture greatly vexed those present, who immediately showed 

their anger1290. However, a slap could be also an instrument of the providential action of God, as in 

Procopius’ recounts of the fraudulent Priscus. This latter forged documents to falsely accuse some 

good men in Emesa, but at one point ‘some succor happened to arrive from God’: in front of Priscus’ 

refusal of presenting a dossier of his accusations, Longinus, an ‘energetic’ man appointed to arbitrate 

the matter, struck Priscus ‘with all his strength’. Unable to withstand ‘a blow by such a strong man’, 

Priscus ‘fell on his back’, and ‘trembling and full of fear’ confessed his fraud1291. The patrician Marcian, 

                                                             
1288 BELL 2009, p. 14.  For example, Agathias recorded that Paul the Silentiary ‘was the foremost of those officials 
known as ´Silentiarii´ or ushers, who are entrusted with maintaining silence around the emperor´s person (8j dÕ 

paprÏta telÏn æn toîj Þmfì tòn basiléa sigÖj æpistátaij); AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, V, 
9.7; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 144; tr. FRENDO 1970, p. 175. For the rule in maintaining the silence also at the court 
of the Turk, see MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae, fr. 10.3 (Exc. de Leg. Rom. 8); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 
2006, pp. 122-123. Also quoted by CANEPA 2009, p. 33. 
1289 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova IV, 51.1-2; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 320; tr. RIDLEY 1982, pp. 94-95. Zosimus 
is the only source for such a detail, and could reflect therefore the use of violent gestures at his times. 
1290 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 35; ed. BIDEZ 1898, pp. 184-185; tr. WHITBY 2000, pp. 
240. After the blow Thomas predicted their future death, declaring ‘that neither would receive nor Anastasius 
give again’; ibidem. 
1291 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XXVIII, 14-15; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 332; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 125. For the 
role of the divine Providence in human affairs and the mix between the notions of tyche and God in Procopius, 
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a general and relative of Justin II, suffered an insulting treatment by the hand of the violent Acacius 

Archelaus, who was sent by the emperor to deprive the brave general ‘for no reason’ of his command 

while he was besieging Nisibis. He insulted Marcian ‘in the presence of all his soldiers’, when ‘in hot 

wrath laid hands upon him and pulled him about, and threw him down, and cut his girdle, scoffing at 

him, and even, as was said, he struck him on the cheek. And the whole army was indignant, and their 

hands weakened, and execrating the wickedness which had been done before their eyes, they lowered 

their standard, and turned it upside down’1292. 

Gestures and attitudes increased their role mostly in the mechanism of embassy. Diplomatic exchanges 

were especially a privileged locus in which different communicative system (written, oral, but also 

gestural) meet1293 and where everything could work only if the parts knew the ‘rules’ as a ‘ritual 

community’1294. Here people from different cultures and with different ideals of behaviour had to meet 

and establish a dialogue to achieve a political agreement. Ideally, declared Procopius through the 

words addressed by Totila to Pope Pelagius during the siege of Rome, ‘the distinction between honour 

(timÕn) and insult (0brin) to a man clothed with the office of ambassador is not made by a smiling 

countenance (o÷ pr=óthti prosÍpwn) or bombastic utterances on the part of those who receive 

him, but either by simply speaking the truth (…)1295. The actual situation was nevertheless different, 

and the success or the failure depended often on the rhetorical ability and the craftiness of the parties 

involved. ‘Better to be caught in a lie than to leave without achieving anything’, admitted already in 

the mid-fifth century Viglas, the Roman interpreter sent to Attila’s camp described by Priscus of Panion, 

when he was forced to rely on a string of machinations to be received by the ruler1296. Roman 

ambassadors were supposed to be good at facing the adversities of their mission and achieve the 

hoped results. ‘Barbarians’, in turn, seem to have not been equally skilful: several texts described how 

the ‘educated’ and ‘civilized’ Romans had to handle those arrogant, uneducated, and savage 

                                                             
see PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, IV, 44-45; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 56; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 22; n. 65, p. 22; 
CRESCI MARRONE and BARTOLINI 2005, p. XVII. 
1292 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, VI, 2; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 368-369; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 211. Michael the Syrian, who took John of Ephesus as a source, mentioned in similar terms the event, 
but concluded that the soldiers fled not because they were indignant, but because they believed to Acacius: 
when they saw the scene indeed ‘they thought that the commander of the army had been relieved and the 
emperor had died’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, ch. 8; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 390. 
1293 CAVALLO 2005. 
1294 This was the case of the fifth-sixth century relationship between the Byzantine and the Sasanian empires 
(whose ambassadors were trained in performing and reading exactly the gestures performed) but there were 
also unilateral rituals which did not create a connection between the parts; POHL 2013; CANEPA 2009. 
1295 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Gotico, III (VII), 16.10-11; ed. and tr. DEWING 1962, vol. IV, p. 282-285. In this way, the 
ambassador gains honour, but is greatly insulted in the case in which he hears ‘only deceitful and insincere 
phrases’; PROCOPIUS, De Bello Gotico, III (VII), 16.11; ed. and tr. DEWING 1962, vol. IV, pp. 282-285. 
1296 PRISCUS OF PANION, Historia, fr. 11.2 (Exc. de Leg. Rom. 3); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 252-253. On 
Priscus of Panion, rhetorician and ambassador under Theodosius II and Marcian, and his work, transmitted in 
fragments, see BLOCKLEY 1981, pp. 48-70. 
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people1297. In the sixth century, apart from some few tempered judgments1298, barbarian rulers, 

generals, and ambassadors continued to be felt as naïve and even deceiving people unable to speak 

properly or to behave with the proper decorum in public meetings. Beyond the rhetorical nature of 

those descriptions, it seems that there was a real clash here between the different kinds of behaviour 

considered acceptable from both the parties. 

Barbarian speakers seem to have been keen to use simple ‘emblem gestures’ mimicking the words 

uttered and visually expressing the ideas they wanted to convey. When the Persian general 

Nachoragan met the magister militum Martin, reported Agathias, he ‘showed the ring he was wearing 

(tòn daktúlion æpedeíknuen 8n æpeféreto)’ to express his self-confidence for a future victory: ‘for 

I hold victory in the palm of my hand’ declared the general, and ‘I wear her no less securely than I wear 

this’. The gesture is blamed as boastful and arrogant by Martin, for whom the victory is conferred only 

to those ‘to whom the Architect of the universe nods his approval’1299. Menander Protector described 

the gesture performed by the Turk leader Turxanthus in front of the Roman envoy. He ‘placed his ten 

fingers in his mouth’ to emphasize the treacherous nature of the Romans who ‘use ten tongues and lie 

with all of them’. ‘As now there are ten fingers in my mouth, so you Romans have used many tongues’ 

explained the Turk, blaming the ability of Romans to deceive with their rhetorical skills1300.  

Barbarians were then described as deceiving people who made political encounter fail because of their 

lack of honesty. Menander Protector described in detail the theatrical mise-en-scène staged by 

Andigan, the envoy of the Persian king. After being verbally defeated in a previous encounter by the 

Roman ambassador Zacharias over the terms of the peace, Andigan relied on a trick to make Zacharias 

believe that a Persian army was near and that he was the only one who was restraining it: a courier 

                                                             
1297 For the development of the topoi related to the barbarians, from the more positive Erodotean ethnographic 
model to the ‘animoso divario’ of the following centuries, when the ‘barbarian’ came to be seen as disruptive of 
the ecumenical order, see SPADARO 2000. An exception to this negative stance seems to have been Attila in the 
description of Priscus of Panion, where such characteristics reflected the ruler’s might and did not prevent him 
to act graciously with those under his protection. Priscus, in particular, was amazed by Attila haughty gait 
(superbus incessu), by his eyes which were casted hither and thither (huc atque circumferens oculos) ‘so that the 
power of his pride was reflected in the movements of his body (ut elati potentia ipso quoque motu corporis 
appareret)’; PRISCUS OF PANION, Historia, fr. 11.3 (JORDANES, Get. 34); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 280-281. 
1298 Choricius of Gaza, for example, declared that ‘there is a skill of speech (técnh toû légein) even among 
barbarians’. He found that ‘education is not the effect of place, but the successful outcome of nature and 
exercise’; CHORICIUS OF GAZA, Declamationes, 1 (X) 1; ed. FOERSTER-RICHTSTEIG p. 131; tr. by D. A. RUSSELL in 
PENELLA 2009, p. 61. Beyond the nature of the text produced as a rhetorical exercise, it seems that this sentence 
reflected the inner belief of the author. 
1299 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, III, 19.4; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 109; tr. FRENDO 1975, p. 89. This gesture 
had a different meaning from the similar one usually employed later by the emperor to seal an order: for 
example, when Maurice sent his envoy Theodosius to Chosroes to ask for help against Phocas, he ‘showed him 
his ring (tòn daktúlion)’ and ‘committed him not to effect his return on any account unless perchance he should 
again behold the ring’; THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 9.12; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 301; tr. WHITBY 
and WHITBY 1986, p. 224. 
1300 MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae, fr. 19.1 (Exc. de Leg. Rom. 14); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 2006, pp. 
174-175.  
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‘put in an appearance, pretending that he had been sent by Tankhosdro’, and gave to Andigan a falsified 

letter in which the Persian general supposedly declared that his army was out of control and eager to 

attack the Roman territory. ‘The letter lied’ explained Menander, ‘but the lie was given substance by 

the large amount of dust which was in the messenger’s hair and which he had covered himself with as 

if he had just arrived from his journey. While Andigan was speaking with him he indicated by his 

expression and other gestures (tÐ 2qei øpekríneto kaì tØ \ll+ kinÔsei toû sÍmatoj 

øpefaíneto) that he did not want war’. He declared the same to Zacharias, but this latter ‘realised 

that the guile and boasting in his words were a blind for his lies’, and that everything was ‘nothing other 

than a fabrication, a charade and a swindle (dókhsij kaì Þposkiásmata kaì fenakismoí)1301. The 

trick ruined therefore the negotiations, which, up until then, had been made according to the rule of 

proper behaviour.  

The barbarian could even employ the gestures of the oath of the interlocutor’s religion in order to trick 

the other part. Menander Protector reported the story of the treacherous Khagan of the Avar Baian, 

who secretly wished to break the treaty of peace with the Romans and to take Sirmium by surprise. 

He began to build a bridge pretending that it was meant to attack the Slavs. Even if he was not believed, 

he was asked to swear that his intentions were not to attack the Romans, by drawing his sword in the 

manner of the barbarians. Baian displayed his arrogance by asking to make a further oath in the Roman 

manner, in order ‘to provide a sure and binding guarantee that if one who swore by it broke his oath, 

he would not escape the wrath of God’. At this point ‘the archbishop of Singidunum, through those who 

were acting as intermediaries, immediately proffered him the holy books’ and Baian ‘most 

treacherously concealing his intent (æpikruyámenoj tòn noûn), stood up from his throne, pretended 

to receive the books with great fear and reverence, threw himself on the ground and most fervently 

swore by the God who had spoken the words on the holy parchment that nothing of what he had said 

was a lie1302. Since the barbarian is a deceiver, he did not take into account the sanctity of the oath and 

could always unfollow his words. Procopius reported the story of the senator Areobindus, sent as 

ambassador to Gontharis, who tried to ensure his safety by making swear a priest on the rite of 

baptism, and then Gontharis himself in front of the Gospels. This was in vain since the barbarian ruler 

was ultimately not true to his outward cheerful appearance and the night after he had Aerobindus 

murdered1303. Beyond the imagery of the treacherous barbarian, it seems possible to suppose from 

those stories an actual employment of ritual gestures of other cultures and religions to strengthen an 

                                                             
1301 MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae, fr. 26.1 (Exc. de Leg. Rom. 19); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 2006, pp. 
232-235. 
1302 MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae, fr. 25.1 (Exc. de Leg. Gent. 30); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 2006, pp. 
222-223.  
1303 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Vandalico, IV, 26.27-29; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. II, pp. 434-435. 
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oath and to render it acceptable by both the parties1304. The same could also be made indeed on the 

Roman part: the Turk leader Turxanthus asked the Roman ambassador Valentinus to ‘follow the 

custom which prevails amongst us for the dead and slash your faces with daggers’ to honour his 

father’s death, and Valentinus and his companions immediately ‘slashed their own cheeks with their 

own daggers’1305.  

Mostly, barbarians continued to be described as characterized by an arrogant and violent attitude 

which clashed with the apparently more controlled and educated one of the ‘Roman man’. The 

description of a barbarian using harsh attitudes and violent gestures and the shock felt by the audience 

in front of them was not new: already at the end of the fourth century, harsh consequences had the 

violent gesture performed in front of Valentinian II by the Frank Arbogast. He had long been regarded 

with suspicion by the emperor because of his parresia and his warlike attitude (he was a man with a 

rude character (trópon calepòj) and very prone to murder (miaifonÍtatoj)’)1306. Zosimus added 

that when he received a letter from the emperor which removed him from his office (which he had 

assumed from his troops without the imperial permission), he publicly tore it up (diarrÔxaj)’ and 

threw it on the floor1307. The violence of Arbogast’s gesture is underlined even more in a passage 

transmitted by the Excerpta de Insidiis under the name of John of Antioch and attributed by Blockley 

to Eunapius. Here Arbogast is defined as a man flame-like (flogoeidÔj) and barbarian in his soul 

(bárbaroj tÕn yucÔn). He tore the letter apart (diespáraxen) with his claws (toîj 3nuxi) and 

‘having roared out (leontÍdei dè tØ fwnØ) his rage (ðrgisqei) at the Emperor, walked out with 

drawn sword’1308. The action had serious consequences. According to Zosimus, the emperor could not 

proceed to a direct punishment (a statement which could hide the critical stance of the author, who 

underlined the imperial weakness): he made obvious (fanerà) to everyone his antipathy 

(dusmeneíaj), which from that time ‘was no longer nurtured in secret’, and then asked for help to 

Theodosius with a letter in which he explained ‘the man´s arrogance (Þlazoneían)’1309. Arbogast, in 

the end, killed Valentinian and tried to set up Eugenius as emperor of the West. And when, as we have 

                                                             
1304 Pohl also recognizes the account of Baian’s oath as a rare glimpse in which the texts (normally focused on 
stressing the savage and unpredictable nature of the barbarians) ‘highlight the breach of diplomatic rules or the 
manipulation of the ‘script’ by barbarian actors’; POHL 2013, p. 85. 
1305 MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae, fr. 19.1 (Exc. de Leg. Rom. 14); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 2006, pp. 
176-177. According to Pohl, the Roman envoys became in this way part of the Turkic funerary ritual, ‘and thus, if 
on a different plane, temporarily became part of the ritual community of the host society’; POHL 2013, p. 78. 
1306 SOCRATES OF CONSTANTINOPLE, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 25.3; ed. and tr. HANSEN, PÉRICHON and 
MARAVAL (1995) 2006, p. 246-247; cf. tr. ZENOS 1983, p. 135; PHILOSTORGIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, XI, 1; ed. 
BIDEZ (1913) 2013, p. 508; tr. AMIDON 2007, p. 143. 
1307 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova IV, 53.3; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 322; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 95. In Arbogast’s 
eyes, his office was not given by the emperor, and therefore it could not be taken away by him; ibidem. 
1308 EXCERPTA DE INSIDIIS, ed. DE BOOR 1905, p. 118; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 58; ed. and 
tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 84-85; JOHN ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 280; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 470-473. 
1309 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova IV, 53; ed. PASCHOUD 1979, vol. II.2, p. 322; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 95. 
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seen, he was defeated by Theodosius, he confirmed the madness of his barbaric nature (tò manikòn 

tÖj barbárou fúsewj Þpodeíxaj) by throwing himself on the sword1310.  

In the sixth century, the tension felt between different attitudes determined the failure of the meeting 

between the Goth Ragnaris and Narses: according to Agathias the ‘spectacle of (êdÎn) Ragnaris puffed 

up with conceit (æj Þlazoneían Òrménon), boasting extravagantly, making outrageous demands and 

generally adopting a high and mighty attitude decided Narses to break off the meeting unconditionally 

and send him away without further ado’1311. Many occasions of this kind are reported by Menander 

Protector, who reported how the emperor learned how to handle the situation and occasionally 

preserve the unwinding of the meeting. So when the Persian envoy Mebod behaved ‘more arrogantly 

than was proper for an envoy’ (he ‘did not know what was proper’), the emperor Justin II managed ‘to 

throw the blame upon the barbarian’ with some harsh sentences. Mebod ‘took fright and his panic 

threw himself face down on the floor and took refuge in denials, claiming that he had said nothing of 

the sort’. Justin ‘pretended to accept the plea’ and said, “It seems, then, that our interpreter made a 

mistranslation. In this way the Emperor, feigning ignorance of the words, pretended that he did not 

understand what had been said by Mebod, and acted in a gentler manner so that Mebod should not 

become even bolder and more arrogant learning that the Emperor was aware of the insolence of his 

words”’1312.  

The sources seem to imply therefore that the mechanism of the embassy was characterized by a high 

degree of dynamism in non-verbal communication. The choice of the right attitude or the right gesture 

had in the fifth-sixth century a certain weight for the outcome of the political occasion: it was not 

always easy to overcome the tension felt with other behaviour and other cultures, but on those 

occasions it was possible to move the body in a freer manner if compared to other official contexts 

surrounding the emperor. 

 

2.4. THE EMPEROR OUT OF CONTROL, POSSESSED BY DEMONS, AND MAD 

 

Just as the body, the limbs, and the movements of the emperor were major themes praised by his 

panegyrists, so they could also be the major targets hit by his detractors, eager to present an emperor 

unfit to rule. Descriptions that overturned the official image of the imperial body were powerful 

weapons, especially in the hands of those authors who knew the imperial public body well and were 

                                                             
1310 EXCERPTA DE INSIDIIS, ed. DE BOOR 1905, p. 118; EUNAPIUS OF SARDIS, Historia universalis, fr. 58; ed. and 
tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, pp. 84-85; JOHN ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 280; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 470-473. 
1311 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, II, 14.2; ed. KEYDELL 1967, p. 58; tr. FRENDO 1975, p. 46. 
1312 MENANDER PROTECTOR, Historiae, fr. 9.3 (Exc. de Leg. Gent. 6); ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY (1985) 2006, pp. 106-
111. For the ritual character of a diplomatic encounter, regulated by ‘laws of friendship’ and a stricter formal 
code than that made explicit in texts, see POHL 2013. 
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clever enough to judge it and reverse it for the sake of criticism. This is the case of Procopius, who was 

well versed in the traditional arguments supportive of the imperial propaganda. In his famous 

‘Anecdota’ (or Secret History), on the other hand, he expressed the tensions and resentments of the 

sixth century society divided, among others, by the ‘bitter resentments’ felt by the traditional 

aristocratic elite against ‘relative upstarts’ such Justin, Justinian and their associates, and by the heavy 

taxes required by the ceremonial and administrative apparatus and by the almost continuous state of 

war. Whatever the link of a specific opposition group, however, Procopius sided with the educated 

conservative landowners who looked badly at the fiscal and administrative policy of Justinian, at the 

power of ‘new men’ at the service of the emperor, and at the contemporaneous political and legal 

degradation of the Roman politeia1313.   

 In this ‘scurrilous pamphlet’ which so many problems caused to historians of the early 1900s, 

Procopius managed to deal with his dissent toward Justinian’s regime by building up a strong critique 

directed not at the general principle of Byzantine kingship – he was not a ‘philosophic historian’ or a 

‘political theorist’ – but at the personalities involved in the political panorama1314. This was achieved 

through a narrative of Justinian and his entourage made of ‘extreme polarities’ and caricature-like 

characters (as much as, in the Building, the emperor is described as a ‘stereotyped model of Christian 

ruler’)1315 in which bodies, gestures and outward appearances played a role to express the author’s 

point of view. The impact his message could have had on the audience, both on an entertaining as well 

as on a deeper political level, could be indeed accomplished only by appealing and by leveraging the 

values and prejudices attached to the body and gestures by the audience, a traditional elite who shared 

with the author a ‘liberal education’ still shaped by the imitation of classical authors and the study of 

rhetoric1316, but also (and very strictly correlated to it) a general opinion on how the body should be 

presented in public and what kind of habitus should be adopted, especially by the emperor and his 

                                                             
1313 CAMERON 1985, pp. 2-5; pp. 22-23; pp. 225-228; A. KALDELLIS, ‘Introduction’ in PROCOPIUS, Anecdota; tr. 
KALDELLIS 2010, pp. XLVI-XLVIII. It seems that Procopius was not acting as a spokemen for any particular group 
or social class or even any opposition group, and his Anecdota cannot be regarded (as it often had been) as a 
‘manifesto for senatorial circles hostile to Justinian’s fiscal policies’; KALDELLIS 2004, pp. 46-47. 
1314 CAMERON 1985, p. 6-7; pp. 63-64. In this way Procopius could ‘reconcile the fact of an autocratic and (he 
believed) evil ruler with that of a beneficent divine plan’. ‘He would be satisfied‘, declared Cameron, ‘if only 
Justinian were better able to control wayward elements, more successful in his wars and less inclined to tax the 
rich‘; CAMERON 1985, p. 63; p. 237. 
1315 CAMERON 1985, p. 229. Through a different perspective, Kaldellis stated that the Anecdota ‘transformed 
Justinian from a legal abstraction to a human ruler with flaws, personal and political interests, and secrets’, since 
‘the historian was well aware that Justinian was only a man’ with contrasting vices; A. KALDELLIS, ‘Introduction’ 
in PROCOPIUS, Anecdota; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. IX; p. XLIV. On the reliability of the text despite its being ‘biased 
and even hyperbolic’, see ibidem, pp. XLIX-LV. 
1316 On Procopius‘ education and values, see CAMERON 1985, p. 6. 
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court. Misbeheaviour reflected therefore the ideals of a corrupted, tyrannical and repressive regime 

whose values ‘did not stem from classical culture’1317. 

Outward appearance continued to be seen here as detector of social and moral values: when the 

members of the factions groomed themselves in barbaric hair-style and ‘each wore clothes that were 

too ostentatious for his class’1318, for example, they revealed the chaos of the social order and the fact 

‘that under Justinian everything was wrong’1319. Factions’ wide clothes were furthermore employed to 

trick the sight, as they made their wearers appear strong and masculine when ‘they waved their arms 

as they chanted in the theatres or hippodromes or shouted support for their favorites, as was their 

habit’. Only fools were impressed, since the sleeve ‘hung loose like an immense flap’ on their forearms 

and the ‘mostly empty tunic reveals how scrawny the body underneath is’1320. Physical movements 

could also reveal a cowardly and unmanly nature, like in the case of Belisarius (described here in 

striking contrast with the portrait offered in the Wars). After his discharge from the command of the 

Eastern army, Belisarius became a ‘bitter spectacle and incredible sight (mikròn qéama kaì \pistoj 

3yij)’ since he walked through the streets ‘as a private citizen (idiÍthj): virtually alone, always 

gloomy and sullen, in constant terror of a murderer’s knife’1321. When he returned back at night from 

the palace he constantly looked over his shoulder for the fear of being followed, and once at home, he 

sat alone on his bed ‘in this state of terror (…) not even remembering that he had once been a man’, 

sweating, feeling light-headed (êliggiÏn), unable to ‘think straight in his panic’, and feeling fears which 

were servile (ÞndrapodÍdesi), cowardly (filoyúcoij) and totally unmanly (8lwj Þnándroij)1322. 

Even when he received the visit of courtier Quadratus and mistook him for an assassin, Belisarius 

assumed a totally unresponsive attitude, lying down on his bed and ‘serving himself up to be 

slaughtered, so completely had his manliness (Þrrenwpòn) deserted him’1323. The worst came when 

he wished ‘to make an immediate declaration (æpídeixin, lit. an exhibition) of gratitude’ to his wicked 

wife Antonina, who had made him believe that she was responsible for his going back on the imperial 

good graces: he ‘jumped up from the bed (Þnastàj) and fell on his face (æpì stóma píptei) before 

his wife’s feet. Placing a hand behind each of her calves, he began to lick the soles of his wife’s feet with 

                                                             
1317 KALDELLIS 2004, p. 4. On the relation between classical style and modes of thought, and the idea (reversed 
with respect to Cameron) that classical culture ‘gave shape to Procopius’ fundamental objectives, outlook, and 
modes of expression’, see KALDELLIS 2004, p. 28; pp. 44-45. 
1318 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VII, 8-11; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 78-80; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 32-33. 
1319 CAMERON 1985, p. 144. For the concept of order and disorder which pervaded Procopius’ work and 
functioned as a demarcation between civilized people and barbarians, see CAMERON 1985, pp. 239-241. 
1320 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VII, 12-13; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 80; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 33. 
1321 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, IV, 16; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 46; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 19. 
1322 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, IV, 21-22; ed. and tr. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 48-49; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 20. 
1323 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, IV, 25; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 48; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 20. 
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his tongue, one after the other, calling her the Cause of his Life and Salvation, promising that henceforth 

he would be her devoted slave (Þndrápodon) and not her husband’’1324.  

Appealing to the judgments of his audience, Procopius built up therefore his critique by making 

Belisarius assume attitudes without dignity and worthy of a slave, far away from the schema required 

by his gender and by his social class. The same problem was attributed to the entire court, where 

patricians and high members of the senatorial order were blamed for giving away not only their 

political power but also their freedom and their self-respect, by agreeing to assume a pitiable 

appearance and to perform ceremonial gestures beyond their dignity. The Senate was reduced to a 

mere image (its members sat indeed 9sper æn eêkóni) and maintained only the outward form of its 

ancient privileges, assembling ‘for the sake of appearance only (scÔmatoj dè mónou, that is, with an 

empty and purely decorative schema)’1325. Magistrates were forced to squeeze themselves ‘like slaves 

(ÞndrapodÍdh) in attendance’ in front of Theodora’s rooms, where they waited for an audience for 

many days standing ‘on the tips of their toes’ and ‘trying to keep the face higher than the others’ in 

order to catch the eyes of the eunuchs at the doors. The few who finally managed to be admitted into 

Theodora’s presence departed from her very quickly ‘after doing nothing more than prostrating 

themselves (paraskunÔsantej)’ and, as in the case of the slave-Belisarius and his wife, ‘briefly 

brushing the sole of each of her feet with their lips’. The ceremonial gesture of obeisance is presented 

therefore from a perspective opposite to the one assumed by the official propaganda expressed by 

Corippus and by Procopius himself in the Buildings, in which the adoratio signified approval and respect 

toward the sacred dimension of the imperial persona. The very same gesture became here a proof that 

‘the state was thereby reduced to a slave-pen (douloprépeian)’ and that Theodora was a ‘teacher in 

servility (doulodidáskalon)’1326. Nobody opposed her: the members of the Senate prostrated 

themselves ‘as if she were a goddess’ and people asked her to be called slaves with ‘upturned hands 

as though in prayer’1327. The patricians debased their dignity by fully prostrating on the ground, ‘flat 

on their faces’ and ‘stretching their arms and legs out as far as they would go’, and by touching with 

their lips the feet of the emperors. Procopius further emphasised the controversial nature of this 

gesture by pointing at the fact that this kind of performance implied a change in the tradition: it was 

among the ‘many innovations in governance (æpì tØ politei= neocmwqéntwn)’ introduced by 

Justinian which went beyond the schema required from a high member of the court, who ‘in the past’ 

                                                             
1324 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, IV, 29-30; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 50; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 20. 
1325 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XIV, 8; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 170; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 65-66. 
1326 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XV, 13-16; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 178-180; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 69. In the 
De Aedificiis, on the other hand, we read that in the mosaic decoration of the Chalké the members of Roman 
Senate celebrated the imperial achievements ’in festal mood’ and ‘rejoice and smile as they bestow on the 
Emperors honour equal to those of God’; PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 10.18-19; ed. and tr. DEWING 1960, vol. VII, 
pp. 86-87. 
1327 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, X, 6-8; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 122; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 69. Procopius used 
here a religious language to underline the pollution of those acts; KALDELLIS 2010, p. XXXIX. 
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did obeisance only to the emperor and saluted him ‘on his right breast’, receiving, in turn, a kiss on the 

head while ‘all others bent their right knee’1328. Those statements, had already pointed insightfully out 

Charles Pazdernik, had surely to be seen as reflecting the undeniable contemporary changes in sixth 

century ceremonial: the master-slave paradigm in particular seems likely to suggest the new enphasis 

in the interaction between ruler and ruled, more focused not only on the imperial veneration but also 

on the imperial mastery, relocated more and more in the palatial space1329. But they also testify the 

importance that values like manhood and respect to the rank still held in the society and even more at 

the imperial court, as well as the opposite feelings and resistence that a carefully orchestrated gesture 

could always evoke in the audience, especially when charged with new nuances. Justinian is therefore 

even paralleled with the figure of Diocletian, who still in the seventh century was described by John of 

Antioch by quoting Eutropius with the same feeling toward the introduction of the proskynesis as an 

act that revealed the arrogance of the ruler and humiliated the freedom and the dignity of the Roman 

senatorial class1330. Even worse, also Chosroes remained famous for being pleaded in this way by those 

who wanted to make him a request1331.  

As for the general physical appearance (e*idoj), Justinian is criticized by Procopius not so much for 

being ugly or unpleasant1332, even if his body (sÏma), ‘very appearance (3yin)’, and ‘expression of his 

face (tà toû prosÍpou •panta #hqh) were perfectly mirrored’ in the statue of the much hated 

emperor Domitian1333. Rather, the critique was directed especially at the schema and tropos through 

which the emperor actively fashioned his public persona. Justinian had assumed the schema of an 

emperor (kekomisménoj tò tÖj basileíaj scÔma) only to use it in an unworthy manner1334. He did 

not possess ‘any of the qualities appropriate to the imperial office’ and even ‘acted like a barbarian 

                                                             
1328 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XXX, 21-23; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 354; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 131-132. 
1329 PAZDERNIK 2009. 
1330 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 248.8-12; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 428-429. In the ninth 
century, Theophanes Confessor still reported that Diocletian, exalted by his successes, ‘demanded that the 
Senate make obeisance to him (proskuneîsqai) and not merely salute him (prosagoreùesqai) as protocol 
had previously required (katà tò próteron scÖma)’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5793, AD 
300/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 9; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 12.  
1331 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 22.13-14; II, 5.13-11; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 206-207; pp. 296-
299. 
1332 He was of medium height (métrioj) in his body (sÏma), slightly fleshly, with a face (3yin) round, not 
unshapely (o÷k \morfoj), and with a ruddy complexion (æpurría); PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VIII, 12; ed. DEWING 
1960, vol. VI, pp. 94; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 37. Theodora was also ‘beautiful of face and otherwise graceful’, with 
a swift and intense glance, despite her short stature and her paleness; PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, X, 11; ed. DEWING 
1960, vol. VI, pp. 124; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 48. Kaldellis interpreted those passage as a reference to the lack of 
shame of the emperors who did not blush like the tyrants described by Cassius Dio and Tacitus; KALDELLIS 2010, 
p. XXXVIII. 
1333 This was the only statue survived after his damnatio memoriae and Procopius claimed to have seen it in 
Rome; PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VIII, 13-21; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 94-96; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 37-38. 
1334 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XI, 1; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 128; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 50. Kaldellis translated 
here schema as ‘aspect’. The sole purpose of Justinian, specified Procopius, was to subvert laws and customs and 
to give everything a different schema (6teron scÖma); ibidem. 
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(æbarbárizen) in his manner of speech (glÏttan)’, schema (scÖma), and ‘thinking (diánoian)’1335. 

Unlike his wife, he expressed friendship and made himself accessible not to men of rank but to 

‘complete nobodies with no prestige’1336. An echo of such allegations was present even in the De Bello 

Persico where the emperor shamefully received the Persian ambassador Isdigousnas with friendliness 

and great honour ‘in a style more splendid than that which befits an ambassador’, and even allowed 

the Persian interpreter ‘to recline with him on the couch, a thing which had never before happened in 

all time. For no one ever saw an interpreter become a table-companion of even one of the more humble 

officials, not to speak of a king’1337. Justinian, continued Procopius in the Anecdota, was ‘easy to lead 

around by the nose’, but he was also, simultaneously, a man ‘prone to evil’ and master in deceiving and 

manipulating his real being. He mingled together ‘foolishness (Þnoíaj) and malice (kakotropíaj)’ in 

‘an unusual kind of mixture’ (i.e. he was ‘fool and villain in one’ (mwrokakoÔqh)’). He ‘never spoke the 

truth’, and his words and his acts (kaì légwn kaì práttwn) were always ‘with treacherous intent (nÐ 

dolerÐ)’. 

 

‘But to resume, this Emperor was insincere (e#irwn), crafty (doleròj), hypocritical (katáplastoj), 

dissembling the anger (skótioj ðrgÕn), double-dealing (diploûj), clever (\nqrwpoj deinòj), a perfect 

artist in acting out an opinion which he pretended (øpokrínasqai) to holds, and even able to produce 

(ækférwn) tears, not from joy or sorrow, but contriving them (tecnázwn) for the occasion according to the 

need of the moment, always playing false (yeudómenoj), yet not carelessly but adding both his signature 

and the most terrible oaths to bind his agreements, and that too in dealing with his own subjects’1338. 

 

Through those acrimonious words, Procopius depicted once again the image of an emperor who 

detached his body from his soul, who skilfully concealed his mind and was unable therefore to properly 

fulfil his role as a rightful judge. He guaranteed with Christian sacraments the rebel Vitalianus’ safety, 

only to get him killed on the base of pure suspects1339. He concealed his anger under an apparently 

benevolent attitude ‘when he was in the presence of those who have offended him’, and then ‘with a 

gentle visage, a calm brow, and a soft voice he would give order of destruction’. When someone asked 

                                                             
1335 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XIV, 2; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 166; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 68. Both Dewing and 
Kaldellis translated here the term schema as ‘dress’, even if it is more likely that, once again, the term referred 
to the general appearance and way of moving rather than to a supposed barbaric dress put on by the emperor. 
1336 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XV, 12; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 178; tr. KALDELLIS p. 69. With them, he had 
‘casual discussions’ and ‘confer about confidential matters’, ibidem. For the inefficacy of the law system and the 
‘vulgar mob’ who filled the imperial court (rather than the law courts) and supplicated the emperor ‘in a most 
servile way’, see also PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XXX, 29-30; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 356-358; tr. KALDELLIS 
2010, p. 132. 
1337 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, II, 28.38-43; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 526-527. Other is the breaking 
of rules chosen by the emperor in front of the saint, see above, pp. 193-194. 
1338 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VIII, 22-24; ed. and tr. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 95-98; cf. tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 
38-39. I followed here Dewing’s translation, which seems to underline better the theatrical connotation of the 
passage. For the resonances with Aristophanes, see KALDELLIS 2010, p. XXXVII.   
1339 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, VI, 27-28; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 76; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 31. 
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for forgiveness, then, ‘’baring his teeth and snarling in anger’ he would seem to be at the point of 

exploding’1340. In short, ‘his thoughts (gnÍmhj) opposed his own words and the impression he wanted 

to make (æboúleto 1ndoloj)’1341.  

Justinian enjoyed deceit to the point that he married a woman from the theatre who was used to 

perform several kinds of schemata on the stage. In the famous invective against Theodora, Procopius 

struck the empress by emphasising her past, when she was used to exploit her naked body assuming 

shameful postures (toû scÔmatoj 1cousa) in the sight of everybody, like a mime or a wrestler1342. 

Also later Theodora imported those manners at court: she ‘converted even the most important matters 

into a farce (9sper æn skhnØ), treating them like one of those stage skits they put on in the theatre 

(qeátr_ 1rgon pepoíhtai)’, and used her performance skills to make fun of an old patrician1343. 

Together with such a wife, Justinian could perform spectacles intended to maliciously deceive the 

audience. They exacerbated the division between Monophysites and Chalcedonians ‘by pretending 

(skhptoménwn) to take opposite paths in the controversies’. They ‘kept the militants divided’ by setting 

a scene in which ‘she put on (æplásseto) that she supported the Blues with all her might’, while ‘he, 

on the other hand, made out (æ'_kei) that he was offended at all this and even furious but only – so the 

act went – in secret, as if he were unable to oppose his wife directly. Often they would exchange roles 

and make as if the balance of power between them was reversed. So he would now demand that the 

Blues be punished as criminals while she would throw a fake fit and complain, as she put it, because 

she had to submit unwillingly to her husband’s wishes’1344. ‘Both were’, therefore, ‘extremely adept 

liars (yeúdesqai)1345’. It seems therefore that Procopius testified here the further development in the 

traditional theme of the imperial court as theater and the emperor as an actor. Not only did he 

anchored the theme even more closely to the Christian idea that the body of an emperor should 

necessarily reflect his mind and his soul in order to be considered a ‘good’ ruler and a ‘good judge. He 

also made clear the awareness that at court one could always have of the strategies employed in the 

mechanisms of politics.  

Not surprisingly, given the link between the act of pretending and the devil, the description of Justinian 

was then juiced up by Procopius with the memorable image of the emperor as an avenging demon. 

The image of the Devil sat on a throne like an emperor was a powerful one often used in literature: 

Anastasius of Sinai reported later a story set in the years of Emperor Maurice, in which a young 

                                                             
1340 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XIII, 2-3; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 156; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 61. The quote is 
from Aristophanes; KALDELLIS 2010, n. 110, p. 61. 
1341 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XIII, 14; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 160; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 63. 
1342 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, IX, 20-21; 23; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 108-110; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 42-43. 
1343 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XV, 24-35; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 183-185; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 70-71. 
According to Webb, Procopius exploited here a long-standing association between theatre and prostitution to 
present Theodora as a non-persona; WEBB 2008, pp. 4-6. 
1344 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, X, 15-17; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 126; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, pp. 48-49. 
1345 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XV, 20; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 180; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 69. 
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Christian scribe witnessed the apparition of Satan as an Ethiopian ‘of enormous size’ surrounded by his 

servants and sat ‘on a high throne with the appearance of a king (æn scÔmati basiléwj)’, that is, ‘as 

king of the demons (basileùj tÏn daimónwn)’1346. Justinian and Theodora for their part were 

demons who ‘put on a human form (ÞnqrÍpeión Òmpísconto scÖma) becoming man-demons 

(Þnqrwpodaímonej)1347’ or ‘anthropomorphic demon (Þnqrwpómorfoj)’1348. Justinian’s real form 

was revealed to an old monk who came to his presence and then declared to have seen ‘the Lord of 

Demons himself facing him, seated on the throne right there in the palace’1349. Some other ‘men whose 

souls were pure’ also believed to have seen at night ‘a strange demonic being (fántasmá ti 

qeásasqai daimónion)’ in place of the emperor. The imperial demonic nature, hidden under the 

surface, was as always revealed by unrestrained movements (the emperor ‘suddenly rise up from the 

imperial throne and roam about the hall’, unable to remain seated for long), and a formless body: his 

head suddenly disappeared and his face became ‘like shapeless flesh (kréati ÞsÔm_)’ without 

eyebrows, eyes or any other features (gnÍrisma)1350. Cameron contextualized those demonological 

elements in the literary tradition and mentality of the sixth century, a period in which ‘at any moment 

it was felt that men could be taken over by demons’ and when the idea of an emperor possessed by 

or even incarnated in the Devil could be therefore taken seriously1351. But it also seems that this image 

stemmed from the same accusation against an emperor-actor, who perform and appear different from 

what he actually was but who could always be unmasked by a carefuly analysis of his appearance and 

gestures. 

Procopius, however, also turned upside down the idea claimed by the official imperial ideology of a 

sacred and supernatural dimension inherent in the imperial body. In the text the idea is still present in 

the flatteries of the members of the court: they ‘could easily persuade him (Justinian) that he would 

‘rise to the heavens and walk on air’, and Tribonianus even declared to be afraid that Justinian could 

be ‘suddenly snatched up to heaven because of his piety (e÷sebeíaj) without anyone noticing. Such 

praise, or rather such jokes, he took quite seriously’1352. A similar ‘superbly boastful manner (øperfueî 

tini kómp_)’ was assumed also by the questor Constantine, whose corrupted nature did not refrain 

him to walk on the air and look down on everyone1353. ’If Christian political theory since Eusebius saw 

                                                             
1346 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, Coll. b, Qu. 42 (appendix 18), answers 9-12; ed. RICHARD and MUNITIZ 
2006, p. 201; tr. MUNITIZ 2011, pp. 70-71. The lad managed to make disappear the castle and all its deceits by 
proclaiming himself slave of the Trinity and performing the profession of faith; ibidem. 
1347 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XII, 14; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 148; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 58.  
1348 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XVIII, 1; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 210-212; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 80. 
1349 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XII, 26; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 152; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 60. See also 
PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XXX, 34; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 358; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 132. 
1350 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XII, 20-21; 23; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, pp. 150-153; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 59. 
1351 CAMERON 1985, pp. 56-59. 
1352 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XIII, 11-12; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 160; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 62. 
1353 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XX, 22; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 242; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 92. Kaldellis on the 
other side read both the references as connected with Aristophanes and the caricature of Socrates, as a way to 
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the emperor in a special and supra-human way’, thus, ‘it could be envisaged that if ever there was a 

truly ‘bad’ emperor, he too must be explained in supernatural terms’1354. Procopius, therefore, turned 

down the traditional rhetorical elements that underlined Justinian’s saintly attitude and closeness to 

God. Even his habit of no eating and sleeping, highly praised by Corippus as proof of supernatural inner 

strength and temperance and reported also by John the Lydian and by Procopius himself in the 

Buildings1355, became further proof of his demonic nature1356. Even worse, ‘through a power that was 

not human’, the emperor could ruin the ‘whole of humanity’ with earthquakes, plagues, and natural 

disasters1357: the recurrent theme of the responsibility attached to the imperial bad behaviour, which 

could cause God to abandon his people, surfaced here in the accusations moved against Justinian of 

incarnating not the reign of Christ but that of the Devil. This ‘demon (who) held human form (katà 

tòn æn sÍmati genómenon daímona)’ used indeed ‘his occult power and demonic nature’ to cause 

every kind of evil on mankind. This was possible ‘as he was the emperor’ and because ‘the deity so 

hated what he was doing that it turned its back on the Roman Empire’1358. By stating the supernatural 

power of the emperor and his behaviour, Procopius set a potent example of the harsh consequences 

which a bad use of such a power could have on the empire as a whole. 

 

Another harsh critique to the imperial schema, this time of that of Justinian’s successor Justin II, is build 

up by John of Ephesus, a Syrian Monophysite who lived in Constantinople in the second half of the 

sixth century and experienced the imperial persecution against his religious faction in 571. Also in this 

case the author did not question the imperial institution but ‘only the individual who embodied it at a 

certain moment of time’: Justin could therefore be described as an emperor who failed to act as God’s 

representative on earth, to show his elevated condition above people, and to fulfil his role as protector 

                                                             
describe Justinian with the head in the clouds because of his religious concerns; KALDELLIS 2010, n. 113, p. 62; 
n. 22, p. 92. 
1354 CAMERON 1985, p. 57. 
1355 John the Lydian contrasted this imperial habit with the indolence that had weakened the previous emperors; 
JOHN THE LYDIAN, De Magistratibus, II, 15; ed. and tr. BANDY 20113, pp. 177-179. Corippus saw it as an 
expression of his moderation, his vigilantia and his sapientia; CORIPPUS, In laudem Iustini III, 105 ff; ed. and tr. 
CAMERON 1976a, p. 64; p. 104). Procopius described in detail this habit as part of the severe discipline followed 
by Justinian before Easter and as the reason for his knee injury. Also here, anyway, Procopius made clear that 
Justinian, unlike a saint, ‘was chiefly responsible’ for his suffering, since this ascetical routine ‘was unfit not only 
for an Emperor, but for any man who was concerned in any way with state affairs’. Only the touch of the body of 
a saint under the form of a relic (this time, a body that have earned his supernatural power) could finally heal 
the emperor; PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 7.6-16; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, p. 66-69. See also CAMERON 
1985, p. 88. The topos of the unsleeping emperor will be applied later by George of Pisidia to Heraclius to declare 
the restless care of the emperor for the State; GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica, I.105-110; I.174-176; ed. 
and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 89. 
1356 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XII, 27; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 152; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 60; see also 
PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XIII, 28-30; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 164; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 64. 
1357 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XII, 17; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 148; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 58. 
1358 PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XVIII, 36-37; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 222; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, p. 85. 
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of the Church and impartial arbiter for religious matter1359. Once again, those ideas were conveyed 

also through a detailed descriptions of the gestures performed by the emperor at court, which in this 

case are uncontrolled and dominated by rage, human passions, and even madness.  

Full of anger, Justin threatened the bishops of Antioch1360. He struck ‘with his hands in a fury’ the 

Monophysite Andrew, koubikoularius and sacellarius of the Augusta1361, and then lost his control when 

the church of Alexandria was struggling to appoint a new bishop. Such a mental condition continued 

to be seen as preventing even the best man to behave rationally: ‘those who are hurried away by 

passion, and dragged along by the fury of an angry zeal’ commented John, ‘can neither discern nor 

judge what is fitting, nor thereby regulate their conduct. And so also neither can those who are 

intoxicated with heat, and agitated with wrath and the spirit of opposition, either purpose or execute 

anything whatsoever in a firm and steadfast manner’1362. The frequent misbehaviour against the high-

ranking officials, the impious acts against the Monophysites (pious and ‘orthodox’ by John’s point of 

view), as well as a tight financial program and an over-ambitious building program, caused ultimately 

Justin II to be hated by God, who ‘delivered up his kingdom to others, while he was yet alive, and saw 

it with his own eyes’1363. Justin II was punished with the usual physical pain upon the unjust ruler’s body 

which had sinned: ‘Just are thy judgments, O God’ confessed Justin himself the day of his abdication, 

when he was suffering in the hands of unskilful physicians for an infection of the bladder, ‘for all the 

sins and wickedness which I committed with my body are openly requited in Thy anger upon the 

members whereby I wrought them’1364. Mostly, however, Justin lost his throne because he was 

allegedly hit by a serious mental illness which started after the news of the fall of Dara fortress in 573 

and led him to sign an armistice with the Persians1365.  

The deterioration of Justin’s health after the unfortunate event is recorded by different sources: 

according to the contemporaneous Evagrius Scholasticus, Justin was unable to manly bear the news 

                                                             
1359 Van GINKEL 1995, p. 109. 
1360 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, I, 27; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 46; tr. BROOKS 1952, p. 
26.  
1361 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, II, 9; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 101; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 48. Andrew refused to take communion with the emperor and to humble himself, and showed no fear in front 
of the fearful threats of the emperor; ibidem. 
1362 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, IV, 12; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 268; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 145. The sentence is quoted also by MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 12; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 398. 
1363 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 4; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 170; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 92.  
1364 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 6; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 177-178; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 96. See also van GINKEL 1995, pp. 107-108. Similar statements are attributed by Michael the Syrian (who 
took John of Ephesus as a source) to the patriarch John Scholasticus, the ‘new Abimelech’ who also wronged 
against the Monophysites and was ‘punished by ailment of the bowels and boils’. ‘(…) you cannot cure my 
maladies’, declared John in front of the physicians, ‘They are inflicted upon me by the just sentence of heaven’; 
MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, ch. 9; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 393. Michael summarized John’s description of 
Justin II and declared that everything was due to God, who ‘sent upon him ‘indignation, and wrath and tribulation 
(Rm 2:8)’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 9; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 394. 
1365 Dara was one of the most important fortifications in Mesopotamia; CAMERON 1976b, p. 161. 
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and ‘fell into mental disorder and madness (frenítida nóson kaì manían)’, so bad that he was no 

more able to continue the military campaign1366. And even Gregory of Tours, for whom Justin was a 

very despicable man (‘vir in omni avaritia deditus, contemptor pauperorum, senatorum spoliatur’), 

reported that he renounced to the throne because he lost his reason (‘ex sensu effectus’) and became 

mad and insane (‘amisso sensu, amens effectus‘)1367, maintaining his madness (amentiam) until his 

death1368. John of Ephesus went into great detail about Justin’s passionate temperament and madness: 

an emphasis on the emperor’s disease and lack of physical self-control meant indeed to present him 

as unfit to rule, since his mind and his body were not sound enough to act as a representative of God 

on earth. This idea had been already exploited against the emperor Zeno, who went down to history 

as a ruler unable to provide a good example for his subject and to restrain himself, as a dissolute 

glutton, as a drunkard, and even as a man affected by epilepsy1369. The emperor’s illness was still seen 

as a consequence of his mortal nature and as a serious problem for the State’s health: in the dialogue 

On the Political Science, the author declared that an emperor ‘is, being a man, subject by nature to two 

maladies: old age and illness. And whichever of them he suffers from, the state will necessarily also 

suffer along with him’. The author quoted also Seneca, who declared ‘Nero is of sound mind – the state 

is of sound mind; he is out of his mind – and the state with him’, and Livy, for whom ‘when those in 

power grow old, the state grows old with them; when they are ill, the state is ill too and matches them 

in thinking well or badly’1370. Furthermore, the imperial mental illness could also be promptly turned 

into an occasion to present the crazy emperor as a man controlled by a demon in line with the 

traditional connection between lunatics and possessed people. Biblical and historical precedents of 

                                                             
1366 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 11.1-5; ed. BIDEZ 1898, p. 207; tr. WHITBY 2000, p. 270. 
The emperor’s reputation as a mad ruler was hard to die: later Theophylact Simocatta also wrote that Justin was 
‘stricken (kataplageìj) by the impact of the disaster’ and then, shortly afterwards, ‘by a sickness of 
derangement (nós_ paraforâj)’; THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, 11.3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 132; 
tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 88. The same also in THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6066, AD 
573/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 247; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 366. . For the emperor ‘demented’ and no 
longer able to undertake a campaign in the East because ‘immensely grieved’ after the capture of Dara, see also 
MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, ch. 9; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 393. 
1367 GREGORY OF TOURS, Libri Historiarum X, IV, 40; V, 19; ed. KRUSCH and LEVISON 1951, pp. 171-172; p. 225; 
tr. OLDONI 1981, vol. I, p. 367; p. 471. 
1368 GREGORY OF TOURS, Libri Historiarum X, V, 30; ed. KRUSCH and LEVISON 1951, p. 235; tr. OLDONI 1981, vol. 
I, p. 493. The connection between the mental illness and the divine punishment is added later in the eighth 
century by Paul the Deacon, for whom Justin was punished by God (‘iusto Dei iudicio’) and lost the reason 
(‘amisso rationis intellectu’) because he moved his heart away from the divine precepts; PAUL THE DEACON, 
Historia Longobardorum, III, 11; ed. SCHWARTZ 2009, p. 194; tr. CAPO 1992, p. 137. 
1369 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 1.11-16; ed. BIDEZ 1898, p. 99; tr. WHITBY 2000, pp. 130-
131. For a list of the sources which described Zeno in such polemical terms, from Eustathius of Epiphania and 
Evagrius (in the context of the reaction of the circle of the extreme Chalcedonians against Zeno’s Henoticon), to 
Malcus of Philadelphia and John the Lydian, down to Theophanes, George Cedrenus, John Zonaras, Nikephoros 
Callistus, see CONRAD 2000, n. 26, p. 67. 
1370 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.160-161; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 43; tr. BELL 2009, p. 178; cf. n. 146-
147, p. 178. For Nero’s ‘sinister insanity (maníaj)’ see also EUSEBIUS OF CAESAREA, Historia Ecclesiastica, II, 25.2; 
ed. SCHWARTZ 1903, vol. I, p. 174; tr. SCHOTT 2019, p. 114.  
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bad emperors punished by God with the loss of their minds and with demonic possession were still 

vivid in the mind of the audience: in the early seventh century, John of Antioch still included in his 

narrative the story of Saul, who could not sleep or calm down because he was possessed by a 

demon1371. He even enriched his account on Tiberius, otherwise based upon Cassius Dio, with the 

statement that the emperor’s health suddenly degenerated so much that it was believed that he was 

getting mad (parafroneîn nomisqÖnai) and was possessed by a demon (øpó tinoj ælaúnesqai 

daimoníou)1372.  

Justin II’s madness and demon-possessed behaviour were captured by John in a series of memorable 

images which completely overthrew the official propaganda proposed by Corippus and were not short 

of a degree of humour appealing to the taste for entertainment of the audience. The emperor was 

chastised by God because he was ‘using his royal power for things excessive and alien to all piety’. Since 

he wanted to stop this ‘wicked course’, God sent him therefore an ‘evil angel’ to rule ‘over him cruelly 

and fearfully’. This condition ‘destroyed his reason, and his mind was agitated and darkened, and his 

body given over both to secret and open tortures and cruel agonies, so that he even uttered the cries 

of various animals’ (namely, a dog, a goat, a cat, and a cock). He also bites the head of those men 

appointed to control him, so that John wittily commented that ‘the report got about the city that the 

king had eaten two of his chamberlains’1373. Those were signs of demonic possession: Michael the 

Syrian (likely on the ground of John of Ephesus’ second lost book) described in similar terms the 

behaviour of the inhabitants of Amid, who at the time of Justinian (around 560) were ‘seized by a 

violent scourge of rage, dementia and madness’. Among other things, they also started biting each 

other and vocalizing like dogs, sheep, and cocks, and when they were taken to church, ‘they foamed 

with rage’ and declared to be ‘many thousands’ and that they would have destroyed the city if it was 

not for the saints who protected it1374. The madness of Justin, caused by the ‘working of the prince of 

darkness’ or by an ‘evil spirit’, ‘filled him with agitation and terror’ and forced him to make many other 

things ‘contrary to human reason’: he rushed ‘in furious haste from place to place’, crawled under the 

bed (especially at the words ‘The Bogle – ‘En Harith bar Gabhala’ in Brooks’ translation – is coming to 

                                                             
1371 He was soothed only by the music performed by David (IKings 18.9-10; 1Sam 14-23); JOHN OF ANTIOCH, 
Historia Chronica, fr. 31; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 70-71. 
1372 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 159.1; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, p. 279. John of Nikiu also reported 
that the impious Diocletian ‘feel sick of a grievous bodily disease and lost his mind’ in the midst of his persecutions 
against Christians (JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 77, 17; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 59), and that the usurper Maximin 
was even ‘possessed by a demon who infuriated him’ and pushed him to revolt against the authority; JOHN OF 
NIKIU, Chronicon, 77, 84-89; tr. CHARLES 1916, pp. 66-67. 
1373 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 2; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 166-168; tr. BROOKS 
1952, pp. 88-90. 
1374 Men and women alike also uttered obscene words, ‘climbed walls, suspended their heads downward and 
cried like children’, and even stopped those who wanted to pray in the church by jumping on them. ‘Such 
madness’ concluded the author, ‘lasted for one year’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, IX, 32; tr. MOOSA 2014, 
pp. 366-367. 
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you’), tried to throw himself down from the window (so that the members of the court had to tie him 

up ‘in spite of their respect for him as king’). He ‘screamed and howled, and uttered words without 

meaning’1375. This state of mind could occasionally be devised by some amusements like when the 

members of the court made him sit on a little wagon with a throne and drew him ‘backwards and 

forwards for a long time’ until he calmed down ‘in delight and admiration at their speed’. Music also 

helped to make him quiet, so that an organ played constantly day and night near the imperial chamber.  

More serious were on the other hand the ‘strange actions’ performed in public and in the ceremonial 

settings. Justin violently overthrew the social rules and the respect toward the religious authority 

during a visit of the patriarch. This latter made his customary obeisance but then, ‘seeing that the king 

was agitated, he signed him with the sign of the cross’: like the monk in front of Justinian, therefore, 

the patriarch sensed the demonic presence and performed the traditional gesture felt as having the 

power of pushing the demons away from possessed people. Justin for his part understood the meaning 

of the gesture: perhaps because he felt insulted, or because he was pushed by the devil inside him, or 

also maybe to unveil the evil nature which according to John was shared by the Chalcedonian patriarch, 

Justin ‘raised his hand, and struck him so heavy a blow on the head, that the patriarch reeled and fell 

on his back a good distance from him’ exclaiming ‘An evil end be thine: go and sign thyself, that thy 

own devils may get out of thee’. The patriarch was raised by those present, ‘but it was some time before 

he returned to his senses, being stunned by the severity of the blow’. And when he had to return to 

Justin’s presence (since ‘it was impossible for the patriarch not to pay the customary visits to the 

palace’), he entered ‘cautiously, and on his guard’. The emperor struck him anyway, this time not with 

violence but with mockery: he busted out laughing when he saw him, and then ‘jumping up, laid hands 

upon him, and took from his shoulder his mitre (the pallium, translated more properly by Brooks)’, 

using it as a cover for his head ‘like a woman’s hood’. ‘How well it becomes you now, my lord patriarch’, 

declared Justin, ‘only you should put on some gold lace, like the ribbons (krossía) which ladies wear 

upon their heads’1376. In one gesture, therefore, Justin hit both the sacred dignity as well as the gender 

of the patriarch. 

John of Ephesus described at least two other characters punished by God with insanity and demonic 

possession because of their unfaithful acts. Anastasius, Justin’s questor and evil advisor, persecutor of 

                                                             
1375 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 2; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 168; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 90. Moosa, who translated the same quotation in the later Chronicle of Michael the Syrian, explained that 
Jabala was the king of al-Hira, a tribe of Arabs; MOOSA 2014, n. 1488, p. 394. An example of the meaningless 
words of Justin is recorded later by John: he stood at the window and, ‘overlooking the seashore, he began to cry 
like those who go about hawing crockery, ‘Who’ll buy my pans?’’; JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars 
Tertia, III, 3; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 170; tr. BROOKS 1952, p. 91. 
1376 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 3; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 170; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 91. 
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the ‘orthodox’ Monophysites, ‘falsely and deceitfully’ professed to be Christian1377 and was struck by 

the divine punishment ‘before the whole church, when it was crowded with people on the day of the 

adoration of the holy cross of our Saviour’. Anastasius lined up with the Senate and the people in front 

of the Cross but, since he was not sincere, he was not able to perform the adoration and ‘a demon 

entered into him (…) lifted him up, and threw him on the ground’. He then lost the control over his 

body: ‘he began to foam, and was torn by the devil, and deprived of his senses (agitari, in Brooks’ 

translation), and screamed so long, that at length the patriarch (John Scholasticus) gave orders for 

them to lift him up, and carry him through the throng, and place him in an inner apartment of the 

church’. As for the multitude, they continued to cry the Kyri Eleison, ‘being in wonder at the revelation 

of his fraud, and at the chastisement which the Lord of the Cross had inflicted upon him, before the 

eyes of so many people. And terror fell on many deceiver and hypocrites’1378. A similar imagery is 

employed then to describe what happened to the Chalcedonian patriarch Eutychius, deposed by 

Justinian and then appointed once again by the Caesar Tiberius in 577, after the death of John 

Scholasticus1379. The mind of this man, declared John, was ‘puffed up with arrogance and vanity’ after 

Tiberius ‘firmly established’ him in his patriarchal seat and honoured him with many praises1380. Shortly 

after, therefore, ‘an evil spirit vexed and troubled him, so that on two several occasions (that is, in the 

church of the Virgin in Chalcoprateia and then in the palace), as he was standing at the altar in the 

great church, it tore him in the presence of the whole congregation’. Also in this case Eutychius’ friends 

tried to cover what was happening: they hastily put him into a litter, covered him with a veil, and 

carried him out of the church, trying to explain the fact by the fasting and vigils which would have 

stirred the patriarch’s humour up. Those present were once again not easily deceived: ‘‘Does humour 

tear a person, and convulse him, and make him foam, and roll upon the ground?’’ questioned many 

people. ‘And besides, all his acts soon made it plain to everybody that his mind was troubled and 

darkened by an evil spirit; for his words often were quite beside the purpose, and he would break out 

                                                             
1377 John’s hostility toward Anastasius, main responsible for the persecutions against the Monophysites together 
with the patriarch John Scholasticus, is ‘personally motivated, since he himself was tortured by them’; van GINKEL 
1995, p. 119. 
1378 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, II, 29; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 140-141; tr. BROOKS 
1952, pp. 69-70. Michael the Syrian recounted the madness of both Anastasius and the emperor Justin in a less 
detailed manner; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, ch. 9; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 394. 
1379 John also condemned the fact that Eutychius’ ordination was not performed ‘in accordance with the 
canonical regulation’, since he regained the patriarchal throne without proceeding with a legal inquiry and 
without annulling the act of excommunication issued against him; van GINKEL, 1995, p. 116. 
1380 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 18; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 197; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 107. He was so elated ‘as not to know his position’ and began to ‘say things superfluous and unmeaning, which 
led to his being talked about and ridiculed as wanting in good sense’; ibidem. He even taught his religious views 
through a treatise that he distributed ‘among the ladies of the court’, so that people began ‘to regard him as a 
simpleton, who was out of his mind’; JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 17; tr. PAYNE SMITH 
1860, pp. 195-196; tr. BROOKS 1952, pp. 105-106. 
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into unseemly fits of laugher, and other similar follies’1381. As for the emperor, the ‘bitter humiliation 

and trial’ which continued for five years1382 was experienced by his subjects as something even more 

shameful: the rumours about Justin’s disgraceful behaviour were largely spread in and outside the 

palace, and this was ‘openly spoken of without fear by everyone in the city’ and ‘subject of 

conversation’1383. The population looked at the madness of their ruler as the result of the intervention 

of the devil ‘to whom he was given up and which were the common talk of every city and village, and 

house and street, and tavern, within and without Constantinople: and even upon the way all men talked 

of them with much wonder and astonishment’1384.  

John mentions also rare moments in which the emperor was clear-headed: on those occasions, the 

court hastened to stage a decent show in front of the population. Even if he could be ‘taken to the 

entertainments of the Hippodrome in the morning, and sometimes he was sufficiently well to give 

audience, and receive the salutations of the senate’, however, he was no longer able to properly and 

autonomously perform the important ceremony of the largitio, ‘for which purpose they put money into 

his hand, which he scattered, with the help of his attendants, who guided his arms’1385. The power, felt 

as inherent into the imperial body and limbs, had become therefore too weak, and Justin had to be 

flanked by a co-ruler, the Caesar Tiberius. 

 

Procopius and John of Ephesus presented two different forms of criticism addressed to the imperial 

body, which provided different kinds of information. Procopius build up his descriptions mainly on two 

levels. On one side he recognized, underlined, and unveiled the theatrical aspect of the Justinian’s 

court and the ceremonial skills of the emperor: like Ammianus before him, he made clear his 

awareness toward the recent developments in the imperial ceremonial and unveiled the tricks 

maliciously exploited by the emperors, who used their acting talent to deceive their audience and 

achieve their purposes. Beyond the veil of criticism, anyway, the emperor appears here as also capable 

of using and adapting his appearance according to the need of the moment (displaying certain feelings 

or breaking the rules of etiquette). The developments occurred in the performance of the proskynesis 

imposed on the members of the court, for which it seems that the blame falls upon those latter who 

                                                             
1381 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 17; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 196-197; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 106. 
1382 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 4; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 170; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 92. This period was not directly experienced by John, but was based ‘upon the authority of others’ who ‘bear 
witness to the truth and exactness of our details’; ibidem. 
1383 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 2; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 168-169; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 90. 
1384 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 3; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 91-92; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 92. 
1385 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 6; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 176; tr. BROOKS 1952, 
p. 95. 
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accepted it rather than upon the emperor, are disclosed as an innovation aimed to redefine 

hierarchical relationships and boundaries between the ruler and his subjects who had to be put under 

control. On the other hand, Procopius ignored the above-mentioned efforts made by Justinian to 

follow the sixth-century trends and to appeal emotionally to the audience by presenting himself as a 

humble and mortal being. The author rather chose to overturn the image of the emperor as a divine-

like being and imago-Christi: because of his misbehaviour and of his acting skills, Justinian ended up 

embodying the equally supernatural nature of the prince of the demons.  

The imperial ability to juggle expectations and judgments of the audience without appearing too 

openly theatrical continued therefore to be at stake at the court of the sixth century. The emperor had 

his ‘weapons’ at disposal, but the risk of being criticised by the keener members of the audience, ready 

to overturn the propaganda and to put his mistakes and slips on paper, was always present. 

John of Ephesus also presented a connection between the emperor and the demonic world, in this 

case based upon real healthy issues affecting the emperor during his rule. For both Procopius and John, 

the demonic possession of the emperor is revealed at a physical level: but if the artful Justinian lost 

only temporarily the control of his body (at times he jumped from the throne and relentless roam in 

the palace at night but returned back to his malicious acting during the day), Justin’s condition, on the 

contrary, was permanent. It made his body so weak and his mind so unstable that he became unable 

to rely on the ceremonial apparatus. John described Justin not only in the grip of pain (in line with the 

ecclesiastical tradition which looked at imperial disabilities as a punishment sent by God), but also as 

completely unable to feign: Justin lost his rationality, his self-control, and all the decency required in 

the ceremonial context, and was no more able to act his part and fulfil his duties in public. Furthermore, 

despite the attempts to cover his mortal body through theatrical devices, his illness was made public 

and shocked the entire city.  

Therefore, while Procopius’ critique could still be seen as an attempt to remind and promote certain 

imperial attitudes and values, the madness of Justin II that had forcefully came to the fore in the 

audience’s mind would inevitably be subject to much deeper reflections revolving around the mortal 

condition of the emperor. Once again, much more efficacious than any effort or trick designed to 

conceal it, this condition will be embraced and put under control, as we will see, in the speech uttered 

at the end of his reign. But first, let us see the philosophical and theological reflections over the nature 

of the ruler widespread in the sixth century which supported those discourses and allowed an author 

to depict a legitimate emperor, still sat on the throne, in such a human and fragile guise. 
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2.5. THE EMPEROR’S CONDITION AS PRIMUS INTER PARES AND AS HUMAN AND DIVINE BEING: 

PHILOSOPHICAL AND THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS 

 

In the sixth century, political ideas that had originated in the previous centuries were formulated and 

condensed on a theoretical level1386. The theme of the double nature, divine and human, present in 

the imperial being, continued also to be faced and was fully recognized.  

The deacon Agapetus mindfully warned Justinian and declared that no one should consider himself 

superior because of the nobility of his ancestors. All men, whether clothed with purple and fine linen 

and invested with diadem, or covered with humble rags, have indeed ‘clay as forefather of their race’, 

i.e. are affected by human frailty and transience1387. Even the emperor should not show off but rather 

‘reflect on the nature of the flesh and check the swelling of his heart’ so to remember, despite his being 

a ruler on earth, ‘his beginning from the earth, ascending from dust to the throne, and after a period 

of time descending there’1388. Like every other man he had to avoid arrogance, keep his mind ‘cleansed 

of human deceit’, and be aware of ‘the worthlessness of his own nature, the shortness and sudden end 

of earthy life and the filth joined to the flesh’1389. At the same time, however, the emperor has not to 

be seen entirely like other men: Agapetus echoed the contemporary debates on the nature of Christ 

and the relationship between God and humanity1390 and declared that the emperor also ‘bears in some 

way the image (tÔn eêkóna férei) of God’1391, with a divine nature next to the mortal one: 

 

‘In his bodily essence (tØ mèn o÷sí= toû sÍmatoj), the emperor is equal (#isoj) of every man, but in the 

power of his rank (tØ æxousí= dè toû ÞxiÍmatoj) he is like (3moiój) God over all men. He has no one on 

earth who is higher than he. Like a man (Ìj qnhtòn), therefore, he must not be puffed up; like God (Ìj 

qeòn), he must not be angry. For he is honoured for his divine image (eë eêkóni qeîkØ tetímhtai), he is 

nevertheless bound to his earthly image (Þllà kaì eêkóni coîkØ sumpéplektai) through which he is 

taught his equality with other men’1392. 

 

                                                             
1386 PERTUSI 1990, pp. 6 ff. 
1387 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 4; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1165; tr. BELL 2009, p. 101. On Agapetus’ declaration that an 
individual count more than his pedigree as a way to recouncil Justinian’s position (exposed to the charge of being 
an arriviste) in the eyes of the well-born Constantinopolitan aristocracy, see BELL 2009, p. 43-48; n. 12, p. 101. 
1388 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 71; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1186; tr. BELL 2009, p. 121. 
1389 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 14; ed. PG 86.1, coll. 1168-1169; tr. BELL 2009, p. 104. 
1390 BELL 2009; n. 37, p. 108. Even in the ceremonies where the emperor behaved and presented himself in line 
with his prototype Christ ‘it is hard not to see such a metaphor of the emperor as the ‘imitation of God’ and his 
vicegerent on earth as in some sense equating the emperor to Christ’; ibidem, p. 8. 
1391 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 37: ed. PG 86.1, col. 1176; tr. BELL 2009, p. 112.  
1392 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 21; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1172; tr. BELL 2009, p. 107; n. 37 pp. 107-108. For the 
correspondence between this aphorism and fragments collected in florilegia attributed to Philo Judaeus that 
were ‘originally the work of Agapetus and that somehow (…) came to be transmitted as belonging to Philo’, see 
HENRY III 1967, pp. 286-287; p. 291. 
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This chapter, recognized also Bell, ‘encapsulates the two core messages of the work’: in the power of 

his rank, the emperor is superior to other men, the primus among his pares, and had to be honoured 

as equivalent to God. Yet, in the body he is ‘like the rest of us’ and bounded to his human and mortal 

condition1393. It was the emperor’s mortal nature which caused him to fail and to sin – a serious 

problem since the emperor was also the one charged by God with the economy of the Salvation – and 

with this awareness he could be hit by critiques and uprisings. On one hand, therefore, he had to face 

the forces which threatened his power by constantly caring to maintain his authority also through his 

behaviour and his outward appearance. On the other hand, even in the most critical situation his 

power could never be questioned in its constitutional character: the emperor remained always the 

imago Christi and the abstract embodiment of the authority given by God.  

 

Those ideas were at stake also during the famous ‘Nika revolt’ in 532, when the members of the Blue 

and Green factions arose against Justinian and the bad governments of his functionaries John the 

Cappadocian, Tribonianus, and the city prefect Eudaimon. The details of the event, so violent and 

destructive that contemporaries even referred to it as due to a supernatural intervention1394, are 

reported especially by John Malalas1395, Procopius1396, and, later, the Chronicon Paschale1397. Once 

again the riot broke out when the emperor failed to give a proper response to the request of the 

population: the ‘last straw’, recounted indeed Malalas, happened when Justinian did not listen to the 

calls for imperial mercy chanted during the chariot races and refused to spare two members of the 

factions (one Green, one Blue) condemned to death by Eudaimon. The factions joined together under 

the cry ‘Nika’ (also the watch-word to prevent infiltration from the excubitores) and destroyed many 

buildings and an entire urban district in the City. The day after, at daybreak, Justinian tried to hold the 

race and to hang up the ‘customary flag (kremasqéntoj toû æx 1qouj bÔlon)’. But the angered mob 

did not calm down. At this point, he showed himself a few days later to the crowd carrying (bastázwn) 

                                                             
1393 BELL 2009, n. 37, p. 107. 
1394 Procopius declared that it spread like a ‘disease of the soul’; PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24.6; ed. and tr. 
DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 220-221. According to Malalas, the violence was ‘caused by some avenging demons’ 
who ‘prompted evil counsels’; JOHN MALALAS, Chonographia 18, 71; ed. THURN 2000, 394.26-27; 395.47-48; tr. 
JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. 275-276; cf. tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 489. 
1395 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 18, 71; ed. THURN 2000, 394-401; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. 275-281; cf. 
tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, pp. 489-497. Malalas is the basis for Theophanes Confessor’s version of the episode; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AD 6024, AD 531/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 182-186; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 276-280. 
1396 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 219-239. The episode is recorded also 
in De Aedificiis and in the Secret History: on the differences and common elements among those three accounts, 
see CAMERON 1985, pp. 166-168.  
1397 On the importance of the Chronicon Paschale (written in 630 ca) in preserving many details of riot, and its 
relation to Malalas as a source for this episode, see WHITBY 1989, pp. 112-113.  
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the Holy Gospels and making ‘a proclamation to them on oath’1398. The Chronicon Paschale specified 

that in the speech the emperor tried to justify his actions by referring to his fallible nature: ‘By this 

Power (that is, the divine power visually symbolized by the Gospels in his hands) I forgive you this error, 

and I order that none of you be arrested, – but be peaceful; for there is nothing on your head, but rather 

on mine. For my sins (Þmartíai) made me deny to you what you asked of me in the Hippodrome’1399.  

Despite the amazement produced in the audience, however, the powerful schema did not gain this 

time the hoped result: ‘many of the people’, it is true, were conquered by the gesture and ‘chanted 

‘Augustus Justinian, may you be victorious’’. But others were not convinced and called him foresworn 

until he left the Hippodrome1400. Even worse, the rioters tried to overthrow the emperor with a new 

candidate, Anastasius’ nephew Hypatius1401. Marcellinus Comes, probably a witness of the event, 

claimed that this attempted coup d’état was the very reason for the riot and that Hypatius, his brother 

Pompeius, his cousin Probus and ‘many of the nobility’ pretended loyalty to the emperor but were 

responsible for enticing ‘a whole crowd of troublemakers’ to pillage the City1402. According to 

Procopius, who instead placed the senators on the side of the emperor1403, Hypatius was reluctantly 

dragged on the steps of Constantine’s column and temporarily crowned with a golden necklace before 

he was brought on the Kathisma1404. Here, reported the Chronicon Paschale, the usurper waited for 

the purple and the official diadem but since he knew that ‘people are fickle’, he initially searched for a 

secret agreement with Justinian. Only when he received the report that the emperor had fled the 

palace he could finally sit with confidence in the imperial box ‘to listen to the people’s acclamations for 

                                                             
1398 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 18, 71; ed. THURN 2000, 395.50-51; 396.57-59; 397.69-72, 475; tr. JEFFREYS 
et al. 1986, pp. 276-278; cf. tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 489-493. 
1399 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 327, AD 532; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 625; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 
121. 
1400 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 327, AD 532; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 622-623; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
p. 121. Thanks to this gesture, nevertheless, ‘the populace’s unanimous opposition to him (Justinian) was 
beginning to falter’; WHITBY 1989, n. 358, p. 121.  
1401 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 18, 71; ed. THURN 2000, 397.72-73; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 278; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 493. 
1402 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 532; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 44. This was likely the ‘interpretation of 
the revolt which Justinian and the court wished or feigned to believe – namely that it was not a genuine 
expression of popular feeling, but merely due to the machinations of Hypatius and his friends’; CROKE 1995, p. 
125 (quoting Bury). 
1403 CAMERON 1985, p. 64. For the difficulty in analysing the real sources and reasons of the riot, see also 
CAMERON 1985, p. 167. 
1404 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24.42; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 232-233. Similar also JOHN 
MALALAS, Chronographia, 18, 71; ed. THURN 2000, 397.73 ff.; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, pp. 278-279; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, pp. 493-494. The fact that Hypatius was ‘bedecked with a gold torque at the hands of his criminal 
companions’, is recorded also by Marcellinus. He did not mention the appearance at the Kathisma but reported 
only that he and Pompeius (who concealed a breastplate under his clothes), ‘went up to invade the palace’, but 
were arrested and executed at the command of the emperor; MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 532; ed. and tr. 
CROKE 1995, p. 44. 
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him and the insulting utterances which they spoke against the emperor Justinian and against the 

Augusta Theodora’1405.  

But Justinian had not run away: according to Procopius, he was barricaded in the palace together with 

his wife and other members of the court. And since at this point he was out of schemata to use, he 

searched for a way out through a reflection over the nature of the imperial power which would have 

suggested him the right attitude to assume. Out of the palace, the senator Origen was encouraging the 

population to act carefully and to give Justinian the time to flee, ‘for authority which is ignored always 

loses its power, since its strength ebbs away with each day’. He belittled, therefore, the very nature of 

the imperial power and underlined the idea that it was something given to a man temporarily and with 

the necessity of continuous support, since it could fade away if the conditions of power failed. Inside 

the palace, the authority was expressing a very different opinion through the famous words of 

Theodora who urged the husband and the members of the court to resist: ‘For while it is impossible 

for a man who has seen the light not also to die, for one who has been an emperor it is unendurable to 

be a fugitive. May I never be separated from this purple, and may not live that day on which those who 

meet me shall not address me as mistress (…). I approve a certain ancient saying that royalty is a good 

burial-shroud’1406. Cameron geared down the importance of those famous words, which had made 

Theodora ‘gone down in history as the brave queen putting backbone into her wavering husband’, by 

pointing at their rhetorical nature, aimed to produce a dramatic effect or to present the image of a 

woman seemingly acting out of character1407. As well pointed out by Neville, however, when he 

composed the words of a speech the author had always to make the narrative plausible by fairly 

reflecting ‘the ethics, characters, and decision-making habits of the speakers’1408. In this case, 

Theodora’s words reflected the autocratic point of view for which the emperor assumed with the 

power a special condition made of privileges and responsibilities in matter of action and behaviour 

which never faded away and was maintained until death. The latter position prevailed in the end and 

the emperor turned to his soldiers and to the imperial wrath to gain a bloody victory over the 

population which further strengthened his power above the senatorial class1409.  

                                                             
1405 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 327, AD 532; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 624-625; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
p. 122-123. 
1406 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24.35-38; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 230-233. 
1407 CAMERON 1985, p. 69.  
1408 NEVILLE 2018, p. 24. Neville followed the interpretation of the passage for which Theodora’s words originated 
from the story about the cruel Dionysios of Syracuse, who was convinced not to flee a violent rebellion and kill 
the rioters by the courtier’s sentence ‘tyranny makes a good burial shroud’. By this point of view, the passage 
would be interpreted therefore as a subtle allusion to the bloodthirsty and tyrannical (rather than brave and 
heroic) nature of Theodora and her husband; NEVILLE 2018, pp. 22-23 (with bibliography). 
1409 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24.50-54; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 234-237. After the riot, declared 
Procopius in the Anecdota, the emperors ‘confiscated the property of just about all members of the Senate in, so 
to speak, one fell swoop’; PROCOPIUS, Anecdota, XII, 12; ed. DEWING 1960, vol. VI, p. 146; tr. KALDELLIS 2010, 
pp. 57-58; CAMERON 1985, p. 64. On the intentionality of the episode, seen not as a ‘crisis of power’ faced and 
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Romanos the Melodist re-read the events in religious and moral overtones in a kontakion on 

earthquakes and fires and drew a parallel between the emperor and God who, full of love for the 

humanity, used the calamities to improve it, get angry (ðrgízetai), and put his wrath (ðrgÕn) on the 

tip of his sword in his appearance (æn scÔmati). As representative of God on earth, the emperor must 

also show his wrath against the rebels threatening his authority: in the case of the Nika riot he did not 

assume therefore the role of the punisher but rather that of a faithful God-fearer (qeòn oë dediótej). 

He even made himself a suppliant by begging piety to God, praying, and raising his sight on heaven to 

obtain God’s compassion1410. 

The elements that surface from the descriptions of the Nika riots testify how ideas and philosophical 

reflections about the imperial nature could also be involved in the practice of the power, both directly 

in the performances as well as at an interpretative level. Justinian tried to express through his public 

appearance his nature as universal and triumphant ruler (holding the mappa), as well as a fallible being 

subordinated to the divine realm (by swearing and declaring his sins over the Gospels). Justinian’s 

schema apparently failed on this occasion and did not help the emperor to overcome the threatening 

moment. Only a new awareness of the nature of his power and the use of violence helped him to 

regain control of his position. But if we take on the possibility of an imperial involvement in the 

event1411, this failure could have been even purposefully enacted, to stage an emperor trying his 

hardest to avoid the conflict with the visual weapons used and recognized at the time. The words of 

Origen and Theodora, then, attested the presence at court of different points of view on power, while 

Romanos’ parallelism between divine and imperial wrath justified and gave a posteriori sense of the 

outcome of an episode, which must have been undoubtedly felt as shocking for those who had 

experienced it. In this way, Justinian managed to get away with his bloody expedient without enduring 

consequences and with a strengthened image that inspired awe and admiration rather than grudge. 

 

Reflecting over the nature of the imperial person, Agapetus also developed at a theological level the 

traditional ideas, already present in nuce and in philosophical terms in Themistius, regarding the 

importance of the imperial behaviour and morality and their effect on the empire’s well-being. The 

most important goal of the imperial earthly kingdom is the imitation (mímhsij) and the likeness 

(ñmoíwsin) of the heavenly one: ‘use fittingly your kingdom here below so that it may become a ladder 

for you to the glory above’, declared Agapetus1412. This path went through the usual fulfilment of the 

                                                             
then solved by the emperor, but rather an act purposely and strategically organised to stabilize his power against 
the internal enemies, see MEIER 2003. 
1410 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia 54, 19; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, p. 469; tr. TROMBI 2007, vol. II, 
p. 215. 
1411 See above, n. 1409, pp. 227-228. 
1412 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 59; ed. PG 86.1 col. 1181; BELL 2009, p. 117. 
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exceptional responsibility bestowed to the imperial role. ‘If the ruler does wrong’, declared indeed 

Agapetus, ‘then he damages the whole state’1413. He had, therefore, to excel in his actions: ‘men will 

require good deeds from you in proportion to the magnitude of your power’1414, and ‘nothing gives a 

man a better reputation than to be able to do what he wants, but always to want and to do what 

benefits mankind’1415. In line with the Pauline metaphor of the Christians as members of the Body of 

Christ, Agapetus declared thus that the emperor is fitted in the world like the eye is implanted in the 

body and is ‘given by God to collaborate with Him in conferring benefits’. He has thus to care for all 

men, who are in turn like his limbs, and act as a model ‘so that they make progress in things good, and 

do not stumble in things evil’1416. 

A central feature required from public authorities continued to be, first of all, the exercise of self-

control. So, for example, Procopius described the wicked John the Cappadocian as a man ‘entirely 

without the advantages of a liberal education’1417 and ‘utterly unable to control himself’ (he got drunk, 

ate ‘until he vomited’ and devoted himself to ‘wanton deeds of lust’)1418. According to John the Lydian, 

‘the loathsomeness of his soul (tò bdeluròn tÖj yucÖj)’ was even revealed by (ækkalúptwn) ‘the 

mere composition of his body (æk mónhj tÖj toû sÍmatoj diaskeuÖj)’, namely a corpulent 

constitution and excessive and heavy flesh which hung ‘as a cloak’1419. As for the emperor, also 

Agapetus connected the virtue of self-control to his mortal and perishable nature. The emperor had to 

pursue justice with a steady attitude in reasoning (logismón) and in thinking (tò frónhma), always 

‘unalterably fixed’ against the variability of the human affairs and without being changed by ‘the pomp 

of this earthly dominion’. He has to act indeed ‘as one holding an authority which perishes’, keeping 

his mind ‘unchanged in changeable affairs’1420.  

Furthermore, the emperor had to distinguish himself for his philanthropia1421. This highly evocative 

virtue was traditionally expressed in the merciful attitude of the emperor who gained divine 

forgiveness for his sins by forgiving those who wronged him1422. The emperor, as a mortal being, could 

                                                             
1413 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 10; ed. PG 86.1 col. 1168; tr. BELL 2009, p. 103. 
1414 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 53; ed. PG 86.1 col. 1180; tr. BELL 2009, p. 116. ‘(…) even a light word of the 
emperor’s carries great force among everyone’; AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 26; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1172; tr. BELL 2009, 
p. 108. 
1415 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 6; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1165; BELL 2009, p 102. 
1416 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 46; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1177; tr. BELL 2009, p. 114. 
1417 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24.12-13; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 222-223. John indeed had 
‘learned nothing while attending the elementary school except his letters, and these, too, poorly enough’; ibidem. 
1418 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Persico, I, 24.15; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. I, pp. 224-225 
1419 JOHN THE LYDIAN, De Magistratibus, III, 58; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, p. 252, p. 299.  
1420 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis ch. 11; ch. 33-34; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1168; col. 1173; BELL 2009, pp. 103-104; p. 110-111. 
For an interpretation of this stress on the unchangeable nature of the emperor as a reaction to the charges of 
innovations moved against Justinian by conservative critics, see BELL 2009, n. 22 p. 104. 
1421 For the biblical and liturgical reminiscences and the allusions to the patristic writings, which responded to 
the sensitiveness of an audience used to hearing biblical lections and liturgy, see HENRY III 1967, pp. 296-298. 
1422 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 64; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1184; tr. BELL 2009, p. 119. 
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be taken by passions: he is ‘friend of men and thus also easy to the wrath (1ndoqen ñ despóthj 

filánqtwpoj, 1xwqen ðrgíloj)’ declared Romanos the Melodist1423. And the wrath, recognized 

Agathias through the words of Belisarius, was a powerful but also dangerous instrument which had 

always to be tempered by judgment and discipline: ‘whereas prudence is a pure and unalloyed blessing, 

anger has its forceful and determined side, which is praiseworthy, but it also has its rash and impetuous 

side, which is unprofitable and undesirable’1424. If he wanted to be defined ‘truly as an emperor’, 

declared Agapetus, the ruler had to be able ‘both to rule and master pleasures’ with temperance 

(swfrosúnh) and justice (dikaiosúnh)’1425. Agapetus regarded indeed ‘as equal evils both being 

enraged by the misdeeds of enemies and being beguiled by the flattery of friends. One must nobly resist 

both and not depart from impropriety neither taking revenge on the unreasonable enmity of the one, 

nor rewarding the feigned benevolence of the other’1426. In line with those statements also the authors 

who wanted to praise Justinian referred to his clemency, despite the undeniable harsh reaction after 

the Nika Riot: even in front of a person who threatened his life, exclaimed for example Paul the 

Silentiary, ‘you immediately calm the storms of necessary anger, you immediately assume a merciful 

serenity (…)1427. Love indeed is higher and more effective than fear, since ‘willing subjects’ who are 

‘ruled by the bonds of goodwill’ are easier to control and firm in obeisance than ‘unwilling subject’ who 

tend to rebel1428.  

Finally, a good ruler had to achieve a middle-way between an attitude ‘unapproachable (Þprósitoj) 

to men’ because of the height (tò 0yoj) of the ‘kingship here below (tÖj kátw basileíaj, that is, 

the earthly kingdom), and an attitude ‘approachable (e÷prósitoj) to those in need because of the 

might (tò krátoj) of the power from above (tÖj \nw æxousíaj)’1429. The friendly attitude required 

from the emperor had to be as usual very different from the one attached to the barbarian rulers who 

debased themselves with their subjects: so Procopius described the King of the Eruli who despite the 

title ‘had practically no advantage over any private citizen whomsoever. But all claimed the right to sit 

with him and eat with him, and whoever wished insulted him without restraint; for no men in the world 

are less bound by convention (ÞsunqetÍteroi) or more unstable (Þstaqmhtóteroi) than the 

ErulI’1430. On the other side, the same author praised Belisarius – this time described as a man of which 

                                                             
1423  ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia, 54, 5; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, p. 464; tr. TROMBI 2007, vol. II, 
p. 210. 
1424 AGATHIAS, Historiarum Libri Quinque, V, 18.8; ed. KALDELLIS, p. 187; tr. FRENDO 1970, p. 154. 
1425 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 18; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1169; tr. BELL 2009, p. 106. For the sophrosyne as one of the 
main personal political virtues of the good rule in the Platonic tradition, and the concept of philanthropia in the 
pagan thought, see BELL 2009, p. 38. 
1426 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 31; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1173; BELL 2009, p. 110. 
1427 PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, vv. 941-947; ed. FOBELLI 2005, p. 92; tr. BELL 2009, p. 208. 
1428 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 35; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1176; BELL 2009, p. 111. See also chapters 39-40-46-48-55. See 
also PAUL THE SILENTIARY, Descriptio S. Sophiae, v. 956; ed. FOBELLI 2005, p. 92; tr. BELL 2009, p. 209. 
1429 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 8; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1168; tr. BELL 2009, p. 103. 
1430 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Gotico, II (VI), 14.39-41; ed. and tr. DEWING 1962, vol. III, pp. 412-413.  
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‘the Byzantines took delight in watching’ and about whom none ‘could get enough of his sight’ when 

he walked in procession (próodoj) to the market-place with his barbarian escort – for his beautiful 

body and face (sÏma kalój … kaì e÷próswpoj), for his meek conduct (prÙón), and because ‘his 

attitude (pareîcen) toward those who met him’ was ‘so affable (e÷prósodon) that he seemed like a 

very poor man and one of no repute (ÞnqrÍp_ pénhtí te lían kaì Þdóx_ æmferÕj)’1431.  

 

The debate between the mortal and divine nature of the emperor was, therefore, more openly faced 

and flanked the old problem of the ‘republican’ and ‘autocratic’ attitudes required from the emperor. 

Those basic elements of the Byzantine kingship were openly discussed also by other contemporary 

sources. The sixth-century dialogue On Political Science, written from a senatorial perspective in line 

with the platonic tradition and Cicero’s political thought, clarified further the ideal of a ruler who acts 

in imitation of God (lógon tÖj q(eo)û mimÔsewj) (that is, ‘the essence of imperial rule’)1432 as well as 

as a father for his citizens, in harmony with the elite. The author underlined once again the high 

responsibility connected with the imperial behaviour: in this case, it was the principle of order, earned 

by the emperor through a process of ‘ascent’ to the intellectual world of God, which was transferred 

through a hierarchical emanation (or a ‘political illumination’) to the higher civic offices (the optimates) 

and all the members of the court1433. He then declared that the emperor achieved the well-being of 

the state and the salvation of his subjects especially by acting like a doctor who cares for human bodies 

through ‘the law (nómoj)’, that is the proper rules of medicine imposed from outside; through the 

‘doctrines (dógmata)’, that is ‘the principles by which a doctor advises himself on what is appropriate’ 

so that he ‘legislate for appropriate behaviour (tà préponta) in his soul not through external pressure, 

but through the persuasion of reason, the shame of conscience, and his nature as a free man’; and then 

through the ‘habits of actual practice (kat’ænérgeian æpitÔdeuma)’1434. The special relationship 

between the emperor and God did not have to result therefore in an over-mighty rule: he ‘is one of 

the optimates’ who ‘stands out (diafainómenoj)’ not so much for ‘rank, age and dignity’ but more for 

his political virtue and for his experience in public affairs1435. And his authority had to be constrained 

                                                             
1431 PROCOPIUS, De Bello Gotico, III (VII), 1.5-7; ed. and tr. DEWING 1962, vol. IV, pp. 152-153. 
1432 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.1; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 16; tr. BELL 2009, p. 145. 
1433 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.60-61; 5.98; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 27; p. 32; tr. BELL 2009, p. 158; p. 
165. See also BELL 2009, p. 61. Since ‘good order (e÷taxia) produces peace and tranquillity’ and ‘disorder 
(Þtaxia) implants a war’ indeed, ‘an (har)monious order (mónion táxin)’ is ‘truly fitting for a good (emperor)’; 
DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.98; 5.115-116; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 32; p. 35; tr. BELL 2009, p. 165; p. 
169. John the Lydian also praised Justinian for being ‘virtuous and noble’, a condition which led him to be 
‘naturally prone to respect those who by descent, manner of life, and generosity emulate him (zhloûntaj 

a÷tòn) in accordance with their ability’; JOHN THE LYDIAN, De Magistratibus, III, 38; ed. and tr. BANDY 2013, p. 
220, p. 273. 
1434 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.13-16; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, pp. 18-19; tr. BELL 2009, pp. 147-148. 
1435 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.40; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 23; tr. BELL 2009, p. 154. 
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by a necessary ‘legitimate proclamation (tÖj ænnómou cárin ÞnarrÔsewj)’. His power indeed is 

not only given by God, but is also ‘offered by the citizens’1436.  

The dialogue warned also about the danger of relying on the public opinion: besides those who lived 

‘according to reason’, indeed, there are many who are ‘led by opinion and make their judgments, with 

an eye to blame, in accordance with how things turn out’1437. The emperor, therefore, need to avoid to 

take the power through mechanisms of persuasion based on the ability in displaying (æpideiktikón) 

himself according to the will of masses1438. He must also refrain from ruling through violence or 

deceitful scheming1439. The kind of government praised by the author of the Dialogue is thus one which 

had to be in ‘imitation of God amongst men (tò qeoû (...) æn ÞnqrÍpoij mímhma)’ and in which 

‘what is given from God to emperors should be embedded in the state amongst men both justly and in 

public law. What is administered in this way’, concluded the dialogue, ‘will be administered reverently, 

so far as God is concerned, and fittingly amongst men’1440. Joining harmoniously the mortal and 

supernatural nature of the ruler, the republican and the autocratic ideals of the imperial behaviour, 

thus, the author of the Dialogue presented the imperial power as given by God as well as established 

among men with justice and according to the law.  

 

‘What would such authority be if not that of imperial rule alone and of an emperor who resembled, so far 

as possible, Heaven with the same name and the same power – if, that is, corruptible can be compared to 

the incorruptible? But carrying within himself the divine likeness (ñmoióthta), and alone standing in a 

twofold relation (dittÕn ... perikeímenoj) to mankind: in one, as a man amongst men (Ìj \nqrwpoj met’ 

ÞnqrÍpwn); in the other, as an emperor above other men (Ìj basileùj øpèr toùj \llouj 

ÞnqrÍpouj)? (…) He ‘would reasonably seek to rule to the best of his ability like him whose likeness and 

image he was. If not, he would not truly be emperor, but merely an empty name’1441. 

 

The best visual examples for those ideas are the famous portraits of Justinian and Theodora that shine 

from the walls of the Church of San Vitale in Ravenna. Under the theophany of Christ – depicted in the 

apse conch above – the emperors proceed together with the members of their respective court. Their 

feet intermingle over each other signalling their position both at the same level (as primi inter pares) 

as well as superior to them. They seem to lead mankind in a heavenly procession in front of God, in 

line with a kind of imagery, proposed by Romanos the Melodist, for whom Justinian and Theodora 

acted as intercessors for the salvation of their people1442: the supernatural dimension of their being is 

                                                             
1436 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.17; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, pp. 19-20; tr. BELL 2009, p. 149. 
1437 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.41; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 23; tr. BELL p. 154. 
1438 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.42-43; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, pp. 24; tr. BELL 2009, pp. 154-155. 
1439 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.46; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 25; tr. BELL 2009, p. 155. 
1440 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.45; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 24; tr. BELL 2009, p. 155. 
1441 DE SCIENTIA POLITICA DIALOGUS, 5.122-123; ed. MAZZUCCHI 1982, p. 37; tr. BELL 2009, p. 171. 
1442 ROMANOS THE MELODIST, Kontakia, 54, 18; ed. MAAS and TRYPANIS 1963, pp. 468-469; tr. TROMBI 2007, 
vol. II, p. 215. 
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expressed in this case by the bi-dimensional and abstract rendering of their bodies (in a manner similar 

to the icons of saints and holy persons) and by the frontal position turned toward the onlookers1443. 

Furthermore, their gesture of symbolic sacrifice and offering reflected not so much the actual 

Eucharistic rite practically performed in the apsidal space, but rather those of the patriarch Abraham 

and the priest-king Melchisedek in the nearby panels, as well as the Magi’s adoration on Theodora’s 

cloth, which prefigures the sacrifice of Christ. Justinian is even approached by those present with the 

covered hands, a well-known symbolic sign of respect toward the sacred which was also actually 

performed at court1444.  A refined realism characterized, on the other hand, the details of the 

elaborated costumes and the face’s lineaments (some members of the retinue even smile slightly, a 

facial expression attributed by Procopius to the senators who offered godlike honours to the emperors 

in the mosaic of the Chalké)1445. Especially the ladies following Theodora display gestures which are 

neither symbolic and neither of benediction, but expressed in Hellenistic style elegance and fine 

manners, nobility and wealthy social status, in a way similar to the movements performed by the saints 

in procession on the fifth century mosaic on the ceiling of the Neonian Baptistery, also in Ravenna1446. 

Also, an aristocrat attendant of Theodora raises a curtain (likely the vela which divided different 

locations in the Church – to increase the feeling of mystery during the liturgy1447 – and in the palace1448). 

In the panel of Justinian, a priest gracefully carries an incense burner in his right hand and tends his 

left hand in a rhetorical-like gesture that comes out from the framework of the picture, like as he was 

proceeding out from a theatrical stage. On the other side of the image, at the beginning of the 

procession, another attendant is partially covered by a column, as he was going to enter into the scene 

from the backstage1449. Those gestures remind those performed by actors who turned toward the 

audience before going out of the scene, and underline the character of spectacle of the procession 

perceived by the artist, this time giving a more positive (and even sacral) connotation to the traditional 

                                                             
1443 HALDON 1990, pp. 406-409. 
1444 GRABAR (1936) 1971, pp. 106ff. On the relationship between the scene and the actual ceremonies described 
in the De Ceremoniis, see especially DECKERS 2002. The same gesture is present in the processions of virgins and 
saints on the aisles of St Apollinare Nuovo, which originally portrayed the members of the Theodorician court 
and which in 570 had been re-shaped by the bishop Agnellus to fit the reconciliation of the church to the catholic 
cult. On the history and iconography of the church, see PICCININI 1991. 
1445 PROCOPIUS, De Aedificiis, I, 10.19; ed. and tr. DEWING 1961, vol. VII, pp. 86-87. 
1446 Mathews see the saints’ gestures as derived from the iconographical conventions which characterized the 
philosopher in several third-century sarcophagi; MATHEWS 1963, p. 59. 
1447 See especially the church of Achiropoietos at Thessaloniki; KREUTHEIMER (1965) 1986. 
1448 The mosaic originally representing the palace of Theodoric, in the southern aisle of St Apollinare Nuovo, 
clearly represented the use of those curtains hanging on the door of aristocratic residences, while the ‘shadows’ 
of the members of the courts in front of them, erased after 570, are still visible by a careful eye; PICCININI 1991. 
1449 A similar device is employed in the famous lunette in the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, where the rocks and 
similar columns covered with gems and golden leaf also evoked the idea of an almost ‘theatrical‘ space, on which 
the Shepard, royally dressed, set himself. According to Kitzinger, the artist employed in this case a late Hellenistic 
and Roman illusionistic perspective, while in St Vitale the actor moves in a more dematerialized space; KITZINGER 
1977. 
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linking between theatre and power and to the display of authority through graceful but also 

otherworldly bodies. 

 

In the context of instability which characterized the period between the end of the sixth and the 

beginning of the seventh century, the emphasis on the presence of a human and therefore mortal, 

perishable, and fallible dimension in the imperial nature was included in the official speech addressed 

to the new emperor by his predecessor the day of his proclamation. Writing in the twelfth century on 

the ground of previous sources, Michael the Syrian reported that already Theodosius II, two days 

before his death, instructed his successor Marcian to administer the empire ‘with the fear of God’’1450. 

Justin II especially uttered a high minded public speech to his successor Tiberius when, no longer able 

to bear his imperial role whether because of his madness or of a general illness, he adopted him and 

proclaimed him Caesar. The speech is reported by Evagrius, Theophylact Simocatta, and even by the 

highly critical version of John of Ephesus, according to whom Justin managed to speak clearly and with 

rationality thanks to an angel (this time a ‘good angel’) who suggested him the words1451. The speech 

was uttered in a public place (on a rostrum according to John)1452 in front of the Senate, the priestly 

hierarchy, and the patriarch John Scholasticus1453. Justin conveyed it, claimed Simocatta, ‘not 

beautifying the ugliness of the diction, nor making any change to the inelegance of the expression’ but 

‘nakedly (…) so that the veracity of what follows may appear from the simplicity and authenticity of the 

nature of the diction’1454: 

 

‘Behold, God magnifies you (#Þgaqúnwn se); God grants you this apparel (tò scÖma), not I; honour him, 

that you may also be honoured by him (…) do not resemble me in hatred, for I have collected paymen as a 

mortal (ægÎ gàr Ìj \nqrwpoj eêswdiásqhn) (for indeed I was fallible (ptaistòj ægenómhn)), and I have 

been paid in accordance with my sins. But I will plead my case at the tribunal of Christ against those who 

                                                             
1450 MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, VIII, 8; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 221. 
1451 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 5; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 175-176; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 95. The scene, added John of Ephesus, was consecrated also in art with pictures in which an angel stood 
between Tiberius and Justin ‘and with his mouth at Justin’s ear’; ibidem. The different recounts had been 
transcribed and compared by Cameron, who recognized how they differed in details but shared the same tone 
and feelings: they likely derived directly from a contemporary source, a transcription of the speech which was 
taken down by many scribes and from which it was produced an abbreviated version; CAMERON 1976b. 
1452 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 5; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 175-176; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 95. 
1453 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, 11.7; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 132; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
89. 
1454 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, 11.5-6; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 132; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
89. 
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have done this to me. Do not let this apparel (tò scÖma) incite you as it did me. Attend thus all men as you 

do to yourself. Recognize what you were and what you are now (gnÏqi tí ˜j kaì tí eô nûn)’1455. 

 

Justin declared therefore that the imperial schema was a condition given by God, charged with great 

responsibility and a serious danger if not properly used. Evagrius for his part did not employ directly 

the term schema but underlined the illusive and deceptive character of the imperial appearance: ‘Let 

not the apparent dignity of the vestment (tÖj Þmpecónhj Ó fantasía) mislead you’ declared Justin 

to his successor, ‘nor the illusion of what is visible (tÏn ñrwménwn Ó skhnÔ); seduced by these I did 

not realize that I had become liable (øpódikoj) to the extreme penalties. Rectify my mistakes by leading 

the state through all prosperity’1456. John of Ephesus stressed also the sinful nature of Justin, who finally 

repented for the unworthy deeds against the Monophysites: ‘Beware, lest this apparel (scÖma) and 

royal dress lead thee astray, as it has led me, and fill thee with pride and error and presumption, and 

bring upon thee the wrath of Heaven, as it has upon me, and thou too be stripped, and fall from thy 

kingdom as I this day’1457.  

Furthermore, the emperor even expressed the desire to open the gates of the palace and to stage his 

sufferings (according to John, God continued to inflict him physical punishments until his last days) 

with a public show in front of the population: ‘all who wished might enter, and see the king asking for 

death, and desiring it rather than life, and death denied him’1458. In other words, thus, Justin publicly 

declared his desire to be seen as a human and mortal being who had failed to properly fill the schema 

granted by God by staining it with sins.  

Tiberius (raised on the throne as Tiberius II) warned, in turn, his successor Maurice with a speech, when 

he fell sick and ‘it was necessary’ also for him ‘to pass on at last from the present sphere and to yield 

to the universal law of nature (tÐ koinÐ øpeíkein nóm_ tÖj fúsewj)’1459. Tiberius, reported 

Simocatta, revealed his anxieties for his imminent death and expressed the wish to arrange for his 

mortal affairs (that is, to confess his sins) before presenting to the Creator the account of his ‘mortal 

life (toùj lógouj tÖj biotÖj)’1460. He was carried on a litter to the middle of the palace’s courtyard 

                                                             
1455 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, 11.8-10; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 132-133; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, pp. 89-90. The same also in THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6070, AD 577/8; ed. DE BOOR 
1833, pp. 248-250; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 368-369. 
1456 EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, V, 13.13-17; ed. BIDEZ 1898, pp. 208-209; tr. WHITBY 2000, 
p. 272. 
1457 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 5; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 173-174; tr. BROOKS 
1952, pp. 93-94. The same in MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, ch. 15; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 407. For the term 
schema in the passage, see BROOKS 1952, n. 6, p. 93. 
1458 JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, III, 6; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, pp. 177-178; tr. BROOKS 
1952, p. 177; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 15; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 408. 
1459 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 1.1; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 38; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 19. 
1460 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 1.5; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 39; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 19. 
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of Tribunal1461. Since he was too weak to speak with his own voice, he spoke to those present (the 

patriarch and a congregation of priestly and lay high-dignitaries) through a skilled orator (Simocatta 

called him a ‘quaestor’). The latter acted thus as the emperor’s ‘mouthpiece (basiléwj dè glÏttan)’ 

and ‘ennobled the imperial command in a manner worthy of royal majesty‘1462. Once again the speech 

publicly acknowledged the mortal nature of the emperor and alerted Maurice about ‘the awesome 

duties that underlie the superficial glamour and outward pomp of the imperial throne’1463. The new 

emperor received advice about not to get puffed-up by the power like his predecessor: ‘today’ 

declared Tiberius through the orator’s words, ‘my former freedom and impunity (parrhsía kaì 

\deia) cause me great fear: for those who possess abundance of power are likely also to be attended 

by numerous faults (tà sfálmata)’1464.  ‘Kingship’, indeed, ‘is an exalted and lofty matter, which 

elevates on high its riders and puffs him up in his reasoning’. But a good emperor has to rule with 

reason and with wisdom, seeking the goodwill from his subjects rather than fear, honour instead of 

flattery. He has to act in a humble manner, living ‘like a philosopher’ and regarding the purple ‘as some 

cheap rag to dress in, and the crown to be no different at all from the pebbles on the seashores’. After 

the discourse, then, Tiberius put the crown and the purple cloak on the Caesar1465. The main elements 

of the events are reported also by Gregory of Tours: Tiberius, when he was on the death-bed (‘Ecce! 

iam impleto sentio tempus vitae meae’), entrusted Maurice with the imperial power (‘imperium 

meum’) and warned him to use it properly and to rule with aequitate and iustitia1466.  

Whether they were actually uttered by the emperors or not, these discourses reflected how strong 

was felt the union between the divine and human dimensions in the emperor’s person and the 

responsibilities connected with the imperial behaviour. He had to maintain control over the human 

part of his being to properly rule the State and avoid divine punishment. The imperial life was more 

and more felt as a transient thing like the light of a candle, the grass and the flowers: ‘One day before 

                                                             
1461 For another location of the setting of this ceremonial in the Campus Tribunalis at the Hebdomon, see WHITBY 
and WHITBY 1985, n. 6, p. 19. 
1462 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 1.3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 39; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 19. 
According to Theophanes Confessor Tiberius, who was dying because of some spoilt berries, was unable to speak, 
and announced his successor to the populace ‘by means of a prepared statement’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6074, AD 581/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 252; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 373. 
1463 FRENDO 1988, p. 153. 
1464 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 1.6; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 39-40; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, pp. 
19-20.  
1465 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 1.16-18; I, 1.22; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 41-42; tr. WHITBY and 
WHITBY 1985, p. 21. John of Ephesus did not mention the speech of Tiberius, but only mentioned the marriage 
between Maurice and Tiberius’ daughter and the crowing of the Caesar ‘on the day before his death’; JOHN OF 
EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, pars Tertia, V, 3; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 350; tr. BROOKS 1952, p. 350. Michael 
the Syrian added that Tiberius ‘summoned the senate and asked its members to pray for him. He spoke to them 
at length’ before giving the crown to Maurice; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 20; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 419. 
1466 GREGORY OF TOURS, Libri Historiarum X, VI, 30; ed. KRUSCH and LEVISON 1951, pp. 298-299; tr. OLDONI 
1981, vol. II, pp. 79-81. The same also in PAUL THE DEACON, Historia Longobardorum, III, 15; ed. SCHWARTZ 
2009, pp. 198-200; tr. CAPO 1992, p. 145. 
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the murder of the Emperor Maurice’, reminded the seventh century’s Life of Theodore of Sykeon, the 

saint saw the ‘sleepless lamp’ of the monastery of the Mother of God going out, while any attempt to 

re-light it with or without prayers failed. The saint recognized the fact as a divine sign given to him and 

his brothers ‘not without cause or to no purpose’, and after many prayers its meaning was given thanks 

to a divine vision. ‘Very truly didst thou picture the nature of man (tÕn tÏn ÞnqrÍpwn fúsin), 

blessed Isaiah’, commented bitterly Theodore, ‘for ‘Every man (pâj ... \nqrwpoj)’, it is written, ‘is 

grass (córtou) and all the glory of man (pâsa dóxa ÞnqrÍpou) is as the flower of grass; the grass 

has withered and its flower has fallen (Is. 40:7)’. The saint announced then the imminent death of 

Maurice to his brothers and they declared that he was a human being who deserved his fate because 

of his bad government1467. Maurice, we will see also in the next paragraph, was finally overthrown and 

murdered together with his numerous family by Phocas. The more positive recount of Simocatta 

included the image of the dead imperial body as a powerful reminder of the human frailties: thrown 

into the sea, it was bestowed again on the dry land by the marine current so that ‘the royal disaster 

(sumforâj), or, to put it more appropriately, the calamities (sumptÍmata) of the inhabited world, 

were exhibited (qeatrízetai) to the crowds; the shores of Chalcedon were filled with the crowds, who 

received the narrative of their own folly (Þnoíaj tÕn ëstorían), as they gazed at the sea-waves’ 

naked exhibition (qeatrízonta) of the emperor’s bodies like depictions of misfortunes (pínakaj 

dustuchmátwn tinàj)’1468. The emperor’s death was the very moment in which his mortal nature 

was dramatically revealed, and now this very moment took the shocking form of the horribly vilified 

corpse of a murdered Maurice. 

Finally, the emperor was constantly reminded of his mortal nature also in the ceremonial context: 

Leontius of Neapolis reported how at his times (at the beginning of the seventh century), on occasion 

of the imperial coronation, the builders of the imperial tomb (the mnhmorálioi) were used to bring 

to the emperor ‘four or five small pieces of marbles of different colour’ and ask him to choose the one 

for his future tomb. Those words, explained Leontius, suggested to him (aênissómenoi a÷tÐ) ‘that, 

as a corruptible mortal who soon passes away (Ìj \nqrwpoj $wn fqartòj kaì parercómenoj), he 

should take thought for his own soul, and govern his kingdom righteously (e÷sebÏj)’1469. The practice, 

so praised that even the patriarch John the Almsgiver ‘imitated this truly praiseworthy custom and 

                                                             
1467 VITA SANCTI THEODORI SYCEOTAE, 119; ed. FESTUGIÈRE 1970, pp. 95-96; tr. DAWES and BAYNES 1948, pp. 
167-168. The Saint replied to them: ‘This man, children, will shortly be removed, and after him worse things shall 
happen such as this generation does not expect’’; ibidem. 
1468 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 12.1-2; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 306-307; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, p. 228. 
1469 LEONTIUS OF NEAPOLIS, Vita S. Ioannis Eleemosynarii, 17.4-13; ed. and tr. FESTUGIÈRE 1974, p. 365 (p. 467); 
tr. DAWES and BAYNES 1948, pp. 228-229. 
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gave orders for a tomb to be built for him’1470, is not attested as such in any other sources1471. Later 

ceremonial protocols attested the employment of another device, this time an insigne of power, with 

the same purpose: the Þkakía or Þnexikakía, a little pouch or a cylinder made of silk and full of dust 

(or earth), carried by the emperors in procession. According to the De Ceremoniis, it was held in the 

left hand as the symbol ‘of the resurrection of our earthly nature’1472. Dagron on the other side found 

in a later work of Symeon of Thessaloniki a reference to its meaning as a way ‘to signify the perishable 

nature of power and the humility which (the emperor) should feel’ since he was moulded from the 

same clay as other men and would return to the same dust1473. In the fourteenth century, a further 

development of the meaning is found in the Pseudo-Kodinos: he declared that the akakia pointed out 

the humility and the mortality of the emperor (tò tòn basiléa tapeinòn e%inai Ìj qnhtòn), 

reminding him not to be puffed up by vanity and to always be aware of the unstable nature of 

power1474.  

 

We have seen how in the fifth and sixth centuries the schema and the schemata of the emperor 

developed and how it actually worked to face contemporaneous practical problems. Pagan features 

continued to be included in the representation of the power together with the new ones carefully 

presented and advertised in earlier centuries’ authors. Triumph and humility, republican friendliness 

and authoritarian distance, self-celebration and self-abasement, sacredness and mortality, joined 

together and were harmoniously included in the visual imagery of the victorious and faithful ruler, 

supported by and ruling in connection with God. Not so much difficulties or conflicts seems to have 

been felt in the process, and the emperor could express the value or the ideological statement more 

persuasive and useful for the occasion through different schemata. They could be used and combined 

to prove his suitability to fulfil the different roles (military, civil, and sacred) required by his position 

and to grant him a successful rise to power. They could even enhance his position and help him handle 

the population in the face of the threats he had to solve during his rule: in the spectacular stages set 

up in the City, Christian elements gradually strengthened their presence and overcame the pagan ones 

in the way in which the emperor behaved and displayed himself in public. His official schema 

                                                             
1470 LEONTIUS OF NEAPOLIS, Vita S. Ioannis Eleemosynarii, 17.14-32; ed. and tr. FESTUGIÈRE 1974, p. 365 (p. 467); 
tr. DAWES and BAYNES 1948, p. 229. The tomb was left unfinished until his death, so to gain the help of the 
zealous Christians who ‘should come in and say to him, 'Your tomb, master, is still unfinished. Allow us, we pray, 
to finish it because you do not know at what hour the thief will come'. The Patriarch arranged this to be done in 
that wise in order to leave a good example to his successors’ ibidem. 
1471 FESTUGIÈRE 1974, n. 19, 228, p. 569. 
1472 CONSTANTINUS PORPHYROGENITUS, De Ceremoniis Aulae Byzantinae, II, 52; ed. and tr. MOFFATT and 
MAXEME TALL 2012, vol. 2, p. 766. Furthermore, since it had a scroll-like appearance, it was also considered ‘a 
symbol of Christ’s teaching and commandments’; PARANI 2003, p. 33. 
1473 De Sancto Templo 148; ed. PG 155, col. 356, in DAGRON (1996) 2003, n. 92, p. 36. 
1474 PSEUDO-KODINOS, De Officiis, IV.51; ed. and tr. VARPEAUX 1966, pp. 200-202. For further examples see also 
KAZHDAN 1991a. For a mystical-symbolical interpretation, see PERTUSI 1976, pp. 519-521. 
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increasingly underlined the connection with the biblical history and emphasised the virtue of humility 

as well as the grief shared by the emperor with his subject: in this way, he cleverly exploited the 

ceremonial context to impress and overcome the anger of the crowd. The case study of Corippus has 

especially shown the harmony and the developments that occurred in the image of an emperor to be 

feared and an emperor to be loved. His Justin II actively revealed through his gestures his authority, 

his might, as well as his humbleness toward God and his sensitivity toward his fellow human beings.  

The members of the court also emerged as active performers who employed, in turn, their gestures 

and their physical attitudes: they could act as decorative bodies expressing the perfect order of the 

palace, but they could also perform physical movements intended for a practical purpose, for example 

to restore the silence during a meeting. Other sources on the other hand testified the spread of highly 

physical and violent gestures, the slaps, in the context of heated debates at court. Physical gestures 

and postures also increased their role in the mechanism of embassies, where the tension and the clash 

between different kinds of ideal behaviour of the Romans and their ‘barbarians’ interlocutors could be 

presented as having political consequences. 

Procopius’ and John of Ephesus’ lively portraits of, respectively, Justinian and Justin II, have shown on 

the other hand the attention paid toward gestures and physical behaviour in the field of the imperial 

criticism, where the propaganda of the imperial body was overthrown. Procopius unveiled a point of 

view for which specific gestures could be felt as revealing social chaos, a coward and unmanly 

character, even political weakness and lack of civic dignity. The traditional theme of the theatre applied 

to the imperial court became a pretext to underline the deceiving, hypocrite, and false character of 

the emperor who concealed his anger and his real nature of avenging demon. Once again, gestures 

and physical movements unveiled the truth and its harmful consequences on the empire. John of 

Ephesus for his part cleverly turned the imperial mental illness of Justin II into a vivid portrait of a mad 

and demonic ruler unable to control his mind and his body, performing highly physical gestures which 

revealed his failure to fulfil the role given by God. Moreover, the text gave a hint on how the palace 

staff reacted to unexpected out-of-norm imperial behaviour, in the desperate attempt to cover them 

or to justify their existence with the idea of the mortal dimension of the imperial being.  

It seems therefore that the increase in the sacred exaltation of the emperor and the ceremonies 

around him, which characterized especially in the second half of the sixth century as one of the 

practical effects of the ‘liturgisierung’ occurred in the Byzantine society1475, was accompanied by a 

parallel increase in the emphasis on the mortal nature of the emperor. The search for cohesion and 

stability, indeed, required also the need to feel the gap between the idea of a sacred emperor ruling 

on an empire and a population cherished by God, and the signs of divine wrath, which included military 

                                                             
1475 MEIER 2019, p. 39-41: pp. 966-973. 
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defeats, earthquakes, plagues. Humility, mortality, grief, were all values expressed and included in the 

official schema, exploited by the emperor in his public performances. The political philosophy 

developed in the while underpinned further the situation: the actual imperfection of the imperial body 

who could sin, could be taken by anger, and could even get sick and be taken by madness, was 

addressed and investigated by accepting the compresence between a mortal and a divine nature of 

the authority. The question of this apparent compresence, which continued to be used by authors as 

a narrative device to praise or to criticise an emperor without questioning the imperial institution, 

reached its peak in the imperial dismissal speeches and was then dramatically revealed by the sight of 

the dead corpse of the emperor Maurice. The imperial power had a divine source, but the emperor 

remained always and ultimately a man and a human being. In line with the ideas that harked back to 

Gregory of Nyssa, he reflected a microcosm where noetos and aistheros, mind and matter, 

intermingled and interpenetrated: his mind was connected with the divine realm of the God who had 

chosen him and has given him his schema. His body, on the other hand, was indeed sacred but also 

involved in the sins, the fails, and the chaos of the material world.  

The analysis had been aimed at offering a more nuanced portrait of the ruler and his audience, so as 

to reach a more complete understanding of the functioning of gestures and postures in the political 

scene. We have seen especially their important practical role in political interactions and in the visual 

representation of power, but also how they were seen and how they could have been underpinned by 

philosophical reflections, which could impact in turn on the practice of the power. The emphasis not 

only on the sacredness, but also on the mortality, humility, and subordination to God embodied by the 

emperor, was not felt as debasing the image of the power. They counteracted the increasing distance 

between the ruler and his subjects, and contributed to appeal to the audience’s emotions by 

presenting the triumphant ruler not only as subordinated to (and therefore legitimated by) God, but 

also as a being who shared flaws, passions, and occasional bad behaviour with his subjects. Those 

different schemata equipped fifth and sixth centuries’ emperors with new instruments for keeping 

their position and ruling their subjects: keener observers like Procopius remained nevertheless aware 

of the theatrical and potentially deceiving nature of the imperial body, while their reversal remained 

a powerful instrument in the hands of the critique.  
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3. THE SEVENTH CENTURY 

 

3.1. THE SCHEMA AS INSTRUMENT TO OVERCOME THE INSTABILITY OF SOCIETY  

 

The period from the end of the sixth to the eighth centuries has been a key one for the definition of 

the process leading from a late antique civilization to ‘what we call now Byzantium’1476. Major and 

relatively rapid geographical and ethnic upheavals occurred in those years. First, Justinian’s renovatio 

was followed, as we have already mentioned, by a rapid series of territorial losses and external 

assaults. The earlier years of the reign of Heraclius were also marked by shocking attacks on the cities 

of the empire: after initial hesitation, the emperor himself led the army into a victorious campaign 

against the Sasanian Empire crowned by triumphal entries in Constantinople (628 or 629) and in 

Jerusalem (630). New and powerful enemies emerged in the while: the Avar and Slav hordes 

repeatedly besieged Thessaloniki and Constantinople between the end of the sixth and the first half of 

the seventh centuries, the Bulgars established at the end of the seventh century a state in the Balkans, 

the Western kingdoms of the Lombards and Franks strengthened their power together with the 

increasingly independent See of St Peter. The Arab Muslims caused a cataclysm for the equilibrium of 

the political order of the empire when, between the mid-seventh and the ninth century, they invaded 

the economically and culturally productive provinces of the Near East and North Africa (Egypt, 

Palestine, and Syria). Rather than a period of ‘decline’ or ‘collapse’, however, those years had to be 

seen as a period of ‘transformation’: the administration of the territories underwent an important re-

organization and centralisation, and the multiculturalism and openness, which still characterized the 

early sixth century, was gradually replaced by an ‘inward-looking and exclusivist trend toward an 

uniformity of appearance’1477. The process involved also the ‘social relations and the dominant 

elements of political and popular belief system’1478. The empire became a more compact and 

ideologically homogeneous entity revolving around the Greek as official language, around the capital, 

and around a Christian orthodox emperor. Despite the instability of the political situation, this latter 

managed to keep and even reinforce his position as the source of authority, transmitting status and 

privileges to the members of his court through an increasingly strict hierarchical system, and became 

                                                             
1476 CAMERON 2014, p. 114. Ostrogorsky first considered the reign of Phocas as the last phase of the late-Roman 
or early Byzantine times and the reign of Heraclius as the moment of passage to a properly said ‘Byzantine’ 
society released from the weight of the previous heritage and fuelled by new sources; OSTROGORSKY (1963) 
1968, p. 73. On the contemporary development of a more defined ‘Byzantine style’ also in the artistic production, 
see GRABAR 1936 (1971), pp. 162ff. 
1477 HALDON 1990, pp. 1-2; pp. 348ff.  
1478 HALDON 1990, p. 1, p. 431; p. 43. For a summary of the changes, adjustments and developments occurred in 
this period, and their influence on the mentalité of the contemporaries, see CAMERON 1992. 
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the symbol of a common identity which tightened together a social, political, and cultural elite which 

was now drawn from a wider background1479.  

Nevertheless, this dramatically altered world deeply affected the values, the priorities, and the 

concerns of a society that, as we have seen, was already shaken by the plagues, the catastrophes, and 

the military defeats of the second half of the sixth centuries. The feeling of instability in the political 

situation and uncertainty about the future had intensified the eschatological apprehensions of the 

population, already present in the most sensible authors of the sixth century, and contributed shaping 

their view of the events1480. The failure of Justinian’s renovatio and the repeated attacks on the empire, 

on the other hand, had caused a general demoralisation, military discontent, and an apparent serious 

loss of prestige of the government1481. The situation of the late sixth and seventh centuries led 

according to Haldon to even ‘a manifest collapse of confidence in the traditional symbols of earthly 

supremacy, in particular the institutions of the imperial establishment’1482. 

This situation ended up conferring more power to an audience (army, members of the court, and urban 

crowds) in front of whom those in authority had to be careful in their performance1483. The lack of a 

ceremonial gesture continued to entail serious political consequences: under Maurice, for example, 

the army disclosed all its political power when the newly appointed general Priscus failed to perform 

and ‘vilified’ the ancient custom (1Âqoj / nómon) according to which ‘the man who was about to assume 

the reins of generalship should, when the soldiers came to meet him, dismount from his horse, walk 

through the middle of the soldiery, and favour the camp with his salutations (toîj Þspasmoîj)’. The 

army ‘did not bear the insult (tÕn 0brin) with moderation (metríwj)’, and the anger exploded in a 

riot, further exacerbated by the imperial decision to reduce the customary payment to the soldiers1484. 

The soldiers continued in turn to use their gestures, their voices, and highly physical acts to express 

their feelings: during a military assembly summoned by the Byzantine general Commentiolus to decide 

what to do against the Avars, for example, the multitude gestured (æpéneue) and instructed ‘by their 

hand (taîj cersì ... ækéleuse)’ a veteran to speak out1485. They could express their disagreement 

                                                             
1479 HALDON 1990, pp. 427-435; p. 450. 
1480 LAMMA 1978; MAGDALINO 1993; VARGHESE 2006, with bibliography. 
1481 OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, p. 71. 
1482 HALDON 1990, p. 436. 
1483 For the importance of taking into count the popular feeling under Heraclius, see KAEGI 2003, p. 61. 
1484 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, I.7-12; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 111; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
73. Theophanes later reported the fact on the ground of different sources and presented it as the cause which 
led the army to raise on the shield another candidate, Germanus. The revolt was calmed down by the emperor 
only after many efforts and by means of oaths and gifts. Soldiers, commented indeed Theophanes, ‘do not take 
kindly to being insulted in public’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6079, AD 586/7; ed. DE BOOR 
1883, p. 260; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 382. 
1485 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, II, 13.16; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 97; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
62. On the partisan and distorted reading given by Simocatta of the event, full of bias against Commentiolus and 
Peter, and its political reasons, see the WHITBY and WHITBY 1985, pp. XXIII-XXIV. 
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disturbing and even causing the failure of a meeting, like when the soldiers interrupted the arrogant 

speech of a Persian ambassador who was trying to secure a peace treaty at Roman’s expenses by 

‘hissing and creating uproar by shouting’1486.  

Simocatta underlined the power of the audience when he recounted the overthrown of the Persian 

king Hormisdas by his son Chosroes (II) in 590. Hormisdas is depicted here as an arrogant ruler whose 

lack of worthiness prevented him to make efficacious use of the ceremonial devices at his disposal: the 

magnificent attire (æsqÕj) which ‘amplified his splendour’ and in front of which ‘the eye of the beholder 

was all but petrified by insatiable amazement’ was indeed actually ‘that of a tyrant (túrannoj)’, that 

is the attire of someone who ruled only in the semblance of an emperor (æn eikóni basileíaj)1487. It 

did not prevent him therefore to be humiliated and shamefully deposed in public at the very moment 

in which he was sitting on the throne in front of all his court. Bindoes – a man of rank whom Hormisdas 

had previously put in prison without reason –, together with his brother and a crowd of peasants, 

entered the royal palace and ‘railed and blasphemed against Hormisdas’, while nobody in the room 

stopped him to ‘spare the royal dignity’ but jeered at him. At this point ‘Bindoes grasped Hormisdas by 

the hand’, had him arrested by the bodyguard and entrusted with the throne Hormisdas’ son 

Chosroes1488. Shortly after Hormisdas asked then to deliver one last speech in front of his former 

subjects (satraps, officials, dignitaries and all the bodyguards): he stood in the middle of the palace and 

accused his ‘spectators (\ndrej qeataí)’ of being turned from ‘subjects who obeyed in fear’ to 

‘haughty enemies’: ‘For I see you revelling in these misdeeds’ cried out Hormisdas, ‘clapping your two 

hands (kratoûntaj tÎ ceîre), gnashing your teeth (toîj ðdoûsi dè tetrigóntaj), with lying sneers 

on your faces, immoderate in laughter, unbounded in insults and (…) treating the venerable institution 

of kingship as an occasion for amusement’1489. Hormisdas then tried to apply to Chosroes the 

traditional imagery of the ‘bad ruler’: he declared that he lacked royal spirit and an authoritative mind 

because ‘his impulses are uncontrolled, his temper is naturally furious, he is suffused with a look of 

inhumanity, he is unable to respect the practices of forethought, his manner (tòn trópon) is arrogant, 

his appetite naturally hedonistic’1490. Bindoes laughed at those words and accused him of keeping the 

                                                             
1486 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 15.11-12; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 69-70; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, p. 42. 
1487 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 306, 40; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 522-523. John referred to 
the six days of the rule of Leontius, the man who in 488 usurped the power of Zeno. 
1488 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, IV, 3.7-11; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 153-154; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, p. 106. Theophanes Confessor, who assigned the event to 587/8, later dramatized the event even more by 
adding the fact that the men assaulted the king ‘with much abuse’ and that Bindoes even ‘removed the diadem 
from his head’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6080, AD 587/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 264; tr. 
MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 386. 
1489 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, IV, 4.1; 4.3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 155; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, 
p. 107. Similar also THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6080, AD 587/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 264; 
tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 386. 
1490 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, IV, 4.15; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 157; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
109. 
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language of authority1491, while the audience insulted him and went on to pay the royal homage 

(prosekuneîto basilikÍtata) and to acclaim Chosroes1492.  

Especially the urban crowd was increasingly felt as an element of instability and a problematic social 

force: ‘the multitude (tò plÖqoj)’, declared indeed Simocatta, ‘is naturally easy to influence 

(e÷metágwgon) and hard to please (dusáreston), and it likes the ceaseless movement of change (tò 

tÖj metabolÖj Þeikínhton)1493. With those words, Simocatta tried to justify the episodes in which 

the urban mob attacked Maurice. This emperor was particularly unpopular because of the heavy 

taxation he imposed for the re-organization of the empire, and was therefore accused of being ‘very 

avaricious’1494. Simocatta, however, was eager to present him in a rather eulogist tone, almost as a 

saintly-like being, according to his political goal to give legality over Heraclius’ coup d’état against 

Maurice’s murder, the emperor Phocas1495. When Maurice was attacked ‘by some ignorant gossips 

from among the multitude’ and was insulted with ‘slanderous chants’ (because of the capture of two 

Roman commanders by the Chagan), Simocatta described him as reacting in the proper manner: ‘the 

insult did not engender wrath in the emperor: for with regard to anger the emperor’s soul was barren 

and held no communion with the flame of wrath’1496. Maurice was not safe neither in the moment in 

which he was performing a sacred schema in the most flawless way: after a severe shortage of food, 

he proceeded in procession bare-footed, at night and ‘with the whole city’, but was shamefully pelted 

with stones1497. Other sources specified that the population also staged a little show involving a bold 

                                                             
1491 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, IV, 5.3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 158; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
109. 
1492 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, IV, 7.1; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 161-162; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, 
p. 112. Hormisdas will remain in the late seventh century an example of a ruler killed not in prison but ‘at the 
royal hall’ present all the nobles, the generals, and the troops; PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 10, 75; tr. THOMSON 
1999, vol. I, p. 17. 
1493 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, 5.9; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 118; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 78. 
1494 JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 95, 1; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 151. John of Ephesus explained Maurice’ avarice with 
the need for money due to the largesse conveyed by his predecessor Tiberius, and reported how he was ‘ridiculed 
and scoffed at by money, and called a close-fisted and miserly fellow’; JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, 
pars Tertia, V, 20; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 358. This reputation will continue also later in Theophanes Confessor, 
who described him as affected by the ‘disease of avarice (ænósei ... tò filócruson); THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6079, AD 586/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 260; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 381; n. 24 p. 384. 
This was a particularly serious charge: ‘avarice gives birth to nothing good’ commented indeed Theophanes, ‘but 
is the mother of all evils. Since the emperor is sick with avarice, he is the cause of the greatest evils to the Romans’; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6094, AD 601/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 286-287; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 411. For the quote see also MANGO and SCOTT 1997, n. 29, p. 416. 
1495 FRENDO 1988. Whitby supposed that the saintly character imposed on the figure of Maurice had to be 
explained with a hagiographical tradition connected with this emperor (WHITBY and WHTBY 1986, p. XX), but it 
is also possible to read it as a development of elements already present in the imperial imagery. 
1496 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, II, 17.5-6; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 103-104; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, p. 67. 
1497 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 4, 11-12; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 291; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, 
p. 215. Here, too, Simocatta emphasised the merciful attitude of the emperor: he commanded his guards ‘to put 
on a display (schmatísasqai) of a pretended aggression’ and then he ‘disciplined the more eminent of the 
rioters with minor punishment’; THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 4.13; 5.1-4; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 
291-292; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 215-216. The imperial patience is not reported by Theophanes, who 
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man riding a donkey and dressed with a crown of garlic, ‘in imitation (pròj mímhsin)’ of the 

emperor1498. Also in another occasion, then, the mob ‘lapses toward tyranny, and spent the night 

revelling in wickedness and declaiming insulting chants against Maurice’ and against the patriarch. This 

because, as it is once more reiterated by Simocatta, ‘in truth, the multitude is uneducated and is 

frenzied by changes for the worse, being difficult to correct and utterly uninitiated in expediency’1499.  

Pro-Heraclian sources not only presented in positive light Maurice, but also emphasized the unworthy 

nature of Phocas, who killed Maurice and was overthrown in turn by Heraclius. The terms of the 

critique are the usual ones, but this time authors decided to place the emphasis on the violence and 

savagery which seem to have actually characterized his reign1500. Phocas seems to have been skilful in 

manipulating the crowds through his public appearance. After the coup d’état he employed the usual 

succession of ceremonial acts which included a military schema, when he was proclaimed on the shield 

in the Tribunal of the Hebdomon by the factions; then a religious one, when he was crowned by the 

patriarch Ciriacus in the church of St John at the Hebdomon; and then a triumphal one, when he 

entered into the City and arrived at the palace passing through the Golden Gate on a chariot among 

general acclamations1501. What stands out the most in the descriptions of this emperor is nevertheless 

his use of the ceremonial violence, which surfaced in the emphasis on the traditional theme of the 

emperor easily taken by a fit of uncontrolled anger, unable to control his body and thus unable to 

properly hold the reins of the empire. 

                                                             
included the episode among the events which led to Maurice’s overthrown by God’s will; THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6079, AD 586/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 259; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
381. On the ceremony of the Hypapante, or Candlemas, see WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, n. 19, p. 215. 
1498 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 317; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 546-547. The version reported 
by Theophanes Confessor specified that the man was ‘of similar appearance (prosomoioûnta) to Maurice’ and 
was accompanied by words of derision which referred to the imperial arrogance; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6093, AD 600/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 283; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 408. 
1499 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 9.8-9; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 301; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, 
p. 223. Verbal mockeries had a central role also the day in which Maurice was overthrown by Phocas. On the 
ground of the assonance between the emperor’s name and a famous heresy, ‘the assembled masses reviled the 
emperor, hurling the greatest insults at Maurice and arraying him in the register of the Marcianites’; 
THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 9.3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 300; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 223. 
According to Theophanes, the crowd cried out ‘May the one who loves you be stripped of his skin, Maurice, you 
Marcianite’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6094, AD 601/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 288; tr. 
MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 413. 
1500 KAEGI 2003, pp. 37-38. 
1501 The first two moments are recorded by John of Antiochia, who witnessed the events of those years and was 
in turn employed as a source by later historians; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 318; ed. and tr. 
ROBERTO 2005, pp. 548-549; ROBERTO 2005, p. CLIII. The triumphal entrance and the support of the population 
are recorded in CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 345, AD 602; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 693; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1989, p. 142. The involvement of the Green and Blues factions, the raising on the shield, the triumphal entrance 
and the proclamation in the church are all included in THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 7.7; 9.13-10.8; 
ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 301-303; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 220; pp. 224-225; cf. also THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6094, AD 610/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 287-289; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, 
pp. 412-414. According to the latter, Phocas proceeded in procession and distributed largess also in the second 
year of his rule, when he assumed the consulship; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6096, AD 
603/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 292; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 420. 
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Simocatta provided other examples of unworthy rulers overwhelmed by burning anger. So the Avar 

Chagan got furious in front of the rebuke nobly uttered by Commentiolus during a reception at 

Anchialus in 583: the ‘boiling blood’, recounted Simocatta, ‘whipped up great passion (qumòn) in the 

Chagan, his whole face (próswpon) grew crimson with anger (øpò tÖj ðrgÖj æfoinísseto), while 

his eyes gleamed golden-bright with the flame of wrath (tØ flogì tÖj Þníaj) and demonstrated 

through their whole aspect (di’ 8lou te toû scÔmatoj øpodhloúntwn) that he would not spare 

the ambassadors. His eyebrows shot up and almost threatened to fly off his forehead’1502. The Persian 

king is also ‘boasting’ (megalaucÏn), with ‘raised eyebrows’ (tàj ðfrûj ÞnaspÏn) and with a ‘stiff-

necked arrogance’ (øyaucenizómenoj)1503: in front of a military failure, Hormisdas ‘raged 

(calepaínwn) and glared furiously (kunofqalmizómenoj), bellowing and gnashing his teeth‘, and 

‘distraught with despair like those possessed (toîj daimonÏsin eêkázeto)1504.  

As for Phocas, his brutality was already revealed when he was a soldier and was sent as emissary of 

the army to the court of Maurice to solve an issue around the supposed treachery of Commentiolus1505. 

Phocas arrived at the palace with his brother and attacked the emperor during the silentium: we do 

not know what really happened (John wrote that he ‘opposed (Þntikatésth)’ Maurice while 

Theophanes, who seems to understand the incident at a verbal level, wrote that he spoke ‘forcefully` 

against him), but it was surely a serious matter of etiquette. One of the patricians indeed, as soon as 

everybody left the room, rushed (æpidramÎn) against Phocas and pulled on his beard1506.  The 

reference pointed out the beard as a characteristic feature of this emperor1507, but also the usual 

                                                             
1502 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 6.1; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 50-51; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
28. The lack of control led the Chagan to destroy ‘the sanctity of the ambassadors’ by putting them in chain (other 
Avars smoothened the king anyway and avoided a death penalty ‘with powerful arguments’); THEOPHYLACT 
SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 6.2-3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 51; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 28. Pohl looked at the 
event as an example of clashes between the ‘sanctity of the ambassador’ and ‘native custom’, where in the end 
the formed prevailed on the latter; POHL 2013, pp. 78-79. 
1503 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, III, 13.7; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 136; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
92. 
1504 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, IV, 1.9; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 150; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
104. For the way in which Theophylact described also Chosroes II as an ‘example of invention’, see WHITBY and 
WHITBY 1985, p. XXII. 
1505 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 1.9; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 284; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
210; cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6092, AD 599/600; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 280; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 404. According to John of Antioch, the issue was a supposed conspiratorial letter sent to 
Comentiolus by the emperor; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 316; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 546-
547. 
1506 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 316; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 546-547. The same in 
Theophanes, who added that the patrician not only pulled his beard but also ‘boxed his ears’; THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6092, AD 599/600; ed. DE BOOR 1883, 280; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
404. 
1507 Phocas brought back to the fore the beard fashion after its disappearance from the imperial chins of 
Anastasius, Justinian and Maurice. On the smooth chin of Justinian, see CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 336, AD 
566; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 688; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 137; n. 390, p. 137; GEORGE PACHYMERES, 
Descriptio Augusteonis; ed. SCHOPENI 1830, p. 1219; tr. MANGO (1972) 2009, pp. 112-113. 
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reaction to a major affront1508. Phocas was a good faker and at the moment did not react and just 

stared (ænébleyen) at the patricius1509. Only after he had taken the power did he pursue his revenge 

by summoning and having beheaded the man (‘bring to me my dear friend’ he declared ironically)1510. 

Once on the throne the ‘bloodthirsty’ (aëmopóthj)1511 Phocas inaugurated a tyrannical reign full of 

purges and cruelty. George of Pisidia defined him a fierce dragon (biofqóroj drákwn), a man who 

destroyed the State with his drunk rage (méqh), a wild beast holding the power (toû kratoûntoj 

qhríou tÏn pragmátwn) and fiercely (Þgríwj) devouring his subjects1512. He mercilessly punished 

his subjects for the most trivial reasons. According to the Chronicon Paschale, he punished a number 

of officials suspected of plotting against him with tortures and violent deaths: the illustris Elpidius for 

example ‘had his tongue cut out and his four extremities removed’, was paraded through the City, 

blinded and then burnt1513.  

Phocas, despite the promising start, was described also as unable to handle the public image expected 

from his imperial role and to intervene properly in the ceremonial matter: when a quarrel started 

between the Green and the Blue factions on the position to take during a triumphal procession for his 

wife Leontia, he did not intervene personally to solve the conflict but sent at the Hippodrome his 

wicked friend Alexander. This latter assailed the Demarch of the Blues Cosmas with insults and with an 

unappropriated physical act (‘he even placed his hands on this man’s chest and thrust him aside. 

Cosmas was knocked over by the push’), and the Blues got immediately upset: they ‘broke out in 

factional shouts against Alexander’, saying ‘Go back, learn the position (0page, máqe tÕn 

katástasin). Maurice is not dead’’1514. ‘You know the truth (máqe tÕn ÞlÔqeian)’, added John of 

                                                             
1508 In the tenth-eleventh century, Basil II still jumped from the throne and seized the hair and the beard of the 
general Kontostephanos when this latter did not humbly endure the imperial reproach after a military defeat; 
JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XVI.12; ed. THURN 1973, 331; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 314.  
1509 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 316; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 546-547.  
1510 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 318; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 548-551. 
1511 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 320; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 550-551. 
1512 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Bellum Avaricum, 50; Heraclias II, 6; In Heraclius ex Africa redeuntem, I, 35-38; ed. and 
tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 178, p. 251; p. 78. Heraclius, on the other hand, was a warrior not fit for the slaughter 
(tecnikón), a creator (tecníthn) of Salvation, and a most philanthropic emperor; GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In Bonum 
Patricium, 8-9; In Heraclius ex Africa redeuntem, I, 27-29; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 163; p. 78. 
1513 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 346, AD 605; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 696; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, pp. 
145-146. The plot (described in detail by Theophanes) aimed at killing kill the emperor right in the Kathisma, 
during the Hippodrome games and when he was sitting on the throne under everybody’s eyes; THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6101, AD 608/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 297; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
426. Michael the Syrian, relying on earlier Syriac sources, wrote that Phocas murdered ‘the nobles and many 
others to the point that the number of free and fighting men dwindled immensely’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, 
Chronicon, X, 25; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 432.  
1514 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 10.12-13; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 304; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 
1986, p. 226. The same story was reported by Theophanes, who underlined the role of the Green factions to 
bring Phocas on the throne against the Blues faithful to Maurice; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 
6094, AD 601/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 289; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 414. 
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Antioch1515. With the word katástasij (‘ceremonial’ according to Cameron, ‘position’ for Whitby, 

‘protocol’ for Mango and Scott)1516, the mob complained about the ignorance of the bad functionary 

(and therefore also of the emperor) who did not know how to properly behave in a public ceremonial 

context. Also when he personally fulfilled his role at the Hippodrome, Phocas was not able to properly 

reply to the traditional freedom conferred to the audience as regards the theatrical mockery, in front 

of which the good emperor was requested to show his moderatio. Phocas assumed a harsh attitude in 

front of an innocent show performed at the Hippodrome by the Greens: ‘You drank once more in the 

cup (pálin eêj tòn kaûkon 1piej), you loosed once more the reason (pálin tòn noûn ÞpÍlesaj)’ 

cried out the Greens, likely referring to the emperor’s supposed drunkenness and consequent lack of 

control. The tyrannos reacted by killing many of the perpetrators, and the ‘angered Greens’ 

(qumwqéntej oë Prásinoi) ended up setting fire to the pretorium1517.  

In the end, Phocas will inevitably meet his disgraceful fate by Heraclius’ intervention and by the will of 

God, who punished him for his unworthy rulership and for his inability in embodying properly the 

schema given to him. The idea of the connection between imperial sin and a bodily punishment sent 

by God was recognized in the seventh century: Anastasius of Sinai reassured the reader that everything 

happens according to God’s will. So, while wicked emperors like Phocas are sent ‘by God’s permission 

or will (katà Qeoû sugcÍrhsin $h boúlhsin)’ as a punishment to sinner people1518, God himself 

sends sickness to kings puffed up by military victories to prevent them imagining themselves as men 

above human nature (øpèr tÕn fúsin) ‘with pretensions of divinity’1519. The cruel Phocas will be 

inevitably punished for his ferocity. The events occurred around his death remain, together with that 

of Maurice, among the bloodiest pages of Byzantine history: while the fleet and the army of Heraclius 

                                                             
1515 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 318; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 548-549. The words were taken 
so seriously that Phocas was persuaded to finally murder Maurice and his family, who at the time were 
overthrown but still alive. For the slain of all the members of Maurice’ family and Maurice’ supporter officials, 
see also CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 345, AD 602; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 694; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
p. 143; cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6094, AD 601/2; AM 6095, AD 602/3; AM 6099, AD 
606/7 ff.; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 286; p. 418; pp. 294-295; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 411, p. 418, p. 423. 
1516 WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, n. 54, p. 418. 
1517 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 319; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 550-551. Theophanes, who had 
well in mind the tortures inflicted to the iconophiles at his times, added that Phocas ‘maimed many persons and 
hung their limbs in the Sphendone, while others he beheaded and others he put in sacks and drowned in the sea’; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6101, AD 608/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 296-297; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 426. For other destructions occurred on this occasion, see CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 345, 
AD 603; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 695-696; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 145. 
1518 When an anchorite of Constantinople asked the reason for the existence of a despiteful emperor like Phocas, 
God answered indeed ‘Because I have not found anybody worse!’; ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, question 
65, answers 1-2; 4; ed. RICHARD and MUNITIZ 2006, p. 115-117; tr. MUNITIZ 2011, pp. 177-178. 
1519 ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, coll. d, question 28, answer 4; ed. RICHARD and MUNITIZ 2006, p. 75; 
tr. MUNITIZ 2011, p. 125. 
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were enclosing the city, Phocas was dragged by the beard out of the palace1520. Once defeated, he was 

stripped of the imperial vest and conducted with the hands tied behind his back in front of Heraclius, 

who listened to the tyrannos’ last arrogant words and kicked him off while on horseback. He was then 

beheaded and dismembered: his right arm, his hand, and his genitals were displayed on spears through 

the city and then burned in the Forum of the Ox, together with the bodies of his supporters1521. John 

of Nikiu lingered on the details of the public shame and punishment inflicted to Phocas: he was not 

only mutilated but also skinned alive and his ashes were scattered to the winds ‘for they were detested 

by all men’1522. The detailed recount of the Chronicon Paschale also added that he was previously 

thrown ‘stark naked’ into a skiff and displayed to the ships, and that his mutilated body was dragged 

along the city on the belly1523. The parades of the heads and the limbs of emperor’s defeated enemies 

were at this point a common sight in Byzantium: in the fifth-sixth century this practice was intensified 

and the emperor carefully displayed and exhibited them to the crowds as a proof of the usurpers’ 

ultimate defeat and as the supreme defiance of their physical body1524. Brutalities against the enemy’s 

corpse were seen already since archaic Greece as procedures that polluted the body, make it dirty and 

formless, and destroyed the values it incarnated together with ‘all the vital, aesthetic, social and 

religious qualities’ it once bore1525. But now we assist to an undeniable increase of political violence. 

Those events connected indeed the punitive power of the emperor and his triumph, providing a 

‘profound and sinister impact on the collective psychology’1526. Sixth-century authors have already and 

not surprisingly lingered on the details of such events and have even attributed this practice to 

emperors of the past: so Zosimus claimed that Constantine’s victory over Maxentius was not believed 

                                                             
1520 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 321; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 554-555. The gesture was 
committed by Photius (a man previously damaged by Phocas because of his wife) and was the same one 
previously suffered by Phocas, as we have seen, when he was emissary under Maurice. 
1521 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 321; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 554-555. John reported that 
Phocas was defeated by the troops of Heraclius supported by the Greens, while according to John of Nikiu he 
was seized by his senators, the officers and the soldiers. He was brought to the church of St Thomas the Apostle, 
the same in which Heraclius will receive the imperial crown; JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 101, 9; tr. CHARLES 1916, 
p. 178. 
1522 JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 110, 5-7; tr. CHARLES 1916, pp. 177-178. Here John claimed that Heraclius was 
immediately and ‘against his will’ dragged by the population in the church of St Thomas the Apostle where he 
received the crown (previously seized from Phocas); JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 110, 9; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 178.  
1523 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 347, AD 610; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 700-701; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
pp. 151-152. In the end, thus, he was ‘treated with the same method he had treated others’; MICHAEL THE 
SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 25; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 432. Theophanes, for whom Phocas was the best example of an 
emperor defeated ‘by the grace of Christ’, reported only briefly that Phocas was seized and killed by the demes; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6102, AM 609/10; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 299; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 428.  
1524 McCORMICK 1986, pp. 51-63. For example, the public hand amputation of the usurper John in Aquileia in 
front of Galla Placidia and Valentinian III, recounted by Philostorgius, was a highly ‘stage-managed abuse’ 
organized by ‘professionals of theatre’; McCORMICK 1986, pp. 59-60. 
1525 VERNANT 1989, p. 31. 
1526 McCORMICK 1986, p. 63. 
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in the city until his head was brought in the city upon a spear1527. Marcellinus Comes wrote that 

Arcadius fixed the head of Gainas on a pole and paraded it in triumph around Constantinople1528, and 

that under Zeno the heads of the rebels Leontius and Illus were brought to Constantinople and left to 

rot away1529. The practice of sending to the emperor the head of a defeated rebel was at this point 

widespread too. Malalas claimed that the head of the Samaritan Justasas, rebel under Zeno, was sent 

to the emperor still with the crown unrightfully usurped1530. And a fragment attributed to John of 

Antioch even added a reference to the fact that Bessus cut off Darius’ head and sent it (proságei tÕn 

kefalÕn) to Alexander1531. Now, however, the practice invested the imperial body itself, and the 

impact of the event on the audience was so strong that later Theophanes even attributed the same 

gesture to Phocas himself, who allegedly paraded the heads of Maurice and his family in the Campus 

of Tribunal ‘until they began to smell’1532. Never before has the mortal body of an emperor (which had 

been previously included and emphasised in the official schema as a mean to control it) been so clearly 

shown to the City. The death of Phocas, as well as that of Maurice, had a great impact on the perception 

of the imperial body and revealed how it was also susceptible to severe physical violence.  

The way in which Heraclius seized the throne, publicly abusing and shaming Phocas, indicates that he 

was aware of the importance of taking into account, control, and channel the emotion of the crowd. 

The ‘lapse in normal imperial succession due to the violent usurpations’, indeed, could easily cause the 

shock of the population and ‘increased the need for compensating legitimation’1533. Once again to 

stage appropriate public actions was therefore crucial in this delicate situation. And Heraclius was 

depicted as an emperor smart enough to recognize the power inherent in the act of publicly punishing 

and humiliating his political opponents to strengthen his position in front of his audience and to deflect 

                                                             
1527 ZOSIMUS, Historia Nova, II, 17.1; ed. PASCHOUD 1971, vol. I, pp. 88-89; tr. RIDLEY 1982, p. 3. 
1528 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 401.1; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 8; n. p. 66.  
1529 MARCELLINUS COMES, Chronicon, 488.1; ed. and tr. CROKE 1995, p. 29. Other sources stated how those 
heads were even displayed at St Conon’s in Sycae, where they drew a large crowd of onlookers; CROKE 1995, n. 
p. 106. MCCORMICK 1986, p. 60. 
1530 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 15, 8; ed. THURN 2000, 306.21-23; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 212; cf. tr. 
THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 394.  
1531 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 75; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 144-145. For the heads of the 
Isaurian Longinus and other rebels sent by John the Scythian to Anastasius, who proceeded to parade them on 
poles and to set them up in Sycae as ‘a pleasing sight for the Byzantines in return for the troubles they had 
suffered from Zeno and the Isaurians’, see EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica III, 35; ed. BIDEZ 1898, 
p. 135; tr. WHITBY 2000, p. 180. Cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5988, AD 495/6; ed. DE BOOR 
1883, p. 140; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 215. 
1532 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6094, AD 601/2; AM 6095, AD 602/3; AM 6099, AD 606/7 ff.; 
ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 286; p. 418; pp. 294-295; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 411, p. 418, p. 423. The 
information seems to aim at underlining the bloody temperament of the ‘rebellious, insolent, and cowardly’, 
‘murderer’ Phocas; ibidem. 
1533 KAEGI 2003, pp. 51-56; p. 62. Collective violence spread indeed among Phocas’ supporters all over cities 
across the East (Constantinople, but also Antioch, Alexandria and other Egyptian cities); ibidem. 
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criticism to an ‘array of scapegoats’1534. Also later Heraclius resorted to and polished this ‘technique’ 

to publicly encourage frustration and anger against prominent leaders he wished to ruin like Priscus, 

the patriarch of Alexandria Cyrus, and even his brother Theodore1535.  

But Heraclius must also have been aware of the change of perspective towards the inviolability of the 

imperial body and the danger that he himself was running. The situation called for a new ability in the 

use of the schema and for new strategies to captivate his audience in a more positive way, in the effort 

to ‘keep up with the shift in the people’s world view’ and re-align an element (that is, the idea of a 

‘sacred body’) within the symbolic universe of the imperial ideology1536. If we give credence to Kaegi, 

it seems that Heraclius was helped in this by his personal background: he had a variety of experiences 

before he became emperor, which helped him ‘to be flexible in handling different people and 

problems’, and a handsome physical appearance1537. Heraclius put a special effort and cared first of all 

for his military image seriously threatened by the defeats suffered during the first years of his reign by 

the hand of Persians. When he finally decided to strike back, he put his body on the line and led 

personally the army after a long period in which the emperors – with the exception of Maurice, who 

personally led the campaign along the Long Walls in 584 and that against the Avars – had dwelled into 

the safety of the imperial palace. The decision was not an easy one, and provoked a heated debate at 

court between those who wanted the emperor to personally join the war, those who considered too 

dangerous the imperial participation, and those who remained neutral1538. In the end, Heraclius 

committed himself to the battlefield: he undertook the military operations, decided the tactics of 

war1539, but also made sure that his inner virtues and outward qualities were well-promoted. The 

panegyrist George of Pisidia accompanied the emperor in the first campaign (622-623) and presented 

him as a biblical hero and as the lieutenant-general (øpostráthgoj) of Christ commanded, protected 

and inspired by the divinity, in line with the mystical tones applied in those years to the military 

                                                             
1534 KAEGI 2003, p. 17. On Heraclius’ ‘hypersensitivity’ about any insults against his reputation or his image as a 
possible way to overcompensate for his irregular accession, but also as a way to stress the divine intervention 
against those who, with the emperor, insulted God himself, see ibidem, p. 147. 
1535 KAEGI 2003, p. 5; p. 56; p. 261; p. 286. 
1536 HALDON 1990, p. 370. Meier looks at the deaths of Phocas and Maurice as a massive counter-reaction against 
the previous ‘Hypersakralisierung’ of the ruler (that is, the radical claims to religious foundations of his own 
power). The latter had now proved to be impossible to catch up with in everyday life, losing its ‘Plausibilität’ 
before the population, so that Heraclius necessarily had to find a new fundamental concept of power 
(Neuekonzeption von Herrschaft); MEIER 2019, pp. 972-973. 
1537 KAEGI 2003, p. 30-31. Heraclius’ handsome physical appearance and ability in public speaking remain present 
in Byzantine and Western authors as well; ibidem. 
1538 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica I, 112-125; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 89-90. Also in the case of 
Maurice, the imperial decision was opposed by the Senators, the patriarch, and even the empress and his sons; 
THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae; V, 16.2-4; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 218; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 155; 
n. 87, p. 155. 
1539 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica II, 40-43; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 98-99.  
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environment1540. His eusebia helped him to discipline the army1541 and in battle he used ‘the inspired 

wisdom (tÔn 1nqeon frónhsin) of his spiritual movements’ (tÏn ... yucikÏn kinhmátwn)1542 and 

the superior mind (noûj) received from above as an armour1543. George of Pisidia, however, also 

praised the emperor’s figure (tÖj eêkónoj), which was in harmony with his perfect nature1544. His 

mortal body apparently shared with the soldiers the everyday ‘dirty’ and material labour of the 

battlefield but stood ultimately out for its supernatural and sacred dimension. The emperor worked 

hard to free a ship stuck in the cliffs, giving the example for those present, and was wounded at the tip 

of his feet by a rock, causing a rivulet of blood which coloured the earth and produced a stigma of his 

piety1545. He astonished his soldier by replacing the purple with the armour, the sceptre with the spear, 

and the crown with the shield, with his beauty hidden by dust-soaked hair, and even sweating into his 

cuirass1546. He even gained a true and immortal kind of purple by staining it with his blood1547. George 

of Pisidia masterfully intermingled the mortal dimension of the imperial body with a supernatural one: 

the emperor could age, his hair could turn white for the concerns and his skin dark for the sun1548. And 

yet, he did not fear illness or physical efforts, since it was as if he was not made of flesh and blood (Ìj 

\sarkoj). His body was made of bronze and he had an iron-heart1549. With this exceptional body and 

strength bestowed by God, the emperor acted as a saviour for his own people1550.  

Heraclius’s body provided also a powerful visual example for his soldier. Theophanes still reported the 

story of the astonishing spectacle he offered when he fought in a superhuman manner (Þgwnizómenoj 

øpér \nqrwpon) and defeated a giant man of the Persian army on a bridge1551. Heraclius instilled a 

deep religious feeling into the hearts of the soldiers who looked at him1552. And those men mirrored in 

turn the imperial image becoming perfect in their mind and their customs1553. The importance of a 

                                                             
1540 For a summary of the events under Heraclius and the sources which gave religious motivation and a mostly 
biblical perspective to his military campaigns, in a context otherwise dominated by a ‘pagan-like imagery’, see 
SPAIN ALEXANDER 1977. 
1541 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica, II, 210-202; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 106-107. 
1542 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In Heraclium ex Africa redeuntem, I, 8-9; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 77.  
1543 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In Heraclium ex Africa redeuntem I, 11; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 77. 
1544 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica I, 76-77; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 87-88.  
1545 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica, I, 240-247; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 95-96. 
1546 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica, III, 93-115; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 120. 
1547 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Heraclias, I, 195-200; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 249. 
1548 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Heraclias, I, 140-145; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 246. 
1549 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Heraclias, I, 172-173; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 248. 
1550  GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In Heraclium ex Africa redeuntem, I, 35-38; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 78.   
1551 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6116, AD 623/24; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 314; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 445. Theophanes constituted an important source for the seventh and eighth centuries, since 
he ‘had kept close to the wording and the essential information of his sources’. Since he also manipulated his 
sources to fit his ideological aims and his mentality, it is important nevertheless to be careful about the dates 
and about the interpretations, the colouring, the adjective and the adverbs he provided to stories; SCOTT 2015, 
p. 260. 
1552 For the eyes of all the soldiers fixed on the emperor, see GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica, II, 21-23; ed. 
and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 97.  
1553 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio persica, III, 431ff; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 134-135. 
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properly arranged attire on the battlefield, and the religious tone attributed to the military context, is 

also reported from a more practical point of view in the Strategikon1554. The clothing, declared the 

author, had to be comfortable for the movements but it also helped to ensure a neat appearance1555. 

The attire helped soldiers to gain confidence and to inspire fear in the enemies, while emperors and 

generals had always to appear (faínesqai) ‘calm and untroubled’ and properly dressed1556. This was 

an effective and universal way to instil a sense of authority in an army made up of different ethnic 

groups1557, and the ‘soldiers usually estimate (eêkázousin) their prospect by the appearance (æk tÖj 

3yewj) of the general’1558. As for the religious and sacred elements in the battlefield, then, they are 

presented in line with a utilitarian conception for which the outcome of a battle was decided not only 

by strategies and military skills, but also and mostly by the intervention of God1559. Morning and 

evening the Trisagion was sung1560, the flag was blessed (tà bánda ßgiázein)1561, and on the very day 

of the battle prayers substituted shouts and the marching army ‘led by the priests, the general, and the 

other officers’ recited the ‘Kyrie eleison’ and the ‘Nobiscum Deus’ three times ‘in hopes of success’1562. 

‘Before getting into danger’, indeed, ‘the general should worship (qerapeuétw) God. When he does 

get into danger, then, he can with confidence pray (tàj ëkesíaj poiÔsetai) to God as a friend’1563. 

                                                             
1554 For the practical purpose of the work, intended for the commander officers, the date of composition 
(between 575 and 628), and the uncertainty about the identity of the author (traditionally identified in the 
emperor Maurice), see G. T. DENNIS, ‘Introduction’ in STRATEGIKON; tr. DENNIS 1984, pp. XV-XVII. 
1555 Tunics and cloaks should be broad and long enough to protect the body while leaving space to use the 
weapon. The tent had also to combine ‘practicality and good appearance (kaì kompaì kaì creiÍdeij)’; 
STRATEGIKON, I, 2.59-61; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 82; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 13. And the pennons, 
useless in combat, were ‘valuable for presenting a fine appearance at inspections, sieges, or parades’; 
STRATEGIKON, II, 10; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 130; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 30. 
1556 STRATEGIKON, Preface, 50-56; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 72; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 9; p. 12. Spies 
and scouts should be ‘sober, alert, healthy, and good looking (e÷eideîj) too, while the captives should be shown 
to the army only if they appeared ‘in a miserable shape (…) so that our men may think that all the enemy soldiers 
are that wretched’; STRATEGIKON, II, 11.5-6; VIIA, 5; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 130; p. 235; tr. 
DENNIS 1984, p. 30; p. 66. 
1557 KAEGI 2003, p. 113. 
1558 STRATEGIKON, VIII, 2, 90.271-273; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 296; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 91. A 
good general had for example to present ‘a cheerful appearance (ëlaròj)’ and to avoid ‘any gloomy look’, 
reflecting in this way his equilibrium between indulgence and harshness to maintain order and discipline; 
STRATEGIKON, Preface, 36ff.; VIII, 2, 35.94-97; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 72; p. 284; tr. DENNIS 
1984, pp. 9-10; p. 86. 
1559 STRATEGIKON, Preface; II, 1.8-11; VIIA, 1.1-8; VIIB, 15.6-8; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, pp. 68-72; p. 
110; p. 228; p. 258; tr. DENNIS 1984, pp. 9-10; p. 23; p. 64; p. 75. 
1560 STRATEGIKON, VIIB, 17.1-7; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 262; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 77. 
1561 STRATEGIKON, VIIA, 1.2-4; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 232; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 65. 
1562 STRATEGIKON, II, 18.13-19; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 138; tr. DENNIS 1984, pp. 33-34. Absolute 
silence was kept when the army get ready for the battle, ‘for this keep the army in better order, and the 
commands of the officers are more readily understood’. Only when the enemy is near, the soldiers could shout 
and cheer ‘to unnerve the enemy and stir up our own troops’; ibidem. For the invocation of divine aid against the 
barbarians, and the army’s liturgical activities from late antiquity to the early medieval Byzantium, see 
McCORMICK 1986, pp. 244-252. 
1563 STRATEGIKON, VIII, 2, 1.2-4; ed. DENNIS and GAMILLSCHEG 1981, p. 278; tr. DENNIS 1984, p. 83. See also 
WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, n. 8 p. 46. 
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George of Pisidia seems to suggest that also Heraclius followed the trend: he acted as a priest preparing 

an altar (trápeza)1564. And Theophanes recorded that he consulted the Gospels to take a military 

decision after a three-day purification (ßgnízesqai) of the army1565.  

Some of the most powerful Christian insignia were especially included in the imperial military schema 

and came to take the lion’s share. First of all, the acheiropoieton, the icon ‘not made by human hands’, 

bearing the image of Christ1566. This object had already been used by Philippicus, general under 

Maurice: before the battle he ‘displayed the image of God Incarnate (qeandrikòn æpeféreto 

e#ikasma)’, ‘stripped this of its sacred covering and paraded through the ranks, thereby inspiring the 

army with a greater and irresistible courage’1567. This action contributed to ‘arouse the enthusiasm of 

the indolent and slothful’1568 and propitiated the Divinity to gain victory1569. The way in which Heraclius 

employed this insigne seems on the other hand slight different: he exploited its persuasive power to 

raise emotions, to instil discipline and courage, and as an instrument to bring God on his side1570. But 

he also used it as a symbol to point out the sacred character of his persona and to strength his public 

image in front of his army1571. He held the acheropoieta image (toû qeográfou túpon) in his hands 

when he uttered a speech in front of the troops, declaring that it was for the help of whom is depicted 

that he was going to win the war1572. He also used it during the triumphal entry at the end of the 

war1573. Sacred objects also bestowed a comforting feeling of stability and tradition and were used in 

urban ceremonies to offer a psychological relief for a population greatly grieved by shocking episodes 

like the taken of the Holy Cross by the Persians. New religious ceremonies involving relics related to 

                                                             
1564 GIORGIO DI PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica II, 38-41; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 98. Pertusi translated here ‘mensa 
sacra’, but the term is ambiguous and could refer also to the table used for the supplies, the drinking and the 
weapons. 
1565 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6114, AD 621/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 308; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 440. On the practice of ‘lachmeterion’ (that is, to open the Bible at random and to take the first 
words as an omen for future actions), see ANASTASIUS OF SINAI, Erotapokriseis, question 57, answers 1-2; ed. 
RICHARD and MUNITIZ 2006, pp. 108-109; tr. MUNITIZ 2011, pp. 170-171. 
1566 For the problem over the identification of this object, likely the Camuliana taken to Constantinople in 574, 
see WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, n. 8 p. 46; PERTUSI 1959, pp. 142-143. 
1567 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, II, 3.4; 3.6; ed. DE BOOR 1972, pp. 73-74; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, 
p. 46.  
1568 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, II, 3.6-7; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 74; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 
46. 
1569 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, II, 3.9; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 74; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 46-
47. Theophanes, who wrote in a time in which icons had gain much power, added that the image even gave to 
the soldiers ‘a share of divine power’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6078, AD 585; ed. DE BOOR 
1883, p. 255; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 378. The last sentence, noticed Mango, seems an addiction to 
Theophylact; MANGO and SCOTT 1997, n. 5, p. 379. 
1570 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica I, 139-153; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 91. See also THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6113, AD 620/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 303; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
436. 
1571 GRABAR (1936) 1971, pp. 31-32. 
1572 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica II, 76-87; II, 88-104, ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 101-102.  
1573 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Heraclias I, 215-218, ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 250. 
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the Crucifixion (like the Sponge and the Lance) were introduced to restore the popular mood in those 

difficult years1574. And when the Cross itself was recovered by Heraclius, it was exultantly taken back 

to Jerusalem with a triumph (630) which linked the event to the return of the Ark at the times of David, 

and where the Cross was honoured with a proskynesis1575. Also in this case the ceremony, recorded 

Pseudo-Sebeos in the late seventh century, arouse high the emotions of those present1576. The Cross 

was sent then to Constantinople and it was received at the Church of the Mother of God at the 

Blachernae and then at St Sophia. Here ‘it was raised high (Þnúywse)’ with a ceremony whose origin 

was traced back to the times in which Constantine’s mother Helen found and raised it for the first 

time1577. Heraclius appeared with the Cross in his hands as a new Constantine fortified by the life-giving 

Wood1578 and as a ‘new Moses’ who stretched the Cross rather than the hands (tòn stauròn 

ækteínonta tÏn ceirÏn pléon)1579.   

Even the images of the Virgin were believed to have a ‘magical’ power effective in times of danger: 

Heraclius put ‘reliquaries and icons of the Virgin’ on the masts of his ships when he arrived in 

Constantinople from Africa1580, and an image of the Virgin was held by the patriarch and miraculously 

saved the city during the siege of Avars and Persians in 6261581. But in the end, it was the Holy Cross 

and the relics connected with the Crucifixion which were the most evocative elements. They gave 

strength to the public image of the emperor by associating him with biblical and historical models, 

especially on triumphal occasions. Parallelisms with biblical imagery were enforced also in panegyrics, 

where authors came to build up a new kind of ‘imitative relationship’ in which the emperor was not 

only a ‘new David’, but also ‘the same David who had lived in biblical times, now transposed to the 

                                                             
1574 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 348, AD 614; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 704-705; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
p. 157; Ibidem, n. 438, p. 157. On the ‘obsession’ of obtaining relics which characterized the period, and their 
employment in ceremonies, see KAEGI 2003, pp. 197-198, p. 202. 
1575 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In restitutionem S. Crucis, ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, pp. 226 ff. For the ceremony 
recorded in another source, the Reversio Sanctae Crucis, and its christomimetical meaning, see MEIER 2019, p. 
1043.  
1576 PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 41, 131; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, p. 90. 
1577 TOBIAS and SANTORO 1990, n. 120, p. 88. On the (much disputed) date of restoration of the Cross in 630 
(against the date of 614 given by the Chronicon Paschale), see MANGO and SCOTT 1997, n. 3, pp. 459-460. 
1578 GEORGE OF PISIDIA In restitutionem S. Crucis 62-63; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 227. Heraclius even burnt 
an image of his predecessor Phocas which some fools ‘had conducted in the Hippodrome with burning candles’, 
probably an attempt to exploit the power which such a ceremony still entailed in the mind of the audience to 
associate the emperor with Constantine; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 347, AD 610; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 
701; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 153.  
1579 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Expeditio Persica III, 415-417; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 134. In another passage 
Heraclius is also defined as the one who stretches his hands; GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Heraclias I, 179; ed. and tr. 
PERTUSI 1959, p. 248. 
1580 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, Heraclias II, 15; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 252; cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6102, AD 609/10; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 298; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 427. On the 
role and the power bestowed on the robe of the Virgin, discovered in the 619 at the church of the Blachernae, 
see CAMERON 1979. 
1581 On the sources which recorded or not the presence of the image in this crucial moment, see PERTUSI 1959, 
pp. 220-221. 
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present’1582. Heraclius not only shared with his biblical heroes inner virtues like the piety toward God, 

the gentleness, and the wisdom (that is, he not only imitated (mimeîsqai) them). He also reproduced 

them with his outward appearance (eikonízw, lit. ‘to render visible into an image’, ‘signify’). This latter 

was a rare term which began to be more and more employed: Claudia Rapp recognized how George 

of Pisidia used it three times to indicate a connection ‘between the imitator and his archetype’, in 

which Heraclius ‘participates in the essence’ of his Old Testament predecessors and enacted in this 

way a type of identification ‘qualitatively different from the historicizing mode of the exemplum and 

the biblicizing mode of the typos’. He modelled himself after his model ‘in the same way that an icon 

does’1583.  

Heraclius’ effort in crafting his public image is hardly surprising. He was depicted as a man with an 

authoritative personality ‘able to impress his subjects and contemporary intellectuals’ with a clever 

employment of guiles and stratagems1584. He seems to have been well aware of the power of his 

physical appearance to inspire awe and devotion and to communicate with his subjects, and to fulfil 

different roles according to the circumstances and to his political needs: he enriched the imperial 

schema with a new sacral connotation in order to overcome his coup d’état against Phocas and the 

earlier defeats by the hands of Persians, and then continued to enrich and improve it in several ways. 

He continued to renovate the structures of the palace1585 and increased the ceremonial occasions in 

which he could publicly display his body and an increasingly formal schema1586. ‘For reasons of security 

and for the purpose of respecting and honouring his rank’ wrote Kaegi, ‘subjects were not to approach 

him, but they were able to see him’1587.  

Heraclius introduced captivating liturgical chants revolving around the act of looking and actively 

partaking in the liturgy1588. He also made large use of ecclesiastical settings: the ambo and the pulpit 

of Hagia Sophia flanked the Kathisma and the streets of Constantinople as visual and meaningful places 

from which the schema of the authority could be powerfully displayed in front of the audience. These 

                                                             
1582 RAPP 2010. 
1583 RAPP 2010.  
1584 KAEGI 2003, p. 12. 
1585 MAGDALINO 2015, p. 177. 
1586 See especially CAMERON (1979) 1981, pp. 16-26; CAMERON 1979, pp. 79-108.  
1587 KAEGI 2003, p. 62. 
1588 The chant introduced in 615 vigorously encouraged those present to look at the pre-sanctified gifts paraded 
from the skeuophilakion (the sacristy) to the altar during the Great Entrance, promoting an active involvement 
in this liturgical moment: ‘for behold (êdoù gàr), the king of glory enters in. Behold (êdoù), the mystic and perfect 
sacrifice is being escorted. In faith and fear (pístei kaì fób_) let us approach, so that we may become partakers 
(métocoi) in eternal life. Alleluia!’; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 348, AD 615; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 705-706; 
tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 158. In 624, another chant accompanied the moment after the Communion in 
which the clergy ‘were about to replace in the sacristy the precious flabella, paten, chalices, and other holy vessels’ 
and urged the audience with prayers and hymns ‘to share (metasceîn)’ in the Mysteries just performed; 
CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 351, AD 624; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 714; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 167-
168. 
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have long provided the perfect frames for public speeches and announcements: already in the fifth 

century the patriarch Acacius managed to overcome the crowd’s wrath by raising on the ambo of St 

Sophia and pretending his support to the Chalcedonian belief. It seems that also Anastasius made 

public his addition to the Trisaghion by declaring his decision ‘from the pulpit of the church of St 

Theodore of Sphorakios’1589. And when he decided to decrease the taxes of the provinces of Bythinia 

and of Asia – a way to gain support against the usurper Vitalianus – he put the document on the altar 

of the Church1590. In the seventh century, St Sophia increased further its role as ‘the natural point of 

assembly and public communication in times of crisis’1591: the patriarch Sergius rose on the ambo 

together with the prefect of the praetorium and some officials to calm down the insurgents who were 

chanting against John Seismos, assuring that he would have dismissed him1592. When Heraclius 

received the insolent letter of Chosroes (whether real or fabricated, a weapon effective in raising 

patriotic feelings and in feeding a sense of outrage in the mind of the people and the army)1593, he 

ordered it to be read before the patriarch and the optimates. Then he put it ‘before the holy altar’. At 

this sight, everybody ‘fell on their faces to the ground before the Lord and wept bitterly, so that He 

might see the insults which his enemies had inflicted upon him’1594. The communiqué concerning the 

fall of Chosroes (sent by Heraclius from the eastern region) was read aloud by the ambo too, ‘Sunday, 

at the holy Pentecost itself’ and giving emphasis on the divine intervention1595.  

St Sophia continued to be used also to rise the awe of – and thus also to control – the urban audience, 

becoming the main frame for imperial proclamations and coronations. We have seen how already 

Justin II and Phocas mixed and played with the traditional military and the sacred schemata in different 

locations. Heraclius developed the ceremony in a fully spectacular and Christianized sense: on the fifth 

of October 610 he received the crown by the hands of the patriarch Sergius in St Sophia1596. He then 

showed off his young children in what has been defined as ‘carefully scripted parts of the pageantry of 

                                                             
1589 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AD 5967, AD 474/5; AM 6005, AD 512/13; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 
122; p. 159; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 189; p. 240. Also in this case, Theophanes’ references are taken from 
the sixth-century work of Theodore Lector. 
1590 JOHN OF ANTIOCHIA, Historia Chronica, fr. 311; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 534-535. The reference can 
be found only in this author who wrote in the early seventh century. It could thus either report an earlier source 
or a practice followed at the author’s times. 
1591 McCORMICK 1986, pp. 193-194. 
1592 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 351, AD 626; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 715-716; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
p. 168.  
1593 KAEGI 2003, pp. 122-124. 
1594 PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 38, 123; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, p. 80.  
1595 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 352, AD 628; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 727; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 
182. 
1596 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 347, AD 610; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 701; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, pp. 
152-153. According to Theophanes, on the other hand, Heraclius was crowned in the palatine chapel of St 
Stephan; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6102, AD 609/10; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 299; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT p. 428. 
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his reign’1597: the daughter Epiphania was crowned by the patriarch in the palatine chapel of St Stephen 

and then escorted on a chariot by high members of the court1598. The son (future emperor Constantine 

III) was crowned by his father in the palace, received the obeisance of the senators and the 

acclamations of the factions at the Hippodrome, and then was crowned once again in St Sophia by the 

patriarch1599. These impressive ceremonies surrounding the emperor and his family were used to re-

establish legitimacy and prestige. Later on, Heraclius made use of them also as a mean to recover moral 

authority, especially after the decision to re-marry his niece Martina became a hot topic in the public 

opinion and among religious authorities. The ‘unchaste union’ had to be justified with the divine 

approval: Martina was proclaimed Augusta and crowned in the Augusteus by the patriarch, while their 

first child Heracleonas was baptized at the church of the Blachernae1600. He even brought the family 

with him to Nicomedia celebrate in their company the Easter festival before leaving for the second 

Persian campaign1601. 

Heraclius put himself and his family at the centre of the ‘fabric of beliefs, institutions and practices of 

Byzantine society’ which at the time was going toward ‘the realignment of the key elements in the 

symbolic narratives’1602. The emperor was no longer only seen as the God’s vice-regent on earth, the 

implementer of His will and the mediator among the mankind and guardian of orthodoxy. He was also 

His devout servant, the pistòj æn CristÐ basileùj (the official title adopted by Heraclius), and the 

ruler ‘of an empire with a christo- or biblical-centric culture’ whose symbolism expressed an entirely 

divinely bestowed imperial authority1603. His schema was fully Christianized in the context of 

spectacular events where sacred and secular were finally completely integrated. This process has been 

seen as a ‘near-extinction of classical culture as a living force and its replacement by an imperial 

Christian culture as the exclusive basis of social and political cohesion’1604. Heraclius was nevertheless 

                                                             
1597 KAEGI 2003, p. 63. It seems that already Maurice had his four-year son Theodosius crowned by the patriarch 
John during a triumph over the Persians, but the information is reported only by the later THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6082, AD 589/90; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 267; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
390 
1598 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 348, AD 612; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 703; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 
154; cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6102, AD 609/10; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 299; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 428. 
1599 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 348, AD 613; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 703-704; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, 
p. 155; cf. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6103-6104, AD 610/11-611/12; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 
300; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 429-430. 
1600 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6105-6106, AD 612/613-613/14; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 300-
301; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 430-431. Even if the details about the setting of the ceremony are found 
only in Theophanes, they seem likely and in line with the ceremonial traditions of those years.  
1601 CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 351, AD 624; ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 715; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 
166. This is the only reference to Martina in the Chronicon Paschale since, suggested Whitby, the author 
disapproved the incestuous union; WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, n. 452, p. 167 (also for the debate about the date 
of the campaign). 
1602 HALDON 1990, p. 372. 
1603 HALDON 1990, pp. 328-333; p. 441; p. 365; SPAIN ALEXANDER 1977, pp. 232-234. 
1604 BELL 2009, p. 5. 
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also an emperor who continued to ‘look forward as well as backward’1605, and the instability of the 

political situation called also for the reassuring force of the traditional Roman features: they remained 

deeply rooted in the visual imagery of the ruler and continued to affect the models of imperial 

behaviour. So, for example, John of Antiochia offered political and historical models to Heraclius and 

his entourage that, after the tyranny of Phocas, were still characterized by the traditional ‘republican’ 

values, especially for the relation between the optimus princeps and his subjects1606. Rulers like 

Romulus and Caesar continued to be condemned for their arrogance (frónhma) toward the citizens 

and the Senate, unbecoming for the Roman eleutheria1607, and for their tyrannical attitude1608. Men 

like the consul Aemilius Lepidus and the emperor Vespasian continued then to be praised for their 

moderatio1609 or their patience toward the jests of rhetors and factions1610. The lack of self-control 

continued to be highly rebuked1611. The imperial model behaviour continued to be therefore a more 

complex matter than a mere display of a highly perfect, formal, and pre-ordained public image. And 

this especially when the emperor had to face daily problems of his rule. 

 

Later sources offered a more nuanced perspective on the way in which Heraclius dealt with the 

practical challenges presented to him in occasion of the military, religious, and cultural struggles 

experienced by the empire in those troubled times.  The Short History written in the ninth century by 

the patriarch Nikephoros could praise Heraclius but also claim that he did not care to put in order his 

private affairs, so much that he brought the ‘matters of the state’ in a highly ‘sorry and abnormal pass 

(duscereíaj kaì Þnwmalíaj’)’1612. Nikephoros reported also some anecdotes probably widespread 

during the reign of Heraclius (or shortly after), which better reveal the instability of the political 

                                                             
1605 Heraclius’ reign was indeed ‘part of Late Antiquity but was also something else’; KAEGI 2003, p. 13.  
1606 ROBERTO 2005, pp. XXIII-XXV. For John’s attitude toward history and the use of traditional themes to express 
the transformations and the issues of his times, see ibidem, p. XV; pp. XXVIII-XXX. 
1607 For this reason, Romulus, described on the ground of Dionysius Halicarnassensis, lost his power; JOHN OF 
ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 59, 1-8; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 124-125.  
1608 John repeated an episode already in Eutropius, when Caesar refused to stand in front of the Senate; JOHN 
OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 150.1, 119-129; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 260-261. 
1609 In line with Eutropius, Aemilius Lepidus refused the kneeling of the defeated Pompeus and made him sit next 
to him on the throne; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 133.2; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 204-205. 
1610 JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 182; fr. 193-194-200; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 316-319; pp. 
333-339. Vespasian was famous for being ‘very witty (facetissimus)’ and because he ‘used to bear patiently the 
agitation of his friends (amicorum motus)’, ‘responding to their jibes (contumeliis) with jests (iocularibus); 
EPITOME DE CAESARIBUS, 9.3; ed. PICHLMAYR and GRUENDEL 1961, p. 142; tr. BANCHICH 2009.  
1611 Emperors like Caligula and Nero continued to be described according to Cassius Dio and Tacitus as bad models 
of shameful men who arrived at the point of publicly perform as actors or charioteers; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, 
Historia Chronica, fr. 162.1; 172; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 284-285; pp. 298-309.  
1612 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 11.1-2; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 52-53. See also the 
highly critical point of view over Heraclius’ demand that church treasuries had to be used to pay tribute to the 
‘barbarians’ (a fact set immediately after the description of the shameful affair with Martina). The act is 
presented by the less critical Theophanes as pushed by extreme necessity; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia 
Syntomos, 11; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 52-55. See KAEGI 2003, pp. 110-111; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6113, D 620/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 302-303; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 435. 
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situation, the level of weakness of the imperial power in front of the Constantinopolitan audience, and 

how the emperor confronted the situation by adapting his public appearance to the circumstances. A 

positive stance toward Heraclius is taken by Nikephoros when he reported the story of the widow who 

searched for revenge during an imperial procession, Heraclius is described as showing his moderatio 

by exceptionally not caring of the physical approach toward his sacred persona: the woman held the 

bridle of the imperial horse and showed off the bloodstained clothes of her son, died because of the 

unfair behaviour of the wealthy candidatus Boutilinos. As a response, the emperor did not take offence 

and decided to embody the image of the just guarantor of justice by punishing the guilty man despite 

his belonging to the elite1613. This was a prominent act pushed by the need of asserting authority, 

impressing the people, and avoiding unrests1614.  

Heraclius is described as a keen tactician in the affair of Priscus, the Comes Excubitorum inherited from 

the reign of Phocas1615. This latter was a liar who during the coup d’état ‘behaved treacherously (dól_)’ 

toward his ruler and ‘pretended to be striving on his behalf’ while he was actually cooperating with 

Heraclius1616. He tried to trick Heraclius too: on occasion of an imperial visit, he pretended to be ill and 

lied down ‘in the manner of an invalid (æn scÔmati ÞrrÍstou)’, but the emperor this time 

‘understood the plot (tò drâma)’. For the moment ‘he bore the insult and bade his time’1617, while in 

the meantime he organized his revenge through a public spectacle of punishment. Priscus came to 

Constantinople on a pretext and unaware of ‘the play that was being acted (tò dramatoúrghma)’. 

Heraclius declared in front of the senate, the people, and the bishop that the act of insulting the 

Emperor has to be paired to that of insulting God who gave the power to him. He then accused Priscus 

to have feigned (kateschmatísato) his illness and to have degraded the imperial dignity and the 

empire1618. Then, with a gesture far away from the sacredness promoted by his panegyrists and from 

the imagery he had just evoked in words, ‘picking up a book, he struck him of the head (katà kóÚ×hj)’. 

He reproached him for his disloyalty toward Phocas (‘since you did not make a good son-in-law’ 

declared indeed Heraclius, ‘how can you be friend?’), and forced him to assume the monastic 

schema1619.  

                                                             
1613 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 4; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 42-43.  
1614 KAEGI 2003, pp. 63-64. 
1615 For the political career of Priscus under Maurice and then under Phocas (of whom he was son-in-law), and 
the possible reasons for the hostility against Heraclius, see TOBIAS and SANTORO 1990, n. 10, p. 63; WHITBY and 
WHITBY 1989, n. 434 p. 155.  
1616 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 1.24-29; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 36-37. 
1617 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 2.10-19; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 38-39. 
1618 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 2.31-42; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 38-39 
1619 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 2.42-44; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 38-39. The public 
tonsure of Priscus was recorded also by the Chronicon Paschale; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 348, AD 612; 
ed. DINDORF 1832, p. 703; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 155. 
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A serious incident occurred when the Avars raided the neighbourhood of Constantinople1620. Theodore 

Syncellus chose to underline the fact that Heraclius for the occasion left the palace and assumed a 

penitential schema: ‘prone on the ground and dressed as a private citizen in the church of the Theotokos 

(…), struggled and laboured to his utmost, pouring forth tears’1621. The humble schema was still used 

by the emperor to catch the attention of his audience. Also when Heraclius triumphantly entered 

Jerusalem and was prevented to pass through the Golden Gate by some portents, he removed the 

crown and dismounted from his horse, holding the relic of the Cross and choosing to show an image 

of humility1622. Nikephoros for his part included the Avar ambush and other misfortunes in the 

narrative to demonstrate that the incestuous sinner was properly afflicted with failures by the divine 

justice1623. Heraclius’ body could be wounded during a battle1624, and when the leader of the Avars 

faked friendship and ambushed him he barely escaped by taking off the purple robe and wearing ‘some 

mean and miserable clothes so as to appear like an ordinary man (êdiÍthj ... faínoito) to anyone he 

encountered; hiding, furthermore, his imperial crown under his arm (tØ Ëlén+ periayámenoj), 

immediately turned to ignominious flight and barely escaped to Byzantium’1625. The negative 

precedents for this behaviour were present in the collective memory of Byzantium and included 

positive and negative figures like Maximin Daia (who ignominiously fled in front of Licinius) and the 

Persian Kabades (who adventurously escaped from prison through the clever expedient of dressing 

the clothes of his wife). Different was, on the other side, the disguise of schema performed by the 

members of the clergy or saints: they often managed in this way to free themselves from the 

harassment of wicked men (like when the bishop Euphemius escaped from a plot organized against 

him ‘by putting on civilian clothes’)1626. Theophanes reported a more positive reading of the episode 

likely based upon a different source than that used by Nikephoros: he charged all the responsibilities 

of the event on the Avars who, ‘transgressing the agreements and oaths, suddenly attacked the 

                                                             
1620 According to the Chronicon Paschale, the incident was caused by the rumour that peace was about to be 
made between Romans and Avars, and that a chariot race was about to be held at Heracleia. This led an 
‘innumerable throng’ to come out from the city and be attacked by the enemy; CHRONICON PASCHALE, Olymp. 
350, AD 623; ed. DINDORF 1832, pp. 712-713; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, p. 165. For the date of the episode 
in 618-619 or, more likely, in 623, see WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, appendix 4, pp. 203-205; MANGO and SCOTT 
1997, n. 1, p. 434. Cameron dated it at 619, but it seems more likely that the incident occurred in 623, as stated 
by Mango and Scott. 
1621 CAMERON 1979, p. 49. He was joined there by the patriarch and by the entire population. 
1622 KAEGI 2003, p. 206, with bibliography. Kaegi quoted also another episode reported by a ninth-tenth century 
encomium of Nikephoros Skeuophylax: the day in which Heraclius and the Senate welcomed the relics of St 
Theodore by kneeling together in public, they arose the mood of the public and emphasised ‘the solidarity and 
testimony of prominent constituencies’; KAEGI 2003, p. 106. For a reading of the episode as the culmination of 
the sacralization of the sovereign, saviour of the world and parallel to Christ, see MEIER 2019, p. 1037. 
1623 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 11; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 52-55. 
1624 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 14; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 60-61. 
1625 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 10.24-30; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 50-53. 
1626 All those examples are quoted by Theophanes Confessor on the ground of earlier sources still at disposal at 
his times; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AD 5806, AD 313/14; AM 5968, AD 475/6; AM 5987, AD 
494/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 15; p. 123; p. 139; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 25; p. 190; p. 214.  
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emperor in a treacherous manner’1627. Theophanes’ version underlined more ‘the tenuousness of the 

situation and the insecurity that prevailed so close to Constantinople’. In front of the traditional 

trickery of the deceiving barbarians, Heraclius acted indeed with ‘adroitness and resourcefulness’1628. 

The last decades of Heraclius’ reign were marked by religious controversies and by the loss of the 

support of holy men to the imperial family. In the seventh century Life of John the Almsgiver, for 

example, the saint on his way to Cyprus refused to deviate the travel to Constantinople to grant to the 

emperors his prayers when a vision foretold him his imminent death. The call of the ‘earthly king (tòn 

basiléa tòn æpígeion)’ can indeed be ignored at the moment in which the heavenly King (ñ 

o÷ránioj) summoned the saint to Himself1629. More critical and revealing of the religious 

controversies of the times is the third recension of the Life of Maximus the Confessor, written in the 

tenth century on the basis of previous sources of the seventh century. Heraclius here is described as a 

man characterized by a ‘simple-mindedness and foolish judgment (e÷hqeí= kaì gnÍmhj 

koufóthti)’1630. Also the ‘detested’ patriarch Sergius ‘knew that Herclius was easy-going by nature 

(e5kolon eêdótoj) in all respects and easily led (e÷ágwgon)’, and convinced him to support the 

Monothelist heresy. But then, when the orthodox bishops gathered around St Sophronius, the ‘dull 

(Þmblùj)’ Heraclius ‘succumbed to fear and anxiety, turning inside out (poikillómenoj pròj çautòn) 

and vacillating (metatrepómenoj), and not knowing how he could now change the innovatory doctrine, 

probably being ashamed (øpóguon) of the quick turn around’1631. Heraclius was therefore punished for 

his sins and his wrong religious positions with a shameful and painful death which disfigured his body: 

Nikephoros described in details that he was hit by dropsy, and that the illness reached such a stage 

that ‘when he was about to urinate, he would place a board against his abdomen; (otherwise) his 

private parts turned round and discharged the urine in his face. This was in reproof of his transgression 

(namely, his marriage to his own niece) on account of which he suffered this ultimate punishment’1632. 

Once again, it was the perishable mortal body of the emperor who shamelessly sinned and therefore 

                                                             
1627 A year later, then, the emperor will be then able to make the Chagan get ashamed of his conduct by assuming 
a friendly attitude; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6110, AD 617/18; 618/619; ed. DE BOOR 
1883, pp. 301-302; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 434. It is rather the Persian Sarbaros who was later attacked 
in turn by surprise by Heraclius who fled ‘naked and unshod as he was’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6115, AD 622/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 311; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 443. 
1628 KAEGI 2003, p. 119. 
1629 LEONTIUS OF NEAPOLIS, Vita S. Ioannis Eleemosynarii, 52.35-45; ed. and tr. FESTUGIÈRE 1974, p. 403 (p. 516); 
tr. DAWES and BAYNES 1948, p. 255. For other later hagiographies, see KAEGI 2003, p. 260. On the relationship 
of Phocas and Heraclius with contemporary saints, and the imperial dependency on the blessing and the 
association with holy men, see ibidem, p. 39, pp. 52-53, p. 59. For the general lack of participation of the old 
Heraclius to the imperial ceremony and his alleged retirement in the isolation of Hiereia, ibidem, p. 317. 
1630 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 8; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 53. 
1631 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 12; ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 59. The Monothelite 
question raised from the last unsuccessful attempt of the Chalcedonians and imperial establishment to win over 
the Monophysite East; HALDON 1990, p. 364. 
1632 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 27.4-10; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 76-77. 
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suffered the divine punishment: John of Nikiu declared that Heraclius died (in this version for a fever) 

‘in accordance with the decree of God who takes away the souls of rulers, and of men of war as well as 

of kings’1633.  

Those later recounts show how even the most sacred emperor had occasionally to step aside by 

showing his moderatio and accepting to be approached by a subject anxious to ask for his help. He can 

publicly declare his affinity to God and still use a rude gesture to put one of his generals in line. 

Furthermore, they show how even best emperor could not deflect all the criticism. Accuses of moral 

sins and heresy impacted the reputation he had tried so hard to keep unstained and under control. His 

carefully sacralised mortal body came to be hit by an equally new kind of critique revolving around the 

emphasis on the distinction between earthly and divine realm, and around the descriptions of him 

leaving aside his imperial attire and his crown to play the part of an ordinary man. Those sparse stories 

about his ignominious flight in the middle of the Avar ambush, or about his shameful death, were 

circulating and managed to survive and to be included in later sources’ narrative. The same will happen 

later with Heraclius’ nephew, Constans II: he also put much effort, as we will see, to use symbolic 

gestures1634. Even so, stories about his misbehaviour remained present in Theophanes’ narrative. Like 

Heraclius, also Constans II saved himself after a battle against the Arabs (lost because of a tactical 

mistake) by giving his robes to another man (who will be consequently killed by the enemies) and 

escaping ‘leaving everyone behind’1635. He displayed then unholy behaviour toward the pope Martin, 

toward Maximus the Confessor, and in general toward the orthodox followers of the Chalcedonian 

faith: he was, therefore, ‘hated by the people of Byzantium’, so much that he had to flee to Sicily where 

he was assassinated during a bath. When ‘he began to smear himself with the soap’ one of his 

attendants struck him on the head with a bucket1636. A violent death, thus, occurred when the emperor 

was performing a highly ‘human’ and ordinary activity. 

The divine nature of the imperial persona remained on the other hand always unquestionable and the 

imperial body continued to be felt as something sacral despite failures and sins. Heraclius’s body was 

carried indeed in the Church of the Holy Apostles and here ‘for three days, as he had ordained while 

he was still alive, the tomb containing his body remained uncovered and attended by ministering 

eunuchs’1637. The sacredness attributed to the imperial body is testified also by the ‘strange story’ 

reported by Nikephoros (and likely originated by contemporaneous accounts aimed at discrediting 

                                                             
1633 JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 116, 2; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 184. 
1634 See below, pp. 272-273. 
1635 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6146, AD 653/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 346; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 482. For the reigns of Constans II and Constantine IV, Theophanes likely relied on an earlier Greek 
source well informed about the events and close to the court; DEBIÉ 2015, pp. 277-278 with bibliography. 
1636 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6160, AD 667/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 351-352; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, pp. 490-491. 
1637 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 27.15-19; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 76-77. 
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Martina and her offspring) about the ‘unsettling event’ happened to the corpse of Heraclius’ first wife 

Eudocia1638: during the funeral procession, a waiting maid accidentally spat on the garment in which 

the empress was wrapped. The incident was felt like a serious matter of pollution of something sacred, 

so much that those present sentenced the woman to death by fire in order to ‘decontaminate’ it. The 

author complained because those ‘sacrilegious men’ attached to the demise of the empress an ‘unholy 

burial rite’ performed ‘in the manner of barbarians’1639. A sacred thing had to be kept indeed 

untouched and safe to avoid pollution: when a mob outraged the sacred robes of St Sophia (they ‘tore 

the altar cloth, shamefully defiled the holy spot’, and paraded the keys of the Church on a pole through 

the city), the patriarch Pyrrhus tried to remove the pollution by embracing himself the sacred objects 

and covering the altar with his pallium (Ëmóforon)1640. And the reliquary of the Holy Cross was 

declared to have been ‘preserved untouched (Þnépafa) by the profane and murderous hands 

(bebÔloij kaì miaifónoij cersì) of the barbarians and unseen (Þqéata) by them’, since its seal 

(sfragîda) was intact1641.  

 

The period after Heraclius’s death was marked by political instability, mostly because of the dynastic 

struggles among his sons and his nephews. The search for legitimation even pushed Constantine III to 

exhume the body of his father Heraclius to pick up the crown with which he had been buried. The 

crown was then dedicated to God by Heracleonas the day of his accession and was employed to crown 

Constantine III’s son Heracleius/Constans II on the ambo of St Sophia in a moment of high political 

tension1642. The crown was an object of undeniable economical value and its reuse could be seen as 

the sign of the financial problems experienced by the power in this period. But it was also a powerful 

‘benchmark’ which could be used by Heraclius’ sons to demonstrate the connection with their father 

and therefore the legitimate nature of their power1643. The problem of legitimacy became thornier in 

                                                             
1638 KAEGI 2003, p. 61. 
1639 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 3; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 40-41. 
1640 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 31.14-28; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 82-83. ‘Without 
renouncing the priesthood’, declared Pytrrhus, ‘I abjure a disobedient people’. He then sailed off away from 
Byzantium; ibidem. 
1641 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 18.8-14; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 66-67 (recorded also 
in SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1931, H 465). According to another version, the captives were forced to walk on 
the cross; WHITBY and WHITBY 1989, n. 437, p. 157. The pollution through the sight is present also in the accuse 
moved against the soldiers of Phocas, who ‘share in the pollution’ of their ruler when they participated ‘through 
their observation (dià tÖj qewríaj)’ to the slaughtering of the ‘holy’ emperor Maurice and his family and looked 
at the cut-off heads exposed at the Hebdomon; THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, VIII, 12.8-9; ed. DE BOOR 
1972, pp. 307-308; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, p. 229. 
1642 See below, p. 265. 
1643 KAEGI 2003, pp. 319-320. For the idea that the honour passes through material objects, so that those who 
honoured the crown honoured also the head and the hands of the emperor who made it with his own hands, 
see KAEGI 2003, pp. 297-299. Agnellus in the ninth century reported that the crown of Justinian II, probably the 
same employed by the other members of his family, was decorated by the hands of the Augusta with gold and 
pearls (‘illi sua ex auro et margaritas discreverat regia coniunx’); AGNELLUS, Liber pontificalis ecclesiae 
Ravennatis, 138; ed. DELYIANNIS 2006, p. 315; tr. DELIYANNIS 2004, p. 262. The crown will be then reused by 
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those years also because the military defeats against the Arabs had caused an increasing instability in 

the army and in the mob, who increased their power to influence the imperial policy. The political 

coups, military rebellions, and attacks, that characterised the second half of the seventh century, 

explained Haldon, may have immediate, conjunctural causes, but they also testified how much the 

rules of society had changed to make such actions ‘ideologically acceptable’1644. Inappropriate 

behaviour returned to be felt as being empowered to cost the throne to those who did not follow the 

rules: the conspiracy of the patrician and ‘tyrant’ Valentinus against Constans II, for example, failed at 

the moment in which he sent his violent attendant Antoninus to handle with an angered crowd 

gathered in St Sophia. The recount attributed to the Armenian Sebeos reported that Antoninus went 

in the church with a thousand of man and chose a punitive schema highly ineffective in such a climate 

of tension: he ‘began to punish their leaders with the bastinado. The patriarch stood up and said: ‘It is 

inappropriate and wrong to do such a thing in this place.’ Antoninus attacked him and struck him a 

blow on the jaw, saying: ‘Keep your place’’. The crowd was shocked at the sight of a gesture which, as 

we have seen, entailed high political consequences: it hurled at Antoninus, burned him alive in the 

middle of the city, while also Valentinus was beheaded and burned and Constans II was finally 

confirmed on the throne1645. Nikephoros, who likely based his account on earlier sources, reported a 

different version of the story but he also testified the importance of carefully handling with the crowd 

to take the power. In this version, the crowd gathered when they saw their harvest and vineyards 

threatened by the army of Valentinus and urged the patriarch Pyrrhos ‘by their clamors (boÏntej)’ to 

crown Constans II. The patriarch was initially smart: ‘on beholding the disturbance and uprising of the 

people’, indeed, he ‘excused himself on the grounds that the insurrection had a different purpose, 

namely, to gain the imperial office for Valentinos’. The mob, however, insisted, and the patriarch laid 

the matter before Heracleonas who at the time was the emperor in charge. He took his nephew 

Heracleius/Constans II to the church, mounted on the ambo together with the patriarch, ‘and as the 

crowd (8cloi) was pressing him to accomplish the deed, he took from the church the crown of his 

father Herakleios and performed the ceremony’1646.  

                                                             
Leo IV, and according to an iconodule account, it will bring him a painful death, causing boils on his head (see 
below, pp. 306-307). 
1644 HALDON 1990, p. 370. 
1645 PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 44, 142-143; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, p. 106. On the political context and the 
sources of the anecdote, see ibidem, vol. II, p. 254. 
1646 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 30.3-6; 31.11-14; 31.1-14; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 
80-83. Theophanes Confessor did not mention the role of the mob in the events, and the rebel Valentinian is 
killed after the order of the emperor; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6136, AD 643/4; ed. DE 
BOOR 1883, p. 343; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 476. For the two reigns of Justinian II until 720 c., Theophanes’ 
and Nikephoros’ likely relied on an early eighth-century chronicle attributed to ‘Trajan the Patrician’. For a 
summary of the debate and a recent discussion around this problematic source, see FORREST 2015. 
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The power of the crowd was evident especially during the reign of Justinian II, the son of the warlike 

Constantine IV. The attention paid by this emperor to the ceremonial frame is testified by the intense 

building activity which involved the City and the palace (where the lausiacus and the Iustinianos 

triclinus provided new magnificent reception halls)1647. The usurper Leontios proved nevertheless to 

be a better handler of the mob: at one point he released the prisoners held in the Pratetorium (where 

he himself was convicted for three years), scattered them all around Constantinople and commanded 

them ‘to call loudly to all Christians to assemble at the church of Sophia’. In the while, he also went 

‘with the monks and other friends of his’ to the Church and forced the patriarch to declare to the 

multitude gathered at the fountain: ‘This is the day that the Lord hath made!’. The words led the mob 

to insult Justinian and to proceed to the Hippodrome. The day after, at dawn, he was brought to them 

and they called for his head. Leontios was thus ‘proclaimed emperor by the crowd’. Leontios, in the 

end, spared Justinian II’s life ‘because of his affection for (Justinian’s) father Constantine (IV)) and, after 

cutting off his tongue and his nose, exiled him to the city of Cherson’1648.  

We have already seen how mutilation has long been used to deprive someone of the physical integrity 

necessary to take and retain the power, and how the parade of the mutilated limbs of the emperor’s 

enemies in front of the population was a widespread practice in the sixth century. We have also seen 

how the mutilation had struck also the imperial body on the occasion of the murder of Phocas. In the 

seventh century, however, the mutilation of significant limbs developed further its symbolic meaning 

in connection with a penal law increasingly concerned with physical punishments that had to 

symbolically display the nature of the crime1649. The example of Arius was well present in the mind of 

the authors of the sixth-seventh century, as witnessed by John Moschos’ description of the death of 

the unworthy archbishop of Thessaloniki Thalilaios. He declined to worship the holy Trinity and died 

like Arius on a latrina while he was on his way to an imperial audience. Moreover, he was found ‘with 

his head down in the drain of the privy and his feet up in the air’ because the angels ‘lifted up into the 

air those feet which would not walk in the way of righteousness (…)’1650. Such a symbolic meaning was 

behind the traditional mutilation of the heretics who used their powerful limbs to defend their faith 

and were in this way deprived of weapons1651. And when Constans II wanted to punish Maximus the 

                                                             
1647 For a summary of those activities, of which nothing survives, see HEAD 1972, pp. 52-54. 
1648 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 40.20-37; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 96-97; cf. 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6187, AD 694/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 368; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 514-515. 
1649 PATLAGEAN 1984; HALDON 1990, p. 400. Also later in Leo III’s Ecloga body mutilations came to be associated 
with the crimes of sexual offence, sacrilege and treason, ‘for power and sexuality, and the metaphors by which 
these were represented in symbolic discourse, are universally related’; ibidem. 
1650 JOHN MOSCHOS, Pratum Spirituale ch. 43; ed. PG 87.3, col. 2897; tr. WORTLEY 1992, pp. 33-34. 
1651 See, among many examples, the punishment theoretically decided for Severus of Antioch, recounted in 
EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS, Historia Ecclesiastica IV, 4.11-14; ed. BIDEZ 1898, p. 155; tr. WHITBY 2000, pp. 202-
203 
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Confessor, after trying in vain to convert him to his heresy, he also ‘cut off the tongue of this divinely 

wise and most learned man as well as his right hand on account of having written (…) many works 

against his impiety’1652. The Monothelites, declared the hagiography of the saint, ‘unlawfully’ cut off 

his ‘God-speaking tongue which bubbled forth words (…) , so that by removing his speech they would 

remove both his word and teaching with it (lógoj kaì didaskalía), and in the future he would be 

voiceless and silent’1653. Upset by the fact that Maximus, as well as his disciple Anastasius, continued 

miraculously to talk without their speech organs, the Monothelites cut off also their right hands, who 

were dragged and mocked around the agora1654. 

As for the idea of the mutilation of an emperor, it returned to be seen as problematic after the long 

rule of Heraclius. The Augusta Martina was punished with mutilation after having allegedly plotted to 

murder Constantine III in order to put his son Heracleonas on the throne: according to Pseudo-Sebeos 

she had the tongue removed1655, while John of Nikiu specified that she and her son were first deprived 

of the crowns and only after they were punished with the cut of the nose1656. As for the brothers of 

Constantine IV who were deprived of their noses by Justinian II to disqualify them in advance as 

potential candidates to the throne, they seem to have no crown and ‘had no dignity whatever’, if we 

consider Theophanes’ report as based on an earlier source1657.  

The case of Justinian II, on the other hand, stood out since he was surely fulfilling his role as emperor 

when he was deprived of both his nose and his tongue. The decision was taken by Leontios, who 

managed to temper the request of the crowd who was loudly requesting Justinian’s II death by 

performing the mutilation instead. The fact that the punishment was requested by the mindless crowd 

and not by the authority was nevertheless a sign of weakness for the new ruler, and Leontios shared 

                                                             
1652 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6149, AD 656/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 347; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 484. The symbolism of a mutilated limb was already present in Cassius Dio’ anecdote about the 
end of Cicero, still recorded by John of Antioch. After he was beheaded, his right hand was cut off, Antonius’ wife 
Fulvia kept the head, insulting, spitting on it and then perforating the tongue with a hairpin. The head was then 
publicly displayed on the rostra, the same place where he used to talk against his Antonius and Flavia; CASSIUS 
DIO, Historia Romana, XLVII, 8.3-4; ed. and tr. CARY 1955, vol. V, pp. 130-133; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia 
Chronica; fr. 152, 1-6; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005; pp. 268-269. 
1653 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 68 (1716-1725); ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 177. The 
tongue, explained the author with attention to the physical detail, was cut off ‘internally from the pharynx and 
the attached epiglottis’; ibidem. 
1654 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 69 (1726-1741); ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, pp. 177-179.  
1655 PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 44, 141; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, p. 104. 
1656 JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 120, 52; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 197. In line with his narrative program to show the 
divine punishment due to emperors who misbehaved, Theophanes justified the decision by declaring that 
Heracleonas’ sentence was approved by the Senate and the people as a ‘godly decision’, due to his unlawful 
ruling as the ‘illicit offspring’ of Heraclius and his adhesion to the Monothelite faith; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6121, AD 628/9; AM 6133, AD 640/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 331; pp. 341-342; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 461; p. 475. For the accuses against Martina, see THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, 
AM 6132, AD 639/40; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 341; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 474. 
1657 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6161, AD 668/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 352; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 492; see also n. 1, p. 492. 
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the same fate when he was in turn overthrown by the usurper Tiberius Apsimar and his nose was 

slit1658.  

Times had changed, and the belief that an imperial body had to be healthy and ‘perfect’ had been 

surpassed by the awareness that the emperor could also be affected by physical injuries, illness, and 

even mutilation. Justinian, therefore, managed to regain the power from Tiberius1659. This was not an 

easy task: Agnellus of Ravenna, for whom Justinian was deprived of the nose and the ears by the 

soldiers who ‘reduced the excellence of his body’ to a wrecked one (‘de praestantissimo dimissum 

reddiderunt corpus’), reported that he made for himself an artificial nose and ears of pure gold (‘ex 

obrizo’)1660. The anecdote remains suspect, since it has been written more than one century later and 

even the name of the emperor is misunderstood – at the beginning he mentioned Constantine, and 

only then correctly reported Justinian1661. On the other hand, the practice of replacing an amputated 

limb with a metal one was attested later under the rule of Romanos Lecapenos: when Basil, an 

impostor who pretended to be the dead general Constantine Doucas, was arrested and his right hand 

was cut off, he ordered to make a bronze hand with which he could continue to fight1662. Whether real 

or not, the tale about Justinian’s golden nose is meaningful in reporting how widespread was still in 

the first half of the ninth century the news of the imperial mutilation, and how strong was felt the 

concern about the integrity of the imperial body. The mutilation became also an occasion to mock the 

emperor: Justinian was nicknamed ‘the Rhinotmetos’, and when he was going to re-take the City and 

search for the approval of the urban mob, encamping for three days by the walls of the Blachernae 

and demanding to the inhabitants of the City to accept him as emperor, ‘they dismissed him with foul 

insults’1663.  The cut of the tongue seems to have been not such serious issues, since his ability to speak 

was not impaired and he continued to be ‘unusually talkative’1664. 

                                                             
1658 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 41.31-33; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 100-101; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6190, AD 697/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 371; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 517. 
1659 For the reconstruction of this enterprise, marked by legendary features which sounds like something out of 
a novel, see HEAD 1972, pp. 102-111. 
1660 AGNELLUS, Liber pontificalis ecclesiae Ravennatis, 137; ed. DELYIANNIS 2006, pp. 312-313; tr. DELIYANNIS 
2004, p. 259. 
1661 According to Head ‘we are given no clue as to how he held on this prosthetic device or where he obtained it. 
As an exile, it seems rather unlikely that he had access to much pure gold, and perhaps this adornment came 
only later when his fortunes improved’; HEAD 1972, p. 100. It is possible in any case that the device was not 
actually of pure gold but only gilded so as to appear as gold.  
1662 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS VI, De Romano Lecapeno, 33; ed. BEKKER 1838, p. 421; JOHN SKYLITZES, 
Synopsis Historiarum, X.27; ed. THURN 1973, 228; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 220. 
1663 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 42.44-46; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 102-103; cf. 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6197, AD 704/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 374; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 522. 
1664 HEAD 1972, p. 100. The Historia Syntomos reported that the mutilation was limited to the nose. When he 
returned to the throne, indeed the emperor himself ‘laughed at the usurpers that they had not cut out his tongue: 
for, as he often said, nothing else could make clear an emperor’s state of mind (frónhma) but words’; MICHAEL 
PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.81; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 72-73.  
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As soon as Justinian regaining control of the City1665, he used his public schema to visually convey the 

legitimacy of his coup and to prove that he was still able to perform the imperial role. He immediately 

organized a spectacular ceremony to humiliate his enemies, which simultaneously tried to stage once 

again the parallelism between emperor and Christ. Apsimar and Leontios were thrown down at his 

feet ‘for a short time’ during the horse races, one ‘on the right, the other on the left’, before their 

customary beheading at the Kynegion1666. The biblical connotation of this calcatio colli was now 

underlined also by the acclamations of the audience: according to Theophanes, the emperor left his 

feet on their necks ‘until the end of the first race’ and in the while the people made clear the connection 

between the gesture of the emperor and the gesture of Christ by repeating the traditional Psalm of 

reference ‘You have set your foot on the asp and the basilisk, and you have trodden on the lion and the 

serpent’’ (Ps90(91):13)1667. Immediately after he arranged another spectacle to proclaim Caesar the 

Bulgarian chief Tervel (Terbelis), who had helped him regain the throne: he gave him the imperial 

mantle, and then ‘he had him sit by his side and ordered the people to pay homage (poihsámenoj 

proskuneîsqai) to them jointly (…)’1668.  

Justinian II especially made extensive use of violence to keep the throne: his second rule was 

characterized by violent purges described in detail by Nikephoros and especially Theophanes as parts 

of his regime of fear. Even if scholarship recognized now the biased nature of those sources and have 

presented Justinian II’s reign in a more positive light1669, even the ‘black legend’ built up around his 

figure remained remarkable in this sense. The violence was an efficacious political instrument to fight 

                                                             
1665 He entered in the City with few men through an aqueduct; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 
42.47-49; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 102-103; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6197, AD 704/5; 
ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 374; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 522. 
1666 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 42.54-58; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 102-103. 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6198, AD 705/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 375; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 523.  
1667 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6198, AD 705/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 375; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 523. See above, p. 179. 
1668 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 42.58-64; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 102-105. Before 
that, Tervel received also the title of Caesar; OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, p. 122. It seems that it is not possible 
to give credit to the description, provided by the highly biased Liber Pontificalis, of the visit of Pope Constantine 
in 710-711. It is indeed unlikely that the emperor, still with the crown on his head (cum regno in capite) and while 
the population was watching (viderunt), bowed to kiss the pope’s feet (sese prostravit et pedens osculans 
pontificis) and staged a mutual embrace with him (in amplexu mutuo corruerunt), with great joy of the people 
who could perceive the humility displayed by their ‘good princes’; LIBER PONTIFICALIS 90, 5-6; ed. DUCHESNE 
1957, p. 391; tr. DAVIS 1989, p. 88. According to the Liber Pontificalis, already Justinian would had debased 
himself (‘humiliavit se’) and had performed the prostration (‘adoravit’) to welcome pope John in 525 and then 
ten years later in front of the pope Agapitus; LIBER PONTIFICALIS 55, 3; 59.4; ed. DUCHESNE 1957, p. 275; pp. 
287-288; tr. DAVIS 1989, p. 51. Very different will be the treatment given to pope Vigilius, struck in the face and 
cast into prison after an initial promising welcome; LIBER PONTIFICALIS 61.6; ed. DUCHESNE 1957, p. 298; tr. 
DAVIS 1989, pp. 59-60. 
1669 HEAD 1972. On the prejudices which characterized those two authors (especially Theophanes) as possibly 
due to the use of sources produced under the reign of Leo III and eager to erase the previous dynasty which still 
captivated the feeling of loyalty of the population, see HEAD 1972, pp. 15-18; pp. 117-119. 
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political opponents and to control the instability which, as we have seen, characterized the mob and 

the army in those years marked by succession struggles and military defeats. In a manner similar to 

what happened to Phocas before him, however, the source presented the physical punishments and 

purges under Justinian II’s rule as the result of the emperor’s thirst for blood and madness, and even 

as the cause of the final rebellion against him. He was ‘full of joy’ at the news of the sinking of a fleet 

in which a multitude of men have died: Nikephoros just reported that he ‘decided to send another fleet 

there’1670, but Theophanes (who especially underlined the senseless, disorderly and shameful 

behaviour of Justinian in the battlefield) more openly declared that he was ‘possessed by this frenzy’ 

and ‘threatened with loud cries that he would send another fleet and mow everyone down to the 

ground’1671. Justinian was especially in the search for revenge because of his early deposition. Agnellus 

of Ravenna reported the many punishments inflicted by Justinian once he regained the throne and 

reported that the emperor remained awake during the night like his homonymous, in this case 

grudging against Ravenna whose citizens had allegedly contributed to his deposition1672. Paul the 

Deacon even exaggerated the dimension of the punishments inflicted by the emperor by ironically 

reporting that every time he made with the right hand the gesture of cleaning a drop of mucus (a 

possible sarcastic reference to his cropped nose, mentioned immediately before, or to the traditional 

gesture of command), this motion was intended as an order to cut the throat of an enemy’1673. Finally, 

when the Armenian general Philippicus Bardanes overthrown Justinian II for the second and last time 

in 711, he received the head of the latter cut off ‘with the dagger’ by the governor of Cherson1674. He 

even dispatched it to be publicly displayed in the West as far as Rome1675. Agnellus, who described the 

death of Justinian with abundance of lively details (attacked by people, the emperor vomited blood 

and his hair was ‘scattered (sparsis crinibus)’), recounted that his head was severed by a soldier while 

‘clutching the hair in his hand’. It was then sent and paraded through the Italian squares for the delight 

of the citizens1676. Those later and highly biased accounts have to be taken carefully, but they also seem 

to reflect the escalating use of a new kind of violence, much more physical, around the imperial court, 

                                                             
1670 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 45.32-34; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 108-109. 
1671 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6202, AD 709/10; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 378; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 527. 
1672 AGNELLUS, Liber pontificalis ecclesiae Ravennatis, 137; ed. DELYIANNIS 2006, p. 313; tr. DELIYANNIS 2004, 
pp. 259-260. For the problems between the emperor and Ravenna, see also HEAD 1972, pp. 137-141. See also 
HEAD 1972, pp. 78-79. 
1673 (…) quotiens defluentem guttam reumatis manu detersit, pene totiens aliquem ex his qui contra eum fuerat 
iugulari praecepit; PAUL THE DEACON, Historia Longobardorum, VI, 32; ed. SCHWARTZ 2009, p. 322; tr. CAPO 
1992, p. 335. 
1674 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6203, AD 710/11; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 381; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 529. For the events that occurred during the ‘Cherson crisis’, which led to the rebellion against 
Justinian, see HEAD 1972, pp. 142-148. 
1675 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 45.88-92; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 112-113.  
1676 AGNELLUS, Liber pontificalis ecclesiae Ravennatis, 142; ed. DELYIANNIS 2006, pp. 320-321; tr. DELIYANNIS 
2004, p. 267. 
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both by and against the emperor. Remarkable it is also the impact (or lack of impact) it had in the eyes 

of the audience, who seems at this point much more desensitized toward it. 

Acclaimed at Cherson, Bardanes ended Heraclius’ dynasty, but he quickly lost the throne too. The 

account of his fall witnessed once again the idea that ceremonial formalism did not work and could 

not confer legitimacy to an emperor charged of unworthiness. Bardanes, claimed both Nikephoros and 

Theophanes, unlawfully refused the Sixth Ecumenical Council and did not care to face the Arab and 

Bulgarian attacks against the Byzantine territories. He, therefore, ‘appeared to administer the empire 

in an indecorous and negligent manner (Þsémnwj kaì ×=qúmwj)’1677. He ‘lived a carefree life in the 

palace’ dissipating ‘at random’ the richness collected by his predecessors. And even if he was ‘eloquent 

and prudent’ in his speeches, ‘he was proved by his actions to be in every way incompetent, living as 

he did in an unseemly and incapable manner (Þsémnwj kaì Þnikánwj). He was also a heretic and an 

adulterer’1678. Unable to strengthen his legitimacy through his public image, Bardanes was overthrown 

and killed precisely in the context of a ceremony: according to Nikephoros, the emperor was 

commemorating the birthday of the City with the customary horse races1679, while Theophanes 

reported that he ‘decided to make on the Saturday of Pentecost an entry on horseback‘ (better would 

have been perhaps a more humble bare-footed posture), and ‘to bathe in the public baths of 

Zeuxippos’1680. Both the authors agree that the emperor organized a banquet (with friends according 

to Nikephoros, ‘with citizens of ancient lineage’ according to Theophanes) and that he was surprised 

during his midday nap in the palace. He was blinded in the Hippodrome, and apparently no-one was 

concerned about the fact (‘anyone being aware of it’). The crowd at this point felt no shock at the sight: 

it mindlessly and carelessly gathered in St Sophia to acclaim the new emperor Artemios without batting 

an eyelid1681. 

 

3.2. THE POWER OF THE CROSS 

 

We have seen the importance of the role played by acheropoieta images and the Holy Cross in the 

imperial military schema. The Cross functioned as a talisman to call for God’s aid against the enemies 

                                                             
1677 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 45.1-2; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 112-113.  
1678 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6203, AD 710/11; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 381; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 530.  
1679 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 48.1-5; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 114-115. 
1680 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6205, AD 712/13; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 383; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 533. According to Nikephoros, the feast of the Pentecost was the following day, when the new 
emperor was proclaimed; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 48.15-19; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, 
pp. 114-117. 
1681 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 48.12-15; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 114-115; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6205, AD 712/13; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 383; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 533. 
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but it also recalled an imagery connected with Christ, Constantine, and Moses and enhanced the 

imperial image in the moment of triumph. Furthermore, the Cross and its fragments were used in 

urban processions (usually kept in wooden caskets) and in the context of oaths to reinforce the gesture 

performed on the Gospels. So Heracleonas vowed to not harm the son of his half-brother Constantine 

III after this latter’s death (and after the army was incited against him and his mother Martina) by 

showing off the child and by laying ‘his hand on the life-giving cross (tÏn zwopoiÏn xúlwn 

7pteto)’1682.   

The cross was not only employed as a material object (‘the Wood’). The emperor could also shape it 

with the movement of his hand. Like any other Christian faithful, the emperor could trace his forehand 

in front of a miracle, as happened to Maurice in front of the huge boar who attacked him and his 

retinue during a hunt. The boar disappeared without killing anyone and the emperor ‘traced on his 

forehead the sign of the cross (æpì tò métwpon toû stauroû diatupÍsaj tà sÔmantra), as it is 

customary for Christians to do at miracles’1683. Furthermore, this was a society where even the highest 

and privileged members accepted magical practices in their day to day physical reality1684. Therefore, 

the emperor also could be seen, like the saint, as a special category performing gestures effective on 

reality. Heraclius raised his arms or his hands to heaven when he wanted to call for God’s help in 

problematic moments, and his nod could bring victory to his army: where it is the imperial nod 

(neûsij), declared George of Pisidia in an unfortunately mutilated passage of his work, the fight has a 

victorious result. When the nod is contrary (Þntineúseij), also the victory supports him with opposite 

nod (sunantineúei). The standing emperor holding sceptre and crown was the arbiter (brabeutÔj) 

who silently determined the result of a struggle between barbarians, and those present looked at the 

imperial nod (neûma)1685. Heraclius’ offspring also shared the power of gesture on the battlefield. 

Pseudo-Sebeos recounted that Constans II managed to make the Ismaelite army leave the siege of 

Chalcedon also through his ritual gestures: when he received an offensive letter from the Ismaelite 

ruler, indeed, he ‘went into the house of God, fell on his face’ and then, uttering evocations based on 

biblical Psalms, ‘he lifted the crown from his head, stripped off his purple (robes) and put on sackcloth, 

                                                             
1682 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 30.16-23; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 80-81. The 
ceremony was organized by Martina in the presence of the patriarch Phyrros and succeeded in calming down 
the army. 
1683 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, V, 16.13-14; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 220; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, 
p. 157. Many other prodigies occurred to the emperor. Theophanes underlined the perfect control of the 
emperor, steady on his horse who was ‘in terror of the sight’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 
6083, AD 590/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 268; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 391.  
1684 The ‘magic of the Christian symbolic universe’ and the superstitious beliefs, mostly pagan survivals, can still 
be found in the seventh century’s accounts of exorcism, rites of purification, wondrous qualities attached to 
icons, relics, saint’s tomb and pieces of the cross, together with words recited or chanted at the right moment in 
the appropriate form. The difference between magic and miracle (one served and inspired by the devil, the other 
by God) remained nevertheless a functional one; HALDON 1990, pp. 331-332, with bibliography. 
1685 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In restitutionem S. Crucis 85-89; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 229. 
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sat on ashes, and ordered a fast to be proclaimed in Constantinople in the manner of Nineveh’1686. The 

image of the king of Niniveh who likewise stood up from his throne, took off his royal robes, covered 

himself with sackcloth and sat down in the dust (Jon 3:5-6) was enriched therefore with the reference 

to the meaningful gesture of removing the crown. With this schema full of biblical references, Constans 

II induced God to make the Ismaelite’s fleet being wiped out by a storm: ‘on that day’, concluded 

Pseudo-Sebeos, ‘by his upraised arm God saved the city through the prayers of the pious king 

Constans’1687.  

As for the sign of the cross, the developments in the connection between this gesture and the imperial 

power is witnessed by the iconography in coins. Upon those meaningful loci the emperor could display 

significant gestures like that of the mappa, introduced in coins by Tiberius II. John of Ephesus told us 

that this latter was also the emperor who first replaced on the reverse of his coins the image of the 

Victory holding the cross (the globus cruciger or, starting from Justin II, the large cross ‘sceptre’) with 

the image of the cross alone1688. Tiberius took seriously the form of the cross: if we trust the story 

transmitted later by Paul the Deacon, already when he was co-regent of Justin II he ordered to remove 

the decorative crosses from the floor to avoid them to be stepped on1689.  

On coins, the cross often stood on top of a staircase (likely a reference to the Constantinian column 

erected in the homonym Forum) and visually declared the Christian faith of the emperor. Starting from 

Maurice then, the imperial iconography were more and more driven toward a linear and two-

dimensional style as that of the icons1690, and the cross came to be more tightly related with the 

imperial hand. It could stand on the globus to express the dominion over the Christian Empire but it 

could also be present as a simple cross brandished in a manner similar to how the mappa was held. In 

a Maurice’s solidus the emperor held the cross in his palm, while the Victory (or an angel) on the 

reverse displayed the same posture in a full length body’s representation. Later, on Phocas’ coins, the 

cross is clearly held by the imperial hand, while the gesture of the mappa remained present on other 

coins. The process reached an important stage under Justinian II, an emperor who showed a particular 

                                                             
1686 PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 50, 170; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, p. 145. 
1687 PSEUDO-SEBEOS, Historia, 50, 171; tr. THOMSON 1999, vol. I, p. 146. 
1688 John described the Victory in Justin II’s coins as ‘a female figure, which was generally compared to Venus’, 
and declared the Tiberius’ decision was ‘dictated to him in a vision’; JOHN OF EPHESUS, Historia Ecclesiastica, 
pars Tertia, III, 14; tr. PAYNE SMITH 1860, p. 192; tr. BROOKS 1952, p. 104; also MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, 
X, ch. 17; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 412. On this important iconographical shift, see also ALTIERI 1990, pp. 73-74.  
1689 PAUL THE DEACON, Historia Langobardorum, IV, 12; ed. SCHWARTZ 2005, p. 196; tr. CAPO 1992, pp. 139-
141. ‘Crucem Domini frontem nostram et pectora munire debemus’ declared Tiberius, ‘et ecce eam sub pedibus 
conculcamus’. The pious act will be rewarded with a great treasure hidden under the floor; ibidem. The 
representation of the cross on the floor will be officially prohibited in 691/692 at the Council of Trullo, also 
concerned in avoiding to insult ‘the trophy of our victory’ ‘by the trampling feet of those who walk upon it’; 
CANONS OF THE QUINISEXT COUNCIL IN TRULLO, 73; ed. OHME 2013, pp. 51-52; tr. NEDUNGATT and 
FEATHERSTONE 1995, p. 155. 
1690 Art historians have already unveiled how the style of religious icons owed a great deal to the portrayals of 
emperors on coins; HALDON 1990, p. 415, with bibliography. 
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aesthetic sensibility in supervising his coinage: he paid attention in choosing and approving innovative 

designs and showed himself on the coins dressed in the civil costume (divitesion and chlamys) or in a 

full-length portrait clad in the loros1691. In 692 he approved the introduction of the bust of Christ on 

the obverse of coins. The imperial portrait was relegated on the reverse, but only to vividly underline 

the relation between heavenly and earthly sovereign, accompanied respectively by the words ‘REX 

REGNANTIUM’ and ‘SERVUS CHRISTI’1692. The way in which both the rulers fashioned their fingers 

appears here very similar: on one side Christ performs the benedictional gesture, on the other side the 

emperor grabs the cross disposing his fingers around it in a very similar shape, as in a reflex image. The 

gestures of both the authorities, divine and earthly ones, seem thus to coincide: on one side, Christ 

blessed and held the Gospel; on the other, the emperor displayed the cross and held the globus 

cruciger inscribed with the word PAX1693.  

In an era in which the role of the icon continued to increase in society, this visual connection between 

the two gestures had to be seen as powerfully evocative of the sacred nature of the imperial hand, 

here closely linked with the symbol of the Cross. Whether held as a material insigne or physically 

performed with the hand and the fingers, the symbol of the cross bestowed to the emperor the 

‘magical’ and effective power which was felt inherent in its shape. ‘You own the mystical power of the 

cross (mustarcíaj 1ceij tò kûroj)’, declared George of Pisidia to Heraclius, and through its grace, 

the emperor rejoiced together with the region, with the City and with the whole world1694. The power 

of the cross was bestowed on the emperor’s hand for the benefit of the Roman Empire and the whole 

world. ‘For what manner of force’, asked also the popular Apocalypse of the Pseudo-Methodius, ‘or 

what lordship has sufficient strength ever to grasp the power of the cross, by whose might and holiness 

the kingdom of the Romans has been covered with a breastplate through the one who was hung upon 

it, our Lord Jesus Christ?’1695. This work, originally composed in Syriac in the late seventh century and 

translated in Greek some decades later, was guided by the belief in the supremacy of the empire and 

in the emperor’s power to deliver the empire from the Arab invasion1696. 

The actual employment of the benedictional gesture by the emperor in the ceremonial context is 

testified by the famous series of silver disks commonly known as the ‘David Plates’. Discovered at 

Lambousa in 1902 and now divided between the Metropolitan Museum of New York and the 

                                                             
1691 HEAD 1972, pp. 54-55. 
1692 GRABAR (1936) 1971, p. 19. This iconographical choice will be then interrupted during the Iconomachy, and 
then re-taken by Michael III in the ninth century without the inscription REX REGNANTIUM. 
1693 This is a rare gestural occurrence expressing the parallelism between Christ and the emperor. This parallelism 
otherwise played a central role in the imperial self-presentation of the emperor in this period. This association 
had indeed to be presented with a high level of ‘Sensibilität und Subtilität’, so that it could be ‘nur indirekt 
greifbar’ through a strenuous interpretation of the details; MEIER 2019, p. 1037. 
1694 GEORGE OF PISIDIA, In restitutionem S. Crucis 43-46; ed. and tr. PERTUSI 1959, p. 227. 
1695 PSEUDO-METHODIUS, Revelationes, ch. 9; ed. and tr. GARSTAD 2012, pp. 32-33. 
1696 B. GARSTAD, ‘Introduction’ to PSEUDO-METHODIUS, Revelationes; ed. and tr. GARSTAD 2012, esp. pp. VII-X. 
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Archaeological Museum of Nicosia, those nine disks had been since long recognized as a product of 

the Heraclian age. Made of pure silver and artfully manufactured (all qualities which seem to suggest 

an imperial and Constantinopolitan commission), they seem to have been publicly displayed at court 

to visually display and celebrate the emperor as new David. They represented indeed the earlier events 

in the life of the biblical hero (1 Sam 16-18) through a courtly style which made him a recognizable 

prototype of the emperor1697. They are therefore a precious source for the imperial ideology and 

provide a visual representation of how imperial gestures were seen and performed in a formal and 

ceremonial setting. Several gestures, mostly of speech and benediction, could be seen on those highly 

refined and detailed pieces. Those gestures could function of course as narrative devices to indicate a 

dialogue between characters, like in the scene in which David played the harp and is approached by 

the messenger who summoned him at Samuel’s presence. Or the scene in which David converses with 

his brother Eliab and their hands reflect the passion of the discussion (Eliab is reproaching him for his 

choice to join the war instead of working as a shepherd). Those were the traditional rhetorical gestures 

similar to those employed to depict a conversation between two characters in the fifth century’s 

Virgilius Vaticanus and Romanus. The sacredness of the context is nevertheless underlined by the 

presence of haloes around the heads of David and the messenger. In the following scenes, the 

rhetorical gestures came to be used by the artist to signify an endorsement: Jesse approves David’s 

anointment as King of Israel by raising the index, the middle and the little fingers (his brothers in the 

while contemplate the scene and Eliab even rises his finger to the mouth)1698. Saul makes the same 

gesture (reversed since the figure is now on David’s right side) in front of David receiving his armour. 

Other gestures seem to reflect actual ceremonial details, in particular in the scene in which David is 

introduced to Saul’s court. Saul fulfils here a clear imperial role: he sits on his throne in a fully imperial 

attire (a chlamys decorated with the tablion), is surrounded by bodyguards in a ‘barbaric’ attire, and 

performs a clear gesture of benediction in the form of the sign of the cross. Like in the case of the 

above-mentioned Missorium of Madrid, also in this case the gesture did not signify a mere speech or 

approval for narrative’s sake: it is a sign which denotes and allows to recognize the imperial status of 

the figure who bestowed power and benediction. In the scene in which Saul presides on the marriage 

between David and Michal, on the other hand, he performs a gesture parallel to the one performed 

by the patriarch to intercede for God and grant the divine approval over the union. In similar terms, 

                                                             
1697 The intentional parallel between David and the emperor was first underlined by Grabar, while the effort of 
the plates to revive the qualities of Theodosian art to reconnect the emperor with the standards and the ideals 
of the early years of the Empire was recognized by Kitzinger. Spain Alexander has recognized the complexity of 
the connection between Heraclius and David, and suggested that the plates belonged to the period after the 
victory of the Persians in 629/630, when ‘Heraclius was concerned with his image, his authority and his historical 
role’; SPAIN ALEXANDER 1977, esp. p. 218 and pp. 226 ff., with bibliography. For the way in which the figure of 
David was a plausible reference for Heraclius and the events of his life, see MEIER 2019, p. 1038. 
1698 The same gestures characterized Jesse and Eliab in the Anointment of David of the Paris Psalter (Paris, 
Bibliothèque Nationale, cod. gr. 139, fol. 3v). 
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Simocatta wrote indeed that the patriarch John at the marriage of the emperor Maurice ‘took the royal 

pair’s hands, joined them to each other, and blessed them to each other’, blessing than the marriage 

with prayers and with the imperial crowns1699.  

An imperial gesture of benediction, performed this time in a triumphal setting, appears also in a fresco 

on the southern wall of the Church of St Demetrius of Thessaloniki. Badly damaged and re-painted 

after the fire of the church in 1917, the work still shows a haloed emperor on a horse who had to be 

likely identified with Justinian II triumphantly entering the church in 6881700. This is an exceptional 

witness not only of the further development occurred in the iconography of the Adventus 

imperatorum, connected to the imagery of Christ’s Entry in Jerusalem by a ‘reverse current of 

influence’1701. It also shows how the military triumphal schema of an emperor had been enriched by 

the gesture of the hand raised in benediction. Finally, the effort of Justinian II to emphasize his 

subordination to Christ through art is confirmed by the eight century Parastaseis Syntomoi Chronikai, 

which described a ‘gilt statue’ of Justinian made during his second rule where he appeared as ‘kneeling 

(tò gonuklinèj)’ together with his wife and a huge elephant1702. The emperor, therefore, chose to be 

portrayed in the attitude of prayer or adoration in front of an image of Christ, which in all likelihood 

stood next to the statuary group. 

 

We have seen how in the seventh century the emperor used his public image to face an audience made 

more demanding by political and military breakthroughs, which had undermined the imperial 

authority, and by the economic and territorial crisis, which had generated a general feeling of 

uncertainty toward the future and the fate of the empire. The blows suffered by the bodies on the 

body of Maurice first, and of Phocas afterwards, had dramatically revealed what had emerged already 

during the reign of Justin II: the mortal and vulnerable dimension of the imperial body. In the previous 

century, the compresence of a mortal and a divine nature in the imperial being could still be subject 

to reflection in the political theology and even included by the emperor himself in his public schema. 

But now it made the imperial person more exposed and less ‘untouchable’. To perform the role of the 

emperor had become riskier: to take into count the feelings of the audience and to choose the right 

                                                             
1699 THEOPHYLACT SIMOCATTA, Historiae, I, 10.2-3; ed. DE BOOR 1972, p. 57; tr. WHITBY and WHITBY 1986, pp. 
32-33. 
1700 OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, p. 113; n. 108, p. 134; McCORMICK 1986, p. 233, with bibliography. For the 
events connected with the entrance of Justinian II in Thessaloniki, see also HEAD 1972, pp. 37 ff.  
1701 Originally it was the imagery of Christ’s Entry in Jerusalem which was shaped after the imperial model, as can 
be seen in the Christian sarcophagi of the fourth century. Roman emperors had in turn followed the Hellenistic 
trend for which the same honours given to gods at their epiphany were conferred also on kings who appeared 
at the gate of a city; KANTOROWICZ (1944) 1965. 
1702 PARASTASEIS SYNTOMOI CHRONIKAI, 37; ed. and tr. CAMERON and HERRIN 1984, pp. 98-99. On the 
identification of the statue as Justinian II (against the identification as Justin by Grabar), and the rarity of this kind 
of representation with a kneeling emperor in this early period, see CAMERON and HERRIN 1984, pp. 210-211. 
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performance and the right gestures were central to make stable the position and avoid conflicts. 

Simultaneously, a new way to display the imperial schema was required. Heraclius learnt the lesson 

well, and exploited skilfully the process of ‘Liturgisierung’, which has invested the Byzantine society 

starting at least from the half of the sixth century, to build a fully Christianized schema, which draws 

strength from biblical and Christological associations to emphasise a new relationship with the divine 

realm. Not only did he propagate his image as good soldier and triumphant winner under the guise of 

the biblical hero or lieutenant of Christ. His mortal body also intermingled together the human and 

supernatural dimension to acquire almost the characteristics of the icon he held in his hand during the 

battle. This powerful imperial schema was then further surrounded by new evocative settings, by an 

even tighter bond between his right hand and the cross, and by an increasing number of formal 

ceremonies, designed to maximize the participation of the crowd and to increase the occasions of 

visibility for him and his family. On the other hand, it appears that the full Christianization, the 

Christomimesis, and the biblical connotations were accompanied by the general atmosphere of 

physical violence which, as we have seen, had also hit the emperors themselves. Heraclius himself had 

initially used it against Phocas, and after his death, his successors employed extensively physical 

punishments to solve succession struggles and get rid of political opponents. Schema and physical 

punishments were both important instruments that helped the emperors of the seventh century to 

win their subjects and visually promote their legitimacy, in order to stabilize their position and 

overcome the crisis.  

This carefully constructed public image, however, did not lack nuances and, occasionally, criticism. Its 

Christianisazion had led, it is true, to a drastic reduction of the imperial iconographical themes1703, i.e. 

a drastic reduction in the repertoire of visual ‘weapon’ at disposal of the emperor. Even if the 

traditional, pagan-based, and ‘republican’ imagery attached to the imperial schema had faded from 

the imperial schema, however, it occasionally re-surface in the moderatio required by the emperor on 

specific occasions. So, Phocas can be presented like a tyrannos when he proved his lack of moderatio 

in front of the population who publicly mocked his ceremonial fails. Even Heraclius proved to be able 

to put the formality aside when the situation required it.  

As for the criticism, two types of critique have emerged at this point: on one side the charge of not 

being able to use the ceremonial correctly, which possibly reflect actual ceremonial failures which were 

promptly emphasised by the religious and political biased sources. Despite all the efforts, the emperor 

could always be charged with dishonourable behaviour which overturned his sacred image (like when 

Heraclius escaped from an attack dressed like an ordinary man), or of a shameful and painful death. 

Furthermore, the liturgification and the sacred character of the emperor seem to bring forward a new 

                                                             
1703 GRABAR (1936) 1971, pp. 158-159. 
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kind of critique, which could be even seen as a further development of Procopius’ description of 

Justinian as the prince of the demons. ‘Bad’ emperors acquired a supernatural dimension also in their 

bad behaviour. Emperors like Phocas and Justinian II fell especially into the hands of their detractors: 

the violence used for political purpose, as well as the anger and lack of control (i.e. the passions 

recognized as inherent in his fallible nature as human being), became supernatural madness. The 

authors, therefore, managed to show the damage a bad emperor could cause to the empire and his 

unfitness to the rule by overturning the sacred official image and the political use of physical 

punishments into equally exceptional ‘black legends’, welcomed by later sources.  

The emperor, therefore, continued to cope with the new threats posed to his authority in this period 

of crisis and in the face of the dramatic changes experienced by the society also by adapting and 

promoting an image suitable to the situation, flexible when it was necessary, and effective in different 

contexts, from the battlefield to the urban settings. The mortal dimension of the imperial body (now 

more than ever dramatically clear in the mind of the population) had been firmly established in a 

supernatural and exceptional dimension. Despite all his effort, however, the emperor was never in full 

control of the public image he offered at the sight of his spectators, and especially on the several 

interpretations and presentations given to his public performance, in positive but also in negative. 

 

4. THE YEARS OF ‘ICONOMACHY’ (EIGHT – NINTH CENTURIES) 

 

In 717, after the period of ‘anarchy’ and the brief reigns of Bardanes, Anastasius II, and Theodosius III, 

the strategos of the Anatolic theme Leo III managed to take the throne, to restrain the advance of the 

Arab forces against the capital and the empire, and to found a new dynasty, known as the ‘Isaurian’. 

Especially during the reign of Leo III’s son Constantine V, the empire regained the political and 

economic stability necessary to face the threats of Arabs, Bulgars, and Slavs, and the rising power of 

the Carolingians in the West1704. Inside the society, however, this was also a period of serious religious 

and ideological conflicts revolving around the veneration of the icons. The start of the ‘Iconomachy’ 

had been traditionally placed in 726, when the icon of Christ at the Chalké would have been allegedly 

destroyed under the command of Leo III, or better in 730, when the same emperor issued the Edict in 

which he officially labelled as idolatric and banned the images representing Christ, the Virgin, the 

angels, and the saints in human form. Those were destroyed and replaced with symbols, decorative 

images, portraits or deeds of the emperors. After a brief interruption between 787 and 815, the 

Iconomachy knew a second phase under the emperors Leo V, Michael II, and Theophilos, until the final 

                                                             
1704 OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, pp. 143-145. The alleged Isaurian origin of Leo III has been questioned by 
scholars who now tend to consider him as born in a town in northern Syria; TOBIAS and SANTORO 1990, n. 1, pp. 
147-149. 
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victory of the iconophiles in 843. This heated debate over the images touched important issues of 

perception and meaning and left a deep mark on theological discussions and on society. Written texts 

were used as weapons in the struggle to establish a firm religious and cultural identity, and a renovated 

attention toward the historical development of the empire, from its biblical past to its golden age, had 

also consequences on imperial ideology1705.  

 

4.1. CEREMONIES AND GESTURES TO REINFORCE THE POWER 

 

Never as much as for this period, we feel the weight of the lack of ‘reliable’ source. Almost every author 

who has described the events of the Iconomachy has indeed written from the point of view of the 

‘winner’, either during the iconophile break after 787 (the patriarch Nikephoros for the events until 

769, Theophanes Confessor for the events until 813, and the hagiographer of St Stephen for the reign 

of Leo III and Constantine V)1706, after the final ‘triumph of orthodoxy’ in 843 (the accounts transmitted 

under the name of Scriptor Incertus, some hagiographies, and George the Monk), or then in the tenth-

eleventh centuries (the descriptions of Leo V, Michael II, and Theophilos made by Genesios, 

Theophanes Continuatus, and John Skylitzes). Their accounts had, therefore, to be taken ‘with the 

greatest caution’1707. Despite the highly biased perspective, it is possible nevertheless to grasp also 

here some glimpses of the official use of ceremonies and gestures by iconoclast emperors as 

instruments of their policy. Even the most slating text could include, indeed, material concerning the 

undeniable good activities they performed as generous builders or their achievements as clever 

military leaders against the enemies of the empire. Theophanes could still define ‘pious’ Leo III when, 

at the beginning of his reign and before becoming iconoclast, he freed the City from the Arab siege in 

717 with the help of God1708. Even the impious and godless Constantine V, whose edicts and councils 

against the icons provoked God’s wrath under the form of a plague, could be described by the patriarch 

Nikephoros as a man pursuing good building activities and successful military campaigns1709. Such 

positive references can be due to the fact that the author ‘copied mechanically’ and mindlessly some 

                                                             
1705 BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, p. XXIII-XXIV; n. 2 with bibliography. 
1706 For the iconophile biases of those authors, see below, p. 287. For the earlier sources they used, their personal 
intervention, and their editorial activity (especially in the case of Theophanes), see FORREST 2015 (for the early 
years of the reign of Leo III); MORDECHAI 2015 (for the period 714-813); AFINOGENOV 2015 (for the reigns of 
Leo III and Constantine V); HOWARD-JOHNSTON 2015 (for the early and middle decades of the eighth century). 
1707 BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, p. 166. Authors writing after 843 wrote and re-wrote, tempered and 
interpolated, the original sources at their disposal affecting ‘the historical details, the rhetorical of ideological 
import of the life and the moral tone of the composition’; BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, p. 202. 
1708 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6209, AD 716/17; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 396; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 545. He also managed to reach an important agreement with the Bulgarians; ibidem. 
1709 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 73; 85.1-12; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 144-145; pp. 
160-161. 
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pieces of propaganda favourable to the Isaurians1710. But it is also possible to read those statements 

as reflecting an idea for whom the ‘evil’ iconoclasts occasionally preserved their bravery, their 

sacredness, and the protection of God and the Theotokos, when they embodied the traditional 

imperial role as builders and commanders. Constantine, the iconoclast soldier of Artabasdos who 

dared to throw a stone to and trample upon an image of the Theotokos, could also retain his quality 

as ‘brave soldier’ when he fought for the empire on the battlefield. And this even if in the end he was 

rightfully hit in turn by a stone which broke his head and face1711.  

We read about the spectacular ceremonies of investitures involving the imperial family and new-born 

babies. They continued to be organized to emphasise the concept of dynasty and secure power against 

the usurpers. Leo III had his wife Maria crowned at the Augusteion after the birth of their firstborn 

Constantine (the future Constantine V)1712. And two years later he personally crowned his son at the 

Tribunal of the Nineteen Couches at the presence of the patriarch1713. When his father died, 

Constantine V had in turn to secure his position threatened by the usurper Artabasdos: since this latter 

had his son Nikephoros crowned by the patriarch Anastasius, Constantine overthrew and erased this 

dynastic image by blinding them and parading them in chains during an equestrian contest1714. The 

patriarch also was harshly punished: he was publicly flagellated and paraded through the Diipion, 

naked and riding backwards on a donkey, for his support to the rebel. The humiliation was in this case 

only a way to terrify and bend the will of the patriarch: it ultimately prevented him to be executed and 

allowed him to return back to his previous position to support the iconoclast stance of the emperor1715. 

On Pentecost, Constantine V proceeded to make the patriarch crown his new born son Leo (IV)1716. 

Later, in 767, he had his first wife Eudocia crowned in the Tribunal of the Nineteenth Couches, and 

while the patriarch was reciting a prayer, he personally invested his three sons (two of them as Caesars, 

one as Nobilissimus) with the cloaks and the crowns. He then led them to St Sophia where they proceed 

                                                             
1710 BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, pp. 168-170. 
1711 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6218, AD 725/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 406; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 560. The same reason could explain the positive judgment over Leo V at the end of the book (see 
below, p. 312), usually seen as a hint to date the text to the years immediately preceding the time when this 
emperor disclosed his iconoclast beliefs (in 814); MANGO AND SCOTT 1997, ‘Introduction’, pp. LVI-LVII. 
1712 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6211, AD 718/19; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 400; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 551.  
1713 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6212, AD 719/20; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 400-401; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 554; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 52.20-24; 58; ed. and tr. MANGO 
1990, pp. 120-121; pp. 128-129. 
1714 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6234-6235, AD 741/2-742/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 417; p. 
421; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 578; p. 581; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 65.3-4; 66.26-
27; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 134-139. 
1715 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6235, AD 742/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 420-421; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 581. 
1716 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6241, AD 748/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 426; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 588-589; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 70.1-2; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 
142-143. 
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to the largitio1717. Constantine V also organized a sumptuous wedding for his son Leo (IV) and Irene of 

Athens: the bride arrived at Constantinople with a splendid escort and was welcomed by prominent 

men of the capital with their wives. The following days she married Leo in a chapel of the palace, 

received the imperial crown in the hall of the Augusteus, and then the nuptial crown in the chapel of 

St Stephen in Daphne1718. When Constantine V died, then, Leo IV took immediately care of securing 

the position of his young son Constantine (VI) by having him ‘born in the Porphyra’1719. Furthermore, 

Leo IV relied also on his rhetorical ability: he uttered a speech in front of the army in which he appealed 

once again to his mortal nature, a kind of statement which was at the time fully integrated into the 

‘imperial custom’. ‘My son is an only child’, declared the emperor, ‘and I am afraid of doing so lest I 

suffer the fate of all men and, while he is an infant, you put him to death and appoint another’. In this 

way, he was able to obtain a first oath from the soldiers who assured him ‘that they would not be ruled 

by anyone other than his son if God wanted him to die’. The following three days (from Palm Sunday 

until Holy Thursday) the people gathered in the Hippodrome and also requested to make Constantine 

emperor. On Holy Friday the emperor asked for a second and more formal oath: this time ‘those of the 

themata, the members of the Senate, the City tagmata, and all the citizens and artisans, swore on the 

holy and life-giving Cross’ and ‘set down their oath in signed documents’. Finally, the oath was further 

sealed in St Sophia: the emperor went up with the patriarch and the son on the ambo and uttered 

powerful words, while the written oaths were placed on the altar. Remarkably, the imperial words 

underlined the role played by his hand in the passage of power, with a parallelism with the hand of 

Christ: ‘Look (ƒIdoù), receive my son from the Church and from Christ’s hand (tÖj ceiròj toû 

Cristoû)’ cried out the emperor. The audience in turn looked at the gesture and promised to accept 

and defend the one raised with the emperor’s hand (æk tÖj ceirój sou). The following day 

Constantine was crowned by his father in the Hippodrome and then once again by the patriarch in the 

Great Church1720.  

While ceremonies involving the coronations of the members of the emperor’s family continued to 

captivate the subjects and instil in them the idea of a dynastic continuity1721, therefore, a new emphasis 

                                                             
1717 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6260, AD 767/768; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 443-444; tr. 
MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 612-613; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 87; ed. and tr. MANGO 
1990, pp. 162-163. 
1718 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6261, AD 768/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 444; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 613. 
1719 The first mention to the chamber designated for the imperial birth is present in the passage in which 
Theophanes declared that Irene confined his son Constantine ‘to the Porphyra, where he had been born’; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6289, AD 796/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 472; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 648. 
1720 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6268, AD 775/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp 449-450; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, pp. 620-621. 
1721 The custom was followed also in the second phase of Iconomachy: Michael II also crowned his son Theophilos 
in St Sophia as soon as he took the power from Leo V; and when he came along, Theophilos crowned his son 
Michael (III); GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, coll. 999-1000; cols. 1027-1028 (not present in De Boor 
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on the staging of public oaths before the coronations and the acclamations helped the emperor to 

make clear the distance from a despotic kind of government, presenting the choice of the imperial heir 

as the expression of the popular will1722. The shift of location, increasingly focused in the palace and in 

the Church of St Sophia, seems then to suggest also a new effort to keep the ceremonial occasions 

under control by staging them in a more controllable scenery. The danger of staging the ceremony in 

an open location is particularly revealed under the reign of Irene: she wanted to show her respect to 

her subjects by summoning ‘all the population’ in the palace of the Magnaura for the appointment of 

the patriarch Tarasios. In this way, she gave to the occasion the semblance of a popular election1723. 

Irene and her son acted respectfully behind the stage and watch ‘from the gallery’ the proceeding of 

the meeting organized at the church of the Holy Apostles to discuss the restoration of the icons1724. 

But the meeting ultimately failed because the iconoclast scholarii and excubitores attacked and 

threatened the participants: the empress intervened directly, expelled those responsible, formed a 

personal army, and organized the Seventh Ecumenical Council in Nicaea (787). This time she sat on her 

throne and signed the decree for the restoration of the icons1725. 

A slightly different strategy seems to have been used in the ‘iconophile break’ between 787 and 815 

by the logothete Nikephoros I. The night in which he overthrew the empress Irene, he tried to pursue 

his legitimacy in front of a wider audience: he sent immediately ‘some insignificant people and slaves 

to make the proclamation before midnight’, and the morning after he received the crown by the hands 

of the patriarch Tarasios1726. But things did not always unfold as planned: it seems that the ceremony 

organized by this ‘wretch’ usurper (so he was defined by Theophanes who was a great supporter of 

the empress) did not obtain the desired effect. Even if ‘all the populace of the City gathered together’ 

in the Great Church, indeed, ‘everyone was displeased by what was happening and cursed both him 

who was crowning (the patriarch Tarasios) and him who was being crowned (kaì tón stéfonta kaì 

                                                             
edition). The dynastic idea was achieved also with the recurrent use of the names ‘Leo’ and ‘Constantine’, and 
with the choice of representing on coins different generations of rulers together: Constantine V included on his 
nomismata his son and his deceased father, and Leo IV went so far as to flank his portrait with that of his son (on 
the obverse), his father Constantine V and his grandfather Leo III (on the reverse); BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, 
p. 123, with bibliography. 
1722 OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, pp. 160-161. Ostrogorsky understood the increase in the use of oaths under Leo 
IV as a reaction to the previous despotic government of Leo III and Constantine V: the heir was presented as 
supported by the army and by the people, even if they actually obeyed an imperial order and did not have a 
decisive power on the choice. It seems however that this tendency could be also explained as a new kind of 
weapon, related to the needs of the emperor according to the contemporary events. 
1723 OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, p. 161. 
1724 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6278, AD 785/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 461; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 635. 
1725 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6280, AD 787/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 463; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 637. 
1726 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6295, AD 802/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 476; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 655.  
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tón stefómenon) and those who approved of these actions1727. The same year, however, Nikephoros 

wasted no time and crowned his son Staurakios on the ambo of St Sophia, in front of the patriarch1728.  

Michael I Rangabè for his part was proclaimed at night by the army (assembled in the covered 

Hippodrome), and then at dawn by the Senate at the palace. He had to sign a written statement of 

true faith as a prerequisite requested by the patriarch Nikephoros to obtain the crown on the ambo of 

St Sophia. Shortly after he proceeded with the coronation of his wife Procopia (in the Augusteus) and 

his son Theophylact, also crowned by the patriarch on the ambo of the Great Church1729. Those events 

were characterized by a display of generosity toward the clergy meant to keep the distance from the 

greed and avaricious nature which had caused the fall of Nikephoros I1730.  

Michael I was overthrow by Leo V (so-called ‘the Armenian’) but managed to save his life and the life 

of his family thanks to the ceremonial1731.  Theophanes, who wrote in the years in which Leo V could 

be still defined as ‘pious, extremely courageous, and fit in every respect to assume the kingship’, 

reported that the emperor paid great attention to avoid any accusations of usurpation: he initially 

objected his appointment by the army and expressed his wish ‘to preserve his correct stance, 

untouched by treachery (ðrqòn kaì Þnepíboulon)’. And when Michael fled in front of the Bulgarian 

army on the threshold of the City, forcing Leo to finally accept the power, the general ‘wrote to the 

patriarch Nikephoros an assurance of his own orthodoxy and asked for his prayers’ so to be ‘proclaimed 

most legitimately (ænommÍtatoj) emperor of the Romans’1732. Most importantly, the legitimacy of the 

appointment was made clear by the following ceremony in which Michael publicly staged his willing 

renounce to power. Already Theodosius III, reported Theophanes Confessor, conferred with the 

patriarch Germanus and the Senate, received by Leo III ‘a promise of his immunity’, and then ‘handed 

                                                             
1727 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6295, AD 802/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 476; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 654. While Theophanes, undoubtedly biased against Nikephoros, spoke in general about the 
disappointment of the multitude (tò plÖqoj tÖj pólewj), an interpolation in George the Monk’s work referred 
to the crowd as an undisciplined mass (8cloi æphrÏnto); GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, coll. 969-
970 (not present in De Boor’s critical edition). 
1728 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6296; AD 803/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 480; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 659. 
1729 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6303, AD 810/11; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 493; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 675. 
1730 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6304, AD 811/12; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 493-494; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 677-678. The Scriptor Incertus, who underlined the special role of the empress who was 
present in front of the altar in grand style (metà dóxhj pollÖj) and assisted to the crowning of her son, reported 
that she was the one who gave the largitio since her husband was a mild-mannered man (ÞnÕr prâoj); 
SCRIPTOR INCERTUS II, 1-10; tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 89. For the role of the empress before the war and her 
exhortations to the soldiers, see SCRIPTOR INCERTUS II, 48-53; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 91. 
1731 On the title ‘Armenian’, based on some confusion of the historian Genesios grounded in turn on George the 
Monk, see KALDELLIS 1998, n. 107, p. 25.  
1732 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6305, AD 812/13; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 502; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 685. 
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(ægceirízei) the Empire’ to him1733. The presence of a specific ceremony staged for this occasion is 

suggested by the version reported by George the Monk: when Theodosius III saw Leo III acclaimed by 

the army, he removed the crown from his head and put it on Leo III’s head1734. As for Michael I, 

Theophanes stated that he also had an exchange of views with the patriarch Nikephoros, after which 

he agreed to abdicate in order to spare his life and that of his sons. Leo V was then proclaimed by the 

army at the Hebdomon and entered in triumphal procession through the Charsian Gate, while Michael, 

his wife Prokopia, and their children received the monastic tonsure and garb in the chapel of the 

Pharos. After a night spent in the palace, Leo V received the crown by the patriarch Nikephoros on the 

ambo of St Sophia1735. Genesios reported that Michael sent his household servants to bring the 

imperial insignia (basilikÏn sumbólwn) to Leo, and ‘urged the Senate to go out and greet him, so 

that not a drop of Christian blood would be shed on his own account’1736. More in detail, the version 

reported by Michael the Syrian described the transfer of power as a carefully organized ceremony: in 

this version Michael I himself carried the crown to the new emperor and ‘when the two met each other, 

Leo dismounted to bow down to the emperor. Michael also dismounted and placed the crown on the 

head of Leo saying, ‘Accept the kingdom because it is worthy of you.’ He bowed down before him and 

went on saying, ‘Since you have achieved victory the crown is suited to you’. Such a move was 

appreciated by the Romans, and Leo sat on the throne. Michael and his wife tonsured their hair and 

assumed monastic garb’, while his four sons were castrated1737.  It seems therefore that emperors who 

in those years took the throne through a coup d’état like Nikephoros I and Leo V relied not so much 

on violence and mutilations. Violent spectacles of punishment and beheading of defeated enemies 

continued to make clear the failure of a rebellion and the restitution of the order, and cropped heads 

‘preserved in vinegar’ continued to be sent to the emperor and paraded in front of the population of 

the City or of the provinces1738. We have seen the punishment inflicted to Artabasdos, and the head of 

Anastasius II Artemius (beheaded at the Kynergion after he failed to take back the throne from Leo III) 

                                                             
1733 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6208, AD 715/16; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 390; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 540. 
1734 GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; PG 110, coll. 915-916; ed. DE BOOR (1904) 1978, vol. II, p. 737, 18-20. 
1735 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6305, AD 812/13; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 502; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 685-686. 
1736 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 3; ed. LESMÜLLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 5; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 7. According to 
the Theophanes Continuatus, the ceremonial entrance passed through the Golden Gate and Leo V was welcomed 
by the Senate in the Church of St John the Forerunner at Stoudion, where they ‘greeted him with hands held 
high, escorting and extolling him as divine’; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 9; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, 
pp. 30-31. 
1737 MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XII, 15; MOOSA 2014, p. 557. 
1738 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6210, AD 717/18; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 398; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 549; n. 5, p. 551. Theophanes referred here to the heads of the usurper Basil, who opposed Leo 
III under the directions of the governor Sergius in Sicily, and his general. According to Nikephoros, the Sicilians 
were defeated and punished by the patrician and chartulary Paul, who managed to re-establish the order in the 
region; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 55; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 124-125. 
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had been also paraded, together with those of his supporters, through the Hippodrome1739. But the 

example of Michael I proves that it was possible to resort to a more positive ceremonial to stage the 

new emperor position and secure his legitimacy.  

After the coronation, emperors continued to display their bodies in triumphs and grandiose 

ceremonies. Arabs also recognized the power of those spectacles to confer authority: when Isam (or 

Hisham, father of Süleyman) opposed the emperor Leo III by supporting the imperial claim of the 

alleged son of Justinian II Tiberius, he gave him ‘the appropriate imperial honours’ and an escort of 

guards and send him on tour from Jerusalem and around Syria ‘with great pomp so that all should see 

him and be amazed’1740. Michael the Syrian’s version reported that the ‘fake Tiberius’ dressed in purple 

and ‘pretended to be the Christ’, and that the show ‘stirred up great trouble among the Romans’. When 

he arrived in Edessa, he even ‘had the audacity to go to the altar and take by hand the offering from 

the Table of Life, according to the custom of the kings of the Romans’1741. Especially Constantine V 

organized several eye-catching ceremonies: we have seen his political use of the triumphant parade 

against his enemy Artabasdos and the patriarch. Constantine V also celebrated with great pomp his 

military victories against the Bulgars: for example, he appeared with a full military schema 

(Þrmatwménoj) in front of the defeated lord Teletzes, who was forced to proceed in wooden fetters 

among the soldiers and the acclamations of the demes before being beheaded outside the Golden 

Gate1742. It is interesting to note that during the reign of Irene, triumphal processions could be used to 

overcome intrigues and could undergo variations meant to strike even more the audience’s eyes: ‘on 

the Monday of Holy Easter’, indeed, she did not ride a horse as usual but ‘processed from the church 

of the Holy Apostles, riding in a golden chariot drawn by four white horse and held by four patricians 

(…), and she distributed largess in abundance’1743.  

The symbol of the Cross continued to appear at the emperor’s side, this time as powerful aniconic 

symbol alternative to figural sacred art. As well highlighted by Moorhead, indeed, the exaltation of the 

cult of the Cross ‘went hand in hand with the destruction of images’ and the crosses replaced the 

figural decorations of the main churches of the City. The persistence of this symbol anyway was at this 

                                                             
1739 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 57.33-35; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 126-129. The head 
of the patrician Sisinnios was sent from Thessaloniki by the Bulgars who killed him; ibidem. 
1740 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6229, AD 736/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 411; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 570. 
1741 MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XI, 21; tr. MOOSA 2014, pp. 501-502. 
1742 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6254, AD 761/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 433; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 599. For the triumph involving booty and captives organized after the victory of 772, see 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6265, AD 772/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 447; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 617. For the way in which Constantine welcomed the emissary of Bulgarian lord Paganos, see 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6256, AD 763; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 436; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 
1997, p. 603. 
1743 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6291, AD 798/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 474; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 651. 
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point not only a way to fill the gap in the decoration emptied by the removal of the icons. It was rather 

a way through which the iconoclast emperors searched to ‘capitalize on a symbol with a recognizable 

value’ in order to underline their connection to God and to evoke in the mind of the audience a 

powerful connection with Constantine and the imperial victory. In the same way as for Heraclius, the 

Cross was used thus to express a ‘reassuring message of imperial power’ and victory against non-

Christian emperors1744. Many iconoclast poems repeatedly referred to the power of the Cross in driving 

the enemies away, defining the emperor as the one who ‘gloriously raise up the Cross’1745. On coins, 

too, the idea of the imperial victory gained through the power of Christ was celebrated: the new 

formula IESUS CHRISTUS NIKA replaced the victoria augusta in Leo III’s silver ceremonial milaresia and 

flanked the name of the ruling emperor down to the reign of Theophilos as a form of acclamation; and 

the globus cruciger or the ceremonial Cross continued to appear in the emperor’s right hand1746.  

 

It seems therefore that emperors in the eighth century continued to be aware of the potential inherent 

in physical and evocative gestures carefully chosen and performed in meaningful settings. Despite the 

general trend toward a military and economic recovery, emperors still had to struggle for the support 

of the people, the army, and the members of the court: the imperial prestige and image continued 

indeed to be potentially threatened not only by the opposition against the emperors’ iconoclast stance, 

but also by occasional catastrophes such as the plague of 746/747, the death of the emperor 

Nikephoros I on the battlefield of Pliska (811), and the fall of the city of Amorion (838). It is difficult to 

state how the emperor at this point used his body and appearance to handle his political needs, and 

to follow the effects of the previous developments in the construction of the imperial image. The 

attempt to reconstruct and fully understand the imperial effort to present a body theologically 

irreproachable, victorious, and powerful, indeed, has been undermined by the later condemnation of 

the iconoclast policy which highly affected the descriptions of its supporters. Still, we can see how the 

search for legitimacy was now pursued through spectacular ceremonies of coronations, triumphs, and 

public oaths toward and by the emperor, in the context of a gradual shift of the ceremonial location 

inwards of the palace. We still can find occasional references to the parallelism between Christ and 

the emperor staged in a ceremony, and we can still assess the increase in the number and the 

formalism of public ceremonies (several protocols assembled later in the miscellaneous section of the 

second Book of the De Ceremoniis of Constantine Porphyrogenitus dated back to this period), as well 

as the kind of appearance and gestures that were employed in the search for legitimation.  

                                                             
1744 MOORHEAD 1985, pp. 165-170. 
1745 MOORHEAD 1985, p. 170. The poems analysed by Moorhead come mainly from Theodore the Studite’s 
Refutatio Peom. Iconomach (PG 99). 
1746 BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, pp. 121-122. 
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Furthermore, then, we can take cognizance of the level of refinement reached in those years by the 

above-mentioned two kinds of literary ‘technique’ of subverting the imperial schema as a mean for 

critique: on the one hand, the depiction of the emperor as an irrational, mad, and demonic being, on 

the other the overturn of the imperial official image proposed by the propaganda. The political use of 

violence is turned into madness, carefully organized ceremonies are described as tainted by pollution 

and incidents, while the emperor is simultaneously accused of being unable to held public meeting and 

trial and of using ambiguities and performative skills to deceive the audience. 

 

4.2. THE SUBVERTING AND THE MANIPULATION OF THE IMPERIAL SCHEMA: MADNESS AND 

DEMONS, BRUTALITY AND VIOLENCE, AMBIGUITIES AND STRUGGLES OF SCHEMATA 

 

Authors wrote in the period in which ‘all the grievances accumulated’ erupted, and their descriptions 

of the events and the main characters of the period were part of the spectacular process in which 

‘reforming emperors were travestied as heretics’ and religious sovereigns were ‘caught in the trap of 

exegeses’1747. The mechanisms set in motion in the previous century to overturn the official 

propaganda and by depicting enraged, uncontrolled, deceiving, and even demonic authorities who 

expressed outwardly their inner wickedness, reached in those years their peak. The iconoclast emperor 

was the instrument (3rganon) of the devil’s work: Leo III, who was Syrian by race and mentality (tò 

génoj kaì tò frónhma), was expert in sorcery, in magical incantations, and in fooling easily impressed 

people1748. Constantine V was not only a man unable to restrict his sexual behaviour (he had three 

wives), to eat properly (he ‘stuffs food down himself’) or to amuse decently (‘he does not just laugh, 

he guffaws’, and loved to have always ‘a background of music from stringed instruments’)1749. Since 

his youth, he was also led astray ‘by magic, licentiousness, bloody sacrifice, by the dung (kóproij) and 

urine of horses and delighting in impurity (malakíaij) and the invocation of demons’. All those 

pursuits were ‘soul-destroying (yucofqóroij)’ and turned him into a ‘pernicious, crazed, 

bloodthirstily, and most savage beast’1750. Later on, the men secretly sent by Leo V to remove, once 

                                                             
1747 DAGRON (1996) 2003, p. 6. In the ‘trap of exegesis’ is caught for example Leo III, when the famous rhetorical 
question ‘Am I not emperor and priest’ is assigned to him to evoke ‘the enigmatic figure of Melchizedek, who 
had hunted the imagination for centuries’; ibidem. 
1748 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 23; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 211. The mention is present 
only here, but remains a long-standing aspect in the imperial critique; AUZÉPY 1997, n. 149. 
1749 CORMACK 1985, p. 120. 
1750 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6232, AD 739/40; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 413; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 573. Psellos’ Historia Syntomos also mentioned Constantine V’s practice of sorcerer’s and 
divinations activities, together with his love for theatre; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.89; ed. and tr. 
AERTS 1990, pp. 80-81. For the satanic (satanikòn) and demonic (filodaímona) chariot races and charioteers 
which replaced the representation of the six ecumenical councils at Milion under Constantine V, see STEPHEN 
THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 65; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 265. Contrary to Grabar, Auzépy doubt the 
truthfulness of this replacement, since the images allegedly replaced did not depict Christ, the Virgin or the saints, 
and maybe were neither figurative. The charioteer could be seen as a reference to the theme of the emperor 
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again, the image of Christ from the Chalké not only threw stones and mud and uttered impious words, 

but also invoked the hell and the devil1751. The monk Antonius, former jurist and future bishop of Syla, 

was a romancer (muqológon) who loved to laugh (geloiastÕn) and conducted a depraved life 

(aêscrÏj bioûnta), which set a bad example for younger monks1752. A demon pushed John, 

nicknamed Hylzilias (‘Ulzilàj), toward disorderly manners (Þtáktwj) and deprived him of his mental 

health (diágwn æn Þsunesí=)1753. The author likely referred here to John the Grammarian, whose 

reputation remained for a long time stained with the charge of being the ‘chief sorcerer (mantiárchn) 

and chief demon (daimoniárchn)’ at court1754. Theodore the Studite defined him as the worst among 

the un-holies (tÏn dussebÏn dè tÐ æxóc_), a corrupted spirit (katefqarmén_ tòn noûn), the 

champion of lies (øpermác_ toû yeúdouj), and a man of the same type as Jannes and Jambres (two 

biblical types of sorcerers)1755. In this guise he appeared also in the ninth-century marginal illustration 

of the Khludov Psalter (fol. 35v; Ps 36:35)1756. The figure accompanied with the inscription ‘Iannes’ and 

with coins in his hands, is inspired by a ‘money-loving demon’ who blew the heresy toward him in the 

form of a stream flowing from the demon’s mouth to John’s ear. ‘A shock of wild hair’ stood on his 

head like on those of his ‘demonic companion’: this helped to identify him in the psalter and 

contributed to illustrate the iconophile claim that John was inspired by, or a servant of, the devil‘1757.  

Criticism, however, was best conveyed through the usual binary opposition between good and bad 

appearance reflecting good and bad characters. So the ‘good’ appearance and physical movements of 

                                                             
driving a quadriga, largely present also on tissues and silks of the period, as well as an image of Elias ascending 
to the sky ‘volontairement détournée de son sens par Étienne le Diacre’; AUZÉPY 1997, n. 411 p. 265. 
1751 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS, III, 393-404; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, pp. 118-119.  
1752 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS, III, 289-296; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 114-115. Cf. PSEUDO-SYMEON, I, 4; ed. 
BEKKER 1838, p. 606. 
1753 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS III, 261-266; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, pp. 112-113. The name, explained the version 
of Pseudo-Symeon, meant in Hebraic the ‘precursor and helper of the devil (pródromoj kaì sunergòj toû 

diabólou)’: since his childhood, he was possessed by a demon (daímona eôce) who pushed him to practice 
divination; PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales, I, 4; ed. BEKKER 1838, p. 606. 
1754 VITA THEODORAE AUGUSTAE, 5; ed. MARKOPOULOS 1983, p. 261; tr. VINSON 1998, pp. 367-368. 
1755 THEODORE THE STUDITE, Laudatio Theophanis, 14; ed. and tr. EFTHYMIADIS 1993, p. 280-281. Those names 
could also occasionally refer to John (Jannes) and Anthony Kassiteras (Jambres), patriarch between the 821 and 
the 837; EFTHYMIADIS 1993, n. 35, p. 289. For the biblical reference, see 2Tim3:8; Ex7:11; 22; 9:11. An 
interpolation in George the Monk called Joannes and Jambres the perfect instruments of the imperial impiety 
(8rganon ... tÖj toû basiléwj Þsebeíaj) and supporters of his iconoclast decisions; GEORGE THE MONK, 
Chronicon; ed. PG 10; coll. 1017-1018 (not included in De Boor version). For similar biblical parallels see also 
IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 166.11-14; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 76. 
1756 John is also paired with Stephen and Longinos tormenting Christ on the cross in the scene in which he 
whitewashed an icon and with the simoniacal and sorcerer Simon Magus in the scene in which he prostrated 
himself under the feet of the patriarch Nikephoros (fol. 51v); CORRIGAN 1992, fig. 38, p. 252. 
1757 CORRIGAN 1992, p. 2; CORRIGAN 1992, fig. 41, pp. 28-30; p. 254; n. 14, p. 162. See also the illustration for 
Psalm 68:28 (fol. 67v.). Illustrations in the marginal psalters reflected the contemporary Iconophile literature 
(depicting the Iconoclasts as simoniacs, sorcerers inspired by demons, and Jews); ibidem, pp. 27 ff., with 
bibliography. Theophilos on the opposite will be later mocked for his lack of hair, a shame which led him to 
decree that ‘no Roman should be permitted to wear his hair beyond the neck’; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 
17; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 154-155. The thinness of Theophilos’ hair, especially on the forehead, 
is recorded also in JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 12; ed. THURN 1973, 64; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 65. 
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St Stephen (well-trained through abstinence from food and sexual relationships to perform 

miracles)1758 clashed against those of the iconoclast supporters when he prostrated in front of martyr 

Theodorus’ chapel. While he was on the floor, with the hands stretched, the head slightly inclined, and 

the eyes raised to the sky, one of his executioners violently smashed his head, only to suffer a demonic 

possession which threw him on the ground and led him to die1759. The crowd also was foolishly 

unrestrained: they rhythmically beat Stephen on the head with flexible branches like as if he was a 

buffoon, and danced in front of him in derision1760. In the very moment in which Stephen was dying, 

then, Constantine V was feasting at the pagan festival of the Brumalia: as recognized by Marie-France 

Auzépy, this opposition was more than a literary device. It showed how the disputes about the icons 

were associated with other alignments and contrasts, in this case an opposition between a profane 

and heretic way of life on one hand, and a sacred one on the other1761.  

The most striking ‘struggle of behaviour’ was the one conveyed when pious iconophile men, usually 

monks, confronted the heretical emperor and his henchmen during a public reception.  On those 

occasions, the imperial persona expressed at its best its all-changing and deceiving nature and its 

unrestricted rage. When Constantine V, a polymorphous dragon (polúmorfoj...drákwn) who feigned 

indulgence and then harshly punished his subjects, was confronted by St. Stephen, he hypocritically 

(øpoúlwj pwj) changed his form (paremorfoûto) as a snake1762, roared like a lion (an old image 

favourably applied to his father Leo III too)1763, and acted indecorously. He jumped from his throne 

and, like an ass, kicked the face and the belly of the saint, who was sitting on the ground and meekly 

suffered the injuries1764. Stephen made the emperor angry (qumomacÔsaj) on several occasions: he 

did not answer the imperial questions and remained motionlessly prostrated on the ground, so that 

Constantine looked at him full of rage (ðrgílwj æpidÍn), opened wide his bloodshot eyes (ænaímouj 

                                                             
1758 He healed a sick praying and sustaining his head with his hand; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON 
METAPHRASTES), 1800-1803; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 255; pp. 287-288. 
1759 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani Iunionris, 69; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 269-270. 
1760 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 41; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 237-238. For the meaning 
of the term ægepsígelwj, see ibidem, n. 278, p. 237. The same disorder will characterize the soldiers who drag 
the iconophile patriarch Nikephoros out of his house: they were ill-mannered men who crowded ‘as the Jews 
against Christ’ in St Sophia shouting, squalling disorderly (Þtáktwj) and swearing; SCRIPTOR INCERTUS, III, 491-
496; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 123. Similar tones were already employed by IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita 
Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 193.9 – 194.16; tr. FISHER 1998, pp. 109-110. 
1761 See also AUZÉPY 1997, n. 241, p. 230. 
1762 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 65; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 266. His own clemency, 
recognizes also Auzépy, is offered to the reader as ‘l’éffet d’une versatilité due à un caractère animal et 
monstrueux’; AUZÉY 1997, n. 362 p.255. 
1763 For example, in STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 10; 68; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 193; p. 
268. He could even erupt words from his choleric heart (æk tÖj ðrgílou a÷toû kardíaj) as the Etna Vulcan; 
STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 9; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 190. On the biblical connotations 
in the comparison between the emperor and the beast, see CUNNINGHAM 1991, n. 98, pp. 149-150; n. 124 p. 
154. 
1764 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1660-1675; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 134-135; p. 
250. 
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toùj ðfqalmoùj suntaráxaj), shook the hands in the air (aêqeríwj tÕn ceîra perigurísaj), 

and emitted a loud dragon-like hiss (drakontiaîón te surieìj méga)1765. Constantine V get angry 

also when he met the holy Anne (a loyal iconophile supporter who refused to produce a false 

deposition against Stephen and showed off instead her parresia). On this occasion, too, his gestures 

became those of a demon-possessed: he remained speechless (ænneòj), nibbled the fingertips of one 

hand (tò Þkrodáktulón te tÖj miâj ceiròj ændakÎn) and made swirls in the air with the other 

(tØ çtér= ceirì aêqeríwj perigurísaj)1766, that is he turned into a senseless movement the 

traditional gesture of command with the right hand. This meaning is more clear in the version of 

Metaphrastes, where is specified that the emperor bit the fingertips of the left hand (tÖj laîaj 

ceiròj), waved around the right hand (tÕn dexiàn ceîra kúkl_ peridinÔsaj), and commanded 

(prostáttei) to leave the woman in prison1767. Constantine then whistled (surieìj), furrowed the 

eyebrows (súnofruj kaqesqeíj) and remained open-mouthed (meménhken ÞcanÔj): this, specified 

the author, was the ordinary way (trópoj) in which the emperor reacted to such occasions1768.  

Descriptions of gestures, noises, and physical expressions to underline the imperial rage and 

unworthiness are exploited also by the author of the earliest version of the Passion of St Andrew in 

Crisis (a likely fictional story of the trial and execution of St Andrew of Crete, held in Constantinople in 

767, which was composed after the restoration of the icons in 8431769). Constantine V, the great and 

eager minister of Satan (ð mégaj kaì próqumoj toû satân øphréthj)1770, summoned Andrew at 

the palace of St Mamas, and once again his unrestricted anger (tØ lútt+ ... Þsugkrítou) was 

triggered by the saint’s parresia.  The emperor uttered blasphemous and deceiving words, and then 

roared like a lion1771, behaved like a rabid (manikòj) dog, played childish (Þqurostomeîn), and barked 

without control (Þkratwj ølakteîn) against the Church1772. He continued to act in a physical manner 

with the members of the court: as was his custom (Ìj ̃ n a÷tÐ 1qoj), he spoke loud (fqeggoménouj), 

stared (Þpobleyámenoj) with a murderous and dragon-like eye, and nod with the head (tÕn káran 

pwj neustásaj) when he ordered to bring back the saint at his presence. Those present, who were 

accomplices of the tyrannos, intended the blame and the anger of the ruler from his face (tÕn aêtían 

kaì tòn qumòn toû \naktoj, æk tÖj prosóyewj tekmhrámenoi) and bent docilely to his will1773. 

                                                             
1765 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani Iunionris, 55; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 252-253. Similar the 
description in Metaphrastes, who also recorded the emperor’s shaking of the hand (Ìj 1qoj tÕn ceîra 

peridinÔsaj) and shouting; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 2041-2045; ed. and tr. 
IADEVAIA 1984, p. 150; p. 265. 
1766 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani Iunionris, 35; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 230 
1767 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1280-1285; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 119; p. 336 
1768 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani Iunionris, 35; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 230. 
1769 BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, p. 206. The story will be rewritten later also by Symeon Metaphrastes. 
1770 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 3; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 136. 
1771 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 5; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 138. 
1772 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 4; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 136. 
1773 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 7; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 138. 
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On another occasion Constantine kept off the anger (tòn qumòn) and hide the unholiness (ñ Þnósioj) 

under the surface of the flesh (5pouloj) by summoning the saint with the hand (tØ ceirì) and 

pretending (øpokrísei dolerâ) to stop the trial against him. The saint for his part equipped himself 

with the sign of the cross (stauroû tÐ túp_ çautòn shmeiwsámenoj)1774, like as he was in front of 

a demon, and showed the outward signs (staqhrâj gnwrísmata) of strength, faith, and courage 

which were always present in an honest, generous and brave soul1775. He then slightly reclined the 

head and fixed his eyes on the terrible emperor1776. 

Emperors of the second phase of the Iconomachy (Leo V, Michael II, and Theophilos, especially the 

former and the latter) continued also to be described as impious, deceiving, and savage beasts unable 

to control their anger and to rationally use their bodies, their gestures, their eyes, and their voices. The 

Life of Michael the Synkellos, written by an anonymous author who ‘it is tempting to believe although 

impossible to prove’ worked ‘not much more than a generation after the saint’s death’ in 8461777, tells 

the life of a hesychast monk of Jerusalem who moved to Constantinople during the reign of Michael I 

and then suffered the persecutions during the second iconoclast revival1778. This text offers a good 

compendium of descriptions: Leo V was impious (ÞsebÔj), God-fighting (qeomácoj), named after a 

beast (qhriwnúmoj), and ‘concealed his deceit’ when Michael and his disciples first arrived in 

Constantinople1779. The emperor’s son Constantine Symbatios was ‘unworthy of the purple (ñ tÖj 

ßlourgídoj Þnáxioj)’1780, a serious charge against the dynastical claim so important for emperors. 

Theophilos especially was ‘savage in ways and harsh in mind (Ëmòj toîj trópoij, ÞphnÕj tÐ 

fronÔmati)’, breathing forth Christ-hating anger and fury (pnéwn cristomácou qumoû kaì ðrgÖj)’. 

He was ‘possessed (kratoúmenoj)’ by ‘unbridled’ and ‘ungovernable’ anger (qumÐ) which drove him 

to use all sorts of punishments and tortures against the iconophiles, ‘expecting perhaps to persuade 

them through such afflictions to embrace the truth’1781. This rage was as usual expressed by irrational 

and beastly movements of the body: every time he found out some acts performed by the iconodules, 

he ‘let out great groans, gnashed his teeth like a lion, struck his face with his two hands and cried out, 

                                                             
1774 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 8; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 138. 
1775 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 10; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 138. 
1776 PASSIO S. ANDREAE IN CRISI, 3; ed. Acta Sanctorum Octobris, VIII (1853), 136. 
1777 CUNNINGHAM 1991, ‘Introduction’ to VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, p. 5. 
1778 Michael was interrogated, beaten and imprisoned by Leo V and exiled under Michael II. In 834 ca. he returned 
back to Constantinople, where he suffered the persecution of Theophilos together with his disciples, the brothers 
Theodore and Theophanes. After the triumph of orthodoxy in 843, Michael was finally appointed abbot of the 
monastery of Chora and synkellos of the new patriarch Methodios; M. B. CUNNINGHAM, ‘Introduction’ to VITA 
MICHAELIS SYNCELLI; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 1-2. 
1779 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 9; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 62-63. The ‘deceit (tòn dólon)’ is an 
evocative term which referred to Prov.26:24-26 and painted the imperial deceit with biblical undertones. 
1780 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 28; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, p. 109. The Proverbs declared that the 
deception (dólon) could conceal the malice (1kqran) but the wickedness (Þmartíaj) is always exposed in the 
end; CUNNINGHAM 1991, n. 80, p. 146. 
1781 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 17; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 72-73; pp. 78-79. 
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‘Woe is me!’1782. Especially his eyes were good conductors of the imperial rage: when he summoned 

Michael’s disciples Theodore and Theophanes at the Chrysotriklinos, surrounded by the Senate in 

attendance (peristaménwn), he beheld (4fqh) them from his throne (ækaqézeto) and breathed forth 

anger and fury (qumoû kaì ðrgÖj pnéwn). When the two brothers (who ‘possessed within themselves 

the fear of God’1783) entered the room without distress and were left ‘alone before the eyes of the 

emperor (ænÍpion tÏn toû basiléwj ðfqalmÏn)’, Theophilos ‘was struck with amazement 

(1kqambon) at their appearance (æk tÖj 3yewj)’ and ‘commanded them in a harsh and arrogant voice 

to approach and come before him’ in order to engage them in a dialectic discussion. Unable to bend 

them with his fearful appearance or with his words, the emperor relied in the end on physical violence: 

he ‘ordered strong men to strike their faces (tàj 3yeij) forcefully (…)’, a punishment connected by 

the author to the blows suffered by Christ in the presence of Pilate1784, and then he had them stripped, 

tied up, and whipped1785. Same tones characterized the description of Leo V in the hagiography of the 

iconophile patriarch Nikephoros, written by Ignatius the Deacon shortly after 843. Leo V was the 

responsible for the resignation of the pious patriarch, and earned the definition of ‘chameleon of many 

guises in his elaborate impiety (tòn tØ poikilí= tÖj Þsebeíaj fanénta polueidÖ), who lost his 

senses (tòn logismòn) from the very (moment of) his proclamation’1786. He was a ‘brutish 

(ÞgnÍmona)’ who roared like a lion1787, with ‘a beast’s name and a wolf’s heart (toû qhriwnúmou kaì 

lukófronoj)’1788. Leo V was also unable to use his body during a speech: when he confronted the 

patriarch Nikephoros in a dialogue over the nature of the icons, indeed, he was ‘overwhelmed by his 

inability to formulate (Þfasí=) an answer’, so that ‘he managed with difficulty to speak in a faint and 

lifeless voice’1789. He was neither able ‘to stretch out his hand (to help) his own argument (o÷ gàr 

eôcen ðréxai ceîra tÐ çautoû lóg_)’ or to respond1790. And this because arrogance (Þlazoneía) 

caused men to become unstable and to be driven away from their senses1791. 

To depict an emperor without control in front of the entire court, unable to rule himself during a public 

meeting or during a trial, to properly use his body and his words during a dialogue, and even misusing 

the imperial gesture of command, was an efficacious strategy which overturned the steady, sacred, 

                                                             
1782 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 18; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 78-79. 
1783 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 19; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 82-83. 
1784 They were indeed ‘made equal to their Creator in contest’, and ‘just as my Christ was smitten as He stood in 
the presence of Pilate, so His true servants rejoiced as their countenances were struck for His sake and for the 
sake of His icon’; VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 19; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 82-83. 
1785 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 21; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 90-91. The trial will end with the famous 
‘bizarre’ punishment of the tattooed verses inscribed on their forehead; see below, n. 1952, p. 320. 
1786 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 162.23-25; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 70. 
1787 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 163.17-18; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 72. 
1788 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 187.5-6; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 101.  
1789 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 185.19-20; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 100. 
1790 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 188.29; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 103. 
1791 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 188.31-33; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 103. 
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and powerful image the emperor offered in front of his court in public occasions. This charge was not 

limited to iconoclast emperors and could be also extended to the context of the battlefield: the Scriptor 

Incertus used the same rhetorical strategy when he wanted to build up his critique against the 

iconophile emperor Nikephoros. During the campaign against the campaign in Bulgaria against Krum, 

the emperor suddenly neglected his duties because his mind (tàj frénaj) became unsound and 

troubled like that of someone who had lost his reason (díkhn æxesthkótoj). He was easily confused 

and indulged in the slumber of boastfulness (Þlazoneíaj). He did not leave his tent and did not say a 

word or a command anymore1792. In front of such foolishness and incoherence (tò Þdiátakon kaì 

Þsústaton), the soldier also began to act without control, raiding, killing and avoiding the 

battlefield1793. The emperor, therefore, ruined himself and the army1794. He was a mighty man smart 

in the affairs of state, commented finally the author, but he was also a man of few words (mikrológoj) 

and stingy (filárgouj) to excess1795.  

Iconophile authors worked hard to overthrow the ceremonial imagery carefully constructed, 

propagated, and then performed by the emperor. The context of ceremonies and public displays was 

more dependent upon the individual personality of the emperor, and authors turned against him the 

same instruments he employed to strength his power and meet his political needs. The ceremonial 

formalism that surrounded the emperors in this period was overturned by sullying it with embarrassing 

and out-of-norm events, which rather revealed the unworthy nature of the performers. The baptism 

of Constantine V was marked therefore by a ‘terrible’ and ‘evil-smelling-sign’ when the infant (defined 

as the ‘precursor of the Antichrist’ and the ‘subverter of the divine Incarnation’1796) defecated in the 

holy font. Whether happened or not (Theophanes, of course, declared that the fact was testified by 

eyewitnesses) the incident earned him the long-standing nickname ‘Copronimus’ and blemished with 

an indelible stain the moment in which the newly born son of the emperor was ‘received as sponsor’ 

‘by the chief men of the themata and of the Senate’1797. Theophanes skilfully introduced the incident 

                                                             
1792 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS I, 51-61; tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 80. 
1793 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS I, 68-71; tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 81. 
1794 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS I, 51-61; tr. IADEVAIA 1987, pp. 85-86. 
1795 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS I, 158-165; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA, 1987, p. 86. Theophanes also agreed that the emperor 
was ‘dumbfounded (Ìj æmbrónthtoj)’, remained indolent when Krum secured all the entrance and the exits of 
his country, and ‘surpassed all his predecessors by his greed, his licentiousness, his barbaric cruelty’; THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6303, AD 810/11; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 491-492; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, 
p. 674. More positive is the judgment of Michael the Syrian, who described Nikephoros as ‘an administrator and 
a mighty man’, with noble origins, intelligent and used to fast and pray. ‘(…) since the rise of Islam’, declared the 
author, ‘no one among the emperors of the Romans was a fighting man and successful in war like Nikephoros’; 
MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XII, 5; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 525. 
1796 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6221, AD 728/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 408; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 564. 
1797 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6211, AD 718/19; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 400; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 551-552. Later the Historia Syntomos attributed to Michael Psellos added that the ceremony 
did not appear as holy as hoped because Constantine was ‘rather ducked than baptised (katebáptise dè toûton 

mâllon 2 æbaptísato)’ by his father, who plunged him ‘totally into the godly waters’; MICHAEL PSELLOS, 
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as a revealing sign of Constantine’s inner pollution: in a society where every small ceremonial incident 

was seen as a serious matter connected with the divine will and agency, it is not surprising to read 

indeed that, immediately after, the holy patriarch Germanus who was performing the ceremony 

‘declared prophetically that that sign denoted the great evil that would befall the Christians and the 

Church’1798. Germanus revealed his prophetic skills also during another ceremonial incident. Before his 

deposition by Leo III, on his way to the palace, Germanus met Anastasius, the man with whom he will 

be replaced and who will become a more accommodating patriarch for the iconoclast emperor1799. 

Anastasius ‘stepped on the hind part of his vestment’, and Germanus immediately cried out ‘’Don’t 

hurry, you will enter the Diipion in good time!’’: with those words, which much disturbed Anastasius, 

Germanus foretold his future punishment1800.  

Furthermore, then, the emphasis on the savage and out of control nature of the emperor’s soul meant 

to question also his role as impartial and rightful judge. ‘If you want to condemn me’, clearly declared 

St. Stephen when finally spoke in front of the angered Constantine, ‘do it; but if you want to proceed 

to an interrogatory, temper your heart with sweetness: this is indeed how the laws expect the judge to 

administer justice’1801. As happened to Phocas and Justinian II, therefore, the traditional punitive 

power of the iconoclast emperors was turned into a mad, brutal, and merciless violence against 

innocent victims1802. When ‘lawless emperor Leo III used mutilations, lashes, banishments, and fines, 

against pious laymen as well as against clerics and monks, he was driven not by reason but by his 

                                                             
Historia Syntomos, ch.88.29-31; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 78-81. The more famous version of the event is 
recounted immediately after; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.89.35-37; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 80-
81. 
1798 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6211, AD 718/19; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 400; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 552. For Theophanes’ idea that the bad ruler could be seen as a punishment sent by God for the 
multitude of sins of the citizens of the empire, see THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6233, AD 
740/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 414; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 575. 
1799 Anastasius was ‘the spurious pupil and synkellos of the blessed Germanus’ who ‘was ordained and appointed 
false bishop of Constantinople on account of his worldly ambition’ after Germanus’ resignation; THEOPHANES 
CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6221, AD 728/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 409; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 
565. 
1800 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6221, AD 728/29; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 408; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 564. For the punishment inflicted on Anastasius, see above, p. 280. Already in the seventh 
century, this incident is attributed by John of Antioch to Jovian, who would have foretold his future imperial role 
by stepping on the chlamys of the emperor Julian. The anecdote will be reported by successive authors; JOHN 
OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 270; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 452-453. The same happened then to Leo 
V, whose hem was stepped upon by the future emperor Michael II; GENESIUS, Regna, I, 4; ed. LESMUELLER-
WERNER and THURN 1978, 5-6; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 7-8; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 9; ed. and tr. 
KALDELLIS 2015, pp. 30-31; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, I, 3; ed. THURN 1973, 8; tr. WORTLEY 2010, 
pp. 8-9. 
1801 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani Iunionris, 55; tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 252-253.  
1802 The critique was directed not so much to the public denigration and mutilation of bodies in themselves but 
rather to the fact that punishments, driven by the anger, were misdirected. Leo III, for example, could rightfully 
punish rebels and enemies of the empire but then he unrightfully caused tortures and sufferings to those who 
rejected his unholy decision; NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 62.9-12; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, 
pp. 130-131. 
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‘raging fury against the correct faith’ and his ‘furious’ state of mind1803. The theological approach of 

Theophanes mindfully connected this despicable imperial iniquity with biblical and historical 

precedents: Leo III attacked Germanus like Herod attacked John the Baptist1804. Constantine V also 

unleashed his rage as the King Ahab1805, while the Constantinopolitan monk Andrew dared to call him 

‘a second Valens and a second Julian’1806. Constantine V was particularly criticized for his extensive use 

of staged public punishments (we have already seen the public shame inflicted to the rebel Artabasdos, 

his supporters, and the patriarch Anastasius early in his reign)1807. Especially after the Council of Hieria 

in 754, he turned toward harsher repressions against his political opponents1808.  He falsely charged 

with treason ‘several men in high positions and dignities’, because of their faith but sometimes only 

because he bore a personal grudge against their handsome and strong appearance1809. He then 

exposed them to highly violent and humiliating public treatments. Those who complained about the 

suffering endured by St. Stephen at the hands of the emperor, for example, were exposed to scorn at 

the Hippodrome, were ‘spat upon and cursed by all the people’, and then beheaded at the 

Kynergion1810.  

                                                             
1803 When he punished those who fought against the removal of the Christ’s icon at the Chalké, he punished 
‘especially those who were preminent by birth and culture’: THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 
6218, AD 725/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 405; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 559. On the intensified assault 
against holy icons, ‘many clerics, monks, and pious laymen’, and the rage vented against the patriarch 
Germanus and the pope, see THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6221, AD 728/9; AM 6224, AD 
731/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 407-410; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 563-565; p. 568.  
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6221, AD 728/9. 
1804 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6221, AD 728/9; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 408; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 564. 
1805 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6258, AD 765/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 438; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 607. Also the rage of the Valens against the monk Isaac was connected by Theophanes to the 
same biblical model; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 5870, AD 377/8; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 65; 
tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 100. Theophanes employed Old Testament models to show the continuity 
between biblical and contemporary history, and to reassure his like-minded iconophile audience that their side 
was that of the true Israel; RAPP 2010. 
1806 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6253, AD 760/61; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 432; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 598. 
1807 See above, p. 280. 
1808 For the possible political reasons behind the persecution of the iconophiles, see OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, 
pp. 156-159. It seems for example that the martyrdom of Stephan has been due not only to his iconophile faith. 
Theophanes reported that ‘the impious and unholy emperor becomes enraged at all God-fearing people’ since 
‘he (Stephen) had admonished many people to enter the monastic life and had persuaded them to scorn imperial 
dignities and money’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6257, AD 764/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 
436-437; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 604. See also the story of George Syncletus (see below, pp. 301-302). 
1809 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Synthomos, 83.8-11; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 156-157; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6257, AD 764/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 438; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 605. 
1810 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6257, AD 764/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 438; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 605. 
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The outstanding humiliation inflicted to the patriarch Constantine, charged with the crime of treason 

and deposed in 7671811, testifies how powerful was the sight of bodies violently struck and shamefully 

paraded, and how carefully those kinds of spectacles were staged at the time. The patriarch was 

brought back to Constantinople from his exile and was beaten so hard that he was almost unable to 

walk. A chariot carried him therefore to St Sophia where the entire population of the City ‘had been 

gathered by imperial order and were looking on (ñrÏntoj)’. He sat on the solea (the raised passage 

between the ambo and the altar) and was flanked by the imperial a secretis, who started reading out 

from a document the charges against him, ‘so everyone could hear it. And at every item the a secretis 

hit him in the face (or on the head, according to Nikephoros), while the patriarch Niketas (the man who 

was going to succeed him) was sitting in the synthronon and witnessing the scene (kaqezoménou kaì 

qewroûntoj)’. At this point the two patriarchs went up together on the ambo: Constantine was set up 

straight (stÔsantej 3rqion) and ‘Niketas took the document, sent bishops to remove Constantine’s 

pallium, and anathematized him. And after calling him Dark-face (Skotióyin)1812, they expelled him 

from the church facing backwards’. The next day Constantine was completely shaved, dressed with a 

‘short sleeveless garment of silk’, and seated backwards on a donkey ‘led by his nephew Constantine 

whose nose had been cut off’. He was brought to the Hippodrome ‘by way of the Diippion’ and suffered 

the offensive gestures of the people and of the demes: they spat on him, ‘trampled on his neck’ at the 

stama, and made him seat in front of their benches to ‘listen to derisory words until the end of the 

races’. The third and final stage of Constantine’s humiliation was staged in front of the emperor: here, 

with the mind weak and confused (mataiwqeìj tàj frénaj), the deposed patriarch was tricked by 

the patrician’s questions into declaring that the iconoclast faith and synod were right. ‘This is just what 

we wanted to hear from your foul mouth’, replied the accuser before anathematizing and dismissing 

him, a reference which seems to suggest a pre-ordinated action staged to make clear the correctness 

of the imperial religious stance. The patriarch was finally beheaded at the Kynegion and vilified for the 

last time: ‘his head, tied by the ears, was hung for three days at the Milion so the people could see it 

(eêj 1ndeixin toû laoû)’, and his body was dragged along the Mese and threw together with the 

head in the quarter of Pelagios. ‘Oh the senseless (Þlogíaj), the cruelty, and mercilessness of the wild 

beast!’ commented in the end Theophanes, blaming the lack of respect displayed by the ‘ferocious and 

savage’ Constantine V1813.  

                                                             
1811 The event is reported both by the patriarch Nikephoros and, with more details, by Theophanes; NIKEPHOROS 
THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 83-84; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 158-161; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, 
Chronographia, AM 6259, AD 766/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 441; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 609-610. 
1812 Tobias and Santoro translated this term in Theophanes as ‘of darkened vision’; TOBIAS and SANTORO 1990, 
n. 186, p. 187. 
1813 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6259, AD 766/7; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 441-442; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, pp. 609-610. 
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Iconophile authors, anyway, presented the monks as the main target of the persecutions: not their 

venerable appearance, nor their age and neither their gender was spared from the vilification. The lack 

of respect toward the monastic schema was a common statement in stories about evil authorities 

fighting against holy men: already in the mid-seventh century the Monothelites flew upon Maximus 

the Confessor ‘in a shameless way’ (Þnaídhn), dragged him to his trial still unshod and without a cloak, 

and insulted him ‘without respect for the honour of his old age (…), nor the grace blossoming in his face 

(tÐ prosÍp_), nor for his orderly conduct (tò æn 2qei kósmion) and his other distinction (e÷prepÖ), 

and most dignified deportment (semnotáthn katástasin)1814. As for the iconophile monks, the 

abuse was staged in large-scale spectacles at the Hippodrome or through the streets, under the eyes 

of the entire population. They were divested of their robe (the monacikoû scÔmatoj)1815, their hair 

was shaved with liquid wax or fire1816 or pulled1817, and their sacred habit (scÖma) was insulted 

(kaqúbrisen) by parading them, hands by hands, with nuns1818. The attack against the iconophile 

schema was conducted also ‘in negative’ when Constantine V ordered the citizens of Constantinople 

to break the divine Law and shave, so to make the hirsute monks stand out in the society1819. Finally, 

monks were subject to a large variety of mutilations of noses, eyes, hands, and ears1820. Once again, 

those were more than mere physical tortures aimed at making the victim suffer: tongues and hands 

likely continued to symbolically refer to their function and their role in disputes, since the iconophiles 

used them to look at and to hold the icons, and to write and speak in favour of them. 

 

Beyond the literary topoi and the criticism, however, those descriptions portrayed a period 

characterized by physical struggles in which the power of gestures and bodies publicly displayed was 

dramatically revealed. On the one hand, we found the peculiar use of the body as political instrument 

made by the iconophiles. Through their body, they expressed their faith: they were accused, indeed, 

                                                             
1814 VITA MAXIMI CONFESSORI, RECENSION 3, 24 (545-547), ed. and tr. NEIL and ALLEN 2003, p. 81. 
1815 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 950-955; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 105; p. 225. See 
also p. 243. The black colour which once adorned the city, declared the author, disappeared from the City.  
1816 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6263, AD 770/71; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 446; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 615. 
1817 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 80.8-10; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 152-153. 
1818 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 83.1-8; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 156-157; 
THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6257, AD 764/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 438-439; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 605. 
1819 God urged Moses to keep his beard, and a shaved cheek was the expression of juvenile excitement; VITA 
STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1403-1412; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 124; pp. 240-241. See 
also BRUBAKER 1989a, p. 79. For example, George Synkletos, was recognized as a member of the court because 
of his dress, his figure (prosÍpon) and his fresh-shaved chin, all readable signs which made detectable a lay 
condition from a monastic one; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 38; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 
233. 
1820 An episode of the Life of St Stephen summarizes the variety of the mutilation by presenting the ‘elite’ of the 
holy monastic schemata (logádaj toû ßgíou tÏn monacÏn scÔmatoj) met by the saint: STEPHEN THE 
DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 55; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 256. 
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not only because of the production and exhibition of the images of Christ, the Virgin and the saints, 

but also because of the physical expressions of faith performed toward them1821. Those who were 

tortured and punished by the iconoclast government, explained Nikephoros, were not only those ‘who 

had kept their profession (of faith) (ñmologían)’ but also those who ‘had clung to their schema (æpì 

toû oêkeíou diameínantaj scÔmatoj, translated as habit by Mango)’1822. Tobias and Santoro 

translated the two propositions together as ‘those who guarded their faith’ but it seems that the 

author underlined here the fact that monks expressed and kept their faith steady both internally (in 

the doctrine) and outwardly (in their schema, that is, in their public self-presentation and outward 

forms of the cult). Iconophiles used highly appropriated gesture to communicate with Gods1823 (the 

icons could in turn respond to the faithful with a gesture)1824 and with each other1825. Especially, they 

used highly rational gestures to fight against their enemies. So the monk Paul publicly defied an 

iconoclast prefect by refusing to step on (patÖsai) an icon of Christ, and opposed this sacrilegious act 

with his loud voice (fwnØ megál+ Þnékraxen), a proskynesis1826, and, following Symeon 

Metaphrastes, a kiss, through which he showed (deiknúwn) his scorn for physical threats1827. They 

used emblematic movements of hands and fingers in public speeches, when they wanted to 

emphasize, clarify, or give strength to their words. Stephen interrupted the insane (Þfrosúnhj) 

stances of Constantine of Nacolea by signalling the silence with his hand (neúsaj toûton tØ ceirì 

                                                             
1821 St Stephen, for example, despised the imperial instructions not to prostrate before the icons (o÷ deî taútaj 

proskuneîn) and was martyrized because of his prostration (proskúnhsij) in front of a saint’s body and the 
venerable icons; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 1; 9; tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 179; p. 190. To 
understand this reference as a mere abstract ‘veneration’, explained also Auzépy, is not enough, since this ‘ne 
rendent pas compte du fait que la proskynèse est un geste’; AUZÉPY 1997, n. 2, p. 179. 
1822 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 80.5-7; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 152-153. Third, they 
were also those who ‘had opposed the unholy doctrine (tÐ Þnosí_ a÷tÏn Þnqesthkótaj)’; ibidem. 
1823 Stephen lifted up his eyes toward the sky (tò 3mma pròj o÷ranòn ... Þnateínaj) and stretched his hands 
out (tàj ceîraj ækteínaj)’ before speaking to God and asking for His protection; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita 
S. Stephani iunioris 44; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 243. Anna, the mother of Stephen, asked for divine 
intercession to the icon of the Virgin by raising the hands upwards (ækteínasa dè tàj ceîraj pròj tò 

\nantej) and prostrating, and then pointed with the finger (daktulodeitoûsá) the sacred image to the 
husband, so that both reclined their heads and prostrated on the floor; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani 
iunioris 6; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 186-187. 
1824 A story, originally reported by Sophronius of Jerusalem and repeated by John of Damascus, tells the attempts 
of the martyrs Cyrus and John to heal the young Theodorus, afflicted with gout. They prostrated in front of an 
image of Christ, the Virgin and the Baptist and beat their heads on the floor three times, until the image 
performed a nod of consensus (æpéneuse); JOHN OF DAMASCUS, Contra imaginum calumniatores, III, 132; ed. 
KOTTER 1975, p. 196-197; tr. FAZZO 1983, pp. 189-190. 
1825 Many are the signs of greeting and respect: for example, Stephen asked for the benediction and prostrated 
himself in front of John, the head of the monastery of St Aussentius; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani 
iunioris 15; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 200; see also VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 430-
436; 575-581; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 83; p. 89; p. 203; p. 208 
1826 He reclined on the ground (pròj gÖn neneukÍj), and performed the prostration (tÕn prosÔkousan 

proskúnhsin) due to the holy icon; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 58; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, 
p. 258. 
1827 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 2280-2299; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 160-161; pp. 
273-274. 
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sigân)’1828 (Metaphrastes specified that he signified (æpishmÔnaj) it)1829. He also performed a vivid 

gesture toward the patrician Callistus: he made a cavity with his palm and clamped his fingers together 

(tÕn palaistÕn øpolakkísaj tØ tÏn daktúlwn ðrdinaí= sumpÔxei), displayed (ædeíknuen) 

the shape assumed by the hand (similar to a small container), and affirmed that even if he would have 

only this quantity of vital blood, he would pour it for the image of Christ1830.  Stephen repeated the 

same words and the same gesture when he was tortured, also swearing over his faith by nodding and 

crossing the hands (tòn palaistÕn øpolakkísaj) over the chest, i.e. by taking advantage of the 

clarity of a gesture which was usually performed at court to swear loyalty to the emperor1831. Stephen 

used a highly effective gesture also when he publicly faced the emperor in the presence of the 

dignitaries on the terrace of the Pharos. He drew from his cowl and exhibited a previously hidden 

nomisma with the image (caraktÖra) and the name of the emperor, declared how serious would be 

to step on it, and then proceeded to threw it on the ground and to trample on it. The gesture was felt 

like a serious injury against the emperor himself, who in turn concealed once again his innate 

boundless anger and, according to his changeable and snake-like nature, showed indulgence only to 

harshly punish him later1832. The saint, therefore, used a gesture already imposed by the court to the 

iconophiles by substituting the icon with the image of the emperor: he managed thus to injure the 

enemy with his own weapon, proving his position and the value of the image in relation to the 

character depicted on it. Michael the Synkellos and his disciple also reinforced their statements with 

their bodies: they ‘shouted aloud in a great voice’ their orthodox faith in front of Leo V and, like St 

Stephen before them, ‘they wrung their hands (tàj dè ceîraj a÷tÏn øpolakÔsantej) and said, 

‘To this extent may our blood be poured out (…)1833. 

                                                             
1828 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 44; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 241. 
1829 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1698-1699; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 136; p. 251. 
1830 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 30; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 225. Metaphrastes wrote 
that he displayed the hollow hand (tÕn ceîra øpokoilaínaj); VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON 
METAPHRASTES), 1091-1094; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 111; pp. 229-230. The term palaistÕn referred to 
a measure which corresponded to the content of a hand, and thus alluded to a precise volume of blood; AUZÉPY 
1997, n. 217, p. 225. 
1831 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 44; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 241. The same gesture was 
performed by George Syncletus to make a heartfelt oath when he was asked to express his loyalty to the emperor 
Constantine V; STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 37; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 232. Michael the 
Syrian recorded the use of this gesture at the Persian court: when Chosroes asked revenge for his friend the 
emperor Maurice, Romizan/Shahrbazar ‘jumped out and stood in the middle, with hand cross’, declaring ‘I am 
ready to fulfil your desire’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, X, 25; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 431. 
1832 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 55; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 254-255; VITA STEPHANI 
IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1215-2141; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 116-117; pp. 267-268. 
1833 VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLI, 13; ed. and tr. CUNNINGHAM 1991, 70-71. The translation of øpolakízw as 
‘wrung’ is suggested by Cunningham on the ground of the verb lakízw which means ‘to break or rend’; 
CUNNINGHAM 1991, n. 105, p. 151. Michael even died in a schema fit for a saint, lying down in his bed with the 
hands folded in prayer (tupoî tàj ceîraj eêj proseucÔn); VITA MICHAELIS SYNCELLII, 38; ed. and tr. 
CUNNINGHAM 1991, pp. 126-127. 
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On the other hand, iconoclast emperors also made a refined political use of his gestures: their 

deceiving nature included an active manipulation and a distorsion of public occasions, which seems to 

suggest an actual ability to exploit the ceremonial resources and to take advantage of the ambiguity 

of gestures. When necessary, the impious and iconoclast emperor could act like a chameleon or wear 

the appearance of the fox in order to trick the orthodox clergy and the patriarch: so Leo III falsely 

promised to the patriarch Germanus to act piously (e÷sebeîn), and Constantine V feigned to be 

orthodox for ten years before revealing his true nature through an impious and blasphemous speech 

in front of an assembly1834. Leo IV initially feigned support to the iconophile cause so as to lure the 

army into asking him to crown his first-born Constantine (VI)1835. Like his father, then, he revealed his 

‘hidden wickedness’ and started once again to persecute iconophiles members of the court and other 

pious men. He scourged and tonsured them, paraded them in chains through the Mese, and confined 

them in exile1836 

Constantine V, the ‘subverter of our ancestral customs (qesmÏn)’1837 and greatest master of the 

simulation, made a distorted use of the Holy Cross when he imposed a public oath of iconoclast faith 

on the population gathered in St. Sophia. The rise of the Cross was a gesture not so different from the 

distinctive iconophile gesture of rising the icons: so, for example, the iconophile Artabasdos, who 

competed with Constantine V for the throne, entered in Constantinople with his army and ‘raised the 

holy icons of the saints (tÏn ßgíwn Þnísth tà ëerà Þpeikonísmata)’1838. To the iconoclast, however, 

belonged the rise of the Cross: in front of Artabasdos success, the iconoclast patriarch Anastasius 

managed to keep his position when he falsely ‘swore to the people (his iconophile faith) while holding 

the venerable and life-giving Cross’1839. Constantine V for his part convinced the crowd to utter an 

iconoclast oath in front of the blood and the body of Christ, the sacred Gospels (where, ironically 

reminded the author, the act of swearing has been forbidden by Christ himself), and the incorruptible 

                                                             
1834 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 9; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 190; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS 
(SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 176-185, 194-197; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 73-74; p. 194. For the association 
between deceiving emperors and the chameleon in the case of Julian the Apostate, see GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, 
Oratio 6.12.62; ed. and tr. MORESCHINI 2000, pp. 126-127 
1835 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6268, AD 775/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 450-451; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 620. 
1836 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6272, AD 779/80; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 453; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 625. It was undeniably a less strong persecution, compared to that of his father Constantine V. 
1837 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6233, AD 740/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 414; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 575.  
1838 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 64; tr. TOBIAS and SANTORO 1990, p. 44; ed. and tr. 
MANGO 1990, pp. 134-135.  I follow here the translation provided by Tobias and Santoro, rather than that of 
Mango (for whom Artabasdos generally ‘restored the holy images of the saints’) since it seems that the verb 
Þnísthmi implies an actual physical gesture. 
1839 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6233, AD 740/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 415; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 576. ‘For Mary gave birth to Him, declared Constantine, ‘just as my mother Mary gave birth to 
me’; ibidem. 
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Wood ‘where Christ had stretched out his arms for our salvation’1840. Constantine V requested the same 

act from the patriarch Constantine on the ambo of the Church: ‘It is even said by eyewitnesses’ wrote 

Nikephoros, ‘that the then archpriest of the City elevated (øyÍsanta) the life-giving Cross and swore 

that he, too, was not a worshiper of the holy icons. Such were the daring deeds of the impious’1841. 

Theophanes added that the patriarch was also prompted to pollute himself with a clerical tonsure 

(instead of the monastic one), by eating meat, and by enjoying cither music. Later on, the emperor 

abused the power of the Cross as an instrument to incriminate the patriarch when he got mad at him: 

he sent ‘some clergymen, monks, and laymen’ to the Patriarchate and caused them to present a false 

accusation of betrayal against him. In front of the denial of Constantine, ‘the emperor made them 

swear on the holy cross’ that their allegations were well-founded and managed in this way to depose 

and exile him1842. 

The description of the public show aimed at convincing the nurse Anna to testify against St. Stephen 

seems also to suggest the careful stage of physical and highly evocative gesture: the emperor had Anna 

whipped with the body arranged in the form of the cross (stauroeidÏj), while an evil maid was 

ordered to stand in front of her with the hands up and to spit on her face. Some others, then, 

pretended to be moved, and shouted in her ears to save her life by saying aloud what the emperor 

wanted to hear1843. The position of the maid, and likely that of all participant, was ordered by the 

emperor himself (prostagèn øpò toû turánnou, stated more specifically the Metaphrastes)1844. As 

for the Anna’s position in the form of the cross (which could both refers, according to Auzépy, to the 

‘position réelle de la flagellation ou position symbolique qui sousentend que Constantine V flagelle la 

croix’)1845, it could be easily re-interpreted by the audience (as well as by the author and his readers). 

No matter how hard the emperor tried to stage an effective punishment, he could not control the way 

in which those present interpreted the scene (in this case as the image of the crucified Christ who 

suffered from the iconoclastic stances).  

Another carefully staged spectacle involved the member of the court George Syncletus. This man, 

characterized by malice (kakourgían), simulation (plásmatoj), hypocrisy (øpokrísewj), and ability 

to set a scene (tÕn schnÕn...qésqai)1846, managed, through false schemata of repentance and 

                                                             
1840 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris, 24; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 212. See also VITA STEPHANI 
IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 709-717; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 95; pp. 213-214. 
1841 NIKEPHOROS THE PATRIARCH, Historia Syntomos, 81.24-27; ed. and tr. MANGO 1990, pp. 154-155. 
1842 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6257, AD 764/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 437-438; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, pp. 604-606. 
1843 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 36; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 231. 
1844 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1340-1350; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 121-122; pp. 
238-239. 
1845 AUZÉPY 1997, n. 246 p. 231. 
1846 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1415; 1431-1433; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 124-
125; pp. 241-242. 
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requests of benediction, to deceive St Stephen and to enter into his monastery as a monk1847. The 

emperor then used George’s tonsure as a pretext to accuse the saint in a public: at the Hippodrome, 

in front of a large crowd, Constantine V went down to the steps in a location inferior to the customary 

one in the tribune1848. Here he pretended (øpokrinámenoj) to be distressed and accused the monks 

of robbing him of a member of his court1849. Then, speaking as an ‘imposter sorcerer’ (ñ góhj taûta 

kaì ÞlazÍn)1850, he foretold George’s return, an event that he had already organized to prove the 

fact that God fulfilled the imperial wishes. The emperor repeated the show, sitting in the same place 

and assuming this time a glad appearance, when George returned back to the court1851: the public 

changing of George’s schema was also put on display. People tore off and step on his monastic clothes 

and washed his head with a pitcher of water to ritually erase his baptism (in Stephen the Deacon) or 

to purify him from the pollution of the monastic schema (in Symeon Metaphrastes). Finally, the 

emperor re-dressed him with the military schema and placed a sword on his shoulders1852.  

Simulation and treachery could characterize the appointment of a new patriarch too. That was the 

case of the ceremony/spectacle through which Constantine V appointed the patriarch Constantine 

after the Council of Hiereia and the death of Anastasius in 7541853. Constantine was the instrument 

(3rganon) at the service of the emperor and resembled him not only for his name, which had the same 

sound (ñmóhcon), but also for manner (ñmoiótropon) and mentality (ñmÍnumon kaì ñmófrroná). 

The ‘impious show’ of his appointment was staged at the Church of the Blachernae1854: according to 

Metaphrastes, the two Constantines clearly acted like they were playing on a scene (Ìj gàr æn skhnØ 

paízontej prodÔlwj) without seriousness (o5ti spoudázontej)1855. The emperor rose 

                                                             
1847 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 38; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 233-234. Metaphrastes 
defined one of those gestures an execrable schema of humility (meq’8sou toû tÖj tapeinofrosúnhj ñ 

bdeluròj scÔmatoj); VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1398-1399; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 
1984, pp. 123-124; p. 240. 
1848 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 39; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 234; n. 259, p. 234; VITA 
STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1454-1460; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 126; pp. 242-243. They 
were the steps ‘of the Red’ (tà toû ×ousíou)’ according to Stephen the Deacon, or the steps which were usually 
occupied by the dignitaries wearing purple (tò toû æruqroû crÍmatoj méroj 1qoj) according to 
Metaphrastes. Auzépy reads Stephen the Deacon’s reference as a mean through which the emperor was placed 
in an ‘inverse’ place, since the steps of the Red where located in front of the Kathisma. 
1849 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 39; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 234-235; VITA STEPHANI 
IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1454-1460; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 126; pp. 242-243. 
1850 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1479 ff.; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 127 ff.; pp. 243 
ff. 
1851 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 40; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 235; VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS 
(SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1501-1509 ff.; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 128; p. 244. 
1852 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 40; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 236-237 ; VITA STEPHANI 
IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 1531-1560; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, pp. 129-130; pp. 245-246.  
1853 As usual, the impious Anastasius suffered a ‘just punishment’ and died for ‘a dreadful disease of the guts after 
vomiting dung through his mouth’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6245, AD 752/3; ed. DE BOOR 
1883, p. 427; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 591.  
1854 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 25; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 213-214. 
1855 VITA STEPHANI IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 737-748; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 96; pp. 214-215. 
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(Þnelqóntwn) on the ambo holding (kratÏn) the patriarch (George the Monk will specify that he held 

his hands (ceirokratÏn))1856, said a prayer and declared Constantine worthy of the ecumenical 

patriarchate1857. In Stephen the Deacon’s recount, the topos of the deceiver emperor intermingled at 

this point with that of his polluted body: the emperor indeed performed the sacred rite of the 

investiture of the diploide and omophorion on the patriarch with unclean and unholy (miaràn – 

Þníeroj) hands contaminated by shameful actions. It was indeed highly inappropriate – Þnaxíaj, 

wrote Stephen the Deacon, Þtópou tólmhj (out of norm insolence) and bdelurâj ægceirÔsewj 

(execrable undertaking) wrote Metaphrastes – that a man who brought the sword, with blood on his 

hands, and even illegitimately married three times, would perform the holy rite of the patriarchal 

investiture1858. The performers were therefore a contaminated couple bounded by wickedness 

(sumplecqeíshj tÖj miarâj xunwrídoj)1859.  

The charge of misusing the ceremonies and unrightfully achieving treacherous purposes through the 

ceremonial appearance could hit also iconophile emperors: even the empress Irene, who returned 

back to the worship of the icons and could therefore employ her punitive power rightfully against the 

strategos of Sicily who was organizing a plot against her, could be deceived (by both her feminine 

nature and other by members of the court, tricked in turn by the Devil, who played on the prophetical 

beliefs around the imperial power and made her believe that it was written that the empire had been 

given by God to her)1860. She abused the violence to eliminate her opponents and attempted to depose 

her son and to force the army to break the holy oath previously performed on the Holy Gospel1861. Her 

son Constantine VI, then, distinguished himself for his dishonourable behaviour, both on the battlefield 

as well as in the court1862. He could also be accused of abusing his ceremonial and punitive power: he 

punished the Armeniacs who refused to rebel against the empress by tattooing the words ‘Armeniac 

                                                             
1856 GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; PG 110, coll. 939-940; ed. DE BOOR (1904) 1978, vol. II, p. 755, 1-6. George 
defined the action unlawful and unholy (Þqésmwj kaì Þniérwj); ibidem. 
1857 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6245, AD 752/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 428; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 591. 
1858 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 25; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, pp. 213-214. Cf. VITA STEPHANI 
IUNIORIS (SYMEON METAPHRASTES), 737-748; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1984, p. 96; pp. 214-215. 
1859 STEPHEN THE DEACON, Vita S. Stephani iunioris 26; ed. and tr. AUZÉPY 1997, p. 214. 
1860 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6282, AD 789/90; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 464-465; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 638-39. 
1861 The Armeniac Theme managed to re-affirm their loyalty to both the empress and her son with a counter-
oath: ‘it is inevitable that perjury should result from contrary oaths’ commented Theophanes, ‘and perjury is a 
denial of God’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6282-6283, AD 789/90, 790/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, 
pp. 464-66; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 638-41. 
1862 For the Bulgarian campaign in 792, and the marriage with his lover Theodora, see OSTROGORSKY (1963) 
1968, p. 164. The ‘disgusting manner’ and ‘odious habits’ (including wickedness, debauchery and drunkenness) 
are recorded also by later sources; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum II.5; ed. THURN 1973, 29; tr. WORTLEY 
2010, p. 32; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XII, 4; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 523. 
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plotter’ with ink on their faces1863 and ordered to blind his uncle1864. He organized a silentium at the 

Magnaura to convince his subjects to accuse the Caesar Nikephoros and other men in the imperial 

service suspected to plot against him: he was so convincing that the audience ‘cried out with one voice 

that all of them should be removed from their midst’1865.  

Theophanes showed a high awareness of the theatrical nature of the imperial behaviour especially in 

the description of Nikephoros, iconophile but also betrayer of the pious empress Irene. Nikephoros 

was a man ‘in all respects unsuitable for this office – in appearance, vigour, and temperament (tØ êdé= 

kaì ×Ím+ kaì gnÍm+)’1866, a ‘wretch usurper’1867 who took the throne by simulating ‘a spurious 

benignity (yeudocrhstóthta)’ toward the empress: he compared himself to Christ betrayed by Judas, 

claimed to have been elevated against his will by his soldiers, and then swore ‘deceitfully (dolerÏj)’ 

to the empress that he would not harm her. But since he was ‘unable even for a short time to hide by 

means of dissimulation (æpikalúyai di’ øpokrísewj) his innate wickedness and avarice’, he soon 

organized an ‘evil and unjust tribunal at the Magnaura’. Here he acted as unfair judge and revealed his 

real purpose ‘to dishonour and subjugate all persons in authority and to gain personal control of 

everything’1868. The stratagems used by Nikephoros to secure the throne for him and for his son were 

presented as tricks and deceitful means. Nikephoros himself was aware of the power of a clever 

performance for politics: he ‘blamed all the emperors before him for having been incompetent (Ìj 

ÞkubernÔtouj)’ and declared that the most powerful ruler was the one ‘determined to exercise his 

authority skilfully (æntrecÏj)’1869. As for him, he was marked by a ‘peculiar trait of character (tÖj 

gnÍmhj æxaíreton), by means of which he had deceived (Òpáthsen) many men’. He ‘had never 

respected the truth in any matter’ and had ‘always acted for show (æpideixin) and never according to 

God’. Lies and deceits used as political instruments appeared ultimately ridiculous to those ‘who clearly 

saw the trick’. After the betrayal of Bardanios, for example, he confined himself to the imperial 

chamber and left aside the impudence, ‘whimpering deceitfully (dolíwj). Indeed, he had a natural 

                                                             
1863 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6285, AD 792/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 469; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 644. In the end, God avenged those unjust deeds and Constantine VI ‘was blinded by the same 
mother’; ibidem. 
1864 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6284, AD 791/2; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 468; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 642-643. 
1865 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6268, AD 775/6; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 450-451; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, p. 620. 
1866 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6296, AD 803/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 480; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 659. 
1867 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6295, AD 802/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 477; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 655. The day of his appointment, an unnatural gloomy light shone ‘clearly signifying the man’s 
future surliness and unbearable oppression’; ibidem. 
1868 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6295, AD 802/3; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 477-479; tr. MANGO 
and SCOTT 1997, pp. 656-657. 
1869 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6303, AD 810/11; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 489; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 672. This stance implied further that he ‘entirely denied Providence’; ibidem. 
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faculty for a woman’s tears, such as many low persons and faux bonhommes (yeudocrÔstoij) 

possess. He did not, however, deceive the majority of people’1870.  

During the second phase of the Iconomachy, Leo V, a man who ‘valued neither the honor not its 

donor’1871, betrayed his emperor Michael II by taking the power ‘by usurpation of power (dià 

turannídoj)’1872, and betrayed God: already before his coronation, indeed, ‘he turned himself wholly 

over the demons who drove him (æmarécwn toîj \gousi daímosin), rather than relying upon the 

<episcopal> fathers who were eager to lead him to salvation’1873. He pretended to be orthodox, and in 

the while signed heretical documents and ‘tainted the (imperial) purple with falsehood (tÐ gàr yeúdei 

tÕn porfurída crÍsaj) and had fixed the mask (proswpeîon) of Proteus’1874. He used deceit also 

to obtain the crown from the patriarch Nikephoros, since he postponed the customary oath and 

written statement of orthodox faith to the moment after the coronation1875. His unworthiness and his 

body polluted by the heresy was nevertheless revealed to the patriarch: ‘For after he had pronounced 

the blessing and elevated the crown, when it was time to touch the head (yaúein tÖj korufÖj) of 

(Leo) for consecration’, recounted indeed Ignatius, Nikephoros ‘seemed to press his hand into thorns 

and thistles, and let go of the crown with the claim that he distinctively felt pain  (ðdúnhj 

æpaisqáneswai). For the head, that pricked like a thorn at the saint’s touch, foretold (Leo’s) 

egregiously harsh and unlawful treatment of the Church, which was about to erupt’1876. In the version 

reported by the Scriptor Incertus, Leo V (once again defined as the chameleon who changed forms 

(morfâj) and appearance as the animal in the fable1877) did not postpone the oath, but rather 

managed to deceive the iconophiles by exploiting the ambiguity of ceremonial gestures. He expressed 

indeed his intent to not unsettle the Church by pulling out from his bosom (æk toû kólpou) a cross 

which reproduced an image (stauròn 1cousan eêkóna). He venerated it in front of everybody 

(prosekúnhsen ænÍpion pántwn) without telling the truth and faking it (o÷k Þlhqeúwn Þll’æn 

øpokrísei). Nobody could understand the treachery (panourgían) because ‘his mouth says one thing 

                                                             
1870 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6296, AD 803/4; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 480; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 659-660. Nikephoros employed his ‘mischievous character’ but failed to convince through lies 
his army, provoking rather a mutiny; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6301, AD 808/9; ed. DE 
BOOR 1883, p. 485; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 665-666. 
1871 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 163.3-5; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 71 
1872 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 163.11; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 72. For the attempt 
of Leo to avoid this blame and the ceremony in which Michael publicly renounced to the power, see above, p. 
283. 
1873 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 164.2-7; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 72. 
1874 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 164.25-26; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 73. 
1875 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 163.26-164.2; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 72. According 
to Ignatius, also later he continued to refuse to sign them, this time ‘vehemently (krataiÏj)’; IGNATIUS THE 
DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 164.23; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 73. 
1876 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 164.8-19; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 73. 
1877 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS, III, 9-15; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 80. 
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while his heart wanted other’1878. Leo V followed thus the example of the iconoclast emperors before 

him and employed the ritual gesture of the raising of the Cross which at distance (that is, without 

seeing the image carved in it) could have been understood both as an iconophile as well as an 

iconoclast expression of faith. On the day of Christmas 814, then, Leo V entered St Sophia, went toward 

the altar in line with the imperial custom, and venerated the dress (prosekúnhsen tÕn ændutÕn) 

where it was depicted the Holy Nativity of Christ. In this case, the emperor performed a public gesture 

more clearly in line with the orthodox faith to dispel the suspect of iconoclasm. Everybody who saw 

(êdóntej) the scene were indeed reassured and did not see the trick (mÕ êdóntej tòn dólon) and the 

deceit (tÕn panourgían)1879. The true iconoclast stance of Leo V was revealed on the day of Epiphany 

of 815: this time the emperor went to the altar of the Church and refused to perform the adoration 

(o÷ prosekúnhsen). Everybody understood (1ggwsan) that he had previously acted with hypocrisy 

(æn øpokrísei) and not sincerely (o÷k æn Þlhqeí=)1880.  He declared his heretical position and his 

intent to ignore his previous iconophile oath (tò êdióceiron) and the cross (tòn stauròn) that he 

had impressed on the document1881. The emperor misused the signature cross, a choice that did not 

imply necessarily a supposed analphabetism of the maker, but rather the use of a powerful symbol in 

the hand of the authority. Even bishops and monks, under the supervision of the patriarch, put crosses 

(poiÔsantej stauroùj) on a written oath which expressed their opposition against the impious 

religious choice of the emperor1882.  

Finally, unworthy emperors continued to suffer painful and shameful death as a punishment sent by 

God for their misbehaviour. Constantine V was wounded during a campaign against the Bulgars and 

developed an inflammation which caused ‘carbuncles on his legs’ and ‘a violent fever of a kind unknown 

to physicians’. He was ‘borne on the shoulders of his subjects in a litter’ to Arcadiopolis, and died on his 

way to Selymbria crying out ‘I have been delivered to the unquenchable fire while still alive!’1883. Leo 

IV’s death came remarkably from his greed and his mania for precious stones (liqomanÕj): 

                                                             
1878 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS III, 441-452; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, pp. 120-121. Genesios reports another version 
of the event, according to which Leo V declared his respect for the icon by standing upon the porphyry circular 
surface (the omphalion) in front of the Chalkè; GENESIOS, Regna, I, 4; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 
1978, 5; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 7-8. 
1879 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS III, 457-461; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 121. 
1880 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS III, 461-467; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 121. From this moment, Leo continued to 
deceive many bishops, but this time with adulations and promises. 
1881 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS, III, 254-257; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 112. 
1882 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS, III, 431-432; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, p. 120. Also Basil I, according to the version of 
Symeon Magister transmitted under the ‘Continuator’ of George the Monk, will sign in this way a written 
statement to assure the safety of the Caesar Bardas, dipping his pen and then putting down the venerable cross. 
This time the gesture will be performed in the church of the Chalcoprateia during the Feast of the Annunciation, 
after the reading of the Gospel and present the patriarch Photius, who in turn held in his hands the body and the 
blood of Christ; SYMEON MAGISTER - LOGOTHETE in GEORGE MONACHUS CONTINUATUS, V, 4; ed. PG 105, cols. 
1057-1058. 
1883 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6267, AD 774/5; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 448; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 619. 
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‘enamoured of the crown (stémma) of the Great Church’ (possibly the one which was hung over the 

altar), he ‘took and wore (it) on his head’. This action caused him a severe allergy (once again ‘his head 

developed carbuncles’ and he was ‘seized by a violent fever’) and died1884. The dishonourable death of 

Nikephoros, who deserved eternal damnation, included the shameful treatment of his corpse by Krum 

(who cut off his head, exhibited it on a pole for several days, and made a cup of his skull)1885. Shortly 

after also Nikephoros’ son Staurakios was wounded in battle. Since he was ‘the true heir of’ and 

‘endowed with his father’s implacable character (gnÍmh)’1886, he suffered a rightful and painful death 

under the form of ‘a heavy haemorrhage through his urine’. This left his limbs paralyzed and caused 

ulcers on his back ‘so that no one could bear to approach him because of the foul stench’. He was 

carried to Constantinople on a litter just in time to see Michael I Rangabè proclaimed as emperor, and 

was ‘still raging with his father’s wickedness’ when he dared to address the patriarch at the presence 

of the newly proclaimed emperor with the words: ‘You will not find him a better friend than me’1887. 

Leo V then suffered ‘the last blow <of his life> with <perfect> justice (ændíkwj)’ on the very head over 

which he ‘received the imperial crown’, since he was beheaded by his successor Michael II1888. In 822, 

the zealous iconophile monk Theodore the Stoudite justified this action with a retrospective prophecy: 

the relics of Theophanes Confessor, he declared, would finally come back from the exile when the 

dragon (Leo V, who had been responsible for the exile) would suffer an extraordinary (æxaisí_) and 

well deserved (1ndikon) death1889.  

                                                             
1884 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6272, AD 779/80; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 453; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 625. George the Monk also wrote about the crown of the Great Church which the emperor dared 
(tolmÔsaj) to carry. An interpolation included in the Migne edition reported that this was the crown of Maurice 
(toû stémmatoj Maurikíou, translated by Migne as ‘coronam Heraclii’) and that it was brought in procession 
(proÖlqen); GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; PG 110, coll. 955-956; ed. DE BOOR (1904) 1978, vol. II, p. 765. 
Later the Hystoria Syntomos of Psellos declared that this was the crown of Heraclius; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia 
Syntomos, ch.90; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 80-81; MANGO and SCOTT 1997, n. 11, p. 626. Irene made up for 
her husband’s fault by performing a public procession in St Sophia in which she ‘offered to the church’ the crown 
previously removed, ‘which she had further adorned with pearls’; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 
6273, AD 780/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 454; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 627. 
1885 SCRIPTOR INCERTUS I, 158-165; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA, 1987, p. 86. THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, 
AM 6303, AD 810/11; ed. DE BOOR 1883, pp. 490-491; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, pp. 673-674. Krum also 
painfully died for a cerebral haemorrhage, emitting blood from the mouth, the nostrils and the ears; SCRIPTOR 
INCERTUS III, 222-227; ed. and tr. IADEVAIA 1987, pp. 110-111. 
1886 In particular, he failed to compensate properly those who had been wronged by Nikephoros, and insulted 
the members of the court; THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6303-6034, AD 810-12; ed. DE BOOR 
1883, 492; 495; tr. MANGO and SCOTT 1997, p. 674, p. 679. 
1887 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6304, AD 811/12; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 493; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 677. Different the version reported by Michael the Syrian, who claimed to have reliable 
information about the events from the patriarch Dionysius (informed in turn by ‘a wise man’ living in the Capital, 
‘a contemporary of four Roman kings (emperors), and knowledgeable of their affairs’). According to this version, 
Staurakios succumbed to the Bulgars and to her sister Procopia: she poisoned him to secure the kingdom for her 
husband Michael; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XII, 15; MOOSA 2014, p. 557. 
1888 IGNATIUS THE DEACON, Vita Nicephori; ed. DE BOOR 1880, p. 164.20-22; tr. FISHER 1998, p. 73. 
1889 THEODORE THE STUDITE, Laudatio Theophanis, 17; ed. and tr. EFTHYMIADIS 1993, pp. 282-283. 
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The most remarkable death remains that of the emperor Theophilos, described in detail by the Life of 

the empress Theodora in the second half of the ninth century. The emperor, explained the author, was 

punished for his ‘hostility toward God (ÞfiloqeÈan)’ and for his ‘mindless folly (Þpónoian)’1890 with 

pain and the loss of control of his body: ‘his mouth gaped so wide you could see all the way down his 

gullet’, he could not breathe properly, and ‘babbled, tossing his head endlessly from one side to the 

other’. The reason for this condition was the fact that the Virgin was violently beating him together 

with his court of angels, and only the physical contact with a holy enkolpion, previously hidden and 

brought in the room by the official Theoktistos, stopped the torture: the emperor, unable to speak, 

‘pointed his finger (daktulodeiktÏn) at him and vigorously nodded (neúwn) at him’; and when the 

imperial lips touched it, ‘those lips of his that had gaped wide apart, the ones that had debased the 

teachings of the Church and babbled a lot of nonsense against the holy and venerable images, came 

together and were closed. (…) the wild, guttural noises he had been making abruptly stopped and the 

emperor’s physical appearance and features (morfÕ kaì 3yij) returned to normal’1891. Finally, after 

Theophilos’ death, the empress entered a monastery. When she was on her deathbed, she declared 

meaningful words at the presence of her daughter, her household and then in front of her son.  

 

’Even if you have had your fill of every advantage and have enjoyed the pleasures of imperial life while at 

the same time you were resplendent with gold and decked out with precious jewels and vast sums of 

money and slaves have been given to you for your personal use’ advised the dying empress, ‘know that 

this present life comes to an end for every individual, but that the everlasting pleasures of the angels are 

promised to us if only we carry out God’s ordinance’1892.  

 

The hagiography attributed therefore to Theodora the usual last imperial speech warning about the 

dangers and the actual finitude of the imperial life, and testified the continuous presence of those 

themes in the political reflections. Remarkable in this sense is also the fact that Anastasius, when he 

wanted to arouse the rage of the people against Constantine V, reported his heretical words about the 

mortal nature of Christ, defined ‘as a mere man’ like him1893.  

 

We have seen in this chapter how iconophile sources still provided some glimpses of how eighth- and 

ninth- century emperors used gestures and ceremonies to support and reinforce their position. The 

involvement of members of the imperial family in increasingly spectacular events, the use of oaths of 

loyalty (and now also of orthodoxy), the organization of striking ceremonies of coronations and 

                                                             
1890 VITA THEODORAE AUGUSTAE, 7; ed. MARKOPOULOS 1983, p. 263; tr. VINSON 1998, p. 371. 
1891 VITA THEODORAE AUGUSTAE, 8; ed. MARKOPOULOS 1983, p. 264; tr. VINSON 1998, pp. 372-373. 
1892 VITA THEODORAE AUGUSTAE, 8; ed. MARKOPOULOS 1983, p. 270; tr. VINSON 1998, p. 380. 
1893 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6233, AD 740/1; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 415; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, p. 576. ‘For Mary gave birth to Him, declared Constantine, ‘just as my mother Mary gave birth to 
me’; ibidem. 
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triumphs including violent punishments, and the employment of the cross as a powerfully evocative 

aniconic symbol, all testified the continuities with the previous century which marked the public 

performances of the period. On the other hand, the iconophile biases of the authors witnessed how 

sophisticated had become the descriptions of gestures, bodies, and physical behaviour and how 

carefully those were overturned and distorted for the sake of imperial critique. Descriptions of 

ceremonies were stained by emphasising embarrassing moments and distorted uses of gestures, and 

the use of violence as a political tool is turned into the action of bloodthirsty and almost beastly rulers 

unable to move properly their bodies and to make a proper use of the ceremonial devices at their 

disposal. This was even more striking in comparison with the good manners of the saints and the ‘right’ 

members of the society, whose schema expressed, as usual, their faith and was equally used to support 

their cause.  

Between the lines it is nevertheless possible to find references to the ability of the emperors to stage 

and manipulate ceremonial gestures for their own purposes, to make the audience believe their 

supposed orthodox faith, or to manipulate, punish, and indelibly deface the public image of their 

opponents. Gestures and public acts continued to be used as weapons in the struggle for faith and 

power, even if the imperial ability in handling them is presented by the sources as the consequence of 

the abusive and deceitful nature of the ruler who performed them. Beyond the undeniably strong 

literary dimension, therefore, those descriptions revealed how emperors of the eighth and ninth 

centuries (both the iconoclast one as well as those who ruled in the iconophile break between 787 and 

815) made extensive political use of carefully organized spectacles where gestures, physical actions, 

and ambiguities played a major role. They cleverly manipulated and exploited the visual weapons at 

their disposal in a more complex and sophisticated manner, and only the ultimate defeat of their 

religious position made them appear as mad and without control of their appearance. The description 

of actively distorted ceremonies, misuse of sacred objects, and the emphasis on their treacherous 

nature could possibly testify not only the level of refinement of the imperial critique, but also the level 

of sophistication in the use of ceremonial for political purposes, to win the support of the people and 

the members of the court1894. Remarkably, the awareness toward the theatrical nature of the imperial 

appearance continued to be present. But it seems also that those techniques worked in the end. Not 

only the stability and the military victories that they had assured to the empire, but also the efforts in 

building up a strong public display of their physical Self, earned them the undeniable support of the 

population, which the iconophile sources have not been able to completely erase. When the gentle, 

kind, and pious (in Theophanes’ eyes) Michael I was convinced by evil counsellors not to fight directly 

against the Bulgarians at the threshold of the empire, the angered population – Theophanes 

                                                             
1894 For a literary point of view of similar descriptions in Gregory of Tours, who also described the shameless 
manipulation of the ritual by the ‘evil ruler’ Chilperic, see also BUC 2001, pp. 98 ff., esp. pp. 103-106.  
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mentioned some impious men who had joined the iconoclast heresy, but it seems that wider popular 

participation was involved – invoked in response the name of Constantine V, the emperor who despite 

his beliefs had granted the empire with many military successes. They busted into the Church during a 

litany, suddenly opened the door of the imperial mausoleum ‘with some kind of noise as if by a divine 

miracle’ and ‘fell before the deceiver’s tomb, calling on him and not on God, crying out, ‘Arise and help 

the State that is perishing!’ They spread the rumor that Constantine had arisen on his horse and was 

setting out to fight the Bulgarians – he who dwells in Hell in the company of demons!’. The event was 

so convincing that the men were brought before the prefect’s tribunal and the judge had to ask them 

to produce witnesses for the fact that ‘the doors of the mausoleum had opened automatically by God’s 

will’. Of course, they failed to produce them, and this made clear and public that they were deceivers 

and this was a fake miracle. Once they ‘admitted the stratagem of the wrenching’, indeed, they were 

condemned ‘to be paraded in public and to cry aloud the reason for their punishment’1895. The anecdote 

lively testified how much power the imperial body of the iconoclast emperor (far away from being 

considered polluted) retained in the eyes of a population, who could still believe in his coming back 

from the dead to fight the enemies of the empire. Still Genesios, in the tenth century, could declare 

that Leo V ‘even though he was impious in religious matters, was a highly competent administrator of 

the public affairs’. After his death, even the patriarch Nikephoros declared that ‘the government of the 

Romans had lost a great provider, even though he was impious’. He ‘was harsh against criminals, but 

justly so’, and presided as right judge in the issue of the man whose wife has been abducted by a 

Senator1896.  

 

4.3. OVERVIEW: LEO V THE SINGER, MICHAEL II THE STAMMERER, AND THEOPHILOS IN THE 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TENTH – ELEVENTH CENTURIES 

 

The images of the emperors ruling during the second phase of the Iconomachy remained very present 

in the historical memory of Byzantium of the following centuries. The descriptions of the emperors Leo 

V, Michael II, and Theophilos provided by Genesios, by Theophanes Continuatus, and, later, by John 

                                                             
1895 THEOPHANES CONFESSOR, Chronographia, AM 6305, AD 812/13; ed. DE BOOR 1883, p. 501; tr. MANGO and 
SCOTT 1997, pp. 684-685. Theophanes mentioned a group of soldiers who had been convinced by the Devil to 
blame not their sins but the return to the orthodox faith for military failures. Those were ‘Christian only in 
semblance’ who seduced those ignorant and convinced them to support Constantine and his impiety; ibidem. 
1896 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 16; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 14; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 17-18. 
According to Theophanes, on the other hand, the episode revealed the fact that the emperor ‘wished to be called 
a lover of justice, though he was not one; nevertheless, he sought after this and, sitting in the Lausiakos, he 
delivered many judgements by himself’; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 19; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 
48-49. The episode of the senator’s wife is recorded also by John Skylitzes; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum 
I.5; ed. THURN 1973, 18; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 20. The same sense of justice, in a similar episode, will be display 
by the most impious and iconoclast Theophilos, see below, p. 318. 
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Skylitzes well state the continuities of the themes, the imagery, and the judgments previously 

expressed about the imperial behaviour, as well as the developments occurred in the imperial imagery 

to include lively stories and details about their behaviour, their physical appearance, and their 

gestures. In a society by now ‘uncompromisingly Christian and orthodox’, indeed, authors were free 

to apply to each individual emperor ‘a vocabulary of curses and epithets’ and ‘a range of stories whose 

origins may lie somewhere between reality and legend’1897. Those authors wrote on the ground of 

previous written and oral sources, but they also appealed to the peculiar taste for narrative of the 

audience of the tenth – eleventh centuries with stories that emphasise the more human dimension of 

the imperial behaviour, so that his mortal body came to the fore. 

Leo V continued to be addressed as mad, feral, savage, and violent ruler who deceived his audience1898, 

and even became a ‘wild beast (tòn ÞnÔmeron qÖra)’ and ‘a monster of mixed race (çterogenéj ti 

terástion)’1899. He was ‘the idol of the demons (daimónwn e#idwlon), the slave of ignorance, muter 

than a shadow’, while his collaborator Symbatios (likely John the Grammarian) was an ‘evil, envious 

demon in the guise of piety’ who whispered in the emperor’s ear1900. Remarkably, an emphasis is given 

to the lack of success of public punishments, which produced fear but earned him hate instead of 

friendship, while his successes in the military campaigns against Arabas and Bulgarians, so vividly 

present in the minds of the population, were pointed out as the cause of his madness and cruelty1901.  

                                                             
1897 BRUBAKER and HALDON 2001, pp. 172-173, referring to George the Monk’s chronicle. 
1898 On Leo V, see PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales, I, 1; ed. BEKKER 1838, 603; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 5; I, 8; 
ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 22-23; pp. 28-29; GENESIOS, Regna, preface; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and 
THURN 1978, 3; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 5. As for the simulation of iconoclasm faith at his proclamation, the authors 
seems to agree that he was iconoclast before taking the throne (even if Genesios expressed the doubt whether 
‘he truly believed’ or swear on the holy icon ‘merely for outward display (proscÔmati)’;  GENESIOS, Regna, I, 4; 
I, 22; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 5; 20; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 7-8; pp. 23; THEOPHANES 
CONTINUATUS I, 17; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 46-47; PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales, I, 2; ed. BEKKER 
1838, 604. 
1899 On Leo V’s personal proclivity for rage and his abuse of punitive power (especially after the 815), see 
GENESIOS, Regna, I, 15; I, 24; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 13; 21; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 16-17; 
p. 25; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 14; 1, 20; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 50-51; pp. 42-43; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum II, 3-4; ed. THURN 1973, 16-17; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 19; PSEUDO-SYMEON, 
Annales, I, 6; ed. BEKKERI 1838, p. 608.  
1900 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 15; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 42-45. On the portrait of the 
deceiving and ambiguous villain who affected the emperor with iconoclast faith, see GENESIOS, Regna, I, 15; ed. 
LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 13; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 17; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum II, 
4; ed. BEKKER 17; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 19-20; cf. THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 20; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 
2015, pp. 52-53. For the identification as the iconoclast John the Grammarian, who was originally an iconodule, 
see KALDELLIS 1998, n. 75; WORTLEY 2010, n. 15, p. 19. Specifically, he suggested iconoclast thought when the 
hymn Is.40:18 was sung, the words of which were taken by iconoclasts as a proof against the worship of the 
icons. For the image of the demon whispering heresy in the ear, see above, p. 288. According to George the 
Monk, Leo V used enchantments and magic filters, imitated the lifestyle of Constantine Copronimus, and was 
corrupted (katefqarménoij) in the soul and in the body; GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, coll. 987-
988; ed. DE BOOR (1904) 1978, vol. II, p. 782. 
1901 The military victories puffed up his soul with conceit, and he started to appear arrogant and cruel; GENESIOS, 
Regna, I, 15; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 13; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 16; THEOPHANES 
CONTINUATUS, I, 14; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 42-43. 
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Next to those descriptions of the emperor’s supernatural and exceptional evil nature, the sources 

referred also to lively stories in which the emperor started to behave in an apparent more ‘human’ 

manner. Leo V is a lover of singing: but while Theophanes Continuatus acknowledged some good 

qualities in him (he was ‘endowed by nature with a good voice‘)1902, Genesios and Skylitzes turned this 

passion into a reason of embarrassment. His self-esteem, his aspirations as a musician, and his hunger 

for honour (filótimoj), were indeed only presumptions since he couldn’t keep up the rhythm and his 

voice was strident. When he sang the psalms in the church of Pharos ‘his throaty croaking was instantly 

recognizable to passers-by’, and when he occasionally led the psalm-singing ‘he opened himself up to 

be laughed to scorn by those who heard him’1903. People laughed not only at the imperial performance, 

but also at the words of the Psalms chosen by the emperor: he sang aloud ‘For love of the Sovereign 

supreme they poured contempt...’, and the educated audience connected immediately the words with 

his actual misdeeds against the Church, since he was the one who had actually ‘poured contempt’ upon 

the Church1904. Furthermore, Kaldellis understood those verses as referring to the Festal Menaion and 

to the story of the three children in the furnace, punished by the impious ruler: this interpretation 

suggests that the audience was fully capable to amuse itself with a refined association between what 

it was sung and the biblical history. Even more seriously, then, Genesios affirmed that ‘by this hymn’ 

and ‘having slipped away from that love (that is, the love for God)’ ‘Leo conspicuously brought divine 

justice upon himself’ and fulfilled the prophecy of his overthrow at the hands of Michael II1905.  

Leo V was also caught in a very human reaction when he was unable to restrain his feeling and control 

his body at the sight of Michael II (supposedly under arrest under the responsibility of the papias) 

sleeping untroubled in the bed of his custodian: he came into their room at night and threatened them 

‘in terrible wise’1906 by ‘shaking (dianeúwn) his head’ and by ‘indicating his anger (tòn qumòn 

sumbolaiwsámenoj) (…) by shaking his fist (megálwj tØ ceirì)’ against the papias. The gestures 

that the emperor let slip out functioned also at a narrative level (a young eunuch hidden under the 

bed recognized the emperor ‘by his purple slippers’1907, understood his anger, and warned Michael II 

about his imminent danger). But they also seem to handle the topos of the emperor moving out of 

control in a less stereotypical way, if compared to the kinds of descriptions aimed at merely expressing 

his mad and demonic condition (like when Leo acted both as ‘spectator and executor’ at Michael’s trial, 

and was ‘overcome with passionate wrath or else delighted in savagery’)1908.  

                                                             
1902 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 25; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 60-61. 
1903 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 16; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 14; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 18; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum II, 6; ed. THURN 1973, 18; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 21. 
1904 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum II, 6; ed. THURN 1973, 18; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 21.  
1905 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 16; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 15; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 18. 
1906 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 24; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 60-61. 
1907 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 19; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 17; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 21. 
1908 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS I, 21; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 54-57. See also JOHN SKYLITZES, 
Synopsis Historiarum II, 7-8; ed. THURN 1973, 19-20; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 22. Leo was restrained in the end by 
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Taste for physical details and emphasis on the emperor’s mortal dimension comes to the fore 

especially on the occasion of Leo V’s violent death, occurred on Christmas Day of year 820. At dawn, 

during the holy service in front of the church of the palace, the emperor was suddenly attacked by a 

group of conspirators disguised as priests (the signal was the hymn sung by the emperor himself with 

his strident voice). Since they initially mistook the emperor for the leader of the priest, who resembled 

the emperor and was wearing a similar winter hat (he managed to flee away only by removing the cap 

and showing his bald head), Leo V managed to take refuge in the Church: here he held the Cross in his 

hands and used it as a material weapon to parry the strikes, then as a symbol to invoke piety when he 

was attacked simultaneously from different directions. Finally, wounded and cornered like a wild beast 

by a giant man, he invoked for a last time the power of the cross to seal ‘an oath by the grace dwelling 

in the temple’: ‘‘Now is not the time for oaths, but for murders’ boldly answered the giant, and then hit 

him ‘yet again swearing an oath against divine grace’1909. The man cut off the emperor’s hand at the 

wrist, and a fragment of the cross was severed together with the hand: the hand of the emperor, 

source of his power, remained therefore indissolubly tied with the symbol of the cross until the end. 

Leo was beheaded and, given the lack of time, ‘the murderers pitilessly deposited his body in the 

sewage receptacle of the courtyard, where it stayed for a short while’. The body was then dragged 

through the Skyla, mutilated and stripped naked in the Hippodrome (probably the covered one into 

the palace), and hung from a harness. Finally, it was carried through the streets and placed on a boat 

‘along with his wife and four children’1910: the public act of violence against the corpse of the defeated 

emperor, performed as usual to reinforce the power of the newly-appointed one in front of the 

population, maintained thus also in this case the role of reminder of the mortal nature of the human 

being (as had happened before in the case of emperor Maurice). The murder of Leo V was seen as a 

highly sacrilegious action which turned this evil emperor into a sacrificial victim. The problem was not 

so much the murder of Leo V in itself. Michael II was the ‘sword’ sent by the Lord ‘in order that nail 

now be driven in with nail and evil cured with evil’. Rather, the murder was ‘not done in a fitting place, 

                                                             
the pious and iconophile empress who ran ‘in dismay and disarray, like a woman with Bacchich frenzy’ (a fury 
which in this case had a positive nuance). She ‘stopped his impulse’ by reminding him that he should observe 
clemency on the sacred day when he was about to receive the communion; ibidem. 
1909 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, I, 25; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 60-63; GENESIOS, Regna, I, 20; ed. 
LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 18-19; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 21-23; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum II, 11; ed. THURN 1973, 22; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 25-26. The emperor likely held the cross, even if 
another version mentions the chain that supported the censer. Slightly different, the version of Theophanes 
reported that the arm of the emperor was severed ‘at the clavicle’ and the blow made ‘the broken top of the 
cross flew off at a distance’.  
1910 Skylitzes added that the assassins were not scared ‘because the imperial palace was guarded at all points by 
their own forces’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 24; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 27. 
More synthetic Theophanes Continuatus, for whom ‘they dragged his corpse mercilessly and without regard 
through the Skyla into the (Covered) Hippodrome’; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 1; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 
2015, pp. 64-65. 
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but in a divine and pure one where only the Lord’s blood is shed daily as ransom on account of our 

sins’1911. Even worse, it was not followed by a proper expression of shame and repentance.  

Michael II’s misbehaviour and out-of-control gestures especially acquire a new value in the description 

of his villainy and rudeness: already before his ascent to the throne, when he was still a general under 

Leo V, Michael was used to speak at court with boldness and daring speeches (tolmhría glÍsshj). 

He chattered inappropriately (laloúshj paráshma), uttered obscenities, his tongue was audacious 

and shameless (glwsshmatían / glwssalgían)’, and he was unable to restrain himself in speaking.  

Michael II was affected also by a physical defect so evident that he was nicknamed ‘the Stammerer (ñ 

Traulòj)’: this speech disorder, who was evident every time he spoke with the emperor, became a 

weapon in the hands of his detractors, who promptly connected his hindrance with rusticity, 

ignorance, and lack of culture, due to his supposed humble origins. He was slow-mind and with a soul 

without logic. Michael’s intemperance was explained also as the result of familiarity with the emperor, 

with whom he grew up. Even more seriously, he was not able to hide his thoughts and started to speak 

against the emperor and the empress. Leo V tried, therefore, to stop the impudence by sending to him 

Exaboulios, ‘a man capable of understanding the character and nature of men’, but to no avail. Only at 

the end the emperor lost his patience and put him in prison, unable to endure anymore the insolent 

speech and the threats of his old friend: ‘one who rules over all’, declared Theophanes Continuatus, 

probably referring to the old ‘republican’ model of good emperors who endured the mocking of the 

crowd, ‘cannot bear to be worsted by any fool unless he indeed be master of his own anger as well as 

of men’1912.  

After he had violently taken the throne from Leo V, Michael II continued to show his rudeness (and his 

distance from the sacredness expected from the imperial role) in the very moment of his acclamation: 

just released from the prison, he hurriedly sat upon the throne where he was acclaimed and received 

the customary obeisance with the feet still chained in the guise of a slave1913. Then, by mid-day, when 

‘the word had spread everywhere’, he moved to St Sophia to receive the crown from the patriarch and 

the acclamations: even if his feet were free, however, his hands were still ‘unwashed’ and he was 

                                                             
1911 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 21; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 54-55. 
1912 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 17; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 15-16; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 19; 
THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS I, 21; II, 3; II, 5; II, 11; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 54-57; pp. 66-67; pp. 68-
69, p. 80; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum II, 7-8; ed. THURN 1973, 19-20; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 21-22. 
For the supposed Jewish origin of Michael (which make him develop also divinatory qualities), see also JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 2; ed. THURN 1973, 25; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 28.   
1913 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 2; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 64-67; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum III, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 24-25; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 27-28. Cf. GENESIOS, Regna, II, 1; ed. 
LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 22; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 27. In the end the irons were removed: 
according to Genesios the keys were recovered from Leo’s corpse, according to Theophanes Continuatus the 
chains were smashed by a hammer. 
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‘perceiving no fear of God in his thoughts nor doing any of the things he ought to have done’1914. Despite 

being responsible for the death of his predecessor, ‘he neither feared the people nor blushed with the 

fear of God’1915. He was fearless and bloodthirsty, and returned back ‘like a champion from victory and 

not an executioner’, passing ‘through the broad street, whereas he ought to have hid himself and 

lamented’1916. Michael II, therefore, did not choose the right public schema and failed to take 

advantage of the power of ceremony to solve the problematic moment of tension. A penitential 

schema would have been indeed much more appropriate to save face in front of the members of the 

court and the population.  

Once on the throne, Michael II’s roughness, lack of reason, and inability to speak had consequences 

on his government. Despite the mild disposition toward the iconophiles, indeed, Michael’s lack of 

education was seen as a serious problem for the authors: he was ‘an utterly uncultured lout (panteleî 

Þgroikí=)’, explained Genesios, ‘rather than an adornment to his imperial position’, and later ‘later he 

began to lose his reason (Þlogisteúwn), and became two-faced (pròj diplóhn Þpotrapeíj)’1917. He 

‘spat upon Greek learning’, despised divine learning, and even forbade youths to be educated and to 

surpass him in learning. The emperor was so slow in writing and reading ‘that anyone else might more 

easily get through a (whole) book than he, in the sluggishness of his mind, through the letters of his 

own name’. He became therefore ‘object of ridicule by divine men’1918. And since defective way of 

speaking and illiteracy prevented him to use properly his tongue and his voice, main organs of power 

in public speeches, he also lost much of his authority. According to Theophanes Continuatus, indeed, 

he was ‘hated by all in any case’ because the defective speech went along also with ‘cowardice and 

weakness’: ‘because his soul was no less defective than his speech, he was detested and considered a 

burden by the many’. The hate spread also among the soldiers who rebelled in the early years of 

Michael II’s reign under the leadership of Thomas ‘The Slav’. Thomas also suffered a physical disability 

(he was crippled) and was furthermore old and of barbarian origin. In one version of the episode, 

however, he could still be accepted as leader and praised for his venerable appearance because of his 

                                                             
1914 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 2; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 64-67. The supporters of Leo V, being 
mere ‘flatterers and men who showed affection’, had retired ‘to their holes like reptiles’; ibidem. For the hands 
filled with pollution of war, see also THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS III, 36; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 
192-193. 
1915 GENESIOS, Regna, I, 21; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 22; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 27. According 
to Genesios, Michael was further ‘emboldened by many occurrences and predictions’ which had prophesied him 
his imperial condition; ibidem. Pseudo-Symeon for his part seems to refer to a supposed sadness of the emperor, 
concluding the brief recount of the events with the biblical Psalm 29(30):6; PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales, I, 14; 
BEKKER 1838, p. 619. 
1916 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 2; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 64-67. Skylitzes added that he even 
showed himself ‘exulting over what happened’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 24-
25; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 28. 
1917 GENESIOS, Regna, II, 14; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 35; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 42. 
1918 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 8; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 74-77. See also the same in JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 4; ed. THURN 1973, 28; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 32. 
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courage and because ‘the affability and wit esteemed among the military, which was somehow innate 

in him from childhood’ made him appear ‘second to none of those of noble body’1919. Genesios opposed 

the unpopularity of Michael (hated ‘by the entire army of the Anatolians’ because his defect of speech 

(dià tò tÖj glÍtthj æláttwma) made him appear not brave enough) to the respect gained by 

Thomas for his courage and for his cheerful disposition1920. Thomas, specified also Skylitzes ‘spoke well, 

in a civilised manner. These are all things which the soldiers admires’, and ‘he was second to none in 

the nobility of his physical appearance’1921. Thanks to his charisma and his speaking ability Thomas was 

able to frighten his enemies and to own to his cause a large number of different people1922. Another 

version of the story, probably related with the propagandistic slander of Michael II1923, presented on 

the contrary Thomas as an arrogant and war-like ‘wretched man (ñ deílaioj, in Genesios)’ who dared 

to rebel against his emperor. Thomas appeared here as a man of humble origins ‘who lived among the 

Saracens’ and who chose, as his assistants, men characterized by a debased physical appearance. 

According to Theophanes Continuatus (followed by Skylitzes), he adopted a ‘half-barbarous paltry 

fellow’ afflicted by ‘idiocy and meanness of his mind (metà tÖj yucikÖj faulóthtoj kaì Þnoíaj)’ 

and ‘by physical deformity (dusmorfían sÍmatoj)’’, whose ‘madness of soul was made evident by 

the shape of his body (tØ toû sÍmatoj diamorfÍsei tÕn tÖj yucÖj dhloûnta Þpónoian)’. 

Thomas adopted another man, Anastasios, who was not better than the previous one in showing 

outwardly his inner unfitness. Genesios described him as ‘a very ugly man (aêscròn tò eôdoj), 

constantly drunk, and whose ‘great stupidity (øpò æmplhxíaj æscáthj)’ made him also ‘villainous at 

heart (mocqhróteron tØ yucØ)’. He was ‘a man dark in his skin (mélana tÕn croián), dark in his 

soul (mélana tÕn yucÔn)’, declared Theophanes Continuatus, and this ugliness could have played a 

part in the reason for which he was ‘heaped up with insults’ by the populace when he approached the 

imperial city1924.  

                                                             
1919 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 11; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 80-81.  
1920 GENESIOS, Regna, II, 2; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 23; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 28. 
1921 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 5; ed. THURN 1973, 30; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 34. 
1922 An alliance with the Agarenoi helped him to receive the crown by the Melchite patriarch Job of Antioch; 
GENESIOS, Regna, II, 2; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 24; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 29. According to 
Skylitzes, Thomas did not receive the crown by the patriarch: he was unwilling to wait and thus he ‘proclaimed 
himself emperor, placed a diadem on his head and had himself recognized as sovereign at Antioch by Job who 
was at that time (chief) pastor of the church there’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 6; ed. THURN 1973, 
31; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 35. 
1923 KALDELLIS 1998, n. 133, p. 31. For a consideration over the importance of reporting all the different reports 
circulating at the time on this character, see THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 9; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, 
pp. 76-77. 
1924 GENESIOS, Regna, II, 3-5; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 25-27; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 30-34; 
THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 10; II, 13-14; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 78-79; pp. 84-89; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 5-6; ed. THURN 1973, 29; 32; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 32-35. Theophanes 
Continuatus recounted that the fist adopted son was not fit for the command but was made arrogant by some 
divinations, which predicted him his future imperial role. He started to ride his horse ‘with insolence’, rushed on 
‘in dispersed formation’, and finally fell into a trap and was killed. His head was sent to the emperor, who in turn 
sent it to his father. 
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When the rebel army arrived at Constantinople, the emperor and his son Theophilos returned to be 

described in positive terms as the divinely appointed rulers who fought bravely to defend the empire 

from the usurpers1925. They consequently returned to be described as correctly employing public 

ceremonies: Michael II ‘climbed to the roof of the church of the Theotokos and raised his battle 

standard (tò polemikòn shmeîon pÔgnusi)’, and then ‘ordered his son Theophilos to take up the 

wood of the Cross, which brought victory (tò nikopoiòn toû stauroû xúlon), and the revered cloak 

of the Mother of God, and, accompanied by the holy clerics and the rest of the citizens, to walk around 

the City on the walls chanting a litany and in this way beg for divine help’1926. Skylitzes added that 

Michael also issued orders to the armed forces, and underlined the presence of the patriarch among 

the clergy who accompanied Theophilos’ procession with the Cross1927. Remarkably, then, at the 

moment in which Michael II spoke from the wall to the deserter soldiers, his supposed stammering 

defect was not mentioned1928. The sight of those ceremonial actions impacted the mood of Thomas: 

he fell in despair and doubted ‘as to whether he need do battle not only against visible but also invisible 

forces’1929. After many defeats, he nevertheless continued his campaign and ‘came to such a pitch of 

boldness, possessed, as it seemed, by the demons with whom he was allied’1930. He was finally betrayed 

by his companions and delivered to the emperor who humiliated him in the customary ceremony of 

the calcatio colli in which the defeated usurper cried loud the legitimate condition of the winner 

emperor: according to Theophanes Continuatus, Thomas recited tragically ‘Have mercy upon me, O 

emperor indeed!’, while Genesios more clearly quoted the words of the defeated man as ‘spar me, you 

who are the true Emperor (ÞlhqÏj basileû)’1931. Skylitzes (who wrote later in the eleventh century 

when, he stated, the calcatio colli was ‘no longer in use’) specified that during the trampling Thomas 

was ‘lay sprawled on the ground’ and that he made his speech while he was performing a shameful 

parade on an ass1932. In the end, Thomas was mutilated and his limbs were paraded in public, sealing 

the end of a rebellion which almost cost Michael II the throne. The ceremony, is remarkable, took place 

                                                             
1925 GENESIOS, Regna, II, 2; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 24; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 30. 
1926 GENESIOS, Regna, II, 5; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 28; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 34-35. As 
noted by Kaldellis, a similar procedure was used to repel the Russian attack of 860; KALDELLIS 1998, n. 152 p. 35. 
1927 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 8; ed. THURN 1973, 34; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 38. 
1928 GENESIOS, Regna, II, 6; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 28; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 35; 
THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 15; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 92-93. 
1929 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 14bis; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 88-89. 
1930 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 18; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 98-99. The same in Skylitzes; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 12; ed. THURN 1973, 38; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 41. For the changes occurred 
in Thomas’ temperament as the events unfold, see THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 19; ed. and tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 102-105; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 13; ed. THURN 1973, 40; tr. 
WORTLEY 2010, p. 43. 
1931 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 19; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 102-103; GENESIOS, Regna, II, 8; 
ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 31; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 38. 
1932 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum III, 13; ed. THURN 1973, 40; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 43. 
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not in the city but in front of the army, the social force which gave him most of the problems and which 

needed more to be ‘conquered’ through a powerful display of victory over the defeated enemy1933.  

When Michael II died, possibly for ‘a urinary illness‘1934, his son Theophilos wore again the cloak of an 

emperor skilful in using his ceremonial appearance. He used it to deceive his subjects: at the very 

beginning of his reign, he summoned the murders of Leo V at the Magnaura, concealed in front of 

them ‘the brutality of his soul’, spoke ‘softly, in a gentle voice’ to convince them to reveal their deeds, 

and then castigated them, in accordance with the law but also against a milder and more moderate 

soul which would have been appreciated from an emperor1935. Theophilos strived in many occasions 

to appear ‘as fervent lover of justice and rigorous guardian of the laws of the state’1936: when the 

empress was caught profiting from a merchant’s ship, he organized a public process at the poop and 

openly declared her fail by repeatedly addressing the Senate1937. He went out for long weekly 

processions on horse to the church of the Blachernae and allowed the population to approach him and 

to declaim their complaints1938. And when a widow held his horse’s bridle and made an entreaty 

‘kneeling and wailing’ against the powerful Petronas for stealing her husband’s horse, the emperor 

showed off his affability, suffered the ‘woman’s boldness of speech’, and proved his impartiality by 

acting so that ‘his righteous judgment and hatred of robbery was made manifest to all’1939. Theophilos’ 

                                                             
1933 McCormick also recognizes how the setting of the ceremony, not staged in the capital’s streets or in the 
Hippodrome but in front of the reunited troops, ‘was clearly intended to impress upon them the completeness 
of Thomas’ failure and perhaps to facilitate the mopping-up operations which lay ahead’; McCORMICK 1986, p. 
146. The same ceremony was performed for Thomas’ adopted son Anastasios. The last rebels who had resisted 
in Heracleia were only paraded in the Hippodrome ‘with their hands tied behind their backs’ and then exiled; 
GENESIOS, Regna, II, 8-9; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 31-32; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 38-39; 
THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 19-20; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 104-107. 
1934 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, II, 28; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, p. 123. The pain felt by the ‘impious’ 
emperor in the kidneys and the difficulty in urinating is recorded also in PSEUDO-SYMEON II, 4; ed. BEKKER 1838, 
p. 624. 
1935 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 1; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 124-127; GENESIOS, Regna, III, 1; 
ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 36; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 49; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum 
IV; 1; ed. THURN 1973, 49; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 51-52. An interpolation present in George the Monk and 
Pseudo-Symeon set the trial in the Hippodrome during the races; GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, 
coll. 1007-1008 (not present in De Boor); PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales, III, 2; ed. BEKKER 1838, p. 625 
1936 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 1; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 124-125. 
1937 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 4; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 128-131; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum IV, 4; ed. THURN 1973, 51; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 53-54. In the end, he set fire on the ship. Genesios 
specified that the emperor made it because ‘he believed that Imperial dignity should be acquired by protecting 
the people, not profiting from them’; GENESIOS, Regna, III, 20; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 53; 
tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 69. The story had been seen also as a proof of the lack of Byzantine mercantile spirit, but 
it probably reflected nothing more than ‘Theophilos’ exalted view of imperial dignity’, see KALDELLIS 1998, n. 
317, pp. 69-70. 
1938 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 3; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE2015, pp. 128-129; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum IV, 3; ed. THURN 1973, 50; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 52-53. 
1939 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 7; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 134-137. The emperor organized a 
meeting between Petronas and the widow (according to Skylitzes, this was a carefully organized spectacle in 
which the woman was hidden behind a curtain and suddenly produced in front of the general, who admitted his 
misdeeds), dismissed him, and then made the woman the heir of his property; ibidem; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum IV, 6; ed. THURN 1973, 54-55; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 56-57. 
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was also a lover of beauty (filókosmoj)1940 and paid much care for ceremonies, confirmed by the 

astonishing triumphs organized in the Hippodrome, by the intense building activity undertaken in and 

outside the palace1941, and by the ceremonial items introduced at the time at court. The Pentapyrgium, 

a precious piece of furniture set in the Chrysotriklinos, was used to display objects of the imperial 

treasury1942, and the famous mechanical devices experienced by Liutprand of Cremona (two golden 

organs, a golden tree with little automata-birds, and the movable throne) contributed to highlighting 

the imperial body in all its supernatural essence1943. Furthermore, Theophilos have fond of music: like 

Leo V before him, he ‘prided himself on being something of a poet/musician (the word melodos had 

both meanings, specified Wortley)1944 and composed music for hymns, which he prescribed to sing in 

church ‘to the hearing of all’1945. Nor did he disdained to personally direct the choir in St Sophia, after 

giving a public largitio to the clergy1946.  

Those expedients seemed to work, and Theophilos was initially praised for being rightful, ‘admirable 

in the good’, ‘grave and austere’, and characterized by ‘praiseworthy qualities through his natural 

advantage’, despite his ‘many faults, among which was his arrogance’1947. Despite all those efforts, 

however, for Theophilos was impossible ‘to be free of all evils’ and not to clung into the heresy ‘which 

he had inherited from his father’1948. He returned back to perform harsh persecutions against the icons, 

against those who worshipped them, and against those who produced them: the famous painter 

Lazarus had his palms burned with iron disks, and icons were thrown down, publicly vilified, and 

replaced by depictions of beasts and birds ‘which showed the beastly and slavish nature of the 

                                                             
1940 GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, coll. 1009-1010 (not included in De Boor edition). 
1941 He restored or built anew the lower walls, a hospice, the palace of Bryas (‘in resemblance to Saracen abodes’), 
the Karianos, the Sigma porticos annexed to the palace, the fountain of the Triconchos, the steps of white 
Proconnesian marble, several halls (like the Pyxites, the Eros, the Margarites), and three pavilions. He also 
adorned the hall of the Lausiakos and that of Ioustinianos; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 8; 9; 42; 43; ed. and 
tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 136-143; pp. 200-211. See also JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 7; ed. 
THURN 1973, 55; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 57-58. The Trichoncos, the Sigma, the steps used by the factions, and 
the fountain called Saximodeximus are quoted also by an interpolation in GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 
110, coll. 1025-1026 (not included in De Boor edition). He also exerted himself to create a courtly space with 
delightful gardens where he ‘was gratified as was fitting’; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 4; ed. and tr. 
FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 128-129. 
1942 JOHNSON 1991. 
1943 GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, coll. 1009-1012 (not included in De Boor edition). Pseudo-
Symeon specified that the birds of the golden tree functioned through a pneumatic mechanism; PSEUDO-
SYMEON, Annales III, 4; ed. BEKKERI 1838, p. 627. For the functioning of the organs and the throne, see De Cer. 
II, 15; ed. and tr. MOFFATT 2012, pp. 568-571; p. 595; LIUTPRAND OF CREMONA, Antapodosis, VI, 5; ed. CHIESA 
1998, p. 147; tr. OLDONI and ARIATTA 1987, p. 195. On the symbolic meaning of this throne and the sources 
which mention it, see TREITINGER (1938) 1956, pp. 134-135 with notes. 
1944 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 11; ed. THURN 1973, 63; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 66; see n. 48, p. 65. 
1945 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 16; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 154-155. For example, he put in 
music one hymn in which ‘the Praise Ye of the fourth tone. This he adapted and arranged in the measure of ‘Hark, 
Maiden’ of the Eight Ode’; ibidem. 
1946 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 16; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 154-155. 
1947 GENESIOS, Regna, III, 20; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 53; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 69. 
1948 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 2; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 126-127. 
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emperor’s mentality’. The ‘magnificent and wonderful’ Theophilos became an ‘harsh and severe‘ being 

’striving to outdo all the tyrants who had preceded him in cruelty’1949. Theophilos’ good qualities were 

replaced with the traditional accuses of misbehaviour: his love for justice became a show 

(prospoioúmenoj) of righteousness and strictness1950, and ‘he did not consider it beneath his dignity 

to conduct (the singing) with his own hand’1951. He returned also to be characterized by a fury-like 

temperament and madness described in line with the previous literary trends: he was unable to suffer 

the parresia of the holy men who came at his presence, his madness and brutality clashed violently 

against the dialectical and rational speeches of those who defended the icons, he tried to win against 

his interlocutors through the deception, and then revealed the beast within by resorting to highly 

physical punishments1952. He was involved in magic and insane illusions, together with his patriarch 

John the Grammarian who became an authentic sorcerer at the service of the Devil. The career and 

superior education of the latter (who, admitted Theophanes Continuatus, ‘shewed himself important, 

internally for his intelligence and fluent expression and externally for the wealth and dignity which 

adorned him’1953) made him the perfect target for those kinds of allegations1954.  

                                                             
1949 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 10; III, 13; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 145-149. The violence 
against Lazarus will not prevent him later to paint an icon of John the Forerunner and to re-place with his own 
hand the icon of Christ at the Chalké; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 10; ed. THURN 1973, 58-59; tr. 
WORTLEY 2010, pp. 60-61. 
1950 GEORGE THE MONK, Chronicon; ed. PG 110, coll. 1011-1012 (not included in De Boor edition). 
1951 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 11; ed. THURN 1973, 63; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 66. 
1952 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 11-12; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 144-147. The falsehood and 
lack of self-control in front of holy man’s parresia stood out especially in the episode of the public trial against 
Theophanes and Theodore at the hall of the Lausiakos. In the beginning, the emperor uttered loud his usual 
blasphemies with a shameless mouth. Then the saint managed to undermine his confidence by reproaching him 
in his face, since a bad emperor cannot tolerate a bold speaking. Finally, he made the two holy men be beaten 
and tattooed on their foreheads with barbaric and worthless iambic lines; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 14; 
ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 150-153. For the image of the emperor who ‘concealed the lion for the time 
being and played the part of the fox’, and then tried to deceive Theophanes with a counterfeit Bible, see JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 10; ed. THURN 1973, 61-62; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 64-65. See also PSEUDO-
SYMEON, ed. BEKKER 1838, p. 631.  
1953 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 9; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 140-141. When he was still abbot 
on the monastery of Sergius and Bacchus, he was also beloved by Michael II because of his common heresy and 
his eloquence (æpì logióthti)’; THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, IV, 7; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 220-
221. 
1954 For John’s ability in the divination with dishes (lekanomanteíaj), sorcery (gohteíaj), and spells at the 
service of the empire (he casted ‘some sort of spell’ on the three-headed bronze statue in the Hippodrome in 
order to hit three barbarian leaders who were threatening Constantinople), see THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, 
IV, 7; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 220-223; THEODORAE AUGUSTAE, 5; ed. MARKOPOULOS 1983, p. 
261; tr. VINSON 1998, pp. 367-368; PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales IV, 2; ed. BEKKER 1838, pp. 649-650; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum V, 8; ed. THURN 1973, 85-86; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 86-87. For the evil laboratory 
where he ‘corrupted himself’ with monks and women and practised divinations, sorcery, and necromancy with 
the help of demons, see THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, IV, 8; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 224-225. 
Michael the Syrian also criticized the miserable state of the Chalcedonian church guided by ‘a patriarch who was 
a sorcerer’, and Satan’s servant: he wrote magic formulas on crusts of bread, ‘worshiped idols’, and chanted ‘the 
defiled mysteries of paganism’ ‘behind the curtains of the altar’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, 13, 1; tr. 
MOOSA 2014, pp. 580-581. 
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Finally, the embarrassing and painful death of Theophilos had been described in connection with his 

rage. After he heard about the fall of Amorion, his heart began to burn (as if he was afflicted with fever) 

so that he drunk chilling water and died for consequent dysentery1955. The diarrhoea ‘emptied the 

substance of his body (…) and his soul was no longer able to stand but sought to fly off and depart’. 

Before dying he managed to be brought upon a litter at the Magnaura: according to this version of the 

event, the emperor managed to call here for a universal assembly and deliver ‘a pitiable oration, 

appropriate to the circumstances’1956 in front of his closest friend1957 (‘the Senate and the rest of the 

eminent citizenry’, according to Skylitzes)1958. ‘Let my entire people mourn for me, let the Senate lament 

me, and let all my household attendants cry aloud’, declared the emperor according to Genesios, 

‘because although I am still in my youth and enjoy great happiness I am already to be separated from 

these things, and even more so from my young wife and my son1959. The regret for his lost youth and 

the appeal to protect his family after his death are similarly reported by Theophanes Continuatus, who 

added the fact that the emperor recognized the death as a punishment for his own sins (‘At all events 

keep in mind that even as each man shall be unto his neighbour, so shall the same befall him in future’) 

and that the audience was charmed and mollified1960. Those present were ‘deeply touched by the 

emperor’s pathetic words’ and were persuaded to pray for the emperor and to guarantee their support 

to his family1961. Then as a last gesture of violence, he vented his excessive rage (Þmetrí= qumoû) (‘for 

he was deranged (øpokekinhménoj) and prone to seething anger (ðrgíl+ tØ zései) as his mind was 

afflicted by his bodily disorders’1962) against Theophobos, a man accused of plotting against his son. 

When ‘he knew that he was already dying’, he commanded to behead his old enemy and to bring his 

head (‘a funeral offering, as it were, bitter and spiteful’): he took it (holding it by the nose or, according 

to Skylitzes, by the hair) ‘and said: ‘Now neither are you Theophobos (God-fearing), nor I Theophilus 

(God-loving)’1963. Less obscure seems the words reported on the other hand by Pseudo-Symeon: ‘You 

                                                             
1955 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 34; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 188-189. The same, even if more 
synthetic, is GENESIOS, Regna, III, 14; 18; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 49; 51; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, 
p. 64; p. 67. The fact that Theophilos get ill because full of rage and psychologically strained at the new of 
Amorion’s fall is reported also by JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 24; ed. THURN 1973, 79; tr. WORTLEY 
2010, pp. 80-81. 
1956 GENESIOS, Regna, III, 18; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 51; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 67. 
1957 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 40; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 198-199. 
1958 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 24; ed. THURN 1973, 79; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 81. 
1959 GENESIOS, Regna, III, 18; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 51-52; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 67-68. 
1960 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 40; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 198-199. 
1961 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum IV, 24; ed. THURN 1973, 79; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 81. 
1962 GENESIOS, Regna, III, 8; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 42; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 56. For the 
many problems on the death of Theophobos (a ‘very vexed issue’), occurred during a border skirmish with the 
Arab in 840ca or at the order of the ungrateful Theophilos, see KALDELLIS 1998, n. 242, p. 56. 
1963 THEOPHANES CONTINUATUS, III, 38; ed. and tr. FEATHERSTONE 2015, pp. 196-197. Genesios reported only 
that ‘the Emperor gave instructions that at the hour of his own death one of his household eunuchs should take 
Theophobos at night to the quarter of Pelagios and kill him there’; GENESIOS, Regna, III, 8; ed. LESMUELLER-
WERNER and THURN 1978, 43; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, p. 57. 
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die, Theophobos, and I am relieved of the worry (\rti, Qeófobe, kaì sù Þnepaúhj kaì ægÎ 

Þpefróntisa)’1964. While the above-mentioned speech at the Magnaura could be understood as an 

important part of a customary ceremony and confirmed the care of the emperor in ensuring the power 

for his descendants, this latter anecdote has a more theatrical taste. The image of the dying emperor 

holding the head of his enemy and uttering a sentence seems more similar to that of an actor playing 

a drama than an actual event. It was the appropriate ‘close’ for the life of Theophilos, the last iconoclast 

emperor. ‘The wretched Emperor’ concluded indeed Genesios, ‘ended his life with a fitting monument 

to his inhumanity1965.  

 

Magdalino defined the period between the seventh and ninth century as the ‘period when the ritual 

relationship between the people and the palace took definitive shape and reached its peak’1966. As for 

our topic as well, we can follow many continuities of themes, epithets, and images attached to the 

emperor in the years following the restoration of the icons. Authors writing in the tenth-eleventh 

centuries testified both continuities and developments occurred in the narrative of their times: they 

took the sources at their disposal (most of which unfortunately lost), exacerbated certain traits of the 

previous imagery and gave new accents to certain themes, especially that of the human nature of the 

imperial being, developed through a highly developed taste for the physical details. Memorable 

sketches were produced: the images of Leo V singing out of tune in church, shaking his fists out of rage 

against those who wronged him, and raising the Holy Cross against the blows of his murderers only to 

have his hand cut together with the wood; those of the long-winded and stutterer Michael II unable 

to control himself in speaking and object of ridicule for his slowness in reading and writing; the contrast 

with Thomas the Slav, whose civilized appearance and manner did not spare him to be described as a 

tyrannos in the moment in which attacked the walls of Constantinople; and finally that of Theophilos, 

the emperor lover of beauty and justice who cannot control his anger and his fury temperament until 

his painful and God-sent death surrounded by his entourage.  

In the ninth century, the Byzantine Empire entered his ‘Golden Age’ and emperors managed to secure 

a general political, economical, and even religious stability1967. But the shocking public illnesses and 

                                                             
1964 PSEUDO-SYMEON, Annales, III, 27; ed. BEKKER 1838, p. 646. A similar ‘funeral offering’, this time with positive 
meaning, will be offered by the pious Basil I: he prayed and made an invocation to God while flying three arrows 
to the head of the defeated Manichaean leader Chrysocheir. In this way he offered it to God ‘as a kind of sacrifice 
to the dead, on behalf of the countless multitudes whom Chrysocheir had destroyed in the many years of his rule’; 
Vita Basilii, 43; ed. and tr. ŠEVČENKO 2011, pp. 156-159 
1965 GENESIOS, Regna, III, 7; ed. LESMUELLER-WERNER and THURN 1978, 42; tr. KALDELLIS 1998, pp. 55-56.’On 
account of the secrecy with which Theophobos was killed’, continued Genesios, in an enigmatic sentence, ‘a 
rumor was set about among the Persians that is still current today, according to which he ‘never tasted of death’; 
ibidem. 
1966 MAGDALINO 2015, p. 176, also for the building activities connected with the ceremonies. 
1967 OSTROGORSKY (1963) 1968, pp. 200 ff.  
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deaths of previous emperors like Justin II, Maurice, and Phocas, the mutilation of Justinian II and 

Constantine VI (the latter blinded at the hand of his mother), the humiliation of Nikephoros I’s body 

by Krum, and the murder of Leo V in the Church, not to mention the evident heresy into which, in 

retrospect, the emperors who supported iconoclasm had stumbled, had left their mark in the way in 

which imperial body and gestures were felt by the audience. Emperors continued to rely on highly 

formal ceremonial, and continued to skilful employ the ceremonial and gestural weapons at their 

disposal, to underline the sacred and natural dimension of their bodies, to fight against political and 

religious opponents, and to gain legitimacy for themselves and their families. But the members of the 

audience could now look at them as human beings, and authors pleased them with stories full of vivid 

details and events in which the emperor looked and behaved as a man like them. Now more than ever, 

the emperor had come out as a mortal and flawed being who can be included in the narrative to amuse 

and to warn the members of the court and the contemporary emperors who read and listened to those 

stories.  

Such a taste for lively details and the attention for the physicality of bodies and gestures continued to 

be developed in Michael Psellos. His Chronographia gathered together and treated with keen 

awareness the ideas developed over the centuries about imperial bodies, gestures, illness and death. 

It remains, therefore, a unique mine of memorable descriptions of emperors, empresses, and 

courtesans that is worth considering on its own. 

 

5. MICHAEL PSELLOS’ CHRONOGRAPHY: A CASE STUDY  

 

Michael Psellos was one of the most erudite men of his time. He was excellently educated in the City 

and expert in liberal arts, theology, law, medicine, even occult sciences. He was also actively involved 

in the political life of his time: he followed a fast and brilliant career becoming the personal secretary 

of Constantine IX Monomachus, ‘consul of the philosophers’ in the just re-opened University of 

Constantinople, and then, after a period of temporary loss of prestige spent in the monastery of the 

Mount Olympus in Bithynia, chief member of the Senate under Isaac Comnenus. He tutored the son of 

Constantine X Doucas, the future Michael VII, and served as a Prime Minister when his pupil became 

emperor after the battle of Manzikert and the fall of Romanos Diogenes. He withdrew once again from 

public life when he was passed over in favour by the eunuch Nikephoritzes, and died probably some 

years after the ascent of Nikephoros Botaniates in 1078 or after 10811968. Psellos’ Chronographia 

represents, therefore, an exceptional source covering the period from Basil II to Michael VII Doucas. It 

was based on previous sources but it also did not draw too much on common stockpiles and 

                                                             
1968 D. DEL CORNO, ‘Introduzione’ to MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, 
RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. I-XLIII. 
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repetitions, creating single-use stories based upon personal experience and, for the contemporary 

time of the author, like a kind of memoir or historical diary. From the reign of Michael V and until the 

abdication of Isaac Comnenus (a part written between 1059 and 1063), in particular, Psellos assumed 

a more distanced point of view on the events and expressed even his personal opinion. The second 

part, likely written when he was prime minister under Michael VII, seems to be characterized on the 

other hand by a more biased attitude in favour of the Doucas family1969.  

 

5.1. SCHEMA AND SCHEMATA, BODIES AND GESTURES 

 

The educational background of Psellos made his work an interesting example to comprehend how, at 

this stage, the concepts of schema/schemata were developed. Scholar and then professor of 

philosophy, Psellos heavily contributed to the intellectual flowering of Byzantine literature and 

philosophy which followed the ninth-century first ‘Byzantine humanism’ in which pagan Greek authors 

and philosophers of the past were carefully studied and adapted to the dogmata of the Christian 

theology. Author of significant commentaries on Plato and Aristotle, Psellos returned to the earlier 

philosophical trend aimed at reviving Platonism (mediated through Neoplatonism) in the Byzantine 

culture, considering Plato as a model not only for the style but also for the content1970.  Psellos used 

also the concept of schema with awareness. It continued to entail its usual connotation of military 

formation1971 and of astrological1972 and architectural form1973. In its latter meaning, it continued to 

refer to something eye-catching but ultimately empty: commenting over the mania developed by 

Romanos III for constantly gazing with the eyes (æboúleto ñrân ðfqalmoîj) the church of the 

Peribleptos (‘Períbleptój, lit. ‘looked at from all sides’), Psellos declared indeed that piety does not 

come from beautiful devices or from an artificial disposition (tò tÖj diaqésewj æschmátiston) but 

                                                             
1969 SCOTT 2010, with bibliography. 
1970 After the Iconomachy, the Aristotelian system was ratified as the normative one and established as official 
philosophy in the Church; RONCHEY 2002, pp. 15-16.  
1971 For example, MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 33; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, 
vol. I, p. 46-49. In some cases, schema could also more generally refer to the position assumed by the soldiers. 
So the army of Romanos III fled in a chaotic manner, and everybody run away in the condition (æn *_ scÔmati) 
in which they were, on the saddle or on feet; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 9; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, 
CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 80-83. 
1972 Someone at court, for example, suggested to Michael V to wait for a favourable scÖma tÏn o÷raníwn – 
an expression already employed by Plotinus – to expel Zoe from the palace and take the power for himself, since 
it could determine the good result of a plan; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 18; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, 
CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 204-205; n. 40, p. 381. 
1973 It was employed, for example, to refer to the endless and (in biased Psellos’ point of view) exaggerated 
variations (poikilíaj schmátwn; periergotér_ scÔmati poikillómenon; scÔmata toút_ basileíwn 

a÷lÏn) proposed and added by Romanos III to the Church of the Virgin Peribleptos. He wanted to show his piety 
but ultimately he will cause the exhaustion of the financial resources of the State; MICHAEL PSELLOS, 
Chronographia, III, 14.13; III, 14.26; III, 15.34; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
90-95.  
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from a dignified intellect (noûj / Ó e÷schmosúnh tÖj gnÍmhj), from the soul (yucÕ), and from the 

uniformity of the actions (Ó tÏn práxewn êsóthj)1974. Psellos continued to employ the term schema 

also to refer to the social and political condition of a person, whether monastic, imperial, or ordinary 

one. So the usurper Bardas Skleros was forced to become a member of the clergy by stripping down 

his civic schema (tò politikòn tÖj peribolÖj scÖma) and any other outward precondition of 

usurpation (oôden Ó turanníj)1975. The changing of schema entailed here strong political importance 

since it was supposed to make Bardas inoffensive and less dangerous, but it will be ultimately 

overcome when Bardas rebelled and attempted to seize the throne.  The term continued to refer also 

to the posture assumed by the body. It seems that it is used in this meaning in the story of the meeting 

between Bardas Skleros and Bardas Phokas: while Skylitzes recounted that Skleros proposed an 

alliance against the emperor with a personal letter to Phokas1976, Psellos seems to imply a more 

physical action. Skleros came before him with the schema of an inferior (metà toû ælàttonoj 

proselhluqÎj scÔmatoj) leaving to him the honour of the first rank1977. Given also the meaning of 

subjugation entailed in the term elásswn (comp. of míkroj), it is likely that the subordinate political 

condition was expressed with a specific posture (both Ronchey and Sewter translated the expression 

as ‘in the guise of a vassal’). Michael IV also assumed a submissive and overawed guise (øfeimén_ dè 

kaì pefobhmén_ tÐ scÔmati) in front of Zoe, when he was still his lover1978. The schema then clearly 

referred on some occasions to specific gestures made with the body’s limbs. When Psellos faked a 

supposed illness in order to withdraw from public life and retire in a monastery, for example, he 

performed the disguise by talking nonsense, choking up his voice, and making with the fingers the 

gesture (toîj daktúloij ... æschmátizon) of cutting his hair1979. John the Orphanotrophon, drunk at 

the banquet’s table, proved to be still able to maintain his mind and his fearful attitude by scrutinizing 

every small gesture (schmatízoito) performed by his guests1980. And when Constantine IX wanted to 

persuade Psellos to head the embassy to Isaac Comnenus, he reminded him that he had maintained 

with him the usual schema (metà toû sunÔqouj ñmilÏ scÔmatoj), kissing and embracing him 

                                                             
1974 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 15; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, p. 92-
95. In some cases, it was licit to exceed (paranomeîn) a little in the exterior pomp (perì toùj æktòj kósmouj), 
but Romanos also did not care about the maintenance of the other churches; ibidem.  
1975 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, p. 15.  
1976 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVI, 16; ed. THURN 1973, 335; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 317. 
1977 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 12; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 22-
23. 
1978 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 19; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
98-99. 
1979 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 197; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
144-145. 
1980 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 14; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY1984, vol. I, pp. 
130-131. After, he held an interrogatory in which he asked to them to give an account of their actions during the 
drinking. 
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(kataspázomaí te kaì sunagkalízomai) as he used to do before becoming emperor1981. Finally, 

the term schema could suggest both the vocal as well as the performative elements of a ceremony: 

the official adoption of Michael VII was performed with the usual schema in speaking and acting (æpì 

toút_ tÐ scÔmati légesqaí te kaì práttesqai), that is, by using the same formulas and 

gestures1982. 

Psellos paid great attention to both the psychology and the physicality of the main characters of the 

political scene. He vividly described the actions and the behaviour of emperors and members of the 

court, seen as political personalities but also as complex human beings contextualized in the space in 

which they moved. In line with the biographical tradition of Plutarch, his main concern was indeed for 

the lives (bíoi) rather than for the military deeds (over which is more focused for example John 

Skylitzes, who continued to offer a parallel source for the period until the reign of Michael VI). Those 

descriptions full of curious details and anecdotal occurrences reflected the perception that a member 

of the court, moving around the rooms of the palace, had of the bodies of the emperors and of the 

others ‘dramatis personae’, and testified the role which gestures and physical actions continued to 

fulfil in the political and social life of the time. They could be used as effective narrative devices to build 

up the plot of the stories in a sound kind of ‘narrative historiography’1983 and continued often to 

underpin the author’s judgment, as a way to characterize the social status, the psychology, or the 

moral qualities of a character. As for the emperor, the judgment standards continued to be based on 

traditional values which praised values like self-control and rhetorical skills in public speeches and 

criticized the use of outward appearance for vacuous or frivolous purposes as well as the performance 

of out-of-norm, exaggerated, and out-of-control physical movements1984. Already in the Historia 

Syntomos Psellos occasionally judged emperors of the past on the base of those characteristics. Nero 

remarkably appeared here not only as an emperor who enjoyed to engage in public spectacles. He was 

also a man used to singing and gesticulating (¦dàj kaì ceironomíaj) without technique and 

musicality, and who ‘felt no shame to sing aloud in the centre of the theatre and to accompany the 

melody with rhythmic foot-stamping and to follow the turns of the songs by gesturing with his fingers 

(kataklÏn toùj daktúlouj, lit. bowing down the fingers)’1985. The old topos of the irascible emperor 

                                                             
1981 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
196-197. 
1982 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 23; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
144-145. 
1983 For the originality of Psellos’ narrative style and the ‘sweep’ toward a narrative in which events were 
presented in ‘sequence more frequently made contingent on consequence’, to indicate relations of cause and 
effect, see BOURBOUHAKIS and NILSSON 2010. 
1984 See also TINNEFELD 1971, p. 131 ff. 
1985 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch. 21.30-34; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 14-15. Whether it was written 
by Psellos or not, this work reflected anyway the opinions of an author of the time. 
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is very much present in the figures of Tiberius Caesar and Gaius1986, the foolish and hot-tempered 

Commodus1987, Valens and Valentinian1988. Rage could have a positive connotation, like when Vitellius 

was ‘moved by a righteous rage’ to kill Otho, who, in turn, was characterized by ‘lack of nobility’, ‘mania 

for religious performance’ (he was used to playing the aulos and lead the procession of the Aphrodisian 

rites so that ‘he often shocked one of the powerful men’)1989. The self-control remained, nevertheless, 

fundamental: ‘anger’ declared the author through the words of Heraclius, ‘did not suit an emperor. He 

should either change his mind in a friendly way or carry out his decisions lawfully and quietly’1990. 

In the Chronographia, the richness of physical descriptions seems to be due to the keen awareness of 

Psellos of the presence of a mortal and therefore fallible dimension in the imperial nature, which 

prevented the emperor to reach perfection but also bestowed on him a high level of complexity. No 

emperor seen by Psellos in his time was indeed totally free (æleuqérwj) to be a good ruler, whether 

because he was ‘bad’ (kakoì) in his own spirit (parà tÕn gnÍmhn), because of bad companies (like 

in the case of Michael IV, a good man ruined by his family), or because of weakness in his customs1991. 

For this reason, the decision to write about contemporary events was a dangerous undertaking: the 

author could always be accused of creating a biased account (in the moment in which he would omit 

or manipulate certain facts to praise a ruler) or of being a lover of invective (filoloídoroj) (in the 

case in which he would follow the truth)1992. The task of writing with historical impartiality (ëstoreîn) 

required to handle with the ‘proximity of the contraries (Ó tÏn ænantíwn geitníasij)’ and to consider 

the events concerning the rulers as a mixture (Þnamìx) in which the worst and the better deeds 

(ceirónwn te kaì kreittónwn práxewn) were strictly interwoven1993. None of the emperors before 

Constantine IX had been devoid of deficiency or flawless, none of them had been innocent (Þnálwtoj, 

lit.: unassailable), declared Psellos, but it is important to write about both their good and bad 

actions1994. Some rulers were good in their early years, some others when they were close to death. 

Some others tried to live in a wise manner but then gave in to incongruous lives (toùj bíouj 

                                                             
1986 One was a ‘steadfast man but severe and inexorable in anger’, the other was ‘totally without control’ in sexual 
behaviour and ‘in a matter of punishment’; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.19.1-7; ed. and tr. AERTS 
1990, pp. 12-13. 
1987 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.33; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 22-23. 
1988 Psellos continued to describe Valens as irascible and hated by God, with the heart of a beast, and reported 
once again the death of Valentinian as caused by a flash of anger; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.59.56; 
60.67; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 42-43. 
1989 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.23.52-60; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, op. cit., pp. 16-17. 
1990 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.76.74-75; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 66-67. 
1991 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 11; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
124-125. Ronchey translates kakoì as ‘slaves’. 
1992 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
266-269. 
1993 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 25; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
270-273. 
1994 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 26; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
272-273. 
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ÞkatallÔlouj). This situation should not be considered as surprising: just as the life of the common 

man (êdiÍthn) is never steady, neither is the life of the emperor. But if the common man is content 

with a natural disposition and a start of life good enough to lead an acceptable existence, the rulers 

were far more subject to the stress of the imbalances (tÏn ðcloúntwn), which agitated their lives as 

a rough sea. They were more easily targeted and condemned for every small weakness: the adherence 

to human sensibility (filanqrwpí=) could be promptly read as carelessness (Þnepisthmosúnh), the 

diligence for the government affairs could be seen as intrusiveness, and a frank reaction could be seen 

as the sign of an irascible and quick-tempered (ðrgÕ ... kaì qumòj) nature. The imperial life was 

always under the eyes of everybody, and none of their actions could be hidden or safe1995. 

 

5.2. ETHOS AND EIDOS: BASIL II, CONSTANTINE VIII, AND THE BODY OF THE TYRANNOS 

 

Ethos and eidos, inner disposition and physical appearance, are the key elements in many descriptions 

of the Chronographia. In some cases both of them were praiseworthy: Helen, the wife of Constantine 

VIII, was for example a woman pleasing to the eye and noble in her soul (kaì tÕn 9ran kalÕ kaì 

tÕn yucÕn ÞgaqÔ)1996. In most cases, however, their relationship was more complex, like in the case 

of the three daughters of Constantine VIII: Eudocia, the oldest one, had a submissive ethos (˜qoj), a 

soft mind (gnÍmhn) and a mediocre beauty (kállouj méswj) disfigured by smallpox. Zoe, the middle 

one, had a regal ethos (tò ̃ qoj basilikwtáth) and a splendid eidos (tò eôdoj lamprotáth), as well 

as a magnificent and venerable mind (gnÍmhn). Theodora, the third-born, was tall, had a quick tongue, 

but was uglier than her sister1997. The Skleraina, the lover of Constantine IX, had an ordinary eidos (tò 

eôdoj a÷tØ o÷ pánu qaumásion) but also an exceptional ethos and fierceness of soul (˜qoj kaì tò 

tÖj yucÖj frónhma)1998.  

A multifaceted relation between ethos and eidos marked especially the characterization of Basil II. His 

ethos was subject to change since he spent a cheerful youth among banquets, drinking and sexual 

intercourses but then underwent a deep transformation in front of the rebellions broke out in the 

earlier years if his reign. Psellos assumed here the old idea for which military issues could affect the 

personality of an emperor (the grief felt after a harsh defeat in 1030 will lead also Romanos III to an 

                                                             
1995 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 27; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
274-275. 
1996 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 4; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 60-
61. 
1997 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 60-
63. 
1998 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 60; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
304-305. 
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unusual changing of conduct (prój Þsunhqésteron bíon metéstrapto))1999. He described in detail 

the changing in Basil’ heart: his ethos became austere (˜qoj Þpexesménoj), was not easily changed 

(o÷ tacù metabállwn), and the emperor became modest in his way of living (métriój tÕn díaitan) 

and easy to anger (dúsorgój)2000. The friendly attitude usually shown on the battlefield (when he 

suffered the insults of the officials with a smile and a relaxed attitude) was replaced by a grudge kept 

‘under the ashes’ against those who improperly acted toward him (however, he did not change a 

benevolent attitude unless something serious happened)2001. He became suspicious toward everybody 

at court, kept his eyebrow raised (sobaroj tÕn ðfrùn) and a lurking mind2002. He shifted, therefore, 

to a more authoritarian (sobarwtéran) rule and centralized in his hands the powers, the 

prerogatives, and the government’s departments: he brutally (tòn \grion trópon) discharged the 

parakoimomenos Basil2003, acted his haughtiness (øperoyian /  øperoptikÏj) with his subjects and 

his brother, so that he instilled fear instead of granting favour2004. Even in the Historia Syntomos, where 

Basil is defined as ‘the most excellent of all the emperors’, Psellos confirmed that he used toward his 

brother a ‘rather authoritarian language (ÞrcikÍteron dielégeto)’ and ‘reserved absolute power for 

himself (tÕn monarcían çautÐ dihkríbou)’2005. Psellos’ negative stance towards authoritarianism 

is more clearly expressed later in the Chronographia, when he declared that the civic and military ranks 

more willingly obeyed (peiqoménouj lit. ‘were persuaded by’) the empresses Zoe and Theodora than 

any other manly despots who peremptorily (sobarÍteron) commanded from their throne2006.  

Basil II, like his brother Constantine, was also a humble man: he did not have rhetorical skills, his 

speaking was simple, and he dictated official documents to his secretaries with a style far from being 

                                                             
1999 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 12; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
86-87. Skylitzes also reported that, after the rebellion of Bardas Skleros, the emperor ‘relieved of anxiety, now 
applied himself more strenuously to affairs of the state’, ending also the collaboration with Basil the 
parakoimomenos; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVI, 16; ed. THURN 1973, 335; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 
317. 
2000 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 4; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 12-
13. 
2001 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 34; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 48-
51. 
2002 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 18; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 28-
29. 
2003 He also dismantled his initiatives, the benefits and the dignities he had bestowed, and even his works for the 
church of St Basil the Great; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 20; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, 
RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 30-31. See also MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch. 106; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, 
pp. 106-107. 
2004 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 29; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 40-
41. 
2005 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, 106; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 106-109. Basil II, however, left his 
brother outside the state affairs because he was a lover of pleasure, but allowed him to live in a residence near 
the City. 
2006 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 1; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
246-247. 
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polished2007. He even renounced to the outward pomp of the ceremonies, despised frivolousness 

(glukuqumíaj) and bodily ornaments (tÏn perì tò sÏma kósmwn), and refused to make his body 

eye-catching (katelamprúneto) with jewels or clothes2008.  Psellos had a positive stance toward this 

renunciation of the pomp in the context of the battlefield, where Basil displayed a body hard as a 

diamond resistant to cold and heat2009, and in relation to the care of the State, where frugality allowed 

him to spare a large amount of richness. More generally, anyway, it was seen almost like a personal 

whim of the emperor and a sign of his presumptuousness. Psellos lingered on Basil’s disregard for 

precious things to emphasise his incapability of finding a ‘middle path’ between the exaggerations of 

those emperors who indulged in imperial privileges at the expense of the political affairs, and the 

complete renunciation of luxury. Furthermore, ceremonial appearance played an important part in the 

care of the State and in strengthening the power: Basil himself was aware of the danger involved in 

such a renunciation, since he imposed the same life-style to the men around him and deprived his 

pleasure-lover brother Constantine of part of his magnificent retinue. This, maliciously specified 

Psellos, was made for jealousy2010, but it seems likely that the emperor was removing, in this way, a 

potential element of competition in the power.   

As for Basil’s eidos (tò dè eôdoj), it shone for natural nobility (e÷géneia) and was built according to 

the physiognomy and the ‘golden mean’. Basil had light blue eyes turning grey2011, arched eyebrow 

(ðfrùj) that betrayed his human pride (tò Þgérwcon toû Þndròj øpemfaínousa), not too deep-

set not too protruding, and a manly glare (a#iglhj Þrrenwpoû). His head was perfectly round, his neck 

firm, his chest not too introflexed and not too everted but well balanced between the two extremes 

(æmmétrwj 1con tÏn diastásewn), a canon which characterized all his limbs2012. Even if the single 

parts of his figure were well-proportioned (sunhrmosménhn dè toîj êdíoij méresi), he was short. 

But when he was on horseback his figure was incomparable: he seemed to be complementary to the 

saddle like a sculpture forged out in this very schema (æj toioûton scÖma). With the same schema 

                                                             
2007 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 30; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 44-
45. 
2008 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 32-
33. Precious stones were rather thrown in the midst of the imperial treasure in the underground chambers of 
the palace; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 31; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. 
I, pp. 44-45. During public exits and audiences, he dressed a cloth dyed with a dark purple scattered with few 
pearls; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 31; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
46-47. 
2009 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 32; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 46-
47 
2010 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 32-
35. 
2011 This attribute characterized brave men since Aristotle; IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, n. 
114, p. 352. 
2012 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 35; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 50-
53. 
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(metà toû a÷toû scÔmatoj) he dynamically held the bridles and controlled the horse, when he ran 

down from a hill or jumped (prój te tò \nantej kaì pròj tò kátantej). The schema refers here 

both to the fixed and steady (3rqioj kaì ÞklinÕj) statue-like posture through which the emperor’s 

body appeared when he was on horseback, as well as to the attitude more actively assumed by the 

body while the horse was in motion. Furthermore, another schema was assumed by Basil when he was 

taken by anger or struggled with the thoughts inside him (æj ænnoíaj ÞnakinÏn): on those occasions, 

he had the habit to roll up the locks around his fingers, a gesture which came spontaneous (çautòn 

æcrÖto tÏ scÖmati) like that of inserting the fingers in the space between the folded arms and the 

bust, while bending the elbows outwards. The manner in which Basil spoke, already underlined in the 

context of the ethos, was included also in the eidos: he made continuous pauses, more like a rustic 

than an educated man (ÞgroikikÏj mâllon $h æleuqeríwj), and he laughed heartily (gélwj ... 

kagcasmòn) making all his body shudder2013. 

After Basil, his son Constantine VIII took the power. In line with the above-mentioned concerns about 

the historical accuracy, Psellos declared his intentions to sketch a profile (carakthrizétw) of this 

emperor without adding or omitting nothing on how he actually looked like (mhdén ti toûpefukótoj 

$h prostiqeìj $h kaqufeíj)2014. Psellos criticized harshly Constantine’s soft ethos (2qouj dè 

malakwtátou) toward barbarians, his soul inclined to pleasure (yucÖj pròj pâsan ×epoúshj 

Þpólausin), and his inclination for excesses (katacrÖtai tØ gnÍm+)2015. He was impulsive 

(ðxúrropoj) and unable to restrict his anger (qumoû) so that he inflicted unjust punishments for which 

he repented once he came back to his senses. His natural munificence (e÷ergeteîn) was unreasonable 

and not accompanied by equity (dikaiosúnhj), and he conferred benefits and richness to unworthy 

men who conquered him by adapting their ethos. As for the eidos, on the other side, Constantine was 

old but his body was strong2016. He sat on the throne in a royal manner (basilikÏj) and astonished 

his audience with dialectical ability (æpiceirÏn) and argumentative strength (æpenqumoúmenoj), even 

if his education (grámmata) was not supported by a proper erudition. He was naturally (fúsewj) very 

dexterous and graceful, and his elegant tongue brilliantly expressed the thoughts in his soul. He prided 

himself on personally dictating imperial letters: the sluggish fingers of the scribes had hard times to 

                                                             
2013 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 36; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 52-
55. 
2014 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 62-
63. 
2015 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 1; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 56-
57. More positively, Michael the Syrian reported that Constantine ‘was meek, lofty-minded and prudent in his 
administration’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon XIII, 5; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 590. 
2016 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 2-3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
56-57. 
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write the throng of concepts and words (tò plÖqoj tÏn te ænnoiÏn kaì tÏn léxewn)2017. Finally, 

he had a massive body (e÷megéqhj) which was anyway misused to support vices: his belly was naturally 

fit to receive food (sometimes he cooked for himself)2018 and to fill the appetite of a voracious man 

(poluborÍtatoj)2019. His strength supported him when he engaged as contestant in sports 

(gumnopaidía), horses-races (ëppodromíaj), and hunting which, once again in line with the traditional 

theme of the emperor devoted to passions unworthy of his role, were a real mania for the emperor2020. 

Even worse, he loved the stage (qéatra)2021: Skylitzes specified that he entertained himself with 

‘actors (mímoij) and comedy shows (gelwtopoioîj), passing his nights playing silly games 

(kottáboij)’2022. In the end, his vices caused him a serious pain in the articulations which affected his 

public schema: his feet were reduced to such a miserable condition that no one could see him walk on 

his own, and he had to be carried on horseback2023. Completely absorbed in playing pawns and dice 

and neglecting the care for his imperial duties, Constantine died while he was gambling his reign (tò 

krátoj diapetteúonta)2024.  

A good physical appearance (eidos), therefore, did not always correspond to a superior inner being 

(ethos) and could be owned also by negative categories of characters. This was also the case of the 

tyrannoi who illegally attacked the divinely sanctioned power of the emperor. The parakoimomene 

Basil was not properly a tyrannos (he was a eunuch unfit for the throne, and took the reins of 

government instead of Basil until this latter was strong enough to depose him) but is remarkably 

                                                             
2017 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 62-
65.  
2018 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 64-
65. 
2019 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 9; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 66-
67 
2020 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 64-
67. He also cared for the animals and for the well-functioning of the races devices, and intervened jauntily in the 
discussions over the sport, adapting himself to the customs of the common citizens (tà tÏn politÏn 1qh). 
During hunts, he withstood warm and cold and thirst and was able to use arch, spear and sword; ibidem. The 
love for horse-racing and hunting and other juvenile interests of Constantine are reported also in MICHAEL 
PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, 106; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 106-109. 
2021 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 64-
67. 
2022 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVII, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 370; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 349. Constantine’s 
indolence had serious political consequences since he did not promote to high offices men distinguished by birth, 
virtue, and experience, but rather ‘wine-sodden, servile eunuchs, bloated with every kind of disgusting 
abomination’; ibidem. 
2023 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 64-
65. For the imperial schema affected by illness, see after. 
2024 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 9; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 66-
67. 
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described as a man with a deep mind (fronÔmatoj 3gkon), a handsome body (sÍmatoj mégeqoj) 

and a form worthy of a tyrannos (morfÕn turánn_ prosÔkousan)2025.  

Tyrannoi are often characterized by formidable bodies and awesome physical appearance. Those 

qualities, anyway, did not correspond to an equivalent superior inner being and were often not put to 

good use. So Bardas Skleros was remarkable in joining capability of decision (bouleúsasqai êkanòj), 

ability in action (katapráxasqai peridéxioj), and wealth (the three elements traditionally required 

from an eligible tyrannos)2026. But on the battlefield he violated the rules by hurling against the rival 

without waiting2027. During the battle of Abidos the appearance of the young Basil II, mightily set in 

front of the army holding the sword and the icon of the Virgin2028, and of his brother Constantine, with 

the armour and the spear2029, strongly clashed with that of Skleros. He entered the fray like a violent 

wind or a stormy sea2030, without restraining the bit of the horse, with wild screams and holding high 

the hilt of the sword2031. This description expressed the bravery of Skleros but also the violent and 

unrestrained attitude attached to the tyrannos who rose his sword high on his head like the 

executioner who, in iconography, stroke the mortal blow on the motionless martyr2032.  

The powerful appearance of the tyrannoi was also something ephemeral. This was dramatically 

revealed by the miserable spectacle of their defeated bodies. When the parakoimomenos Basil fell into 

disfavour, he became despondent (Þqumíaj), his head was clouded, and he lost the mastery over 

himself (ÞkratÕj çautoû ægegónei). As usual, the mind was strictly related to the body and also his 

limbs became paralyzed (tà mélh paraluqeìj) so that he was like a living dead (nekròj 1myucoj). 

In a short time he passed away, recalling the overturning of the mortal things2033. A similar fate befell 

the tyrannos Bardas Phokas, a noble man unable to keep a modest concept of himself (oðdèn 

smikroprepèj ænnohsomén_ perì aøtoû) and notable for military preparedness2034. After striking 

                                                             
2025 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 10-
11. 
2026 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 14-
15. 
2027 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 16-
17. 
2028 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 26-
27. 
2029 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 14; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 24-
25. 
2030 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 26-
27. 
2031 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 15; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 24-
27. 
2032 See, for example, the scenes in the Menologion of Basil II.  
2033 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 21; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 32-
33. 
2034 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 6-7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
14-17). Skylitzes also reported that Skleros was ‘loved by the whole army for having given the impression (faneìj) 
of vigour (æmbriqÕj) and dynamism (megaloyúcwj). He was therefore proclaimed emperor by the Roman army 
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a powerful blow against the emperor on the battlefield, his head was suddenly darkened and he 

slipped from the saddle. The rumours widespread at court suggested that Phokas was not hurled by a 

javelin but was given a poison which paralyzed his movements (perì tÕn kínhsin Þqróon 

Þnarragén), flooded in the cerebral lobes of his consciousness (tón te fronoûnta toû ægkefálou 

tópon katélabe) and provoked the vertigo (tÕn dínhsin) and the fall (tÕn katáptwsin)2035. The 

view of this invulnerable and invincible (\trwtoj kaì Þnálwtoj) man falling from his horse was a 

pitiful spectacle which caused his army to flee2036. The defeated body of the tyrannos could be also 

employed in the context of a carefully orchestrated ceremony: when Skleros came in the presence of 

Basil II to sign the treaty of peace, he arrived at the imperial estate near Constantinople not on 

horseback but on foot. Even if he was still impressive for his height (e÷megéqhj), he was flanked by two 

guards who supported both his arms (ros'+ei ceiragwgoúmenoj ækatérwqen)2037. It is true that this 

posture could entail different connotations: when John the Orphanotrophon arrived in the palace after 

the death of his brother (the emperor Michael IV), his nephew Michael (who had taken the power as 

Michael V) welcomed him by extending his arm so that he could lean on it (tÕn dexiàn øposcÎn 

æpeireísasqai taút+ ædídou). With this contact, he gave him a kind of sanctification2038. In the case 

of Skleros, however, the posture was a schema of humiliation aimed at displaying the old general as a 

totally defeated man. ‘Here it is the one whom I’ve feared’ cried out Basil at this sight, ‘this man hold 

by his arm (ceiragwgoúmenoj) who advances as a suppliant!’2039. Skleros at the time still threatened 

the imperial power and received a fair proposal for the peace2040, which included his being considered 

second in dignity. The emperor expressed this condition immediately after: he stood from his seat, 

                                                             
and acclaimed by the Armenians; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVI, 2; ed. THURN 1973, 315-316; tr. 
WORTLEY 2010, p. 300. 
2035 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 26-
27. Rumours stated that the command for the poisoning came from Basil, through the hand of Phocas’ cup-
bearer; ibidem. 
2036 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 17; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 28-
29. 
2037 While Psellos explained the attitude with the old age of the man, Skylitzes, who recounted the same story in 
a slightly different manner, explained that he had lost his sight during the journey; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum XVI, 16; ed. THURN 1973, 335; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 317. That Skleros had lost his sight is stated 
anyway later by the same Psellos, when he defined Pulcheria as the wife of that Bardas Skleros whom fate had 
deprived of his eyes; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 15; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 
1984, vol. I, pp. 262-263. 
2038 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 184-
185. The gestures performed by Michael and his relatives are defined flatteries (kolakeíaj) by Psellos (who 
claims to have been an eyewitness of the episode), and are employed as narrative devices to express the 
ineptitude of John’s family. 
2039 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 27; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 38-
39. The same in JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVI, 16; ed. THURN 1973, 335; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 317.  
2040 The imperial proposal was carefully considered by Skleros through a syllogistic reasoning which took into 
consideration not the past or the present favourable situations but rather the future and the old age that was 
advancing; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 26; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. 
I, pp. 36-37. 
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kissed him and conversed with him about the events. He even drank from the same cup to assure his 

good faith and the sacredness of the treaty – a gesture which Skleros himself had previously employed 

with his soldiers to earn their trust2041. Basil asked then some advice for an efficacious ruling, and those 

were focused once again on the authoritarian character necessary to keep the control over the subject: 

Skleros urged Basil to not to leave his person easily accessible (próceiron), to keep secret the intents 

of his soul, and to limit the wealthy of his officials so to remove the condition for the raising of other 

tyrannoi as him2042.  

Finally, also George Maniakes, the tyrannos who rebelled under Constantine IX, was praised by Psellos 

because of his extraordinary strength, military ability, and tactical shrewdness. Those were the 

qualities required from a man meant to rule (tÐ strathgÔsonti). He had an astonishingly tall body, 

an outward appearance (eôdoj) not delicate or pleasing but stormy-like (oôon æoikòj prhstÖri), a 

leonine impulse (8rmhma ... léontoj) and a feral determination (æpiskúnion blosurón), a 

thundered voice and powerful hands which could shake walls and crush bronze doors2043. His fist stood 

against the enemy as a bastion2044. Moreover, Maniakes’ hands were also the hands of a rebel, i.e. 

hands which dare to lay on the emperor both metaphorically2045 as well as practically: ‘with this hand 

(taút+ tØ ceirì) I have repeatedly hurt the emperor of the Romans’, cried out the ‘outcast’ barbarian 

who was boasting at the court of Constantine, showing his right hand (tÕn dexiàn æpideiknúj)2046. It 

was the fist of Maniakes that initially caused the rebellion: in front of the inexperienced and ‘parvenu’ 

ambassador of the emperor who did not follow the rules for public encounters2047, Maniakes was 

inflamed with anger (diapuroûtai tÐ qumÐ) and raised his fist (æpanateínei tÕn ceîra). He did 

not hit him and just wanted to scare him (o÷c Ìj plÔxwn, Þll’ Ìj fobÔswn), but the ambassador 

took his gesture as a sign of rebellion (9sper æp’ a÷tofÍr_ toûton ænteûqen çlÎn túrannon). 

He called the presents to witness Maniakes’ haughtiness and enormous crime, so that this latter had 

                                                             
2041 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 25; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 36-
37. He also called them by name and praised them; ibidem. 
2042 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 28; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 40-
41. He also urged Basil not to let any woman into the palace; ibidem. 
2043 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 77; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
8-11. 
2044 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 78; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
8-9. 
2045 For MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 123; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 66-67. 
2046 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 135; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
80-81. The man was boasting about hitting ‘certain men who were to become emperors’. Psellos claimed to have 
witnessed the scene and declared that, in front of such an arrogance and megalomania, he had almost come to 
the point of strangling him with his hands (two, this time); ibidem. 
2047 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 79-80; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 10-13. The ambassador did not communicate previously his arrival, and immediately began to insult 
Maniakes without any courtesy, calling him tyrannos instead of honouring him for his military successes; 
MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 81; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 12-
13. 
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no choice but to kill him and rebel against the emperor2048. The hot blooded temperament of Maniakes 

was reported also by Skylitzes: he insulted Stephen (Michael IV’s brother in law who couldn’t stop the 

flight of a multitude of defeated Africans in Sicily) and ‘assailed him with excessive abuse and, raising 

his whip, dealt him several blows on the head’2049. As usual, also Maniakes’ body was a stunning sight 

for those in his presence: the soldiers sent against him were astonished and became spectators 

(qeataì) rather than antagonists. When he headed his troops, he appeared so stunning (Þstrapaîoj) 

that their sight swayed (tÕn qéan øpetémneto) and instilled fear in everyone who saw him. Once 

defeated, anyway, Maniakes provided the usual miserable spectacle. He was wounded in battle and 

the loss of blood weakened his limbs and clouded his mind. He was no longer able to hold his horse’ 

bridle and slipped from the saddle, pitiful vision (qéama æleeinón)2050. Those present contemplated 

astonished the size of his enormous body and then beheaded him2051. His head was sent to the 

emperor, brought in procession, and hang in the Hippodrome, so that every citizen could see it from 

distance2052. 

Another action which qualified a tyrannos was the traditional illegitimate assumption of the imperial 

schema. This latter continued to refer to the general aspect through which the emperor was seen and 

recognized by his subject, a powerful instrument which could be used in critical moments: it can 

restore the hope of the soldiers, like when Romanos III in the aftermath of a defeat showed himself 

while adoring the icon of the Virgin and stopped the wander of the fugitive soldiers with his voice and 

with his schema (tØ te fwnØ, tÐ te scÔmati)2053. And when Constantine IX was ill, he forced himself 

to overcome his physical pain and to regularly appear in front of the City, so as to prove with his 

gestures (toîj scÔmasi) that he was still alive2054. The schema continued to refer also to the insignia 

of the power, and its usurpation continued to be an important step in taking the throne. The rebel 

                                                             
2048 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 81; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
12-15. 
2049 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XIX, 20; ed. THURN 1973, 406; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 382. This led to 
Maniakes’ arrest and consequent rebellion; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XXI, 3; ed. THURN 1973, 427-
428 tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 402-403. 
2050 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 84; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
16-17. 
2051 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 85; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
18-19. 
2052 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 86-87; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 18-21.  
2053 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 11; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
86-87. Ronchey translated here ‘schema’ as cloth (‘abito’). Leo Deacon, referring specifically to the shining gold 
of the imperial armour, also reported that when he appeared to the Rus’ army, also John Tzimiskes was 
impossible to miss, ‘since the bright gold of the imperial insignia was gleaming incredibly’; LEO THE DEACON, 
Historia, VIII, 5; ed. PG 117 coll. 851-852; tr. TALBOT and SULLIVAN 2005, p. 180. 
2054 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 106; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
46-47. 
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Bardas Phocas wore the diadem and the purple vest2055. And when Bardas Skleros came, as we have 

seen, in front of Basil, he was still wearing, whether intentionally or not (e#ite spoudátoj, e#ite \llwj 

katafronÔsaj), the purple shoes as a leftover of usurpation (9sper méroj tÖj turannídoj). Likely 

the gesture was intentional: according to Skylitzes, Skleros was fully aware of its power. When he 

earlier expressed his imperial ambition to the bishop of Nicomedia, indeed, he ‘did not waste words. 

He stretched out his right foot to show the scarlet buskin, saying: ‘It is impossible (Þdúnaton), sir, for 

a man who has once publicly worn that boot voluntarily to take it off again’2056. The exclamation, which 

reminded the words of Justinian’s wife Theodora, testified the fact that the assumption of the imperial 

schema was still felt as beyond the mere outward assumption of a dress and as an act that changed 

deeply the condition of the man who wore it2057. But Skleros did not assume the schema legitimately: 

when Basil saw him from distance (pórrwqen êdÍn), therefore, he became indignant (æduscérane) 

and closed his eyes (toùj ðfqalmoùj 1buse), refusing to look at him until he removed the purple 

shoes and returned back to his private schema (êdiwteúsoi tÐ scÔmati)2058. High is also the 

scandalous raised at court by Theodora when she enjoyed bestowing her lover Michael the imperial 

schema: she dressed and covered him with gold (katacrusoûn) like an idol (9sper \galma), and in 

secret she allowed him to sit on the throne, with the sceptre and a headband2059. When a eunuch, in 

turn respectable for his schema and his rank (1k te toû scÔmatoj 1k te toû ÞxiÍmatoj), witnessed 

the scene, he almost fainted at the sight of this inconceivable spectacle (êdÎn tò kainòn toû 

qeámatoj) and schema (tò scÖma)2060. The assumption of the imperial schema from a tyrannos 

remained also a theatrical mise-en-scène full of deceptions. When Leo Tornikios (a man with a decent 

eidos (eôdoj o÷ faûloj) and a deceitful ethos (tò dè ˜qoj øpokaqÔmenoj))2061 rebelled against 

Constantine IX2062, he was instigated by some astute and liars Macedonians expert in hiding their 

                                                             
2055 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 10; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
20-21. 
2056 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVI, 3; ed. THURN 1973, 317; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 301. 
2057 The supposed forgetfulness for the insignia of power is often demonstrated by defeated tyrannoi and 
overthrown emperors: famous remains the example of Nikephoros Botaniates wandering through the street with 
still the imperial dress on, while Alexius Comnenus was taking the City; ANNA COMNENA, Alexiadis libri XV, II, 
12, 2-3; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. I, p. 101. 
2058 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, I, 27; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
38-41.  
2059 She called him ‘her idol ((\galmá)’, ‘joy of her eyes (ðfqalmÏn cárin)’, ‘flower of beauty (kállouj \nqoj) 
and ‘refresh of her soul (yucÖj êdían ÞnayucÔj)’; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 20; ed. and tr. 
IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 100-101. 
2060 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 20; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
102-103. In this case, Michael acted clearly not as a tyrannos. When Theodora managed to calm down the 
eunuch, indeed, she invited him to accept Michael since he was already the real and sole ruler. Later, he will then 
accept his full appointment; ibidem. 
2061 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 99; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
34-35. 
2062 Tornikios, as Skleros before him, had been previously tonsured and forced to become a monk in order to 
prevent him to strive for the throne. Also in this case, however, the preventive measure was ineffective.  
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intentions (krúyai logismoùj Þkribéstatoi). They sent some imposters to spread the false news 

of the death of the emperor and the proclamation of Tornikios. Through this expedient (dià tÖj 

toiaúthj mhcanÖj) and those falsehoods (tò plásma) the mystifiers (oë kaqhgemónej toû 

plásmatoj) gathered many people who were already dissatisfied with the current emperor2063. The 

soldiers, then, staged the proclamation of Leo in Adrianople with all the devices (plasámenoi) allowed 

by the circumstances (he was dressed up in a sumptuous dress and raised on the shield). Leo for his 

part felt comfortable in the imperial schema (æn tÐ scÔmati katastáj), like as if he had already the 

effective power and not like as if this was, actually, a theatrical rehearse and a counterfeit role (Ìj æpì 

skhnÖj oõon dramatourgÏn $h plattómenoj). He even began to rule in an authoritative manner 

(ÞrcikÏj)2064. Even more theatrical was the competition of insults and skirmishes staged in front of 

the walls of the City2065: the Macedonians dismounted from their horses, joined together in dance 

(coreíaj eêj to÷mfanèj sunistÏntej), improvised mimed songs (a÷toscedíouj kwm_díaj) in 

derision of Constantine IX, and beat rhythmically their feet in time with the music (tÕn gÖn tÐ podì 

sùn ×uqmÐ kaì mélei æpikrotoûntej kaì katorcoúmenoi). The emperor in part saw and in part 

heard all those things (tà mèn çÍra, tà dè 2kouen) and suffered both the insults and the obscenity 

of those gestures (tÕn æpì tÏn 1rgwn aêscúnhn æpì tÏn par’ækeínwn øfistámenoj lógwn)2066. 

After several victories, Tornikios set another little spectacle to convince the Constantinopolitans to 

surrender. He brought forward the war prisoners and instruct them on what they had to say. They 

employed from distance (oê dè diastántej) pitiful cries and gestures (kaì taîj fwnaîj kaì toîj 

scÔmasi) and implored the citizens to surround without pouring fraternal blood, chanting 

(æpetrag'_doun) the faults of the emperor2067. Tornikios also met a pathetic death (in this case similar 

to the one of Michael V and his uncle)2068. Sheltered in a church together with his henchman John 

Vatatzes (who was characterized by a physical sturdiness and a powerful hand (sÍmatoj fúsin kaì 

ceirÏn ÞkmÕn)) Tornikios ultimately lost his dignity: he cried out and abandoned himself to 

                                                             
2063 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 103; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
40-43. 
2064 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 104; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
40-43. For the specific measures taken by Leo, who assigned to each one an adequate place, see ibidem, pp. 42-
45. 
2065 The besieged ones hurled invectives against the besiegers and the tyrannos, while the besiegers for their part 
insulted the emperor (at the time seriously ill) for his physical disability; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 
110; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 50-51. 
2066 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 110; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
50-51. The passage reminds Herodotus’s descriptions of the besieged who danced (katwrcéonto) and mocked 
Darius; IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, n. 312, p. 403.  
2067 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 117; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
58-59. 
2068 See below, p. 348. 
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contemptible manifestations of fear and pain, while Vatatzes continued to show a proud and intrepid 

attitude even during the blinding2069. 

 

5.3. DOKEI AND EINAI: FROM ZOE TO CONSTANTINE IX MONOMACHUS 

 

Psellos made extensive use of drama terminology and often compared the world of theatre with that 

of the courtly ceremonies2070. Constantine IX, for example, performed a procession to celebrate the 

defeat of Maniakes because he acknowledged (1gnw) how important it was to celebrate a victory and 

he knew how to prepare sumptuous mise-en-scène (skhnàj pláttein) and how to extol himself in 

his deeds (megalhgoreîn æn toîj prágmasin)2071. The theatrical context continued anyway to entail 

mostly a negative connotation related to the idea of concealment, simulation, and deceiving. Psellos 

compared the history written without adhering to the truth to a theatrical spectacle: if he had omitted 

or manipulated the events related to his protector Constantine IX, he declared, he would have been 

accused of doing theatre (pláttwn 9sper æpì skhnÖj prágmata) and not history2072. Theatricality, 

simulation, and the old platonic contrast between being (e%inai) and appearing (dokeîn), continued to 

characterize also the descriptions of unworthy characters, especially in connection with superficiality 

and frivolousness. Those elements were all included in the recount of the reign of Romanos III 

Argyrus2073. Since the very beginning, he was deceived by the trick organized by Constantine VIII to get 

rid of Romanos’ first wife so to that he could marry his daughter Zoe: the emperor simulated 

(skÔptetai) against him a fit of inexorable anger (ðrgÕn) and the woman, without any suspicion that 

this was only a mask (proswpeîon), took the vows2074. Once on the throne, Romanos showed at first 

an eidos expressing all kind of virtues: his higher education was expressed by a delicate tongue (Þbrój 

tÕn glÏttan) and he had a voice full of solemnity (tò fqégma øposemnoj), a heroic stature (7rwj 

tÕn Ólikían), and a face which expressed majesty (tò próswpon ÞtecnÏj 1cwn basíleion). Once 

again Psellos recognized the emperor’s qualities only to overthrown them immediately afterwards: 

Romanos, declared the author, thought he knew more than what he actually knew. His interest in 

                                                             
2069 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 122-123; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. 
II, pp. 64-67. 
2070 For the use of terms taken from the dramatic context (like æpetrag'_doun and øpokrínomai) in Psellos and 
in Greek literature in general, see IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, n. 45, p. 371. 
2071 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 87; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
20-21. 
2072 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
268-269. 
2073 Skylitzes’ point of view is different: Romanos was a good ruler, a pious and generous example of virtues, and 
a capable general, but he was ultimately the victim of the court and Zoe’s influences; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum XVIII; ed. THURN 1973, 375-391; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 354-369. 
2074 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, II, 10; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
68-69. 
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military and cultural matters, positive and useful for the State in theory, was not followed by concrete 

actions and remained at the level of mere ambition and pretension (o#ihsij kaì prospoíhsij)2075. 

Everything was just mask and affectation (proswpeîon tò pân kaì prospoíhsij) devoid of truth, 

and it was possible to see (ñrân) the majesty invested in a schema of philosophy (scÖma mèn 

filósofon perikeímenon)2076. The emperor hid therefore his superficial education under a deceptive 

schema (whose visual meaning is further stated by the verb ñráw)2077. Also in religious matter, 

Romanos was eager to appear pious. He sincerely cared for divine things, but also in this case the 

affectation (prospoíhsij) prevailed over honesty and the appearance triumphed over the being (tò 

dokeîn toû e%inai kreîtton æfaíneto)2078. When his soldiers saved him at the very last minute in a 

battle against the Arabs near Antiochia, for example, he turned his honest devotion into a theatrical 

display by exaggeratedly embracing, kissing and weeping on the icon of the Virgin2079. The ceremonies 

he organized were so staged, that they did not even trick the barbaric people, notoriously credulous 

and impressionable. Psellos overthrew for the sake of critique this old topos and claimed that 

barbarians who attended the triumphal entry and procession paraded (æpideiknúmena) in Antioch 

were smarter (logikÍteron) then the emperor: the whole setting was theatrical (qeatrikÕn tÕn 

paraskeuÔn), it did not inspire a martial look (o÷k Þxiómaca), and was not enough therefore to 

impress the enemy’s opinion (gnÍmhn ækplÖxai)2080. The emperor himself was tricked, in turn, by the 

barbarians in the following battle: they galloped in a scattered way to give the illusion of a bigger 

number and struck the sight, the ears, and the soul of the soldiers who fled in terror2081. Romanos was 

                                                             
2075 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 4; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 74-
75. He was concerned with disciplining the army but remained actually incompetent, was obsessed by the study 
of literature but remained only superficially learned; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 2; ed. and tr. 
IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 72-73. He also gathered around him unworthy philosophers 
and rhetors who, like him, claimed to cultivate various fields of studies but remained ignorant and superficial in 
most of them; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 2-3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, 
vol. I, pp. 72-73. He showed his apparent philosophical wisdom in academic debates; MICHAEL PSELLOS, 
Chronographia, III, 15; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 92-93. He handled military 
problems without any awareness of the real dangers and the actual situation; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, 
III, 4; III, 7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 74-75; pp. 78-79. 
2076 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 72-
75. 
2077 For the description of Romanos striking a pose of a philosopher as expressive of the critique of Psellos toward 
the emperors, see also TINNEFELD 1971, p. 126. 
2078 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 13; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984 vol. I, pp. 
88-89. 
2079 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 11; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984 vol. I, pp. 
84-85. For the irony which dominates the entire episode, a masterpiece especially for the description of the 
measures taken by Romanos to prepare his ‘play war’; see TINNEFELD 1971 
2080 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 78-
79.  
2081 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 9-10; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984 vol. I, pp. 
80-83. Later, even the barbarian embassy was more honest than the one sent by Romanos (so aroused by his 
desire to fight that infringed the previously stipulated treatises); MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 8; ed. and 
tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984 vol. I, pp. 80-81. 
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an unwary and credulous man: his sight was not long (o÷dè tosoûton diablépein ædókei), ironically 

commented the author, and he was not able to realize the old age or the necessities of her wife2082. 

He was blind also in front of her intrigues schemed with her lover Michael: a thick fog (ðfqalmíaj, lit. 

an illness in the eyes) veiled his gaze, and even when the affair became obvious2083 he closed his eyes 

(æpémué te toùj ðfqalmoùj), plugged his ears, and remained imperturbable (Þfrontístwj) in front 

of the ‘drama’2084. He rather feigned (schmatizómenoj) distraction in front of his wife’s misbehaviour 

and passionate temperament2085, as if his reign had a supernatural guarantee of inviolability2086. 

Whether or not poisoned by Zoe (or, according to Skylitzes, by Michael’s brother John the 

Orphanotrophos), Romanos died in a bath before the feast for the Resurrection2087. In the same night 

the empress, guided not by reason but by passion (o÷ logismÐ Þllà páqei) and pushed to act 

quickly by John the Orphanotrophos, dressed her lover Michael with the imperial insignia, sat next to 

him on the throne in the same schema (æn ñmoí_ tÐ scÔmati, translated by Ronchey as ‘pomp’), 

and commanded the people of the palace and the City to perform the customary act of submission 

and acclamation (proskuneîn kaì e÷fhmeîn). The audience praised the new emperor with a certain 

degree of hypocrisy and flatter (yeudoménwn / kolakeuóntwn), but also welcomed Michael with joy 

because they felt relieved by the death of Romanos2088. After having figured (æschmatísqh) this 

nocturnal proclamation (Þnárrhsij), the day after the eparch and the senate were secretly 

summoned to pay their homage (proskunÔsontaj): they came at dawn and were brought one after 

                                                             
2082 The old age of Zoe prevented her to give birth, but Romanos was gullible with soothsayers and followed their 
suggestions to solve the situation through unguents, amulets (yhfídaj), and other futilities; MICHAEL PSELLOS, 
Chronographia, III, 5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 74-77. Even worse, 
Romanos began to avoid the marital bed and offended Zoe. He despised her imperial blood, and developed a 
loving greed in the softly courtly life; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 17; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, 
CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 96-97). 
2083 The sudden crash of the lightning and the long clamour of the thunder, wrote Psellos, flashed his pupils and 
resounded in his ears: a little he saw (eôden) with his eyes, a little he heard by informants. 
2084 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 21; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
102-103. 
2085 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 23; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
106-107. 
2086 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 76-
77. 
2087 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 26; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
110-113 (see below, p. 361). Skylitzes wrote that the empress ‘fell madly and demonically in love’ with Michael 
IV and that ‘she used to have secret meetings with him and shady intercourse’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis 
Historiarum XVIII, 17; ed. THURN 1973, 390; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 368. 
2088 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 2; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
116-117. Psellos omitted the marriage which proceeded the imperial dressing, included on the other side by 
Skylitzes. According to this latter the patriarch Alexios, summoned immediately after the murder, found the 
emperor dead, the Chrysotriklinos already set up, while Zoe asked him to marry her to Michael. ‘Alexios was 
astounded at her demand and stood there speechless, at a loss whether or not to comply’ but then was convinced 
with gold to fulfil the request; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XVIII, 17; ed. THURN 1973, 390; tr. WORTLEY 
2010, p. 368-369. The unfavourable light in which is presented the marriage, in line with the negative attitude of 
Skylitze toward Michael IV, could originated also from the employment of an ecclesiastical source, to whom 
Skylitzes alludes in the prologue; WORTLEY 2010, n. 84, p. 369, with bibliography. 
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the other (kaq’ 1na) in front of the enthroned couple. They placed their head on the ground (æpì gÖj 

ætiqoun tàj kefaláj) in front of the empress – the only act of submission she received – and kissed 

(lit. held) the right hand of the emperor (tÕn dexiàn prosptussómenoi ceîra)2089. 

Psellos showed a degree of hesitation in judging the character (trópoj) of Michael IV. On the one 

hand, he took the throne through murder, adultery, and perjury (he had previously denied the affair 

with Zoe with a sacral oath on the relics)2090. Furthermore, Psellos blamed Michael for ingratitude 

toward Zoe: he initially simulated (øpokrínetai) inclination (diáqesín) and a benevolent eye 

(e÷noíaj ... ðfqalmón) for her2091 but then he changed the schema of the generosity (tÖj 

æleuqeríaj tò scÖma) and deprived her of the freedom and power (êscún) of the imperial 

retinue2092. Zoe in turn deserved it: she had misbehaved toward her first husband and had shown off 

affability, adapting herself (meqhrmózeto) to the circumstances like a rhetor2093. On the other hand, 

Psellos placed Michael among the most illustrious emperors. He had a temperate ethos, was able to 

control his body and his juvenile passions through the reason (logismòn), was vigorous in his gaze as 

well as in his soul, and had a fluent tongue2094. In contrast to Romanos III, Michael IV lacked in 

education but compensated for it with his intelligence, through which he could even win over 

professional rhetors2095. Furthermore, like Basil before him, Michael put aside amusements and 

delights at the moment in which he was faced with the duty to govern in a manly and dignified way2096. 

The weak point of Michael was rather his arrogant family, especially his powerful brother, the eunuch 

John the Orphanotrophon. Psellos claimed to have known him personally and provided a memorable 

portrait of this complex character in which good and bad qualities intermingled together. John had a 

ready and shrewd mind (tò frónhma) expressed by the lively gaze of his eyes, but was also a man able 

to manipulate his eidos: he built up a threatening aspect (tÕn 3yin / tò eôdoj), restricted only to his 

                                                             
2089 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
116-19. 
2090 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 21; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
102-105. 
2091 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
120-121. 
2092 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
132-133. Like Romanos before him, Michael also failed to attend the marital bed: his illness prevented him to 
have sexual intercourses and caused him embarrassment in appearing to her in this condition. Furthermore, the 
regret for what he had done to his predecessor led him to follow the advisement of some holy men to save his 
soul by avoiding this union; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 17; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, 
RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 134-135. 
2093 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
132-135. 
2094 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
121-122. 
2095 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
120-123. 
2096 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 9; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
122-123. 
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look (tÖj qéaj), through which he intimidated those around him and prevented harmful acts against 

him2097. His changeable (poikíloj) soul was also capable of adapting (meqarmozómenoj) to each type 

(êdéan) of interlocutor: he displayed thousands of faces (polueidÕj tÕn gnÍmhn fainómenoj) at 

once and feigned benevolence toward men whom he said he hated2098. The ability to adapt to any 

situation was nevertheless also praised as a characteristic of the political men: Psellos himself bragged 

about his own versatility (tØ tÖj fúsewj æpithdeióthti) through which he won the esteem of 

Constantine IX. He could play every required role (pantodapòj ægegónein) and could adapt himself 

(meqarmozómenoj) to the emperor, who in turn was eager for those changings (æzÔtei 

metaboláj)2099. As for John, then, he wanted to live a life befitting a great man (megaloprepésteron 

diazÖn) and to strut around in a regal manner (basilikÍteron), but those high ambitions were 

thwarted by the roughness of his natural ethos (tò 1mfuton ˜qoj), by the greediness (licneían) of 

his nature ( ÁÓ fúsij), and by the vulgarities (Þschmosúnhn) in which he indulged when he got drunk. 

Even when he was dominated by drunkenness and euphoria (méqhj 7ttwn kaì gélwtoj), when 

indulged himself (carítwn), or when participated in banquets (sumposíoij) and ceremonies 

(teletaîj kaì panhgúresin), anyway, John never let his guard down, keeping steady the control and 

his leading position2100. Finally, even when he assumed the monastic schema (monadikòn ... scÖma) 

he did not follow the required decorum (e÷schmosúnhj) and only pretended ( Áøpekríneto) to stick to 

the rules prescribed for this schema (tÐ scÔmati). He then showed his despise for those who did not 

follow a disciplined (e÷scÔmona) way of life. John was, therefore, a singular mixture (pammigéj ti 

crÖma) and the mutability of his behaviour were both praised and criticized. He behaved in an 

improper manner (Þtópwj) with many members of the court, but he kept toward his brother the 

emperor a steady disposition (diáqesin) and a uniform attitude (2qouj), which he never altered or 

overturned (o÷k æxalláttwn, o÷dè metaballómenoj)2101. Only when Michael IV fell ill and he 

feared for his position he began to assume also toward him a deceitful attitude and plotted to put on 

the throne the nephew (also called Michael). He first convinced his brother to appoint him as Caesar, 

                                                             
2097 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 12; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
126-127. In this way he acted as a bastion (propúrgion) for his brother the emperor; ibidem. 
2098 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 13; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
128-129. 
2099 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 197; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
144-145. The choice of Psellos to leave the palace and take the monastic schema was ultimately due to the quick 
changing of mood in the emperor (pròj tÕn paroûsan øpóqesin Ó toû kratoûntoj taceîa tÖj gnÍmhj 

metáqesij); MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 200; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, 
vol. II, pp. 150-151. 
2100 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 12-14; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 126-131. 
2101 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 14; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
130-131. 
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with arguments more persuasive than truthful (piqanwtéroij mâllon $h Þlhqestéroij)2102. Zoe 

publicly adopted him (uëoqesía) with a splendid ceremony at the Blachernae, Michael IV confirmed 

his honour and his title, and then the onlookers acclaimed (æpeufÔmhsan oë suneilegménoi) and 

repeated the usual formulas and gestures (æpì toút_ tÐ scÔmati légesqai te kaì práttesqai) 

for the appointment2103. This ceremony marked the first step by which Micheal V, one of the most 

deceitful emperors, ascended the throne. In him, the contrast between being and appearance was 

striking. He was decisively not like his father, a ship-carpenter of humble origin whose body was not 

suitable for the splendour of the ceremonial outfit. Nor the horse, nor the clothes, nor any element of 

the costume fitted well on him and he appeared like a pygmy who wanted to assume the appearance 

(metaschmatísasqai) of Heracles but was betrayed by the schema (ælégcetai mâllon tÐ 

scÔmati) so that the dress produced on him the opposite effect2104. The idea of a gap between body 

and schema was a particularly efficacious image in Byzantine mind: as such had been cunningly 

employed also by Liutprand of Cremona, who spent enough time in Constantinople to be familiar with 

the conventions of the Byzantine rhetoric and to be able to turn elements of a panegyric into its 

opposite2105. Liutprand described the monstrous emperor Nikephoros II who proceeded on the streets 

with an obese and dwarf body which did not fit the ornaments of the forefathers, tailored on their 

bodies2106. And when Liutprand met Nikephoros on horseback, he could not help laughing at the sight 

of the emperor sat on a big and uncontrolled horse like one of those dolls attached by the Slavs to the 

foals2107. Michael V, on the contrary, stood out for composture (katástasín), aristocratism 

(Þrísthn), and order (táxin) in the schema (æn scÔmati). He was expert at pretending 

(prospoíhsij) and at hiding evil intentions under the appearance of benevolence (øp’ e÷noíaj 

proscÔmati) and managed in this way to take the throne. Already his brothers used flatteries 

(øpotrécontej) toward Michael IV and pretended (dokeîn Ìj æpì scÔmati) to honour him while 

they were confining him outside Constantinople, but Michael V was nevertheless the master of 

deception. At the time in which he was Caesar, he was used to picturing himself (eêdwlopoiÏn) in the 

imperial schema (tò scÖma tÖj basileíaj) and to sketch in advance (procaráttwn) what he 

                                                             
2102 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 20-22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 140-143. 
2103 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 23; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
144-145. According to Skylitzes, Michael had only sworn loyalty and obedience to Zoe, while the adoption was 
performed after the death of Michael IV; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XX, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 416; tr. 
WORTLEY 2010, p. 391. 
2104 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 26-27; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 146-149. 
2105 EVANS and WIXOM 1997, pp. 185-186 and notes. 
2106 LIUTPRAND OF CREMONA, Relatio de legatione Constantinopolitana, 3; 9; ed. CHIESA 1998, p. 188; p. 191; 
tr. OLDONI e ARIATTA 1987, p. 220; pp. 223-224. Liutprand mentioned also the bad condition of the ancient 
dresses, threadbare rather than awe-inspiring. 
2107 LIUTPRAND OF CREMONA, Relatio de legatione Constantinopolitana, 23; ed. CHIESA 1998, p. 197; tr. OLDONI 
e ARIATTA 1987, p. 230. 
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wanted to do hereafter. He concealed in his mind (pláttwn æn tØ yucØ) his feelings and assumed a 

schema of benevolence (tò scÖma ... e÷noíaj æplátteto) also toward his family who supported his 

ascent to the throne: he secretly plotted against John the Orphanotrophon and staged 

(kateskeúazen) his pretence (prospoíhsin) by playing submission (æk toû æláttonoj 

prosferómenoj) and declaring his gratefulness2108. John, however, had also changed his mind about 

his nephew and had tried to leave him with only the insigne (parasÔmon), the external setup (skhnÕ), 

and the mere appearance (e#idwlón) of the rank of Caesar2109. Even if Michael’s duplicity (técnh) 

deceived almost everyone, indeed, John was smarter in the simulation (tÕn prospoíhsin), and they 

were both aware of the play and ready to fight by falsely showing off their benevolence 

(Þnteschmatízonto dè tàj e÷noiaj)2110. In the end, Michael V won the struggle and took the throne. 

Duplicity and deceits were temporarily left aside at the very moment in which he received the mystic 

rite of the imperial investiture (tò tÖj basileíaj mustÔrion), i.e. the moment in which he had to 

show his body of power in its sacral dimension2111. Psellos did not even mention the incident reported 

by Skylitzes, according to whom at the very moment of receiving the diadem ‘Michael was afflicted 

with vertigo and swimming in the head’ and ‘almost fell over’, until he was revived ‘with sweet oils, 

perfumed and aromatic substances’2112. Immediately after, then, the emperor returned quickly to his 

deceits: he flattered the empress and pretended to be her slave2113. Then, he tried to seduce 

(katéqelge) once again his uncle John by offering him to sit next to him, by searching for his gesture 

(neûma) before speaking, and by proclaiming to be an instrument in his hand. He kept hidden the fraud 

of his soul (tò klémma tÖj ækeínou yucÖj), but John, as usual, was aware of the cunnings behind 

those words and those gestures. He knew well that the harshness of Michael’s spirit (tò tracù toû 

fronÔmatoj) was hidden and nursed in the deep (1ndon øpokrúptetai kaì øpotúfetai) and 

perceived (katemánqanen) what was enclosed in Michael’s inner being (tÖj gnÍmhj a÷tÐ tò 

0poulon)2114. By nature and attitude (gnÍmhj kaì yucÖj), indeed, Michael was the most changeful 

                                                             
2108 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 28; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
150-151. 
2109 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 25; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
146-147. 
2110 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 29; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
150-153. 
2111 The ceremony included the customary procession (Ó propompÔ), the entrance to the temple (Ó æpì tòn 

neÎn e#isodoj), the patriarchal oration (Ó toû Þrcieréwj e÷cÔ), the coronation (Ó stefanhforía), and 
everything that followed the rite (kaì 8sa toútoij çpakolouqeîn e#iwqe); MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, 
V, 5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 186-187. 
2112 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XX, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 417; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 392. 
2113 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 186-
187. 
2114 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 186-
189. The succession of verbs compounded with øpo, noticed also Ronchey, underlines the deceitful 
prospoíhsij (mise-en-scène); IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, n. 13, p. 380. 
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(poikílon) being ever seen on earth. The character of his soul (caraktÕr tÖj yucÖj) was multiform 

and much-twisted (polúmorfon kaì polústrofon), his tongue was antithetic (Þntíqeton) to his 

heart (he declared the opposite of his thought and treated with affection and shared the table with 

men he hated and whom he had punished the next day). According to the circumstances, he could 

appear servile (douloprepÕj) in being and words (4n te kaì légwn) and with a slavish soul 

(Þneleuqér= te yucØ). Then, he removed the mise-en-scéne (tà tÖj skhnÖj skedannùj), threw 

away the mask (eôdoj æpoduómenoj), and became (ænepímplato) suddenly a fury, fulfilling the 

revenge he had kept in his soul. He was dominated by anger (ðrgÖj) and was unstable (e÷metáboloj) 

in front of every small incident2115. Psellos put forward against Michael also the traditional accuse of 

sexual misbehaviour (the personal retinue of young and emasculated Scythians would have allegedly 

put at his service to fulfil his inclinations) and of tyrannical tendencies: the emperor finally discharged 

John the Orphanotrophon and began to subvert and innovate the imperial politics according to his 

desires and without any moderation (÷dèn tÏn metríwn). He did not consider worthy of a gaze (tò 

blémma) or of a word anyone of his functionaries, who trembled in front of his tyrannical eloquence 

and nods (turannikoîj ñmoû kaì lógoij kaì neúmasi) and were subjugated to his authority2116. 

He also shifted the traditional privileges of dignitaries and aristocracies to the middle and professional 

classes of the City, who expressed their gratitude with visible manifestations of joy (fainoménaij 

e÷noíaij) and by decorating the streets where he walked2117. Blinded by his pride, the emperor 

thought that this support was personally bestowed to him (and not to his political body and his imperial 

role), became arrogant (æparqeìj) and schemed to take the power alone without Zoe2118. He did not 

listen to the advice of his dignitaries2119: he sent Zoe to the Island of Princes without any semblance of 

decorum (o÷dè met’ e÷seboûj scÔmatoj)2120 and then staged a comedy (proswpopoieîtai tÕn 

prâxin / eêságei skhnÔn) by means of which he thought he had guaranteed himself the throne2121. 

The ‘tyrannos’ (so Psellos called at this point Michael) rejoiced and refrained only from dancing 

                                                             
2115 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 9; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 190-
193.  
2116 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 15; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
200-203. 
2117 Skylitzes reported that the passionate ceremony through which the people welcomed him (specifically during 
Easter) pushed Michael to take action; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XX, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 417; tr. 
WORTLEY 2010, p. 392-393. 
2118 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
202-203. He felt toward Zoe an obsessive aversion; ibidem. 
2119 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 18; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
206-207. 
2120 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 17; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
204-205. The empress was accused of poisoning and other ignominious and mendacious forgeries (plásmatoj); 
ibidem. 
2121 He made known the supposed intrigues of the empress to the senators (who acclaimed him for mere 
opportunism) and sent among the population some men in charge of winning the popular approval. 
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(æporcoúmenoj) and jumping on the ground (toû ædáfouj øperallómenoj)2122. But the plot turned 

early against him. The population sided with the empress, and the social classes of Constantinople 

(without distinctions of race, condition, or age) lost their congenital harmony (sumfuoûj ßrmoníaj) 

and were shaken like the limbs of a body (katà mérh)2123. The popular riot (Psellos claimed to have 

been a direct witness) blew up in the streets and changed the usual schema (tò súnhqej scÖma) of 

the City2124, until Zoe was hastily summoned back to the court and exhibited (deiknúousin) from the 

Kathisma. Yet still, the empress did not change the monastic schema (o÷dè metalláttei tò scÖma 

/ tò scÖma metabaleîn) and was not wearing the purple dress2125: a part of the mob, therefore, did 

not recognize her, while those who recognized her abhorred the emperor’s conduct (gnÍmhn) even 

more2126. Michael’s effrontery in abasing the empress’ appearance and his underestimation of the 

crowd caused his downfall. The population acclaimed Constantinos Cabasilas, a man excellent for both 

his ethos and eidos (tò dè ˜qoj toû kallístou génouj, Órwïkòn dè tò eôdoj)2127, and Zoe’s sister 

Theodora: this latter changed her monastic schema for a sumptuous dress, was lifted on a horse and, 

surrounded by the army, was led to St Sophia where she was acclaimed unanimously by the population 

and the aristocrats2128. Michael recognized his defeat2129 and fled together with his uncle Constantine 

to the monastery of Stoudion: here he laid the imperial purple and assumed the attitude of a petitioner 

(tó te scÖma metabalÎn, ëkétou scÖma metalambánei kaì prósfugoj)2130. Psellos himself 

found the two men under siege of the angry mob and described the pitiful spectacle: Michael had 

                                                             
2122 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 23; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
210-213; ibidem, n. 55, p. 383. 
2123 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 25; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
214-215. 
2124 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 30; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
220-221. According to Emma Strugnell the riot, reported also in Skylitzes, was ‘symbolic of popular repression. 
Zoe’s confinement certainly provides the initial impetus for the revolt, however the rioters did not stop with her 
restoration but went on to seize the imperial gold and destroy the tax rolls’; STRUGNELL 2006, p. 132. 
2125 Michael even asked for a formal statement that she would keep this this schema (Ìj 1cei scÔmatoj). 
2126 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 32; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
222-225. Skylitzes, on the other hand, reported that Michael brought Zoe back into the palace ‘stripped off the 
monastic habit and clothed her with imperial robes. Looking out from the imperial box at the Hippodrome, he 
attempted to address the people (saying) that he had brought back the empress and that everything was the way 
they wanted it to be’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XX, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 419; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 
394. 
2127 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 36; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
228-229. 
2128 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 37; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
228-229. 
2129 Skylitzes recounted that Michael made a last attempt to keep the power by closing himself into the palace. 
He was convinced by his uncle John who proclaimed ‘that he should not so readily abandon the entire throne and 
retire’ but ‘should put up a brave resistance and either triumph completely or die a great-hatred and imperial 
death, as befitted an emperor’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XX, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 419; tr. WORTLEY 
2010, p. 394. 
2130 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 38; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
230-231. 
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grasped the altar, while Constantine stood to his right. The two men had completely changed their 

schema and their souls (metabeblhménw kaì tò scÖma kaì tÕn yucÕn) and were dishonoured 

(kat+scumménw pantápasi)2131. In this miserable schema (scÔmatoj) they moved close to Psellos, 

who temporarily deposed his rage and assumed a sympathetic attitude by asking Michael the reason 

why he had staged the drama (æpetrag'_dhse) against the empress2132. Michael showed his remorse 

by shaking slowly his head, sighting, and pouring a tear. Then he took the responsibility for his actions 

and accepted the divine judgment. He embraced once again the altar, asked for the monastic schema 

(tÕn toû scÔmatoj), and the mystic change of dress (tÖj metamfiásewj tò mustÔrion) was 

performed for both the men. The theatrical scene (tÔn schnÕn Þpeqaúmazon) and the choir of 

misfortunes (tÕn tÏn paqhmátwn coreían) astonished Psellos, but they were only the proemium 

of a worse tragedy (ceirónwn trag_diÏn)2133: Michael and Constantine were dragged in derision 

through the streets in a procession which completely overthrew their imperial role2134, and then they 

were blinded. Constantine, who had a proud and firm character (tò ̃ qoj), suffered decently the tragic 

mise-en-scène (tÕn trag_dían): he restricted the stream of his soul (pròj tò ×eûma tÖj yucÖj 

Þntiferómenoj) and nobly faced his misfortune by staring at the audience, without moving, without 

changing his colour, and without complaining2135. Michael, for his part, exhibited the whole time the 

same disposition of soul (diáqesij tÖj yucÖj) and expressed his fear lamenting and begging God 

and those present with the hands raised. When he saw the blinding of his uncle and pictured what the 

executioner was going to do also to him, he beat his fists and gave them to his forehead (tÎ ceîre 

krotÏn, mâllon dè taîj cersì túptwn tò próswpon). He gloomily roared (mukÍmenoj goerÏj) 

and died for the pain2136. The whole spectacle culminated with the public kiss and embrace between 

Zoe and Theodora. The gesture was decided by Zoe to declare her acceptance of her sister as a co-

ruler (even if in a second position as for the honour and the schemata of authority (toû semnotérou 

                                                             
2131 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 39-40; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, op. cit., 
vol. I, pp. 230-233. 
2132 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 41; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, op. cit., vol. 
I, pp. 233-233. 
2133 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 43; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
234-235. 
2134 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 47; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
238-239. 
2135 According to Skylitzes, the first order to kill Michael and his uncle came from Theodora, stirred up by the 
population and ‘filled with wrath and determination’. The punishment was performed at the Sigma and Michael 
himself asked that his uncle was blinded before him since he was ‘the cause and the instigator of all the evils that 
had taken place’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XX, 2; ed. THURN 1973, 420-421; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 
395. 
2136 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 48-50; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
240-243. 
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... scÔmatoj)) and to seal the harmony between them. The gesture saved those present from the 

embarrassment caused by the uncertain moment2137.  

Once on the throne, the two sisters adopted the same imperial schema (scÖma dè basileíaj) of 

their predecessors to express their continuity with the past, even if Theodora’s throne was arranged 

in a position slightly flexed to underline the prominence of Zoe2138. Both the empresses’ character 

(˜qoj and frónhma)2139 and appearance (morfÔ and sÍmata) were complex2140, but under their 

rule it seems that the crown gained some decorum. The courtly environment continued anyway to be 

ruled by flatteries: dignitaries competed with each other over wearing the most sumptuous stage 

costumes (9sper æn skhnikoîj scÔmasi metamorfouménwn)2141. Even the competition between 

the candidates for the hand of Zoe was played through bodies and schemata. Constantine Dalassene 

had an incomparable eidos (eôdoj) but his ethos (˜qoj) was considered too severe and thus 

unpleasant2142. Constantine Atrokline was a man with a beautiful eidos (tò dè eôdoj Þxiwmatikòj 

kaì lamprój). At the times of Michael IV, he managed to get in Zoe’s good grace by adapting his ethos 

(˜qoj metamorfÍsaj) to her preferences2143. In the end, the fortune smiled at Constantine 

Monomachos, a well-born, wealthy, and magnificent (kállei diaprepÕj) man, beloved by the 

empress and by everyone for his beautiful face (próswpon), pleasant speech, and manners2144. He 

was sumptuously welcomed back from his exile with a royal setup (basilikÕ skhnÕ) and a retinue 

(doruforía), and then proceeded to the palace to marry Zoe among the acclamations2145. The 

patriarch Alexius managed to handle the embarrassing situation (both Constantine and Zoe were 

already married) with a clever dexterity in ceremonial gestures: he did not crown the couple with his 

own hand (a÷tòj dè tÕn ceîra toîj stefanouménoij o÷k æpitíqhsi) but waited for them to be 

                                                             
2137 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, V, 51; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
242-245. 
2138 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
248-249. Psellos described in detail the general ceremonial appearance through which the empresses’ bodies 
were displayed at court and the disposition of the participants. 
2139 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 4-5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
248-253. 
2140 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
252-253. 
2141 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
252-255. 
2142 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 12; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
256-259. Constantine also was forced by Michael V to take the monastic schema (metaschmatízei) in order to 
extinguish his desire to rule. He changed it (eôce toû tò scÖma metabaleîn) when he was called back to the 
court, taking the empress as an example (tò parádeigma); ibidem. 
2143 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 13; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
258-261. For this reason, Michael IV removed him from the court with a pretext (scÔmati); ibidem. 
2144 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 15-16; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 260-265. He managed to keep his position under Romanos III but then was exiled by the jealous Michael IV; 
ibidem. 
2145 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 19; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
266-267. 
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married and then embraced them. This behaviour, commented Psellos, was appropriated not so much 

for a member of the Church (ëeratikòn) but rather for a courtesan and opportunist (kolakikòn kaì 

pròj tòn kairón)’2146.  

The reign of Constantine IX was dominated by ceremonial splendour and theatrical set up. He worked 

hard to fast his power by presenting himself as a munificent and honoured ruler. The City, complained 

Psellos, was in such ecstasy that the realism of the perception (tò aêsqanómenon) was reduced2147. 

Psellos was nevertheless keen to transmit a positive image of his protector: Constantine was clever in 

assuming different faces (×Ùsta metepoikílleto) according to the interlocutors but without trick 

(o5te katasofizómenoj). He never acted tyrannically: nobody ever saw him strutting about 

(ÞlazÎn), frowning the eyebrow (barùj tÕn ðfrún), talking verbosely or holding a grudge, and he 

was benevolent towards everyone2148. His natural cheerful attitude was physically expressed by an 

easy smile (e÷kínhtoj ˜n pròj meidíama) and a merry face (ëlaròn eôce tò próswpon). This was 

not only in the moments of ease, when this kind of behaviour was expected, but also when he was 

required to display (ædeíknuto) more seriousness. At the very same time, the ruler was also easy to 

deceive. His subjects were well aware that he liked men with a foolish ethos and disliked a brooding 

attitude, and adapted themselves (metepoiÔqhsan) to his character (eêj tÕn a÷tÕn tÖj gnÍmhj 

êdéan) talking about serious problems in a joking manner and with wits2149. When they were outraged 

in front of the affair of the Sklereina, the emperor’s lover who managed to weasel her way into the 

court and to obtain a written statement of friendship from the old empress, the senators faked their 

approval and uttered aloud the hyperbolic epithets usually employed to mislead (kolakeúein $h 

æxapatân e#iwqen) an empty and frivolous soul (ælafràn kaì koúfhn yucÔn)2150. Constantine IX 

was a ‘viveur’ who always wanted to be entertained (yucagwgeîsqai). He loved disharmony and 

                                                             
2146 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 20; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
266-267. 
2147 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 29; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
278-279. Those able to maintain clarity of judgment, on the other side, were kept quiet by the bestowal of 
honour.  
2148 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 31; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
278-281. 
2149 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 33; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
280-281. Constantine favoured those kinds of men mostly because he looked at the palace, reached after so 
many troubles, as a safe place where to rest, like a harbour after a storm; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 
34; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 282-283. This comment was in line with the 
old charge against the emperors who considered the power as a personal good, instead of ruling for the general 
health of the State. See also MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 47; VI, 72; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, 
CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 294-295; pp. 316-317. 
2150 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 58; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
302-305. When the Sklerena was proceeding in procession with Zoe and Theodora, she was addressed by one of 
the courtiers (tÏn tij perì tÕn kolakeían) with the famous Homeric quote ‘o÷ némesij’; MICHAEL PSELLOS, 
Chronographia, VI, 61; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 306-307; ibidem, n. 167, 
p. 401. 
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deformity (tò dihmarthménon) and the company of men with speech disorders2151 who made him 

laugh (kinÖsai pròj gélwta), and on whom he bestowed great wealth and honours2152. This was the 

case of Romanos Boilas, a buffoon (ñ øpokritÕj) or ham actor (ñ skhnourgòj)2153, a half-mute 

(Ómífwnon) whose tongue swayed from aphasia to unrestrained loquacity2154. The emperor became 

increasingly sensitive to his foolery (fluaría) and kept him always at his side, forming (pláttei) and 

remodelling (Þnapláttei) himself as if he was made of clay2155. Romanos displayed (æpideiknúmenoj) 

his natural deficiency and his ability in playing the comedy (tÕn técnhn øpokrinómenoj) so well that 

he became even commander of the guard. Psellos expressed all his disappointment for the scandalous 

behaviour of this man: he dared to perform a birth from Zoe’s womb2156, and took advantage of 

Constantine’s spontaneity (Þpragmáteuton tÖj gnÍmhj) to visit him any time he wished. He kissed 

his chest and face (kaì stÖqoj kaì próswpon), talked to him without permission, sat on the imperial 

bed, and held his sore hands, hurting him while giving him pleasure2157. The relationship established 

between the emperor and the buffoon was mutual (they had an assiduous symbiosis (tÕn 

prosedreían)), and the emperor adapted his soul (meqarmosámenon tÕn yucÔn) to him: what the 

emperor wanted the buffoon made, and what the buffoon made the emperor wanted, happy to be 

mocked (paizómenoj) and aware of the play (tÖj øpokrísewj), even using his ingenuity as a part of 

the spectacle2158. The emperor gladly volunteered to the buffoon’s jokes and was the supporting actor 

(qerapeuóntwn) and the accessory (párergon) of his comedies (tÖj øpokrísewj). They often had a 

purpose, like when he staged (tÔn skhnÕn ... pláttetai) a dream in order to introduce at court an 

old eunuch. All the members of the court (and Psellos among them) were able to understand the play 

(tÕn øpókrisin), but nobody could report the player (tòn øpokritÕn): they were trapped between 

the imperial incapability (Þlogíaj) and the cheating under their eyes, and were forced to laugh to 

                                                             
2151 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 138; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
84-85. He also enjoyed watching people who inadvertently fell in the pool set in the middle of a verdant garden; 
MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 201; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 150-
151. 
2152 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 47; VI, 29; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. 
I, pp. 276-277; pp. 294-295. 
2153 Ronchey translated more properly the term with ‘guitto‘, which refers to bad comic actors involved in low-
level shows, and which also conveys the negative connotation in terms of lack of dignity and decorum. 
2154 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 139; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
84-85. 
2155 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 140; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
84-85. 
2156 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 144; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
90-91. 
2157 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 140; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, op. cit., 
vol. II, pp. 86-87. 
2158 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 141; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
86-87.   
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things about whom they would have rather cried2159. Things became serious when Romanos lost his 

control and became a dangerous enemy capable of attempting to the emperor’s life. He felt in love 

with Constantine’s lover, was no longer unable to cover (øpokriqeíh) his passion, and attempted to 

kill the emperor to seize the throne and the woman2160. The plot was discovered and Romanos himself 

confessed the mise-en-scène (pâsan skhnÔn). Constantine, however, played under the buffoon’s 

rules and staged a farce-tribunal (dikasthríou skhnÔn) at the end of whom Leo performed once 

again his comedy (tò drâma øpokrinómenoj): he kissed the hands of the emperor, laid his head on 

his knee, and then he put forward a justification for his act2161 which was promptly accepted by the 

emperor among the general amusement and the laughs of the court. The following banquet included 

a clown (ñ dramatourgòj) as a guest of honour2162. A similar story was already reported in a fifth 

century’s fragment transmitted by the Suida and attributed to Priscus of Panion: here the buffoon 

Zercon the Moor entertained the court of Attila thanks to his physical deformity (kakofuían 

sÍmatoj), his mixed language of Latin, Hunnic, and Gothic, his stammering (æk tÖj traulóthtoj 

tÖj fwnÖj), and his general appearance (3yewj) (‘he was ‘short, hunchbacked, with distorted feet 

and a nose that, because of its excessive flatness, was indicated only by the nostrils’). Attila could not 

stand the sight of him and remained unperturbed, but Bleda was pleased by the amusing things he 

said and the strange movements of his body as he walked (badízonti kaì perittÏj kinoûnti tò 

sÏma). This buffoon also run away and was rewarded with a wife who was a well-born attendant of 

the queen2163. 

                                                             
2159 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 142-143; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. 
II, pp. 86-91. 
2160 According to Skylitzes, this ‘sharp-tongued individual’, which ‘seemed very urbane and quick-witted’ aimed 
at the throne since the beginning. He became inseparable from the emperor, becoming ‘counsellor, agent, 
attendant and performer of every kind of service’, and advanced through the ranks as ‘an ingenious and complex 
fellow with his eye on the throne’. He even collected around him those senators ‘who were at odd with the 
emperor’, and cleverly avoided any accuses of plots by feigning to test those who did not agree with his proposal; 
JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XXI, 26; ed. THURN 1973, 473-474; tr. WORTLEY 2010, pp. 441-442.  
2161 He declared that he wanted only to receive some imperial ornaments, a diadem of pearl and a necklace, and 
a place next to him on the throne. 
2162 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 145-149; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. 
II, pp. 90-97. According to Skylitze, when Leo was discovered, his supporters were harshly punished. As for him, 
anyway, the emperor ‘kept his distance from him for a short while, but then he was pardoned and resumed his 
former position’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XXI, 26; ed. THURN 1973, 473-474; tr. WORTLEY 2010, 
pp. 441-442. No sense of humour was displayed on the contrary by the empress Theodora and Constantine’s 
sister Euprepia. Their complaints pushed Constantine to initially send Leo to exile. Then, after only ten days, he 
recalled him with great pomp; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 150; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, 
RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 96-99. 
2163 SUIDAE LEXICON, ed. ADLER 1935, Z, 29; PRISCUS OF PANION, Historia, fr. 13; ed. and tr. BLOCKLEY 1983, p. 
289. 
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Zoe and Theodora were also a main target of the courtly flatteries, especially when later they indulged 

in a mindless waste of money for benefits, absent-mind activities2164, and superstitions2165. The 

members of the court took advantage of Zoe’s weakness of mind and pretended (øpekríqh) to fall 

suddenly on the ground as if they were stroke at her view. The scene was played (æpaizeto) to earn a 

rich reward. But sometimes the bipolar character of the empress could lead her to condemn those 

who were too verbose in their thanksgivings2166. After the death of Zoe and Constantine, Theodora was 

deceived by some monks who imitated the aspect and the attitude (tÐ mèn scÔmati mimoúmenoi, 

taîj dè gnÍmaij øpokrinómenoi) of angels, modelled themselves to the divine (o!i pròj tò qeîon 

metaplattómenoi), and imposed on themselves a superficial layer of sanctity (nomoqetoúmenoi 

katapláttesqai)2167. Even worse, the empress chose Leo Paraspondilia to be his assistant. This man 

was inept for his role, lacked wisdom and was not elegant in his speaking. However, he was good at 

staying still and keeping his eyes on the ground. Emperors, bitterly commented Psellos, preferred 

indeed to promote men with a strait-laced appearance (eê semnoì eôen), instead of men remarkable 

for their eloquence and education. Even during public speeches, Leo relied more on gestures than on 

words: the appearance of his eloquence (tÖj perì toùj lógouj 6xewj) consisted in using his hand 

(with which he was skilled) more than his tongue, with which he was unable to express his doctrine 

(tÕn æpistÔmhn) well. His discourse (tÖj dialéxewj), indeed, was unclear and unpleasant (ÞsafÏj 

kaì ÞgleukÏj). The other members of the court considered him a vulgar man (fortikòj) who lacked 

the aptitude to live in a society (toû politikoû 2qouj): he was not graceful (cariéstatoj), couldn’t 

speak correctly, his ethos was rough (tò tracù toû 2qouj), and was avoided by many. Those 

qualities, explained Psellos, could suit the monastic environment but not the corporeal being living in 

a social and political community (metà sÍmatoj bíoj, –te politikÍteroj), where men had to 

continuously model (ßrmodiÍteroj) themselves on the present conditions and where the souls had 

to use the sensitive faculty of their bodies2168.  

Finally, the critiques moved by Psellos to the fickleness of Constantine’s character and to the theatrical 

atmosphere of his court are justified, once again, by the mortal and human dimension of the imperial 

                                                             
2164 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 62-63; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 306-309. 
2165 Zoe even conversed and took predictions with her life-like icon; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 65-
66; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 310-313. 
2166 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 157; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
106-107. The statement could refer also to an alleged contempt for the formal culture which she shared with her 
uncle Basil II; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 64; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, 
vol. I, pp. 308-309. See also MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 158; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, 
RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 106-107. 
2167 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VIa, 18; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
172-173. 
2168 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VIa, 6-7; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
158-161. 
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being. Constantine IX, declared Psellos, was the more human among all men (ßpántwn ÞnqrÍpwn 

ægegónei filanqrwpóteroj)2169, and unlike other emperors he had a certain awareness of his flawed 

humanity. He was able therefore to partially control the weakness which resulted from the mortal 

dimension of his being and to balance the good and the bad elements of his reign2170. The emperor 

remained seen once again as a man affected by the unavoidable passions and human flaws: men 

indeed are not perfect, declared Psellos, but have nevertheless to face the problems of society in a 

political manner (politikÏj), accepting the imperfections and limits of their nature2171.  

 

5.4. THE TWO FACES OF ISAAC COMNENUS. 

 

In her last days, Theodora followed the choice of the court and adopted as son and emperor Michael 

VI Brigas, an old and inept functionary2172. Despite the support of the civil faction, the new emperor 

lost the throne shortly after, also because of his inability to show respect to the military faction in the 

ceremonial context. The day in which the army came to Constantinople to ask for a promotion, indeed, 

the emperor did not act properly in front of the soldiers who had bowed their head at his command. 

He did not call them one by one, as it would have been appropriate (déon kaq’6na), and did not speak 

magnanimous words. Rather, he began to accuse them of infamy. This insult (Psellos defined it a 

drâma) was so serious that the soldiers rebelled and acclaimed their leader Isaac Comnenus2173, the 

emperor-soldier (strathgój a÷tokrátoj). He interrupted the successions of emperors sustained by 

the civil faction and embodied the expectations of the army2174: he had the genos and the eidos of a 

tyrannos (o÷ tÐ génei mónon, Þllà kaì tÐ turannikÐ e#idei), a dignified character (tÐ gennaí_ 

tÖj gnÍmhj), a firm soul (tÐ staqhrÐ tÖj yucÖj), and his sight alone aroused reverential fear2175. 

                                                             
2169 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 203; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
152-153.  
2170 ‘The ability to exercise control over his own weakness would, theoretically, make him a better leader of men 
as well as a better ruler for the empire’, recognized McCartney, but ‘interestingly, as Psellos shows us in the 
narrative, this, in fact, was not to be the reality’; McCARTNEY 2006, p. 90. 
2171 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VIa, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
162-163. 
2172 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VIa, 20-21 ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp.174-177. Skylitzes reported that he was also mocked by the population with witty jokes for his old age; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XXIII, 2; ed. THURN 1973, 482; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 450. 
2173 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 3-4; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
180-183. Michael the Syrian, who called him ‘Michael the Aged’, recounted that his ‘meekness and faith’ pushed 
the Turks to ferociously harass the Roman kingdom; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XV, 1; tr. MOOSA 2014, p. 
605. According to him, anyway, Isaac Comnenus was a ‘mighty, arrogant and avaricious’ man, who ‘waged war 
against the capital’ and then ‘wrested the government by force’; MICHAEL THE SYRIAN, Chronicon, XV, 2; tr. 
MOOSA 2014, pp. 607-608. 
2174 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VIII, 6; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
184-185. 
2175 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 5; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
182-183. 
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He made people tremble with a single glance, the furrow of his brow being more efficacious than any 

lash2176. And when he was in the middle of the fray he suffered the strikes of the enemies without 

swaying and remaining stable in his barycentre2177. Psellos was sent to open the negotiations when the 

rebellious army reached Nicomedia and provided a detailed and first-hand description of the embassy 

and of Isaac’s carefully arranged appearance for political purposes.  At the time Isaac, it is true, was 

still a usurper: Psellos did not dare to call him directly tyrannos and limited himself to declare to his 

supporters (who claimed that their leader was ruling de facto and did not need a proclamation as 

Caesar) that the imperial name was not fitted to his current schema (scÔmati). Isaac, he declared, 

would only have obtain the imperial schema rightfully (basileúseij æpì kreíttoni scÔmati) if he 

had refused the title of basileus and allowed the emperor to officially adopt him: ‘change your 

condition/schema (metállaxai tò scÖma)’, exclaimed Psellos to persuade him to take to power 

more wisely and legitimately2178. Nevertheless, Psellos described Isaac by emphasising his emperor-

like qualities2179 and his ability to use the ceremonial in a tense situation. Isaac assumed different 

schemata in different settings (meaningfully called skhnÔ, a term which could refer to the tent of the 

general but could also evoke a theatrical setting) during a series of meetings which followed each other 

over the span of three days. 

The first day the envoys were appropriately welcomed by the officials of the army: while still on their 

horses, they received pleasing epithets and were kissed on the faces and hands2180. When they entered 

in the general’s tent, Isaac was sitting on the throne surrounded by a small retinue of guards and 

surprisingly greeted them with a style more appropriate to a general than to a ruler (basilikÍteron, 

8son strathgikÍteron): he rose up slightly (øpexanésth goûn Ómîn bracú ti) and exhorted them 

to take a seat2181. The day after, Psellos and his companions were escorted in a much bigger tent: now 

the organizers chose to underline the ceremonial taxis, expressed mainly through postures, gestures, 

and a perfect arrangement of the soldiers. Outside the tent, the guards stood one next to each other 

in concentric rings, in reverence (æn fób_), and turned toward the commander of the bodyguards, 

                                                             
2176 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 8; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
188-189. 
2177 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 13; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
194-195. 
2178 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 29-30; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 212-215. During the narration, Psellos occasionally referred to Isaac with the title of basileus, while it is rather 
his appearance which is defined from time to time as ‘tyrannical’. 
2179 This was the main aim of the description according to Robert Scott, for whom the story was different from a 
very similar one in Anna Comnena’s Alexiad where Alexius Comnenus confronted some rebels. Anna modelled 
her description very close to that of Psellos, sometimes verbatim, but inverted the narrative to highlight Alexios’s 
greater peril and deeper strength; SCOTT 2010, p. 261. 
2180 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 20; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
200-203. 
2181 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 21; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
202-203.  
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the dux John, who was presiding the entrance2182. This latter ordered the ambassadors to wait outside, 

entered the tent and then, after a little while and without uttering a word, he suddenly raised the 

curtains2183. Multiple human circles surrounded the throne, each one composed by different ranks and 

different ethnic groups terrible for appearance and attitudes (foberoì kaì toîj e#idesi kaì toîj 

scÔmati). Struck by the unexpected vision (tÐ ÞprosdokÔt_ tÖj qéaj) and the majestic spectacle 

(pánta turannikà), Psellos and his friends remained amazed on the threshold and listened to the 

thunderous acclamations until they received the signal of access (tò tÖj eêsódoj súnqhma) and 

gradually moved forward inside the tent. Isaac was sitting in a stunning throne, the feet sustained by 

a footstool and his limbs embellished with a dazzling dress (tò sÏma æsqÕj lamprà kaqwráïzen). 

His unnatural immobile posture, noticed Psellos, was kept with an effort revealed by the blushing of 

his cheeks, while his fixed eyes revealed his determined mind2184. Isaac – from now remarkably called 

basileùj – began then to move and made a sign to the envoys to come forward (tÖj eêsódou tò 

súnqhma): he invited them with the hand (tÖ ceirì kaléaj), specified Psellos, and indicated them 

with a slight nod of the head (bracú ti tÕn kefalÕn æpineúsaj) to go round the left side of the 

room. Beyond the ceremonial role, those gestures were performed also for a practical purpose, since 

at the moment in which the envoys get near the emperor, Isaac relied no longer on his body and began 

to speak directly to the envoys and to ask about their mission2185. When Psellos moved back to the 

centre to utter his public speech, he received once again from distance the imperial command to start 

(tò súnqhma toû légein labÍn)2186. At the end of the speech, when everyone was still rumouring 

over the words uttered – and, vainly remarked Psellos, over the way in which the words were uttered 

– Isaac imposed the silence with the hand (tØ ceirì toútouj katasigásaj), made his own 

remarks2187, and raised from the throne leaving the assembly2188. Isaac returned back to a friendly 

attitude during the final banquet. The envoys once again admired his excellent ethos (tÏn kratístwn 

ÒqÏn) and he dismissed the previous tyrannical demeanour (toû turannikioû ... sunhqésteroj) to 

                                                             
2182 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
204-205. 
2183 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 23; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
204-205. 
2184 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 24; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
206-207. 
2185 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 25; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
208-209. 
2186 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 26; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
208-209. 
2187 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 31; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
214-215. 
2188 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 32; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
216-217. 
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become more approachable2189. At the end of those three days, the envoys returned back to the 

emperor in Constantinople, and shortly after they brought back to Isaac the imperial guarantees: he 

received them without the impressive schema in which they have previously seen him (o÷k æn tÐ 

a÷tÐ scÔmati prokaqhmén_ *_ próteron çwrákeimen), but in a smaller and less haughty manner 

(Þll’ æn øfeimén_ te kaì æláttoni)2190.  

In the meanwhile, Michael VI was deposed – according to Psellos because of the intrigues of some 

members of the Senate and some agitators who instigated a riot and forced him to change his schema 

(tó scÖma metabaleîn) into a monastic one2191. The news was initially brought to Isaac by a frenzied 

man who, likely deliberately (æxepíthdej, oômai), acted as if (øpokrinámenoj) he was out of breath. 

He reported having personally seen (êdeîn) the emperor changing the schema (tón te 

metaschmatismòn toû kratoûntoj) and deposing the insigne (metakekosmhménon tÐ loipÐ 

scÔmati)2192. After receiving the same news from a more reliable source, Isaac went to the City. He 

was welcomed by the population with a solemn entrance involving candles and incenses like a 

heavenly epiphany, but since he was cautious over the good fortune, he was neither lured nor 

exalted2193. 

Once in power, Isaac revealed two different kinds of attitude which changed according to the context. 

When he sat on his throne to deal with the State’s business, to receive an embassy, or to threateningly 

shout against the barbarians, he appeared like a sharp and hard man (Þpotóm_ kaì sklhrÐ 

paregígneto), impossible to accommodate. But if any of those who were present on those occasions 

had seen him in the domestic environment with his trusted men, they could have been convinced to 

be in front of an exceptional double (dusì paradóxoij). He was like a chord which, even if equally 

tensed, can give a vibrating or a dull sound. Psellos, who claimed to have personally witnessed both 

his ways of being (Þmfotérwn tÏn kairÏn sugkecwrhménwn), defined them as the one of the 

tension and the one of the relaxation (tÖj te suntoníaj kaì tÖj Þnésewj), and declared that it was 

as if the ruler had two faces (diploûj tij ñ a÷tòj katefaíneto). The distance between them was 

                                                             
2189 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 33; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
218-219. 
2190 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 34; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
220-221. 
2191 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 35-36; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 222-225. 
2192 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 37; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
226-227. Psellos defined the unwinding of those events with the theatrical words æktrag_deî tÕn schnÔn; 
ibidem. Michael VI died shortly after, in the schema of a private citizen (æn êdiÍtou scÔmati); MICHAEL 
PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 47; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 234-235. The 
changing of schema of the emperor is mentioned also by Skylitzes, who recorded the involvement of the patriarch 
Michael Cerularius in the event; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XXIII, 12 ed. THURN 1973, 498-500; tr. 
WORTLEY 2010, pp. 462-465. 
2193 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 40-41; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 230-231. 
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so marked that it seemed impossible that, once relaxed, he could go back to tense up, or the opposite. 

He could soften his lofty expression, but then his brow furrowed and he covered the flair of his soul 

(tÐ tÖj yucÖj fwstÖri) like a cloud: so much he could change his aspect (tò próswpon a÷tÐ 

meqhrmózeto)2194. This variability of character was seen as usual as a highly positive quality for a 

political man: also Psellos’s friend Constantine Lichudi (a man with a hieratic attitude and a superior 

character (politikòn kaì gennaîon frónhma ëeratikÐ bí_ katakerásaj)), was praised because 

he could change according to the interlocutors and could communicate with any social category. Even 

when he dressed the precious schema (kosmÔsaj tÐ scÔmati) of the patriarch after the death of 

Michael Cerularius, he could assume both a solemn (megaloprepéj) and a courteous (e÷prósiton) 

attitude to inspire trust to both, respectively, the military and the civil classes2195. As for Isaac, he 

handled with his guests mostly in a dignified schema (toû kreíttonoj ... scÔmatoj)2196. He put on 

the ‘face’ of the tension every time in which he wanted to gain respect through the fear: sat on the 

throne, surrounded by the Senate and without uttering a word, he emulated perfectly the attitude 

(êdéan ÞkribÏj mimhsámenoj) of Senocrates2197. He appeared as if he was devising exceptional 

thoughts in his soul (tÕn yucÕn oõon Þnelíxaj eêj ænqumÔseij). With this attitude, he instilled fear 

among the senators, who in turn expressed their feeling in a physical manner: a part of the audience 

was paralyzed (æpepÔgeisan) as if stroke by a lightening, remained fixed in the same position 

(scÔmatoj) and almost lifeless. Some made cautious gestures (poiÏn Òréma ædeíknuto) and silently 

joined the feet, clasped their hands on the chest, and bent their neck (1neue) toward the floor. 

Everyone, full of fear, held the body around the soul. When finally Isaac lifted his head (æpananeúseie) 

toward the onlookers, they remained breathless2198. At this point also Isaac used gestures to unveil a 

humble attitude respectful to the eloquence: he kept his speech concise (braculogÍtatoj) to the 

essential2199, left to Psellos and his peers the cult of the word (filologeîn), and limited himself to 

make just a wave (neûma), a movement of the hand (ceiròj kínhsij), or a bending of the head on a 

side (kaì kefalÖj æpì qátera klísij ÞpocrÏnta) to express (ælogízeto) what he wanted2200.  

                                                             
2194 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 46; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
236-239. 
2195 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 66; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
262-265. 
2196 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 50; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
240-241. 
2197 For the use of this image, see IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, n. 144, p. 435. 
2198 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 47; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
238-239. 
2199 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 48; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, op. cit., vol. 
II, pp. 240-241. 
2200 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 49; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
240-241. 
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The ethos could nevertheless change through years: Isaac later sharpened his natural ethos 

(proséqeto tÐ æmfút_ 2qei) and became haughtier (sobarÍteroj). He treated with condescension 

his relatives and humiliated his brother John, by depriving him of his special honours and by forcing 

him to dismount from horse in front of the door of the palace. John, for his part, had a good ethos, and 

did not take umbrage: he kept his deference toward the emperor and provided a model for others to 

correct their manners2201. The more approachable attitude of Isaac, however, did not disappear. He 

often went down from his throne and engaged himself in physical activities, especially when later in 

his life he went crazy for hunting (æptóhto perì tà kunhgésia). He spent his days outside the wall of 

the City chasing bears and boars with hounds and falcon cranes2202. After one of his hunting trip, he 

felt ill: forced to bed, he warmly greeted the visits of Psellos and talked friendly with him about his 

illness2203. When he felt better and was brought back to the Blachernae, then, he became more relaxed 

(×'=wn): he began to talk in a most informal manner (glwtthmatikÍteron ñmilÔsaj) and played 

around (carientisámenoj) more than usual, staying up late at night remembering the old times and 

the famous mottoes of the emperor Basil II2204.  

 

5.5. THE MORTAL DIMENSION OF THE IMPERIAL BODY: ILLNESS AND DEATH OF ROMANOS III, 

MICHAEL IV, CONSTANTINE IX, AND ISAAC COMNENUS 

 

We have seen how the mortal nature of emperors was usually revealed by their bodies. When they 

lost control of themselves for a fit of rage, for a physical or a mental illness, or when they finally faced 

their last fate like any other human being, their gestures out-of-control were very different from those 

performed in the ceremonial context of the court, where they have to make clear their superiority and 

their connection with a supernatural level of existence. The power was nothing in front of the death, 

and this had always to be taken into account by the emperor, a being easily prone to indulge in the 

temptations of the court life and forget his own mortality. Those ideas remained impressed in the 

authors writing after the Iconomachy: commenting over the reign of Justin II (and probably recalling 

the above-mentioned succession speeches), the Historia Syntomos repeated that ‘those emperors who 

were proud of the beauty of their luxuries and the diadem on their heads did not realise, as he often 

                                                             
2201 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 71; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
270-271. 
2202 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 72-73; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 270-273. The aristocratic nature of those activities and their belonging to the imperial propaganda are well 
testified by the eleventh-twelfth century enamelled round plates in the frame of the Pala d’Oro (Museo della 
Basilica di San Marco, Venice). 
2203 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 74; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
274-275. 
2204 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 76; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
276-277. 
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said, that these garments (periblÔmata) were no more than stones and the threads of silkworms’. 

They ‘had forgotten how they were born. The same (Justin II) used to say that the emperor should 

distinguish himself not by triumphs, but by good habits; neither should he demonstrate imperial power 

by punishments, but by benefits’2205. In the narrative of the Chronographia the mortal dimension of the 

emperor came to the fore. Not everyone had the fortune of the empress Zoe, who besides the 

inevitable signs of the physical worsening due to her old age (her hands trembled and her shoulders 

were bent)2206, marvellously maintained an unwrinkled and barely altered face when she died, showing 

no striking changing but only some light symptoms2207. There were cases in which the imperial mortal 

body came to ask the due with pain and physical disfiguring, turning the schemata traditionally 

conferred to the emperor into the unintelligible and out of control gestures of a moribund man.  

So Romanos III, whether for natural causes or because he was poisoned by the wife2208, suddenly 

contracted a strange and severe disease (nóshma) which made his body broken, bloated, and 

purulent. Since the body was still felt as connected with the soul, so the physical illness caused 

changings in his ethos too: Romanos developed suddenly all at once a number of vices (tà duscerÖ), 

which included a rough character (2qouj), a restive spirit (gnÍmh), and an inclination for wrath 

(qumòj), anger (ðrgÕ), and loudly speaking (kraugÔ). Even if in his youth he was a cozy and friendly 

person, he became difficult to access (dusprósitoj), suspicious to everybody and unapproachable 

(dusprósodoj): he lost his smile, the grace of his soul, and the sweetness of his character. Despite 

the evident bad condition of his body, Romanos did not neglect to attend the customary imperial 

processions (tàj basileíouj pompáj): in those occasions, the shining golden garbs and ornaments 

were like a lethal burden for his invalid body (æn Þsqeneî sÍmati) and exhausted him so much that 

he struggled even to return back to the palace2209. Psellos claimed to have seen (æqeasámhn) many 

times those pitiful spectacles and remarkably compared the emperor to a cadaver (bracú ti tÏn 

nekrÏn diaféronta). He even lingered in details that contributed to express this idea: the face (tò 

                                                             
2205 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.72.27-31; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 58-59. See also MICHAEL 
PSELLOS, Historia Syntomos, ch.82.17-18; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 72-73. Heraclius was also used to ‘compare 
the emperors who liked to show off (kallwpizoménouj) with meretricious females’; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia 
Syntomos, ch.76.76-77; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 66-67. 
2206 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 158; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
106-107. 
2207 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 160; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
108-109. A more painful death, accompanied by vomit and diarrhoea, fell on her sister Theodora; MICHAEL 
PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 19; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 174-175. 
2208 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 26; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
110-111. According to Skilitzes the emperor ‘was afflicted by a chronicon disease (nós_ dè croní= bálletai)’ 
which caused ‘his beard and his hair fell out’ and those at court suspected that he was slowly poisoned by John 
the Orphanotrophos and his wife (who wanted to get rid of him ‘without attracting suspicion’ in order to raise 
up to the throne her lover Michael); JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XVIII, 17; ed. THURN 1973, 389-390; 
tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 368. 
2209 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 24; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
106-109. 
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próswpon) was bruised, the colour was not better than the one of a corpse dead for three days and 

ready for the burial, his breath was gasping, and he couldn’t walk for more than few steps. His hair was 

almost entirely fallen and ruffled as that of a dead body (9sper Þpò nekroû sÍmatoj). Everybody, 

commented Psellos, understood from this look that he had not a chance2210. His death finally came 

while he was attending the preliminary ceremonies for the feast of the Resurrection: Romanos 

apparently felt better and decided to go for a bath in the palace. All the physical details used by Psellos 

to describe the emperor in good health (he vivaciously climbed the stairs, rubbed and wet his body, 

and lightly swim on the edge of the water with delighted sighs) were narrative devices through which 

the author subtly suggested that the illness of the emperor was the result of poison. Immediately after, 

however, some members of the court entered the swimming pool and pushed his head under water. 

The narration of Psellos is at this point unique in lively describing the loss of control and rationality of 

the dying emperor. His body, wrote Psellos, was at first brought afloat by the air which still filled his 

lungs, and rippled as a crazy (Þlógwj) cork. Romanos recovered a little his breath and, aware of what 

was going on, stretched his hand (tÕn ceîra proteínaj) searching for help. Romanos’ sounds and 

gestures (“tÖj fwnÖj” kaì toû scÔmatoj, that is, translated Ronchey, the weeping and the flailing) 

aroused the compassion of one of those present, who grabbed him from the armpit, draw him out of 

the pool, and put him on a couch in a miserable state (Þqlíwj katéqeto). At this point, the fate of the 

emperor was clear to all and the empress came quickly, feigning her grief but actually verifying with a 

glance (dià tÖj 3yewj) the situation before leaving. Romanos made a low and raspy groan and turned 

the eyes hither (tØde kÞkeîse perieblépeto). He was no longer able to use his voice and tried to 

express the will of his soul (dhlÏn tò boúlhma tÖj yucÖj) with gestures and nods (scÔmasi dè 

kaì neúmasi). Yet, nobody could understand him and he limited himself to close his eyes and gasp 

more heavily. Suddenly, vomiting a gush of black and thick matter and giving two or three wheezes, 

he died2211. The emperor lost not only the control of his body and gestures: his entire schema became 

unrecognisable. During the following funeral cortège (tÕn æxódion taúth pompÕn) Romanos’ body 

was placed on a costly bier to receive the customary honours2212. The author, who had the opportunity 

to take a close look at the corpse (ÞqrÔsaj tòn keímenon), claimed to have been unable to identify 

                                                             
2210 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 25; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
108-109. 
2211 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 26; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
110-113. Skylitzes more clearly, claimed that the men who put the emperor’s head under water were ‘Michael’s 
henchmen’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XVIII, 17; ed. THURN 1973, 389-390; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 
368. 
2212 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 3; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
118-119. The choice of the term æxódion (+ pompÕn) is shrewd: it concealed a bitter reference to the triumphs 
which Romanos had designed for the end of his campaign in Syria. Furthermore, it also recalled the ‘exodus’ or 
final part of a drama that characterized the entire reign of this emperor; IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 
1984, vol. I, n. 16, p. 369. 
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him for certain (o5pw ÞkribÏj ægnÍkein): neither the colour (o5te Þpò toû crÍmatoj) nor the 

schemata (o5te Þpò toû scÔmatoj, in this case indicating the features of his body), but only the 

insignia, indicated that this dead corpse had once been the emperor. His thin hair stood on the skull 

like a burned field corn, and the lineaments (tò próswpon) were disfigured (diéfqarto), not so much 

melted out (o÷c Ìj æktethkoj) but rather as if they were swollen (Þll’Ìj æx_dhkój). The colour 

(tò crÏma) was completely altered (Òlloíwto). With this detailed description, Psellos more openly 

declared here the hypothesis of the emperor’s poisoning: the body was swollen and blue like that of 

someone who had been intoxicated. The dead corpse acted then also once again as a reminder of the 

mortality that the emperor shared with all human beings. This sight was so pitiful that the population, 

even those who had suffered from his misbehaviours, did not exult but rather followed the bier in 

grief2213. Skylitzes even added that Michael IV, after the proclamation, ‘sent letters throughout the 

inhabited world making it know to all that the emperor Romanos had paid the debt of his mortality (tò 

fusikòn ÞpodedwkÎj créoj)’2214.  

Things got worse with Romanos III’s successor, Michael IV. This man had a beautiful body (sÏma 

pagkálwj), a perfect face, a glowing colour, and bright eyes (to 3mma lampròj)
2215, but was affected 

since youth by a serious disease. This disease, likely epilepsy, was variously defined as  manían, kakòn, 

nóshma, or, remarkably, tò Þschmátiston páqoj. It caused a periodical turmoil of the cerebral 

functions (páqoj peritropÔ tij toû ægkefálou æn periódoij) which had strong effects on his 

body. Suddenly, without any premonitory symptoms (proginoménhj tÖj shmeiÍsewj), he got 

agitated (ætetárkato), rolled the eyes (toùj ðfqalmoùj 1strefe), and collapsed on the ground 

beating the head against the floor. For a long time he jumped in the grip of convulsions 

(katakeklónhto) and then he gradually returned in himself and recovered his normal gaze (pròj tò 

súnhqej blémma)2216. Those attacks, specified later the author, did not damage his mind (diánoia)2217 

which remained steady enough (logismòj 1rrwto) to allow him to care for the State and his imperial 

duties2218. The disease was initially even a good curtain for the plot (prokálumma pròj tÕn 

÷póqesin) organized by Zoe against her first husband: Michael appeared to Romanos III as innocuous, 

disabled (ptÍmatoj), and unable to any sexual intercourse with his wife Zoe. The other members of 

                                                             
2213 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 4; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
118-119.  
2214 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XIX, 1; ed. THURN 1973, 392; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 370. 
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2217 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 18; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
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2218 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 19; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
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the court initially thought that the disease was a deceit (próschma) and a cover for his intrigue 

(prokálumma tÖj æpiboulÖj). But any suspicion disappeared when he continued to fall under the 

attacks after he took the power2219. The cerebral disturbances became even worse: the shame of being 

seen while he was taken by convulsions led him to neglect Zoe’s bed2220 and to limit the ceremonial 

exits. He did not feel safe among the people, and when he decided to organize a meeting 

(crhmatízein), or on any other occasion which required his public display, everything was carefully 

set up to prevent embarrassment. Purple curtains were hung at his side, and in the very moment in 

which his eyes twisted a little (paratrapénta tòn ðfqalmòn), his head nodded (tÕn kefalÕn 

kataseísanta), or any other signs characteristic of the coming of the attack appeared, those 

appointed for the task immediately closed the curtains and assisted him. When he was more exposed, 

during the outward processions on foot or horse, a group of guards encircled him ready to save him 

from the sight when he suffered an attack. All those preventative measures did not spare him 

embarrassing moments. There were occasions in which he was seen (ýpto) falling down from the 

horse. When this happened the multitude could look at the imperial body twisted on the ground and 

felt sorry for it2221. Furthermore, another illness struck him later in the years, the oedema, which 

caused his body to become showily (prodÔlwj) and abnormally swollen. He tried in many ways to 

avoid the disease (Þpotrópaia toû nosÔmatoj æpoiÔsato) through expiatory practices (ëlasmoîj 

crhsámenoj), purifying rites (kaqársesi), and the building of a new wonderful church2222. He 

manifested his piety (e÷sébeian) by welcoming monks in the palace and giving them all the honour, 

washing their feet, embracing them, and kissing them passionately2223. Furthermore, he even enjoined 

the contact with the lepers during the many visits paid to the leprosery. He even put his face on the 

lepers’ sores and, once again, kissed them, embraced them, and ministered to their bath, as a slave in 

front of his masters2224. Those shows were powerful visual instruments which evoked the imagery of 

Christ who washed the feet of the apostles and cleansed the leper: they could have been employed by 

the emperor also to appear humble in the eyes of the people after the murder of the previous emperor. 

In the end, anyway, it was clear that the measure of his life was full to the brim and the decomposition 

                                                             
2219 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, III, 22; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
104-105. 
2220 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 17; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
134-135 
2221 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 18; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
136-137. 
2222 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 31-32; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 152-153. 
2223 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 34; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
156-157. As once Nikephoros II Phokas, he even wore their rags, sleeping on a straw mattress on the floor with 
a stone as a pillow; ibidem. 
2224 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 35; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
156-157. 
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of his body was progressing (dialuoménhj a÷tÐ tÖj sunqésewj)2225. Once again, the illness of the 

emperor was not only a physical reminder of the mortal dimension of the emperor but could also have 

political consequences and strike his moral reputation as much as his body. The idea that physical 

sufferings were given by God as a punishment for sins was still rooted in the Byzantine mind, and some 

members of the court began to whisperer that the emperor was punished in this way for the murder 

of his predecessor.  He was also accused to perform occult rites before taking the throne in which 

visions of the air spirits promised him the power, asking in return to deny God. It was this, they claimed, 

that twisted and shook him inside, and this was the reason that the emperor tried to expiate his fault 

with penance acts2226. The hypothesis, firmly discharged by Psellos, was supported by Skylitzes, who 

gave a negative point of view over this emperor. Here the description of Michael’s epilepsy was a way 

to demonstrate Michael’s impiety and loss of divine favour. While indeed Psellos specified that the 

disease affected Michael since his youth, Skylitzes presented it as a punishment sent by God for his 

sins during his rule. After the falling of a brilliant star ‘the emperor became possessed by a demon 

(ælÔfqh ... daimoni_); those close to him, using fine phrases (semnologoûntej), called it a madness-

causing disease (manikòn ... nóshma) but it endured to the end of his life. He received no relief either 

by divine might or from doctors but was grievously tormented and tortured (æleeinÏj 

katateinómenoj kaì basanizómenoj)’2227. Skylitzes then reiterated the concept in many passages 

in which he called the illness a ‘demonic disease (tÖj daimoníou nósou eêrgómenoj)2228 and declared 

that Michael, ‘still afflicted by the demon and, finding no relief’, relied on good actions in the attempt 

to recover2229.  

The disease of the emperor could also bring serious political consequences since it could make 

difficoult for him to properly deal with the enemies of the empire. When Michael IV’s health condition 

was so desperate that every movement caused him pain and it was uneasy for him even to dress up, 

the Bulgars (previously controlled with ease) took the occasion to rise under the powerful Dolianus. 

Psellos suggested through a dramatic terminology that this was not a real rebellion: the Bulgars put in 

                                                             
2225 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 31-32; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 152-155. 
2226 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 33; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
154-155. 
2227 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum XIX, 2; ed. THURN 1973, 393; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 371. 
2228 JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XIX, 5; ed. THURN 1973, 395; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 372-373. 
2229 Among the actions, Skylitzes included the fact that ‘he sent two pieces of gold for each priest in all the themes 
and the islands, one for each monk. He also stood godfather at the baptism of newborn children, giving each one 
a single piece and four miliarisia, but none of this did him any good. In fact, the condition worsened and in addition 
he was afflicted by dropsy’’; JOHN SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XIX, 18; ed. THURN 1973, 405; tr. WORTLEY 
2010, p. 381. Only in the end the regret felt by Michael toward Romanos is recognized as an honest feeling; JOHN 
SKYLITZES, Synopsis Historiarum, XIX, 29; ed. THURN 1973, 415; tr. WORTLEY 2010, p. 390. Skylitzes employed 
the topos of the divine wrath against the unworthy ruler and the old connection between epilepsy and demonic 
possession; SKLAVOS 2006, pp. 116-117. 
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scene (schmatísasqai) the revolt as on a stage (9sper æpì skhnÖj)2230. Also when Alusian, a 

Bulgarian hostage, heard about the revolt and decided to flee from Constantinople, he managed to do 

it by dressing up (metamfiénnusi) from head to shoe and assuming the schema of a mercenary 

(schmatisámenoj katà tòn misqofórwn trópon)2231. The Bulgars limited themselves to some 

raids to the Roman camps, but then the heat of the soul (Ó tÖj yucÖj zésij) and the zeal for beautiful 

gestures (ñ perì tà kalà zÖloj)2232 rose the spirit of the emperor and strengthened him enough to 

personally engage in a military campaign. Psellos described the difficulties faced by the emperor, who 

contrasted the weakness of the body with the vigour of his soul: during the night he was surrounded 

by medics, but during the day he jumped on the horse, stood proudly on the saddle, and properly 

controlled the bridles, providing an astonishing spectacle2233. Yet, during the final triumph (Psellos 

claimed once again to have witnessed it) the population welcomed a weak and fatally deformed body: 

Michael swayed on horseback as if he was on a hearse, his fingers grasped the bridles like the finger of 

a giant (so much was rotten his organism), and his face (próswpon) did not keep any resemblance 

with his old features (#icnoj). He ultimately managed to perform a magnificent spectacle involving the 

usual parade of the prisoners at the Hippodrome. He showed to the Romans, commented Psellos, that 

the will can raise the dead and the fervour for good actions can win the passivity of the body2234. Finally, 

when he felt the death approaching, Michael decided to leave the palace and to withdraw to a 

monastery. Here he bowed down on the floor to beseech and to propitiate God. The monks took him 

in custody, sang hymns and changed his imperial vest and the crown with the monastic dress and 

headgear2235. 

Like Michael IV, also Constantine IX (who, as we have seen, was described both in his virtues and his 

vices) had originally a beautiful aspect: nature made him a model of beauty and his limbs were 

perfectly harmonized for proportions and for colours. His hands and fingers were endowed with a 

superior strength which made him superb when he rode a horse or when he run, and made him agile 

                                                             
2230 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 41; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
164-165. 
2231 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 46; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
170-171. 
2232 So is translated the general tà kalà by Ronchey; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 41; ed. and tr. 
IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 166-167. 
2233 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 42-44; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, 
pp. 166-169. 
2234 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 50; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
174-177.  
2235 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 52; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 
178-179. He renounced to the sceptre, therefore, and defeated any human affection – even for Zoe, who was 
sent away without neither even allowing her to visit him; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, IV, 53; ed. and tr. 
IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. I, pp. 178-179. 
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in his gestures and in his feet2236. His ethos was tempered according to this eidos, and Constantine had 

also an elegant tongue and a seductive way to smile2237. He was able to hold back his choleric temper. 

People around him thought that he had a natural placidity (tÕn pr=óthta), but Psellos was a good 

observer and could see from slight physical signs that he put much effort to achieve this condition, like 

a charioteer who held the bridles of a spirited horse: on those occasion indeed the blood burst 

(æxanqÖsan) into the eyes and the body suddenly jumped before he quickly dominated himself with 

reason (tÐ logismÐ). He also blushed when he occasionally abandoned himself to a haughtier 

tone2238. This beautiful and strong body was gradually destroyed by gouty arthritis (tà \rqra 

nosÔsanta), a disease which worsened over the years. Even if in some moments the traces of his 

original condition glimpsed as through a clouded sun2239, he developed a malformed and 

malfunctioning physical appearance which struck the eyes of those who looked at him during public 

appearances. During the siege of Leo Thornikos, Constantine was affected by an attack so strong that 

his hands became completely disarticulated (táj ceîraj a÷tÐ pánth dialelúsqai) and his feet 

contracted in spasmodic pangs were no longer able to walk. Furthermore, a crushing diarrhoea melted 

and exhausted his whole body from the inside. Constantine was no longer able to take a step or to 

preside (kaqístasqai) over a public meeting. The population of the City believed that he was dead 

and began to consider the possibility of surrounding to the rebel. Constantine had therefore to force 

his physical condition (parà fúsin ... katebiázeto) and to compel himself to address (ñmileîn) the 

crowd at regular intervals, at least from distance ( $h kaì pórrwqen ñrâsqai), confirming with his 

gestures (diabebaioûsqai toîj scÔmasi) that he was still alive2240. He proved his presence also to 

the enemy by sitting with the imperial dress and together with the empresses on a high and visible 

place in front of the palace of the Blachernae. He was short of breath, emitted short groan, and his 

vision of the besiegers was reduced to the section which was immediately in front of him2241 – no 

longer thus with the wide visual that he had before, when he gave orders to the troops and dominated 

the battlefield with his sight2242. The emperor tried to convince the besiegers to leave, but they mocked 

instead his physical disability (tÕn toû sÍmatoj a÷tÐ prosoneidízontej páresin) and related it 

                                                             
2236 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 125; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
66-69. 
2237 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 126; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
70-71. 
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2239 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 124; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
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2240 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 106; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
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2241 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 109; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
48-49. 
2242 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 93-95; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
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once again with a supposed lack of morality by calling him ‘rotten’ (ænagÖ) and lover of infamous 

licentiousness (pròj o÷c ñsíaj Þpoklínanta Ódonáj)2243.  

With the years the illness worsened and in the time span of a year the same nature which had given 

him charm and grace undone completely his strength and his beauty. Suddenly the essential elements 

of the body (toû sÍmatoj Þrcaí, that is, specified Psellos, the elementary combinations of the 

humors, tàj stoiceiÍdeij sustáseij) broke up and went confused. The feet were the first to suffer 

from the flow of the gout (tÕn tÏn ×eumátwn ×úmhn), then the interstices of the bone joints and the 

hands, then the disease spread rapidly until the tendons and the spine, shaking him like a violent 

wind2244. The sickness is variously defined by Psellos as kakòn or as Þkinhsía, this latter term 

remarking how serious was felt the lack of movement due to the illness. Constantine remained almost 

paralysed (klinÔrhj) and needy of help for any movement (çterokínhtoj). The intervals left free 

from the illness became shorter, and the rheum (×eûma) spread to the hand, the arms and the whole 

body, so that every limb were deprived of their energy and lost their harmonious coherence (tà mélh 

tÖj ßrmoníaj metésthsan). This caused him clumsiness and enervation (Þrruqmíai kaì Þtoníai): 

the fingers, which Psellos was used to see (eôdon ægÎ) so well shaped, lost their schema 

(Þparnhsaménouj mèn tò oêkeîon scÖma), this latter a term that Ronchey translated as ‘form’, but 

most probably referred specifically to the movements and the ability to make gestures. His hands were 

twisted out- and inwards (Þntikamfqéntaj dè “eêj” eêsocáj te kaì æxocáj) so much that he was 

no longer able to grab any object. His feet were deformed and shrank, while the knees protruded like 

the elbows and were no longer able to sustain him in walking or standing. Constantine was immobilized 

in the bed and had to be sheathed (xunarmozómenój) and composed with bandages 

(xumplattómenoj) to sustain him in public meetings2245. Psellos described in detail the pain suffered 

by the emperor in his everyday movements. He was in bed and struggled to find a comfortable position 

to rest (o÷k eôce dè æf’ 8t_ schmatisqeìj ÞpocrÍntwj æpanapauqeíh tØ klin+): his attendants 

rotated again and again his miserable body (swmátion) and then bandaged him with various devices, 

so that he could maintain himself in position (8pwj $an æpì toû scÔmatoj ækeínou sthrízoito)2246. 

The outdoor processions, an unavoidable obligation which the emperor had to pay to his citizen, were 

as usual the occasions that caused him the worst problems and required the more complex devices to 

hide his weakness: the floors were covered with carpets to prevent his horse to slip, a team of footmen 

                                                             
2243 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 110; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
50-51.  
2244 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 127; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
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2246 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 130; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
74-75. 
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fastened him on the saddle and kept him upright, and he was sustained on the way by strong grooms 

who flanked and pushed him by both sides as if he was a bag2247. Constantine breathed with difficulty 

and the reins of his horse hung loose, but despite the many difficulties, he did not leave behind his 

usual ethos: he could still compose his face gracefully (Þllà tÔn te 3yin cariéstata dietíqei) and 

occasionally he could even move on his own (kaì tóte dÕ mónoj metekineîto kaì metetíqeto). The 

tricks worked so well that the onlookers could not figure out that he was suffering and that he was 

physically immobilized2248. Finally, his facial expressions were also damaged by the disease. When he 

spoke the tongue hurt and even the most slight sign made with the eyes (Ó tÏn ðfqalmÏn neûsij) 

caused the rheum to start so that he had to maintain himself completely immobile and glassy (8qen 

pantápasin çautòn Þkínhton ædídou kaì ÞrrepÖ)2249. Psellos reflected carefully over the events 

which happened to his emperor. He underlined the strong endurance displayed by Constantine, who 

never blamed God and never allowed those around him to complain over his fate. He rather 

philosophized over his pathos and asserted that this was a misfortune (tÕn sumforàn) happened as 

a right punishment (katadíkhn) and as a brake on his nature (mâllon dè calinòn taúthn tÖj êdíaj 

katwnómaze fúsewj). As we have seen, indeed, Constantine was an emperor aware of his mortal 

nature, and he was therefore afraid of the instincts and the impulses caused by the physical pain 

(ñrmàj), which did not give up with reason (mÕ logismÐ e#ikousin). So even if his body was afflicted, 

declared Constantine, the rebellious movements of the soul remained nailed down (aë dè \taktoi 

tÖj yucÖj pepÔgasin 1nnoiai). Considering only from this, commented therefore Psellos, it would 

be possible to consider Constantine as a saint2250.  

Finally, also the fever contracted by Isaac Comnenus during a hunt quickly brought this excellent ruler 

to lose control over the body. Unlike Cato, who was said to have suffered any illness remaining 

motionless and unperturbed (\strofón... kaì \trepton), Isaac became restless. He tossed and 

turned himself in many positions (ñ dè æx ænantíaj ækeín_ diepoikílleto tÐ sÍmati kaì 

æstréfeto), gasped thickly, and could not find a moment of rest2251. He found a temporary relief when 

he was brought back at the Blachernae, but then he relapsed into the illness, which caused him even 

                                                             
2247 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 129; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
72-75. Constantine was carried around by his men even when he was in the palace; ibidem. Skylitzes only briefly 
mentioned that the emperor suffered from gout and from another illness which led him to die; JOHN SKYLITZES, 
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2248 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 129; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
72-75.  
2249 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 130; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
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2250 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VI, 131; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
74-77; IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, n. 358, p. 405. 
2251 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 75; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, pp. 
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more suffering and difficulty in the movements2252. The emperor displayed his noble temperament 

especially when he went out from the Blachernae to the Great Palace walking and mounting on his 

horse without help, upright as a cypress and supported by his own body2253. When he was breathing 

his last, the emperor summoned Constantine Doucas and proclaimed him as his successor. He declared 

that he had always felt that the imperial schema fitted better to him (prosÔkonta mâllon tÐ 

scÔmati). This man was indeed always able to maintain the right countenance and prudence, to avoid 

haughtiness, and to assume an attitude of obedience2254. Also on this occasion, he stood in front of the 

emperor with rosy cheeks, a glance full of respect, and the hands wrapped into the fold of the dress2255.  

Schema and schemata, ethos and eidos, dokei and einai: Psellos touched all the themes related to 

gestures and physical appearance and developed them to a new level made of lively descriptions and 

thoughtful reflections on their role and their function as well as their social and political consequences. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS: UNDERSTANDING EMPEROR’S GESTURES AND BODY IN 

BYZANTIUM 

 

‘Although you are in the body from the human race, yet you hold the place of the divine throne. And 

the light of the glory of your God-loving rule has suffused everything below – you who are crowned 

from heaven, you the boast of all Christians by the power of the divine sign of the Cross’2256. 

 

This research had set itself the objective of clarifying how the gesture functioned in Byzantium and 

which kind of rationale was behind the gestures performed by the emperor in politics, through an 

analysis of a variety of different sources that, according also to Aldrete, could have a ‘cumulative force’ 

when considered as a whole2257. At the end, the topic of the research had been proven to be wider and 

more multifaceted as expected. Talking about gestures has meant having to talk about bodies, public 

behaviour and education, about theories and reflections on the relationship between body and soul, 

                                                             
2252 MICHAEL PSELLOS, Chronographia, VII, 77-78; ed. and tr. IMPELLIZZERI, CRISCUOLO, RONCHEY 1984, vol. II, 
pp. 276-279. 
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to the emperor Constantius II by bishops and nobles at the Council of Dvin in 649. 
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between ‘natural’ body and social and political body, and about performance and power. The ultimate 

aim of systematically tackling the topic and outlining an appropriate view to describe it has resulted 

first of all in the need to clarify what a gesture is and the different ways in which gesture had been 

treated, in social sciences and historical research, whose suggestions and theoretical tools have then 

pointed the path in the labyrinth. The indispensable red thread has turned out to be the concept of 

schema: a preliminary investigation of the semantic density of this term has made it possible to trace 

its use in the Greek society since the fifth century BC (i.e. its important role as a physical, visual, and 

denotative device of the body and as a philosophical category of perception), and its successful 

absorption and enrichment in the Christian theological system of the early centuries. In this way, a far 

more complete and wide-ranging nuance has emerged than its usual translation as ‘dress’ or ‘insigne’.  

The concept of schema, complemented by ideas developed in the art-historical field, has been proven 

useful in overcoming the methodological quarrel between Buc and Althoff, by reconciling the gap 

between perception and representation, between the body as an abstract concept on an ideal level 

and the material and physical body, i.e. between norm and ideal on one side and practice on the other 

side2258. What has emerged is indeed a middle-way between an ‘ontological’ body owned by a physical 

being able to perceive, to move in time and space, and to influence the reality with his action, and a 

‘construct’ or conceptual body, present as an ideal (positive or negative) image in the minds of the 

members of a community, burden with specific traditions and values and then reflected in the images 

and words of artists and authors. An approach that does not distinguish those two kind of bodies but 

considered them as closely linked and constantly influencing each other had been proven useful in 

dealing with the topic. So, the physical gesture could be moulded and changed not only by the activities 

of other bodies with whom it interacts or it is confronted, but also by the ideal gesture (present in the 

rhetorical and ideological dimensions of judgments, values, and evocative images), through education 

and through the narrative, where certain values where attached to a specific imagery and certain ideal 

were promoted through the main characters. The ideal body, on the other hand, is constantly changed 

by the attempts, the trials and errors experienced from time to time in the strategies and political 

practices performed by the physical and ‘performative’ body. 

This interplay could be seen therefore as giving new flesh to the concept already of Mauss and post-

structuralist scholars, for whom the development of the body from its ‘natural’ state to its 

‘construction’ is dependent from the context of the culture and society that defines it as well as 

regulated and manipulated by the discursive strategies of the political power. Giddens’ theory of 

structuration and the concept of performativity has made it possible to further explain the mechanism 

                                                             
2258 BRUBAKER 1989a, p. 80. In the artistic field theories (reflections on art), perceptions (how the object is seen) 
and practice (the artefact) has long been investigated as interpenetrating and supplementing each other; 
BRUBAKER 1989a, p. 69. 
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underlying the correlation between the two elements. The body has in fact proven to be a process, a 

‘hermeneutical recursion of oppositions’ (for example, between surface and interiority) ‘which are 

themselves in perpetual reconstruction’, while the socially-given techniques practically instantiated by 

the body have to be considered both as resources for bodies as well as rules (which constrain as much 

as enable) on the bodies2259.  

 

A general analysis has been conducted first of all in the realm of the functions and evaluations of the 

body and body movements in Byzantine society, mentality, and culture, which had then been proved 

necessary to provide the context and to understand the specificity of the imperial body. I addressed 

first the meaning borne by the materiality of the body and the set of historical conventions which 

constrained its possibilities2260, as well as the habitus that was mirrored by the body and that 

reproduced the society which it comprised2261. 

We have seen thus how in the early centuries gestures and postures established as ‘proper’ in the 

pagan culture remained important components of the paideia and of the ethical prescriptions for a 

Christian way of life, while they simultaneously gained a deeper theological dimension. In the dialectic 

between conservation and innovation, ‘stability and tradition were the mainstream of the Byzantine 

mentality’2262, and despite the ‘dramatic changes’ occurred in the early centuries, the innovations 

introduced by the new dominant imperial religion ‘resonated with established practices’2263. Yet, the 

persistence of classical themes and images that characterized mentalities has not to be considered as 

merely undermining the free and creative impulse in literary and artistic fields2264, but has rather to be 

recognized as not static2265. Pagan material was re-conceptualized in the context of a new system of 

values and cultural beliefs, and Christian re-interpretations were imposed to pagan gestural patterns 

conferring a new meaning to the old forms. As a final example of this process, I would like to remember 

the story reported by Malalas in the sixth century in which Constantine found the image 

(æktúpwma)
2266 of a winged god at the Sosthenion’s temple: in this occasion, the emperor looked 

through the eyes of his new Christian faith and declared that it represented an angel in the schema of 

                                                             
2259 FRANK 1991, pp. 47-48. Frank is following here Giddens to propose a ‚structuration theory of the body and 
society‘ that could be well applied to the gesture and body in historical research. 
2260 BUTLER 1988, p. 521. 
2261 FRANK 1991, p. 68. 
2262 KAZHDAN 2007, p. 12.  
2263 VALANTASIS 2002, p. 6, referring to the Jewish and Roman religious practices. 
2264 KRUMBACHER (1907) 1970, p. 30. 
2265 ‘L’esperienza letteraria’, well synthetized Maltese, ‘era intimamente fedele alla propria identità, ma mai 
immobile su sé stessa’; ALBINI and MALTESE 1984. 
2266 The word seems to refer to an image in bas relief, most probably a statue (as also confirmed by the following 
expression tÐ æktupÍmati tÖj stÖlhj). In the early seventh century John of Antioch declared on the other 
hand that the Argonauts saw in the wood a fearful image (foberàn eêkóna) and then depicted on a table 
(gráyantej æn eêkóni) the image (æktúpwma) they have seen; JOHN OF ANTIOCH, Historia Chronica, fr. 26.3, 
5-8; ed. and tr. ROBERTO 2005, pp. 64-65. 
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a monk (Þggélon shmeîon scÔmati monacoû)2267. It is likely that also in this case the author used 

the term schema to refer not to the clothes but to the posture and the gesture of a monk (shortly after 

he used it to refer to the posture (tÐ scÔmati) of the statue of Orestes, who raised the right hand 

above his head and pointed with the finger the mountain and the temple from which he was 

fleeing)2268.  

Christians build up their identity and carefully cultivated their public image, behaving and performing 

the gestures expected from their social position, their faith, and their role in the community, also 

following the models described in historical and hagiographical accounts. In Byzantium, like in Rome, 

the habitus (or, in this case, the schema) made the man, and ‘the language that a man’s body spoke 

through its deportment’ continued to function as ‘a language that his contemporaries could read, even 

against his will’2269. The concerns about the power of non-verbal communication and outward 

appearance to transmit identities, inner dispositions, and social values, which characterized the Greek 

and Roman society, affected therefore also the Christian communities. The self-presentation of the 

individual was nevertheless something beyond the idea of standardization of social categories. 

Different models were developed in the narrative to define different ‘gestural categories’, but the way 

in which men and women displayed themselves and interacted was shaped by the complex theological 

values attached to the body. Gestures and behaviour gained a new meaning especially because of their 

relation with the ideas of a human being made by a divine and mortal nature, of a body deeply 

bounded by the soul, and of the rational use of the body as an instrument of salvation. To choose the 

right way of moving became a duty and a moral imperative accorded to a specific ‘ethic of gesture’ 

similar to the one developed in the Western Latin Empire2270. Given the ever-present possibility that 

physical appearance might be actively manipulated and used as a persuasive and deceiving mean, 

Christians were especially required to use their bodies truthfully, showing the condition of their souls 

which was felt as deeply influencing their outward appearance (with the sole exception of the saints, 

who proved to be able to exploit and manipulate their body and their schemata to achieve their 

purposes thanks to an exceptional self-control on their souls). Through its gestures, thus, the body had 

                                                             
2267 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 4, 9 (13); ed. THURN 2000, 55-56; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 38; cf. tr. THURN 
and MEIER 2009, pp. 100-101. The statue was set up by the Argonauts to honour the dúnaminj (the 
‘manifestation’ or, stated more properly the German translation, ‘die Macht’) of the divinity who prophesized to 
them the victory over Amycus. Constantine turned the temple into a Church for the archangel Michael. See also 
JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 41, 9-12; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 33. 
2268 JOHN MALALAS, Chronographia, 5, 37 (67); ed. THURN 2000, p. 110.72 ff.; tr. JEFFREYS et al. 1986, p. 75; cf. 
tr. THURN and MEIER 2009, p. 159. This schema will be differently interpreted by the Syrians. Angered because 
Orestes did not turn toward the god and flee from them, they gave to the statue’s schema a different 
interpretation, calling it the ‘The Runaway’; ibidem. 
2269 GLEASON 1995, p. XIII. 
2270 SCHMITT (1990) 1999. 
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to make visible the virtues it has internalized, a condition achieved through many efforts but at the 

same time natural as a second nature. 

Furthermore, a proper understanding and knowledge – that is, the rationale – of gestures and postures 

was felt as crucial for the homo byzantinus. They could be used as rhetorical tools to strengthen or 

substitute words (even to provide a visual summary of a theological concept) during a public speech, 

in everyday life, or during the most decisive moments in the life of the faithful. Doctrine and beliefs 

indeed were not all that mattered, since ‘orthopraxis was also important, and the liturgy and the 

material apparatus of worship induced a shared habitus that was reinforced by the moral regulations 

enshrined in canon law and preached in countless homilies’2271. In the context of the Orthodox 

Christian liturgy, each sign had a hidden divine meaning and every physical, visual, and material detail 

had a specific purpose: also gestures were, therefore, subject to an exegesis which allowed the faithful 

to actively participate in the event, to increment his faith, and to make a step further toward the 

heavenly world.  This especially after the sixth century, when the Byzantine rite acquired a ‘greater 

splendour and theological explicitation’2272 and a greater role as ‘channel toward God’2273. Gestures 

had thus to be trustworthy, meaningful and rational, and thanks to their connection with the 

characters of the biblical tradition (Moses, Christ and Satan in primis), they were powerful and 

evocative. As such, they could be employed both as literary devices in the narrative as well as political 

weapon in the actual practices of society.  

The individual has emerged in this part as being not only limited by the behavioural patterns expected 

from him. He was also a creative and generative ‘player’ who actively displayed and moved his body, 

changing and influencing, in turn, the social system. A ‘practice-oriented’ perspective that looks at the 

active and transformative power of the individual agency and the interrelation between this latter and 

the structure, is necessary for a more comprehensive and dynamical view of the topic. It allows to 

understand how the individual used his body to negotiate his authority and his place in the society, 

and to give reasons for the ambiguity and for the different meanings that can be applied to the same 

action. Pagans and Christians, citizens and foreigners, actors and preachers, priests and saints, 

everybody played with their bodies and with their public images to transmit a message, to strengthen 

authority and social relationships, and to avoid any kind of exclusion or ‘stigma’. This ‘art of using the 

human body’2274 was achieved through experience and by imitating or manipulating the schemata 

provided by education and by written texts. Biblical and classical works, as well as contemporary 

narrative literature, used schema and schemata as efficacious literary devices to reveal and underline 

the bad or good ‘selfhood’ of characters, but in so doing they also charged them with values and 

                                                             
2271 CAMERON 2014, p. 110. 
2272 TAFT 1992, pp. 28-29. 
2273 MAYENDORFF 1984, p 25.  
2274 MAUSS (1936) 1989. 
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provided visual patterns and models of behaviour that influenced in turn the practices of the society. 

The way in which rhetoric and ideology participated in the process of ‘making up people’ in Late 

Antiquity had already stated by Peter Brown and, more recently, by Theresa M. Shaw, for whom also 

the ‘rhetoric of appearance and lifestyle’ in a text can ‘create and confer new identities’, ‘establish or 

perpetuate the contour of ideal behaviour’, and provide ‘the classifications by which behaviour and 

conformity can be measured’2275. Ideology and rhetoric cannot be disconnected from practical reality. 

They were strictly interwoven: from ideology and rhetoric came the guidelines followed in physical 

performances, and only through texts the tradition could become, to use a Giddens’ definition, a 

‘source of the injection of moral meaning into the reversible time of day-to-day life’2276, so that ‘the 

finitude of individual existence is interpolated within a dimension of moral timelessness’2277. The 

reading of certain texts can be seen thus among the types of circumstances which tended to influence 

the ‘penetration’ of the social actors in the system reproduction, and among the ‘modes of articulation 

of knowledge’ which influence the social interpretation. No less than the discourses of social sciences 

in ‘modern’ societies, they helped social actors to develop and communicate a ‘knowledge’ (or 

‘reflexivity’) over the rules, the tactics, and the functioning of their actions and their behaviour in 

society. In this way, they produced works ‘about’ social processes as well as ‘materials which in some 

part constitute them’2278. ‘Texts are not innocent’, declared also Averil Cameron, and this ‘especially in 

matter of identity’ since ‘Byzantine discourse was powerfully prescriptive, creating identity and 

proscribing difference’2279.  

 

The ideas emerged in the first part of the research has been helpful in the analysis of the specific case 

of the emperor, who stood out as the most outstanding and meaningful type of gestural category. 

Here I tried to define the specific features and developments which characterized the use and 

perception of his public body and gestures, and to outline the problems and arguments developed 

around his mise en scène. 

                                                             
2275 SHAW 1998, pp. 485-486 (with bibliography). The word ‘making’, widespread in late ‘90s studies on social 
aspects of religious behaviour and ideology, is a particularly appropriate one ‘because it communicates an 
understanding of the ‘constructed’ or historically contingent quality of the phenomenon, personality, or idea 
examined’; SHAW 1998, p. 485 (quoting Mary Douglas). 
2276 GIDDENS 1984, p. 194. On the role of writing as a form of collation and storage of information, with whom 
the tradition became a ‘discursive phenomenon’ open to interrogation, see GIDDENS 1984, pp. 200-201.  
2277 GIDDENS 1984, pp. 194-195. 
2278 GIDDENS 1984, p. 2; pp. 90-92. On the practical impact of social sciences and their role in the history of ideas, 
see GIDDENS 1984, pp. 348-354. 
2279 CAMERON 2014, pp. 59-60. Handling the ‘hot topic’ of the Hellenism and Byzantium, Cameron stated how 
literary theory and the discursive construction of identity had an active influence in forming cultural 
consciousness and differentiation in Byzantium; ibidem. Anyway, the self-presentation mattered too, when it 
came to identity, whether the ‘Byzantines’ called themselves Christians or Orthodoxes, Hellenics or Romans; 
CAMERON 2014, pp. 64-65. 
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The survey has first of all shown the power of the imperial body, gestures and behaviour to visually 

evoke in the minds of the audience (those who looked directly at them and those who read and heard 

their descriptions in written accounts) images and memories associated with the historical and biblical 

imagery, as well as the good or bad values that were attached to them by authors eager to praise or 

to criticize the main players on the political stage according to their religious and political bias.   

Those images and values were inevitably based first of all upon those present in classical antiquity: the 

history of Rome provided models which remained deeply absorbed in the mind of the highly educated 

social and political elites, and Christian authors who addressed or described those in power mastered 

and moulded them to suit the contemporary issues and needs of the new religion, occasionally giving 

them a new meaning. History writing was indeed ‘a form of rhetoric, or persuasive speech’ aimed not 

only at preserving memories but also at edifying and educating the readers in ‘what ought to be sought 

and what ought to be avoided’2280. And Christian authors continued to exploit the effectiveness that 

stories and anecdotes, especially those entertaining or peculiar, could have on the reader’s mind in 

making their message even more memorable2281. The narrative contributed therefore to build up the 

habitus and the practices of the authorities. They identified themselves with the values and the ideals 

of the Roman paideia (‘the habitus dies hard!’, properly emphasized Gleason)2282, pursuing a public 

appearance characterized by harmony, self-control, and decorum to avoid blame or to strengthen their 

position2283. So, the traditional republican view of the emperor primus inter pares, who received his 

power from his subjects and who had, therefore, to act friendly, respectfully, and in an exemplary 

manner toward the senatorial order, remained present in the imperial imagery and intermingled with 

the eastern influences which looked at the ruler as a sacred, superior, and inaccessible being, chosen 

by God for the salvation of his people. This compresence of an ‘autocratic reality’ and a ‘republican 

façade’ was already established in the late Roman society, where despite the developments toward an 

absolute direction marked by superbia (the disdainful bearing of an exceptional king distanced from 

his subject), the virtues of civilitas (the respectful attitude of a citizen in a society of citizens), moderatio 

(restraint) and comitas (the friendly treatment of inferior people) remained much appreciated 

characteristics of the ‘good’ emperor2284. The newly adopted concept of a Christian kingship with its 

                                                             
2280 BLOCKLEY 1981, p. 8 (referring to Eunapius’ view over the didactic function of history). 
2281 History was efficacious in teaching moral virtues because it entertained, declared Agathias in the proemium 
of his work; see FRENDO 1988, p. 148. See also ROHRBACHER 2002, pp. 150-151; NEVILLE 2018, pp. 17-18. 
2282 GLEASON 1995, p. 166. 
2283 A common ‘language of persuasion’ and an accepted code of political behaviour were the distinguishing 
marks of the governing class of the late Roman Empire (the civic staff of the imperial government as well as the 
provincial elites). High education and literary culture enable them to look at each other as friends and ‘men of 
paideia’; BROWN 1992, p. 8; pp. 30-41; p. 56. 
2284 WALLACE-HADRILL 2011, pp. 32-48. It was ‘enacted in all seriousness’ to evoke the traditional feeling toward 
the republican past and to underline the importance of the upper classes as a base of consent of the ruler; ibidem. 
Mathews defined those modes of conducts as ‘relics of the past from distant days when an emperor’s reputation 
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set of biblical and Jewish traditions enriched however this substrate with an even more multifaceted 

narrative. The emperor had now to train his body not only to cultivate the rhetorical bodily technique 

required from his role as orator. He also had to emphasise his special relationship with the clergy 

(whose members now became the recipients of his friendly attitude) and with God (by propitiating the 

divinity through deeds and gestures, in primis the sign of the cross, used both as a material tool as well 

as a physical sign traced on air or on the forehead).  

The emperor built up therefore through the centuries a rich repertoire of images, gestures, postures, 

and behaviour that he actively and strategically employed as political instruments in the ‘theatre of 

power’. He had to embody different roles in a physical and visual manner, by changing different kinds 

of schema and performing different schemata according to the part he had to play. He had to choose 

an attitude that could pile on the emotional response of the audience, to connect his person with 

historical and biblical models and to convey ideological and political statements. But also and mostly, 

the emperor had to appear as an exceptional exemplum of good and pious Christian displaying his 

qualities and moral virtues and the relation between his body and his soul. Whether he was sincere or 

not, we will never know. But what we could say is that the emperor was not to be perceived as merely 

representing a role. He had to present himself as possessing an ‘embodied habitus’. As Judith Butler 

and gender studies of the early 1990s taught us, indeed, the discourse could bring to light the identity, 

and social actors could make a script (or in this case an ‘ideal’) real through the repetition of acts and 

gestures within a specific cultural context until the performance comes to include also the mode of 

belief.  A ‘good’ kind of authority, like gender, could be seen by the audience as a performative ‘act’ 

related not to the essential truth of the body (i.e. to what one is), but rather to the social conventions, 

through repeatedly re-enacted performances (i.e. on what one does). Those acts were built by 

imitating the dominant conventions that had been built around the ideas of good or bad authorities 

(historical or biblical) in the narrative2285. To play the part of the good emperor in Byzantium was 

therefore, a strategic social performance made by gestures that had to touch the ‘right chords’ and be 

tailored to the mentality and the imagination of the audience. But those gestures had also to include 

the more serious requirement to possess and display an identity characterized by a good habitus. Only 

in this way the emperor could actually strike and persuade the audience that he was actually worthy 

to instantiate the role he wanted to present, i.e. only in this way his body and gestures could be 

performative on the social order and in political events.  

                                                             
had stood or fallen on the quality of his relation to the Senate and the people of Rome’; MATHEWS 1989, pp. 
234-235. 
2285 Gender, explains Butler, is ‘a stylized repetition of acts’, and ‘the appearance of substance is (…) a constructed 
identity, a performative accomplishment which the mundane social audience, including the actors themselves, 
come to believe and to perform in the mode of belief”; BUTLER 1988, pp. 519-520. Of course, the case of gender 
is something much more deeply embodied physical habitus that have to do with general social constructions and 
meanings, but the act of ‘performing an emperor’ shared with it the concept of impersonating an ‘ideal’. 
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The perspective of salvation history made imperial behaviour even more performative and gave an 

enormous force to the gesture that the emperor (who also shared with the audience the same 

evaluations and fears) must follow or avoid. Now, more than ever, the emperor had therefore to prove 

to be worthy of his role and to have a soul strong enough to control his mortal nature and his passions, 

so as to avoid the inevitable divine punishment (which struck the achievements and the bodies of bad 

rulers and tyrannoi), contribute to the good functioning of the State, and achieve the salvation of the 

souls of his subjects2286. The problem of the sincerity and manipulation remained however very 

present: members of the audience could always be aware that bodies and gestures could be leveraged 

and manipulated to communicate, maintain, and negotiate authority. This was a dangerous game as it 

was in Roman times, when ‘the ruler and the elite keep each other under mutual observation’ and the 

ruler was ‘vulnerable as any other player’, without full control over his court2287. His gestures and 

outward appearance were carefully screened and judged as the symptoms of his moral qualities and 

capacity to rule. And the authors, aware of the functioning of the body as political instrument, kept in 

mind the emotions and the historical knowledge of the audience2288 to build up descriptions and 

efficacious parallelism with historical and biblical models, also by emphasising certain aspects of the 

physicality and the behaviour of the ruler. To assume a role, for the emperor, was therefore not a mere 

operation of performance: he had to identify his public image with the aspects and the symbolic and 

expressive meanings assigned to his role according to the cultural models to his role, but he also has 

to take in count and let his image be shaped by the interaction with the audience.  

 

Among the distinctive features of the imperial body, has especially emerged an emphasis in the 

distinction between political and natural body which had provided a parallel Leitmotiv strictly 

connected with our topic. Descriptions of imperial gestures and behaviour could reflect political 

theories and ideas about the fact that the emperor owned a double nature: a supernatural and almost 

divine one, superior to the one of the common man and manifested when he embodied his political 

role, as well as a mortal and fragile one that he had in common with every human being, being mortal, 

subject to passions, and fallible. 

A possible explanation of this emphasis on the human and mortal body had been already put forward 

by Leppin, who had also investigated imperial behavioural patterns, mainly by the perspective that 

                                                             
2286 Brown for his part underlined the discontinuities and the new ‘imaginative model’ followed by the emperor 
of the fourth century. It was based upon the compassion toward the poor and upon a mystical identity whereby 
he shared with his subjects the common frailty of human flesh. It was the personal devotion of individual ruler, 
and not the paideia, which held to bring felicity to the empire, and the emperor was no longer obliged to show 
gentle courtesy to a select group of men of paideia, as natural leader of community, since all classes were equal 
to him, recipient of compassion; BROWN 1992, p. 134; p. 154. 
2287 WALLACE-HADRILL 2011, pp. 99-101. 
2288 SCOTT 2010. 
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ecclesiastical historians of the fifth century had on the monarchical order, the legitimacy of the power, 

and the effects that emperor’s actions had to direct divine grace or punishments toward himself and 

the empire (i.e. in the perspective of the salvation history)2289. The parallel built between emperor and 

David had also been recognized here as a way of defusing the sensitive question of imperial fallibility. 

This is undeniably correct, as we have seen, but it has been also interesting to pursue an analysis of 

this issue from a broader perspective and to see how the theme has continued to further evolve and 

gain new nuances in the following centuries.  

The theme could be followed in the Greek culture since Aristotle, who had first questioned the rule of 

a single man for the fact that even the most virtuous individual always had ‘in his soul the passions that 

are attributes of humanity’2290. The ‘emotional element (tò paqhtikòn)’ which every human soul 

necessarily (Þnágkh) possessed made indeed his decisions less valuable, since ‘the individual’s 

judgment is bound to be (Þnagkaíon) corrupted when he is overcome by anger (øp’ ðrgÖj 

krathqéntoj) or some other such emotion’2291. The dichotomous conception of a royalty made of a 

mortal and a political body could also be traced back to Aristotle, who distinguished between the 

friends of the princeps from the friends of the principate2292. This concept affected not only the political 

theology in the Western Middle Ages. Byzantine authors were also aware of the problem and made a 

distinction between the individual man and the role he embodied in the exercise of the power. Rather 

than the two ‘bodies’, natural and political, of Kantorowicz’ theory, however, it would be better to 

speak in Christological terms about two ‘natures’. To the political and superhuman one belonged the 

official gestures performed in ceremonial occasions, portrayed in official art, and described in 

panegyric sources, where he hid his identity behind a steady, motionless, and meaningful posture 

untouched by human emotions, so to promote his relationship with God and his role as His 

representative on earth. Liz James, who first attempted to apply the ‘theory of the two bodies’ to the 

Byzantine world, claimed for example that the empress’ private and individual body as a woman had 

been replaced by a constructed public persona to set her apart from other women and reinforce her 

power2293. However, the mortal nature of the emperor could also come to the fore. To keep the balance 

between ideal and humanity was indeed not easy, and a discrepancy was always possible between role 

                                                             
2289 LEPPIN 1996, pp. 9-10. 
2290 ARISTOTLE, Politica, III, 6.3 (1281a35-37); ed. and tr. RACKHAM 1959, pp. 220-221. 
2291 ARISTOTLE, Politica, III, 10.5-6 (1286a1636); ed. and tr. RACKHAM (1932) 1959, pp. 256-257. To leave the 
government to a man is therefore like to add ‘a wild animal’ to the government of the law, ruled instead by God 
and by reason; ARISTOTLE, Politica, III, 10.4 (1287a29-34); ed. and tr. RACKHAM (1932) 1959, pp. 264-265.  
2292 KANTOROWICZ (1957) 1966, pp. 427-428. The precedent to this idea included also Plutarch (who 
distinguished between the friends of Alexander (filaléxandroj) and the friends of the king (filobasileúj)) 
and the Neopitagoric philosophers; ibidem. 
2293 JAMES 2001, p. 133; pp. 165-166. This image of the empress was a ‘powerful form of action, a presenting and 
re-presenting, a being something, an embodiment of power of being present, a force just through presence’; 
JAMES 2001, p. 139. 
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and image on one side and what happened in the reality on the other. The emperor was indeed 

vulnerable to illness and death and could always be lured by the vanity and the hypocrisy of the world 

to indulge in human passions like anger or general misbehavior. This mortal dimension became part of 

the official ideology promoted by the court: the emperor was constantly warned that human glory (the 

doxa) and the splendor of the court was an unstable thing doomed to fade, like a dream2294 or like a 

ball inflated with air2295. This condition was addressed in the political theory and it was publicly 

declared at the moment of the emperor’s death in the speech uttered to his successors. It could be 

even exploited in the ceremonial context, where the emperor could justify mistakes or mend 

misconducts by including his mortal, humble, and therefore fallible nature in his official schema. By 

removing the crown, walking barefoot, or bending his body, he turned upside down his grandiose 

official image in the effort to achieve consensus in particular threatening moments.  

Discourses about gestures, about mortal or divine nature in the imperial body, unconsciously or 

consciously impacted on the individual, on the way he views himself and on how he views the world, 

and how to react in different contexts. As well explained by Bourdieu, indeed, the habitus, even if 

taken for granted, could always be open to critical reflection and discussion, could always be 

questioned, subverted and unsettled, could always be noticed and made explicit, especially by 

underlying the dissonance between habitus and external conditions. It is this very condition that made 

one ‘suddenly conscious of that which was previously pre-reflective’, and made him develop changes 

in the habitus to include or to avoid or to change what is noticed and reflected about. The ‘practical 

consciousness’ thus has the power to awake the political consciousness, and this relationship between 

language and experience appear clear especially in ‘crisis situations in which the everyday order is 

challenged’. Those situations call indeed for an extraordinary discourse capable of giving systematic 

expression to the ‘gamut of extra-ordinary experiences that this, so to speak, objective epoch has 

provoked or made possible’2296.  

In front of discrepancies, yet, audience could respond not only with explanations and justifications and 

political theories aimed to restore the coherence of the imperial role, but also with indignation, irony 

and disenchantment. The body was indeed not only a useful and powerful political weapon. It was also 

the emperor’s weakness. After the end of the sixth century, it started a process, which will reach its 

peak after the Iconomachy in the ninth century, for whom the imperial mortal body and human 

                                                             
2294 BASIL OF CAESAREA, Homiliae in Hexaemeron, V; ed. and tr. NALDINI 1990, pp. 354-355. 
2295 This metaphor was used by George of Pisidia when he had to address Heraclius and his entourage with a 
subtle association; KAEGI 2003, pp. 322-323; n. 34, p. 323. 
2296 BOURDIEU 1977, p. 170. Bourdied called spoke here about the unquestioned and taken for granted ‚habitus 
of doxa‘ and the ‚universe of (orthodox and unorthodox) discourse and argument, ‘. Only the latter is thus open 
to critical reflection and discussion. No society, he claimed, is indeed smooth and harmonious as to prompt no 
questioning at all, while ‘what goes without saying and what cannot be said for lack of an available discourse, 
represents the dividing-line between the most radical form of misrecognition and the awakening of political 
consciousness; ibidem. 
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dimension came to be emphasised and lively described outside the official propaganda even more in 

detail. The same mortal nature showed off through specific gestures and postures carefully staged in 

the ceremonial context could be used as a mean of critique by resentful members of the court. They 

proved in many occasions to be still highly aware of the ‘theatre of the court’ and the visual expedients 

employed by the authority, while the pitiful and public death of emperors like Maurice and Phocas, 

the mutilation of Justinian II, and the murder of Leo V, had dramatically revealed the vulnerability of 

the imperial body, working also as a powerful memento mori for the members of the audience. 

Between the half of the ninth and the eleventh centuries especially, those themes and those ideas 

made a ‘turn’ toward an even stronger emphasis on the human dimension of the imperial being. Lively 

stories, vivid recounts of imperial gestures and physical actions, filled the pages of the authors who 

had to recount the history of the empire.   

Furthermore, this awareness enabled the attempts to explain the unavoidable bad behaviour of rulers 

not only as driven by the Providence eager to punish sinner people but also as the consequence of 

their unescapable fallible dimension. Odd, irrational, and out-of-norm gestures, could reveal the 

incapability of the ruler to control his body when taken by passions or when struck by an illness (usually 

sent as a divine punishment). Hence, bad emperors could be described acting under the control of 

their passions, devoting themselves to pleasures, with an exaggerated or deviant sexuality (an 

‘ubiquitous strategy’ used also in ‘ancient discourse on mime and pantomime’2297), and moving 

irrationally like an animal or like a demon-possessed. It was a strong subversion of the imperial body, 

which came to be dominated by the disorder and the irrationality, mirroring the ruler’s lack of control 

on his soul and, therefore, his being unworthy to rule. The emperor was indeed a man ‘subject to the 

same afflictions as every creature which bears the likeness of God’, but he had also to control himself 

so as not to question ‘His image endowed with utterance and soul’2298. The presence of a mortal 

dimension in the ruler also allowed the author to blame his sins, his flaws, and his mistakes, without 

questioning his legitimacy and the imperial institution. He could build a ‘safe critique’ addressed not 

to the emperor in his official role conferred by God, but rather to the man who could act as impious, 

heretic, sinner, or even mad and demon-possessed. And for this reason Justin II, despite his mental 

illness, lost his power but not his title. Finally, the emperor, like any other human being, was doomed 

to fall and die. His body could be kept away from corruption and honoured, like in the case of 

Constantine, but mostly it carried the physical decay of illness and death.  This was a serious topic 

which could not be avoided by authors, and they could choose to emphasise the pain suffered as a 

                                                             
2297 WEBB 2008, p. 21. 
2298 JOHN OF NIKIU, Chronicon, 83, 51; tr. CHARLES 1916, p. 89. John enriched in this way the old anecdote of 
Theodosius’ anger against the population of Antioch and included those words in a letter allegedly sent by 
Macedonius (here generally described as a monk coming from the desert). 
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divine punishment and to linger in morbid details. God’s chosen one always remained a human being, 

with his vices and his blemishes, with his urges, passions and, ultimately, with a fragile body.  

In this complex situation, however, we don’t have to overlook also the ‘organic individuality’ and 

‘personal style’ which can never be entirely removed from sociological discourses2299 and which was 

also involved in the practices of the policy. The body is by its very nature an ‘interface’ between 

biological and social, cause and meaning, collective and individual domains, while the individual is an 

‘irreductible, unique being’ who is both ‘object and subject, product and actor, structure and 

meaning’2300. Even if political discourses and narrative could be embodied and turned into a physical 

habitus, and even if the emperor had to follow the behavioural rules expected from him and his status, 

indeed, his personality and ability (in other words, his agency) played also a part. A clever ruler who 

wanted to strengthen his position and his legitimacy knew that he had to learn the rules, the 

mechanisms, and the judgments behind certain gestures and behaviour. He took historical accounts 

as models to guide his moral actions and conduct, and could always decide whenever to follow them 

or not at his own risk. Valentinian, for example, proclaimed Ammianus Marcellinus, failed to imitate 

earlier models because ‘he did not know’ the example or ‘pretended not to know (ignorans minimeque 

reputans afflicti solacium status)’ that certain things, though possible for one holding the supreme 

power, are not permitted2301. The emperor was always potentially weak, it was a condition inherent in 

his being a mortal and human creature: his power and position could always be questioned, and it was 

up to him to legitimize his position with the tools at his disposal. He could show and prove his power 

and legitimacy through works of art or panegyrics, but he had also to define and re-define his image in 

front of an audience (both the ruling class and the population) who was not as gullible as he could 

hope for, but was potentially aware of the tricks and the game at play. Not always the same mechanism 

functioned, and gestures had always to change and be adapted to the situation: the basic element 

remained fixed but they were remixed and re-defined according to the context and the necessities (i.e. 

the words remained the same but the language changed).  

 

Finally, a last brief remark could be made on the effective power that the knowledge of how the 

imperial body worked in the mechanism of the politics could have on an individual’s career, in the 

perspective of social promotions. The case of Psellos is striking: he was a man of culture who knew the 

court well and was able to provide the most complete reflection on the argument. He described 

                                                             
2299 BOURDIEU 1977, p. 86. In Bourdieu point of view, each individual system of disposition could be seen as a 
‘structural variant’ that expressed the differences between positions inside or outside the class, while the 
‘personal style’ could be seen as a ‘deviation’ in relation to the common style of a period or class; ibidem. 
2300 BERTHELOT 1991, p. 398.  
2301 AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, Res Gestae, XXX, 8, 6-9; ed. SEYFARTH 1978, vol. 2, p. 153; tr. ROLFE 1950, vol. 
III, p. 363. 
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emperors who were unable to effectively use their public appearance and were thus responsible for 

the crisis of the empire. He clarified the dangers of a theatrical appearance devoid of ethos or of an 

ethos without a proper schema. And he defined with great perspicacity how a man could (and must) 

realise in himself the bios politikos. No doubt he had to place this sensibility at the service of the power 

to promote his position at court, as evidenced by its almost miraculous public career. This sensibility, 

and not mere opportunism, enabled him to play a leading role in politics and survive for a long time 

(almost thirty years) in the midst of a period characterized by frequent and traumatic successions to 

the throne, helping him to understand not only how to use the visual imagery to draft effective 

indictments or praises, but also to understand when an emperor was losing favour and how to please 

even the most difficult personality. When he compiled his memoir, he refined even more his skills, and 

made this knowledge available to his friends and collaborators. We could go further and argue that 

this operation helped to create a new awareness in the officials and members of the court which may 

have led to a new imperial conception of disenchantment with the autocracy, and to the need for later 

emperors to find means to ‘freshen up’ their schema.  

 

This work had shown therefore how complex and dynamic was the ‘theatre of power’, how much 

efforts and care was required of the emperor to choose and stage the right schema and to perform 

the right schemata, in order to fulfil his role and the numerous expectations of the audience and to 

overcome contemporary problems, to face tense moments and keep his authority. His gestures indeed 

were performative and defined, transmitted and consolidated the impression of his role and the 

different layers and facets of his public image. Christian heir of the pagan Roman rulers, mortal being 

who shared a special relationship with the divine, supernatural creature but also a primus inter pares: 

the emperor belonged to a very unique gestural category. Even the most apparently ‘out of norm’ 

description or apparent contradiction were then not incidental elements. They were all significative 

expressions that reflected the compresence of different imagery and different way through which it 

was possible to stage and then to read a publicly staged imperial body. 

I hope to have also make a step further in considering rhetorical strategies and actual practices as not 

so distant and disconnected as they may appear, and to have shown how useful could be for the 

research to not consider the content separated from the form and the fact separated from its 

representation. To recognize the cultural and literary background of written descriptions does not 

detract from their historical importance and does not prevent to read them as reflecting actually 

performed actions. Rather, the tradition and the imagery attached to them gave them strength and 

made them efficacious weapons, in the narrative and in the performances staged in front of an 

audience. Most skilful emperors were able to choose the right schema for the situation by picking it 

up from the repertoire at their disposal, manipulating it, and even distorting it for their own political 
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purposes. The emperor has to be considered therefore not only as a statue to behold, a ‘divinely 

crafted image of piety (e÷sebeíaj qeóteukton \galma)’2302. Only the tyrannos was a ‘hollow statue 

of an emperor (inane imperii simulacrum)’2303, while the ideal king was a beautiful statue (\galma) to 

which it was important to give movement (kinoúmenon) and the breath of life (1mpnoun)2304. He had 

to be a ‘statue endowed with reason’2305, there is, with a body sustained and stimulated by good moral 

virtues and a strong soul. He had to be wise, rational, and make good use of the body and the mind 

provided to him by God. And if he made mistakes or acted irrationally (as any other human being) he 

had to find the most effective way to show off his mortality and his humility in order to keep intact his 

authority. His gestures and postures were not motionless and frozen in conventional and timeless 

shapes. The emperor was the most active player in an ever-changing and fluctuating society, and 

constantly adapted his schema and schemata to the contexts to handle difficult situations.  

 

As for potential for this type of analysis, I am confident that the ideas emerged from the present 

research could provide useful lens through which to understand the lively descriptions included later 

in the Macedonian and Comnenian sources, which for reasons of space I regretfully had to leave mostly 

out, together with the De Ceremoniis of Constantine Porphyrogenitus (whose richness of gestures had 

been only partially analysed by Reiske). For example, the memorable image of Michael III who turned 

upside-down the imperial schema, dared irreverent jokes, get drunk with his jovial friends, and 

theatrically assumed roles not proper to his social position in the highly biased accounts of the 

Theophanes Continuatus and John Skylitzes2306. It could be especially interesting to address the use 

and perception of gesture at the court of Alexius Comnenus, the ruler invincible in his tongue as well 

as in his hand (\macoj kaì tÕn glÏttan ñmoû kaì tÕn ceîra)’2307, who gave orders with his sight 

and his gesture2308. His wife, the empress Irene, a ‘true animated statue (1mpnoun Ìj ÞlhqÏj 

\galma) of beauty and a living column (stÔlhn 1mbion) of grace’, is characterized by highly elegant 

                                                             
2302 AGAPETUS, Ekthesis, ch. 5; ed. PG 86.1, col. 1165; tr. BELL 2009, p. 101. See also KAZHDAN and CONSTABLE 
1982, p. 61 (about Justinian). Psellos in the Historia Syntomos also described John Tzimiskes as being ‘like a statue 
in appearance (Þgalmatíaj tò eêdoj) and a man of taste (cariéstatoj)’; MICHAEL PSELLOS, Historia 
Syntomos, ch. 105; ed. and tr. AERTS 1990, pp. 102-103. 
2303 So is defined Priscus Attalus when he was brought by the Goths in Spain, before he was caught and punished 
by Honorius; OROSIUS, Historiarum adversus paganos, VII, 42.9; ed. and tr. LIPPOLD AND CHARINI (1976) 1993, 
vol. II, pp. 394-395. 
2304 SYNESIUS OF CYRENE, De Regno, 9; 18; ed. and tr. GARYZA 1989, pp. 400-401; pp. 424-425. The movement 
was given in this case by the words of the author who described him. 
2305 LEONTIOS, Homilia on Job, V, 15 (166); tr. ALLEN and DATEMA 1991, p. 79; quot. JAMES 2001, p. 139. 
2306 On the different interpretations of the account, see DVORNIK (1948) 1953, p. 158-161; LJUBARSKIJ 1987; 
IVANOV 2006, pp. 134-138; SCOTT 2010. 
2307 ANNA COMNENA, Alexiadis libri XV, III, 3, 2; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. I, p. 111. 
2308 ANNA COMNENA, Alexiadis libri XV, IX, 7, 3; IX, 9, 6; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. II, pp. 182-183. 
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gestures which seem to show a new kind of physical habitus2309. The role of gestures as visual 

boundaries in diplomatic exchanges became especially a much complex matter which could cause 

misunderstandings between two different ritual communities2310. Gestures continued to be prove their 

nature far from being a universal language, as well experienced by Liutprand of Cremona’s chef when 

tried to shop down to the market of Constantinople: he did not know Greek and tried to communicate 

through gestures of the fingers and the head (‘qui non signorum signis, sed digitorum seu capitis 

nutibus cum venditore emptor loquebatur’), but this did not prevent him from being swindled by the 

salesman2311. The failure to understand a symbolic gesture or behaviour can be presented as an attack 

on the rank, as stated by Althoff in reference to a Byzantine legation humiliated at the Charlemagne’s 

court2312. And unforgettable remains Anna Comnena’s report of the arrival of the Crusades at 

Constantinople, a masterpiece in showing Byzantines’ and Latins’ attitudes toward the correct use of 

good manner. Far away from the deference displayed by Liutprand of Cremona – who, despite the 

following outbursts once returned back home, always respected the required etiquette – the 

Crusaders are seen as behaving like a bunch of uncivilized and arrogant boors, unable to properly use 

their bodies and completely ignorant over the rules of the court2313. The emperor at this point not only 

proved to be able to heroically endure the shameless and unbridled never-ending chatter of the Franks 

at receptions2314. His schema was now permeable, and he could exploit even the gestures of his 

‘ignorant’ enemies. When Alexius Comnenus welcomed Bohemond of Antiochia in his tend at Devol, 

in 1108, he sealed the treaty by stretching out his hand and grasping the hand of Bohemond (ækteínaj 

tÕn ceîra ñ basileùj kaì tÖj ækeínou ßyámenoj ceiròj), performing the western gesture of 

the immixio manuum so to make him his lízioj (i.e. ligius, vassal)2315. The same will be made by his 

son John II when he will receive the submission of the Frank leaders in Antiochia in 11372316. A gesture 

                                                             
2309 She kept her lips closed but displayed her forearm up to the elbow and accompanied her words with elegant 
gestures (Óniócei dè tà pollà Ó ceìr tÐ lóg_ sùn e÷ruqmí=), with fingers and hands whose shape 
(diáqesin) made them look as if they had been shaped by an artist from ivory; ANNA COMNENA, Alexiadis libri 
XV, III, 3, 4; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. I, p. 112. 
2310 See above, p. 203ff. 
2311 Forced to wait further for his much desired departure from Constantinople, Liutprand was confined together 
with his graekólalos, the expert in Greek language, in a poor accommodation like a prisoner; LIUTPRAND OF 
CREMONA, Relatio de legatione Constantinopolitana, 46; ed. CHIESA 1998, p. 207; tr. OLDONI e ARIATTA 1987, 
p. 220; pp. 241. 
2312 ALTHOFF 2005. 
2313 There were exceptions. For example, Baldwin grabbed one of the men who dared to sit on the throne of 
Alexius and yelled at him that this was not the way to behave with the emperor of Byzantium; ANNA COMNENA, 
Alexiad, X, 10, 6; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. II, p. 239. 
2314 ANNA COMNENA, Alexiadis libri XV, XIV, 4, 5-6; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. III, pp. 161-162. 
2315 ANNA COMNENA, Alexiadis libri XV, XIII, 10, 3; ed. and tr. LEIB 1937, vol. III, p. 122. He then addressed him 
with the greetings customary between basileis (kaì tÕn sunÔqh toîj basileûsi prosagóreusin) and placed 
him next to the throne; ibidem. 
2316 MICHAEL ITALICUS, Panegyric for John Comnenus, fol. 89-90; ed. and tr. LAMMA (1952) 1968. Niketas, who 
also described the submission of Raymond, called him once again lízioj; NIKETAS CHONIATES, Historia I, 11.1; 
ed. and tr. KAZHDAN, MAISANO, PONTANI 1994, pp. 64-65; n. 132, p. 533. 
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outside the Byzantine tradition was now employed, without any issues, to bind the faith of the crusader 

knights. 

To conclude, the present research has focused mainly on the rationale and a general vision of the 

functioning of the gesture in the society and in the mechanisms of the power. I felt it was necessary 

first of all to systematize an object and a field of investigation that is difficult to define, targeting 

terminological, methodological and epistemological problems and presenting a coherent image of the 

emperor on the background of the society of which he was a part, with its reflections and peculiar 

perceptions of the body. I hope to have open up new problems and new directions for research. But I 

am also aware that his kind of approach had been to the detriment of the contexts, the motivations 

and the underlying reasons and circumstances that inspired changes or encouraged continuities, as 

well as of the specificities and complexities of certain authors and events which could have deserve a 

more throughout analysis (as been made, for example, by Helmut Leppin for the contemporary 

theological and Christological controversies that have influenced the way of looking at the imperial 

behaviour in the fifth century)2317. I believe that all these aspects, if investigated further in the 

submitted framework, could leave room for interesting developments in the research. As once Bloch 

stated, it is not enough to ascertain the deception, one has to unveil the reasons to better reveal it2318. 

For the moment, I hope to have unveiled the deceit and to have made it clear how it worked and its 

value as testimony. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
2317 LEPPIN 1996, pp. 5-6. 
2318 ‘Mais constater la tromperie ne suffit point. Il faut aussi en découvrir les motifs’; BLOCH (1949) 1974, p. 43.  
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